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INTRODUCTION

By JOHN H, FUSTLEY, JR.

THOUGH the exact dates of Thucydides' birth and death are

unknown, he seems to have been a comparatively young
man in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian War, 424 B.C.,

when he was elected an Athenian general, was stationed in

Thrace, there failed to prevent the capture of Amphipolis
by the gifted Spartan general Brasidas, and was punished by
exile. He says (V 26) that his exile lasted twenty years
which is to say, for the rest of the war and that during this

time he had opportunity to associate with both sides. He
belonged to a leading Athenian family, and doubtless had
means for study, interview and travel. A later tradition of

unknown reliability says that he continued to live in Thrace
near the coast some distance east of the modern Salonika,
where he himself says (IV 105) that he operated a gold mine,

presumably a reason why he was originally sent to this fringe
of the Greek world. He returned to Athens after the peace
of 404, but hardly survived his return by many years, since

the History is incomplete. It stops abruptly in the twenty-
first year of the war, and the Eighth Book, which lacks

speeches, seems in a less finished state than the other books,

imperfect in some detail as these too may be.

On these assumptions, he was born around 460 and lived

perhaps a few, certainly not many, years into the fourth

century. He was thus two generations younger than Aeschylus
(b. 525), who saw the overthrow of the tyrants, the creation

of the democracy, and the brilliant repulse of Persia. He was
a generation younger than Pericles (b. circ. 493), Sophocles,

Phidias, Anaxagoras and Herodotus, men who in their dif-

ferent ways created and reflect the noonday of Athens. Mid-

way in age between Euripides (b. 480) and Socrates (b. 469),
on the one hand, and Aristophanes (b. circ. 445), on the other,
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viii INTRODUCTION
he shared these men's analytical spirit, their social temper
and emphasis, and their struggle towards rational generaliza-
tion. He was the child of times when habits of thought and

expression were changing fast, partly because of the war but

chiefly through the now accomplished change of Athens her-

self from a secondary state to the recognized center of trade,

inquiry and the arts.

To mention some of his contemporaries is to note a curious

fact about him his obscurity in an age when obscurity was
uncommon. His exile is, of course, part of the explanation ;

he
watched from a distance while others played parts on the

bright and animated stage of Athenian life. From this isola-

tion come traits suggestive of the later exile, Dante, and the

cast-off politician, Machiavelli: detachment from, yet obses-

sion with, politics, the observer's capacity to categorize and
distill, joined with the suppressed passion bred of disappoint-
ment. But unlike these men, he gained no immediate compen-
sation of fame. It is true that Xenophon and two other his-

torians whose works are lost continued the History from
where he dropped it; true also that those writers of the fourth

century, notably Demosthenes and Isocrates, who most re-

spected and understood the historical achievements of Attic

democracy, show his influence. But Plato and Aristotle give
few signs of valuing or even of knowing the History, naturally
so, perhaps. The admirer of Pericles obviously has little to say
to one who, in the Gorgias, condemns shipbuilding, harbors
and walls as worse than a misuse of Pericles' leadership. Nor
does Thucydides' attempt to find meaning and order beneath
the surface confusion of history share the spirit of Aristotle's
famous judgment that history is less philosophic than poetry.
Full appreciation of Thucydides waited for Sallust and Taci-
tus and, in general, for those who witnessed in Rome a still

more violent political evolution than that which he had ob-
served and tried to analyze in Athens.

His obscurity during and just after his own time thus re-
flects not only his exile but in part his subject also, which is

the analysis of political power. With Athens' defeat in the
Peloponnesian War and the waning of her strength, the phi-
losophers of the fourth century found in abstract and ideal

analysis a center of interest less close to the violence of history
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than was Ms. They characteristically did not admire, as he

did, either the enormous and confused creativity of the great
age or the democracy which was its driving force. It is on first

glance astonishing that the Athenians, who invented democ-

racy, on the whole speak so badly of it. But such views reflect

the defeat and disillusion of the fourth century; earlier writ-

ers, who knew the democracy at its greatest, had not discov-

ered political theory. Thus Aeschylus, who shared the democ-

racy's highest triumphs, reflects them, but not critically or

literally, in his great themes and symbols, and Herodotus,
whose admiration for Athens is unbounded, conceives of his-

tory as a pageant and spectacle to be described for its gran-
deur, not as a process to be analyzed for its motive forces.

Hence it is that the History, virtually alone of Athenian writ-

ings, records analytically the creative workings of the first

democracy, and, what is more, in a sympathetic spirit and
from the point of view of an observer and pupil of events, not
of a moralist and censor.

As noted, his subject is the analysis of political power. He
says as much at the end of the well-known passage on his

method (122): *'The lack of the fabulous may make my work
dull. But I shall be satisfied if it be thought useful by those
who wish to know the exact character of events now past
which, human nature being what it is, will recur in similar 01

analogous forms. It has not been composed to court temporary
applause but as a lasting possession." The first and part of
the last sentence glance somewhat acridly at the kind of nar-
rative for which Herodotus was known. The main staternenl

expresses a cyclical view of history by which future events re-

peat the shapes of past events and the past accordingly be-
comes the guide to the future. This view gives the work its

purpose and prescribes somewhat secondarily its ideal of ac-

curacy. For only if the past is exactly known can it become a

reliable guide to the future. The History is sometimes de-

scribed as if its chief merit were to have adumbrated the posi
1

tivist ideal of historical accuracy which became widespread in

the nineteenth century. Certainly Thucydides goes to great
pains for accuracy. For instance, since the calendars of the
Greek states differed and there was no single ruling chro-

nology, he fixed (II 2) the outbreak of the war by reference
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to AthenSj Sparta and Argos, and then followed an annalistic

method, further subdividing each year into a winter season of

roughly five months and a campaigning season of the re-

mainder, towards the beginning or end of which he could then

place events with some accuracy. He is punctilious in such de-

tails as the names of generals or rulers, the size and scope of

expeditions and the history of outlying places which were
touched by the war. Yet, to repeat, this ideal of accuracy is in

the end secondary. His first purpose is to elucidate the mo-
tives, policies, decisions and acts of leadership which dictated

the course of the war, since obviously only knowledge of these

could give posterity the instruction which he feels history
should give. He writes, in effect, a manual for future states-

men, explaining what were in his opinion the errors which cost

Athens the war despite her initial advantage. As annalist he is

interested in the exact course of events. As statesman and ob-
server of policy, he is interested in the decisions prior to these

events, and it is this interest which is the stronger.
It may appear somewhat roundabout to turn at this point

to his style. Yet style prescribes the cast and mold of a man's

thought, which can be misunderstood if something other is

sought in a work than what the style requires. The earliest

Greek prose, which Herodotus is just transcending, used short
declarative statements with little emphasis or subordination.
It has something of the lucid freshness of the early books of
the Old Testament. At farthest remove from this nascent

prose is the so-called periodic style of Plato, Isocrates and the
writers of the fourth century generally. By studious subordi-
nation of minor points to the major idea of a sentence, it

achieves impressive organic unity but commonly at the cost
of sapping the vitality of subordinate ideas. This is the style
which, adopted from Isocrates by Cicero, passed from him
Into the English cadences of Gibbon and Burke. Thucydides'
prose stands somewhere between these two, the simple and the
periodic, styles. His chief devices are antithesis, comparison
and contrast. Within any given sentence, clause will be paired
with clause, subject with subject, verb with verb. This elabo-
rately antithetical method is more characteristic, to be sure,
of the speeches than of the common narrative. But when even
the narrative mounts to emphasis or generalization, the famil-
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style reasserts itself. It is a hard style, because the reader is

never decisively directed to one of the proffered choices, but
it is intensely vivid and living, because each element in each
contrast stands out with a kind of tough, uncurbed vitality.
It is a style of sharp and brilliant facets, rather than of or-

ganically rounded wholes.

The reason for thus dwelling on Thucydides' style is that,
as suggested, it is not something that merely marks sentences;
it shapes and directs his entire thought. The History itself can
be said to fall into a few large antitheses and is most easily

grasped when these are seen. Nor is this antithetical method
one which Thucydides consciously chose from alternative pos-
sibilities. The sophistic movement, which was one of the two
or three dominant intellectual forces of the time and the one
by which he was most deeply influenced, represented in gen-
eral the attempt to substitute prose, concept and analysis for

poetry, myth and symbol as the chief means of interpreting
life and society. This attempt gathered the greater force be-

cause,with the immense spread of communication and growth
of knowledge which the Athenian empire elicited, society it-

self seemed to be changing and novelty was in the air. Having
inherited only the simple style of the earliest prose, the first

sophists evolved the more subtle manner which Thucydides
took over and himself elaborated. It was antithetical because
it was created for oral presentation of arguments on either
side of a question. Moreover, style could hardly leap in a gen-
eration from its early artlessness to the self-confidence and
finish of the fourth century, and there necessarily intervened
a period of exuberance and experiment.In his boldness Thu-
cydides may be contrasted with his measured and disciplined
successors, much as Milton's or Browne's adventurous prose
is contrasted with Addison's or Johnson's. In short, as heir
and pupil of the sophists, Thucydides undertook the ambi-
tious task of elucidating the movement of political power in
his time, on the assumption that this movement of power
would be relevant to future times also, and in a manner well

adapted by its antithetical subtlety to express the social and
moral dilemmas which the sophists had first expounded and
which, in the peculiar circumstances of his life, he saw yet
more intensely.
A final point should be made about his intellectual inherit-
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ance. The sophistic movement, if perhaps the greatest force

in his time, was not without rivals in the time itself or in

effect on him. In the second book (47-53) he describes the

plague which in 430 first ravaged the population herded be-

hind the city walls to escape the Spartan invasion. After stat-

ing that he himself fell ill, he goes on to a detailed catalogue of

characteristic symptoms, in the hope, he says (II 48) ,
that he

may be of use towards its detection on any recurrence. This

ideal of future usefulness is evidently much the same here as

for the History as a whole. Now medicine was currently mak-

ing brilliant advances, and some of the finest works which

come down under the name of Hippocrates for example,

Airs, Waters and Places, The Sacred Disease, The Epidemics
date from this time. These works rest on the theory that

every disease has its characteristic course, usually marked by
certain days of crisis; hence that painstaking observation of

symptoms will enable the physician to foresee the progress
and often the outcome of an illness. Thucydides was unques-

tionably familiar with these ideas. They are visible not only in

the predictive purpose of the work, but in the technical term

(prophasis, I 23) which he uses to designate the cause of the

war, and even perhaps in the assumption that the war, like

disease, had certain turning points and times of crisis, which
he marks by speeches and otherwise singles out. In contrast to

the sophistic movement, which stressed dialectical analysis,
this scientific school espoused rigor of observation. Such move-

ments, of course, tend not to take place in isolation, and much
else hi the period for example, advances in mathematics, in

astronomy and the calendar, in city planning convey a new
admiration for exactitude and even for specialism. Thucyd-
ides seems uniquely to have combined these opposite tenden-

cies of dialectic and observation, of generalization and exacti-

tude, and it is another mark of the intensity which his exile

bred that he could thus bend to his inclusive purpose these
otherwise disparate ways of thought.
To turn then to the History, it has been stated that in the

large, as in the small, the cast of Thucydides' thought is an-
tithetical. Two dominant lines of antithesis control the work
with different force at different times. The first is the contrast
of Athens to Sparta, which is canvassed in detail at the start,
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reaches a climax in Athens' victory at Pylos in Book Four,
and dies away with the spectacle in Books Six and Seven of

the squandering at Syracuse of her once great superiority.
The second is the contrast of the wisely led democracy of

Pericles to the corrupt democracy of his successors, a theme
broached with Pericles

5

speeches and the estimate of him in

II 65, continued with the first symptoms of mistake and mis-

government in the Mytilenean debate of Book Three, gen-
eralized in the fearful analysis of revolution of III 82-83,
made operative in the refusal of Sparta's offers of peace after

Pylos, and reaching its height in the Melian Dialogue at the

end of Book Five and the Sicilian disaster of Book Seven.

These pairs of contrasts are not, of course, kept strictly sepa-
rate. The contrast of Athens to Sparta is that of democracy to

oligarchy, which in turn implies the contrast of the Periclean

to the later democracy.
The initial contrast, which dominates the first two books,

is made from many sides. Athens is the new, Sparta the estab-

lished power; Athens' strength is naval, Sparta's military.
Naval power reflects a commercial economy ; military power,
an agricultural economy. The former encourages enterprise
and initiative; the latter, tenacity and tradition. Hence the

one rests on democratic freedom; the other, on oligarchic dis-

cipline. As said, the naval, commercial, democratic polity of

Athens is far the more recent. The historian regards Thernis-

tocles as its creator, Pericles as its perfector. Accordingly its

potential strength was not widely grasped, and when Pericles

accepted Sparta's late challenge to a growth of power to which
she had offered only slight opposition since the Persian wars,

many foresaw Athens' quick defeat. Such was not Pericles
3

view, and one way of regarding the History is to see it as, in

inception at least, an argument for the correctness of Pericles'

insight as against that of the crowd. The innovating character

of Athens' economy is set forth in the first nineteen sections

of Book One, the so-called Archaeology, in which earlier

aggregations of naval power, as far back as the Cretan and

Mycenaean, are surveyed and found inferior to that of

Athens. A later digression (I 89-118), the so-called Pente-

contaetia or history of the Fifty Years, sketches Athens' rise

since the Persian wars. Thucydides evidently regarded naval
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power in Greek history as the key to dominance, fumblingly
held in earlier eras, but grasped with genius in, his own time,

His many-sided initial contrast of Athens to Sparta establishes

the superiority of the naval and commercial state in its inter-

locking aspects of freedom, energy, spirit of innovation, wealth

and leadership.
The picture of Athens' initial, though ill appreciated,

strength reaches its height in the three speeches and estimate

of Pericles, which in turn prepare the way for the contrast of

him to his successors. The celebrated Funeral Oration (II

35-46) is probably the greatest short analysis of the strength
of democracy from any time, certainly from antiquity. "We
love beauty with simplicity, we pursue wisdom without soft-

ness," sums up Pericles' optimistic confidence that personal
satisfaction and growth need not impair vigor or corporate

responsibility. "Every man among us is, if not an initiator, at

least a judge of policy," expresses the democratic faith in open
discussion and decision. The last speech (II 60-64), a defense

of his policy delivered under the shadow of the plague, faces

in harder tones the necessity of historical growth and change,
Athens' empire, he says, is represented as an act of tyranny,
but the world must change and creation will be admired in

every age by those who feel the will to do. The realism of

this speech, if one may venture such a judgment, seems par-

ticularly congenial to Thucydides. He makes clear from the

outset the inevitable conflict between local independence and
the growth of an embracing political system such as the

Athenian Empire, which system, however, is the prerequisite
of material progress. Further, the rise of Athens upset the

traditional balance of power in Greece and the agricultural

economy on which it rested. He says as much when he names

Sparta's fear of Athens' growing power as the essential cause
of the war (I 23). He accepts this necessity of change, and,
taken together, the Funeral Oration and last speech represent
the rise of Athens as not only a new phase in an inevitable

and endless struggle for power but as embodying also a fresh

and higher, if still imperfect, vision of growth and freedom.

Space forbids discussing at length the second part of the

second contrast, that of Pericles
7

successors to himself. The
plague (from which he died) and the many hardships attend-
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ant on the war set up a vicious cycle whereby popular feeling
ran high and leaders played on this feeling. The ideal of tem-
perateness and unity presented in the Funeral Oration was
not in fact confirmed, and class struggle increasingly divided
Athens and other cities. Democracy was represented by Peri-
cles as co-operative government by all citizens, rich and poor;
now, as later in Plato and Aristotle, it comes to mean domi-
nance by the demos, narrowly denned as the proletariat. A
revolution in Corcyra prompts Thucydides to a terrifying
analysis of this change (III 82-3) , whereby a middle faction

ceases to exist and the state is torn apart by factions of the

extreme, each supported by help from outside. The watch-cry
of the extreme democrats in Athens was a war of conquest.
The motives were partly self-advancement by leaders, partly
fear of oligarchy abroad and even at home, partly revenge for
the invasion of Attica and partly a vision of increased public
employment in an extended empire. The mood of fear is re-

vealed in a debate on the punishment of Mytilene (III 37-
48), an allied city which had attempted revolt. Though rela-

tively mild counsels prevailed in the end, the debate shows a
new stridency and doubt of reason, and marks in Cleon the
rise of a politician who, unlike Pericles, had no wish to repress
such emotions.

The turning point in the first ten years of war was the
Athenian victory of Pylos, a victory achieved by the Periclean

strategy of encirclement and harrying of the Peloponnesus.
Terrified by visions of revolt among her subject population
and doubtful even of her time-honored military discipline,
which had not shown to advantage at Pylos, Sparta now
offered peace (IV 17-20) . Pericles, whose view of the war was
defensive, would certainly have accepted it, but Cleon re-

fused, urging a war of conquest (IV 21). This refusal estab-
lishes the pattern of the rest of the History. From now on
Athens no longer represents a hopeful and creative force
whose humanity, though imperfect, far surpasses the repres-
siveness of Sparta. She herself becomes the repressor and con-

queror. Reverses followed Pylos (it is now that Thucydides
is exiled), and with the death of Cleon and of the Spartan
Brasidas, the so-called Peace of Nicias is made in 421. But
with the rise of Pericles' ward and Cleon's far more gifted sue-
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cessor, the brilliant and unstable Alcibiades, the war of con*

quest begins openly. Its tone is set in the bitter dialogue in

which the Athenians point out to the islanders of Melos the

unenviable role of weakness in a world dominated by force

(V 85-112). In the debate in Athens preceding the Sicilian

expedition ?
the change is evident in the helplessness of Nicias,

the timorous heir of Periclean moderation, and the confidence

of Alcibiades. As description, the account of the slow death at

Syracuse of Athens' strength and hope is Thucydides' master-

piece and one of the masterpieces of all historical writing. But
the main lines of evaluation are already drawn. Whether the

political folly of the Athenians led to Alcibiades' dismissal

from his command or his own weaknesses were his and his

country's undoing, a mood of fear, instability and division is

equally apparent. Had the History gone on to the final defeat

of 405, it would certainly have shown only a continued alter-

nation by which democracy endowed Athens with strength

beyond any of her rivals, yet robbed her of that strength by
political division.

Two final points remain, the one of substance, the other of

method. As for the former, the democratic government of

Athens, even at the time of her widest power, relied on meth-
ods adapted from the town meeting. The generals, who were

annually elected, could be questioned and even deposed at

stated monthly meetings of the assembly; and this same as-

sembly could be packed by any faction which took the trouble.

Democratic government, always less decisive and certain of

its direction than are more authoritarian controls, is seen at

its most unstable and precarious in Athens, and the wonder is

not that it erred but that it showed such deep roots of strength.
This leads to the second point, which concerns Thucydides'

method, particularly in the speeches. He says (I 22) that the

speeches follow the main tenor of what was actually said, yet
present what he judges the essential elements of each succes-

sive situation. Obviously there might in theory be room here
for the rhetorical distortion which later became the vice of

ancient historiography. But history is not a science. Even the
most careful of modern historians must in the last analysis

separate what he judges the important from the unimportant,
and in this act of choice and emphasis his insight and depth of
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experience reveal themselves. Thucydides is to be judged by
these criteria of depth and insight. His method is what he

makes of it. In his hands it becomes a means of selecting and

exposing, with utmost presentness, the outlooks and states of

mind of a static and a changing society and of democracy in

its strength and weakness, together with those choices by
which crucial change was brought about. History is to him the

interplay of decisive personalities with a more impersonal
movement of events. An almost subconscious tone of tragic

necessity accompanies the optimistic assumption that mis-

takes could have been avoided by right judgment. The claim

of permanent usefulness which he made for the History is

justified in the sense that no historical work goes farther to-

wards distilling the general trend from the specific occurrence,

with due respect for each. It thus eminently reflects the mys-
terious ambiguity of history itself as between the unique and

the typical, the novel and the recurrent.
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THE COMPLETE WRITINGS
OF THUCYDIDES

THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR

BOOK I

CHAPTER I

THE STATE OF GREECE FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR

Hellas in ancient times Origin of name 'Hellenes' Piracy Agamem*
non's power Character of ancient expeditions Hellas after the

Trojan war BC 705-521 Rise of navies B.C. 546-480: Tyrants
as obstacles to national growth; Marathon and Salami? B.C. 476-

431: The Lacedcemonian confederacy and the Athenian empire^
Historical fallacies Sources of this history War inevitable.

THUCYDIDES, an Athenian, wrote the history of the war be*

tween the Peloponnesians and the Athenians, beginning at the

moment that it broke out, and believing that it would be a

great war, and more worthy of relation than any that had

preceded it. This belief was not without its grounds. The

preparations of both the combatants were in every department
in the last state of perfection; and he could see the rest of the

Hellenic race taking sides in the quarrel; those who delayed

doing so at once having it in contemplation. Indeed this was
the greatest movement yet known in history, not only of the

Hellenes, but of a large part of the barbarian world I had
almost said of mankind. For though the events of remote an-

tiquity, and even those that more immediately precede the

war, could not from lapse of time be clearly ascertained, yet

the evidences which an inquiry carried as far back as was prac-*

ticable leads me to trust, all point to the conclusion that there

was nothing on a great scale, either in war or in other matters.

For instance, it is evident that the country now called Hellas

had in ancient times no settled population; on the contrary,

migrations were of frequent occurrence, the several tribes

readily abandoning their homes under the pressure of superior

numbers. Without commerce, without freedom of communica-

tion either by land or sea, cultivating no more of their territory
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than the exigencies of life required, destitute of capital, never

planting their land (for they could not tell when an invader

might not come and take it all away, and when he did come

they had no walls to stop him), thinking that the necessities

of daily sustenance could be supplied at one place as well as

another, they cared little for shifting their habitation, and

consequently neither built large cities nor attained to any
other form of greatness. The richest soils were always most

subject to this change of masters; such as the district now
called Thessaly, Boeotia, most of the Peloponnese, Arcadia

excepted, and the most fertile parts of the rest of Hellas. The

goodness of the land favoured the aggrandisement of particu-
lar individuals, and thus created faction which proved a fertile

source of ruin. It also invited invasion. Accordingly Attica,

from the poverty of its soil enjoying from a very remote period
freedom from faction, never changed its inhabitants. And
here is no inconsiderable exemplification of my assertion, that

the migrations were the cause of there being no correspondent

growth in other parts. The most powerful victims of war or

faction from the rest of Hellas took refuge with the Athenians

as a safe retreat
;
and at an early period, becoming naturalised,

swelled the already large population of the city to such a

height that Attica became at last too small to hold them, and

they had to send out colonies to Ionia.

There is also another circumstance that contributes not a
little to my conviction of the weakness of ancient times. Be-

fore the Trojan war there is no indication of any common
action in Hellas, nor indeed of the universal prevalence of the

name; on the contrary, before the time of Hellen, son of

Deucalion, no such appellation existed, but the country went

by the names of the different tribes, in particular of the

Pelasgian. It was not till Hellen and his sons grew strong in

Phthiotis, and were invited as allies into the other cities, that

one by one they gradually acquired from the connection the

name of Hellenes; though a long time elapsed before that

name could fasten itself upon all. The best proof of this is

furnished by Homer. Born long after the Trojan war, he no-
where calls all of them by that name, nor indeed any of them
except the followers of Achilles from Phthiotis, who were the

original Hellenes: in Ms poems they are called Danaansr
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Argives, and Achseans. He does not even use the term bar-

barian, probably because the Hellenes had not yet been

marked off from the rest of the world by one distinctive

appellation. It appears therefore that the several Hellenic

communities, comprising not only those who first acquired the

name, city by city, as they came to understand each other, but

also those who assumed it afterwards as the name of the whole

people, were before the Trojan war prevented by their want
of strength and the absence of mutual intercourse from dis-

playing any collective action.

Indeed, they could not unite for this expedition till they
had gained increased familiarity with the sea. And the first

person known to us by tradition as having established a navy
is Minos. He made himself master of what is now called the

Hellenic sea, and ruled over the Cyclades, into most of which
he sent the first colonies, expelling the Carians and appointing
his own sons governors; and thus did his best to put down

piracy in those waters, a necessary step to secure the revenues

for his own use.

For in early times the Hellenes and the barbarians of the

coast and islands, as communication by sea became more

common, were tempted to turn pirates, under the conduct of

their most powerful men ;
the motives being to serve their own

cupidity and to support the needy. They would fall upon a

town unprotected by walls, and consisting of a mere collec-

tion of villages, and would plunder it; indeed, this came to be

the main source of their livelihood, no disgrace being yet
attached to such an achievement, but even some glory. An
illustration of this is furnished by the honour with which some
of the inhabitants of the continent still regard a successful

marauder, and by the question we find the old poets every-
where representing the people as asking of voyagers 'Are

they pirates?' as if those who are asked the question would

have no idea of disclaiming the imputation, or their interroga-

tors of reproaching them for it. The same rapine prevailed
also by land.

And even at the present day many parts of Hellas still fol-

low the old fashion, the Ozolian Locrians, for instance, the

^Etolians, the Acarnanians, and that region of the continent;

and the custom of carrying arms is still kept up among these
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continentals, from the old piratical habits. The whole of Hellas

used once to carry arms, their habitations being unprotected,

and their communication with each other unsafe; indeed, to

wear arms was as much a part of everyday life with them as

with the barbarians. And the fact that the people in these parts

of Hellas are still living in the old way points to a time when

the same mode of life was once equally common to all. The
Athenians were the first to lay aside their weapons, and to

adopt an easier and more luxurious mode of life; indeed, it is

only lately that their rich old men left off the luxury of wear-

ing undergarments of linen, and fastening a knot of their hair

rctith a tie of golden grasshoppers, a fashion which spread to

their Ionian kindred, and long prevailed among the old men
there. On the contrary a modest style of dressing, more in

conformity with modern ideas, was first adopted by the Lace-

daemonians, the rich doing their best to assimilate their way
of life to that of the common people. They also set the example
of contending naked, publicly stripping and anointing them-

selves with oil in their gymnastic exercises. Formerly, even in

the Olympic contests, the athletes who contended wore belts

across their middles
;
and it is but a few years since that the

practice ceased. To this day among some of the barbarians,

especially in Asia, when prizes for boxing and wrestling are

offered, belts are worn by the combatants. And there are many
other points in which a likeness might be shown between the

life of the Hellenic world of old and the barbarian of to-day.
With respect to their towns, later on, at an era of increased

facilities of navigation and a greater supply of capital, we find

the shores becoming the site of walled towns, and the isth-

muses being occupied for the purposes of commerce, and de-

fence against a neighbour. But the old towns, on account of the

great prevalence of piracy, were built away from the sea,
whether on the islands or the continent, and still remain in

their old sites. For the pirates used to plunder one another,
and indeed all coast populations, whether seafaring or not.

The islanders, too, were great pirates. These islanders were
Carians and Phoenicians

, by whom most of the islands were

colonised, as was proved by the following fact. During the

purification of Delos by Athens in this war all the graves in

the island were taken up, and it was found that above half
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their inmates were Carians: they were identified by the

fashion of the arms buried with them, and by the method of

interment, which was the same as the Carians still follow. But
as soon as Minos had formed his navy, communication by sea

became easier, as he colonised most of the islands, and thus

expelled the malefactors. The coast populations now began to

apply themselves more closely to the acquisition of wealth,
and their life became more settled; some even began to build

themselves walls on the strength of their newly-acquired
riches. For the love of gain would reconcile the weaker to the

dominion of the stronger, and the possession of capital enabled

the more powerful to reduce the smaller towns to subjection.
And it was at a somewhat later stage of this development that

they went on the expedition against Troy.
What enabled Agamemnon to raise the armament was more,

in my opinion, his superiority in strength, than the oaths of

Tyndareus, which bound the Suitors to follow him. Indeed,
the account given by those Peloponnesians who have been the

recipients of the most credible tradition is this. First of all

Pelops, arriving among a needy population from Asia with

vast wealth, acquired such power that, stranger though he

was, the country was called after him; and this power fortune

saw fit materially to increase in the hands of his descendants.

Eurystheus had been killed in Attica by the Heraclids. Atreus

was his mother's brother; and to the hands of his relation,

who had left his father on account of the death of Chrysippus,

Eurystheus, when he set out on his expedition, had committed

Mycenae and the government. As time went on and Eurystheus
did not return, Atreus complied with the wishes of the Myce-
nseans, who were influenced by fear of the Heraclids, besides,

his power seemed considerable, and he had not neglected to

court the favour of the populace, and assumed the sceptre of

Mycense and the rest of the dominions of Eurystheus. And so

the power of the descendants of Pelops came to be greater

than that of the descendants of Perseus. To all this Agamem-
non succeeded. He had also a navy far stronger than his con-

temporaries, so that, in my opinion, fear was quite as strong
an element as love in the formation of the confederate expedi-
tion. The strength of his navy is shown by the fact that his

own was the largest contingent, and that of the Arcadians was-
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furnished by him; this at least is what Homer says, if his

testimony is deemed sufficient. Besides, in his account of the

transmission of the sceptre, he calls him

' Of many an isle, and of all Argos king.*

Now Agamemnon's was a continental power; and he could

not have been master of any except the adjacent islands (and
these would not be many), but through the possession of a

fleet.

And from this expedition we may infer the character of

earlier enterprises. Now Mycenae may have been a small place,
and many of the towns of that age may appear comparatively

insignificant, but no exact observer would therefore feel jus-

tified in rejecting the estimate given by the poets and by tra-

dition of the magnitude of the armament. For I suppose if

Lacedsemon were to become desolate, and the temples and the

foundations of the public buildings were left, that as time went
on there would be a strong disposition with posterity to refuse

to accept her fame as a true exponent of her power. And yet

they occupy two-fifths of Peloponnese and lead the whole, not

to speak of their numerous allies without. Still, as the city is

neither built in a compact form nor adorned with magnificent

temples and public edifices, but composed of villages after the

old fashion of Hellas, there would be an impression of in-

adequacy. Whereas, if Athens were to suffer the same mis-

fortune, I suppose that any inference from the appearance

presented to the eye would make her power to have been twice

as great as it is. We have therefore no right to be sceptical,

nor to content ourselves with an inspection of a town to the

exclusion of a consideration of its power; but we may safely
conclude that the armament in question surpassed all before

it, as it fell short of modern efforts
;
if we can here also accept

the testimony of Homer's poems, in which, without allowing
for the exaggeration which a poet would feel himself licensed

to employ, we can see that it was far from equalling ours. He
has represented it as consisting of twelve hundred vessels

;
the

Boeotian complement of each ship being a hundred and twenty
men, that of the ships of Philoctetes fifty. By this, I conceive,
he meant to convey the maximum and the minimum com-
oleraent: at any rate he does not specify the amount of any
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others in his catalogue of the ships. That they were all rowers

as well as warriors we see from his account of the ships of

Philoctetes, in which all the men at the oar are bowmen. Now
it is improbable that many supernumeraries sailed if we

except the kings and high officers; especially as they had to

cross the open sea with munitions of war, in ships, moreover,
that had no decks, but were equipped in the old piratical

fashion. So that if we strike the average of the largest and

smallest ships, the number of those who sailed will appeai

inconsiderable, representing, as they did, the whole force of

Hellas. And this was due not so much to scarcity of men as

of money. Difficulty of subsistence made the invaders reduce

the numbers of the army to a point at which it might live on
the country during the prosecution of the war. Even after the

victory they obtained on their arrival and a victory there

must have been, or the fortifications of the naval camp could

never have been built there is no indication of their whole

force having been employed; on the contrary, they seem to

have turned to cultivation of the Chersonese and to piracy
from want of supplies. This was what really enabled the

Trojans to keep the field for ten years against them
;
the dis-

persion of the enemy making them always a match for the

detachment left behind. If they had brought plenty of sup*

plies with them, and had persevered in the war without scat-

tering for piracy and agriculture, they would have easily

defeated the Trojans in the field
;
since they could hold theii

own against them with the division on service. In short, if thejJ

had stuck to the siege, the capture of Troy would have cost

them less time and less trouble. But as want of money proved
the weakness of earlier expeditions, so from the same cause

even the one in question, more famous than its predecessors,

may be pronounced on the evidence of what it effected to have

been inferior to its renown and to the current opinion about

it formed under the tuition of the poets.

Even after the Trojan war Hellas was still engaged in re-

moving and settling, and thus could not attain to the quiet

which must precede growth. The late return of the Hellenes

from Ilium, caused many revolutions, and factions ensued

almost everywhere; and it was the citizens thus driven into

exile who founded the cities. Sixty years after the capture of
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Ilium the modern Boeotians were driven out of Arne by the

Thessalians, and settled in the present Bceotia, the former

Cadmeis; though there was a division of them there before,
some of whom joined the expedition to Ilium. Twenty years
later the Dorians and the Heraclids became masters of Pelo-

ponnese; so that much had to be done and many years had to

elapse before Hellas could attain to a durable tranquillity

undisturbed by removals, and could begin to send out colo-

nies, as Athens did to Ionia and most of the islands, and the

Peloponnesians to most of Italy and Sicily and some places in

the rest of Hellas. All these places were founded subsequently
to the war with Troy.
But as the power of Hellas grew, and the acquisition of

wealth became more an object, the revenues of the states

increasing, tyrannies were by their means established almost

everywhere, the old form of government being hereditary

monarchy with definite prerogatives, and Hellas began to

fit out fleets and apply herself more closely to the sea. It is

said that the Corinthians were the first to approach the mod-
ern style of naval architecture, and that Corinth was the

first place in Hellas where galleys were built; and we have

Ameinocles, a Corinthian shipwright, making four ships for

the Samians. Dating from the end of this war, it is nearly three

hundred years ago that Ameinocles went to Samos. Again, the

earliest sea-fight in history was between the Corinthians and

Corcyraeans ;
this was about two hundred and sixty years ago,

dating from the same time. Planted on an isthmus, Corinth
had from time out of mind been a commercial emporium ;

as

formerly almost all communication between the Hellenes

within and without Peloponnese was carried on overland, and
the Corinthian territory was the highway through which it

travelled. She had consequently great money resources, as is

shown by the epithet 'wealthy' bestowed by the old poets on
the place, and this enabled her, when traffic by sea became
more common, to procure her navy and put down piracy; and
as she could offer a mart for both branches of the trade, she

acquired for herself all the power which a large revenue
affords. Subsequently the lonians attained to great naval

strength in the reign of Cyrus, the first king of the Persians,
and of his son Cambyses, and wMte they were at war with
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the former commanded for a while the Ionian sea. Polycrates

also, the tyrant of Samos, had a powerful navy in the reign
of Cambyses with which he reduced many of the islands, and

among them Rhenea, which he consecrated to the Deliar?

Apollo. About this time also the Phocaeans, while they were

founding Marseilles, defeated the Carthaginians in a sea-fight.
These were the most powerful navies. And even these, al-

though so many generations had elapsed since the Trojan war,
seem to have been principally composed of the old fifty-oars

and long-boats, and to have counted few galleys among their

ranks. Indeed it was only shortly before the Persian war and
the death of Darius the successor of Cambyses, that the

Sicilian tyrants and the Corcyraeans acquired any large num-
ber of galleys. For after these there were no navies of any
account in Hellas till the expedition of Xerxes

; ./Egina, Athens,
and others may have possessed a few vessels, but they were

principally fifty-oars. It was quite at the end of this period
that the war with ^Egina and the prospect of the barbarian

invasion enabled Themistocles to persuade the Athenians to

build the fleet with which they fought at Salamis; and even

these vessels had not complete decks.

The navies, then, of the Hellenes during the period we have

traversed were what I have described. All their insignificance

did not prevent their being an element of the greatest power to

those who cultivated them, alike in revenue and in dominion.

They were the means by which the islands were reached and

reduced, those of the smallest area falling the easiest prey.

Wars by land there were none, none at least by which power
was acquired; we have the usual border contests, but of dis-

tant expeditions with conquest for object we hear nothing

among the Hellenes. There was no union of subject cities

round a great state, no spontaneous combination of equals for

confederate expeditions; what fighting there was consisted

merely of local warfare between rival neighbours. The nearest

approach to a coalition took place in the old war between

Chalcis and Eretria; this was a quarrel in which the rest oi

the Hellenic name did to some extent take sides.

Various, too, were the obstacles which the national growth
encountered in various localities. The power of the lonians

was advancing with rapid strides, when it came into collision
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with Persia, under King Cyrus, who, after having dethroned

Croesus and overrun everything between the Halys and the

sea, stopped not till he had reduced the cities of the coast
;

the islands being only left to be subdued by Darius and the

Phoenician navy. Again, wherever there were tyrants, their

habit of providing simply for themselves, of looking solely to

their personal comfort and family aggrandisement, made

safety the great aim of their policy, and prevented anything

great proceeding from them; though they would each have

their affairs with their immediate neighbours. All this is only
true of the mother country, for in Sicily they attained to very

great power. Thus for a long time everywhere in Hellas do we
find causes which make the states alike incapable of combina-
tion for great and national ends, or of any vigorous action

of their own.
But at last a time came when the tyrants of Athens and the

far older tyrannies of the rest of Hellas were, with the excep-
tion of those in Sicily, once and for all put down by Lace-

dsemon; for this city, though after the settlement of the

Dorians, its present inhabitants, it suffered from factions for

an unparalleled length of time, still at a very early period
obtained good laws, and enjoyed a freedom from tyrants
which was unbroken

;
it has possessed the same form of gov-

ernment for more than four hundred years, reckoning to the
end of the late war, and has thus been in a position to arrange
the affairs of the other states. Not many years after the depo-
sition of the tyrants, the battle of Marathon was fought be-

tween the Medes and the Athenians. Ten years afterwards the
barbarian returned with the armada for the subjugation of

Hellas. In the face of this great danger the command of the
confederate Hellenes was assumed by the Lacedaemonians in

virtue of their superior power; and the Athenians having
made up their minds to abandon their city, broke up their

homes, threw themselves into their ships, and became a naval

people. This coalition, after repulsing the barbarian, soon
afterwards split into two sections, which included the Hellenes
who had revolted from the king, as well as those who had
aided him in the war. At the head of the one stood Athens,
at the head of the other Lacedsemon, one the first naval, the
other the first military power in Hellas. For a short time the
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league held together, till the Lacedaemonians and Athenians

quarrelled, and made war upon each other with their allies, a

duel into which all the Hellenes sooner or later were drawn,

though some might at first remain neutral. So that the whole

period from the Median war to this, with some peaceful in-

tervals, was spent by each power in war, either with its rival,

or with its own revolted allies, and consequently afforded them
constant practice in military matters, and that experience
Which is learnt in the school of danger.
The policy of Lacedzemon was not to exact tribute from

her allies, but merely to secure their subservience to her inter-

ests by establishing oligarchies among them; Athens, on the

contrary, had by degrees deprived hers of their ships, and

imposed instead contributions in money on all except Chios

and Lesbos. Both found their resources for this war separately

to exceed the sum of their strength when the alliance flour-

ished intact.

Having now given the result of my inquiries into early

times, I grant that there will be a difficulty in believing every

particular detail. The way that most men deal with traditions,

even traditions of their own country, is to receive them all

alike as they are delivered, without applying any critical test

whatever. The general Athenian public fancy that Hipparchus
was tyrant when he fell by the hands of Harmodius and Aris-

togiton ;
not knowing that Hippias, the eldest of the sons of

Pisistratus, was really supreme, and that Hipparchus and

Thessalus were his brothers; and that Harmodius and Aris-

togiton suspecting, on the very day, nay at the very moment

fixed on for the deed, that information had been conveyed to

Hippias by their accomplices, concluded that he had been

warned, and did not attack him, yet, not liking to be appre-

hended and risk their lives for nothing, fell upon Hipparchus
near the temple of the daughters of Leos, and slew him as he

was arranging the Panathenaic procession.

There are many other unfounded ideas current among the

rest of the Hellenes, even on matters of contemporary history

which have not been obscured by time. For instance, there is

the notion that the Lacedaemonian kings have two votes each,

the fact being that they have only one; and that there is a

company of Pitane, there being simply no such thing. So
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little pains do the vulgar take in the investigation of truth,

accepting readily the first story that comes to hand. On the

whole? however, the conclusions I have drawn from the proofs

quoted may, I believe, safely be relied on. Assuredly they will

not be disturbed either by the lays of a poet displaying the

exaggeration of his craft, or by the compositions of the

chroniclers that are attractive at truth's expense; the subjects

they treat of being out of the reach of evidence, and time

having robbed most of them of historical value by enthroning
them in the region of legend. Turning from these, we can rest

satisfied with having proceeded upon the clearest data, and

having arrived at conclusions as exact as can be expected in

matters of such antiquity. To come to this war; despite the

known disposition of the actors in a struggle to overrate its

importance, and when it is over to return to their admiration

of earlier events, yet an examination of the facts will show
that it was much greater than the wars which preceded it.

With reference to the speeches in this history, some were
delivered before the war began, others while it was going on

;

^ome I heard myself, others I got from various quarters; it

was in all cases difficult to carry them word for word in one's

memory, so my habit has been to make the speakers say what
was in my opinion demanded of them by the various occasions,
of course adhering as closely as possible to the general sense

of what they really said. And with reference to the narrative

of events, far from permitting myself to derive it from the first

source that came to hand, I did not even trust my own im-

pressions, but it rests partly on what I saw myself, partly on
what others saw for me, the accuracy of the report being
always tried by the most severe and detailed tests possible.

My conclusions have cost me some labour from the want of

coincidence between accounts of the same occurrences by
different eye-witnesses, arising sometimes from imperfect

memory, sometimes from undue partiality for one side or the
oiher. The absence of romance in my history will, I fear,
detract somewhat from its interest; but if it be judged useful

by those inquirers who desire an exact knowledge of the past
as an aid to the interpretation of the future, which in the
course of human things must resemble if it does not reflect it,

I shall be content. In fine, I have written my work,, not as OD
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essay which is to win the applause of the moment, but as a

possession for all time.

The Median war, the greatest achievement of past times,

yet found a speedy decision in two actions by sea and two by
land. The Peloponnesian war was prolonged to an immense

length, and long as it was it was short without parallel for the

misfortunes that it brought upon Hellas* Never had so many
cities been taken and laid desolate, here by the barbarians,
here by the parties contending (the old inhabitants being
sometimes removed to make room for others) ;

never was there

so much banishing and blood-shedding, now on the field of

battle, now in the strife of action. Old stories of occurrences

handed down by tradition, but scantily confirmed by experi-

ence, suddenly ceased to be incredible
;
there were earthquakes

of unparalleled extent and violence; eclipses of the sun oc-

curred with a frequency unrecorded in previous history ;
there

were great droughts in sundry places and consequent famines,
and that most calamitous and awfully fata! visitation, the

plague. All this came upon them with the late war, which was

begun by the Athenians and Peloponnesians by the dissolution

of the thirty years' truce made after the conquest of Eubosa.

To the question why they broke the treaty, I answer by plac-

ing first an account of their grounds of complaint and points
of difference, that no one may ever have to ask the imme-

diate cause which plunged the Hellenes into a war of such

magnitude. The real cause I consider to be the one which was

formally most kept out of sight. The growth of the power of

Athens, and the alarm which this inspired in Lacedsemonj
made war inevitable. Still it is well to give the grounds alleged

by either side, which led to the dissolution of the treaty and

the breaking out of the war.
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CHAPTER II

CAUSES OF THE WAR THE AFFAIR OF EPIDAMNUS
THE AFFAIR OF POTEMEA

The plight of the Epidamnians B.C. 436: Corinth sends aid Corcyra

besieges Epidamnus B.C. 435: War declared between Corcyra and

Corinth; defeat of Corinth- B.C. 434-433* Corinth prepares

Corcyra sends embassy to Athens Their ambassador's plea for

alliance The Corinthian's reply B.C. 432: Defensive alliance be~

tween Athens and Corcyra Naval battle between Corinthians

and Corcyrceans Athenians join engagement Both sides claim

victory B.C. 432: Revolt of Potidcea Defeat of Potid&ans.

THE city of Epldamnus stands on the right of the entrance

of the Ionic gulf. Its vicinity is inhabited by the Taulantians,
an niyrian people. The place is a colony from Corcyra,
founded by Phalius, son of Eratocleides, of the family of the

Heraclids, who had according to ancient usage been sum-
moned for the purpose from Corinth, the mother country. The
colonists were joined by some Corinthians, and others of the

Dorian race. Now, as time went on, the city of Epidamnus
became great and populous; but falling a prey to factions aris-

ing, it is said, from a war with her neighbours the barbarians,
she became much enfeebled, and lost a considerable amount
of her power. The last act before the war was the expulsion
of the nobles by the people. The exiled party joined the bar-

barians, and proceeded to plunder those in the city by sea and

land; and the Epidamnians finding themselves hard pressed,
sent ambassadors to Corcyra beseeching their mother country
not to allow them to perish, but to make up matters between
them and the exiles, and to rid them of the war with the bar-

barians. The ambassadors seated themselves in the temple of
Hera as suppliants, and made the above requests to the Cor-

cyrseans. But the Corcyrseans refused to accept their suppli-
cation, and they were dismissed without having effected any-
thing.

When the Epidamnians found that no help could be ex-

pected from Corcyra, they were in a strait what to do next. So
they sent to Delphi and inquired of the god, whether they
should deliver their city to the Corinthians, and endeavour
to obtain some assistance from their founders. The answer lie
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gave them was to deliver the city, and place themselves under

Corinthian protection. So the Epidamnians went to Corinth,
and delivered over the colony in obedience to the commands
of the oracle. They showed that their founder came from

Corinth, and revealed the answer of the god; and they begged
them not to allow them to perish, but to assist them. This the

Corinthians consented to do. Believing the colony to belong
as much to themselves as to the Corcyraeans, they felt it to be

a kind of duty to undertake their protection. Besides, they
hated the Corcyrseans for their contempt of the mother

country. Instead of meeting with the usual honours accorded

to the parent city by every other colony at public assemblies,

such as precedence at sacrifices, Corinth found herself treated

with contempt by a power, which in point of wealth could

stand comparison with any even of the richest communities

in Hellas, which possessed great military strength, and which

sometimes could not repress a pride in the high naval position

of an island whose nautical renown dated from the days of its

old inhabitants, the Phaeacians. This was one reason of the

care that they lavished on their fleet, which became very effi-

cient; indeed they began the war with a force of a hundred

and twenty galleys.
All these grievances made Corinth eager to send the

promised aid to Epidamnus. Advertisement was made for

volunteer settlers, and a force of Ambraciots, Leucadians,
and Corinthians was despatched. They marched by land to

Apollonia, a Corinthian colony, the route by sea being avoided

from fear of Corcyrsean interruption. When the Corcyrseans

heard of the arrival of the settlers and troops in Epidamnus,
and the surrender of the colony to Corinth, they took fire.

Instantly putting to sea with five-and-twenty ships, which

were quickly followed by others, they insolently commanded
the Epidamnians to receive back the banished nobles (it

must be premised that the Epidamnian exiles had come to

Corcyra, and pointing to the sepulchres of their ancestors, had

appealed to their kindred to restore them) and to dismiss

the Corinthian garrison and settlers. But to all this the Epi-
damnians turned a deaf ear. Upon this the Corcyrseans com-

menced operations against them with a fleet of forty sail. They
took with them the exiles, with a view to their restoration, and
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also secured the services of the Illyrians. Sitting down before

the city, they issued a proclamation to the effect that any of

the natives that chose, and the foreigners, might depart un-

harmed, with the alternative of being treated as enemies. On
their refusal the Corcyrseans proceeded to besiege the city,

which stands on an isthmus: and the Corinthians, receiving

intelligence of the investment of Epidamnus, got together an
armament and proclaimed a colony to Epidamnus, perfect

political equality being guaranteed to all who chose to go.

Any who were not prepared to sail at once, might by paying
down the sum of fifty Corinthian drachmas have a share in

the colony without leaving Corinth. Great numbers took ad-

vantage of this proclamation, some being ready to start

directly, others paying the requisite forfeit. In case of their

passage being disputed by the Corcyraeans, several cities were
asked to lend them a convoy. Megara prepared to accompany
them with eight ships, Pale in Cephallonia with four; Epi-
daurus furnished five, Hermione one, Troezen two, Leucas

ten, and Ambracia eight. The Thebans and Phliasians were
asked for money, the Eleans for hulls as well; while Corinth
herself furnished thirty ships and three thousand heavy in-

fantry.
When the Corcyrseans heard of their preparations they came

to Corinth with envoys from Lacedaemon and Sicyon, whom
they persuaded to accompany them, and bade her recall the

garrison and settlers, as she had nothing to do with Epidam-
nus. If, however, she had any claims to make, they were will-

ing to submit the matter to the arbitration of such of the cities

in Peloponnese as should be chosen by mutual agreement, and
that the colony should remain with the city to whom the arbi-

trators might assign it. They were also willing to refer the
matter to the oracle at Delphi. If, in defiance of their protesta-
tions, war was appealed to, they should be themselves com-
pelled by this violence to seek friends in quarters where they
had no desire to seek them, and to make even old ties give way
to the necessity of assistance. The answer they got from
Corinth was, that if they would withdraw their fleet and the
barbarians from Epidamnus negotiation might be possible;
but, while the town was still being besieged, going before arbi-
trators was out of the question. The Corcyraeans retorted that
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if Corinth would withdraw her troops from Epidamnus they
would withdraw theirs, or they were ready to let both parties
remain in statu quo, an armistice being concluded till judg-
ment could be given.

Turning a deaf ear to all these proposals, when their ships
were manned and their allies had come in, the Corinthians

sent a herald before them to declare war, and getting under

weigh with seventy-five ships and two thousand heavy in-

fantry, sailed for Epidamnus to give battle to the Corcyrseans.
The fleet was under the command of Aristeus, son of Pellichas,

Callicrates, son of Caliias, and Timanor, son of Timanthes
;

the troops under that of Archetimus, son of Eurytimus, and

Isarchidas, son of Isarchus. When they had reached Actium
in the territory of Anactorium, at the mouth of the gulf oi

Ambracia, where the temple of Apollo stands, the Corcyraeans
sent on a herald in a light boat to warn them not to sail against
tnem. Meanwhile they proceeded to man their ships, all of

which had been equipped for action, the old vessels being

undergirded to make them seaworthy. On the return of the

herald without any peaceful answer from the Corinthians, their

ships being now manned, they put out to sea to meet the

enemy with a fleet of eighty sail (forty were engaged in the

siege of Epidamnus), formed line and went into action, and

gained a decisive victory, and destroyed fifteen of the Corin-

thian vessels. The same day had seen Epidamnus compelled

by its besiegers to capitulate; the conditions being that the

foreigners should be sold, and the Corinthians kept as

prisoners of war, till their fate should be otherwise decided.

After the engagement the Corcyrseans set up a trophy on

Leukimme, a headland of Corcyra, and slew all their captives

except the Corinthians, whom they kept as prisoners of war.

Defeated at sea, the Corinthians and their allies repaired

home, and left the Corcyraeans masters of all the sea about

those parts. Sailing to Leucas, a Corinthian colony, they

ravaged their territory, and burnt Cyllene, the harbour of the

Eleans, because they had furnished ships and money to

Corinth. For almost the whole of the period that followed the

battle they remained masters of the sea, and the allies of

Corinth were harassed by Corcyraean cruisers. At last Corinth,

roused by the sufferings of her allies, sent out ships and troops
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in the fall of the summer, who formed an encampment at

Actium and about Chimerium, in Thesprotis, for the protec-
tion of Leucas and the rest of the friendly cities. The Corcy-
raeans on their part formed a similar station on Leukimme.
Neither party made any movement, but they remained con-

fronting each other till the end of the summer, and winter was
at hand before either of them returned home.

Corinth, exasperated by the war with the Corcyrseans, spent
the whole of the year after the engagement and that succeed-

ing it in building ships, and in straining every nerve to form
an efficient fleet; rowers being drawn from Peloponnese and
the rest of Hellas by the inducement of large bounties. The
Corcyraeans, alarmed at the news of their preparations, being
without a single ally in Hellas (for they had not enrolled them-
selves either in the Athenian or in the Lacedaemonian con-

federacy), decided to repair to Athens in order to enter into

alliance, and to endeavour to procure support from her.

Corinth also, hearing of their intentions, sent an embassy to

Athens to prevent the Corcyrasan navy being joined by the

Athenian, and her prospect of ordering the war according to

her wishes being thus impeded. An assembly was convoked,
and the rival advocates appeared: the Corcyrseans spoke as

follows:
r
Athenians! when a people that have not rendered any im-

portant service or support to their neighbours in times past,
for which they might claim to be repaid, appear before them
as we now appear before you to solicit their assistance, they
may fairly be required to satisfy certain preliminary condi-
tions. They should show, first, that it is expedient or at least

safe to grant their request; next, that they will retain a lasting
sense of the kindness. But if they cannot clearly establish any
of these points, they must not be annoyed if they meet with a
rebuff. Now the Corcyraeans believe that with their petition
for assistance they can also give you a satisfactory answer on
these points, and they have therefore despatched us hither.
It has so happened that our policy as regards you, with respect
to this request, turns out to be inconsistent, and as regards

pur interests, to be at the present crisis inexpedient. We say
Inconsistent, because a power which has never in the whole
of her past history been willing to ally herself with any of her
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neighbours, is now found asking them to ally themselves with

her. And we say inexpedient, because in our present war with

Corinth it has left us hi a position of entire isolation, and what
once seemed the wise precaution of refusing to involve our-

selves in alliances with other powers, lest we should also in-

volve ourselves in risks of their choosing, has now proved to

be folly and weakness. It is true that in the late naval- en-

gagement we drove back the Corinthians from our shores

single-handed. But they have now got together a still larger

armament from Peloponnese and the rest of Hellas
;
and we,

seeing our utter inability to cope with them without foreign

aid, and the magnitude of the danger which subjection to them

implies, find it necessary to ask help from you and from every
other power. And we hope to be excused if we forswear our old

principle of complete political isolation, a principle which was
not adopted with any sinister intention, but was rather the

consequence of an error in judgment.
'Now there are many reasons why in the event of your

compliance you will congratulate yourselves on this request

having been made to you. First, because your assistance will

be rendered to a power which, herself inoffensive, is a victim

to the injustice of others. Secondly, because all that we most

value is at stake in the present contest, and your welcome of

us under these circumstances will be a proof of good will which

will ever keep alive the gratitude you will lay up in our hearts.

Thirdly, yourselves excepted, we are the greatest naval power
in Hellas. Moreover, can you conceive a stroke of good fortune

more rare in itself, or more disheartening to your enemies,
than that the power whose adhesion you would have valued

above much material and moral strength, should present her-

self self-invited, should deliver herself into your hands with-

out danger and without expense, and should lastly put you
m the way of gaining a high character in the eyes of the world,
the gratitude of those whom you shall assist, and a great acces-

sion of strength for yourselves? You may search all history

without finding many instances of a people gaining all these

advantages at once, or many instances of a power that comes

in quest of assistance being in a position to give to the people
whose alliance she solicits as much safety and honour as she

will receive. But it will be urged that it is only in the case of
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a war that we shall be found useful. To this we answer that if

any of you imagine that that war is far off, he is grievously

mistaken, and is blind to the fact that Lacedaemon regards you
with jealousy and desires war, and that Corinth is powerful

there, the same, remember, that is your enemy, and is even

now trying to subdue us as a preliminary to attacking you.
And this she does to prevent our becoming united by a com-
mon enmity, and her having us both on her hands, and also

to insure getting the start of you in one of two ways, either

by crippling our power or by making its strength her own.
Now it is our policy to be beforehand with her that is, for

Corcyra to make an offer of alliance and for you to accept it;

in fact, we ought to form plans against her instead of waiting
to defeat the plans she forms against us.

'If she asserts that for you to receive a colony of hers into

alliance is not right, let her know that every colony that is

well treated honours its parent state, but becomes estranged
from it by injustice. For colonists are not sent forth on the

understanding that they are to be the slaves of those that

remain behind, but that they are to be their equals. And that

Corinth was injuring us is clear. Invited to refer the dispute
about Epidamnus to arbitration, they chose to prosecute their

complaints by war rather than by a fair trial. And let their

conduct towards us who are their kindred be a warning to you
not to be misled by their deceit, nor to yield to their direct

requests; concessions to adversaries only end in self-reproach,
and the more strictly they are avoided the greater will be the
chance of security.

If it be urged that your reception of us will be a breach
of the treaty existing between you and Lacedsemon, the an-
swer is that we are a neutral state, and that one of the express
provisions of that treaty is that it shall be competent for any
Hellenic state that is neutral to join whichever side it pleases.
And it is intolerable for Corinth to be allowed to obtain men
for her navy not only from her allies, but also from the rest of

Hellas, no small number being furnished by your own sub-

jects; while we are to be excluded both from the alliance left

open to us by treaty, and from any assistance that we might
get from other quarters, and you are to be accused of political

immorality if you comply wiH our request. On the other
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we shall have much greater cause to complain of you, if you
do not comply with it; if we, who are in peril, and are no
enemies of yours, meet with a repulse at your hands, while

Corinth, who is the aggressor and your enemy, not only meets
with no hindrance from you, but is even allowed to draw
material for war from your dependencies. This ought not to

be, but you should either forbid her enlisting men in your
dominions, or you should lend us too what help you may think

advisable.

'But your real policy is to afford us avowed countenance
and support. The advantages of this course, as we premised
in the beginning of our speech, are many. We mention one
that is perhaps the chief. Could there be a clearer guarantee
of our good faith than is offered by the fact that the power
which is at enmity with you, is also at enmity with us, and
that that power is fully able to punish defection. And there is

a wide difference between declining the alliance of an inland

and of a maritime power. For your first endeavour should be
to prevent, if possible, the existence of any naval power ex-

cept your own; failing this, to secure the friendship of the

strongest that does exist. And if any of you believe that what
we urge is expedient, but fear to act upon this belief, lest it

should lead to a breach of the treaty, you must remember
that on the one hand, whatever your fears, your strength will

be formidable to your antagonists; on the other, whatever

the confidence you derive from refusing to receive us, your
weakness will have no terrors for a strong enemy. You must
also remember that your decision is for Athens no less than

for Corcyra, and that you are not making the best provision
for her interests, if at a time when you are anxiously scanning
the horizon that you may be in readiness for the breaking
out of the war which is all but upon you, you hesitate to attach

to your side a place whose adhesion or estrangement is alike

pregnant with the most vital consequences. For it lies con-

veniently for the coast-navigation in the direction of Italy

and Sicily, being able to bar the passage of naval reinforce-

ments from thence to Peloponnese, and from Peloponnesa

thither; and it is in other respects a most desirable station.

To sum up as shortly as possible, embracing both general and

particular considerations, let this show you the folly of sacri-
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Scing us. Remember that there are but three considerable

naval powers in Hellas, Athens, Corcyra, and Corinth, and
that if you allow two of these three to become one, and
Corinth to secure us for herself, you will have to hold the sea

against the united fleets of Corcyra and Peloponnese. But if

you receive us, you will have our ships to reinforce you in the

struggle.'

Such were the words of the Corcyraeans. After they had

finished, the Corinthians spoke as follows:

'These Corcyrseans in the speech we have just heard do not

confine themselves to the question of their reception into your
alliance. They also talk of our being guilty of injustice, and
their being the victims of an unjustifiable war. It becomes

necessary for us to touch upon both these points before we

proceed to the rest of what we have to say, that you may have
a more correct idea of the grounds of our claim, and have good
cause to reject their petition. According to them, their old

policy of refusing all offers of alliance was a policy of modera-
tion. It was in fact adopted for bad ends, not for good; indeed
their conduct is such as to make them by no means desirous

3f having allies present to witness it, or of having the shame
of asking their concurrence. Besides, their geographical situa-

tion makes them independent of others, and consequently the
decision in cases where they injure any lies not with judges
appointed by mutual agreement, but with themselves, because
while they seldom make voyages to their neighbours, they are

constantly being visited by foreign vessels which are com-

pelled to put in to Corcyra. In short, the object that they
propose to themselves in their specious policy of complete
isolation, is noi to avoid sharing in the crimes of others, but to

secure a monopoly of crime to themselves, the license of out-

rage wherever they can compel, of fraud wherever they can

elude, and the enjoyment of their gains without shame. And
yet if they were the honest men they pretend to be, the less

hold that others had upon them, the stronger would be the

light in which they might have put their honesty by giving
and taking what was just.

'But such has not been their conduct either towards others
or towards us. The attitude of our colony towards us has al<

ways been one of estrangement 3
and is now one of hostility;
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for, say they, "We were not sent out to be ill-treated." We
rejoin that we did not found the colony to be insulted by them,
but to be their head, and to be regarded with a proper respect,

At any rate, our other colonies honour us, and we are very
much beloved by our colonists; and clearly, if the majority
are satisfied with us, these can have no good reason for a dis-

satisfaction in which they stand alone, and we are not acting

improperly in making war against them, nor are we making
war against them without having received signal provocation.

Besides, if we were in the wrong, it would be honourable in

them to give way to our wishes, and disgraceful for us to

trample on their moderation; but in the pride and license of

wealth they have sinned again and again against us, and never

more deeply than when Epidamnus, our dependency, which

they took no steps to claim in its distress, upon our coming
to relieve it, was by them seized, and is now held by force of

arms.

As to their allegation that they wished the question to be

first submitted to arbitration, it is obvious that a challenge

coming from the party who is safe in a commanding position,

cannot gain the credit due only to him who, before appealing
to arms, in deeds as well as words, places himself on a level

with his adversary. In their case, it was not before they laid

siege to the place, but after they at length understood that we
should not tamely suffer it, that they thought of the specious

word arbitration. And not satisfied with their own misconduct

there, they appear here now requiring you to join with them

not in alliance, but in crime, and to receive them in spite of

their being at enmity with us. But it was when they stood

firmest, that they should have made overtures to you, and

not at a time when we have been wronged, and they are in

peril ;
nor yet at a time when you will be admitting to a share

in your protection those who never admitted you to a share

in their power, and will be incurring an equal amount of blame

from us with those in whose offences you had no hand. No 7

they should have shared their power with you before they

asked you to share your fortunes with them.
cSo then the reality of the grievances we come to complain

of and the violence and rapacity of our opponents have both

been proved. But that you cannot equitably receive them, this
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you have still to learn. It may be true that one of the provisions
of the treaty is that it shall be competent for any state, whose
name was not down on the list, to join whichever side it

pleases. But this agreement is not meant for those whose

object in joining is the injury of other powers, but for those

whose need of support does not arise from the fact of defection,

and whose adhesion will not bring to the power that is mad
enough to receive them war instead of peace; which will be

the case with you, if you refuse to listen to us. For you cannot

become their auxiliary and remain our friend; if you join in

their attack, you must share the punishment which the de-

fenders inflict on them. And yet you have the best possible

right to be neutral, or failing this, you should on the contrary

join us against them. Corinth is at least in treaty with you;
with Corcyra you were never even in truce. But do not lay
down the principle that defection is to be patronised. Did we
on the defection of the Samians record our vote against you,
when the rest of the Peloponnesian powers were equally di-

vided on the question whether they should assist them? No,
we told them to their face that every power has a right to

punish its own allies. Why, if you make it your policy to re-

c>ive and assist all offenders, you will find that just as many
of your dependencies will come over to us, and the principle
that you establish will press less heavily on us than on your-
selves.

This then is what Hellenic law entitles us to demand as a
right. But we have also advice to offer and claims on your
gratitude, which, since there is no danger of our injuring you,
as we are not enemies, and since our friendship does not
amount to very frequent intercourse, we say ought to be

liquidated at the present juncture. When you were in want
of ships of war for the war against the ^Eginetans, before the

Persian invasion, Corinth supplied you with twenty vessels.

That good turn, and the line we took on the Samian question,
when we were the cause of the Peloponnesians refusing to

assist them, enabled you to conquer JEgina, and to punish
Samos. And we acted thus at crises when, if ever, men are
wont in their efforts against their enemies to forget everything
for the sake of victory, regarding him who assists them then
as a friend, even if thus far he has been a foe, and him who
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opposes them then as a foe, even if he has thus far been a

friend; indeed they allow their real interests to suffer from
their absorbing preoccupation in the struggle.

'Weigh well these considerations, and let your youth learn

what they are from their elders, and let them determine to do
unto us as we have done unto you. And let them not acknowl-

edge the justice of what we say, but dispute its wisdom in the

contingency of war. Not only is the straightest path generally

speaking the wisest; but the coming of the war which the

Corcyrseans have used as a bugbear to persuade you to do

wrong, is still uncertain, and it is not worth while to be carried

away by it into gaining the instant and declared enmity of

Corinth. It were, rather, wise to try and counteract the un-
favourable impression which your conduct to Megara has
created. For kindness opportunely shown has a greater power
of removing old grievances than the facts of the case may
warrant. And do not be seduced by the prospect of a great
naval alliance. Abstinence from all injustice to other first-rate

powers is a greater tower of strength, than anything that can
be gained by the sacrifice of permanent tranquillity for an

apparent temporary advantage. It is now our turn to benefit

by the principle that we laid down at Lacedcemon, that every

power has a right to punish her own allies. We now claim to

receive the same from you, and protest against your reward-

ing us for benefiting you by our vote by injuring us by yours,
On the contrary, return us like for like, remembering that this

is that very crisis in which he who lends aid is most a friend, <

and he who opposes is most a foe. And for these Corcyraeans 1

neither receive them into alliance in our despite, nor be

their abettors in crime. So do, and you will act as we have a

right to expect of you, and at the same time best consult your
own interests.

3

Such were the words of the Corinthians.

When the Athenians had heard both out, two assemblies

were held. In the first there was a manifest disposition to

listen to the representations of Corinth; in the second, public

feeling had changed, and an alliance with Corcyra was de-

cided on, with certain reservations. It was to be a defensive,

not an offensive alliance. It did not involve a breach of the

treaty with Peloponnese: Athens could not be required to
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join Corcyra in any attack upon Corinth. But each of the

contracting parties had a right to the other's assistance against
invasion, whether of his own territory, or that of an ally. For

it began now to be felt that the coming of the Peloponnesian
war was only a question of time, and no one was willing to see

a naval power of such magnitude as Corcyra sacrificed to

Corinth; though if they could let them weaken each other by
mutual conflict, it would be no bad preparation for the strug-

gle which Athens might one day have to wage with Corinth

and the other naval powers. At the same time the island

seemed to lie conveniently on the coasting passage to Italy
and Sicily. With these views, Athens received Corcyra into

alliance, and on the departure of the Corinthians not long

afterwards, sent ten ships to their assistance. They were com-

manded by Lacedsemonius, the son of Cimon, Diotimus, the

son of Strombichus, and Porteas, the son of Epicles. Their in-

structions were to avoid collision with the Corinthian fleet

except under certain circumstances. If it sailed to Corcyra and
threatened a landing on her coast, or in any of her possessions,

they were to do their utmost to prevent it. These instructions

were prompted by an anxiety to avoid a breach of the treaty.
Meanwhile the Corinthians completed their preparations,

and sailed for Corcyra with a hundred and fifty ships. Of
these Elis furnished ten, Megara twelve, Leucas ten, Ambracia

twenty-seven, Anactorium one, and Corinth herself ninety.
Each of these contingents had its own admiral, the Corinthian

being under the command of Xenoclides, son of Euthydes,
with four colleagues. Sailing from Leucas, they made land at

the part of the continent opposite Corcyra. They anchored in

the harbour of Chimerium, in the territory of Thesprotis,
above which, at some distance from the sea, lies the city of

Ephyre, in the Elean district. By this city the Acherusian
lake pours its waters into the sea. It gets its name from the
river Acheron, which flows through Thesprotis, and falls into

the lake. There also the river Thyamis flows, forming the

boundary between Thesprotis and Kestrine; and between
these rivers rises the point of Chimerium. In this part of the
continent the Corinthians now came to anchor, and formed an
encampment. When the Corcyrseans saw them coming, they
manned a hundred and ten ships* commanded by Meikiades,
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Aisimides, and Eurybatus, and stationed themselves at one
of the Sybota isles

;
the ten Athenian ships being present. On

point Leukimme they posted their land forces, and a thousand

heavy infantry who had come from Zacynthus to their assist-

ance. Nor were the Corinthians on the mainland without their

allies. The barbarians flocked in large numbers to their assist-

ance, the inhabitants of this part of the continent being old

allies of theirs.

When the Corinthian preparations were completed they
took three days' provisions, and put out from Chimerium by
night, ready for action. Sailing with the dawn, they sighted
the Corcyrsean fleet out at sea, and coming towards them.

When they perceived each other, both sides formed in order

of battle. On the Corcyrsean right wing lay the Athenian ships,
the rest of the line being occupied by their own vessels formed
in three squadrons, each of which was commanded by one of

the three admirals. Such was the Corcyrsean formation. The
Corinthian was as follows: on the right wing lay the Megarian
and Ambraciot ships, in the centre the rest of the allies in

order. But the left was composed of the best sailers in the

Corinthian navy, to encounter the Athenians and the right

wing of the Corcyraeans. As soon as the signals were raised

on either side, they joined battle. Both sides had a large

number of heavy infantry on their decks, and a large number
of archers and darters, the old imperfect armament still pre-

vailing. The sea-fight was an obstinate one, though not re-

markable for its science; indeed it was more like a battle

by land. Whenever they charged each other, the multitude

and crush ol the vessels made it by no means easy to get

loose; besides, their hopes of victory lay principally in the

heavy infantry on the decks, who stood and fought in order,

the ships remaining stationary. The manoeuvre of breaking
the line was not tried: in short, strength and pluck had more
share in the fight than science. Everywhere tumult reigned,
the battle being one scene of confusion

;
meanwhile the Athe-

nian ships, by coming up to the Corcyrseans whenever they
were pressed, served to alarm the enemy, though their com-
manders could not join in the battle from fear of their instruc-

tions. The right wing of the Corinthians suffered most. The

Corcyraeans routed it, and chased them in disorder to the
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continent with twenty ships, sailed up to their camp, and burnt

the tents which they found empty, and plundered the stuff.

So in this quarter the Corinthians and their allies were de-

feated, and the Corcyraeans were victorious. But where the

Corinthians themselves were, on the left, they gained a de-

cided success; the scanty forces of the Corcyrseans being
further weakened by the want of the twenty ships absent

on the pursuit. Seeing the Corcyraeans hard pressed, the

Athenians began at length to assist them more unequivocally.
At first, it is true, they refrained from charging any ships ;

but when the rout was becoming patent, and the Corinthians

were pressing on, the time at last came when every one set

to, and all distinction was laid aside, and it came to this point,
that the Corinthians and Athenians raised their hands against
each other.

After the rout, the Corinthians, instead of employing them-
selves in lashing fast and hauling after them the hulls of the

vessels which they had disabled, turned their attention to the

men, whom they butchered as they sailed through, not caring
so much to make prisoners. Some even of their own friends

were slam by them, by mistake, in their ignorance of the defeat

of the right wing. For the number of the ships on both sides,

and the distance to which they covered the sea, made it diffi-

cult after they had once joined, to distinguish between the

conquering and the conquered; this battle proving far greater
than any before it, any at least between Hellenes, for the

number of vessels engaged. After the Corinthians had chased
the Corcyraeans to the land, they turned to the wrecks and
their dead, most of whom they succeeded in getting hold of
and conveying to Sybota, the rendezvous of the land forces

furnished by their barbarian allies. Sybota, it must be known,
is a desert harbour of Thesprotis. This task over, they mus-
tered anew, and sailed against the Corcyraeans, who on their

part advanced to meet them with all their ships that were fit

for service and remaining to them, accompanied by the Athe-
nian vessels, fearing that they might attempt a landing in

their territory. It was by this time getting late, and the paean
had been sung for the attack, when the Corinthians suddenly
began to back water. They had observed twenty Athenian

ships sailing up, which had been sent out afterwards to re-
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inforce the ten vessels by the Athenians, who feared, as it

turned out justly, the defeat of the Corcyrseans and the in-

ability of their handful of ships to protect them. These ships
were thus seen by the Corinthians first. They suspected that

they were from Athens, and that those which they saw were
not all, but that there were more behind; they accordingly
began to retire. The Corcyrseans meanwhile had not sighted

them, as they were advancing from a point which they could
not so well see, and were wondering why the Corinthians were

backing water, when some caught sight of them, and cried

out that there were ships in sight ahead. Upon this they also

retired; for it was now getting dark, and the retreat of the

Corinthians had suspended hostilities. Thus they parted from
each other, and the battle ceased with night. The Corcyrseans
were in their camp at Leukimme, when these twenty ships
from Athens, under the command of Glaucon, the son of

Leagrus, and Andocides, son of Leogoras, bore on through
the corpses and the wrecks, and sailed up to the camp, not

long after they were sighted. It was now night, and the Cor-

cyrseans feared that they might be hostile vessels; but they
soon knew them, and the ships came to anchor.

The next day the thirty Athenian vessels put out to sea,

accompanied by all the Corcyraean ships that were seaworthy,
and sailed to the harbour at Sybota, where the Corinthians lay,

to see if they would engage. The Corinthians put out from

the land, and formed a line in the open sea, but beyond this

made no further movement, having no intention of assuming
the offensive. For they saw reinforcements arrived fresh from

Athens, and themselves confronted by numerous difficulties,

such as the necessity of guarding the prisoners whom they
had on board, and the want of all means of refitting their ships

in a desert place. What they were thinking more about was
how their voyage home was to be effected; they feared that

the Athenians might consider that the treaty was dissolved

by the collision which had occurred, and forbid their de-

parture. Accordingly they resolved to put some men on board

a boat, and send them without a herald's wand to the Athe-

nians, as an experiment. Having done so, they spoke as fol-

lows: 'You do wrong, Athenians, to begin war and break the

treaty. Engaged in chastising our enemies, we find you placing
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yourselves in our path in arms against us. Now if your inten-

tions are to prevent us sailing to Corcyra, or anywhere else

that we may wish, and if you are for breaking the treaty, first

take us that are here, and treat us as enemies.' Such was what

they said, and all the Corcyraean armament that were within

hearing immediately called out to take them and kill them.

But the Athenians answered as follows: 'Neither are we be-

ginning war, Peloponnesians, nor are we breaking the treaty;
but these Corcyraeans are our allies, and we are come to help
them. So if you want to sail anywhere else, we place no ob-

stacle in your way; but if you are going to sail against Cor-

cyra, or any of her possessions, we shall do our best to stop

you.'

Receiving this answer from the Athenians, the Corinthians

commenced preparations for their voyage home, and set up a

trophy in Sybota, on the continent; while the Corcyraeans
took up the wrecks and dead that had been carried out to them
by the current, and by a wind which rose in the night and
scattered them in aU directions, and set up their trophy in

Sybota, on the island, as victors. The reasons each side had
for claiming the victory were these. The Corinthians had been
victorious in the sea-fight until night; and having thus been
enabled to carry off most wrecks and dead, they were in pos-
session of no fewer than a thousand prisoners of war, and
had sunk close upon seventy vessels. The Corcyrseans had de-

stroyed about thirty ships, and after the arrival of the Athe-
nians had taken up the wrecks and dead on their side; they
had besides seen the Corinthians retire before them, backing
water on sight of the Athenian vessels, and upon the arrival

of the Athenians refuse to sail out against them from Sybota.
Thus both sides claimed the victory.
Tie Corinthians on the voyage home took Anactorium,

which stands at the mouth of the Ambraclan gulf. The place
was taken by treachery, being common ground to the Corcy-
rs&ans and Corinthians. After establishing Corinthian settlers

there, they retired home. Eight hundred of the Corcyrseans
were slaves; these they sold; two hundred and fifty they
retained in captivity, and treated with great attention, in the

hope that they might bring over their country to Corinth on
their return; most of them being, as it happened, men of very
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Jiigh position in Corcyra. In this way Corcyra maintained her

political existence in the war with Corinth, and the Athenian

vessels left the island. This was the first cause of the war that

Corinth had against the Athenians, viz. that they had fought

against them with the Corcyrseans in time of treaty.
Almost immediately after this, fresh differences arose be-

tween the Athenians and Peloponnesians, and contributed

their share to the war. Corinth was forming schemes for

retaliation, and Athens suspected her hostility. The Potid0eans
f

who inhabit the isthmus of Pallene, being a Corinthian colony^
but tributary allies of Athens, were ordered to raze the wall

looking towards Pallene, to give hostages, to dismiss the

Corinthian magistrates, and in future not to receive the per-
sons sent from Corinth annually to succeed them. It was
feared that they might be persuaded by Perdiccas and the

Corinthians to revolt, and might draw the rest of the allies

in the direction of Thrace to revolt with them. These precau-
tions against the Potidaeans were taken by the Athenians

immediately after the battle at Corcyra. Not only was Corinth

at length openly hostile, but Perdiccas, son of Alexander, king
of the Macedonians, had from an old friend and ally been

made an enemy. He had been made an enemy by the Athenians

entering into alliance with his brother Philip and Derdas,
who were in league against him. In his alarm he had sent to

Lacedsemon to try and involve the Athenians in a war with

the Peloponnesians, and was endeavouring to win over Corinth

in order to bring about the revolt of Potidaea. He also made
overtures to the Chalcidians in the direction of Thrace, and
to the Bottiseans, to persuade them to join in the revolt;

for he thought that if these places on the border could be made
his allies, it would be easier to carry on the war with their

co-operation. Alive to all this, and wishing to anticipate the

revolt of the cities, the Athenians acted as follows. They
were just then sending off thirty ships and a thousand heavy

infantry for his country under the command of Archestratus
3

son of Lycomedes, with four colleagues. They instructed the

captains to take hostages of the Potidseans, to raze the wall,

and to be on their guard against the revolt of the neighbour-

ing cities.

Meanwhile the Potidaeans sent envoys to Athens on the
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chance of persuading them to take no new steps in their mat*

ters; they also went to Lacedaemon with the Corinthians ta

secure support in case of need. Failing after prolonged nego-

tiation to obtain anything satisfactory from the Athenians
;

being unable, for all they could say, to prevent the vessels

that were destined for Macedonia from also sailing against

them; and receiving from the Lacedaemonian government a

promise to invade Attica, if the Athenians should attack

Potidser,; the Potidaeans, thus favoured by the moment, at

last entered into league with the Chalcidians and Bottiseans,
and revolted. And Perdiccas induced the Chalcidians to aban-

don and demolish their towns on the seaboard, and settling

inland at Olynthus, to make that one city a strong place:

meanwhile to those who followed his advice he gave a part of

Ms territory in Mygdonia round Lake Bolbe as a place of

abode while the war against the Athenians should last. They
accordingly demolished their towns, removed inland, and

prepared for war.

The thirty ships of the Athenians, arriving before the

Thracian places, found Potidsea and the rest in revolt. Their

commanders considering it to be quite impossible with their

present force to carry on war with Perdiccas, and with the

confederate towns as well, turned to Macedonia, their original

destination, and having established themselves there, carried

n war in co-operation with Philip, and the brothers of Der-

daSj who had invaded the country from the interior.

Meanwhile the Corinthians, with Potidsea in revolt, and the

Athenian ships on the coast of Macedonia, alarmed for the

safety of the place, and thinking its danger theirs, sent volun-
teers from Corinth, and mercenaries from the rest of Pelopon-
nese, to the number of sixteen hundred heavy infantry in all,

and four hundred light troops. Aristeus, son of Adimantus,
who was always a steady friend to the Potidseans, took com
mend of the expedition, and it was principally for love of him
that most of the men from Corinth volunteered. They arrived
in Thrace forty days after the revolt of Potidsea.

The Athenians also immediately received the news of the
revolt of the cities. On being informed that Aristeus and his

reinforcements were on their way, they sent two thousand

heavy infantry of their own citizens and forty ships against
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the places in revolt, under the command of Callias, son of

Calliades, and four colleagues. They arrived in Macedonia

first, and found the force of a thousand men that had been
first sent out, just become masters of Therme and besieging

Pydna. Accordingly they also joined in the investment, and

besieged Pydna for a while. Subsequently they came to terms
and concluded a forced alliance with Perdiccas, hastened by
the calls of Potidsea, and by the arrival of Aristeus at that

place. They withdrew from Macedonia, going to Beroea and
thence to Strepsa, and, after a futile attempt on the latter

place, they pursued by land their march to Potidsea with three

thousand heavy infantry of their own citizens, besides a num-
ber of their allies, and six hundred Macedonian horsemen, the

followers of Philip and Pausanias. With these sailed seventy

ships along the coast. Advancing by short marches, on the

third day they arrived at Gigonus, where they encamped.
Meanwhile the Potidseans and the Peloponnesians with

Aristeus were encamped on the side looking towards Olynthus
on the isthmus, in expectation of the Athenians, and had
established their market outside the city. The allies had chosen

Aristeus general of all the infantry; while the command of

the cavalry was given to Perdiccas, who had at once left the

alliance of the Athenians and gone back to that of the Poti-

daeans, having deputed lolaus as his general. The plan of

Aristeus was to keep his own force on the isthmas, and await

the attack of the Athenians; leaving the Chalcidians and the

allies outside the isthmus, and the two hundred cavalry from

Perdiccas in Olynthus to act upon the Athenian rear, on the

occasion of their advancing against him; and thus to place
the enemy between two fires. While Callias the Athenian gen*
eral and his colleagues despatched the Macedonian horse and
a few of the allies to Olynthus, to prevent any movement

being made from that quarter, the Athenians themselves

broke up their camp and marched against Potidsea. After they
had arrived at the isthmus, and saw the enemy preparing for

battle, they formed against him, and soon afterwards engaged.
The wing of Aristeus, with the Corinthians and other picked

troops round him, routed the wing opposed to it, and followed

for a considerable distance in pursuit. But the rest of the

army of the Potidseans and of the Peloponnesians was defeated
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by the Athenians, and took refuge within the fortifications.

Returning from the pursuit, Aristeus perceived the defeat of

the rest of the army. Being at a loss which of the two risks

to choose, whether to go to Olynthus or to Potidsea, he aUast

determined to draw his men into as small a space as possible,

and force his way with a run into Potidaea. Not without diffi-

culty, through a storm of missiles, he passed along by the

breakwater through the sea, and brought off most of his men

safe, though a few were lost. Meanwhile the auxiliaries of the

Potidseans from Olynthus, which is about seven miles off,

and in sight of Potidsea, when the battle began and the signals

were raised, advanced a little way to render assistance; and

the Macedonian horse formed against them to prevent it. But

on victory speedily declaring for the Athenians and the signals

being taken down, they retired back within the wall; and the

Macedonians returned to the Athenians. Thus there were no

cavalry present on either side. After the battle the Athenians

set up a trophy, and gave back their dead to the Potidseans

under truce. The Potidseans and their allies had close upon
three hundred killed

;
the Athenians a hundred and fifty of

their own citizens, and Callias their general.

The wall on the side of the isthmus had now works at once

raised against it, and manned by the Athenians. That on the

side of Pallene had no works raised against it. They did not

think themselves strong enough at once to keep a garrison in

the isthmus, and to cross over to Pallene and raise works

there; they were afraid that the Potidseans and their allies

might take advantage of their division to attack them. Mean-

while the Athenians at home learning that there were no works

at Pallene, sometime afterwards sent off sixteen hundred

heavy infantry of their own citizens under the command of

Phormio, son of Asopius. Arrived at Pallene, he fixed his head-

quarters at Aphytis, and led his army against Potidsea by short

marches, ravaging the country as he advanced. No one ven-

turing to meet him in the field, he raised works against the

wall on the side of Pallene. So at length Potidaea was strongly

invested on either side, and from the sea by the ships co-

operating in the blockade. Aristeus, seeing its investment

complete, and having no hope of its salvation, except in the

event of some movement from the Peloponnese, or of some
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other improbable contingency, advised all except five "hundred

to watch for a wind, and sail out of the place, in order that

their provisions might last the longer. He was willing to be
himself one of those who remained. Unable to persuade them,
and desirous of acting on the next alternative, and of having

things outside in the best posture possible, he eluded the

guardships of the Athenians and sailed out. Remaining among
the Chalcidians, he continued to carry on the war

;
in partic-

ular he laid an ambuscade near the city of the SermylianSj,
-and cut off many of them; he also communicated with Pelo-

ponnese, and tried to contrive some method by which help

might be brought. Meanwhile, after the completion of the

investment of Potidsea, Phormio next employed his sixteen

hundred men in ravaging Chalcidice and Bottica: some of the

towns also were taken by him.

CHAPTER III

CONGRESS OF THE PELOPONNESIAN CONFEDERACY AT

LACED^EMON

B.C. 432 : Allies summoned to Lacedosmon Speech of the Corinthians

Reply of the Athenian envoys Speech of Archidamus-Speech of
Sthenelaidas The assembly decides for war.

THE Athenians and Peloponnesians had these antecedent

grounds of complaint against each other: the complaint of

Corinth was that her colony of Potidaea, and Corinthian and

Peloponnesian citizens within it, were being besieged; that of

Athens against the Peloponnesians that they had incited a
town of hers, a member of her alliance and a contributor to

her revenue, to revolt, and had come and were openly fighting

against her on the side of the Potidaeans. For all this, war

had not yet broken out: there was still truce for a while; for

this was a private enterprise on the part of Corinth.

But the siege of Potidsea put an end to her inaction; she

had men inside it: besides, she feared for the place. Imme-

diately summoning the allies to Lacedaemon, she came and

loudly accused Athens of breach of the treaty and aggression
on the rights of Peloponnese. With her, the ^Eginetans, for-

mally unrepresented from fear of Athens, in secret proved not

the least urgent of the advocates for war, asserting that they
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had not the independence guaranteed to them by the treaty.

After extending the summons to any of their allies and others

who might have complaints to make of Athenian aggression,
the Lacedaemonians held their ordinary assembly, and invited

them to speak. There were many who came forward and made
their several accusations; among them the Megarians, in a

long list of grievances, called special attention to the fact of

their exclusion from the ports of the Athenian empire and the

market of Athens, in defiance of the treaty. Last of all the

Corinthians came forward, and having let those who preceded
them inflame the Lacedaemonians, now followed with a speech
to this effect:

'Lacedaemonians! the confidence which you feel in your
constitution and social order, inclines you to receive any
reflexions of ours on other powers with a certain scepticism.
Hence springs your moderation, but hence also the rather

limited knowledge which you betray in dealing with foreign

politics. Time after time was our voice raised to warn you of

the blows about to be dealt us by Athens, and time after time,
instead of taking the trouble to ascertain the worth of our

communications, you contented yourselves with suspecting
the speakers of being inspired by private interest. And so, in-

stead of calling these allies together before the blow fell, you
have delayed to do so till we are smarting under it; allies

among whom we have not the worst title to speak, as having
the greatest complaints to make, complaints of Athenian out-

rage and Lacedaemonian neglect. Now if these assaults on the

rights of Hellas had been made in the dark you might be

unacquainted with the facts, and it would be our duty to en-

lighten you. As it is, long speeches are not needed where you
see servitude accomplished for some of us, meditated for

others in particular for our allies and prolonged prepara-
tions in the aggressor against the hour of war. Or what, pray,
is the meaning of their reception of Corcyra by fraud, and
their holding it against us by force? what of the siege of Poti-

dsea? places one of which lies most conveniently for any
action against the Thracian towns

;
while the other would have

contributed a very large navy to the Peloponnesians?
For all this you are responsible. You it was who first al-

lowed them to fortify their city after the Median war, and
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afterwards to erect the long walls, you who, then and now,
are always depriving of freedom not only those whom they
have enslaved, but also those who have as yet been your
allies. For the true author of the subjugation of a people is not

so much the immediate agent, as the power which permits it

"having the means to prevent it; particularly if that power
aspires to the glory of being the liberator of Hellas. We are at

last assembled. It has not been easy to assemble, nor even

now are our objects defined. We ought not to be still inquir-

ing into the fact of our wrongs, but into the means of our
defence. For the aggressors with matured plans to oppose
to our indecision have cast threats aside and betaken them-
selves to action. And we know what are the paths by which
Athenian aggression travels, and how insidious is its progress.
A degree of confidence she may feel from the idea that your
bluntness of perception prevents your noticing her; but it is

nothing to the impulse which her advance will receive from
the knowledge that you see, but do not care to Interfere.

You, Lacedaemonians, of all the Hellenes are alone inactive,

and defend yourselves not by doing anything but by looking
as if you would do something ; you alone wait till the power of

an enemy is becoming twice its original size, instead of crush-

ing it in its infancy. And yet the world used to say that you
were to be depended upon; but in your case, we fear, it said

more than the truth. The Mede, we ourselves know, had time

to come from the ends of the earth to Peloponnese, without

any force of yours worthy of the name advancing to meet

him. But this was a distant enemy. Well, Athens at all events

is a near neighbour, and yet Athens you utterly disregard;

against Athens you prefer to act on the defensive instead of on:

the offensive, and to make it an affair of chances by deferring

the struggle till she has grown far stronger than at first. And

yet you know that on the whole the rock on which the bar-

barian was wrecked was himself, and that if our present enemy
Athens has not again and again annihilated us, we owe it more

to her blunders than to your protection. Indeed, expectations

from you have before now been the ruin of some, whose faith

induced them to omit preparation.
'We hope that none of you will consider these words of

remonstrance to be rather words of hostility; men remonstrate
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with friends who are in error, accusations they reserve for

enemies who have wronged them. Besides, we consider that

we have as good a right as any one to point out a neighbour's

faults, particularly when we contemplate the great contrast

between the two national characters; a contrast of which,
as far as we can see, you have little perception, having never

yet considered what sort of antagonists you will encounter

in the Athenians, how widely, how absolutely different from

yourselves. The Athenians are addicted to innovation, and
their designs are characterised by swiftness alike in concep-
tion and execution

; you have a genius for keeping what you
have got, accompanied by a total want of invention, and when
forced to act you never go far enough. Again, they are adven-
turous beyond their power, and daring beyond their judg-

ment, and in danger they are sanguine; your wont is to at-

tempt less than is justified by your power, to mistrust even
what is sanctioned by your judgment, and to fancy that from

danger there is no release. Further, there is promptitude on
their side against procrastination on yours; they are never
at home, you are never from it: for they hope by their absence
to extend their acquisitions, you fear by your advance to

endanger what you have left behind. They are swift to follow

up a success, and slow to recoil from a reverse. Their bodies

they spend ungrudgingly in their country's cause; their intel-

lect they jealously husband to be employed in her service.

A scheme unexecuted is with them a positive loss, a successful

enterprise a comparative failure. The deficiency created by
the miscarriage of an undertaking is soon filled up by fresh

hopes; for they alone are enabled to call a thing hoped for a
thing got, by the speed with which they act upon their resolu-
tions. Thus they toil on in trouble and danger all the days of
their life, with little opportunity for enjoying, being ever

engaged in getting: their only idea of a holiday is to do what
the occasion demands, and to them laborious occupation is less

of a misfortune than the peace of a quiet life. To describe
their character in a word, one might truly say that they were
born into the world to take no rest themselves and to give
none to others.

'Such is Athens, your antagonist. And yet, Lacedaemonians,
you still delay, and fail to see that peace stays longest with
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those, who are not more careful to use their power justly thars

to show their determination not to submit to injustice. On the

contrary, your ideal of fair dealing is based on the principle
that if you do not injure others, you need not risk your own
fortunes in preventing others from injuring you. Now you
could scarcely have succeeded in such a policy even with a

neighbour like yourselves; but in the present instance, as we
have just shown, your habits are old-fashioned as compared
with theirs. It is the law as in art, so in politics, that improve-
ments ever prevail; and though fixed usages may be best for

undisturbed communities, constant necessities of action must
be accompanied by the constant improvement of methods.
Thus it happens that the vast experience of Athens has carried

her further than you on the path of innovation.

'Here, at Ieast
3
let youi procrastination end. For the present,

assist your allies and Potidsea in particular, as you promised.,

by a speedy invasion of Attica, and do not sacrifice friends

and kindred to their bitterest enemies, and drive the rest of

us in despair to some other alliance. Such a step would not be
condemned either by the gods who received our oaths, or by
the men who witnessed them. The breach of a treaty cannot,

be laid to the people whom desertion compels to seek new rela-

tions, but to the power that fails to assist its confederate. But
if you will only act, we will stand by you; it would be un-

natural for us to change, and never should we meet with such

a congenial ally. For these reasons choose the right course,

and endeavour not to let Peloponnese under your supremacy

degenerate from the prestige that it enjoyed under that of

your ancestors.
3

Such were the words of the Corinthians. There happened
to be Athenian envoys present at Lacedaemon en other busi-

ness. On hearing the speeches they thought themselves called

upon to corne before the Lacedaemonians. Their intention was
not to offer a defence on any of the charges which the cities

brought against them, but to show on a comprehensive view

that it was not a matter to be hastily decided on, but one that

demanded further consideration. There was also a wish to call

attention to the great power of Athens, and to refresh the

memory of the old and enlighten the ignorance of the young,
from a notion that their words might have the effect of indue-
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ing them to prefer tranquillity to war. So they came to the

Lacedaemonians and said that they too, if there was no objec-

tion, wished to speak to their assembly. They replied by in-

viting them to come forward. The Athenians advanced, and

spoke as follows:

'The object of our mission here was not to argue with your
allies, but to attend to the matters on which our State des-

patched us. However, the vehemence of the outcry that we
hear against us has prevailed on us to come forward. It is not

to combat the accusations of the cities (indeed you are not the

judges before whom either we or they can plead), but to

prevent your taking the wrong course on matters of great

importance by yielding too readily to the persuasions of your
allies. We also wish to show on a review of the whole indict-

ment that we have a fair title to our possessions, and that

our country has claims to consideration. We need not refer

to remote antiquity: there we could appeal to the voice of

tradition, but not to the experience of our audience. But to

the Median war and contemporary history we must refer,

although we are rather tired of continually bringing this sub-

ject forward. In our action during that war we ran great risk

to obtain certain advantages: you had your share in the solid

results, do not try to rob us of all share in the good that the

glory may do us. However, the story shall be told not so

much to deprecate hostility as to testify against it, and to

show, if you are so ill-advised as to enter into a struggle with

Athens, what sort of an antagonist she is likely to prove. We
assert that at Marathon we were at the front, and faced the

barbarian single-handed. That when he came the second time,
unable to cope with Mm by land we went on board our

ships with all our people, and joined in the action at Salamis.

This prevented his taking the Peloponnesian states in detail,

and ravaging them with his fleet; when the multitude of his

vessels would have made any combination for self-defence im-

possible. The best proof of this was furnished by the invader

himself. Defeated at sea, he considered his power to be no

longer what it had been, and retired as speedily as possible
with the greater part of his army.

'Such, then, was the result of the matter, and it was clearly

proved that it was on the fleet of Hellas that her cause de-
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pended. Well, to this result we contributed three very useful

elements, viz. the largest number of ships, the ablest com-

mander, and the most unhesitating patriotism. Our contingent
of ships was little less than two-thirds of the whole four

hundred; the commander was Themistocles, through whom
chiefly it was that the battle took place in the straits, the

acknowledged salvation of our cause. Indeed, this was the

reason of your receiving him with honours such as had never

been accorded to any foreign visitor. While for daring patriot-
ism we had no competitors. Receiving no reinforcements from

behind, seeing everything in front of us already subjugated,
we had the spirit, after abandoning our city, after sacrificing

our property (instead of deserting the remainder of the league
or depriving them of our services by dispersing), to throw

ourselves into our ships and meet the danger, without a

thought of resenting your neglect to assist us. We assert,

therefore, that we conferred on you quite as much as we re-

ceived. For you had a stake to fight for; the cities which you
had left were still filled with your homes, and you had the

prospect of enjoying them again; and your coming was

prompted quite as much by fear for yourselves as for its;

at all events, you never appeared till we had nothing left to

lose. But we left behind us a city that was a city no longer,

and staked our lives for a city that had an existence only in

desperate hope, and so bore our full share in your deliverance

and in ours. But if we had copied others, and allowed fears

for our territory to make us give in our adhesion to the Mede
before you came, or if we had suffered our ruin to break our

spirit and prevent us embarking in our ships, your nava'i in-

feriority would have made a sea-fight unnecessary, and his

objects would have been peaceably attained.

'Surely, Lacedaemonians, neither by the patriotism that we

displayed at that crisis, nor by the wisdom of our counsels, do
we merit our extreme unpopularity with the Hellenes, not at

least unpopularity for our empire. That empire we acquired

by no violent means, but because you were unwilling to prose-
cute to its conclusion the war against the barbarian, and be-

cause the allies attached themselves to us and spontaneously
asked us tc assume the command. And the nature of the case

first compelled us to advance our empire to its present height;
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fear being our principal motive, though honour and interest

afterwards came in. And at last, when almost all hated us,

Trhen some had already revolted and had been subdued, when

you had ceased to be the friends that you once were, and
had become objects of suspicion and dislike, it appeared no

longer safe to give up our empire; especially as all who left

us would fall to you. And no one can quarrel with a people
Jor making, in matters of tremendous risk, the best provision
that it can for its interest.

'You, at all events, Lacedaemonians, have used your suprem-
acy to settle the states in Peloponnese as is agreeable to you.
And if at the period of which we were speaking you had

persevered to the end of the matter, and had incurred hatred in

your command, we are sure that you would have made your-
selves just as galling to the allies, and would have been forced

to choose between a strong government and danger to your-
selves. It follows that it was not a very wonderful action, or

contrary to the common practice of mankind, if we did accept
an empire that was offered to us, and refused to give it up
under the pressure of three of the strongest motives, fear,

honour, and interest. And it was not we who set the example,
for it has always been the law that the weaker should be sub-

ject to the stronger. Besides, we believed ourselves to be

worthy of our position, and so you thought us till now, when
calculations of interest have made you take up the cry of

justice a consideration which no one ever yet brought for-

ward to hinder his ambition when he had a chance of gaining

anything by might. And praise is due to all who, if not so

superior to human nature as to refuse dominion, yet respect
iustice more than their position compels them to do.

*TVe imagine that our moderation would be best demon-
strated by the conduct of others who should be placed in our

oosition; but even our equity has very unreasonably sub-

jected us to condemnation instead of approval. Our abate-
ment of our rights in the contract trials with our allies, and
oar causing them to be decided by impartial laws at Athens,
have gained us the character of being litigious. And none care
to inquire why this reproach is not brought against other

Imperial powers, who treat their subjects with less moderation
than we do; the secret being that where force can be used, law
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Is not needed. But our subjects are so habituated to associate

with us as equals, that any defeat whatever that clashes with
their notions of justice, whether it proceeds from a legal judg-
ment or from the power which our empire gives us, makes
them forget to be grateful for being allowed to retain most of

their possessions, and more vexed at a part being taken, than
if we had from the first cast law aside and openly gratified
our covetousness. If we had done so, not even would they
have disputed that the weaker must give way to the stronger.
Men's indignation, it seems, is more excited by legal wrong
than by violent wrong; the first looks like being cheated by
an equal, the second like being compelled by a superior. At
all events they contrived to put up with much worse treat'

ment than this from the Mede, yet they think our rule severe,

and this is to be expected, for the present always weighs heavy
on the conquered. This at least is certain. If you were to suc-

ceed in overthrowing us and in taking our place, you would

speedily lose the popularity with which fear of us has invested

you, if your policy of to-day is at all to tally with the sample
that you gave of it during the brief period of your command

against the Mede. Not only is your life at home regulated by
rules and institutions incompatible with those of others, but

your citizens abroad act neither on these rules nor on those

which are recognised by the rest of Hellas-
fTake time then in forming your resolution, as the matte?.

is of great importance; and do not be persuaded by the opin*

ions and complaints of others to bring trouble on yourselves s

but consider the vast influence of accident in war, before yotg

are engaged in it. As it continues, it generally becomes an

affair of chances, chances from which neither of us is exempt,
and whose event we must risk in the dark. It is a common
mistake in going to war to begin at the wrong end, to act

first, and wait for disaster to discuss the matter. But we ara

not yet by any means so misguided, nor, so far as we can see
f

are you; accordingly, while it is still open to us both to choose

aright, we bid you not to dissolve the treaty, or to break your

oaths, but to have our differences settled by arbitration ac

cording to our agreement. Or else we take the gods who
iieard the oaths to witness, and if you begin hostilities, what-
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ever line of action you choose, we will try not to be behindhand

in repelling you.
7

Such were the words of the Athenians. After the Lace-

daemonians had heard the complaints of the allies against the

Athenians, and the observations of the latter, they made all

withdraw, and consulted by themselves on the question before

them. The opinions of the majority all led to the same con-

clusion; the Athenians were open aggressors, and war must

be declared at once. But Archidamus, the Lacedaemonian king,
came forward, who had the reputation of being at once a wise

and a moderate man, and made the following speech:
I have not lived so long, Lacedaemonians, without having

nad the experience of many wars, and I see those among you
of the same age as myself, who will not fall into the common
misfortune of longing for war from inexperience or from a

belief in its advantage and its safety. This, the war on which

you are now debating, would be one of the greatest magnitude,
on a sober consideration of the matter. In a struggle with

Peloponnesians and neighbours our strength is of the same

character, and it is possible to move swiftly on the different

points. But a struggle with a people who live in a distant land,
who have also an extraordinary familiarity with the sea, and
who are in the highest state of preparation in every other

department; with wealth private and public, with ships, and

horses, and heavy infantry, and a population such as no one

other Hellenic place can equal, and lastly a number of trib-

utary allies what can justify us in rashly beginning such a

struggle? wherein is our trust that we should rush on it

unprepared? Is it in our ships? There we are inferior; while if

we are to practise and become a match for them, time must
intervene. Is it in our money? There we have a far greater

deficiency. We neither have it in our treasury, nor are we
ready to contribute it from our private funds. Confidence

might possibly be felt in our superiority in heavy infantry
and population, which will enable us to invade and devastate

their lands. But the Athenians have plenty of other land in

their empire, and can import what they want by sea. Again,
if we are to attempt an insurrection of their allies, these will

have to be supported with a fleet, most of them being island-

ers. What then is to be our war? For unless we can either beat
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them at sea, or deprive them of the revenues which feed their

navy, we shall meet with little but disaster. Meanwhile out

honour will be pledged to keeping on, particularly if it be the

opinion that we began the quarrel. For let us never be elated

by the fatal hope of the war being quickly ended by the devas-

tation of their lands. I fear rather that we may leave it as a

legacy to our children; so improbable is it that the Athenian

spirit will be the slave of their land, or Athenian experience
be cowed by war.

'Not that I would bid you be so unleeling as to suffer them
to injure your allies, and to refrain from unmasking their

intrigues; but I do bid you not to take up arms at once, but

to send and remonstrate with them in a tone not too suggestive
of war, nor again too suggestive of submission, and to employ
the interval in perfecting our own preparations. The means
will be, first, the acquisition of allies, Hellenic or barbarian it

matters not, so long as they are an accession to our strength
naval or pecuniary I say Hellenic or barbarian, because the

odium of such an accession to all who like us are the objects

of the designs of the Athenians is taken away by the law of

self-preservation and secondly the development of our home
resources. If they listen to our embassy, so much the better;

but if not, after the lapse of two or three years our position

will have become materially strengthened, and we can then

attack them if we think proper. Perhaps by that time the sight

of our preparations, backed by language equally significant,

will have disposed them to submission, while their land is

still untouched, and while their counsels may be directed to

the retention of advantages as yet undestroyed. For the only

light in which you can view their land is that of a hostage in

your hands, a hostage the more valuable the better it is cul-

tivated. This you ought to spare as long as possible, and not

make them desperate, and so increase the difficulty of dealing

with them. For if while still unprepared, hurried away by the

complaints of our allies, we are induced to lay it waste, have a

care that we do not bring deep disgrace and deep perplexity

upon Peloponnese. Complaints, whether of communities or

individuals, it is possible to adjust; but war undertaken by a

coalition for sectional interests, whose progress there is no
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means of foreseeing; does not easily admit of creditable set-

tlement.

And none need think it cowardice for a number of con-

federates to pause before they attack a single city. The
Athenians have allies as numerous as our own, and allies

that pay tribute, and war is a matter not so much of arms
as of money, which makes arms of use. And this is more than

ever true in a struggle between a continental and a maritime

power. First, then, let us provide money, and not allow our-

selves to be carried away by the talk of our allies before we
have done so: as we shall have the largest share of responsi-

bility for the consequences be they good or bad, we have also

a right to a tranquil inquiry respecting them.
tAnd the slowness and procrastination, the parts of our

character that are most assailed by their criticism, need not

make you blush. If we undertake the war without preparation,
we should by hastening its commencement only delay its con-

clusion: further, a free and a iamous city has through all time
been ours. The quality which they condemn is really nothing
but a wise moderation; thanks to its possession, we alone do
not become insolent in success and give way less than others

in misfortune; we are not carried away by the pleasure of

hearing ourselves cheered on to risks which our judgment
condemns; nor, if annoyed, are we any the more convinced

by attempts to exasperate us by accusation. We are both
warlike and wise, and it is our sense of order that makes us so.

We are warlike, because self-control contains honour as a
chief constituent, and honour bravery. And we are wise, be-

cause we are educated with too little learning to despise the

laws, and with too severe a self-control to disobey them, and
are brought up not to be too knowing in useless matters,
such as the knowledge which can give a specious criticism of
an enemy's plans in theory, but fails to assail them with equal
success in practice, but are taught to consider that the
schemes of our enemies are not dissimilar to* our own, and
that the freaks of chance are not determinable by calculation.

In practice we always base our preparations against an enemy
on the assumption that his plans are good; indeed, it is right
to rest our hopes not on a belief in his blunders, but on the
soundness of our provisions. Nor ought we to believe that there
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is much difference between man and man, but to think that

the superiority lies with him who is reared in the severest

school. These practices, then, which our ancestors have de-

livered to us, and by whose maintenance we have always

profited, must not be given up. And we must not be hurried

f
into deciding in a day's brief space a question which concerns

many lives and fortunes and many cities, and in which honour

is deeply involved, but we must decide calmly. This our

strength peculiarly enables us to do. As for the Athenians,
send to them on the matter of Potidaea, send on the matter of

the alleged wrongs of the allies, particularly as they are

prepared with legal satisfaction; and to proceed against one

who offers arbitration as against a wrongdoer, law forbids.

Meanwhile do not omit preparation for war. This decision will

be the best for yourselves, the most terrible to your oppo-
nents.'

Such were the words of Archidamus. Last came forward

Sthenelaidas, one of the Ephors for that year, and spoke to the

Lacedaemonians as follows:

'The long speech of the Athenians I do not pretend to

understand. They said a good deal in praise of themselves,
but nowhere denied that they are injuring our allies and Pelo-

ponnese. And yet if they behaved well against the Mede then,
but ill towards us now, they deserve double punishment for

having ceased to be good and for having become bad. We
meanwhile are the same then and now, and shall not, if we are

wise, disregard the wrongs of our allies, or put off till to-mor-

row the duty of assisting those who must suffer to-day. Others

have much money and ships and horses, but we have good
allies whom we must not give up to the Athenians, nor by
lawsuits and words decide the matter, as it is anything but

in word that we are harmed, but render instant and powerful

help. And let us not be told that it is fitting for us to deliberate

under injustice; long deliberation is rather fitting for those

wn*> have injustice in contemplation. Vote therefore, Lace-

daemonians, for war, as the honour of Sparta demands, and

neither allow the further aggrandisement of Athens, nor be-

tray our allies to ruin, but with the gods let us advance

against the aggressors.'

With these words he, as Ephor, himself put the question
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to the assembly of the Lacedaemonians. He said that he could

not determine which was the loudest acclamation (their mode
of decision is by acclamation not by voting) ;

the fact being
that he wished to make them declare their opinion openly and
thus to increase their ardour for war. Accordingly he said,

'

All

Lacedaemonians who are of opinion that the treaty has been

broken, and that Athens is guilty, leave your seats and go

there,' pointing out a certain place; 'all who are of the oppo-
site opinion, there.' They accordingly stood up and divided;
and those who held that the treaty had been broken were in

a decided majority. Summoning the allies, they told them that

their opinion was that Athens had been guilty of injustice,
but that they wished to convoke all the allies and put it to

the vote; in order that they might make war, if they decided
to do so, on a common resolution. Having thus gained their

point, the delegates returned home at once; the Athenian en-

voys a little later, when they had despatched the objects of

their mission. This decision of the assembly judging that the

treaty had been broken, was made in the fourteenth year of

the thirty years' truce, which was entered into after the affair

0f Euboea.

The Lacedaemonians voted that the treaty had been broken,
and that war must be declared, not so much because they
were persuaded by the arguments of the allies, as because

they feared the growth of the power of the Athenians, seeing
laost v>f Hellas already subject to them.
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CHAPTER IV
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THE way in which Athens came to be placed in the circum-

stances under which her power grew was this. After the Medes
had returned from Europe, defeated by sea and land by the

Hellenes, and after those of them who had fled with their

ships to Mycale had been destroyed, Leotychides, King of the

Lacedaemonians, the commander of the Hellenes at Mycale,
departed home with the allies from Peloponnese. But the

Athenians and the allies from Ionia and Hellespont, who had
now revolted from the king, remained and laid siege to Sestos,
which was still held by the Medes. After wintering before it,

they became masters of the place on its evacuation by the

barbarians; and after this they sailed away from Hellespont
to their respective cities. Meanwhile the Athenian people, after

the departure of the barbarian from their country, at once

proceeded to carry over their children and wives, and such

property as they had left, from the places where they had

deposited them, and prepared to rebuild their city and their

walls. For only isolated portions of the circumference had
been left standing, and most of the houses were in ruins;

though a few remained, in which the Persian grandees had
taken up their quarters.

Perceiving what they were going to do, the Lacedaemonians
sent an embassy to Athens. They would have themselves

preferred to see neither her nor any other city in possession
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of a wall; though here they acted principally at the instigation
of their allies, who were alarmed at the strength of her newly
acquired navy, and the valour which she had displayed in

the war with the Medes. They begged her not only -o abstain

from building walls for herself, but also to join them in

throwing down the walls that still held together of the ultra-

Peloponnesian cities. The real meaning of their advice, the

suspicion that it contained against the Athenians, was not

proclaimed; it was urged that so the barbarian, in the event

of a third invasion, would not have any strong place, such

as he now had in Thebes, for his base of operations ;
and that

Peloponnese would suffice for all as a base both for retreat

and offence. After the Lacedaemonians had thus spoken, they

were, on the advice of Themistocles, immediately dismissed

by the Athenians, with the answer that ambassadors should

be sent to Sparta to discuss the question. Themistocles told

the Athenians to send him off with all speed to Lacedsemon,
but not to despatch his colleagues as soon as they had selected

them, but to wait until they had raised their wall to the height
from which defence was possible. Meanwhile the whole popu-
lation in the city was to labour at the wall, the Athenians,
their wives and their children, sparing no edifice, private or

public, which might be of any use to the work, but throwing
all down. After giving these instructions, and adding that he
would be responsible for all other matters there, he departed.
Arrived at Lacedaemon he did not seek an audience with the

authorities, but tried to gain time and made excuses. When
any of the government asked him why he did not appear in

the assembly, he would say that he was waiting for his col-

leagues, who had been detained in Athens by some engage-
ment; however, that he expected their speedy arrival, and
wondered that they were not yet there. At first the Lace-
daemonians trusted the words of Themistocles, through their

friendship for him; but when others arrived, all distinctly de-

claring that the work was going on and already attaining some
elevation, they did not know how to disbelieve it. Aware of

this, he told them that rumours are deceptive, and should not
be trusted; they should send some reputable persons from

Sparta to inspect, whose report might be trusted. They
despatched them accordingly. Concerning these Themistocles
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secretly sent word to the Athenians to detain them as far as

possible without putting them under open constraint, and not

to let them go until they had themselves returned. For his

colleagues had now joined him, Abronichus, son of Lysicles,
and Aristides, son of Lysimachus, with the news that the wall

was sufficiently advanced; and he feared that when the Lace-
daemonians heard the facts, they might refuse to let them go.
So the Athenians detained the envoys according to his

message, and Themistocles had an audience with the Lace-

daemonians, and at last openly told them that Athens was
now fortified sufficiently to protect its inhabitants; that any
embassy which the Lacedaemonians or their allies might wish

to send to them, should in future proceed on the assumption
that the people to whom they were going was able to distin-

guish both its own and the general interests. That when the

Athenians thought fit to abandon their city and to embark
in their ships, they ventured on that perilous step without

consulting them; and that on the other hand, wherever they
had deliberated with the Lacedaemonians, they had proved
themselves to be in judgment second to none. That they now

thought it fit that their city should have a wall, and that this

would be more for the advantage of both the citizens of Athens

and the Hellenic confederacy; for without equal military

strength it was impossible to contribute equal or fair counsel

to the common interest. It followed, he observed, either that

all the members of the confederacy should be without walls,

or that the present step should be considered a right one.

The Lacedaemonians did not betray any open signs of anger

against the Athenians at what they heard. The embassy, it

seems, was prompted not by a desire to obstruct, but to guide
the counsels of their government: besides, Spartan feeling was
at that time very friendly towards Athens on account of the

patriotism which she had displayed in the struggle with the

Mede. Still the defeat of their wishes could not but cause them
secret annoyance. The envoys of each state departed home
without complaint.
In this way the Athenians walled their city in a little while.

To this day the building shows signs of the haste of its:

execution; the foundations are laid of stones of all kinds,

and in some places not wrought or fitted, but placed just in
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the order in which they were brought by the different hands;
and many columns, too, from tombs and sculptured stones

were put in with the rest. For the bounds of the city were
extended at every point of the circumference

;
and so they laid

hands on everything without exception in their haste. Themis-
tocles also persuaded them to finish the walls of Piraeus,
which had been begun before, in his year of office as archon;

being influenced alike by the fineness of a locality that has

three natural harbours, and by the great start which the

Athenians would gain in the acquisition of power by becom-

ing a naval people. For he first ventured to tell them to stick

to the sea and forthwith began to lay the foundations of the

empire. It was by his advice, too, that they built the walls of

that thickness which can still be discerned round Piraeus, the

stones being brought up by two waggons meeting each other.

Between the walls thus formed there was neither rubble nor

mortar, but great stones hewn square and fitted together,

cramped to each other on the outside with iron and lead. About
half the height that he intended was finished. His idea was by
their size and thickness to keep off the attacks of an enemy ;

he thought that they might be adequately defended by a small

garrison of invalids, and the rest be freed for service in the

fleet. For the fleet claimed most of his attention. He saw, as

I think, that the approach by sea was easier for the king's

army than that by land : he also thought Piraeus more valuable

than the upper city; indeed, he was always advising the

Athenians, if a day should come when they were hard pressed
by land, to go down into Piraeus, and defy the world with
their fleet. Thus, therefore, the Athenians completed their

wall, and commenced their other buildings immediately after

the retreat of the Mede.
Meanwhile Pausanias, son of Cleombrotus, was sent out

from Lacedsemon as commander-in-chief of the Hellenes, with

twenty ships from Peloponnese. With him sailed the Athenians
with thirty ships, and a number of the other allies. They made
an expedition against Cyprus and subdued most of the island,
and afterwards against Byzantium, which was in the hands of

the Medes, and compelled it to surrender. This event took

place while the Spartans were still supreme. But the violence

of Pausanias had already begun to be disagreeable to the
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Hellenes, particularly to the lonians and the newly liberated

populations. These resorted to the Athenians and requested
them as their kinsmen to become their leaders, and to stop any
attempt at violence on the part of Pausanias. The Athenians

accepted their overtures, and determined to put down any
attempt of the kind and to settle everything else as their

interests might seem to demand. In the meantime the Lace-
daemonians recalled Pausanias for an investigation of the

reports which had reached them. Manifold and grave accusa-

tions had been brought against him by Hellenes arriving in

Sparta; and, to all appearance, there had been in him more
of the mimicry of a despot than of the attitude of a general.
As it happened, his recall came just at the time when the

hatred which he had inspired had induced the allies to desert

him, the soldiers from Peloponnese excepted, and to range
themselves by the side of the Athenians. On his arrival at

Lacedsemon, he was censured for his private acts of oppres-

sion, but was acquitted on the heaviest counts and pronounced
not guilty; it must be known that the charge of Medisira

formed one of the principal, and to all appearance one of the

best-founded articles against him. The Lacedaemonians did

not, however, restore him to bis command, but sent out Dorkis.

and certain others with a small force
;
who found the allies no

longer inclined to concede to them the supremacy. Perceiving
this they departed, and the Lacedsemonians did not send out

any to succeed them. They feared for those who went out a

deterioration similar to that observable in Pausanias; besides^

they desired to be rid of the Median war, and were satisfied of

the competency of the Athenians for the position, and of

their friendship at the time towards themselves.

The Athenians having thus succeeded to the supremacy by
the voluntary act of the allies through their hatred of Pau-

sanias, fixed which cities were to contribute money against

the barbarian, which ships ;
their professed object being to

.retaliate for their sufferings by ravaging the king's country.

Now was the time that the office of 'Treasurers for Hellas
5

was first instituted by the Athenians. These officers received

the tribute, as the money contributed was called. The tribute

was first fixed at four hundred and sixty talents. The common

treasury was at Deles,, and the congresses were held in the
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temple. Their supremacy commenced with independent allies

who acted on the resolutions of a common congress. It was
marked by the following undertakings in war and in adminis-

tration during the interval between the Median and the pres-
ent war, against the barbarian, against their own rebel allies,

and against the Peioponnesian powers which would come in

contact with them on various occasions. My excuse for relat-

ing these events, and for venturing on this digression, is that

this passage of history has been omitted by all my predeces-

sors, who have confined themselves either to Hellenic history
before the Median war, or to the Median war itself. Kellani-

cus, it is true, did touch on these events in his Athenian

history; but he is somewhat concise and not accurate in his

dates. Besides, the history of these events contains an explana-
tion of the growth of the Athenian empire.

First the Athenians besieged and captured Eion on the

Strymon from the Medes, and made slaves of the inhabitants,

being under the command of Cimon, son of Miltiades. Next
they enslaved Scyros the island in the ^Egean, containing a

Dolopian population, and colonised it themselves. This was
followed by a war against Carystus, in which the rest of

Euboea remained neutral, and which was ended by surrender
on conditions. After this Naxos left the confederacy, and a
war ensued, and she had to return after a siege; this was the
first instance of the engagement being broken by the subjuga-
tion of an allied city, a precedent which was followed by that
of the rest in the order which circumstances prescribed. Of
all the causes of defection, that connected with arrears of
tribute and vessels, and with failure of service, was the chief;
for the Athenians were very severe and exacting, and made
themselves offensive by applying the screw of necessity to
men who were not used to and in fact not disposed for any
continuous labour. In some other respects the Athenians were
not the old popular rulers they had been at first; and if they
had more than their fair share of service, it was correspond-
ingly easy for them to reduce any that tried to leave the

confederacy. For this the allies had themselves to blame; the
wish to get off service making most of them arrange to pay
their share of the expense in money instead of in ships, and
so to avoid having to leave their homes. Thus while Athens
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was increasing her navy with the funds which they con-

tributed, a revolt always found them without resources 01

experience for war.

Next we come to the actions by land and by sea at the
river Eurymedon, between the Athenians with their allies, and
the Medes, when the Athenians won both battles on the same
day under the conduct of Cimon, son of Miltiades, and cap'
tured and destroyed the whole Phoenician fleet, consisting of
two hundred vessels. Some time afterwards occurred the defec-
tion of the Thasians, caused by disagreements about the
marts on the opposite coast of Thrace, and about the mine in
their possession. Sailing with a fleet to Thasos, the Athenians
defeated them at sea and effected a landing on the island*
About the same time they sent ten thousand settlers of their
own citizens and the allies to settle the place then called
Ennea Hodoi or Nine Ways, now Amphipolis. They suc-
ceeded in gaining possession of Ennea Hodoi from the

Edonians, but on advancing into the interior of Thrace were
cut off in Drabescus, a town of the Edonians, by the assembled

Thracians, who regarded the settlement of the place Ennea
Hodoi as an act of hostility. Meanwhile the Thasians being
defeated in the field and suffering siege, appealed to Lace-

dsemon, and desired her to assist them by an invasion of
Attica. Without informing Athens she promised and intended
to do so, but was prevented by the occurrence of the earth-

quake, accompanied by the secession of the Helots and the
Thuriats and ^thseans of the Perioeci to Ithome. Most of

the Helots were the descendants of the old Messenians that

were enslaved in the famous war; and so all of them came to

be called Messenians. So the Lacedaemonians being engaged in

a war with the rebels in Ithome, the Thasians in the third

year of the siege obtained terms from the Athenians by razing
their walls, delivering up their ships, and arranging to pay the*

monies demanded at once, and tribute in future; giving up
their possessions on the continent together with the mine.

The Lacedaemonians meanwhile finding the war against the
rebels in Ithome likely to last, invoked the aid of their allies,

and especially of the Athenians, who came in some force

under the command of Cimon. The reason for this pressing
summons lay in their reputed skill in siege operations; a long
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siege had taught the Lacedaemonians their own deficiency in

this art, else they would have taken the place by assault. The
first open quarrel between the Lacedaemonians and Athenians

arose out of this expedition. The Lacedaemonians, when
assault failed to take the place, apprehensive of the enterpris-

ing and revolutionary character of the Athenians, and further

looking upon them as of alien extraction, began to fear that

if they remained, they might be tempted by the besieged ir

Ithome to attempt some political changes. They accordingly
dismissed them alone of the allies, without declaring their sus-

picions, but merely saying that they had now no need of them.
But the Athenians, aware that their dismissal did not proceed
from the more honourable reason of the two, but from sus-

picions which had been conceived, went away deeply offended,
and conscious of having done nothing to merit such treatment

from the Lacedaemonians; and the instant that they returned

home they broke off the alliance which had been made against
the Mede, and allied themselves with Sparta's enemy Argos ;

each of the contracting parties taking the same oaths and

making the same alliance with the Thessalians.

Meanwhile the rebels in Ithome, unable to prolong further

a ten years' resistance, surrendered to Lacedaemon; the condi-

tions being that they should depart from Peloponnese under
safe conduct, and should never set foot in it again: any one
who might hereafter be found there was to be the slave of his

captor. It must be known that the Lacedaemonians had an old

oracle from Delphi, to the effect that they should let go the

suppliant of Zeus at Ithome. So they went forth with their

children and their wives, and being received by Athens from
the hatred that she now felt for the Lacedaemonians, were
located at Naupactus, which she had lately taken from the

Ozolian Locrians. The Athenians received another addition
to their confederacy in the Megarians; who left the Lace-
daemonian alliance, annoyed by a war about boundaries forced
on them by Corinth. The Athenians occupied Megara and

Pegae, and built the Megarians their long walls from the city
to Nisaea, in which they placed an Athenian garrison. This
was the principal cause of the Corinthians conceiving such
a deadly hatred against Athens.

Meanwhile Inaros, son of Psammetichus, a Libyan king of
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the Libyans on the Egyptian border, having his head-quarters
at Marea, the town above Pharos, caused a revolt of almost
the whole of Egypt from King Artaxerxes, and placing himself

at its head, invited the Athenians to his assistance. Abandoning
a Cyprian expedition upon which they happened to be engaged
with two hundred ships of their own and their allies, they
arrived in Egypt and sailed from the sea into the Nile, and

making themselves masters of the river and two-thirds of

Memphis, addressed themselves to the attack of the remaining
third, which is called White Castle. Within it were Persians

and Medes who had taken refuge there, and Egyptians who
had not joined the rebellion.

Meanwhile the Athenians, making a descent from their

fleet upon Haliae, were engaged by a force of Corinthians and

Epidaurians ;
and the Corinthians were victorious. Afterwards

the Athenians engaged the Peloponnesian fleet off Cecru-

phalia; and the Athenians were victorious. Subsequently war
broke out between ^Egina and Athens, and there was a great

battle at sea off ^Egina between the Athenians and JSginetans,

each being aided by their allies; in which victory remained

with the Athenians, who took seventy of the enemy's ships,

and landed in the country and commenced a siege under the

command of Leocrates, son of Stroebus. Upon this the Pelo-

ponnesians, desirous of aiding the ^Eginetans, threw into

Jgina a force of three hundred heavy infantry, who had be-

fore been serving with the Corinthians and Epidaurians.

Meanwhile the Corinthians and their allies occupied the

heights of Geraneia, and marched down into the Megarid, in

the belief that with a large force absent in ^Egina and

Egypt, Athens would be unable to help the Megarians without

raising the siege of ^Egina. But the Athenians, instead of

moving the army of ^Egina, raised a force of the old and young
men that had been left in the city, and marched into the

Megarid under the command of Myronides. After a drawn

battle with the Corinthians, the rival hosts parted, each with

the impression that they had gained the victory. The

Athenians, however, if anything, had rather the advantage,

and on the departure of the Corinthians set up a trophy,

Urged by the taunts of the elders in their city, the Corinthians

made their preparations, and about twelve days afterwards
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came and set up their trophy as victors. Sallying out from

Megara, the Athenians cut off the party that was employed in

erecting the trophy, and engaged and defeated the rest. In

the retreat of the vanquished army, a considerable division,

pressed by the pursuers and mistaking the road, dashed into

a field on some private property, with a deep trench all

round it, and no way out. Being acquainted with the place, the

Athenians hemmed their front with heavy infantry, and plac-

ing the light troops round in a circle, stoned all who had gone
in. Corinth here suffered a severe blow. The bulk of her army
continued its retreat home.
About this time the Athenians began to build the long walls

to the sea, that towards Phalerum and that towards Piraeus.

Meanwhile the Phocians made an expedition against Doris,
the old home of the Lacedaemonians, containing the towns of

Bceum, Kitinium, and Erineum. They had taken one of these

towns, when the Lacedaemonians under Nicomedes, son of

Cleombrotus, commanding for King Pleistoanax, son of Pau-

sanias, who was still a minor, came to the aid of the Dorians
with fifteen hundred heavy infantry of their own, and ten

thousand of their allies. After compelling the Phocians to

restore the town on conditions, they began their retreat. The
route by sea, across the Crissaean gulf, exposed them to the
risk of being stopped by the Athenian fleet; that across

Geraneia seemed scarcely safe, the Athenians holding Megara
and Pegae. For the pass was a difficult one, and was always
guarded by the Athenians; and, in the present instance, the

Lacedaemonians had information that they meant to dispute
then: passage. So they resolved to remain in Bceotia, and to

consider which would be the safest line of march. They had
also another reason for this resolve. Secret encouragement
had been given them by a party in Athens, who hoped to put
an end to the reign of democracy and the building of the

long walls. Meanwhile the Athenians marched against them
with their whole levy and a thousand Argives and the respec-
tive contingents of the rest of their allies. Altogether they were
fourteen thousand strong. The march was prompted by the
notion that the Lacedaemonians were at a loss how to effect

their passage, and also by suspicions of an attempt to over-
throw the democracy. Some cavalry also joined the Athenians
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from their Thessalian allies; but these went over to the

Lacedaemonians during the battle.

The battle was fought at Tanagra in Bosotia. After heavy
loss on both sides victory declared for the Lacedaemonians

and their allies. After entering the Megarid and cutting down
the fruit trees, the Lacedsemonians returned home across

Geraneia and the isthmus. Sixty-two days after the battle the

Athenians marched into Boeotia under the command of

Myronides, defeated the Boeotians in battle at CEnophyta,
and became masters of Bceotia and Phocis. They dismantled

the walls of the Tanagrseans, took a hundred of the richest

men of the Opuntian Locrians as hostages, and finished their

/own long walls. This was followed by the surrender of the

^Eginetans to Athens on conditions; they pulled down their

walls, gave up their ships, and agreed to pay tribute in future.

The Athenians sailed round Peloponnese under Tolmides, son

of Tolmaeus, burnt the arsenal of Lacedaemon, took Chalcis,

a town of the Corinthians, and in a descent upon Sicyon
defeated the Sicyonians in battle.

Meanwhile the Athenians in Egypt and their allies were

still there, and encountered all the vicissitudes of war. First

the Athenians were masters of Egypt, and the king sent

Megabazus, a Persian, to Lacedaemon with money to bribe the

Peloponnesians to invade Attica and so draw off the Athenians

from Egypt. Finding that the matter made no progress, and

that the money was only being wasted, he recalled Megabazus
with the remainder of the money, and sent Megabuzus, son

of Zopyrus, a Persian, with a large army to Egypt. Arriving

by land he defeated the Egyptians and their allies in a battle,

and drove the Hellenes out of Memphis, and at length shut

them up in the island of Prosopitis, where he besieged them

for a year and six months. At last, draining the canal of its

waters, which he diverted into another channel, he left their

ships high and dry and joined most of the island to the main-

land, and then marched over on foot and captured it. Thus

the enterprise of the Hellenes came to ruin after six years of

war. Of all that large host a few travelling through Libya
reached Gyrene in safety, but most of them perished. And
thus Egypt returned to its subjection to the king, except

Amyrtaeus, the king in the marshes, whom they were unabk
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to capture from the extent of the marsh
;
the marshmen being

also the most warlike of the Egyptians. Inaros, the Libyan
king, the sole author of the Egyptian revolt, was betrayed,
taken, and crucified. Meanwhile a relieving squadron of fifty
vessels had sailed from Athens and the rest of the confederacy
for Egypt. They put in to shore at the Mendesian mouth of

the Nile, in total ignorance of what had occurred. Attacked
on the land side by the troops, and from the sea by the
Phoenician navy, most of the ships were destroyed ;

the few

remaining being saved by retreat. Such was the end of the

great expedition of the Athenians and their allies to Egypt.
Meanwhile Orestes, son of Echecratidas, the Thessalian

king, being an exile from Thessaly, persuaded the Athenians
to restore him. Taking with them the Boeotians and Phocians
their allies, the Athenians marched to Pharsalus in Thessaly.
They became masters of the country, though only in the
immediate vicinity of the camp; beyond which they could not

^o for fear of the Thessalian cavalry. But they failed to take
the city or to attain any of the other objects of their expedi-
tion, and returned home with Orestes without having effected

anything. Not long after this a thousand of the Athenians
embarked in the vessels that were at Pegae (Pegse, it must be

remembered, was now theirs), 2nd sailed along the coast to

Sicyon under the command of Pericles, son of Xanthippus.
Landing in Sicyon and defeating the Sicyonians who engaged
them, they immediately took with them the Achseans, and
sailing across, marched against and laid siege to CEniadse in
Acarnania. Failing however to take it, they returned home.

Three years afterwards a truce was made between the

Peloponnesians and Athenians for five years. Released from
Hellenic war, the Athenians made an expedition to Cyprus
with two hundred vessels of their own and their allies, under
the command of Cimon. Sixty of these were detached to

Egypt at the instance of Amyrtaeus, the king in the marshes;
the rest laid siege to Kitium, from which, however, they
were compelled to retire by the death of Cimon and by scar-

city of provisions. Sailing off Salamis in Cyprus, they fought
with the Phoenicians, Cyprians, and Cilicians by land and sea,
and being victorious on both elements departed home, and
with them the returned squadron from Egypt. After this the
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Lacedaemonians marched out on a sacred war, and becoming
masters of the temple at Delphi, placed it in the hands of the

Delphians. Immediately after their retreat, the Athenians
marched out, became masters of the temple, and placed it in

the hands of the Phocians.

Some time after this, Orchomenus, Chseronea, and some
other places in Bceotia, being in the hands of the Boeotian

exiles, the Athenians marched against the above-mentioned
hostile places with a thousand Athenian heavy infantry and
the allied contingents, under the command of Tolmides, son

of Tolmseus. They took Cha&ronea, and made slaves of the

inhabitants, and leaving a garrison, commenced their return.

On their road they were attacked at Coronsea, by the Boeotian

exiles from Orchomenus, with some Locrians and Eubceau

exiles, and others who were of the same way of thinking^
were defeated in battle, and some killed, others taken captive.
The Athenians evacuated all Bceotia by a treaty providing for

the recovery of the men; and the exiled Boeotians returned,
and with all the rest regained their independence.

This was soon afterwards followed by the revolt of Euboe?

from Athens. Pericles had already crossed over with an army
of Athenians to the island, when news was brought to him

that Megara had revolted, that the Peloponnesians were on

the point of invading Attica, and that the Athenian garrison

had been cut off by the Megarians, with the exception of a

few who had taken refuge in Nissea. The Megarians had intro-

duced the Corinthians, Sicyonians, and Epidaurians into the

town before they revolted. Meanwhile Pericles brought his

army back in all haste from Euboea. After this the Pelopon-

nesians marched into Attica as far as Eleusis and Thrius,

ravaging the country under the conduct of King Pleistoanax,

the son of Pausanias, and without advancing further returned

home. The Athenians then crossed over again to Eubrea

under the command of Pericles, and subdued the whole oi

the island: all but Histisea was settled by convention; the

Histiasans they expelled from their homes, and occupied their

territory themselves.

Not long after their return from Euboea, they made a truce

with the Lacedaemonians and their allies for thirty years, giv*

ing up the posts which they occupied in Peloponnese, Nisaea,
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Pegse 7 Trcezen, and Achaia. In the sixth year of the truce,

war broke out between the Samians and Milesians about

Priene. Worsted in the war, the Milesians came to Athens with

loud complaints against the Samians. In this they were joined

by certain private persons from Samos itself, who wished to

revolutionise the government. Accordingly the Athenians

sailed to Samos with forty ships and set up a democracy;
took hostages from the Samians, fifty boys and as many men,
lodged them in Lernnos, and after leaving a garrison in the

island returned home. But some of the Samians had not re-

mained in the island, but had fled to the continent. Making
an agreement with the most powerful of those in the city,

and an alliance with Pissuthnes, son of Hystaspes, the then

satrap of Sardis, they got together a force of seven hundred

mercenaries, and under cover of night crossed over to Samos.

Their first step was to rise on the commons, most of whom
they secured, their next to steal their hostages from Lemnos

;

after which they revolted, gave up the Athenian garrison
left with them and its commanders to Pissuthnes, and instantly

prepared for an expedition against Miletus. The Byzantines
also revolted with them.

As soon as the Athenians heard the news, they sailed with

sixty ships against Samos. Sixteen of these went to Caria to

look out for the Phoenician fleet, and to Chios and Lesbos

carrying round orders foi reinforcements, and so never en-

gaged; but forty-four ships under the command of Pericles

with nine colleagues gave battle, off the island of Tragia, to

seventy Samian vessels, of which twenty were transports, as

they were sailing from Miletus. Victory remained with the

Athenians. Reinforced afterwards by forty ships from Athens^
and twenty-five Chian and Lesbian vessels, the Athenians

landed, and having the superiority by land invested the city
with three walls; it was also invested from the sea. Meanwhile
Pericles took sixty ships from the blockading squadron, and
departed in haste for Caunus and Caria, intelligence having
been brought in of the approach of the Phoenician fleet to
the aid of the Samians; indeed Stesagoras and others had left

die island with five ships to bring them. But in the meantime
he Samians made a sudden sally, and fell on the camp, which
they found unfortified. Destroying the look-out vessels, and
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engaging and defeating such as were being launched to meet

them, they remained masters of their own seas for fourteen

clays, and carried in and carried out what they pleased. But
on the arrival of Pericles, they were once more shut up. Fresh
reinforcements afterwards arrived forty ships from Athens
with Thucydides, Hagnon, and Phormio; twenty with Tiepo-
lemus and Anticles, and thirty vessels from Chios and Lesbos.

After a brief attempt at fighting, the Saxnians, unable to hold

out, were reduced after a nine months' siege, and surrendered

on conditions; they razed their walls, gave hostages, delivered

up their ships, and arranged to pay the expenses of the war

by instalments. The Byzantines also agreed to be subject as

before.

CHAPTER V
SECOND CONGRESS AT LACED^EMON PREPACTIONS FOR WAS

AND DIPLOMATIC SKIRMISHES CYLON PAUSANIAS
THEMISTOCLES

B.C. 479-432: Advance of Athens and apathy of Sparta Corinthians

plead for war The allies vote for war The story of Cylon
The curse of Tcenarits Intrigues of Pausanias and Xerxes Ex
travagance of Pausanias Intrigues with the Helots Death of

Pausanias Themistodes implicated with Pausanias Flight t*>

Persia Death of Themistodes Lacedosmonian demands Speech
of Pericles Athenians persuaded by Pericles.

AFTER this, though not many years later, we at length come
to what has been already related, the affairs of Corcyra and

Potidaea, and the events that served as a pretext for the present
war. All these actions of the Hellenes against each other and1

the barbarian occurred in the fifty years
7
interval between the

retreat of Xerxes and the beginning of the present war. Dur^

ing this interval the Athenians succeeded in placing their

empire on a firmer basis, and advanced their own home powei-

to a very great height. The Lacedsemonians, though fully

aware of it, opposed it only for a little while, but remained

inactive during most of the period, being of old slow to go
to war except under the pressure of necessity, and in the

present instance being hampered by wars at home; until the

growth of the Athenian power could be no longer ignored,

and their own confederacy became the object of its encroach-
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ments. They then felt that they could endure it no longer, but
that the time had come for them to throw themselves heart
and soul upon the hostile power, and break it, if they could,
:by commencing the present war. And though the Lace-
daemonians had made up their own minds on the fact of the
breach of the treaty and the guilt of the Athenians, yet they
sent to Delphi and inquired of the god whether it would be
well with them if they went to war; and, as it is reported,
received from him the answer that if they put their whole
strength into the war, victory would be theirs, and the promise
that he himself would be with them, whether invoked or un-
invoked. Still they wished to summon their allies again, and
to take their vote on the propriety of making war. After
the ambassadors from the confederates had arrived and a,

congress had been convened, they all spoke their minds, most
of them denouncing the Athenians and demanding that the
war should begin. In particular the Corinthians. They had
before on their own account canvassed the cities in detail to
induce them to vote for the war, in the fear that it might
come too late to save Potidsea; they were present also on this

occasion, and came forward the last, and made the following
speech:

'Fellow allies, we can no longer accuse the Lacedaemonians
of having failed in their duty: they have not only voted for
war themselves, but have assembled us here for that purpose*
We say their duty, for supremacy has its duties. Besides equi-
tably administering private interests, leaders are required to
show a special care for the common welfare in return for the

special honours accorded to them by all in other ways. For

pursdves^all
who have already had dealings with the Athen-

ians require no warning to be on their guard against them.
The states more inland and out of the highway of communica-
tion should understand that if they omit to support the coast

powers, the result will be to injure the transit of their produce
for exportation and the reception in exchange of their imports
from the sea; and they must not be careless judges of what is

now said, as if it had nothing to do with them, but must ex-

pect that the sacrifice of the powers on the coast will one day
be followed by the extension of the danger to the interior, and
must recognise that their own interests are deeply involved in
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this discussion. For these reasons they should not hesitate

to exchange peace for war. If wise men remain quiet, while

they are not injured, brave men abandon peace for war when
they are injured, returning to an understanding on a favour-

able opportunity: in fact, they are neither intoxicated by their

success in war. nor disposed to take an injury for the sake of

the delightful tranquillity of peace. Indeed, to falter for the

sake of such delights is, if you remain inactive, the quickest

way of losing the sweets of repose to which you cling; while to

conceive extravagant pretensions from success in war is to

forget how hollow is the confidence by which you are elated.

For if many ill-conceived plans have succeeded through the

still greater fatuity of an opponent, many more, apparently
well laid, have on the contrary ended in disgrace. The con-

fidence with which we form our schemes is never completely

justified in their execution
; speculation is carried on in safety,

but, when it comes to action, fear causes failure.

To apply these rules to ourselves, if we are now kindling
war it is under the pressure of injury, and with adequate

grounds of complaint; and after we have chastised the Athe-

nians we will in season desist. We have many reasons to expect

success, first, superiority in numbers and in military ex-

perience, and secondly our general and unvarying obedience

in the execution of orders. The naval strength which the>

possess shall be raised by us from our respective antecedent

resources, and from the monies at Olympia and Delphi. A loan

from these enables us to seduce their foreign sailors by the

offer of higher pay. For the power of Athens is more mer-

cenary than national; while ours will not be exposed to the

same risk, as its strength lies more in men than in money. A
single defeat at sea is in all likelihood their ruin: should

they hold out, in that case there will be the more time for us

to exercise ourselves in naval matters; and as soon as we have

arrived at an equality in science, we need scarcely ask whether

we shall be their superiors in courage. For the advantages that

we have by nature they cannot acquire by education; while

their superiority in science must be removed by our practice.

The money required for these objects shall be provided by our

contributions: nothing indeed could be more monstrous than

the suggestion that, while their allies never tire of contributing
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for their own servitude, we should refuse to spend for venge-
ance and self-preservation the treasure which by such refusal

we shall forfeit to Athenian rapacity, and see employed for our
own. ruin.

*We have also other ways of carrying on the war, such as

revolt of their allies, the surest method of depriving them of

their revenues, which are the source of their strength, and
establishment of fortified positions in their country, and
various operations which cannot be foreseen at present. For
war of all things proceeds least upon definite rules, but draws

principally upon itself for contrivances to meet an emergency;
and in such cases the party who faces the struggle and keeps
his temper best meets with most security, and he who loses his

temper about it with correspondent disaster. Let us also reflect

that if it was merely a number of disputes of territory between
rival neighbours, it might be borne; but here we have an

enemy in Athens, that is a match for our whole coalition, and
more than a match for any of its members; so that unless as a
body and as individual nationalities and individual cities we
make an unanimous stand against her, she will easily conquer
us divided and in detail. That conquest, terrible as it may
sound, would, it must be known, have no other end than

slavery pure and simple; a word which Peloponnese cannot
even hear whispered without disgrace, or without disgrace see
so many states abused by one. Meanwhile the opinion would
be either that we were justly so used, or that we put up with it

from cowardice, and were proving degenerate sons in not even

securing for ourselves the freedom which our fathers gave to

Hellas; and in allowing the establishment in Hellas of a tyrant
state, though in individual states we think it our duty to put
down sole rulers. And we do not know how this conduct can
be held free from three of the gravest failings, want of sense,
of courage, or of vigilance. For we do not suppose that you
have taken refuge in that contempt of an enemy which has
proved so fatal in so many instances, a feeling which from
the numbers that it has ruined has come to be called, not con-

temptuous but contemptible.
'There is, however, no advantage in reflexions on the past

further than may be of service to the present. For the future
we must provide by maintaining what the present gives us
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and redoubling our efforts
;

it is hereditary to us to win virtue

as the fruit of labour, and you must not change the habit, even

though you should have a slight advantage in wealth and re-

sources; for it is not right that what was won in want should

be lost in plenty. No, we must boldly advance to the war for

many reasons; the god has commanded it and promised to be
with us, and the rest of Hellas will all join in the struggle, part
from fear, part from interest. You will not be the first to break
a treaty which the god, in advising us to go to war, judges to be
violated already, but rather to support a treaty that has been

outraged: indeed, treaties are broken not by resistance but by
aggression.

'Your position, therefore, from whatever quarter you may
view it, will amply justify you in going to war; and this step
we recommend in the interests of all, bearing in mind that

identity of interests is the surest of bonds whether between
states or individuals. Delay not, therefore, to assist Potidaea, a

Dorian city besieged by lonians, which is quite a reversal of

the order of things ;
nor to assert the freedom of the rest. It is

impossible for us to wait any longer when waiting can only
mean immediate disaster for some of us, and, if it comes to be

known that we have conferred but do not venture to protect

ourselves, like disaster in the near future for the rest. Delay

not, fellow allies, but convinced of the necessity of the crisis

and the wisdom of this counsel, vote for the war, undeterred

by its immediate terrors, but looking beyond to the lasting

peace by which it will be succeeded. Out of war peace gains
fresh stability, but to refuse to abandon repose for war is not

so sure a method of avoiding danger. We must believe that

the tyrant city that has been established in Hellas has been

established against all alike, with a programme of universal

empire, part fulfilled, part in contemplation ;
let us then attack

and reduce it, and win future security for ourselves and free^

dom for the Hellenes who are now enslaved.*

Such were the words of the Corinthians. The Lacedaemo-

nians having now heard all give their opinion, took the vote of

all the allied states present in order, great and small alike;

and the majority voted for war. This decided, it was still im*

possible for them to commence at once, from their want of

preparation ;
but it was resolved that the means requisite were
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to be procured by the different states, and that there was to be
no delay. And indeed, in spite of the time occupied with the

necessary arrangements, less than a year elapsed before Attica

?vas invaded, and the war openly begun.
This interval was spent in sending embassies to Athens

charged with complaints, in order to obtain as good a pretext
for war as possible, in the event of her paying no attention to

them. The first Lacedaemonian embassy was to order the

Athenians to drive out the curse of the goddess; the history of
which is as follows. In former generations there was an Athe-
nian of the name of Cylon, a victor at the Olympic games, of

good birth and powerful position, who had married a daughter
of Theagenes, a Megarian, at that time tyrant of Megara.
Now this Cylon was inquiring at Delphi; when he was told by
the god to seize the Acropolis of Athens on the grand festival

of Zeus. Accordingly, procuring a force from Theagenes and

persuading his friends to join him, when the Olympic festival

in Peloponnese came, he seized the Acropolis, with the inten-

tion of making himself tyrant, thinking that this was the

grand festival of Zeus, and also an occasion appropriate for a
victor at the Olympic games. Whether the grand festival that
^as meant was in Attica or elsewhere was a question which he
never thought of, and which the oracle did not offer to solve.

For the Athenians also have a festival which is called the grand
festival of Zeus Meilichios or Gracious, viz. the Diasia. It is

celebrated outside the city, and the whole people sacrifice not
real victims but a number of bloodless offerings peculiar to the

country. However, fancying he had chosen the right time, he
made the attempt. As soon as the Athenians perceived it, they
flocked in, one and all, from the country, and sat down, and
laid siege to the citadel. But as time went on, weary of the
labour of blockade, most of them departed; the responsibility
of keeping guard being left to the nine archons, with plenary
powers to arrange everything according to their good judg-
ment. It must be known that at that time most political func-
tions were discharged by the nine archons. Meanwhile Cylon
and his besieged companions were distressed for want of food
and water. Accordingly Cylon and his brother made their

escape; but the rest being hard pressed, and some even dying,
of famine, seated themselves as suppliants at the altar in the'
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Acropolis. The Athenians who were charged with the duty of

keeping guard ?
when they saw them at the point of death in

the temple, raised them up on the understanding that no harm
should be done to them, led them out and slew them. Some
who as they passed by took refuge at the altars of the awful

goddesses were despatched on the spot. From this deed the
men who killed them were called accursed and guilty against
the goddess, they and their descendants. Accordingly these

cursed ones were driven out by the Athenians, driven out again
by Cleomenes of Lacedaemon and an Athenian faction; the

living were driven out, and the bones of the dead were taken

up; thus they were cast out. For all that, they came back after-

wards, and their descendants are still in the city.

This, then, was the curse that the Lacedaemonians ordered
them to drive out. They were actuated primarily, as they pre-

tended, by a care for the honour of the gods ;
but they also

knew that Pericles, son of Xanthippus, was connected witfe

the curse on his mother's side, and they thought that his ban-

ishment would materially advance their designs on Athens,
Not that they really hoped to succeed in procuring this; they
rather thought to create a prejudice against him in the eyes of

his countrymen from the feeling that the war would be partly
caused by his misfortune. For being the most powerful man of

his time, and the leading Athenian statesman, he opposed the

Lacedemonians in everything, and would have no concessions,
but ever urged the Athenians on to war.

The Athenians retorted by ordering the Lacedaemonians to

drive out the curse of Taenarus. The Lacedaemonians had once
raised up some Helot suppliants from the temple of Poseidon
at Tsenarus, led them away and slain them; for wiidb they be-

lieve the great earthquake at Sparta to have been a retribution.

The Athenians also ordered them to drive out the curse of the

goddess of the Brazen House; the history of which is as fol-

lows. After Pausanias the Lacedaemonian had been recalled

by the Spartans from his command in the Hellespont (this is

his first recall), and had been tried by tkem and acquitted,
not being again sent out in a public capacity, he took a galley
of Hermione on his own responsibility, without the authority
of the Lacedaemonians, and arrived as a private person in the

Hellespont. He came ostensibly (or the Hellenic war, realty
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to carry on his Intrigues with the king, which he had begun
before Ms recall, being ambitious of reigning over Hellas. The
circumstance which first enabled him to lay the king under an

obligation, and to make a beginning of the whole design was
this. Some connexions and kinsmen of the king had been taken
In Byzantium, on its capture from the Medes, when he was
first there, after the return from Cyprus. These captives he
sent off to the king without the knowledge of the rest of the

allies, the account being that they bad escaped from him. He
managed this with the help of Gongylus, an Eretrian, whom
he had placed in charge of Byzantium and the prisoners. He
also gave Gongylus a letter for the king, the contents of which
were as follows, as was afterwards discovered: Tausanias, the

general of Sparta, anxious to do you a favour, sends you these

his prisoners of war. I propose also, with your approval, to

marry your daughter, and to make Sparta and the rest of

Hellas subject to you. I may say that I think I am able to do

this, with your co-operation. Accordingly if any of this please

you, send a safe man to the sea through whom we may in

future conduct our correspondence.'
This was all that was revealed in the writing, and Xerxes

was pleased with the letter. He sent off Artabazus, son of

Pharnaces, to the sea with orders to supersede Megabates,
the previous governor in the satrapy of Daskylion, and to

send over as quickly as possible to Pausanias at Byzantium a
letter which he entrusted to him

;
to show him the royal signet,

and to execute any commission which he might receive from
Pausanias on the king's matters, with all care and fidelity.

Artabazus on his arrival carried the king's orders into effect,
and sent over the letter, which contained the following an-
swer: 'Thus saith King Xerxes to Pausanias. For the men
whom you have saved for me across sea from Byzantium, an
obligation is laid up for you in our house, recorded forever;
and with your proposals I am well pleased. Let neither night
nor day stop you from diligently performing any of your
promises to me, neither for cost of gold nor of silver let them
be hindered, nor yet for number of troops, wherever it may be
that their presence is needed; but with Artabazus, an honour-
able man whom I send you, boldly advance my objects and
yours a as may be most for tho honour and interest of us both.'
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Before held in high honour by the Hellenes as the hero oi

Platsea, Pausanias, after the receipt of this letter, became

prouder than ever, and could no longer live in the usual style,

but went out of Byzantium in a Median dress, was attended

on his march through Thrace by a bodyguard of Medes and

Egyptians, kept a Persian table, and was quite unable to con-

tain Ms intentions, but betrayed by his conduct in trifles what
his ambition looked one day to enact on a grander scale. He
also made himself difficult of access, and displayed so violent

a temper to every one without exception that no one could

come near him. Indeed, this was the principal reason why the

confederacy went over to the Athenians.

The above-mentioned conduct, coming to the ears of the

Lacedaemonians, occasioned his first recall. And after his

second voyage out in the ship of Hermione, without their

orders, he gave proofs of similar behaviour. Besieged and ex-

pelled from Byzantium by the Athenians, he did not return to

Sparta; but news came that he had settled at Colonse in the

Troad, and was intriguing with the barbarians, and that his

stay there was for no good purpose; and the Ephors, now no

longer hesitating, sent him a herald and a scytale with orders

to accompany the herald or be declared a public enemy.
Anxious above everything to avoid suspicion, and confident

that he could quash the charge by means of money, he re-

turned a second time tu Sparta. At first thrown into prison by
the Ephors (whose powers enable them to do this to the king),
he soon compromised the matter and came out again, and
offered himself for trial to any who wished to institute an

inquiry concerning him.

Now the Spartans had no tangible proof against him
neither his enemies nor the nation of that Indubitable kind

required for the punishment of a member of the royal family,
and at that moment in high office; he being regent for his first

cousin King Pleistarchus, Leonidas' son, who was still a

minor. But by his contempt of the laws and imitation of the

barbarians, he gave grounds for much suspicion of his being
discontented with things established; all the occasions on

which he had In any way departed from the regular customs

were passed in review, and it was remembered that he had
taken upon himself to have inscribed on the tripod at Delphi,
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which was dedicated by the Hellenes as the first-fruits of the

spoil of the Medes, the following couplet:

The Mede defeated, great Pausanias raised

This monument, that Phoebus might be praised.'

At the time the Lacedaemonians had at once erased the

couplet, and inscribed the names of the cities that had aided

in the overthrow of the barbarian and dedicated the offering.

Yet It was considered that Pausanias had here been guilty of

a grave offence, which, interpreted by the light of the attitude

which he had since assumed, gained a new significance, and
seemed to be quite in keeping with his present schemes. Be-

sides, they were informed that he was even intriguing with the

Helots; and such indeed was the fact, for he promised them
freedom and citizenship if they would join him in insurrection,

and would help him to carry out his plans to the end. Even

now, mistrusting the evidence even of the Helots themselves,
the Ephors would not consent to take any decided step against

him; hi accordance with their regular custom towards them-

selves, namely, to be slow in taking any irrevocable resolve in

the matter of a Spartan citizen, without indisputable proof. At

last, it is said, the person who was going to carry to Artabazus
the last letter for the king, a man of Argilus, once the favourite

and most trusty servant of Pausanias, turned informer.

Alarmed by the reflexion that none of the previous messengers
had ever returned, having counterfeited the seal, in order that,

if he found himself mistaken in his surmises, or if Pausanias

should ask to make some correction, he might not be dis-

covered, he undid the letter, and found the postscript that

he had suspected, viz., an order to put him to death.

On being shown the letter the Ephors now felt more cer-

tain. Still, they wished to hear Pausanias commit himself with
their own ears. Accordingly the man went by appointment to

Tsenarus as a suppliant, and there built himself a hut divided

into two by a partition ;
within which he concealed some of the

Ephors and let them hear the whole matter plainly. For
Pausanias came to him and asked him the reason of his sup-
pliant position ;

and the man reproached him with the order

that he had written concerning him, and one by one declared

all the rest of the circumstances, how he who had never yet
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brought him into any danger, while employed as agent be*

tween him and the king, was yet just like the mass of his

servants, to be rewarded with death. Admitting all this, and

telling him not to be angry about the matter, Pausanias gave
him the pledge of raising him up from the temple, and begged
him to set off as quickly as possible, and not to hinder the

business in hand.

The Ephors listened carefully, and then departed, taking
no action for the moment, but, having at last attained to

certainty, were preparing to arrest him in the city. It is re*

ported that, as he was about to be arrested in the street, hfl

saw from the face of one of the Ephors what he was coming
for; another, too, made him a secret signal, and betrayed it to

him from kindness. Setting off with a run for the temple oi

the goddess of the Brazen House, the enclosure of which was
near at hand, he succeeded in taking sanctuary before they
took him, and entering into a small chamber, which formed

part of the temple, to avoid being exposed to the weather, lay
still there. The Ephors, for the moment distanced in the pur

suit, afterwards took off the roof of the chamber, and having
made sure that he was inside, shut him in, barricaded the

doors, and staying before the place, reduced him by starva-

tion. When they found that he was on the point of expiring,

just as he was, in the chamber, they brought him out of the

temple, while the breath was still in him, and as soon as he was

brought out he died. They were going to throw him into the

Kaiadas, where they cast criminals, but finally decided to

inter him somewhere near. But the god at Delphi afterwards

ordered the Lacedaemonians to remove the tomb to the place
of his death where he now lies in the consecrated ground, as

an inscription on a monument declares and, as what had

been done was a curse to them, to give back two bodies instead

of one to the goddess of the Brazen House. So they had two

brazen statues made, and dedicated them as a substitute for

Pausanias. Accordingly the Athenians retorted by telling the

Lacedaemonians to drive out what the god himself had pro-

nounced to be a curse.

To return to the Medism of Pausanias. Matter was found

in the course of the inquiry to implicate Themistocles; and

the Lacedaemonians accordingly sent envoys to the Athenian^
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and required them to punish him as they had punished Pau-
sanias. The Athenians consented to do so. But he had, as it

happened, been ostracised, and, with a residence at Argos, was
in the habit of visiting other parts of Peloponnese. So they
sent with the Lacedsemonians, who were ready to join in the

pursuit, persons with instructions to take him wherever they
found him. But Themistocles got scent of their intentions^

and fled from Peloponnese to Corcyra, which was under obli-

gations towards him. But the Corcyrseans alleged that they
could not venture to shelter him at the cost of offending
Athens and Lacedsemon, and they conveyed him over to

the continent opposite. Pursued by the officers who hung on
the report of his movements, at a loss where to turn, he was

compelled to stop at the house of Admetus, the Molossian.

king, though they were not on friendly terms. Admetus hap-

pened not to be indoors, but his wife, to whom he made himself

a suppliant, instructed him to take their child in his arms and
sit down by the hearth. Soon afterwards Admetus came inr

and Themistocles told him who he was, and begged him not

to revenge on Themistocles in exile any opposition which his

requests might have experienced from Themistocles at

Athens. Indeed, he was now far too low for his revenge; re-

taliation was only honourable between equals. Besides, his

opposition to the king had only affected the success of a re-

quest, not the safety of his person; if the king were to give
him up to the pursuers that he mentioned, and the fate which

they intended for him, he would just be consigning him to

certain death.

The king listened to him and raised him up with his son,,

as he was sitting with him in his arms after the most effectual

method of supplication, and on the arrival of the Lacedsemo-
nians not long afterwards, refused to give him up for anything
they could say, but sent him off by land to the other sea to-

Pydna in Alexander's dominions, as he wished to go to the
Persian king. There he met with a merchantman on the point
of starting for Ionia. Going on board, he was carried by a
storm to the Athenian squadron which was blockading Naxos.
In his alarm he was luckily unknown to the people in the
vessel he told the master who he was and what he was flying

for, and said that, if he refused to save him, he would declare
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that he was taking him for a bribe. Meanwhile their safety
consisted in letting no one leave the ship until a favourable

time for sailing should arise. If he complied with his wishes,

he promised him a proper recompense. The master acted as

he desired, and, after lying to for a day and a night out of the

reach of the squadron, at length arrived at Ephesus.
After having rewarded him with a present of money, as

soon as he received some from his friends at Athens and from

his secret hoards at Argos, Themistocles started inland with

one of the Coast-Persians, and sent a letter to King Arcaxerxes,
Xerxes 7

son, who had just come to the throne. Its contents

were as follows: 'I, Themistocles, am come to you, who did

your house more harm than any of the Hellenes, when I was

compelled to defend myself against your father's invasion,

harm, however, far surpassed by the good that I did him

during his retreat, which brought no danger for me but much
for him. For the past, you are a good turn in my debt,' here

he mentioned the warning sent to Xerxes from Salamis to

retreat, as well as his finding the bridges unbroken, which,

as he falsely pretended, was due to him, 'for the present,

able to do you great service, I am here, pursued by the Hel-

lenes for my friendship for you. However, I desire a year's

grace, when I shall be able to declare in person the objects of

my coming.'
It Is said that the king approved his intention, and told

him to do as he said. He employed the interval in making what

progress he could in the study of the Persian tongue, and of

the customs of the country. Arrived at Court at the end of the

year, he attained to very high consideration there, such as na

Hellene has ever possessed before or since
; partly from his

splendid antecedents, partly from the hopes which he held out

of effecting for Mm the subjugation of Hellas, but principally

by the proof which experience daily gave of his capacity. Foi

Themistocles was a man who exhibited the most indubitable

signs of genius; indeed, in this particular he has a claim on

our admiration quite extraordinary and unparalleled. By his

own native capacity, alike unformed and unsupplemented by

study, he was at once the best judge in those sudden crises

which admit of little or of no deliberation, and the best prophet
of the future, even to its most distant possibilities. An able
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theoretical expositor of all that came within the sphere of his

practice, he was not without the power of passing an adequate

judgment in matters in which he had no experience. He could

also excellently divine the good and evil which lay hid in the

unseen future. In fine, whether we consider the extent of his

natural powers, or the slightness of his application, this ex-

traordinary man must be allowed to have surpassed all others

in the faculty of intuitively meeting an emergency. Disease

was the real cause of Ms death; though there is a story of his

having ended his life by poison ,
on finding himself unable to

fulfil his promises to the king. However this may be, there is

a monument to him in the market-place of Asiatic Magnesia.
He was governor of the district, the king having given him

Magnesia, which brought in fifty talents a year, for bread,

Lampsacus, which was considered to be the richest wine coun-

try, for wine, and Myos for other provisions. His bones, it is

said, were conveyed home by his relatives in accordance with
his wishes, and interred in Attic ground. This was done with-

out the knowledge of the Athenians
;
as it is against the law

to bury in Attica an outlaw for treason. So ends the history
of Pausanias and Themistocles, the Lacedaemonian and the

Athenian, the most famous men of their time in Hellas.

To return to the Lacedaemonians. The history of their first

embassy, the injunctions which it conveyed, and the rejoinder
which it provoked, concerning the expulsion of the accursed

persons, have been related already. It was followed by a sec-

ond, which ordered Athens to raise the siege of Potidaea, and
to respect the independence of ^Egina. Above all, it gave her

most distinctly to understand that war might be prevented by
the revocation of the Megara decree, excluding the Megarians
from the use of Athenian harbours and of the market of

Athens. But Athens was not inclined either to revoke the

decree, or to entertain their other proposals; she accused the

Megarians of pushing their cultivation into the consecrated

ground and the unenclosed land on the border, and of har-

bouring her runaway slaves. At last an embassy arrived with
the Lacedaemonian ultimatum. The ambassadors were Ram-
phias, Melesippus, and Agesander. Not a word was said on

any of the old subjects; there was simply this: 'Lacedaemon
wishes the peace to continue, and there is no reason why it
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should not, if you would leave the Hellenes independent.
3

Upon this the Athenians held an assembly, and laid the mat-

ter before their consideration. It was resolved to deliberate

once for all on all their demands, and to give them PJI answer.

There were many speakers who came forward ana gave their

support to one side or the other, urging the necessity of war.

or the revocation of the decree and the folly of allowing it to

stand in the way of peace. Among them came forward Pericles,

son of Xanthippus, the first man of his time at Athens, ablest

alike in counsel and in action, and gave the following advice:

'There is one principle, Athenians, which I hold to through

everything, and that is the principle of no concession to the

Peloponnesians. I know that the spirit which inspires men
. while they are being persuaded to make war, is not always
retained in action; that as circumstances change, resolutions

change. Yet I see that now as before the same, almost literally

the same, counsel is demanded of me; and I put it to those of

you, who are allowing yourselves to be persuaded, to support
the national resolves even in the case of reverses, or to forfeit

all credit for their wisdom in the event of success. For some-

times the course of things is as arbitrary as the plans of man
;

indeed this is why we usually blame chance for whatever does

not happen as we expected. Now it was clear before, that Lace-

daemon entertained designs against us; it is still more clear

now. The treaty provides that we shall mutually submit our

differences to legal settlement, and that we shall meanwhile-

each keep what we have. Yet the Lacedaemonians never yet

made us any such offer, never yet would accept from us any
such offer; on the contrary, they wish complaints to be settled

fay war instead of by negotiation; and in the end we find

them here dropping the tone of expostulation and adopting
that of command. They order us to raise the siege of Potidsea,

to let Jgina be independent, to revoke the Megara decree;

and they conclude with an ultimatum warning us to leave the

Hellenes independent. I hope that you wiU none ji you think

that we shall be going to war for a trifle if we refuse to revoke

the Megara decree, which appears in front of their complaints,

and the revocation of which is to save us from war, or let any

feeling of self-reproach linger in your minds, as if you went

to war for slight cause. Why, this trifle contains the whole
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seal and trial of your resolution. If you give way, you will

instantly have to meet some greater demand, as having been

frightened into obedience in the first instance; while a firm

refusal will make them clearly understand that they must treat

you more as equals. Make your decision therefore at once,
either to submit before you are harmed, or if we are to go to

war, as I for one think we ought, to do so without caring
whether the ostensible cause be great or small, resolved against

making concessions or consenting to a precarious tenure of

our possessions. For all claims from an equal, urged upon a

neighbour as commands, before any attempt at legal settle-

ment, be they great or be they small, have only one meaning,
and that is slavery.

'As to the war and the resources of either party, a detailed

comparison will not show you the inferiority of Athens. Per-

sonally engaged in the cultivation of their land, without funds

either private or public, the Peloponnesians are also without

experience in long wars across sea, from the strict limit which

poverty imposes on their attacks upon each other. Powers of

this description are quite incapable of often manning a fleet

or often sending out an army: they cannot afford the absence

from their homes, the expenditure from their own funds; and

besides, they have not command of the sea. Capital, it must
be remembered, maintains a war more than forced contribu-

tions. Farmers are a class of men that are always more ready
to serve in person than in purse. Confident that the former

will survive the dangers, they are by no means so sure that the

latter will not be prematurely exhausted, especially if the war
last longer than they expect, which it very likely will. In a

single battle the Peloponnesians and their allies may be able

to defy all Hellas, but they are incapacitated from carrying
on a war against a power different in character from their

own, by the want of the single council-chamber requisite to

prompt and vigorous action, and the substitution of a diet

composed of various races, in which every state possesses an

equal vote, and each presses its own ends, a condition of things
which generally results in no action at all. The great wish of

some is to avenge themselves on some particular enemy, the

great wish of others to save their own pocket. Slow in assem-

bling, they devote a very small fraction of the time to the
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consideration of any public object, most of it to the prosecu-
tion of their own objects. Meanwhile each fancies that no
harm will come of his neglect, that it is the business of some-

body else to look after this or that for him
;
and so, by the

same notion being entertained by all separately, the common
cause imperceptibly decays,

'But the principal point is the hindrance that they will

experience from want of money. The slowness with which it

comes in will cause delay; but the opportunities of war wait

for no man. Again ,
we need not be alarmed either at the possi-

bility of their raising fortifications in Attica, or at their navy.
It would be difficult for any system of fortifications to estab-

lish a rival city, even in time of peace, much more, surely, in

an enemy's country, with Athens just as much fortified against

it, as it against Athens; while a mere post might be able to do
some harm to the country by incursions and by the facilities

which it would afford for desertion, but can never prevent our

sailing into their country and raising fortifications there, and

making reprisals with our powerful fleet. For our naval skill

is of more use to us for service on land, than their military skill

for service at sea. Familiarity with the sea they will not find

an easy acquisition. If you who have been practising at it

ever since the Median invasion have not yet brought it to

perfection, is there any chance of anything considerable being
effected by an agricultural, unseafaring population, who will

besides be prevented from practising by the constant presence
of strong squadrons of observation from Athens? With a small

squadron they might hazard an engagement, encouraging
their ignorance by numbers ;

but the restraint of a strong force

will prevent their moving, and through want of practice they
will grow more clumsy, and consequently more timid. It must
be kept in mind that seamanship, just like anything else, is a

matter of art, and will not admit of being taken up occasionally
as an occupation for times of leisure; on the contrary, it is so

exacting as to leave leisure (or nothing else.

'Even if they were to touch the moneys at Oiympia or

Delphi, and try to seduce our foreign sailors by the temptation
of higher pay, that would only be a serious danger if we could

not still be a match for them, by embarking our own citizens

and the aliens resident among us. But in fact by this means
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we are always a match for them
; and, best of all, we have a

larger and higher class of native coxswains and sailors among
our own citizens than all the rest of Hellas. And to say nothing
of the danger of such a step, none of our foreign sailors would
consent to become an outlaw from his country, and to take

service with them and their hopes, for the sake of a few days'

high pay.

'This, I think, is a tolerably fair account of the position of

the Peloponnesians; that of Athens is free from the defects

that I have criticised in them, and has other advantages of

its own, which they can show nothing to equal. If they march

against our country we will sail against theirs, and it will then

be found that the desolation of the whole of Attica is not the

same as that of even a fraction of Peloponnese; for they will

not be able to supply the deficiency except by a battle, while

we have plenty of land both on the islands and the continent.

The rule of the sea is indeed a great matter. Consider for a
moment. Suppose that we were islanders: can you conceive

a more impregnable position? Well, this in future should, as

far as possible, be our conception of our position. Dismissing
all thought of our land and houses, we must vigilantly guard
the sea and the city. No irritation that we may feel for the

former must provoke us to a battle with the numerical superi-

ority of the Peloponnesians. A victory would only be succeeded

by another battle against the same superiority: a reverse in-

volves the loss of our allies, the source of our strength, who
will not remain quiet a day after we become unable to march

against them. We must cry not over the loss of houses and
land but of men's lives; since houses and land do not gain,

men, but men them. And if I had thought that I could per-
suade you, I would have bid you go out and lay them waste

with your own hands, and show the Peloponnesians that this

at any rate will not make you submit.

'I have many other reasons to hope for a favourable issue,
if you can consent not to combine schemes of fresh conquest
with the conduct of the war, and will abstain from wilfully

involving yourselves in other dangers; indeed, I am more
afraid ci" our own blunders than of the enemy's devices. But
these matters shall be explained in another speech, as events

require; for the present dismiss these men with the answer
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that we will allow Megara the use of our market and harbours,
when the Lacedaemonians suspend their alien acts in favour

of us and our allies, there being nothing in the treaty to pre-
vent either one or the other; that we will leave the cities inde-

pendent, if independent we found them when we made the

treaty, and when the Lacedaemonians grant to their cities an

independence not involving subservience to Lacedaemonian

interest, but such as each severally may desire: that we are

willing to give the legal satisfaction which our agreements

specify, and that we shall not commence hostilities, but shall

resist those who do commence them. This is an answer agree-

able at once to the rights and the dignity of Athens. It must

be thoroughly understood that war is a necessity ;
but that the

more readily we accept it, the less will be the ardour of our

opponents, and that out of the greatest dangers communities

and individuals acquire the greatest glory. Did not our fathers

resist the Medes not only with resources far different from

ours, but even when those resources had been abandoned; and

more by wisdom than by fortune, more by daring than by
strength, did not they beat off the barbarian and advance their

affairs to their present height? We must not fall behind them,
but must resist our enemies in any way and in every way, and

attempt to hand down our power to our posterity unimpaired/
Such were the words of Pericles. The Athenians, persuaded

of the wisdom of his advice, voted as he desired, and answered

the Lacedsemoniars as he recommended, both on the separate

points and in the general; they would do nothing on dictation,

but were ready to have the complaints settled in a fair and

impartial manner by the legal method, which the terms of the

truce prescribed. So the envoys departed home, and did not

return again.

These were the charges and differences existing between the

rival powers before the war, arising immediately from the

affair at Epidamnus and Corcyra. Still intercourse continued

in spite of them, and mutual communication. It was carried

on without heralds, but not without suspicion, as events were

occurring which were equivalent to a breach of the treaty and

matter for war.
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THE war between the Athenians and Peloponnesians and the

allies on either side now really begins. For now all intercourse

except through the medium of heralds ceased, and hostilities

were commenced and prosecuted without intermission. The
history follows the chronological order of events by summers
and winters.

The thirty years' trace which was entered into after the

conquest of Euboea lasted fourteen years. In the fifteenth, in

the forty-eighth year of the priestess-ship of Chrysis at Argos,
in the Ephorate of ^Enesias at Sparta, in the last month but
two of the ArchonsMp of Pythodorus at Athens, and six

months after the battle of Potidsea, just at the beginning of

spring, a Theban force a little over three hundred strong,
under the command of their Boeotarchs, Pythangelus, son of

Phyleides, and Diemporus, son of Onetorides, about the first

watch of the night, made an armed entry into Plataea, a town
uf Bceotia in alliance with Athens, The gates were opened to
them by a Platsean called Naucleides, who, with his party,
had invited them in, meaning to put to death the citizens of the

opposite party, bring over the city to Thebes, and thus obtain

power for themselves. This was arranged through Euryma-
84
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chus, son of Leontiades, a person of great influence at Thebes,

For Platsea had always been at variance with Thebes; and
the latter, foreseeing that war was at hand, wished to surprise
her old enemy in time of peace, before hostilities had actually
broken out. Indeed this was how they got in so easily without

being observed, as no guard had been posted. After the sol-

diers had grounded arms in the market-place, those who had
invited them in wished them to set to work at once and go
to their enemies' houses. This, however, the Thebans refused

to do, but determined to make a conciliatory proclamation,
and if possible to come to a friendly understanding with the

citizens. Their herald accordingly invited any who wished to

resume their old place in the confederacy of their countrymen
to ground arms with them, for they thought that in this way
the city would readily join them.

On becoming aware of the presence of the Thebans within

their gates, and of the sudden occupation of the town, the

Platseans concluded in their alarm that more had entered than

was really the case, the night preventing their seeing them.

They accordingly came to terms, and accepting the proposal,
made no movement; especially as the Thebans offered none
of them any violence. But somehow or other, during the nego-

tiations, they discovered the scanty numbers of the Thebans,
and decided that they could easily attack and overpower

them; the mass of the Plataeans being averse to revolting from
Athens. At all events they resolved to attempt it. Digging
through the party walls of the houses, they thus managed to

join each other without being seen going through the streets,

in which they placed waggons without the beasts in them, to

serve as a barricade, and arranged everything else as seemed
convenient for the occasion. When everything had been done
that circumstances permitted, they watched their opportunity
and went out of their houses against the enemy. It was still

night, though daybreak was at hand: in daylight it was

thought that their attack would be met by men full of courage
and on equal terms with their assailants, while in darkness it

would fall upon panic-stricken troops, who would also be at a

disadvantage from their enemy's knowledge of the locality.

So they made their assault at once, and came to close quarters
as quickly as they could.
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The Thebans, finding themselves outwitted, immediately
closed up to repel all attacks made upon them. Twice or thrice

they beat back their assailants. But the men shouted and

charged them, the women and slaves screamed and yelled
from the houses and pelted them with stones and tiles; be-

sides, it had been raining hard all night; and so at last their

courage gave way, and they turned and fled through the town.

Most of the fugitives were quite ignorant of the right ways
wit, and this, with the mud, and the darkness caused by the

moon being in her last quarter, and the fact that their pursuers
knew their way about and could easily stop their escape,
proved fatal to many. The only gate open was the one by
which they had entered, and this was shut by one of the

Platseans driving the spike of a javelin into the bar instead

of the bolt; so that even here there was no longer any means
of exit. They were now chased all over the town. Some got
on the wall and threw themselves over, in most cases with a
fatal result. One party managed to find a deserted gate, and

obtaining an axe from a woman, cut through the bar
;
but as

they were soon observed only a few succeeded in getting out.

Others were cut off in detail in different parts of the city. The
most numerous and compact body rushed into a large build-

ing next to the city wall: the doors on the side of the street

happened to be open, and the Thebans fancied that they were
the gates of the town, and that there was a passage right

through to the outside. The Plataeans, seeing their enemies in

a trap, now consulted whether they should set fire to the

building and burn them just as they were, or whether there

TOS anything else that they could do with them; until at

length these and the rest of the Theban survivors found wan-

dering about the town agreed to an unconditional surrender
of themselves and their arms to the Plataeans.

While such was the fate of the party in Platsea, the rest

of the Thebans who were to have joined them with all their

forces before daybreak, in case of anything miscarrying with
the body that had entered, received the news of the affair on
the road, and pressed forward to their succour. Now Plateea
is nearly eight miles from Thebes, and their march was de-

layed by the rain that had fallen in the night, for the river

Asopus had risen and was not easy of passage; and so, having
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to march in the rain, and being hindered in crossing \7j* river>

they arrived too late, and found the whole party dtna- slain

or captive. When they learned what bad happened, they at

once formed a design against the Plataeans oatslde the city.
As the attack had been made in time of peace, and was per-

fectly unexpected, there were of course men and stock in the

fields
;
and the Thebans wished if possible

f-o have some pris-
oners to exchange against their countrymen in the town,
should any chance to have been taken alive. Such was their

plan. But the Plataeans suspected their intention almost before

it was formed, and becoming alarmed for tlieir fellow-citizens

outside the town, sent a herald to the Tnebans, reproaching
them for their unscrupulous attempt to seize their city in time

of peace, and warning them against any outrage on those out-

side. Should the warning be disregarded, they threatened to

put to death the men they had in their lands, but added thatj

on the Thebans retiring from their territory, they would sur-

render the prisoners to their friends. This is the Theban ac-

count of the matter, and they say that they had an oath given
them. The Plataeans, on the other hand, do not admit any

promise of an immediate surrender, but make it contingent

upon subsequent negotiation: the oath they deny altogether.

Be this as it may, upon the Thebans retiring from their terri-

tory without committing any injury, the Plataeans hastily got

in whatever they had in the country and immediately put the

men to death. The prisoners were a hundred and eighty in

number; Eurymachus, the person with whom the traitors had

negotiated, being one.

This done, the Plataeans sent a messenger to Athens, gave
back the dead to the Thebans under a truce, and arranged

things in the city as seemed best to meet the present emer-

gency. The Athenians meanwhile, having had word of the

affair sent them immediately after its occurrence, bed instantly

seized all the Boeotians in Attica, and sent a herald to the

Plataeans to forbid their proceeding to extremities with their

Theban prisoners without instructions from Athens. The news

of the men's death had of course not arrived; the first mes-

senger having left Plataea just when the Thebans entered it,

the second just after their defeat and capture ;
so there was

no later news. Thus the Athenians sent their orders in igno-
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ranee of the facts; and the herald on his arrival found the

men slain. After this the Athenians marched to Platcea and

brought in provisions, and left a garrison in the place, also

taking away the women and children and such of the men
as were least efficient.

After the affair at Plataea the treaty had been broken by an

overt act, and Athens at once prepared for war, as did also

Lacedaemon and her allies. They resolved to send embassies

to the king and to such other of the barbarian powers as either

party could look to for assistance, and tried to ally themselves

with the independent states at home. Lacedsemon, in addition

to the existing marine, gave orders to the states that had de-

clared for her in Italy and Sicily to build vessels up to a grand
total of five hundred, the quota of each city being determined

by its size, and also to provide a specified sum of money. Till

these were ready they were to remain neutral and to admit

single Athenian ships into their harbours. Athens on her part
reviewed her existing confederacy, and sent embassies to the

places more immediately round Peloponnese, Corcyra, Cephal-
lenia, Acarnania, and Zacynthus; perceiving that if these

could be relied on she could carry the war all round Pelo-

ponnese.
And if both sides nourished the boldest hopes and put forth

their utmost strength for the war, this was only natural. Zeal

Is always at its height at the commencement of an undertak-

ing; and on this particular occasion Peloponnese and Athens
were both full of young men whose inexperience made them

eager to take up arms, while the rest of Hellas stood straining
with excitement at the conflict of its leading cities. Everywhere
predictions were being recited and oracles being chanted by
such persons as collect them, and this not only in the contend-

ing cities. Further, some while before this, there was an earth-

quake at Delos, for the first time in the memory of the Hel-
lenes. This was said and thought to be ominous of the events

Impending; indeed, nothing of the kind that happened was
allowed to pass without remark. The good wishes of men
made greatly for the Lacedaemonians, especially as they pro-
claimed themselves the liberators of Hellas. No private or

public effort that could help them in speech or action was
omitted; each thinking that the cause suffered wherever he
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could not himself see to it. So general was the indignation felt

against Athens, whether by those who wished to escape from
her empire, or were apprehensive of being absorbed by it. Such
were the preparations and such the feelings with which the

contest opened.
The allies of the two belligerents were the following. These

were the allies of Lacedaemon: all the Peloponnesians within

the Isthmus except the Argives and Achseans, who were neih

tral; Pellene being the only Achaean city that first joined in

the war, though her example was afterwards followed by th<-

rest. Outside Peloponnese the Megarians, Locrians, Boeotians,

Phocians, Ambraciots, Leucadians, and Anactorians. Of these,

ships were furnished by the Corinthians, Megarianb, Sycyo-

nians, Pellenians, Eleans, Ambraciots, and Leucadians; and

cavalry by the Boeotians, Phocians, and Locrians. The other

states sent infantry. This was the Lacedaemonian confederacy.
That of Athens comprised the Chians, Lesbians, Plataeans,

the Messenians in Naupactus, most of the Acarnanians, the

Corcyrseans, Zacynthians, and some tributary cities in the

following countries, viz., Caria upon the sea with her Dorian

neighbours, Ionia, the Hellespont, the Thracian towns, the

islands lying between Peloponnese and Crete towards the east,

and all the Cyclades except Melos and Thera. Of these, ships
were furnished by Chios, Lesbos, and Corcyra, infantry and

money by the rest. Such were the allies of either party and
their resources for the war.

Immediately after the affair at Plataea, Lacedaemon sent

round orders to the cities in Peloponnese and the rest of her

confederacy to prepare troops and the provisions requisite

for a foreign campaign, in order to invade Attica. The several

states were ready at the time appointed and assembled at the

Isthmus; the contingent of each city being two-thirds of its

whole force. After the whole army had mustered, the Lace-

daemonian king5 Archidarous, the leader of the expedition,
called together the generals of all the states and the principal

persons and officers, and exhorted them as follows:

Teloponnesians and allies, our fathers made many cam-

paigns both within and without Peloponnese, and the elder

men among us here are not without experience in war. Yet
we have never set out wJth a larger force than the present;
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and if our numbers and efficiency are remarkable, so also is

the power of the state against which we march. We ought not

ihen to show ourselves inferior to our ancestors, or unequal to

our own reputation. For the hopes and attention of all Hellas

are bent upon the present effort, and its sympathy is with the

enemy of the hated Athens. Therefore, numerous as the in-

vading army may appear to be, and certain as some may think

it that our adversary will not meet us in the field, this is no

sort of justification for the least negligence upon the march;
but the officers and men of each particular city should always
be prepared lor the advent of danger in their own quarters,
The course of war cannot be foreseen, and its attacks are

generally dictated by the impulse of the moment; and where

overweening self-confidence has despised preparation, a wise

apprehension has often been able to make head against supe-
rior numbers. Not that confidence is out of place in an army
of invasion, but in an enemy's country it should also be

accompanied by the precautions of apprehension: troops will

by this combination be best inspired for dealing a blow, and
best secured against receiving one. In the present instance,
the city against which we are going, far from being so impo-
tent for defence, is on the contrary most excellently equipped
at all points ;

so that we have every reason to expect that they
will take the field against us, and that if they have not set out

already before we are there, they will certainly do so when
they see us in their territory wasting and destroying their

property. For men are always exasperated at suffering injuries
to which they are not accustomed, and on seeing them inflicted

before their very eyes ;
and where least inclined for reflexion,

rush with the greatest heat to action. The Athenians are the

very people of all others to do this, as they aspire to rule the

rest of the world, and are more in the habit of invading and
ravaging their neighbours' territory, than of seeing their own
treated in the like fashion. Considering, therefore, the power
of the state against which we are marching, and the greatness
of the reputation which, according to the event, we shall win
or lose for our ancestors and ourselves, remember as you fol-

low where you may be led to regard discipline and vigilance
as of the first importance, and to obey with alacrity the orders
transmitted to you; as nothing contributes so much to tfc^
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credit and safety of an army as the union of large bodies by a
single discipline.'

With this brief speech dismissing the assembly, Archidamus
first sent off Melesippus, son of Diacritus, a Spartan, to

Athens, in case she should be more inclined to submit on see-

ing the Peloponnesians actually on the march. But the Athe-
nians did not admit him into the city or to their assembly;
Pericles having already carried a motion against admitting
either herald or embassy from the Lacedaemonians after they
had once marched out. The herald was accordingly sent away
without an audience, and ordered to be beyond the frontier

that same day ;
in future, if those who sent him had a propo-

sition to make they must retire to their own territory before

they despatched embassies to Athens. An escort was sent with

Melesippus to prevent his holding communication with any
one. When he reached the frontier and was just going to be

dismissed, he departed with these words: 'This day will be
the beginning of great misfortunes to the Hellenes.

5 As soon
as he arrived at the camp, and Archidamus learnt that the

Athenians had still no thoughts of submitting, he at length

began his march, and advanced with his army into their

territory. Meanwhile the Boeotians, sending their contingent
and cavalry to join the Peloponnesian expedition, went to

Platsea with the remainder and laid waste the country.
While the Peloponnesians were still mustering at the Isth-

mus, or on the march before they invaded Attica, Pericles, son

of Xanthippus, one of the ten generals of the Athenians, find-

ing that the invasion was to take place, conceived the idea

that Archidamus, who happened to be his friend, might pos-

sibly pass by his estate without ravaging it. This he might

do, either from a personal wish to oblige him, or acting under

instructions from Lacedsemon for the purpose of creating a

prejudice against him, as had been before attempted in the

demand for the expulsion of the accursed family. He accord-

ingly took the precaution of announcing to the Athenians in

the assembly that, although Archidamus was his friend, yet
this friendship should not extend to the detriment of the state,

and that in case the enemy should make his houses and lands

an exception to the rest and not pillage them, he at once gave
them up to be public property, so that they should not bring
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him into suspicion. He also gave the citizens some advice on
their present affairs in the same strain as before. They were
to prepare for the war, and to carry in their property from
the country. They were not to go out to battle, but to come
into the city and guard it, and get ready their fleet, in which
their real strength lay. They were also to keep a tight rein on
their allies the strength of Athens being derived from the

money brought in by their payments, and success in war de-

pending principally upon conduct and capital. Here they
had no reason to despond. Apart from other sources of in-

come, an average revenue of six hundred talents of silver was
drawn from the tribute of the allies

;
and there were still six

thousand talents of coined silver in the Acropolis, out of nine
thousand seven hundred that had once been there, from which
the money had been taken for the porch of the Acropolis, the

other public buildings, and for Potidaea. This did not include

the uncoined gold and silver in public and private offerings,
the sacred vessels for the processions and games, the Median

spoils, and similar resources to the amount of five hundred
talents. To this he added the treasures of the other temples.
These were by no means inconsiderable, and might fairly be
used. Nay, if they were ever absolutely driven to it, they might
take even the gold ornaments of Athene herself

;
for the statue

contained forty talents of pure gold and it was all removable.
This might be used for self-preservation, and must every
penny of it be restored. Such was their financial position

surely a satisfactory one. Then they had an army of thirteen

fhousand heavy infantry, besides sixteen thousand more in
the garrisons and on home duty at Athens. This was at first

ihe number of men on guard in the event of an invasion: it

was composed of the oldest and youngest levies and the resi-

dent aliens who had heavy armour. The Phaleric wall ran for

four miles, before it joined that round the city; and of this

last nearly five had a guard, although part of it was left with-
out one, viz. that between the Long Wall and the Phaleric.
Then there were the Long Walls to Piraeus, a distance of some
four miles and a half, the outer of which was manned. Lastly,
the circumference of Piraeus with Munychia was nearly seven
miles and a half; only half of this, however, was guarded.
Pericles also showed them that they had twelve hundred horse
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including mounted archers, with sixteen hundred archers inv

mounted, and three hundred galleys fit for service. Such were
the resources of Athens in the different departments when the

Peloponnesian invasion was impending and hostilities were

being commenced. Pericles also urged his usual arguments for

expecting a favourable issue to the war.

The Athenians listened to his advice, and began to carry
in their wives and children from the country, and all theii

household furniture, even to the woodwork of their houses

which they took down. Their sheep and cattle they sent over

to Euboea and the adjacent islands. But they found it hard

to move, as most of them had been always used to live in the

country.
From very early times this had been more the case with

the Athenians than with others. Under Cecrops and the first

kings, down to the reign of Theseus, Attica had always con-

sisted of a number of independent townships, each v/ith its

own town-hall and magistrates. Except in times of danger
the king at Athens was not consulted; in ordinary seasons

they carried on their government and settled their affairs

without his interference; sometimes even they waged war

against him, as in the case of the Eleusinians with Eumolpus
against Erechtheus. In Theseus, however, they had a king of

equal intelligence and power; and one of the chief features in

his organisation of the country was to abolish the council-

chambers and magistrates of the petty cities, and to merge
them in the single council-chamber and town-hall of the

present capital. Individuals might still enjoy their private

property just as before, but they were henceforth compelled
to have only one political centre, viz. Athens; which thus

counted all the inhabitants of Attica among her citizens, so

that when Theseus died he left a great state behind him. In-

deed, from him dates the Synoecia, or Feast of Union; which

is paid for by the state, and which the Athenians still keep
in honour of the goddess. Before this the city consisted oi

the present citadel and the district beneath it looking rather

towards the south. This is shown by the fact that the temples
of the other deities, besides that of Athene, are in the citadel;

and even those that are outside it are mostly situated in this

quarter of the city, as that of tike Olympian Zeus, of tib*
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Pythian Apollo, of Earth, and of Dionysus in the Marshes^
the same in whose honour the older Dionysia are to this day
celebrated in the mouth of Anthesterion not only by the Athe-
nians but also by their Ionian descendants. There are also

other ancient temples in this quarter. The fountain too, which,
since the alteration made by the tyrants, has been called

Enneacrounos, or Nine Pipes, but which, when the spring
was open, went by the name of Cailirhoe, or Fairwater, wa?
in those days, from being so near, used for the most important
offices. Indeed, the old fashion of using the water before

marriage and for other sacred purposes is still kept up. Again,
from their old residence in that quarter, the citadel is still

known among Athenians as the city.

The Athenians thus long lived scattered over Attica in

independent townships. Even after the centralisation of The-

seus, old habit still prevailed; and from the early times down
to the present war most Athenians still lived in the country
with their families and households, and were consequently
not at all inclined to move now, especially as they had only
just restored their establishments after the Median invasion.

Deep was their trouble and discontent at abandoning their

houses and the hereditary temples of the ancient constitution,
and at having to change their habits of life and to bid fai e-

v^ell to what each regarded as his native city.

When they arrived at Athens, though a few had houses of
Lheir own to go to, or could find an asylum with friends or

relatives, by far the greater number had to take up their

dwelling in the parts of the city that were not built over and
in the temples and chapels of the heroes, except the Acropolis
and the temple of the Eleusinian Demeter and such other

places as were always kept closed. The occupation of the plot
of ground lying below the citadel called the Pelasgian had been
forbidden by a curse; and there was also an ominous fragment
of a Pythian oracle which said

'Leave the Pelasgian parcel desolate,
Woe worth the day that men inhabit it!'

Yet this too was now built over in the necessity of the moment.
And in my opinion, if the oracle proved true, it was in the

Apposite sense to what was expected. For the misfortunes of
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the state did not arise from the unlawful occupation, but the

necessity of the occupation from the war; and though the god
did not mention this, he foresaw that it would be an evil day
for Athens in which the plot came to be inhabited. Many also

took up their quarters in the towers of the walls or wherever
else they could. For when they were all come in, the city

proved too small to hold them
; though afterwards they divided

the long walls and a great part of Piraeus into lots and settled

there. All this while great attention was being given to the

war; the allies were being mustered, and an armament of a
hundred ships equipped for Peloponnese. Such was the state

of preparation at Athens.

Meanwhile the army of the Peloponnesians was advancing.
The first town they came to in Attica was (Enoe, where they
were to enter the country. Sitting down before it, they pre^

pared to assault the wall with engines and otherwise. CEnoe,

standing upon the Athenian and Boeotian border, was of

course a wailed town, and was used as a fortress by the

Athenians in time of war. So the Peloponnesians prepared for

their assault, and wasted some valuable time before the place,

This delay brought the gravest censure upon Archidamus,

Even during the levying of the war he had gained credit foi

weakness and Athenian sympathies by the half measures he

had advocated; and after the army had assembled he had

further Injured himself in public estimation by his loitering

at the Isthmus and the slowness with which the rest of the

march had been conducted. But all this was as nothing to the

delay at CEnoe. During this interval the Athenians were carry-

ing in their property; and it was the belief of the Pelopon-
nesians that a quick advance would have found everything still

out, had it not been for his procrastination. Such was the feel-

ing of the army towards Archidamus during the siege. But her

it is said, expected that the Athenians would shrink from let-

ting their land be wasted, and would make their submission

while it was still uninjured; and this was why he waited.

But after he had assaulted (Enoe, and every possible at-

tempt to take it had failed, as no herald came from Athens,

he at last broke up his camp and invaded Attica. This was
about eighty days after the Theban attempt upon Platsea,

just in the middle of summer, when the corn was ripe }
and
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{\rchidamus, son of Zeuxis, King of Lacedsemon, was in com-
mand. Encamping in Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, they
"began their ravages, and putting to flight some Athenian horse

at a place called Rheiti, or the Brooks, they then advanced,
keeping Mount ^Egaleus on their right, through Cropia, until

they reached Acharnse, the largest of the Athenian demes or

townships. Sitting down before it, they formed a camp there,
and continued their ravages for a long while.

The reason why Archidamus remained in order of battle

at Acharnae during this incursion, instead of descending into

the plain, is said to have been this. He hoped that the Athe-
nians might possibly be tempted by the multitude of then-

youth and the unprecedented efficiency of their service to

come out to battle and attempt to stop the devastation of their

lands. Accordingly, as they had not met him at Eleusis or the

Thriasian plain, he tried if they could be provoked to a sally

by the spectacle of a camp at Acharnse. He thought the place
itself a good position for encamping ;

and it seemed likely that

such an important part of the state as the three thousand

heavy infantry of the Acharnians would refuse to submit to

the ruin of their property, and would force a battle on the rest

of the citizens. On the other hand, should the Athenians not
take the field during this incursion, he could then fearlessly

ravage the plain in future invasions, and extend his advance

up to the very walls of Athens. After the Acharians had lost

their own property they would be less willing to risk them-
selves for that of their neighbours; and so there would be
division in the Athenian counsels. These were the motives of

Archidamus for remaining at Acharnae.

In the meanwhile, as long as the army was at Eleusis and
the Thriasian plain, hopes were still entertained of its not

advancing any nearer. It was remembered that Pleistoanax,
son of Pausanias, king of Lacedsemon, had invaded Attica with
a Peloponnesian army fourteen years before, but had retreated
without advancing farther than Eleusis and Thria, which
indeed proved the cause of his exile from Sparta, as it was
thought he had beei? bribed to retreat. But when they saw
the army at Acharnse, barely seven miles from Athens, they
lost all patience. The territory of Athens was being ravaged
before the very eyes of the Athenians, a sight which the young
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men had never seen before and the old only in the Median

wars; and it was naturally thought a grievous insult, and the

determination was universal, especially among the young
men, to sally forth and stop it. Knots were formed in the

streets and engaged in hot discussion
;
for if the proposed sally

was warmly recommended, it was also in sor-ie cases opposed.
Oracles of the most various import were recited by the col-

lectors, and found eager listeners in one or other of the

disputants. Foremost in pressing for the sally were the Achar-

nians, as constituting no small part of the army of the state,

and as it was their land that was being ravaged. In short, the

whole city was in a most excited state; Pericles was the object
of general indignation ;

his previous counsels were totally for-

gotten ;
he was abused for not leading out the army which he

commanded, and was made responsible for the whole of the

public suffering.

He, meanwhile, seeing anger and infatuation just now in

the ascendant, and confident of his wisdom in refusing a sally,

would not call either assembly or meeting of the people, fear-

ing the fatal results of a debate inspired by passion and not

by prudence. Accordingly, he addressed himself to the defence

of the city, and kept it as quiet as possible, though he con-

stantly sent out cavalry to prevent raids on the lands near

the city from flying parties of the enemy. There was a trifling

affair at Phrygia between a squadron of the Athenian horse

with the Thessalians and the Boeotian cavalry; in which the

former had rather the best of it, until the heavy infantry
advanced to the support of the Boeotians, when the Thessa-

lians and Athenians were routed and lost a few men, whose

bodies, however, were recovered the same day without a truce.

The next day the Peloponnesians set up a trophy. Ancient

alliance brought the Thessalians to the aid of Athens; those

who came being the Larisaeans, Pharsalians, Cranoniansy

Pyrasians, Gyrtonians, and Pherseans. The Larisaean com-
manders were Polymedes and Aristonus, two party kaders in

Larisa; the Pharsalian general was Menon; each of the other

cities had also its own commander.
In the meantime the Peloponnesians, as the Athenians did

not come out to engage them, broke up from Acharnae and

ravaged some of the demes between Mount Parnes and Bri*
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lessus. While they were in Attica, the Athenians sent off the

hundred ships which they had been preparing round Pelo-

ponnese, wnh a thousand heavy infantry and four hundred

archers on board, under the command of Carcinus, son of

Xenotimus, Proteas, son of Epicles, and Socrates;
son of

Antigenes. This armament weighed anchor and started on its

cruise, and the Peloponnesians, after remaining in Attica as

long as their provisions lasted, retired through Boeotia by a

different road to that by which they had entered. As they

passed Oropus they ravaged the territory of Graea which is

held by the Oropians from Athens, and reaching Peloponnese

broke up to i^heir respective cities.

After they had retired the Athenians set guards by land

and sea at ike points at which they intended to have regular

stations during the war. They also resolved to set apart a

special find of a thousand talents from the monies in the

Acropolis. This was not to be spent, but the current expenses

of the war vere to be otherwise provided for. If any one should

move or put to the vote a proposition for using the money for

any purpose whatever except that of defending the city in

the event of the enemy bringing a fleet to make an attack by

sea, it should be a capital offence. With this sum of money they
also set aside a special fleet of one hundred galleys, the best

ships of each year, with their captains. None of these was to

be used except with the money and against the same peril,

should such peril arise.

Meanwhile the Athenians in the hundred ships round Pelo-

ponnese, reinforced by a Corcyrasan squadron of fifty vessels

and some others of the allies in those parts, cruised about the

coasts and ravaged the country. Among other places they

landed in Laconia and made an assault upon Methone; there

being no garrison in the place, and the wall being weak. But

it so happened that Brasidas, son of Tellis, a Spartan, was in

command of a guard for the defence of the district. Hearing
of the attack, he hurried with a hundred heavy infantry to

the assistance of the besieged, and dashing through the army
of the Athenians, which was scattered over the country and

had UF. attention turned to the wall, threw himself into

Methone. He lost a few men in making good his entrance, but

the place and won the thanks of Sparta by his exploit,
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being thus the first officer who obtained this notice during the

war. The Athenians at once weighed anchor and continued
their cruise. Touching at Pheia in Elis, they ravaged the

country for two days and defeated a picked force of three

hundred men that had come from the vale of Elis and the

immediate neighbourhood to the rescue. But a stiff squall
came down upon them, and not liking to face it in a place
where there was no harbour, most of them got on board their

ships, and doubling Point Ichthys sailed into the port of

Pheia. In the meantime the Messenians, and some others who
could not get on board, marched over by land and took Pheia.

The fleet afterwards sailed round and picked them up and

then put to sea; Pheia being evacuated, as the main army of

the Eleans had now come up. The Athenians continued their

cruise, and ravaged other places on the coast.

About the same time the Athenians sent thirty ships to

cruise round Locris and also to guard Euboea; Cleopompus,
son of Clinias, being in command. Making descents from the

fleet he ravaged certain places on the sea-coast, and captured
Thronium and took hostages from it. He also defeated at

Alope the Locrians that had assembled to resist him.

During the summer the Athenians also expelled the

jEginetans with their wives and children from ./Egina, on the

ground of their having been the chief agents in bringing the

war upon them. Besides, JEgina lies so near Peloponnese, that

it seemed safer to send colonists of their own to hold it, and

shortly afterwards the settlers were sent out. The banished

^Eginetans found an asylum in Thyrea, which was given to

them by Lacedaemon, not only on account of her quarrel with

Athens, but also because the ^Sginetans had laid her under

obligations at the time of the earthquake and the revolt of

the Helots. The territory of Thyrea is on the frontier of

Argolis and Laconia, reaching down to the sea. Those of the

jEginetans who did not settle here were scattered over the

rest of Hellas.

The same summer, at the beginning of a new lunar month,
the only time by the way at which it appears possible, the

sun was eclipsed after noon. After it had assumed the form
of a crescent and some of the stars had come out, it returned

to its natural shape.
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During the same summer Nymphodorus, son of Pythes, an

Abderite, whose sister Sitalces had married, was made their

Proxenus by the Athenians and sent for to Athens. They had
hitherto considered him their enemy; but he had great influ-

ence with Sitalces, and they wished this prince to become their

ally. Sitalces was the son of Teres and king of the Thracians.

Teres, the father of Sitalces, was the first to establish the great

kingdom of the Odrysians on a scale quite unknown to the

rest of Thrace, a large portion of the Thracians being inde-

pendent. This Teres is in no way related to Tereus who mar-
ried Pandion's daughter Procne from Athens

;
nor indeed did

they belong to the same part of Thrace. Tereus lived in

Daulis, part of what is now called Phocis, but which at that

time was inhabited by Thracians. It was in this land that the
women perpetrated the outrage upon Itys; and many of the

poets when they mention the nightingale call it the Daulian
bird. Besides, Pandion in contracting an alliance for his

daughter would consider the advantages of mutual assistance,
and would naturally prefer a match at the above moderate
distance to the journey of many days which separates Athens
from the Odrysians. Again the names are different; and this

Teres was king of the Odrysians, the first by the way who
attained to any power. Sitalces, his son, was now sought as

an ally by the Athenians, who desired his aid in the reduction

of the Thracian towns and of Perdiccas. Coming to Athens,
Nymphodorus concluded the alliance with Sitalces and made
his son Sadocus an Athenian citizen, and promised to finish

the war in Thrace by persuading Sitalces to send the Athe-
nians a force of Thracian horse and targeteers. He also rec-

onciled them with Perdiccas, and induced them to restore

Therme to him; upon which Perdiccas at once joined the
Athenians and Phormio in an expedition against the Chal-
cidians. Thus Sitalces, son of Teres, king of the Thracians,
and Perdiccas, son of Alexander, king of the Macedonians,
became allies of Athens.

Meanwhile the Athenians in the hundred vessels were still

cruising round Peloponnese. After taking Sollium, a town be-

longing to Corinth, and presenting the city and territory to
the Acarnanians of Palaira, they stormed Astacus, expelled
Its tyrant Evarchus, and gained the place for their confed-
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eracy. Next they sailed to the island of Cephallenia and

brought it over without using force. Cephallenia lies off

Acarnania and Leucas, and consists of four states, the Paleans,

Cranians, Saniseans, and Pronseans. Not long afterwards the

fleet returned to Athens. Towards the autumn of this year the

Athenians invaded the Megarid with their whole levy, resident

aliens included, under the command of Pericles, son of Xan-

thippus. The Athenians in the hundred ships round Pelopon-
nese on their journey home had just reached ^gina, and hear-

ing that the citizens at home were in full force at Megara,
now sailed over and joined them. This was without doubt the

largest army of Athenians ever assembled, the state being
still in the flower of her strength and yet unvisited by the

plague. Full ten thousand heavy infantry were in the field,

all Athenian citizens, besides the three thousand before Poti-

dsea. Then the resident aliens who joined in the incursion were
at least three thousand strong; besides which there was a mul-
titude of light troops. They ravaged the greater part of the

territory, and then retired. Other incursions into the Megarid
were afterwards made by the Athenians annually during the

war, sometimes only with cavalry, sometimes with all their

forces. This went on until the capture of Nissea. Atalanta also,

the desert island off the Opuntian coast, was towards the end

of this summer converted into a fortified post by the Athe-

nians, in order to prevent privateers issuing from Opus and

the rest of Locris and plundering Euboea. Such were the events

of this summer after the return of the Peloponnesians from

Attica.

In the ensuing winter the Acarnanian Evarchus wishing tc

return to Astacus, persuaded the Corinthians to sail over with

forty ships and fifteen hundred heavy infantry and restore

him; himself also hiring some mercenaries. In command of

the force were Euphamidas, son of Aristonymus, Timoxenus>
son of Timocrates, and Eumachus, son of Chrysis, who sailed

over and restored him, and after failing in an attempt on

some places on the Acarnanian coast which they were desirous

of gaining, began their voyage home. Coasting along shore

they touched at Cephallenia and made a descent on the

Cranian territory, and losing some men by the treachery of
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the Cranians, who fell suddenly upon them, put to sea some-
what hurriedly and returned home.

In the same winter the Athenians gave a funeral at the

public cost to those who had first fallen in this war. It was a
custom of their ancestors, and the manner of it is as follows.

Three days before the ceremony, the bones of the dead are

laid out in a tent which has been erected; and their friends

bring to their relatives such offerings as they please. In the

funeral procession cypress coffins are borne in cars, one for

each tribe; the bones of the deceased being placed in the

coffin of their tribe. Among these is carried one empty bier

decked for the missing, that is, for those whose bodies could

not be recovered. Any citizen or stranger who pleases, joins in

the procession: and the female relatives are there to wall at the

burial. The dead are laid in the public sepulchre in the most
beautiful suburb of the city, in which those who fall in war are

always buried; with the exception of those slain at Marathon,
who for their singular and extraordinary valour were interred

on the spot where they fell. After the bodies have been laid

in the earth, a man chosen by the state, of approved wisdom
and eminent reputation, pronounces over them an appropriate

panegyric; after which all retire. Such is the manner of the

burying; and throughout the whole of the war, whenever the

occasion arose, the established custom was observed. Mean-
while these were the first that had fallen, and Pericles, son of

Xanthippus, was chosen to pronounce their eulogium. When
the proper time arrived, he advanced from the sepulchre to an
elevated platform in order to be heard by as many of the

crowd as possible, and spoke as follows :

'Most of my predecessors in this place have commended
him who made this speech part of the law, telling us that it is

well that it should be delivered at the burial of those who fall

in battle. For myself, I should have thought that the worth
which had displayed itself in deeds, would be sufficiently

rewarded by honours also shown by deeds; such as you now
see in this funeral prepared at the people's cost. And I could

have wished that the reputations of many brave men were
not to be imperilled in the mouth of a single individual, to

stand or fall according as he spoke well or ill. For it is hard to

speak properly upon a subject where it is even difficult to con
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vince your hearers that you are speaking the truth. On the one
hand, the friend who is familiar with every fact of the story,
may think that some point has not been set forth with that
fulness which he wishes and knows it to deserve; on the other,
he who is a stranger to the matter may be led by envy to~

suspect exaggeration if he hears anything above his own
nature. For men can endure to hear others praised only so

long as they can severally persuade themselves of their own
ability to equal the actions recounted: when this point is

passed, envy comes in and with it incredulity. However, since
our ancestors have stamped this custom with their approval,
it becomes my duty to obey the law and to try to satisfy your
several wishes and opinions as best I may.

*I shall begin with our ancestors: it is both just and proper
that they should have the honour of the first mention on an
occasion like the present. They dwelt in the country without

break in the succession from generation to generation, and
handed it down free to the present time by their valour. And
if our more remote ancestors deserve praise, much more do

our own fathers, who added to their inheritance the empire
which we now possess, and spared no pains to be able to leave

their acquisitions to us of the present generation. Lastly, there

are few parts of our dominions that have not been augmented
by those of us here, who are still more or less in the vigour
of life; while the mother country has been furnished by us

with everything that can enable her to depend on her own
resources whether for war or for peace. That part of our his-

tory which tells of the military achievements which gave us

our several possessions, or of the ready valour with which

either we or our fathers stemmefl the tide of Hellenic or foreign

aggression, is a theme too familiar to my hearers for me to

dilate on, and I shall therefore pass it by. But what was tta

road by which we reached our position, what the form of

government under which our greatness grew, what the na-

tional habits out of which it sprang; these are questions which

I may try to solve before I proceed to my panegyric upon these

men; since I think this to be a subject upon which on the

present occasion a speaker may properly dwell, and to which

the whole assemblage, whether citizens or foreigners, ma>
lister with advantage
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, 'Our constitution does not ropy the laws of neighbouring

states; we are rather a pattern to others than imitators ou*--

selves. Its administration favours the many instead of the

few; this is why it is called a democracy. If we look to the

laws, they afford equal Justice to all in their private differ-

ences; if to social standing, advancement in public life falls to

reputation for capacity, class considerations not being allowed

to interfere with merit; nor again does poverty bar the way,
if a man is able to serve the state, he is not hindered by the

obscurity of his condition. The freedom which we enjoy in our

government extends also to our ordinary life. There, far from

exercising a jealous surveillance over each other, we do not

feel called upon to be angry with our neighbour for doing what
he likes

s
or even to indulge in those injurious looks which

cannot fail to be offensive, although they inflict no positive

penalty. But all this ease in our private relations does not

make us lawless as citizens. .Against this fear is our chief

safeguard, teaching us to obey the magistrates and the laws
s

particularly such as regard the protection of the injured,

whether they are actually on the statute book, or belong to

that code which, although unwritten, yet cannot be broken

without acknowledged disgrace.
i

Further, we provide plenty of means for the mind to re-

fresh itself from business. We celebrate games and sacrifices

all the year round, and the elegance of our private establish-

ments forms a daily source of pleasure and helps to banish the

spleen; while the magnitude of our city draws the produce oi

the world into our harbour, so that to the Athenian the fruits

of other countries are as familiar a luxury as those of his own.

'If we turn to qjir military policy, there also we differ from

our antagonists. fWe throw open our city to the world, and
never by alien acfe exclude foreigners from any opportunity
of learning or observing, although the eyes of an enemy may
occasionally profit by our liberality; trusting less in system
and policy than to the native spirit of our citizens

;
while in

education, where our rivals from their very cradles by a pain-
ful discipline seek after manliness, at Athens we live exactly
as we please, and yet are just as ready to encounter every

legitimate danger] In proof of this it may be noticed that the

Lacedaemonians do not invade our country alone, but bring
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with them ail their confederates; while we Athenians advance

unsupported into the territory of a neighbour, and fighting

upon a foreign soil usually vanquish with ease men who are

defending their homes. Our united force was never yet encoun-
tered by any enemy, because we have at once to attend to our
marine and to despatch our citizens by land upon a hundred
different services; so that, wherever they engage with some
such fraction of our strength, a success against a detachment
is magnified into a victory over the nation, and a defeat into

a reverse suffered at the hands of our entire people. And yet if

with habits not of labour but of ease, and courage not of art

but of nature, we are still willing to encounter danger, we have
the double advantage of escaping the experience of hardships
in anticipation and of facing them hi the hour of need as

fearlessly as those who are never free from them.
Nor are these the only points in which our city is worthy

of
adrniration.^/Ve

cultivate refinement without extravagance
and knowledgeNpithout effeminacy; wealth we employ more
for use than for show, and place the real disgrace of poverty
not in owning to the fact but in declining the struggle against
it. Our public men have, besides politics, their private affairs

to attend to, and our ordinary citizens, though occupied with

the pursuits of industry, are still fair judges of public mat-,

ters; foj^unlike any other nation^jregarding him who takes no

pattern these duties not as unambitious but as useless, we
Athenians are able to judge at all events if we cannotoriginate^
and instead of looking on discussion as a stumbling-block in

thej^ay of action, we think it an indispensable preliminary
to any wise action at all. Again, in our enterprises we present

the~sihgular spectacle of daring and deliberation, each carried

to its highest point, and both united in the same persons;

although usually decision is the fruit of ignorance, hesitation

of reflexion. But the palm of courage will surely be adjudged
most justly to those, who best know the difference between

hardship and pleasure and yet are never tempted to shrink

from danger. In generosity we are equally singular, acquiring
our friends by conferring not by receiving favours. Yet, of

course, the doer of the favour is the firmer friend of the two,
in order by continued kindness to keep the recipient in his

debt; while the debtor feels less keenly from the very con*
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sciousness that the return he makes will be a payment, not a

free gift. And it is only the Athenians who, fearless of conse-

quences, confer their benefits not from calculations of ex-

pediency, but in the confidence of liberality.

'In short, I say that as a city we are the school of Hellas
;

while I doubt if the world can produce a man, who where he

has only himself to depend upon, is equal to so many emer-

gencies, and graced by so happy a versatility as the Athenian.

And that this is no mere boast thrown out for the occasion,
but plain matter of fact, the power of the state acquired by
these habits proves. For A\thens alone of her contemporaries
is found when tested to be greater than her reputation, and
alone gives no occasion to her assailants to blush at the an-

tagonist by whom they have been worsted, or to her subjects
to question her title by merit to rule. Rather, the admiration

of the present and succeeding ages will be ours, since we have

not left our power without witness, but have shown it by
mighty proofs; and far from needing a Homer for our pane-

gyrist, or other of his craft whose verses might charm for the

moment only for the impression which they gave to melt at

the touch of fact, we have forced every sea and land to be the

highway of our daring, and everywhere, whether for evil or for

good, have left imperishable monuments behind us. Such is

the Athens for which these men, in the assertion of their

resolve not to lose her, nobly fought and died; and well may
every one of their survivors be ready to suffer in her cause.

'Indeed if I have dwelt at some length upon the character

of our country, it has been to show that our stake in the

struggle is not the same as theirs who have no such blessings
to lose, and also that the panegyric of the men over whom I

am now speaking might be by definite proofs established.

That panegyric is now in a great measure complete; for the

Athens that I have celebrated is only what the heroism of

these and their like have made her, men whose fame, unlike

that of most Hellenes, will be found to be only commensurate
with their deserts. And if a test of worth be wanted, it is to be
found in their closing scene, and this not only in the cases in

which it set the final seal upon their merit, but also in those
in which it gave the first intimation of their having any .J,

For
there is justice in the claim that steadfastness in his country's
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battles should be as a cloak to cover a man's other imperfec-
tions ;jsince the good action has blotted out the bad, and his

merit as a citizen more than outweighed his demerits as an
individual. But none of these allowed either wealth with its

prospect of future enjoyment to unnerve his spirit, or poverty
with its hope of a day of freedom and riches to tempt him tc

shrink from danger? No, holding that vengeance upon their

enemies was more to be desired than any personal blessings,
and reckoning this to be the most glorious of hazards, they
joyfully determined to accept the risk, to make sure of their

vengeance and to let their wishes wait; and while committing
to hope the uncertainty of final success, in the business before

them they thought fit to act boldly and trust in themselves.
Thus choosing to die resisting, rather than to live submitting,

they fled only from dishonour, but met danger face to face,

and after one brief moment, while at the summit of their

fortune, escaped, not from their fear, but from their glory.
'So died these men as became Athenians. You, their sur-

vivors, must determine to have as unaltering a resolution in

the field, though you may pray that it may have a happier
issue. And not contented with ideas derived only from words
of the advantages which are bound up with the defence oi

your country, though these would furnish a valuable text to a

speaker even before an audience so alive to them as the pres-
ent,^ou must yourselves realise the power of Athens, and
feed your eyes upon her from day to day, till love of her fills

your hearts; and then when all her greatness shall break upon
you, you must reflect that it was by courage, sense of duty,
and a keen feeling of honour in action that men were enabled

to win all this, and that no personal failure in an enterprise
could make them consent to deprive their country of their

valour, but they laid it at
her^feet as the most glorious con-

tribution that they could offer-jFor this offering of their lives

made in common by them allthey each of them individually
received that renown which never grows old, and for a sepul-

chre, not so much that in which their bones have been de-

posited, but that noblest of shrines wherein their glory is laid

up to be eternally remembered upon every occasion on which
deed or story shall fall for its

commemoration^or heroes have
the whole earth for their tomb; and in lands far from their
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,
where the column with its epitaph declares it, there is

enshrined in every breast a record unwritten with no tablet

to preserve it, except that of the heart. These take as your
model, and judging happiness to be the fruit of freedom and
freedom of valour, never decline the dangers of war. For it is

not the miserable that would most justly be unsparing of their

lives; these have nothing to hope for: it is rather they to

whom continued life may bring reverses as yet unknown, and
to whom a fall, if it came, would be most tremendous in its

consequences. And surely, to a man of spirit, the degradation
of cowardice must be immeasurably more grievous than the

unfelt death which strikes him in the midst of his strength and

patriotism ]

'Comfort, therefore, not condolence, is what I have to offer

to the parents of the dead who may be here. Numberless are

the chances to which, as they know, the life of man is subject ;

but fortunate indeed are they who draw for their lot a death
so glorious as that which has caused your mourning, and to

whom life has been so exactly measured as to terminate in the

happiness in which it has been passed. Still I know that this is

a hard saying, especially when those are in question of whom
you will constantly be reminded by seeing in the homes of

others blessings of which once you also boasted: for grief is

felt not so much for the want of what we have never known,
as for the loss of that to which we have been long accustomed.
Yet you who are still of an age to beget children must bear up
in the hope of having others in their stead; not only will they
help you to forget those whom you have lost, but will be to the
state at once a reinforcement and a security; for never can a
fair or just policy be expected of the citizen who does not, like

his fellows, bring to the decision the interests and apprehen-
sions of a father. While those of you who have passed your
prime must congratulate yourselves with the thought that the
best part of your life was fortunate, and that the brief span
that remains will be cheered by the fame of the departed. For
it is only the love of honour that never grows old; and honour
it is, not gain, as some would have it, that rejoices the heart
of age and helplessness.

'Turning to the sons or brothers of the dead, I see an
arduous struggle before you. When a man is gone, all are wont
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to praise him, and should your merit be ever so transcendent,

you will still find it difficult not merely to overtake, but even
to approach their renown. The living have envy to contend

#ith, while those who are no longer in our path are honoured
with a goodwill into which rivalry does not enter. On the other

hand, if I must say anything on the subject of female ex-

cellence to those of you who will now be in widowhood, it will

be all comprised in this brief exhortation. Great will be your
glory in not falling short of your natural character; and

greatest will be hers who is least talked of among the meD
whether for good or for bad.

'My task is now finished. I have performed it to the best

of my ability, and in words, at least, the requirements of the

law are now satisfied. If deeds be in question, those who are

here interred have received part of their honours already, and
for the rest, their children will be brought up till manhood at

the public expense: the state thus offers a valuable prize, as

the garland of victory in this race of valour, for the reward

both of those who have fallen and their survivors. And where
the rewards for merit are greatest, there are found the best

citizens.

'And now that you have brought to a close your lamenta-

tions for your relatives, you may depart.'

CHAPTER VII

SECOND YEAR OF THE AVAR THE PLAGUE OF ATHENS POSI-

TION AND POLICY OF PERICLES FALL OF POTID.^EA

B.C. 430: Outbreak of the plague Description of symptoms Demorali-

zation a consequence of the plague Peloponncsians ravage coast

Plague overtakes invaders Pericles blamed He defends himself

Fined first, then restored to full power Peloponnesian envoys
detained by SUalces and put to death ^y Athenians Ambradots
attack Amphilochian Argos Fdl of Potidcea.

SUCH was the funeral that took place during this winter, with

which the first year of the war came to an end. In the first days
of summer the Lacedaemonians and their allies, with two-

thirds of their forces as before, invaded Attica, under the

command of Archidamus, son of Zeuxidamus, king of Lace

daemon, and sat down and laid waste the country. Not many
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days after their arrival in Attica the plague first began to

show itself among the Athenians. It was said that it had
broken out in many places previously in the neighbourhood
of Lemnos and elsewhere; but a pestilence of such extent and

mortality was nowhere remembered. Neither were the phy-
sicians at first of any service, ignorant as they were of the

proper way to treat it, but they died themselves the most

thickly, as they visited the sick most often; nor did any
human art succeed any better. Supplications in the temples,

divinations, and so forth were found equally futile, till the

overwhelming nature of the disaster at last put a stop to them

altogether.
It first began, it is said, in the parts of Ethiopia above

Egypt, and thence descended into Egypt and Libya and into

most of the king's country. Suddenly falling upon Athens, it

first attacked the population in Piraeus, which was the oc-

casion of their saying that the Peloponnesians had poisoned
the reservoirs, there being as yet no wells there and after-

wards appeared in the upper city, when the deaths became
much more frequent. All speculation as to its origin and its

causes, if causes can be found adequate to produce so great
a disturbance, I leave to other writers, whether lay or profes-

sional; for myself, I shall simply set down its nature, and

explain the symptoms by which perhaps it may be recognised

by the student, if it should ever break out again. This I can

the better do, as I had the disease myself, and watched its

operation in the case of others.

That year then is admitted to have been otherwise un-

precedentedly free from sickness; and such few cases as

occurred, all determined in this. As a rule, however, there was
no ostensible cause; but people in good health were all of a
sudden attacked by violent heats in Lhe head, and redness and
inflammation in the eyes, the inward parts, such as the throat

ar tongue, becoming bloody and emitting an unnatural and
fetid breath. These symptoms were followed by sneezing and

hoarseness, after which the pain soon reached the chest, and

produced a hard cough. When it fixed in the stomach, it upset
it

;
and discharges of bile of every kind named by physicians

ensued, accompanied by very great distress. In most cases

also an ineffectual retching followed, producing violent spasms,
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which in some cases ceased soon after, in others much later.

Externally the body was not very hot to the touch, nor pale
in its appearance, but reddish, livid, and breaking out into

small pustules and ulcers. But internally it burned so that

the patient could not bear to have on him clothing or

linen even of the very lightest description; or indeed to

be otherwise than stark naked. What they would have

liked best would have been to throw themselves into cold

water; as indeed was done by some of the neglected sick,

who plunged into the rain-tanks in their agonies of unquench-
able thirst; though it made no difference whether they drank

little or much. Besides this, the miserable feeling ol not being
able to rest or sleep never ceased to torment them. The body
meanwhile did not waste away so long as the distemper was
at its height, but held out to a marvel against its ravages;
so that when they succumbed, as in most cases, on the seventh

or eighth day to the internal inflammation, they had still

some strength in them. But if they passed this stage, and the

disease descended further into the bowels, inducing a violent

ulceration there accompanied by severe diarrhoea, this brought
on a weakness which was generally fatal. For the disorder first

settled in the head, ran its course from thence through the

whole of the body, and even where it did not prove mortal,

it still left its mark on the extremities; for it settled in the

privy parts, the fingers and the toes, and many escaped with

the loss of these, some too with that of their eyes. Others

again were seized with an entire loss of memory on their first

recovery, and did not know either themselves or their friends,

But while the nature of the distemper was such as to baffle

ail description, and its attacks almost too grievous for human
nature to endure, it was still in the following circumstance

that its difference from all ordinary disorders was most clearly

shown. All the birds and beasts that prey upon human bodies,

either abstained from touching them (though there were many
lying unburied), or died after tasting them. In proof of this,

it was noticed that birds of this kind actually disappeared;

they were not about the bodies, or indeed to be seen at all.

But of course the effects which I have mentioned could best

be studied in a domestic animal like the dog.

Such then, if we pass over the varieties of particular cases,
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which were many and peculiar, were the general features of

the distemper. Meanwhile the town enjoyed an immunity
from all the ordinary disorders; or if any case occurred, it

ended in this. Some died in neglect, others in the midst of

every attention. No remedy was found that could be used as

a specific; for what did good in one case, did harm in another.

Strong and weak constitutions proved equally incapable of

resistance, all alike being swept away, although dieted with

the utmost precaution. By far the most terrible feature in the

malady was the dejection which ensued when any one felt

himself sickening, for the despair into which they instantly
fell took away their power of resistance, and left them a much
easier prey to the disorder

;
besides which, there was the awful

spectacle of men dying like sheep, through having caught the

infection in nursing each other. This caused the greatest mor-

tality. On the one hand, if they were afraid to visit each other,

they perished from neglect; indeed many houses were emptied
of their inmates for want of a nurse: on the other, if they
ventured to do so, death was the consequence. This was espe-

cially the case with such as made any pretensions to goodness:
honour made them unsparing of themselves in their attend-

ance in their friends' houses, where even the members of the

family were at last worn out by the moans of the dying, and
succumbed to the force of the disaster. Yet it was with those
who had recovered from the disease that the sick and the

dying found most compassion. These knew what it was from

experience, and had now no fear for themselves
;
for the same

man was never attacked twice never at least fatally. And
such persons not only received the congratulations of others,
but themselves also, in the elation of the moment, half enter-

tained the vain hope that they were for the future safe from

any disease whatsoever.

An aggravation of the existing calamity was the influx from
die country into the city, and this was especially felt by the
new arrivals. As there were no houses to receive them, they
had to be lodged at the hot season of the year in stifling cabins,
where the mortality raged without restraint. The bodies of

dying men lay one upon another, and half-dead creatures
reeled about the streets and gathered round all the fountains
in their longing for water. The sacred places also in which they
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had quartered themselves were full of corpses of persons that

jhad died there, just as they were; for as the disaster passed
all bounds, men, not knowing what was to become of them,
became utterly careless of everything, whether sacred or pro-
fane. All the burial rites before in use were entirely upset>
and they buried the bodies as best they could. Many from

want of the proper appliances, through so many of their

friends having died already, had recourse to the most shame-

less sepultures: sometimes getting the start of those who had

raised a pile, they threw their own dead body upon the

stranger's pyre and ignited it; sometimes they tossed the

corpse which they were carrying on the top of another that

was burning, and so went off.

Nor was this the only form of lawless extravagance which

owed its origin to the plague. Men now coolly ventured on

wha'; they had formerly done in a corner, and not just as

they pleased, seeing the rapid transitions produced by persons
in prosperity suddenly dying and those who before had noth-

ing succeeding to their property. So they resolved to spend

quickly and enjoy themselves, regarding their lives and riches

as alike things of a day. Perseverance in what men called

honour was popular with none, it was so uncertain whether

they would be spared to attain the object; but it was settled

that present enjoyment, and all that contributed to it, was

both honourable and useful. Fear of gods or law of man there

was none to restrain them. As for the first, they judged it to

be just the same whether they worshipped them or not, as

they saw all alike perishing; and for the last, no one expected
to live to be brought to trial for his offences, but each felt that

a far severer sentence had been already passed upon them all

and hung ever over their heads, and before this fell it was only
reasonable to enjoy life a little.

Such was the nature of the calamity, and heavily did it

weigh on the Athenians; death raging within the city and

devastation without. Among other things which they remem-

bered in their distress was, very naturally, the following vers?

which the old men said had long ago been uttered:

* A Dorian war shall come and with it death.'

So a dispute arose as to whether dearth and not death hac?
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aot been the word in the verse; but at the present juncture,
it was of course decided in favour of the latter; for the people
made their recollection fit in with their sufferings. I fancy,

however, that if another Dorian war should ever afterwards
come upon us, and a dearth should happen to accompany it,

the verse will probably be read accordingly. The oracle also

which had been given to the Lacedaemonians was now remem-
bered by those who knew of it. When the God was asked

whether they should go to war, he answered that if they put
their might into it, victory would be theirs, and that he would
himself be with them. With this oracle events were supposed
to tally. For the plague broke out so soon as the Pelopon-
nesians invaded Attica, and never entering Peloponnese (not
at least to an extent worth noticing), committed its worst

ravages at Athens, and next to Athens, at the most populous
of the other towns. Such was the history of the plague.

After ravaging the plain the Peloponnesians advanced into

the Paralian region as far as Laurium, where the Athenian
silver mines are, and first laid waste the side looking towards

Peloponnese, next that which faces Euboea and Andres. But

Pericles, who was still general, held the same opinion as in

the former invasion, and would not let the Athenians march
out against them.

However while they were still in the plain, and had not yet
entered the Paralian land, he had prepared an armament of a
hundred ships for Peloponnese, and when all was ready put
out to sea. On board the ships he took four thousand Athenian

heavy infantry, and three hundred cavalry in horse transports,
then for the first time made out of old galleys; fifty Chian and
Lesbian vessels also joining in the expedition. When this

Aihenian armament put out to sea, they hft the Pelopon-
nesians in Attica in the Paralian region. Arriving at Epidaurus
in Peloponnese they ravaged most of the territory, and even
had hopes of taking the town by an assault: in this however

they were not successful. Putting out from Epidaurus, they
laid waste the teiritory of Troezen, Halieis, and Hermione, ail

towns on the coast of Peloponnese, and thence sailing to

Prasiai, a maritime town in Laconia, ravaged part of its terri-

tory, and took and sacked the place itself; after which they
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returned home, but found the Peioponnesians gone and no

longer in Attica.

During the whole time that the Peioponnesians were in

Attica and the Athenians on the expedition in their ships,
men kept dying of the plague both in the armament and in

Athens. Indeed it was actually asserted that the departure
of the Peioponnesians was hastened by fear of the disorder;
as they heard from deserters that it was in the city, and also

could see the burials going on. Yet in this invasion they re-

mained longer than in any other, and ravaged the whole

country, for they were about forty days in Attica.

The same summer Hagnon, son of Nicias, and Cleopompus.
son of Clinias, the colleagues of Pericles, took the armament
of which he had lately made use, and went off upon an expedi-
tion against the Chalcidians in the direction of Thrace and

Potidsea, which was still under siege. As soon as they arrived,

they brough/ ip their eogiDefv 3gainst Potidsea and tried every
means of ttfa ig it, but &ii a&l succeed either in capturing the

city or in doing anything else worthy of their preparations.
For the plague attacked them here also, and committed such

havoc as to cripple them completely, even the previously

healthy soldiers of the former expedition catching the infec-

tion from Hagnon's troops; while Phormio and the sixteen

hundred men whom he commanded only escaped by being no

longer in the neighbourhood of the Chalcidians. The end of

it was that Hagnon returned with his ships to Athens, having
lost one thousand and fifty out of four thousand heavy infan-

try in about forty days; though the soldiers stationed there

before remained in the country and carried on the siege of

Potidsea.

After the second invasion of the Peioponnesians a change
came over the spirit of the Athenians. Their land had now
been twice laid waste; and war and pestilence at once pressed

heavy upon them. They began to find fault with Pericles, as

the author of the war and the cause of all their misfortunes,
and became eager to come to terms with Lacedaemon, and

actually sent ambassadors thither, who did not however suc-

ceed in their mission. Their despair was now complete and
all vented itself upon Pericles. When he saw them exasperated
at the present turn of affairs and acting exactly as he had
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anticipated, he called an assembly, being (it must be remem-

bered) still general, with the double object of restoring con-

fidence and of leading them from these angry feelings to a

calmer and more hopeful state of mind. He accordingly came
forward and spoke as follows:

'I was not unprepared for the indignation of which I have

been the object, as I know its causes; and I have called an

assembly for the purpose of reminding you upon certain

points, and of protesting against your being unreasonably irri-

tated with me, or cowed by your sufferings. I am of opinion

that national greatness is more for the advantage of private

citizens, than any individual well-being coupled with public

humiliation. A man may be personally ever so well off, and

yet if his country be ruined he must be ruined with it; whereas

a flourishing commonwealth always affords chances of salva-

tion to unfortunate individuals. Since then a state can support
the misfortunes of private citizens, while they cannot support

hers, it is surely the duty of every one to be forward in her

defence, and not like you to be so confounded with your
domestic afflictions as to give up all thoughts of the common

safety, and to blame me for having counselled war and your-
selves for having voted it. And yet if you are angry with me,
it is with one who, as I believe, is second to no man either

in knowledge of the proper policy, or in the ability to expound
it, and who is moreover not only a patriot but an honest one.

A man possessing that knowledge without that faculty of

exposition might as well have no idea at all on the matter:

if he had both these gifts, but no love for his country, he would
be but a cold advocate for her interests; while were his

patriotism not proof against bribery, everything would go
for a price. So that if you thought that I was even moderately

distinguished for these qualities when you took my advice

and went to war, there is certainly no reason now why I should

be charged with having done wrong.
'For those of course who have a free choice in the matter

and whose fortunes are not at stake, war is the greatest of

follies. But if the only choice was between submission with
loss of independence, and danger with the hope of preserving
that independence, in such a case it is he who will not accept
the risk that deserves blame, not he who will. I am the same
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man and do not alter, It is you who change, since m fact you
took my advice while unhurt, and waited for misfortune to

repent of it; and the apparent error of my policy lies in the

infirmity of your resolution, since the suffering that It entails

is being felt by every one among you, while its advantage is

still remote and obscure to all, and a great and sudden reverse

having befallen you, your mind is too much depressed to per-
severe in your resolves. For before what is sudden, unexpected,
and least within calculation the spirit quails; and putting all

else aside, the plague has certainly been an emergency of this

kind. Born, however, as you are, citizens of a great state, and

brought up, as you have been, with habits equal to your birth
s

you should be ready to face the greatest disasters and still to

keep unimpaired the lustre of your name. For the judgment of

mankind is as relentless to the weakness that falls short of a

recognised renown, as it is jealous of the arrogance that aspires

higher than Its due. Cease then to grieve for your private

afflictions, and address yourselves instead to the safety of the

commonwealth.
'If you shrink before the exertions which the war makes

necessary, and fear that after all they may not have a happy
result, you know the reasons by which I have often demon-
strated to you the groundlessness of your apprehension. If

those are not enough, I will now reveal an advantage arising
from the greatness of your dominion, which I think has never

yet suggested itself to you, which I never mentioned in my
previous speeches, and which has so bold a sound that I should

scarce adventure it now, were it not for the unnatural depres-
sion which I see around me. You perhaps think that your
empire extends only over your allies; I will declare to you the

truth. The visible field of action has two parts, land and sea.

In the whole of one of these you are completely supreme, not

merely as far as you use it at present, but also to what further

extent you may think fit: in fine, your naval resources are

such that your vessels may go where they please, without the

king or any other nation on earth being able to stop them. So

that although you may think it a great privation to lose the

use of your land and houses, still you must see that this power
is something widely different; and instead of fretting on their

account, you should really regard them in the light of the
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gardens and other accessories that embellish a great fortune,

and as, in comparison, of little moment. You should know too

that liberty preserved by your efforts will easily recover for

us what we have lost, while, the knee once bowed, even what

you have will pass from you. Your fathers receiving these

possessions not from others, but from themselves, did not let

slip what their labour had acquired, but delivered them safe

to you; and in this respect at least you must prove yourselves

their equals, remembering that to lose what one has got is

more disgraceful than to be baulked in getting, and you must

confront your enemies not merely with spirit but with dis-

dain. Confidence indeed a blissful ignorance can impart, ay,

even to a coward's breast, but disdain is the privilege of those

who, like us, have been assured by reflexion of their superi-

ority to their adversary. And where the chances are the same,

knowledge fortifies courage by the contempt which is its con-

sequence, its trust being placed, not in hope, which is the

prop of the desperate, but in a judgment grounded upon exist-

ing resources, whose anticipations are more to be depended

upon.

'Again, your country has a right to your services in sus-

taining the glories of her position. These are a common source

of pride to you all, and you cannot decline the burdens of

empire and still expect to share its honours. You should re-

member also that what you are fighting against is not merely

slavery as an exchange for independence, but also loss of

empire and danger from the animosities incurred in its exer-

cise. Besides, to recede is no longer possible, if indeed any of

you in the alarm of the moment has become enamoured of the

honesty of such an "unambitious part. For what you hold is,

to speak somewhat plainly, a tyranny; to take it perhaps
was wrong, but to let it go is unsafe. And men of these retiring

views, making converts of others, would quickly ruin a state;
indeed the result would be the same if they could live inde-

pendent by themselves
;
for the retiring and unambitious are

never secure without vigorous protectors at their side
;
in fine,

such qualities are useless to an imperial city, though they may
help a dependency to an unmolested servitude.

'But you must not be seduced by citizens like these nor be

angry with me, who, if I voted for war, only did as you did
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yourselves, in spite of the enemy having invaded your coun-

try and done what you could be certain that he would do, if you
refused to comply with his demands; and although besides

what we counted for, the plague has come upon us the only

point indeed at which our calculation has been at fault. It is

this, I know, that has had a large share in making me more

unpopular than I should otherwise have been, quite unde-

servedly, unless you are also prepared to give me the credit of

any success with which chance may present you. Besides, the

hand of Heaven must be borne with resignation, that of the

enemy with fortitude; this was the old way at Athens, and do

not you prevent it being so still. Remember, too, that if youi

country has the greatest name in all the world, it is because

she never bent before disaster; because she has expended
more life and effort in war than any other city, and has won
for herself a power greater than any hitherto known, the

memory of which will descend to the latest posterity; even

if now, in obedience to the general law of decay, we should

ever be forced to yield, still it will be remembered that we
held rule over more Hellenes than any other Hellenic state,

that we sustained the greatest wars against their united or

separate powers, and inhabited a city unrivalled by any other

in resources or magnitude. These glories may incur the cen-

sure of the slow and unambitious
;
but in the breast of energy

they will awake emulation, and in those who must remain

without them an envious regret. Hatred and unpopularity
at the moment have fallen to the lot of all who have aspired

to rule others; but where odium must be incurred, true wisdom

incurs it for the highest objects. Hatred also is short-lived;

but that which makes the splendour of the present and the

glory of the future remains for ever unforgotten. Make your

decision, therefore, for glory then and honour now, and attain

both objects by instant and zealous effort: do not send heralds

to Lacedsemon, and do not betray any sign of being oppressed

by your present sufferings, since they whose minds are least

sensitive to calamity, and whose hands are most quick to

meet it, are the greatest men and the greatest communities.
1

Such were the arguments by which Pericles tried to cure

the Athenians of their anger against him and to divert theii

thoughts from their immediate afflictions. As a community
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he succeeded in convincing them; they not only gave up all

idea of sending to Lacedaemon, but applied themselves with

increased energy to the war
;

still as private individuals they
could not help smarting under their sufferings, the common
people having been deprived of the little that they ever pos-

sessed, while the higher orders had lost fine properties with

costly establishments and buildings in the country, and, worst
of all, had war instead of peace. In fact, the public feeling

against him did not subside until he had been fined. Not long

afterwards, however, according to the way of the multitude,

they again elected him general and committed all their affairs

to his hands, having now become less sensitive to their private
and domestic afflictions, and understanding that he was the

best man of all for the public necessities. For as long as he
was at the head of the state during the peace, he pursued a
moderate and conservative policy; and in his time its great-
ness was at its height. When the war broke out, here also he
seems to have rightly gauged the power of his country. He
outlived its commencement two years and six months, and
the correctness of his previsions respecting it became better

known by his death. He told them to wait quietly, to pay
attention to their marine, to attempt no new conquests, and
to expose the city to no hazards during the war, and doing
this, promised them a favourable result. What they did was
the very contrary, allowing private ambitions and private

interests, in matters apparently quite foreign to the war, to

lead them into projects unjust both to themselves and to their

allies projects whose success would only conduce to the
honour and advantage of private persons, and whose failure

entailed certain disaster on the country in the war. The causes
of this are not far to seek. Pericles indeed, by his rank, ability,
and known integrity, was enabled to exercise an independent
control over the multitude in short, to lead them instead of

being led by them; for as he never sought power by improper
means, he was never compelled to flatter them, but, on the

contrary, enjoyed so high an estimation that he could afford
to anger them by contradiction. Whenever he saw them un-

seasonably and insolently elated, he would with a word re-

duce them to alarm; on the other hand, if they fell victims
to a panic, he could at once restore them to confidence. In
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short, what was nominally a democracy became in his hands

government by the first citizen. With his successors it was
different. More on a level with one another, and each grasping
at supremacy, they ended by committing even the conduct

of state affairs to the whims of the multitude. This, as might
have been expected in a great and sovereign state, produced a

host of blunders, and amongst them the Sicilian expedition;

though this failed not so much through a miscalculation of

the power of those against whom it was sent, as through a
fault in the senders in not taking the best measures after-

wards to assist those who had gone out, but choosing rather

to occupy themselves with private cabals for the leadership
of the commons, by which they not only paralysed operations
in the field, but also first introduced civil discord at home. Yet
after losing most of their fleet besides other forces in Sicily,

and with faction already dominant in the city, they could

still for three years make head against their original adver-

saries, joined not only by the Sicilians, but also by their own
allies nearly all in revolt, and at last by the king's son, Cyrus,
who furnished the funds for the Peloponnesian navy. Nor did

they finally succumb till they fell the victims of their own
intestine disorders. So superfluously abundant were the re-

sources from which the genius of Pericles foresaw an easy

triumph in the war over the unaided forces of the Pelopon-*

nesians.

During the same summer the Lacedaemonians and their

allies made an expedition with a hundred ships against

Zacynthus, an island lying off the coast of Elis, peopled by a

colony of Achseans from Peloponnese, and in alliance with

Athens. There were a thousand Lacedaemonian heavy infantry
on board, and Cnemus, a Spartan, as admiral. They made a

descent from their ships, and ravaged most of the country;
but as the inhabitants would not submit, they sailed back

home.
At the end of the same summer the Corinthian Aristeus,

Aneristus, Nicolaus, and Pratodamus, envoys from Lace-

dsemon, Timagoras, a Tegean, and a private individual named
Pollis from Argos, on their way to Asia to persuade the king
to supply funds and join in the war, came to Sitalces, son of

Teres in Thrace, with the idea of inducing him, if possible, tT
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forsake the alliance of Athens and to march on Potidsea then

besieged by an Athenian force, and also of getting conveyed
by his means to their destination across the Hellespont to

Pharnabazus, who was to send them up the country to the

king. But there chanced to be with Sitalces some Athenian

ambassadors, Learchus, son of Caliimachus, and Ameiniades,
son of Philemon, who persuaded Sitalces

5

son
; Sadocus, the

new Athenian citizen, to put the men into their hands and
thus prevent their crossing over to the king and doing their

part to injure the country of his choice. He accordingly had
them seized, as they were travelling through Thrace to the
vessel in which they were to cross the Hellespont, by a party
whom he had sent on with Learchus and Ameiniades, and

gave orders for their delivery to the Athenian ambassadors,
by whom they were brought to Athens. On their arrival, the

Athenians, afraid that Aristeus, who had been notably the

prime mover in the previous affairs of Potidsea and their

Thracian possessions, might live to do them still more mis-
chief if he escaped, slew them all the same day, without giving
them a trial or hearing the defence which they wished to offer,
and cast their bodies into a pit; thinking themselves justified
in using in retaliation the same mode of warfare which the
Lacedaemonians had begun, when they slew and cast into pits
aU the Athenian and allied traders whom they caught on
board the merchantmen round Peloponnese. Indeed, at the
outset of the war, the Lacedaemonians butchered as enemies
all whom they took on the sea, whether allies of Athens or
neutrals.

About the same time towards the close of the summer, the
Ambraciot forces, with a number of barbarians that they had
raised, marched against the Amphilochian Argos and the rest
of that country. The origin of their enmity against the Argives
was this. This Argos and the rest of Amphilochia were colo-
nised by Amphilochus, son of Amphiaraus. Dissatisfied with
the state of affairs at home on his return thither after the
Trojan war, he built this city in the Ambracian gulf, and
named It Argos after his own country. This was the largest
town in Amphilochia, and its inhabitants the most powerful.
Under the pressure of misfortune many generations after-

wards, they called in the Ambraciots, their neighbours on the
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Amphilochian border, to join their colony; and it was by this

union with the Arnbraciots that they learnt their present Hel-
lenic speech, the rest of the Amphilochians being barbarians.
After a time the Arnbraciots expelled the Argives and held the

city themselves. Upon this the Amphilochians gave themselves
over to the Acaraanians; and the two together called the

Athenians, who sent them Phormio as general and thirty

ships; upon whose arrival they took Argos by storm, and
made slaves of the Arnbraciots; and the Amphilochians and
Acarnanians inhabited the town in common. After this began
the alliance between the Athenians and Acarnanians. The
enmity of the Arnbraciots against the Argives thus commenced
with the enslavement of their citizens; and afterwards during
the war they collected this armament among themselves and
the Chaonians, and other of the neighbouring barbarians.
Arrived before Argos, they became masters of the country;
but not being successful hi their attacks upon the town, re-

turned home and dispersed among their different peoples.
Such were the events of the summer. The ensuing winter the

Athenians sent twenty ships round Peloponnese, under the

command of Phormio, who stationed himself at Naupactus
and kept watch against any one sailing in or out of Corinth

and the Crissaean gulf. Six others went to Caria and Lycia
under Melesander, to collect tribute in those parts, and also

to prevent the Peloponnesian privateers from taking up their

station in those waters and molesting the passage of the mer-
chantmen from Phaselis and Phoenicia and the adjoining
continent. However, Melesander, going up the country into

Lycia with a force of Athenians from the ships and the allies,

was defeated and killed in battle, with the loss of a number
of his troops.
The same winter the Potidaeans at length found themselves

no longer able to hold out against their besiegers. The inroads

of the Peloponnesians into Attica had not had the desired

effect of making the Athenians raise the siege. Provisions

there were none left
;
and so far had distress for food gone in

Potidaea that, besides a number of other horrors, instances had
even occurred of the people having eaten one another. So in

this extremity they at last made proposals for capitulating tc

the Athenian generals in command against them, Xenophon
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son of Euripides, Hestiodorus, son of Aristocleides, and

Phanomachus, son of Callimachus. The generals accepted
their proposals, seeing the sufferings of the army in so exposed
a position; besides which the state had already spent two
thousand talents upon the siege. The terms of the capitulation

were as follows: a free passage out for themselves, their chil-

dren, wives and auxiliaries, with one garment apiece, the

women with two, and a fixed sum of money for their journey.
Under this treaty they went out to Chalcidice and other places,

according as was in their power. The Athenians, however,
blamed the generals for granting terms without instructions

from home, being of opinion that the place would have had to

surrender at discretion. They afterwards sent settlers of their

own to Potidsea, and colonised it. Such were the events of the

winter, and so ended the second year of this war of which

Thucydides was the historian.

CHAPTER VIII

THIRD YEAR OF THE WAR INVESTMENT OF PLAT^EA NAVAL
VICTORIES OF PHORMIO THRACIAN IRRUPTION INTO
MACEDONIA UNDER SITALCES

B.C. 429: Platceans appeal to Archidamus Platcea abides by Athenian
alliance Archidamus begins siege Building of defences Attempt
to burn town foiled Blockade begun Athenian- force defeated by
Chalddians Expedition against Acarnania Straiians repel attack

Phormio's strategy Athenian naval victory Preparations for
renewal of battle First advantages for Peloponnesians Athenians

gain decisive victory Plan of surprise attack upon Pirceus Pelo-

ponnesians repelled from Salamis Sitalces' expedition against Per-

diccas Pkormio in Acarnania.

THE next summer the Peloponnesians and their allies, instead

of invading Attica, marched against Platsea, under the com-
mand of Archidamus, son of Zeuxidamus, king of the Lace-

daemonians. He had encamped his army and was about to lay
vvaste the country, when the Plataeans hastened to send envoys
to him, and spoke as follows:

*Archidamus and Lacedsemo-

nians, in invading the Platsean territory, you do what is wrong
in itself, and worthy neither of yourselves nor of the fathers

who begot you. Pausanias, son of Cleombrotus, your country-

man, after freeing Hellas from the Medes with the help of
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those Hellenes who were willing to undertake the risk of the

battle fought near our city, offered sacrifice to Zeus the

Liberator in the market-place of Platsea, and calling all the

allies together restored to the Plateans their city and territory,

and declared it independent and inviolate against aggression
or conquest. Should any such be attempted, the allies present
were to help according to their power. Your fathers rewarded
us thus for the courage and patriotism that we displayed at

that perilous epoch; but you do just the contrary, coming
with our bitterest enemies, the Thebans, to enslave us. We
appeal, therefore, to the gods to whom the oaths were then

made, to the gods of your ancestors, and lastly to those of our

country, and call upon you to refrain from violating our

territory or transgressing the oaths, and to let us live inde-

pendent, as Pausanias decreed/

The Plateans had got thus far when they were cut short

by Archidaxnus saying, 'There is justice, Plat^ans, in what

you say, if you act up to your words. According to the grant
of Pausanias, continue to be independent yourselves, and join
in freeing those of your fellow-countrymen who, after sharing
in the perils of that period, joined in the oaths to you, and are

now subject to the Athenians; for it is to free them and the

rest that all this provision and war has been made. I could

wish that you would share our labours and abide by the oaths

yourselves; if this is impossible, do what we have already

required of you remain neutral, enjoying your own; join

neither side, but receive both as friends, neither as allies for

the war. With this we shall be satisfied.' Such were the words
of Archidamus. The Plataeans, after hearing what he had to

say, went into the city and acquainted the people with what
had passed, and presently returned for answer that it was

impossible for them to do what he proposed without consulting
the Athenians, with whom their children and wives now were

;

besides which they had their fears for the town. After his

departure, what was to prevent the Athenians from coming
and taking it out of their hands, or the Thebans, who would
be included in the oaths, from taking advantage of the pro-

posed neutrality to make a second attempt to seize the city?

Upon these points he tried to reassure them by saying: 'You

"have only to deliver over the city and houses to us Lace-
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dsemonians, to point out the boundaries of }^our land, the

number of your fruit-trees, and whatever else can be numeri-

cally stated, and yourselves to withdraw wherever you like

as long as the war shall last. When it is over we will restore

to you whatever we received, and in the interim hold it in

trust and keep it in cultivation, paying you a sufficient allow-

ance/

When they had heard what he had to say, they re-entered

the city, and after consulting with the people said that they
wished first to acquaint the Athenians with this proposal, and
in the event of their approving to accede to it; in the meantime

they asked him to grant them a truce and not to lay waste

their territory. He accordingly granted a truce for the number
of days requisite for the journey, and meanwhile abstained

from ravaging their territory. The Plataean envoys went to

Athens, and consulted with the Athenians, and returned with

the following message to those in the city:
cThe Athenians

say, Platseans, that they never hitherto, since we became their

allies, on any occasion abandoned us to an enemy, nor will

they now neglect us, but will help us according to their ability;

and they adjure you by the oaths which your fathers swore, to

keep the alliance unaltered.
3

On the delivery of this message by the envoys, the Platseans

resolved not to be unfaithful to the Athenians but to endure>
if it must be, seeing their lands laid waste and any other

trials that might come to them, and not to send out again,
but to answer from the wall that it was impossible for them
to do as the Lacedaemonians proposed. As soon as he had
received this answer, King Archidamus proceeded first to

make a solemn appeal to the gods and heroes of the country
in words following:

cYe gods and heroes of the Plataean

territory, be my witnesses that not as aggressors originally,

nor until these had first departed from the common oath, did

we invade this land, in which our fathers offered you their

prayers before defeating the Medes, and which you made

auspicious to the Hellenic arms; nor shall we be aggressors
in the measures to which we may now resort, since we have
made many fair proposals but have not been successful. Gra-

ciously accord that those who were the first to offend may
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be punished for it, and that vengeance may be attained by
those who would righteously inflict it.

5

After this appeal to the gods Archidamus put his army in

motion. First he enclosed the town with a palisade formed of

the fruit-trees which they cut down, to prevent further egress
from Plataea; next day they threw up a mound against the

city, hoping that the largeness of the force employed would
insure the speedy reduction of the place. They accordingly
cut down timber from Cithsgron, and built it up on either

side, laying it like lattice-work to serve as a wall to keep the

mound from spreading abroad, and carried to it wood and
stones and earth and whatever other material might help to

complete it. They continued to work at the mound for seventy

days and nights without intermission, being divided into relief

parties to allow of some being employed in carrying while

others took sleep and refreshment; the Lacedaemonian officer

attached to each contingent keeping the men to the work.
But the Platsans observing the progress of the mound, con-

structed a wall of wood and fixed it upon that part of the

city wall against which the mound was being erected, and
built up bricks inside it which they took from the neighbouring
nouses. The timbers served to bind the building together, and
to prevent its becoming weak as it advanced in height; it had
also a covering of skins and hides, which protected the wood-

work against the attacks of burning missiles and allowed the

men to work in safety. Thus the wall was raised to a great

height, and the mound opposite made no less; rapid progress.
The Platseans also thought of another expedient; they pulled
out part of the wall upon which the mound abutted, and
carried the earth into the city.

Discovering this the Peloponnesians twhted up clay in

wattles of reed and threw it into the breach formed in the

mound, in order to give It consistency and prevent its being
carried away like the soil. Stopped in this way the Platseans

changed their mode of operation, and digging a mine from

the town calculated their way under the mound, and began
to carry off its material as before. This went on for a long
while without the enemy outside finding it out, so that for all

they threw on the top their mound made no progress in propor-

tion, being carried away from beneath and constantly settling
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down in the vacuum. But the Platseans fearing that even thus

they might not be able to hold out against the superior num-
bers of the enemy, had yet another invention. They stopped

working at the large building in front of the mound, and

starting at either end of it inside from the old low wall, built

a new one in the form of a crescent running in towards the

town; in order that in the event of the great wall being taken

this might remain, and the enemy have to throw up a fresh

mound against it, and as they advanced within might not only
have their trouble over again, but also be exposed to missiles

on their flanks. While raising the mound the Peloponnesians
&lso brought up engines against the city, one of which was

brought up upon the mound against the great building and
shook down a good piece of it, to the no small alarm of the

Plataeans. Others were advanced against different parts of the

wall but were lassoed and broken by the Plataeans
;
who also

hung up great beams by long iron chains from either extremity
of two poles laid on the wall and projecting over it, and drew
them up at an angle whenever any point was threatened by
the engine, and loosing their hold let the beam go with its

chains slack, so that it fell with a run and snapped off the
nose of the battering ram.

After this the Peloponnesians, finding that their engines
effected nothing, and that their mound was met by the counter-

work, concluded that their present means of offence were

unequal to the taking of the city, and prepared for its circum-
vallation. First, however, they determined to try the effects

of fire and see whether they could not, with the help of a

wind, burn the town as it was not a large one; indeed they
thought of every possible expedient by which the place might
be reduced without the expense of a blockade. They accord-

ingly brought faggots of brushwood and threw them from the

*nound, first into the space between it and the wall; and this

soon becoming full from the number of hands at work, they
next heaped the faggots up as far into the town as they could
reach from the top, and then lighted the wood by setting fire

to it with sulphur and pitch. The consequence was a fire

greater than any one had ever yet seen produced by human
agency, though it could not of course be compared to the

spontaneous conflagrations sometimes known to occur through
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the wind rubbing the branches of a mountain forest together.
And this fire was not only remarkable for its magnitude, but

was also, at the end of so many perils, within an ace of proving
fatal to the Platseans

;
a great part of the town became entirely

inaccessible, and had a wind blown upon it, in accordance
with the hopes of the enemy, nothing could have saved them.
As it was, there is also a story of heavy rain and thunder

having come on by which the fire was put out and the danger
averted.

Failing in this last attempt the Peioponnesians left a portion
of their forces on the spot, dismissing the rest, and built a wall

of circumvallation round the town, dividing the ground among
the various cities present; a ditch being made within and
without the lines, from which they got their bricks. All being
finished by about the rising of Arcturus, they left men enough
to man half the wall, the rest being manned by the Boeotians^
and drawing off their army dispersed to their several cities.

The Plataeans had before sent off their wives and children and
oldest men and the mass of the noncombatants to Athens; so

that the number of the besieged left in the place comprised
four hundred of their own citizens, eighty Athenians, and a

hundred and ten women to bake their bread. This was the

sum total at the commencement of the siege, and there was
no one else within the walls, bond or free. Such were the

arrangements made for the blockade of Platsea.

The same summer and simultaneously with the expedition

against Plataea, the Athenians marched with two thousand

heavy infantry and two hundred horse against the Chaicidians

in the direction of Thrace and the Bottiseans, just as the corn

was getting ripe, under the command of Xenophon, son of

Euripides, with two colleagues. Arriving before Spartolus in

Bottisea, they destroyed the corn and had some hopes of the

city coming over through the intrigues of a faction within.

But those of a different way of thinking had sent to Olynthus;
and a garrison of heavy infantry and other troops arrived

accordingly. These issuing from Spartolus were engaged by
the Athenians in front of the town: the Chalcidian heavy

infantry, and some auxiliaries with them, were beaten and

retreated into Spartolus; but the Chalcidian horse and light

troops defeated the horse and light troops of the Athenians-
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The Chalcidians had already a few targeteers from Crusis,

and presently after the battle were joined by some others from

Olynthus ; upon seeing whom the light troops from Spartolus,
emboldened by this accession and by their previous success,

with the help of the Chalcidian horse and the reinforcement

just arrived again attacked the Athenians, who retired upon
the two divisions which they had left with their baggage.
Whenever the Athenians advanced, their adversary gave way,

pressing them with missiles the instant they began to retire.

The Chalcidian horse also, riding up and charging them just

is they pleased, at last caused a panic amongst them and
routed and pursued them to a great distance. The Athenians

took refuge in Potidsea, and afterwards recovered their dead
under truce, and returned to Athens with the remnant of their

army; four hundred and thirty men and all the generals hav-

ing fallen. The Chalcidians and Bottiaeans set up a trophy,
took up their dead, and dispersed to their several cities.

The same summer, not long after this, the Ambraciots and

Chaonians, being desirous of reducing the whole of Acarnania

and detaching it from Athens, persuaded the Lacedsemonians

to equip a fleet from their confederacy and send a thousand

heavy infantry to Acarnania, representing that if a combined
movement were made by land and sea, the coast Acarnanians

would be unable to march, and the conquest of Zacynthus and

Cephallenia easily following on the possession of Acarnania,
the cruise round Peloponnese would be no longer so con-

venient for the Athenians. Besides which there was a hope of

taking Naupactus. The Lacedsemonians accordingly at once

sent off a few vessels with Cnemus, who was still high admiral,
and the heavy infantry on board; and sent round orders for

the fleet to equip as quickly as possible and sail to Leucas. The
Corinthians were the most forward in the business; the Am-
braciots being a colony of theirs. While the ships from

Corinth, Sicyon and the neighbourhood were getting ready,
and those from Leucas, Anactorium and Ambracia, which had
arrived before, were waiting for them at Leucas, Cnemus and
Ws thousand heavy infantry had run into the gulf, giving the

slip to Phormio, the commander of the Athenian squadron
stationed off Naupactus, and began at once to prepare for the

'and expedition. The Hellenic troops with him consisted of
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the Ambraciots, Leucadians, and Anactorianb, and the thou-

sand Peloponnesians with whom he came; the barbarian of a
thousand Chaonians, who, belonging to a nation that has no

king, were led by Photys and Nicanor, the two members of

the royal family to whom the chieftainship for that year had

been confided. With the Chaonians came also some Thespro-

tians, like them without a king, some Molossians and Atinta-

nians led by Sabylinthus, the guardian of king Tharyps who
was still a minor, and some Paravseans, under their King
Orcedus, accompanied by a thousand Orestians, subjects of

King Antiochus and placed by him under the command of

Orcedus. There were also a thousand Macedonians sent by
Perdiccas without the knowledge of the Athenians, but they
arrived too late. With this force Cnemus set out, without

waiting for the fleet from Corinth. Passing through the

territory of Amphilochian Argos, and sacking the open village

of Limnsea, they advanced to Stratus the Acarnanian capital;

this once taken, the rest of the country, they felt convinced

would speedily follow.

The Acarnanians, finding themselves invaded by a large

army by land, and from the sea threatened by a hostile fleet,

made no combined attempt at resistance, but remained to

defend their homes, and sent for help to Phormio, who replied

that when a fleet was on the point of sailing from Corinth, it

was impossible for him to leave Naupactus unprotected. The

Peloponnesians meanwhile and their allies advanced upon
Stratus in three divisions, with the intention of encamping
near it and attempting the wall by force if they failed ta

succeed by negotiation. The order of march was as follows:

the centre was occupied by the Chaonians and the rest of the

barbarians, with the Leucadians and Anactorians and their

followers on the right, and Cnemus with the Peloponnesians

and Ambraciots on the left; each division being a long way
off from, and sometimes even out of sight of, the others. The

Hellenes advanced in good order, keeping a look-out till they

encamped in a good position; but the Chaonians, filled with

self-confidence, and having the highest character for courage

among the tribes of that part of the continent, without waiting

to occupy their camp, rushed on with the rest of the bar-

barians, in the idea that they should take the town by assault
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and obtain the sole glory of the enterprise. While they were

coming on, the Stratians, becoming aware how things stood,
and thinking that the defeat of this division would consider-

ably dishearten the Hellenes behind it, occupied the environs

of the town with ambuscades, and as soon as they approached

engaged them at close quarters from the city and the ambus-

cades. A panic seizing the Chaonians, great numbers of them
were slain; and as soon as they were seen to give way the rest

of the barbarians turned and fled. Owing to the distance by
which their allies had preceded them, neither of the Hellenic

divisions knew anything of the battle, but fancied they were

hastening on to encamp. However, when the flying barbarians

broke in upon them, they opened their ranks to receive them,

brought their divisions together, and stopped quiet where they
were for the day; the Stratians not offering to engage them,
as the rest of the Acarnanians had not yet arrived, but con-

tenting themselves with slinging at them from a distance,

which distressed them greatly, as there was no stirring without

their armour. The Acarnanians would seem to excel in this

mode of warfare.

As soon as night fell, Cnemus hastily drew off his army to

the river Anapus, about nine miles from Stratus, recovering
his dead next day under truce, and being there joined by the

friendly (Eniadas, fell back upon their city before the enemy's
reinforcements came up. From hence each returned home

;
and

the Stratians set up a trophy for the battle with the barbarians.

Meanwhile the fleet from Corinth and the rest of the con-

federates in the Crissaean gulf, which was to have co-operated
with Cnemus and prevented the coast Acarnanians from join-

ing their countrymen in the interior, was disabled from doing
so by being compelled about the same time as the battle at

Stratus to fight with Phormio and the twenty Athenian vessels

stationed at Naupactus. For they were watched, as they
coasted along out of the gulf, by Phormio, who wished to

attack in the open sea. But the Corinthians and allies had
started for Acarnania without any idea of fighting at sea, and
with vessels more like transports for carrying soldiers

;
besides

which, they never dreamed of the twenty Athenian ships ven-

turing to engage their forty-seven. However, while they were

coasting along their own shore, there were the Athenians
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sailing along in line with them ; and when they tried to cross

over from Patrse in Acfasea to the mainland on the other side,

on their way to Acarnania, they saw them again coming out

from Chalcis and the river Evenus to meet them. They
slipped from their moorings in the night, but were observed,
and were at length compelled to fight in mid passage. Each
state that contributed to the armament had its own general;
the Corinthian commanders were Machaon, Isocrates, and

Agatharchidas. The Peloponnesians ranged their vessels in as

large a circle as possible without leaving an opening, with the

prows outside and the sterns in; and placed within all the

small craft in company, and their five best sailers to issue out

at a moment's notice and strengthen any point threatened by
the enemy.
The Athenians, formed in line, sailed round and round them,

and forced them to contract their circle, by continually brush-

ing past and making as though they would attack at once,

having been previously cautioned by Phormio not to do so

till he gave the signal. His hope was that the Peloponnesians
would not retain their order like a force on shore, but that

the ships would fall foul of one another and the small craft

cause confusion; and if the wind should blow from the gulf

(in expectation of which he kept sailing round them, and

which usually rose towards morning), they would not, he

felt sure, remain steady an instant. He also thought that it

rested with him to attack when he pleased, as his ships were

better sailers, and that an attack timed by the coming of the

wind would tell best. When the wind came down, the enemy's

ships were now in a narrow space, and what with the wind

and the small craft dashing against them, at once fell into

confusion: ship fell foul of ship, while the crews were pushing
them off with poles, and by their shouting, swearing and strug-

gling with one another, made captains' orders and boatswains
5

cries alike inaudible, and through being unable for want of

practice to clear their oars in the rough water, prevented the

vessels from obeying their helmsmen properly. At this moment
Phormio gave the signal, and the Athenians attacked. Sinking
first one of the admirals, they then disabled all they came

across, so that no one thought of resistance for the confusion,

but fled for Patrae and Dyme in Achaea. The Athenians gave
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chase and captured twelve ships, and taking most of the men
out of them sailed to Molycriurn, and after setting up a trophy
on the promontory of Rhium and dedicating a ship to Posei-

don, returned to Naupactus. As for the Peloponnesians, they
at once sailed with their remaining ships along the coast from

Dyme and Patrse to Cyllene ?
the Eleian arsenal: where

Cnemus and the ships from Leucas that were to have joined

them, also arrived after the battle of Stratus.

The Lacedaemonians now sent to the fleet to Cnemus three

commissioners, Timocrates, Brasidas, and Lycophron, with

orders to prepare to engage again with better fortune, and
not to be driven from the sea by a few vessels; for they
could not at all account for their discomfiture, the less so as

it was their first attempt at sea; and they fancied that it was

not that their marine was so inferior, but that there had been

misconduct somewhere, not considering the long experience

of the Athenians as compared with the little practice which

they had had themselves. The commissioners were accordingly
sent in anger. As soon as they arrived they set to work with

Cnemus to order ships from the different states, and to put
those which they already had in fighting order. Meanwhile
Phorrnio sent word to Athens of their preparations and his

own victory, and desired as many ships as possible to be

speedily sent to him, as he stood in daily expectation of a

battle. Twenty were accordingly sent, but instructions were

given to their commander to go first to Crete. For Nicias, a
Cretan of Gortys, who was Proxcnus of the Athenians, had

persuaded them to sail against Cydonia, promising to procure
the reduction of that hostile town; his real wish being to

oblige the Polichnitans, neighbours of the Cydonians. He
accordingly went with the ships to Crete, and, accompanied by
the Polichnitans, laid waste the lands of the Cydonians; and,
what with adverse winds and stress of weather, wasted no
little time there.

While the Athenians were thus detained in Crete, the Pelo-

ponnesians in Cyllene got ready for battle, and coasted along
to Panormus in Achaea, where their land army had come to

support them. Phormio also coasted along to Molycrian
Rhium, and anchored outside it with twenty ships, the same
as he had fought with before. This Rhium was friendly to the
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Athenians. The other, in Peloponnese, lies opposite to It; the

sea between them is about three-quarters of a mile broad,
and forms the mouth of the Crissaean gulf. At this, the Achaean

Rhium, not far off Panormus, where their army lay, the Pelo-

ponnesians now cast anchor with seventy-seven ships, when
they saw the Athenians do so. For six or seven days they
remained opposite each other, practising and preparing for

the battle; the one resolved not to sail out of the Rhia into

the open sea, for fear of the disaster which had already hap-
pened to them, the other not to sail into the straits, thinking
it advantageous to the enemy to fight in the narrows. At last

Cnemus and Brasidas and the rest of the Peloponnesian com-

manders, being desirous of bringing on a battle as soon as

possible, before reinforcements should arrive from Athens, and

noticing that the men were most of them cowed by the pre-
vious defeat and out of heart for the business, first called them

together and encouraged them as follows:

Teloponnesians, the late engagement which may have made
some of you afraid of the one now in prospect, really gives no

just ground for apprehension. Preparation for it, as you know,
there was little enough; and the object of our voyage was not

so much to fight at sea as an expedition by land. Besides this,

the chances of war were largely against us; and perhaps also

inexperience had something to do with our failure in our first

naval action. It was not, therefore, cowardice that produced
our defeat, nor ought the determination which force has not

quelled, but which still has a word to say with its adversary,
to lose its edge from the result of an accident; but admitting
the possibility of a chance miscarriage, we should know that

brave hearts must be always brave, and while they remain so

can never put forward inexperience as an excuse for miscon-

duct. Nor are you so behind the enemy in experience as you
are ahead of him in courage; and although the science of your

opponents would, if valour accompanied it, have also the

presence of mind to carry out at an emergency the lesson it

has learnt, yet a faint heart will make all art powerless in the

face of danger. For fear takes away presence of mind, and
without valour art is useless. Against their superior experience
set your superior daring, and against the fear induced by
defeat the fact of your having been then unprepared: remem-
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her, too, that you have always the advantage of superior

numbers, and of engaging off your own coast, supported by
your heavy infantry; and as a rule, numbers and equipment

give victory. At no point, therefore, is defeat likely; and as

for our previous mistakes, the very fact of their occurrence

will teach us better for the future. Steersmen and sailors may,
therefore, confidently attend to their several duties, none

quitting the station assigned to them: as for ourselves, we

promise to prepare for the engagement at least as well as your

previous commanders, and to give no excuse for any one

misconducting himself. Should any insist on doing so, he shall

meet with the punishment he deserves, while the brave shall

be honoured with the appropriate rewards of valour.'

The Peloponnesian commanders encouraged their men after

this fashion. Phormio, meanwhile, being himself not without

fears for the courage of his men, and noticing that they were

forming in groups among themselves and were alarmed at the

odds against them, desired to call them together and give them
confidence and counsel in the present emergency. He had be-

fore continually told them, and had accustomed their minds
to the idea, that there was no numerical superiority that they
could not face; and the men themselves had long been per-
suaded that Athenians need never retire before any quantity
of Peloponnesian vessels. At the moment, however, he saw
that they were dispirited by the sight before them, and wishing
to refresh their confidence, called them together and spoke
as follows:

'I see, my men, that you are frightened by the number of

the enemy, and I have accordingly called you together, not

liking you to be afraid of what is not really terrible. In the

first place, the Peloponnesians, already defeated, and not

even themselves thinking that they are a match for us, have
not ventured to meet us on equal terms, but have equipped
this multitude of ships against us. Next, as to that upon which

they most rely, the courage which they suppose constitutional

to them, their confidence here only arises from the success

which their experience in land service usually gives them,
and which they fancy will do the same for them at sea. But
this advantage will in all justice belong to us on this element,
if to them on that; as they are not superior to us in courage,
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but we are each of us more confident, according to our experi-
ence in our particular department. Besides, as the Lacedae-
monians use their supremacy over the allies to promote
their own glory, they are most of them being brought into

danger against their will, or they would never, after such a
decided defeat, have ventured upon a fresh engagement. You
need not, therefore, be afraid of their dash. You. on the con-

trary, inspire a much greater and better founded alarm, both
because of your late victory and also of their belief that we
should not face them unless about to do something worthy
of a success so signal. An adversary numerically superior, like

the one before us, conies into action trusting more to strength
than to resolution

;
while he who voluntarily confronts tremen-

dous odds must have very great internal resources to draw

upon. For these reasons the Peloponnesians fear our irrational

audacity more than they would ever have done a more com-
mensurate preparation. Besides, many armaments have before
now succumbed to an inferior through want of skill or some-
times of courage; neither of which defects certainly are ours.

As to the battle, it shall not be, if I can help it, in the strait,

nor will I sail in there at all; seeing that in a contest between
a number of clumsily managed vessels and a small, fast, well-

handled squadron, want of sea room is an undoubted dis-

advantage. One cannot run down an enemy properly without

having a sight of Mm a good way off, nor can one retire at

need when pressed; one can neither break the line nor return

upon his rear, the proper tactics for a fast sailer
;
but the naval

action necessarily becomes a land one, in which numbers must
decide the matter. For all this I will provide as far as can
be. Do you stay at your posts by your ships, and be sharp at

catching the word of command, the more so as we are observ-

ing one another from so short a distance; and in action think

order and silence all important qualities useful in war gener-

ally, and in naval engagements in particular ;
and behave

before the enemy in a manner worthy of your past exploits.
The issues you will fight for are great to destroy the naval

hopes of the Peloponnesians or to bring nearer to the Athe-
nians their fears for the sea. And I may once more remind you
that you have defeated most of them already; and beaten men
do not face a danger twice with the same determination/
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Such was the exhortation of Phormio. The Peloponnesians

finding that the Athenians did not sail into the gulf and the

narrows, in order to lead them in whether they wished it or

not, put out at dawn, and forming four abreast, sailed inside

the gulf in the direction of their own country, the right wing
leading as they had lain at anchor. In this wing were placed

twenty of their best sailers
;
so that in the event of Phormio

thinking that their object was Naupactus, and coasting along
thither to save the place, the Athenians might not be able

to escape their onset by getting outside their wing, but might
be cut off by the vessels in question. As they expected, Phor-

mio, in alarm for the place at that moment emptied of its

garrison, as soon as he saw them, put out, reluctantly and

hurriedly embarked and sailed along shore; the Messenian
land forces moving along also to support him. The Pelo-

ponnesians seeing him coasting along with his ships in single

file, and by this inside the gulf and close in shore as they
so much wished, at one signal tacked suddenly and bore down
in line at their best speed on the Athenians, hoping to cut

off the whole squadron. The eleven leading vessels, however.

escaped the Peloponnesian wing and its sudden movement,
and reached the more open water; but the rest were over-

taken as they tried to run through, driven ashore and dis-

abled; such of the crews being slain as had not swum out

of them. Some of the ships the Peloponnesians lashed to their

own, and towed off empty; one they took with the men in it;

others were just being towed off, when they were saved by
the Messenians dashing into the sea with their armour and

fighting from the decks that they had boarded.

Thus far victory was with the Peloponnesians, and the

Athenian fleet destroyed; the twenty ships in the right wing
being meanwhile in chase of the eleven Athenian vessels that

had escaped their sudden movement and reached the more

open water. These, with the exception of one ship, all out-

sailed them and got safe into Naupactus, and forming close

in shore opposite the temple of Apollo, with their prows fac-

ing the enemy, prepared to defend themselves in case the

Peloponnesians should sail in shore against them. After a

while the Peloponnesians came up, chanting the psean for

their victory as they sailed on; the single Athenian ship re-
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maining being chased by a Leucadian far ahead of the rest.

But there happened to be a merchantman lying at anchor in

the roadstead, which the Athenian ship found time to sail

round, and struck the Leucadian in chase amidships and sank
her. An exploit so sudden and unexpected produced a panic

among the Peloponnesians ;
and having fallen out of order in

the excitement of victory, some of them dropped their oars

and stopped their way in order to let the main body come up
an unsafe thing to do considering how near they were to

the enemy's prows ;
while others ran aground in the shallows,

in their ignorance of the localities.

Elated at this incident, the Athenians at one word gave a

cheer, and dashed at the enemy, who, embarrassed by Ms
mistakes and the disorder in which he found himself, only
stood for an instant, and then fled for Panormus, whence he

had put out. The Athenians following on his heels took the

sis vessels nearest them, and recovered those of their own
which had been disabled close in shore and taken in tow at

the beginning of the action; they killed some of the crews and
took some prisoners. On board the Leucadian which went down
off the merchantman, was the Lacedaemonian Timocrates, who
killed himself when the ship was sunk, and was cast up in

the harbour of Naupactus. The Athenians on their return set

up a trophy on the spot from which they had put out and

turned the day, and picking up the wrecks and dead that were

on their shore, gave back to the enemy their dead under truce,

The Peloponnesians also set up a trophy as victors for the

defeat inflicted upon the ships they had disabled in shore, and
dedicated the vessel which they had taken at Achaean Rhiumr

side by side with the trophy. After this, apprehensive of the

reinforcement expected from Athens, all except the Leu-

cadians sailed into the Crissaean gulf for Corinth. Not long
after their retreat, the twenty Athenian ships, which were to

have joined Phormio before the battle, arrived at Naupactus.
Thus the summer ended. Winter was now at hand; but

before dispersing the fleet, which had retired to Corinth and

the Crissaean gulf, Cnemus, Brasidas, and the other Pelo-*

ponnesian captains allowed themselves to be persuaded by
the Megarians to make an attempt upon Piraeus, the port of

Athens, which from her decided superiority at sea had been
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and Hebrus, a wild and extensive range connected with

Rhodope.
The empire of the Odrysians extended along the seaboard

from Abdera to the mouth of the Danube in the Euxine. The
navigation of this coast by the shortest route takes a mer-
chantman four days and four nights with a wind astern the

whole way: by land an active man, travelling by the shortest

road, can get from Abdera to the Danube in eleven days. Such
was the length of its coast line. Inland from Byzantium to the

Laeseans and the Strymon, the farthest limit of its extension

into the interior, it is a journey of thirteen days for an active

man. The tribute from all the barbarian districts and the

Hellenic cities, taking what they brought in under Seuthes, the

successor of Sitalces, who raised it to its greatest height,
amounted to about four hundred talents in gold and silver.

There were also presents in gold and silver to a no less amount,
besides stuff, plain and embroidered, and other articles, made
not only for the king, but also for the Odrysian lords and
nobles. For there was here established a custom opposite to

that prevailing in the Persian kingdom, namely, of taking
father than giving; more disgrace being attached to not giving
when asked than to asking and being refused; and although
this prevailed elsewhere in Thrace, it was practised most ex-

tensively among the powerful Odrysians, it being impossible
to get anything done without a present. It was thus a very
powerful kingdom; in revenue and general prosperity sur-

passing all in Europe between the Ionian gulf and the Euxine,
and in numbers and military resources coming decidedly next
to the Scythians, with whom indeed no people in Europe can
bear comparison, there not being even in Asia any nation

singly a match for them if unanimous, though of course they
are not on a level with other races in general intelligence and
the arts of civilised life.

It was the master of this empire that now prepared to take
the field. When everything was ready, he set 01 1 on his march
for Macedonia, first through his own dominions, next over the
desolate range of Cercine that divides the Sintians and Pseon-

ians, crossing by a road which he had made by felling the
timber on a former campaign against the latter people. Passing
over these mountains, with the Paeonians on his right and the
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Sintians and Maedians on the left, tie finally arrived at

Doberus, in Pseonia, losing none of his army on the march,

except perhaps by sickness, but receiving some augmentations,

many of the independent Thracians volunteering to join him
in the hope of plunder ;

so that the whole is said to have formed

a grand total of a hundred and fifty thousand. Most of this

was infantry, though there was about a third cavalry, fur-

nished principally by the Odrysians themselves and next to

them by the Getse. The most warlike of the infantry were the

independent swordsmen who came down from Rhodope; the

rest of the mixed multitude that followed him being chiefly

formidable by their numbers.

Assembling in Doberus, they prepared for descending from

the heights upon Lower Macedonia, where the dominions of

Perdiccas lay; for the Lyncestse, Elimiots, and other tribes

more inland, though Macedonians by blood and allies and

dependents of their kindred, still have their own separate gov-
ernments. The country on the sea coast, now called Mace-

donia, was first acquired by Alexander, the father of Perdiccas,,

and his ancestors, originally Temenids from Argos. This was

effected by the expulsion from Pieria of the Pierians, who
afterwards inhabited Phagres and other places under Mount

Pangseus, beyond the Strymon (indeed the country between

Pangseus and the sea is still called the Pierian gulf) ;
of the

Bottiseans, at present neighbours of the Chalcidians, from

Bottia, and by the acquisition in Pasonia of a narrow strip

along the river Axius extending to Pella and the sea; the dis-

trict of Mygdonia, between the Axius and the Strymon, being

also added by the expulsion of the Edonians. From Eordia

also were driven the Eordians, most of whom perished ? though

a few of them still live round Physca, and the Almopians from

Almopia. These Macedonians also conquered places belonging

to the other tribes, which are still theirs Anthemus, Cres-

tonia, Bisaltia, and much of Macedonia proper. The whole is

now called Macedonia, and at the time of the invasion of

Sitalces, Perdiccas, Alexander's son, was the reigning king.

These Macedonians, unable to take the field against so

numerous an invader, shut themselves up in such strong places

and fortresses as the country possessed. Of these there was

no great number, most of those now found in the country
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having been erected subsequently by Archelaus, the son of

Perdiccas, on his accession, who also cut straight roads, and
otherwise put the kingdom on a better footing as regards

horses, heavy infantry, and other war material than had been

done by all the eight kings that preceded him. Advancing from

Doberus, the Thracian host first invaded what had been once

Philip's government, and took Idomene by assault, Gortynia,

Atalanta, and some other places by negotiation, these last

coming over for love of Philip's son, Amyntas, then with

Sitaices. Laying siege to Europus, and failing to take it, he

next advanced into the rest of Macedonia to the left of Pella

and Cyrrhus, not proceeding beyond this into Bottia and

Pieria, but staying to lay waste Mygdonia, Crestonia, and
Anthemus. The Macedonians never even thought of meeting
him with infantry; but the Thracian host was, as opportunity

offered, attacked by handfuls of their horse, which had been

reinforced from their allies in the interior. Armed with cuiras-

ses, and excellent horsemen, wherever these charged they over-

threw all before them, but ran considerable risk in entangling
themselves in the masses of the enemy, and so finally desisted

from these efforts, deciding that they were not strong enough
to venture against numbers so superior.

Meanwhile Sitacles opened negotiations with Perdiccas on

the objects of his expedition; and finding that the Athenians,
not believing that he would come, did not appear with their

fleet, though they sent presents and envoys, despatched a large

part of his army against the Chalcidians and Bottiaeans, and

-shutting them up inside their walls laid waste their country.
IVhile he remained in these parts, the people farther south,
such as the Thessalians, and the Hellenes as far as Ther-

mopylae, all feared that the army might advance against them,
and prepared accordingly. These fears were shared by the

Thracians beyond the Strymon to the north, who inhabited the

plains, such as the Panaeans, the Odomanti, the Droi and
the Dersseans, all of whom are independent. It was even matter

of conversation among the Hellenes who were enemies of

Athens whether he might not be invited by his ally to advance
also against them. Meanwhile he held Chalcidice and Bottice

and Macedonia, and was ravaging them all
;
but finding that

ke was not succeeding in any of the objects of his invasion,, and
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that his army was without provisions and was suffering from

the severity of the season, he listened to the advice of Seuthes,

son of Sparadocus, his nephew and highest officer, and decided

to retreat without delay. This Seuthes had been secretly gained

by Perdiccas by the promise of his sister in marriage with a

rich dowry. In accordance with this advice, and after a stay
of thirty days in all, eight of which were spent in Chalcidice,

he retired home as quickly as he could; and Perdiccas after-

wards gave his sister Stratonice to Seuthes as he had promised.
Such was the history of the expedition of Sitalces.

In the course of this winter, after the dispersion of the

Peloponnesian fleet, the Athenians in Naupactus, under

Phormio, coasted along to Astacus, and disembarked, and

marched into the interior of Acarnania with four hundred
Athenian heavy infantry and four hundred Messenians. After

expelling some suspected persons from Stratus, Coronta, and

other places, and restoring Cynes, son of Theolytus, to

Coronta, they returned to their ships, deciding that it was

impossible in the winter season to march against CEniadse, a

place which, unlike the rest of Acarnania, had been always
hostile to them; for the river Achelous flowing from Mount
Pindus through Dolopia and the country of the Agrseans and

Amphilochians and the plain of Acarnania, past the town of

Stratus in the upper part of its course, forms lakes where it

falls into the sea round GEniadae, and thus makes it imprac-
ticable for an army in winter by reason of the water. Opposite
to (Eniadae lie most of the islands called Echinades

?
so close to

the mouths of the Achelous that that powerful stream is con-

stantly forming deposits against them, and has already

joined some of the islands to the continent, and seems likely

in no long while to do the same with the rest. For the current

is strong, deep, and turbid, and the islands are so thick to-

gether that they serve to imprison the alluvial deposit and

prevent its dispersing, lying, as they do. not in one line, but

irregularly, so as to leave no direct passage for the water into

the open sea. The islands in question are uninhabited and of

no great size. There is also a story that Alcmaeon, son of Am-

phiraus, during his wanderings after the murder of his mother

was bidden by Apollo to inhabit this spot, through an oracle

which intimated that he would have no release from his terrors
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until he should find a country to dwell in which had not been

seen by the sun, or existed as land at the time he slew his

mother; all else being to him polluted ground. Perplexed at

this, the story goes on to say, he at last observed this deposit
of the Achelous, and considered that a place sufficient to sup-

port life upon, might have been thrown up during the long
interval that had elapsed since the death of his mother and the

beginning of his wanderings. Settling, therefore, in the dis-

trict round (Eniadse, he founded a dominion, and left the

country its name from his son Acarnan. Such is the story we
have received concerning Alcmseon.

The Athenians and Phormio putting back from Acarnania

and arriving at Naupactus, sailed home to Athens in the

spring, taking with them the ships that they had captured, and
such of the prisoners made in the late actions as were freemen;
who were exchanged, man for man. And so ended this winter,
and the third year of this war, of which Thucydides was the

historian.



BOOK III

CHAPTER IX

FOURTH AND FIFTH YEARS OF THE WAR REVOLT OF MITYLENE

B.C. 428: Invasion of Attica Revolt of Lesbos Athenian expedition
Phormio's son in Acamania Mitylenian's speech at Olympiad
Lesbos joins Peloponnesian league Total of Athenian ships Mity-
lene blockaded Platceans scale the wall and escape Salosthus on
mission to Mitylene B.C. 427: Capitulation of Mitylenians Speech
of Teutiaplus Cruelty of Alcidas Paches arrives at Mitylene
Cleon's speech Speech of Diodoius Diodotus' counsel prevails.

THE next summer, just as tlie corn was getting ripe, the

Peloponnesians and their allies invaded Attica under the com-
mand of Archidamas, son of Zeuxidamus, king of the

Lacedaemonians, and sat down and ravaged the land; the

Athenian horse as usual attacking them, wherever it v/as

practicable, and preventing the mass of the light troops from

advancing from their camp and wasting the parts near the

city. After staying the time for which they had taken pro-

visions, the invaders retired and dispersed to their several

cities.

Immediately after the invasion of the Peloponnesians all

Lesbos, except Methymna, revolted from the Athenians. The
Lesbians had wished to revolt even before the war, but the

Lacedaemonians would not receive them; and yet now when

they did revolt, they were compelled to do so sooner than they
had intended. While they were waiting until the moles for

their harbours and the ships and walls that they had in build-

ing should be finished, and for the arrival of archers and corn

and other things that they were engaged in fetching from the

Pontus, the Tenedians, with whom they were at enmity, and
the Methymnians, and some factious persons in Mitylene

itself, who were Proxeni of Athens, informed the Athenians

that the Mitylenians were forcibly uniting the island under

147
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their sovereignty, and that the preparations about which they
were so active, were all concerted with the Boeotians their

kindred and the Lacedaemonians with a view to a revolt, and

that unless they were immediately prevented, Athens would

lose Lesbos.

However, the Athenians, distressed by the plague, and by
the war that had recently broken out and was now raging,

thought it a serious matter to add Lesbos with its fleet and

untouched resources to the list of their enemies
;
and at first

would not believe the charge, giving too much weight to their

wish that it might not be true. But when an embassy which

they sent had failed to persuade the Mitylenians to give up
the union and preparations complained of, they became

alarmed, and resolved to strike the first blow. They accord-

ingly suddenly sent off forty ships that had been got ready
to sail round Peloponnese, under the command of Cleippides,

son of Deinias, and two others; word having been brought
them of a festival in honour of the Malean Apollo outside the

town, which is kept by the whole people of Mitylene, and at

which, if haste were made, they might hope to take them by
surprise. If this plan succeeded, well and good; if not, they
were to order the Mitylenians to deliver up their ships and

to pull down their walls, and if they did not obey, to declare

war. The ships accordingly set out; the ten galleys, forming
the contingent of the Mitylenians present with the fleet ac-

cording to the terms of the alliance, being detained by the

Athenians, and their crews placed in custody. However, the

Mitylenians were informed of the expedition by a man who
crossed from Athens to Eubcea, and going overland to Gerses-

tus, sailed from thence by a merchantman which he found on

the point of putting to sea, and so arrived at Mitylene the

third day after leaving Athens. The Mitylenians accordingly
refrained from going out to the temple at Malea, and moreover
barricaded and kept guard round the half-finished parts of

their walls and harbours.

When the Athenians sailed in not long after and saw how
things stood, the generals delivered their orders, and upon
the Mitylenians refusing to obey, commenced hostilities. The

Mitylenians, thus compelled to go to war without notice and

unprepared, at first sailed out with their fleet and made som&,
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show of fighting, a little in front of the harbour; but being
driven back by the Athenian ships, immediately offered to

treat with the commanders, wishing, if possible, to get the

ships away for the present upon any tolerable terms. The
Athenian commanders accepted their offers, being themselves

fearful that they might not be able to cope with the whole of

Lesbos; and an armistice having been concluded, the Mity-
lenians sent to Athens one of the informers, already repentant
of his conduct, and others with him, to try to persuade the

Athenians of the innocence of their intentions and to get the

fleet recalled. In the meantime, having no great hope of a
favourable answer from Athens, they also sent off a galley
with envoys to Lacedsemon, unobserved by the Athenian
fleet which was anchored at Malea to the north of the town.

While these envoys, reaching Lacedaemon after a difficult

journey across the open sea, were negotiating for succours

being sent them, the ambassadors from Athens returned with-

out having effected anything; and hostilities were at once

begun by the Mitylenians and the rest of Lesbos, with the

exception of the Methymnians, who came to the aid of the

Athenians with the Imbrians and Lemnians and some few of

the other allies. The Mitylenians made a sortie with all their

forces against the Athenian camp; and a battle ensued, in

which they gained some slight advantage, but retired notwith-

standing, not feeling sufficient confidence in themselves to

spend the night upon the field. After this they kept quiet

wishing to wait for the chance of reinforcements arriving from

Peloponnese before making a second venture, being encour*

aged by the arrival of Meleas, a Laconian, and Hermseondas,
a Theban, who had been sent off before the insurrection but

had been unable to reach Lesbos before the Athenian expedi-

tion, and who now stole in in a galley after the battle, and

advised them to send another galley and envoys back with

them, which the Mitylenians accordingly did.

Meanwhile the Athenians, greatly encouraged by the in-

action of the Mitylenians, summoned allies to their aid, who
came in all the quicker from seeing so little vigour displayed

by the Lesbians, and bringing round their ships to a new
station to the south of the town, fortified two camps, one on

each side of the city, and instituted a blockade of both the
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harbours. The sea was thus closed against the Mitylenians,
who however commanded the whole country, with the rest

of the Lesbians who had now joined them ;
the Athenians only

tolding a limited area round their camps, and using Malea

more as the station for their ships and their market.

While the war went on In this way at Mitylene, the Athe-

nians, about the same time in this summer, also sent thirty

ships to Peloponnese under Osopius, son of Phormio; the

\carnanians insisting that the commander sent should be

acme son or relative of Phormio. As the ships coasted along
shore they ravaged the seaboard of Laconia; after which

Asopius sent most of the fleet home, and himself went on with

twelve vessels to Naupactus, and afterwards raising the whole

Acarnanian population made an expedition against (Eniadae,

the fleet sailing along the Achelous, while the army laid waste

the country. The inhabitants, however, showing no signs of

submitting, he dismissed the land forces and himself sailed

to Leucas, and making a descent upon Nericus was cut off

during his retreat, and most of his troops with him, by the

people in those parts aided by some coast-guards; after which

the Athenians sailed away, recovering their dead from the

Leucadians under truce.

Meanwhile the envoys of the Mitylenians sent out in the

first ship were told by the Lacedaemonians to come to Olympia,
in order that the rest of the allies might hear them and decide

upon their matter, and so they journeyed thither. It was the

Olympiad in which the Rhodian Dorieus gained his second

victory, and the envoys having been introduced to make their

speech after the festival, spoke as follows.

^Lacedaemonians and allies, the rule established among the

Hellenes is not unknown to us. Those who revolt in war and
forsake their former confederacy are favourably regarded by
those who receive them, in so far as they are of use to them,
but otherwise are thought less well of, through being consid-

ered traitors to their former friends. Nor is this an unfair way
of judging, where the rebels and the power from whom they
secede are at one in policy and sympathy, and a match for

each other in resources and power, and where no reasonable

ground exists for the rebellion. But with us and the Athenians
tins was not the case; and no one need think the worse of us
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for revolting from them in danger, after having been hon-

oured by them in time of peace.

'Justice and honesty will be the first topics of our speech,

especially as we are asking for alliance; because we know
that there can never be any solid friendship between indi-

viduals, or union between communities that is worth the name,
unless the parties be persuaded of each other's honesty, and
be generally congenial the one to the other; since from dif-

ference in feeling springs also difference in conduct. Between
ourselves and the Athenians alliance began, when you with-

drew from the Median war and they remained to finish the

business. But we did not become allies of the Athenians for

the subjugation of the Hellenes, but allies of the Hellenes for

their liberation from the Mede; and as long as the Athenians

led us fairly we followed them loyally; but when we saw
them relax their hostility to the Mede, to try to compass the

subjection of the allies, then our apprehensions began. Un-

able, however, to unite and defend themselves, on account of

the number of confederates that had votes, all the allies were

enslaved, except ourselves and the Chians, who continued to

send our contingents as independent and nominally free.

Trust in Athens as a leader, however, we could no longer feel,

judging by the examples already given; it being unlikely that

she would reduce our fellow-confederates, and not do the

same by us who were left, if ever she had the power.
'Had we all been still independent, we could have had more

faith in their not attempting any change; but the greater

number being their subjects, while they were treating us as

equals, they would naturally chafe under this solitary instance

of independence as contrasted with the submission of the

majority; particularly as they daily grew more powerful, and
we more destitute. Now the only sure basis of an alliance is

for each party to be equally afraid of the other: he who would

like to encroach is then deterred by the reflexion that he will

not have odds in his favour. Again, if we were left independent,
it was only because they thought they saw their way to empire
more clearly by specious language and by the paths of policy
than by those of force. Not only were we useful as evidence

that powers who had votes, like themselves, would not, surely,

join them in their expeditions, against their will, without the
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parly attacked being in the wrong; but the same system also

enabled them to lead the stronger states against the weaker

first, and so to leave the former to the last, stripped of their

natural allies, and less capable of resistance. But if they had

begun with us, while all the states still had their resources

under their own control, and there was a centre to rally round,
the work of subjugation would have been found less easy.
Besides this, our navy gave them some apprehension: it was

always possible that it might unite with you or with some
other power, and become dangerous to Athens. The court

which we paid to their commons and its leaders for the time

being, also helped us to maintain our independence. However
3

we did not expect to be able to do so much longer, if this war
had not broken out, from the examples that we had had of

their conduct to the rest.

'How then could we put our trust in such friendship or

freedom as we had here? We accepted each other against
our inclination; fear made them court us in war, and us them
in peace; sympathy, the ordinary basis of confidence, had its

place supplied by terror, fear having more share than friend-

ship in detaining us in the alliance; and the first party that

should be encouraged by the hope of impunity was certain to

break faith with the other. So that to condemn us for being
the first to break off, because they delay the blow that we
dread, instead of ourselves delaying to know for certain

whether it will be dealt or not, is to take a false view of the
case. For if we were equally able with them to meet their plots
and imitate their delay, we should be their equals and should
be under no necessity of being their subjects; but the liberty
Df offence being always theirs, that of defence ought clearly
to be ours.

'Such, Lacedaemonians and allies, are the grounds and the
reasons of our revolt

;
clear enough to convince our hearers of

the fairness of our conduct, and sufficient to alarm ourselves,
and to make us turn to some means of safety. This we wished
to do long ago, when we sent to you on the subject while the

peace yet lasted, but were baulked by your refusing to receive

us; and now, upon the Boeotians inviting us, we at once

-responded to the call, and decided upon a twofold revolt, from
&e Hellenes and from the Athenians, not to aid the latter m
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harming the former, but to join in their liberation, and not to

allow the Athenians in the end to destroy us, but to act in

time against them. Our revolt, however, has taken place

prematurely and without preparation a fact which makes it

all the more incumbent on you to receive us into alliance and

to send us speedy relief, in order to show that you support

your friends, and at the same time do harm to your enemies,

You have an opportunity such as you never had before. Dis-

ease and expenditure have wasted the Athenians: their ships
are either cruising round your coasts, or engaged in blockading

us; and it is not probable that they will have any to spare,
if you invade them a second time this summer by sea and land

;

but they will either offer no resistance to your vessels, or

withdraw from both our shores. Nor must it be thought that

this is a case of putting yourselves into danger for a country
which is not yours. Lesbos may appear far off, but when help
is wanted she will be found near enough. It is not in Attica

that the war will be decided, as some imagine, but in the

countries by which Attica is supported; and the Athenian

revenue is drawn from the allies, and will become still larger

if they reduce us
;
as not only will no other state revolt, but

our resources will be added to theirs, and we shall be treated

worse than those that were enslaved before. But if you will

frankly support us, you will add to your side a state that ha?

a large navy, which is your great want; you will smooth the

way to the overthrow of the Athenians by depriving them of

their allies, who will be greatly encouraged to come over;
and you will free yourselves from the imputation made against

you, of not supporting insurrection. In short, only show your-
selves as liberators, and you may count upon having the

advantage in the war.
c

Respect, therefore, the hopes placed in you by the Hellenes,
and that Olympian Zeus, in whose temple we stand as very

suppliants; become the allies and defenders of the Mity-

lenians, and do not sacrifice us, who put our lives upon the

hazard, in a cause in which general good will result to all from

our success, and still more general harm if we fail through

your refusing to help us; but be the men that the Hellenes

think you, and our fears desire/

Such were the words of the Mitylenians. After hearing them
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out, the Lacedaemonians and confederates granted what they

urged, and took the Lesbians into alliance, and deciding in

favour of the invasion of Attica, told the allies present to

march as quickly as possible to the Isthmus with two-thirds

of their forces
;
and arriving there first themselves, got ready

hauling machines to carry their ships across from Corinth to

the sea on the side of Athens, in order to make their attack

by sea and land at once. However, the zeal which they dis-

played was not imitated by the rest of the confederates, who
came in but slowly, being engaged in harvesting their corn

and sick of making expeditions.
Meanwhile the Athenians, aware that the preparations of

the enemy were due to his conviction of their weakness, and

wishing to show him that he was mistaken, and that they
were able, without moving the Lesbian fleet, to repel with

ease that with which they were menaced from Peloponnese,
manned a hundred ships by embarking the citizens of Athens,

except the knights and Pentecosiomedimni, and the resident

aliens
;
and putting out to the Isthmus, displayed their power,

and made descents upon Peloponnese wherever they pleased.
A disappointment so signal made the Lacedaemonians think

that the Lesbians had not spoken the truth; and embarrassed

by the non-appearance of the confederates, coupled with the

news that the thirty ships round Peloponnese were ravaging
the lands near Sparta, they went back home. Afterwards,
however, they got ready a fleet to send to Lesbos, and order-

ing a total of forty ships from the different cities In the

league, appointed Alcidas to command the expedition in his

capacity of high admiral. Meanwhile the Athenians in the
hundred ships, upon seeing the Lacedaemonians go home, went
home likewise.

If at the time that this fleet was at sea, Athens had almost
the largest number of first-rate ships in commission that she
ever possessed at any one moment, she had as many or even
more when the war began. At that time one hundred guarded
Attica, Euboea, and Salarnis; a hundred more were cruising
round Peloponnese, besides those employed at Potidaea and
in other places; making a grand total of two hundred and
fifty vessels employed on active service in a single summer*
It was this, with Potidaea, that most exhausted her revenues
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Potidaea being blockaded by a force of heavy infantry (each
drawing two drachmas a day, one for himself and another for

liis servant), which amounted to three thousand at first, and
was kept at this number down to the end of the siege; besides
sixteen hundred with Phormio who went away before it was
over; and the ships being ail paid at the same rate. In this

way her money was wasted at first; and this was the largest
number of ships ever manned by her.

About the same time that the Lacedaemonians were at the

Isthmus, the Mitylenians marched by land with their mer-
cenaries against Methymna, which they thought to gain by
treachery. After assaulting the town, and not meeting with
the success that they anticipated, they withdrew to Antissa,

Pyrrha, and Eresus; and taking measures for the better

security of these towns and strengthening their walls, hastily
returned home. After their departure the Methymnians
marched against Antissa, but were defeated in a sortie by the
Antissians and their mercenaries, and retreated in haste after

losing many of their number. Word of this reaching Athens,
and the Athenians learning that the Mitylenians were masters
of the country and their own soldiers unable to hold them
in check, they sent out about the beginning of autumn Paches,
son of Epicurus, to take the command, and a thousand Athe-
nian heavy infantry; who worked their own passage, and

arriving at Mitylene, built a single wall all round it, forts

being erected at some of the strongest points. Mitylene was
thus blockaded strictly on both sides, by land and by sea;
and winter now drew near.

The Athenians needing money for the siege, although they
had for the first time raised a contribution of two hundred
talents from their own citizens, now sent out twelve ships
to levy subsidies from their allies, with Lysicles and foul

others in command. After cruising to different places and

laying them under contribution, Lysicles went up the country
from Myus, in Caria, across the plain of the Meander, a?

far as the hill of Sandius
;
and being attacked by the Carians

and the people of Anaia, was slain with many of his soldiers.

The same winter the Platseans, who were still being be-

sieged by the Peloponnesians and Boeotians, distressed by the
failure of their provisions, and seeing no hope of relief frori
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Athens, nor any other means of safety, formed a scheme with

the Athenians besieged with them for escaping, if possible,

by forcing their way over the enemy's walls; the attempt

having been suggested by Thesenetus, son of Tolmides, a

soothsayer, and Eupompides, son of Daimachus one of their

generals. At first all were to join: afterwards, half hung back,

thinking the risk great; about two hundred and twenty, how-

ever, voluntarily persevered in the attempt, which was carried

out in the following way. Ladders were made to match the

height of the enemy's wall, which they measured by the layers

of bricks, the side turned towards them not being thoroughly
whitewashed. These were counted by many persons at once;
and though some might miss the right calculation, most would
hit upon it, particularly as they counted over and over again,

and were no great way from the wall, but could see it easily

enough for their purpose. The length required for the ladders

was thus obtained, being calculated from the breadth of the

brick.

Now the wall of the Peloponnesians was constructed as fol-

lows. It consisted of two lines drawn round the place, one

against the Platseans, the other against any attack on the

outside from Athens, about sixteen feet apart. The Inter-

mediate space of sixteen feet was occupied by huts portioned
out among the soldiers on guard, and built in one block, so

as to give the appearance of a single thick wall with battle-

ments on either side. At intervals of every ten battlements

were towers of considerable size, and the same breadth as

the wall, reaching right across from its inner to its outer

face, with no means of passing except through the middle.

Accordingly on stormy and wet nights the battlements were

deserted, and guard kept from the towers, which were not far

apart and roofed in above.

Such being the structure of the wall by which the Platseans

were blockaded, when their preparations were completed,

they waited for a stormy night of wind and rain and without

any moon, and then set out, guided by the authors of the

enterprise. Crossing first the ditch that ran round the town,
they next gained the wall of the enemy unperceived by the

sentinels, who did not see them in the darkness, or hear them,
as the wind drowned with its roar the noise of their approach;
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besides which they kept a good way off from each other, that

they might not be betrayed by the clash of their weapons,
They were also lightly equipped, and had only the left foot

shod to preserve them from slipping in the mire. They came up
to the battlements at one of the intermediate spaces where
they knew them to be unguarded: those who carried the lad-
ders went first and planted them; next twelve light-armed
soldiers with only a dagger and a breastplate mounted, led by
Ammias, son of Coroebus, who was the first on the wall; Ms
followers getting up after him and going six to each of the
towers. After these came another party of light troops armed
with spears, whose shields, that they might advance the easier,
were carried by men behind, who were to hand them to them
when they found themselves in presence of the enemy. After
a good many had mounted they were discovered by the sen-

tinels in the towers, by the noise made by a tile which was
knocked down by one of the Platseans as he was laying
hold of the battlements. The alarm was instantly given, and
the troops rushed to the wall, not knowing the nature of the

danger, owing to the dark night and stormy weather; the
Platseans in the town having also chosen that moment to

make a sortie against the wall of the Peloponnesians upon the
side opposite to that on which their men were getting over,
in order to divert the attention of the besiegers. Accordingly
they remained distracted at their several posts, without any
venturing to stir to give help from his own station, and at a
loss to guess what was going on. Meanwhile the three hundred
set aside for service on emergencies went outside the wall in

the direction of the alarm. Fire-signals of an attack were also

raised towards Thebes; but the Platseans in the town at once

displayed a number of others, prepared beforehand for this

very purpose, in order to render the enemy's signals unin-

telligible, and to prevent his friends getting a true idea of

what was passing and coming to his aid, before their comrades
who had gone out should have made good their escape and be
in safety.

Meanwhile the first of the scaling-party that had got up,
after carrying both the towers and putting the sentinels to

the sword, posted themselves inside to prevent any one coming
through against them; and rearing ladders from the wall, sent
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several men up on the towers, and from their summit and
base kept in check all of the enemy that came up, with their

missiles, while their main body planted a number of ladders

against the wall, and knocking down the battlements, passed
over between the towers; each as soon as he had got ovei

taking up his station at the edge of the ditch, and plying from
thence with arrows and darts any who came along the wall to

stop the passage of his comrades. When all were over, the

party on the towers came down, the last of them not without

difficulty, and proceeded to the ditch, just as the three hun-
dred came up carrying torches. The Plataeans, standing on the

edge of the ditch in the dark, had a good view of their oppo-

nents, and discharged their arrows and darts upon the un-

armed parts of their bodies, while they themselves could not

be so well seen in the obscurity for the torches; and thus even

the last of them got over the ditch, though not without effort

and difficulty; as ice had formed in it, not strong enough to

walk upon, but of that watery kind which generally comes

with a wind more east than north, and the snow which this

wind had caused to fall during the night, had made the water

in the ditch rise, so that they could scarcely breast it as they
crossed. However, it was mainly the violence of the storm

that enabled them to effect their escape at all.

Starting from the ditch, the Plataeans went all together

along the road leading to Thebes, keeping the chapel of the

hero Androcrates upon their right; considering that the last

road which the Peloponnesians would suspect them of having
taken would be that towards their enemies

7

country. Indeed

they could see them pursuing with torches upon the Athens
road towards Cithaeron and Druos-kephalai or Oakheads.
After going for rather more than half a mile upon the road

to Thebes, the Plataeans turned off and took that leading to

the mountain, to Erythrae and Hysise, and reaching the hills,

made good their escape to Athens, two hundred and twelve
men in all; some of their number having turned back into

the town before getting over the wall, and one archer having
been taken prisoner at the outer ditch. Meanwhile the Pelo-

ponnesians gave up the pursuit and returned to their posts ;

and the Plataeans in the town, knowing nothing of what bad

passed, and informed by those who had turned back that not
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a man had escaped, sent out a herald as soon as it was day
to make a truce for the recovery of the dead bodies, and then

learning the truth, desisted. In this way the Platsean party

got over and were saved.

Towards the close of the same winter, Salaethus, a Lacedae-

monian, was sent out in a galley from Lacedaemon to

Mitylene. Going by sea to Pyrrha, and from thence overland,
he passed along the bed of a torrent, where the line of circum-

vallation was passable, and thus entering unperceived into

Mitylene, told the magistrates that Attica would certainly be

invaded, and the forty ships destined to relieve them arrive,
and that he had been sent on to announce this and to super-
intend matters generally. The Mitylenians upon this took

courage, and laid aside the idea of treating with the Athenians ;

and now this printer ended, and with it ended the fourth year
of the war of which Thucydides was the historian.

The next summer the Peloponnesians sent off the forty-two

ships for Mitylene, under Alcidas, their high admiral, and
themselves and their allies invaded Attica, their object being
to distract the Athenians by a double movement, and thus to

make it less easy for them to act against the fleet sailing to

Mitylene. The commander in this invasion was Cleomenes,
in the place of King Pausanias, son of Pleistoanax, his nephew,
who was still a minor. Not content with laying waste whatever

had shot up in the parts which they had before devastated, the

invaders now extended their ravages to lands passed over in

their previous incursions; so that this invasion was more

severely felt by the Athenians than any except the second;
the enemy staying on and on until they had overrun most of

the country, in the expectation of hearing from Lesbos of

something having been achieved by their fleet, which they

thought must now have got over. However, as they did not

obtain any of the results expected, and their provisions began
to run short, they retreated and dispersed to their different

cities.

In the meantime the Mitylenians, finding their provisions

failing, while the fleet from Peloponnese was loitering on the

way instead of appearing at Mitylene, were compelled to come
to terms with the Athenians in the following manner. Salasthua

having himself ceased to expect the fleet to arrive, now armed
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the commons with heavy armour, which they had not before

possessed, with the intention of making a sortie against the

Athenians. The commons, however, no sooner found them-

selves possessed of arms than they refused any longer to obey
their officers; and forming in knots together, told the authori-

ties to bring out in public the provisions and divide them

amongst them all, or they would themselves come to terms

with the Athenians and deliver up the city.

The government, aware of their inability to prevent this,

and of the danger they would be in, if left out of the capitula-

tion, publicly agreed with Paches and the army to surrender

Mitylene at discretion and to admit the troops into the town
;

upon the understanding that the Mitylenians should be al-

lowed to send an embassy to Athens to plead their cause, and
that Paches should not imprison, make slaves of, or put to

death any of the citizens until its return. Such were the terms

of the capitulation; in spite of which the chief authors of the

negotiation with Lacedaemon were so completely overcome by
terror when the army entered, that they went and seated

themselves by the altars, from which they were raised up by
Paches under promise that he would do them no wrong, and

%)dged by him in Tenedos, until he should learn the pleasure
of the Athenians concerning them. Paches also sent some gal-

Jeys and seized Antissa, and took such other military measures

as he thought advisable.

Meanwhile the Peloponnesians in the forty ships, who
ought to have made all haste to relieve Mitylene, lost time
in coming round Peloponnese itself, and proceeding leisurely
on the remainder of the voyage, made Delos without having
been seen by the Athenians at Athens, and from thence arriv-

ing at Icarus and Myconus, there first heard of the fall of

Mitylene. Wishing to know the truth, they put into Embatum,
in the Erythraeid, about seven days after the capture of the

town. Here they learned the truth, and began to consider what

they were to do; and Teutiaplus, an Elean, addressed them
as follows:

'Alcidas and Peloponnesians who share with me the com-
mand of this armament, my advice is to sail just as we are to

Mitylene, before we have been heard of. We may expect to

find the Athenians as much off their guard as men generally
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are who have just taken a city: this will certainly be so by
sea, where they have no idea of any enemy attacking them,
and where our strength, as it happens, mainly lies; while even
their land forces are probably scattered about the houses ID

the carelessness of victory. If therefore we were to fall upon
them suddenly and in the night, I have hopes, with the help
of the well-wishers that we may have left inside the town,
that we shall become masters of the place. Let us not shrink

from the risk, but let us remember that this is just the occa-

sion for one of the baseless panics common in war; and that

to be able to guard against these in one's own case, and to

detect the moment when an attack will find an enemy at this

disadvantage, is what makes a successful general.
7

These words of Teutiaplus failing to move Alcidas, some
of the Ionian exiles and the Lesbians with the expedition

began to urge him, since this seemed too dangerous, to seize

one of the Ionian cities or the .ZEolic town of Cyme, to use

as a base for effecting the revolt of Ionia. This was by no
means a hopeless enterprise, as their coming was welcome

everywhere; their object would be by this move to deprive
Athens of her chief source of revenue, and at the same time

to saddle her with expense, if she chose to blockade them;
and they would probably induce Pissuthnes to join them in

the war. However, Alcidas gave this proposal as bad a recep-
tion as the other, being eager, since he had come too late for

Mitylene, to find himself back in Peloponnese as soon as

possible.

Accordingly he put out from Embatum and proceeded along

shore; and touching at the Teian town, Myonnesus, there

butchered most of the prisoners that he had taken on his

passage. Upon his coming to anchor at Ephesus, envoys came
to him from the Samians at Anaia, and told him that he was
not going the right way to free Hellas in massacring men
who had never raised a hand against Mm, and who were not

enemies of his, but allies of Athens against their will, and that

if he did not stop he would turn many more friends into

enemies than enemies into friends. Alcidas agreed to this, and
let go all the Chians still in Ms hands and some of the others

that he had taken; the inhabitants, instead of flying at the

sight of his vessels, rather coming up to them, taking them
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for Athenian, having no sort of expectation that while the

Athenians commanded the sea Peloponnesian ships would
ventui e over to Ionia.

From Ephesus Alcidas set sail in haste and fled. He had
been seen by the Salatninian and Paralian galleys, which hap-
pened to be sailing from Athens, while still at anchor off

Clarus; and fearing pursuit he now made across the open sea,

fully determined to touch nowhere, if he could help it, until

he got to Peloponnese. Meanwhile news of him had come in

to Paches from the Erythrseid, and indeed from all quarters.
As Ionia was unfortified great fears were felt that the Pelo-

ponnesians coasting along shore, even if they did not intend

to stay, might make descents in passing and plunder the

towns; and now the Paralian and Salaminian, having seen
him at Clarus, themselves brought intelligence of the fact.

Paches accordingly gave hot chase, and continued the pursuit
as far as the isle of Patmos, and then finding that Alcidas had

got on too far to be overtaken, came back again. Meanwhile
he thought it fortunate that, as he had not fallen in with

them out at sea, he had not overtaken them anywhere where

they would have been forced to encamp, and so give Mm the

trouble of blockading them.

On his return along shore he touched, among other places,
at Notium, the port of Colophon, where the Colophonians had
settled after the capture of the upper town by Itamenes and
the barbarians, who had been called in by certain individuals

in a party quarrel. The capture of the town took place about
the time of the second Peloponnesian invasion of Attica. How-
ever, the refugees, after settling at Notium, again split up into

factions, one of which called in Arcadian and barbarian mer-
cenaries from Pissuthnes, and entrenching these in a quarter

apart, formed a new community with the Median party of the

Colophonians who joined them from the upper town. Their

opponents had retired into exile, and now called in Paches,
who invited Hippias, the commander of the Arcadians in the
fortified quarter, to a parley, upon condition that, if they
could not agree, he was to be put back safe and sound in the
fortification. However, upon his coming out to him, he put him
into custody, though not in chains, and attacked suddenly
and took by surprise the fortification, and putting the Area-
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dians and the barbarians found in it to the sword, afterwards

took Hippias into it as he had promised, and, as soon as tie

was inside, seized him and shot him down. Paches then gave
up Notiuni to the Colophonians not of the Median party; and
settlers were afterwards sent out from Athens, and the place
colonised according to Athenian laws, after collecting all the

Colophonians found in any of the cities.

Arrived at Mitylene, Paches reduced Pyrrha and Eresus;
and finding the Lacedaemonian, Salsethus, in hiding in the

town, sent him off to Athens, together with the Mitylenians
that he had placed in Tenedos, and any other persons that he

thought concerned in the revolt. He also sent back the greater

part of his forces, remaining with the rest to settle Mitylene
and the rest of Lesbos as he thought best.

Upon the arrival of the prisoners with Salaethus, the Athe-

nians at once put the latter to death, although he offered,

among other things, to procure the withdrawal of the Pelopon-
nesians from Plataea, which was still under siege; and after

deliberating as to what they should do with the former, in the

fury of the moment determined to put to death not only the

prisoners at Athens, but the whole adult male population of

Mitylene, and to make slaves of the women and children. It

was remarked that Mitylene had revolted without being, like

the rest, subjected to the empire; and what above all swelled

the wrath of the Athenians was the fact of the Peloponnesiau
fleet having ventured over to Ionia to her support, a fact which

was held to argue a long-meditated rebellion. They accord-

ingly sent a galley to communicate the decree to Paches, com-

manding him to lose no time in despatching the Mitylenians.
The morrow brought repentance with it and reflexion on the

horrid cruelty of a decree, which condemned a whole city to

the fate merited only by the guilty. This was no sooner per-

ceived by the Mitylenian ambassadors at Athens and their

Athenian supporters, than they moved the authorities to put
the question again to the vote; which they the more easily

consented to do, as they themselves plainly saw that most of

the citizens wished some one to give them an opportunity for

reconsidering the matter. An assembly was therefore at once

called, and after much expression of opinion upon both sides,

Cleon, son of Clesenetus, the same who had carried the former
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motion of putting the Mitylenians to death, the most violent

man at Athens, and at that time by far the most powerful with

the commons, came forward again and spoke as follows*.'
C

I have often before now been convinced that a democracy
is incapable of empire, and never more so than by your pres-
ent change of mind in the matter of Mitylene. Fears or plots

being unknown to you in your daily relations with each other,

you feel just the same with regard to your allies, and never

reflect that the mistakes into which you may be led by listen-

ing to their appeals, or by giving way to your own compassion,
are full of danger to yourselves, and bring you no thanks for

your weakness from your allies
; entirely forgetting that your

empire is a despotism and your subjects disaffected conspira-

tors, whose obedience is insured not by your suicidal conces-

sions, but by the superiority given you by your own strength
and not their loyalty. The most alarming feature in the case

is the constant change of measures with which we appear to be

threatened, and our seeming ignorance of the fact that bad
laws which are never changed are better for a city than good
ones that have no authority; that unlearned loyalty is more
serviceable than quick-witted insubordination; and that or-

dinary men usually manage public affairs better than their

more gifted fellows. The latter are always wanting to appear
wiser than the laws, and to overrule every proposition brought
forward, thinking that they cannot show their wit in more

important matters, and by such behaviour too often ruin their

country; while those who mistrust their own cleverness are

content to be less learned than the laws, and less able to pick
holes in the speech of a good speaker ;

and being fair judges
rather than rival athletes, generally conduct affairs success-

fully. These we ought to imitate, instead of being led on by
cleverness and intellectual rivalry to advise your people
against our real opinions.
Tor myself, I adhere to my former opinion, and wonder

at those who have proposed to reopen the case of the Mity-
lenians, and who are thus causing a delay which is all in

favour of the guilty, by making the sufferer proceed against
the offender with the edge of his anger blunted; although
where vengeance follows most closely upon the wrong, it best

equals it and most amply requites it. I wonder also who will
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be the man who will maintain the contrary, and will pretend
to show that the crimes of the Mitylenians are of service to

us, and our misfortunes injurious to the allies. Such a man
must plainly either have such confidence in Ms rhetoric as

to adventure to prove that what has been once for all decided

is still undetermined, or be bribed to try to delude us by
elaborate sophisms. In such contests the state gives the re-

wards to others, and takes the dangers for herself. The persons
to blame are you who are so foolish as to institute these

contests; who go to see an oration as you would to see a sight,

take your facts on hearsay, judge of the practicability of a

project by the wit of its advocates, and trust for the truth as

to past events not to the fact which you saw more than to

the clever strictures which you heard
;
the easy victims of new-

fangled arguments, unwilling to follow received conclusions;

slaves to every new paradox, despisers of the commonplace;
the first wish of every man being that he could speak himself

the next to rival those who can speak by seeming to be quite

tip with their ideas by applauding every hit almost before it

is made, and by being as quick in catching an argument as

you are slow in foreseeing its consequences; asking, if I may
so say, for something different from the conditions under

which we live, and yet comprehending inadequately those

very conditions; very slaves to the pleasure of the ear, and

more like the audience of a rhetorician than the council of

a city.

'In order to keep you from tMs, I proceed to show that no
one state has ever injured you as much as Mitylene. I car*

make allowance for those who revolt because they cannot bear

our empire, or who have been forced to do so by the enemy.
But for those who possessed an island with fortifications

;
who

could fear our enemies only by sea, and there had their own
force of galleys to protect them; who were independent and
held in the highest honour by you to act as these have done,
this is not revolt revolt implies oppression; it is deliberate

and wanton aggression; an attempt to ruin us by siding with

our bitterest enemies
;
a worse offence than a war undertaker?

rm their own account in the acquisition of power. The fate oi

those of their neighbours who had already rebelled and had

been subdued, was no lesson to them; their own prosperity
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could not dissuade them from affronting danger; but blindly
confident in the future, and full of hopes beyond their power
though not beyond their ambition, they declared war and
made their decision to prefer might to right, their attack being
determined not by provocation but by the moment which
seemed propitious. The truth is that great good fortune com-

ing suddenly and unexpectedly tends to make a people inso-

lent: in most cases it is safer for mankind to have success in

reason than out of reason
;
and it is easier for them, one may

say, to stave off adversity than to preserve prosperity. Our
mistake has been to distinguish the Mitylenians as we have
done: had they been long ago treated like the rest, they never

would have so far forgotten themselves, human nature being
as surely made arrogant by consideration, as it is awed by
firmness. Let them now therefore be punished as their crime

requires, and do not, while you condemn the aristocracy,
absolve the people. This is certain, that all attacked you
without distinction, although they might have come over to

us, and been now again in possession of their city. But no,

they thought it safer to throw in their lot with the aristocracy
and so joined their rebellion! Consider therefore! if you sub-

ject to the same punishment the ally who is forced to rebel

by the enemy, and him who does so by his own free choice,
which of them, think you, is there that will not rebel upon
the slightest pretext; when the reward of success is freedom,
and the penalty of failure nothing so very terrible? We mean-
while shall have to risk our money and our lives against one
state after another; and If successful, shall receive a ruined

town from which we can no longer draw the revenue upon
Which our strength depends; while if unsuccessful, we shall

have an enemy the more upon our hands, and shall spend the

time that might be employed in combating our existing foes

in warring with our own allies.

'No hope, therefore, that rhetoric may instil or money pur-
chase, of the mercy due to human infirmity must be held out

to the Mitylenians. Their offence was not involuntary, but of

malice and deliberate; and mercy is only for unwilling
offenders. I therefore now as before persist against your re-

versing your first decision, or giving way to the three failings
most fatal to empire pity, sentiment, and indulgence. Com-
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passion is due to those who can reciprocate the feeling, not tG

those who will never pity us in return, but are our natural
and necessary foes: the orators who charm us with sentiment

may find other less important arenas for their talents, in the

place of one where the city pays a heavy penalty for a mo-
mentary pleasure, themselves receiving fine acknowledgments
for their fine phrases; while indulgence should be shown
towards those who will be our friends in future, instead of
towards men who will remain just what they were3 and as
much our enemies as before. To sum up shortly, I say that
if you follow my advice you will do what is just towards the

Mitylenians, and at the same time expedient ;
while by a differ-

ent decision you will not oblige them so much as pass sentence

upon yourselves. For if they were right in rebelling, you must
be wrong in ruling. However, if, right or wrong, you determine
to rule, you must carry out your principle and punish the

Mitylenians as your interest requires; or else you must give
up your empire and cultivate honesty without danger. Make
up your minds, therefore, to give them like for like; and do
not let the victims who escaped the plot be more insensible

than the conspirators who hatched it; but reflect what they
would have done if victorious over you, especially as thej?

were the aggressors. It is they who wrong their neighbour
without a cause, that pursue their victim to the death, on
account of the danger which they foresee in letting their enemy
survive; since the object of a wanton wrong is more dangerous,
if he escape, than an enemy who has not this to complain of.

Do not, therefore, be traitors to yourselves, but recall as

nearly as possible the moment of suffering and the supreme
importance which you then attached to their reduction; and
now pay them back in their turn, without yielding to present
weakness or forgetting the peril that once hung over you.
Punish them as they deserve, and teach your other allies by a

striking example that the penalty of rebellion is death. Let

them once understand this and you will not have so often to

neglect your enemies while you are fighting with your own
confederates.'

Such were the words of Cleon. After him Diodotus, son

of Eucrates, who had also in the previous assembly spoken
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most strongly against putting the Mitylenians to death, came
forward and spoke as follows:

C

I do not blame the persons who have reopened the case

of the Mitylenians, nor do I approve the protests which we
faave heard against important questions being frequently de-

bated. I think the two things most opposed to good counsel

are haste and passion; haste usually goes hand in hand with

folly, passion with coarseness and narrowness of mind. As for

the argument that speech ought not to be the exponent of

action, the man who uses it must be either senseless or inter-

ested : senseless if he believes it possible to treat of the uncer-

tain future through any other medium; interested if wishing
to carry a disgraceful measure and doubting his ability to

speak well in a bad cause, he thinks to frighten opponents and
hearers by well-aimed calumny. What is still more intolerable

is to accuse a speaker of making a display in order to be paid
for it. If ignorance only were imputed, an unsuccessful speaker

might retire with a reputation for honesty, if not for wisdom;
while the charge of dishonesty makes him suspected, if suc-

cessful, and thought, if defeated, not only a fool but a rogue.
The city is no gainer by such a system, since fear deprives it

of its advisers; although in truth, if our speakers are to make
such assertions, it would be better for the country if they could

not speak at all, as we should then make fewer blunders. The
good citizen ought to triumph not by frightening his opponents
but by beating them fairly in argument; and a wise city with-

out over-distinguishing its best advisers, will nevertheless not

deprive them of their due, and far from punishing an unlucky
counsellor will not even regard him as disgraced. In this way
successful orators would be least tempted to sacrifice their

convictions to popularity, in the hope of still higher honours,
and unsuccessful speakers to resort to the same popular arts

in order to win over the multitude.

This is not our way; and, besides, the moment that a man
is suspected of giving advice, however good, from corrupt
motives, we feel such a grudge against him for the gain which
after all we are not certain he will receive, that we deprive the

city of its certain benefit. Plain good advice has thus come to

be no less suspected than bad; and the advocate of the most
monstrous measures is not more obliged to use deceit to gain
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the people, than the best counsellor is to lie in order to be

believed. The city and the city only, owing to these refine-

ments, can never be served openly and without disguise; he

who does serve it openly being always suspected of serving

himself in some secret way in return. Still, considering the

magnitude of the interests involved, and the position of affairs,

we orators must make it our business to look a little further

than you who judge offhand; especially as we, your advisers,

are responsible, while you, our audience, are not so. For If

those who gave the advice, and those who took it, suffered

equally, you would judge more calmly; as it is, you visit the

disasters into which the whim of the moment may have led

you, upon the single person of your adviser, not upon your-

selves, his numerous companions in error.

'However, I have not come forward either to oppose or in

accuse in the matter of Mitylene; indeed, the question before

us as sensible men is not their guilt, but our interests. Though
I prove them ever so guilty, I shall not, therefore, advise their

death, unless it be expedient; nor though they should have

claims to indulgence, shall I recommend it, unless it be clearly

for the good of the country. I consider that we are deliberating

for the future more than for the present; and where Cleon is

so positive as to the useful deterrent effects that win follow

from making rebellion capital, I who consider the interests

of the future quite as much as he, as positively maintain the

contrary. And I require you not to reject my useful considera-

tions for his specious ones: his speech may have the attraction

of seeming the more just in your present temper against Mity-

lene; but we are not in a court of justice, but in a political

assembly; and the question is not justice, but how to make
the Mitylenians useful to Athens.

'Now of course communities have enacted the penalty of

death for many offences far lighter than this: still hope leads

men to venture, and no one ever yet put himself in peril with-

out the inward conviction that he would succeed in his design.

Again, was there ever city rebelling that did not believe that

it possessed either in itself or in its alliances resources ade-

quate to the enterprise? All, states and individuals, are alike

prone to err, and there is no law that will prevent them; or

why should men have exhausted the list o* *>umshments in
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search of enactments to protect them from evil-doers? It is

probable that in early times the penalties for the greatest
offences were less severe, and that, as these were disregarded,
the penalty of death has been by degrees in most cases arrived

at, which is itself disregarded in like manner. Either then
some means of terror more terrible than this must be discov-

ered, or it must be owned that this restraint is useless; and
that as long as poverty gives men the courage of necessity, or

plenty fills them with the ambition which belongs to insolence

and pride, and the other conditions of life remain each under
the thraldom of some fatal and master passion, so long will

the impulse never be wanting to drive men into danger. Hope
also and cupidity, the one leading and the other following, the
one conceiving the attempt, the other suggesting the facility
of succeeding, cause the widest ruin, and, although invisible

agents, are far stronger than the dangers that are seen. For-

tune, too, powerfully helps the delusion, and by the unex-

pected aid that she sometimes lends, tempts men to venture

with inferior means; and this is especially the case with

communities, because the stakes played for are the highest,
freedom or empire, and, when all are acting together, each
man irrationally magnifies his own capacity. In fine, it is

impossible to prevent, and only great simplicity can hope to

pi event, human nature doing what it has once set its mind

upon, by force of law or by any other deterrent force what-
soever.

'We must not, therefore, commit ourselves to a false policy

through a belief in the efficacy of the punishment of death, or

exclude rebels from the hope of repentance and an early atone-

ment of their error. Consider a moment! At present, if a city
that has already revolted perceive that it cannot succeed, it

will come to terms whik it is still able to refund expenses, and

pay tribute afterwards. In the other case, what city think you
would not prepare better than is now done, and hold out to the

last against its besiegers, if it is all one whether it surrender

late or soon? And how can it be otherwise than hurtful to us
to be put to the expense of a siege, because surrender is out

of the question ;
and if we take the city, to receive a ruined

town from which we can no longer draw the revenue which
forms our real strength against the enemy? We must not*
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therefore, sit as strict judges of the offenders to our own preju-
dice, but rather see how by moderate chastisements we ma}'
be enabled to benefit in future by the revenue-producing
powers of our dependencies; and we must make up our minds
to look for our protection not to legal terrors but to careful
administration. At present we do exactly the opposite. Whet*
a free community, held in subjection by force, rises, as is only
natural, and asserts its independence, it is no sooner reduced
than we fancy ourselves obliged to punish it severely; although
the right course with freemen is not to chastise them rigor-
ously when they do rise, but rigorously to watch them before

they rise, and to prevent their ever entertaining the idea, and,
the insurrection suppressed, to make as few responsible for

it as possible.

'Only consider what a blunder you would commit in doing
as Cleon recommends. As things are at present, in all the cities

the people is your friend, and either does not revolt with the

oligarchy, or, if forced to do so, becomes at once the enemy
of the insurgents; so that in the war with the hostile city you
have the masses on your side. But if you butcher the people
of Mitylene, who had nothing to do with the revolt, and who,
as soon as they got arms, of their own motion surrendered
the town, first you will commit the crime of killing your bene-

factors; and next you .vill play directly into the hands of the

higher classes, who when they induce their cities to rise, will

immediately have the people on their side, through your hav-

ing announced in advance the same punishment for those who
are guilty and for those who are not. On the contrary, even if

they were guilty, you ought to seem not to notice it, in order
to avoid alienating the only class still friendly to us. In short,
I consider it far more useful for the preservation of our empire
voluntarily to put up with injustice, than to put to death, how-
ever justly, those whom it is our interest to keep alive. As for

Cleon's idea that in punishment the claims of justice and ex<

pediency can both be satisfied, facts do not confirm the possi
bility of such a combination.

'Confess, therefore, that this is the wisest course, and with*
out conceding too much either to pity or to indulgence^ by
neither of which motives do I any more than Cleon wish you
to be influenced, upon the plain merits of the case before you,
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be persuaded by me to try calmly those of the Mitylenians
whom Paches sent off as guilty, and to leave the rest undis-

turbed. This is at once best for the future, and most terrible

to your enemies at the present moment; inasmuch as good
policy against an adversary is superior to the blind attacks

of brute force.'

Such were the words of Diodotus. The two opinions thus

expressed were the ones that most directly contradicted each

other; and the Athenians, notwithstanding their change of

feeling, now proceeded to a division, in which the show of

hands was almost equal, although the motion of Diodotus
carried the day. Another galley was at once sent off in haste,
for fear that the first might reach Lesbos in the interval, and
the city be found destroyed; the first ship having about a day
and a night's start. Wine and barley-cakes were provided for

the vessel by the Mitylenian ambassadors, and great promises
made if they arrived in time; which caused the men to use

such diligence upon the voyage that they took their meals of

barley-cakes kneaded with oil and wine as they rowed, and

only slept by turns while the others were at the oar. Luckily
they met with no contrary wind, and the first ship making no
haste upon so horrid an errand, while the second pressed on
in the manner described, the first arrived so little before them,
that Paches had only just had time to read the decree, and to

prepare to execute the sentence, when the second put into port
and prevented the massacre. The danger of Mitylene had
indeed been great.
The other party whom Paches had sent off as the prime

movers in the rebellion, were upon Cleon's motion put to death

by the Athenians, the number being rather more than a thou-

sand. The Athenians also demolished the walls of the Mity-
lenians, and took possession of their ships. Afterwards tribute

was not imposed upon the Lesbians
;
but all their land, except

that of the Methymnians, was divided into three thousand

allotments, three hundred of which were reserved as sacred for

the gods, and the rest assigned by lot to Athenian share-

holders, who were sent out to the island. With these the

Lesbians agreed to pay a rent of two minse a year for each

allotment, and cultivated the land themselves. The Athenians
also took possession of the towns on the continent belonging
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to the Mitylenians, which thus became for the future subject
to Athens. Such were the events that took place at Lesbos.

CHAPTER X
yiFTH YEAR OF THE WAR TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF THE

PLAT^EANS CGSCYRJEAN REVOLUTION

B.C. 427: Nicias invades Minos Surrender of Platosa Speech of the

Platceans Speech of the Tkebans Extinction of Platcea Tht

Corcyrcean revolution Commons victorious Reign oj terror in

Corcyra Demoralization of all values Excesses in Corcyra -

Athenian squadron sails for Sicily.

DURING the same summer, after the reduction of Lesbos, the

Athenians under Nicias, son of Niceratus, made an expedi-
tion against the island of Minos, which lies off Megara and
was used as a fortified post by the Megarians, who had built

a tower upon it. Xicias wished to enable the Athenians to

maintain their blockade from this nearer station instead of

from Budorum and Salamis; to stop the Peloponnesian galleys

and privateers sailing out unobserved from the island, as they
had been in the habit of doing; and at the same time prevent

anything from coming into Megara. Accordingly, after taking
two towers projecting on the side of Nissea, by engines from

the sea, and clearing the entrance into the channel between

the island and the shore, he next proceeded to cut off all com-

munication by building a wall on the mainland at the point

where a bridge across a morass enabled succours to be thrown

into the island, which was not far off from the continent. A
few days sufficing to accomplish this, he afterwards raised

some works in the island also, and leaving a garrison there,

departed with his forces.

About the same time in this summer, the Plataeans being

now without provisions, and unable to support the siege, sur-

rendered to tie Peloponnesians in the following manner. An
assault had been made upon the wall, which the Plataeans

t

were unable to repel. The Lacedaemonian commander, per-

ceiving their weakness, wished to avoid taking the place by

storm; his instructions from Lacedsemon having been so con-

ceived, in order that if at any future time peace should be

made with Athens, and they should agree each to restore the
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places that they had taken in the war, Plataea might be held

to have come over voluntarily, and not be included in the list.

He accordingly sent a herald to them to ask if they were will-

ing voluntarily to surrender the town to the Lacedaemonians,
and accept them as their judges, upon the understanding that

the guilty should be punished, but no one without form of

law. The Plataeans were now in the last state of weakness, and
the herald had no sooner delivered his message than they sur-

rendered the town. The Peloponnesians fed them for some

days until the judges from Lacedsemon, who were five in num-

ber, arrived. Upon their arrival no charge was preferred ; they

simply called up the Platseans, and asked them whether they
had done the Lacedaemonians and allies any service in the war
then raging. The Platssans asked leave to speak at greater

length, and deputed two of their number to represent them;

Astymachus, son of Asopolaus, and Lacon, son of Aeimnestus,
Proxenus of the Lacedaemonians, who came forward and spoke
as follows:

'Lacedaemonians, when we surrendered our city we trusted

in you, and looked forward to a trial more agreeable to the

forms of law than the present, to which we had no idea of

being subjected ;
the judges also in whose hands we consented

to place ourselves were you, and you only (from whom we

thought we were most likely to obtain justice), and not other

persons, as is now the case. As matters stand, we are afraid

that we have been doubly deceived. We have good reason to

suspect, not only that the issue to be tried is the most terrible

of all, but that you will not prove impartial ;
if we may argue

from the fact that no accusation was first brought forward for

us to answer, but we had ourselves to ask leave to speak, and
from the question being put so shortly, that a true answer to

it tells against us, while a false one can be contradicted. In this

dilemma, our safest, and indeed our only course, seems to be
to say something at all risks: placed as we are, we could

scarcely be silent without being tormented by the damning
thought that speaking might have saved us. Another difficulty

that we have to encounter is the difficulty of convincing you.
Were we unknown to each other we might profit by bringing
forward new matter with which you were unacquainted: as it

is, we can tell you nothing that you do not know already, and.-
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we fear, not that you have condemned us in your own minds
of having failed in our duty towards you, and make this our

crime, but that to please a third party we have to submit to

a trial the result of which is already decided. Nevertheless, we
will place before you what we can justly urge, not only on the

question of the quarrel which the Thebans have against us,
but also as addressing you and the rest of the Hellenes; and
we will remind you of our good services, and endeavour to

prevail with you.
cTo your short question, whether we have done the

Lacedaemonians and allies any service in this war, we say, if

you ask us as enemies, that to refrain from serving you was
not to do you injury; if as friends, that you are more in fault

for having marched against us. During the peace, and against
the Mede, we acted well: we have not now been the first tc

break the peace, and we were the only Bosotians who then

joined in defending against the Mede the liberty of Hellas,

Although an inland people, we were present at the action at

Artemisium; in the battle that took place in our territory we
fought by the side of yourselves and Pausanias; and in all the

other Hellenic exploits of the time we took a part quite out of

proportion to our strength. Besides, you, as Lacedemonians,

ought not to forget that at the time of the great panic at Sparta,
after the earthquake, caused by the secession of the Helots

to Ithorne, we sent the third part of our citizens to assist you.
C0n these great and historical occasions such was the part

that we chose, although afterwards we became your enemies.

For this you were to blame. When we asked for your alliance

against our Theban oppressors, you rejected our petition, and

told us to go to the Athenians who were our neighbours, as

you lived too far off. In the war we never have done to you,
and never should have done to you, anything unreasonable.

If we refused to desert the Athenians when you asked us, we
did no wrong; they had helped us against the Thebans when

you drew back, and we could no longer give them up with

honour; especially as we had obtained their alliance and had

been admitted to their citizenship at our own request, and
after receiving benefits at their hands

;
but it was plainly our

duty loyally to obey their orders. Besides, the faults that either
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of you may commit in your supremacy must be laid, not upon
the followers, but on the chiefs that lead them astray.

'With regard to the Thebans, they have wronged us re-

peatedly, and their last aggression, which has been the means
of bringing us into our present position, is within your own
knowledge. In seizing our city in time of peace, and what is

more at a holy time in the month, they justly encountered
our vengeance, in accordance with the universal law which
sanctions resistance to an invader; and it cannot now be right
that we should suffer on their account. By taking your own
immediate interest and their animosity as the test of justice,

you will prove yourselves to be rather waiters on expediency
than judges of right; although if they seem useful to you now,
we and the rest of the Hellenes gave you much more valuable

help at a time of greater need. Now you are the assailants, and
others fear you; but at the crisis to which we allude, when
the barbarian threatened all with slavery, the Thebans were
on his side. It is just, therefore, to put our patriotism then

against our error now, if error there has been
;
and you will

find the merit outweighing the fault, and displayed at a junc-
ture when there were few Hellenes who would set their valour

against the strength of Xerxes, and when greater praise was
theirs who preferred the dangerous path of honour to the safe

course of consulting their own interest with respect to the

invasion. To these few we belonged, and highly were we
honoured for it; and yet we now fear to perish by having
again acted on the same principles, and chosen to act well

with Athens sooner than wisely with Sparta. Yet in justice
the same cases should be decided in the same way, and policy
should not mean anything else than lasting gratitude for the
service of a good ally combined with a proper attention to

one's own immediate interest.

'Consider also that at present the Hellenes generally regard
you as a pattern of worth and honour; and if you pass an un-

just sentence upon us in this which is no obscure cause, but
one in which you, the judges, are as illustrious as we, the

prisoners, are blameless, take care that displeasure be not
felt at an unworthy decision in the matter of honourable men
made by men yet more honourable than they, and at the con-
secration in the national temples of spoils taken from the
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Platasans, the benefactors of Hellas. Shocking indeed will it

seem for Lacedaemonians to destroy Plataea, and for the city
whose name your fathers inscribed upon the tripod at Delphi
for its good service, to be by you blotted out from the map of

Hellas, to please the Thebans. To such a depth of misfortune
have we fallen, that while the Medes' success had been our

ruin, Thebans now supplant us in your once fond regards ;
and

we have been subjected to two dangers, the greatest of any
that of dying of starvation then, if we had not surrendered

our town, and now of being tried for our lives. So that we

Plataeans, after exertions beyond our power in the cause of the

Hellenes, are rejected by all, forsaken and unassisted; helped

by none of our allies, and reduced to doubt the stability of

our only hope, yourselves.

'Still, in the name of the gods who once presided over our

confederacy, and of our own good service in the Hellenic

cause, we adjure you to relent; to recall the decision which

we fear that the Thebans may have obtained from you; to

ask back the gift that you have given them, that they disgrace
not you by slaying us; to gain a pure instead of a guilty grati-

tude, and not to gratify others to be yourselves rewarded with

shame. Our lives may be quickly taken, but it will be a heavy
task to wipe away the infamy of the deed; as we are no ene-

mies whom you might justly punish, but friends forced into

taking arms against you. To grant us our lives would be,

therefore, a righteous judgment; if you consider also that

we are prisoners who surrendered of their own accord, stretch-

ing out our hands for quarter, whose slaughter Hellenic law

forbids, and who besides were always your benefactors. Look
at the sepulchres of your fathers, slain by the Medes and
buried in our country, whom year by year we honoured with

garments and all other dues, and the first fruits of all that our

land produced in their season, as friends from a friendly

country and allies to our old companions in arms! Should you
not decide aright, your conduct would be the very opposite to

ours. Consider only: Pausanias buried them thinking that

he was laying them in friendly ground and among men as

friendly; but you, if you kill us and make the Platsean terri-

tory Theban, will leave your fathers and kinsmen in a hostile

soil and among their murderers, deprived of the honours which
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they now enjoy. What is more, you will enslave the land in

which the freedom of the Hellenes was won, make desolate

the temples of the gods to whom they prayed before they over-

came the Medes, and take away your ancestral sacrifices from
those who founded and instituted them.

'It were not to your glory, Lacedaemonians, either to offend

in this way against the common law of the Hellenes and

against your own ancestors, or to kill us your benefactors to

gratify another's hatred without having been wronged your-
selves: it were more so to spare us and to yield to the im-

pressions of a reasonable compassion; reflecting not merely
on the awful fate in store for us, but also on the character of

the sufferers, and on the impossibility of predicting how soon

misfortune may fall even upon those who deserve it not. We,
as we have a right to do and as our need impels us, entreat

you, calling aloud upon the gods at whose common altar all

the Hellenes worship, to hear our request, to be not unmindful

of the oaths which your fathers swore, and which we now

plead we supplicate you by the tombs of your fathers, and

appeal to those that are gone to save us from falling into the

hands of the Thebans and their dearest friends from being

given up to their most detested foes. We also remind you of

that day on which we did the most glorious deeds, by your
fathers' sides, we who now on this are like to suffer the most

dreadful fate. Finally, to do what is necessary and yet most

difficult for men in our situation that is, to make an end of

speaking, since with that ending the peril of our lives draws

near in conclusion we say that we did not surrender our city

to the Thebans (to that we would have preferred inglorious

starvation), but trusted in and capitulated to you; and it

would be just, if we fail to persuade you, to put us back in the

same position and let us take the chance that falls to us. And
at the same time we adjure you not to give us up, your sup-

pliants, Lacedemonians, out of your hands and faith, Platseans

foremost of the Hellenic patriots, to Thebans, our most hated

enemies, but to be our saviours, and not, while you free the

rest of the Hellenes, to bring us to destruction.'

Such were the words of the Platseans. The Thebans, afraid

that the Lacedaemonians might be moved by what they had

heard, came forward and said that they too desired to address
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them, since the Piataeans had, against their wish, been allowed
to speak at length instead of being confined to a simple answer
to the question. Leave being granted, the Thebans spoke as
follows:

cWe should never have asked to make this speech if the
Platseans on their side had contented themselves with shortly

answering the question, and had not turned round and made
charges against us, coupled with a long defence of themselves

upon matters outside the present inquiry and not even the

subject of accusation, and with praise of what no one find?

fault with. However
,
since they have done so, we must answer

their charges and refute their self-praise, in order that neither

our bad name nor their good may help them, but that you
may hear the real truth on both points, and so decide.

The origin of our quarrel was this. We settled Piatsea some
time after the rest of Boeotia, together with other places out
of which we had driven the mixed population. The Plataeans

not choosing to recognise our supremacy, as had been first

arranged, but separating themselves from the rest of the

Boeotians, and proving traitors to their nationality, we used

compulsion ; upon which they went over to the Athenians, and
with them did as much harm, for which we retaliated.

'Next, when the barbarian invaded Hellas, they say that

they were the only Boeotians who did not Medise; and this

is where they most glorify themselves and abuse us. We say
that if they did not Medise, it was because the Athenians did
not do so either; just as afterwards when the Athenians at-

tacked the Hellenes they, the Plataeans, were again the only
Boeotians who Atticised. And yet consider the forms of our

respective governments when we so acted. Our city at that

juncture had neither an oligarchical constitution in which all

the nobles enjoyed equal rights nor a democracy, but that

which is most opposed to law and good government and nearest

a tyranny the rale of a close cabal These, hoping tc

strengthen their individual power by the success of the Medej
kept down by force the people, and brought him into the town
The city as a whole was not its own mistress when it so acted

r

and ought not to be reproached for the errors that it com-
mitted while deprived of its constitution. Examine only how
we acted after the departure of the Mede and the recovery
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of the constitution; when the Athenians attacked the rest of

Hellas and endeavoured to subjugate our country, of the

greater part of which faction had already made them masters.

Did not we fight and conquer at Coronea and liberate Bceotia,
and do we not now actively contribute to the liberation of the

rest, providing horses to the cause and a force unequalled by
that of any other state in the confederacy?

Let this suffice to excuse us for our Medism. We will now
endeavour to show that you have injured the Hellenes more
than we, and are more deserving of condign punishment. It

was in defence against us, say you, that you became allies and
citizens of Athens. If so, you ought only to have called in the

Athenians against us, instead of joining them in attacking
others: it was open to you to do this if you ever felt that they
were leading you where you did not wish to follow, as

Lacedaemon was already your ally against the Mede, as you
so much insist; and this was surely sufficient to keep us off,

and above all to allow you to deliberate in security. Neverthe-

less, of your own choice and without compulsion you chose

to throw your lot in with Athens. And you say that it had been
base for you to betray your benefactors; but it was surely far

baser and more iniquitous to sacrifice the whole body of the

Hellenes, your fellow-confederates, who were liberating Hellas,
than the Athenians only, who were enslaving it. The return

that you made them was therefore neither equal nor honour-

able, since you called them in, as you say, because you were

being oppressed yourselves, and then became their accomplices
in oppressing others

; although baseness rather consists in not

returning like for like than in not returning what is justly due
but must be unjustly paid.

'Meanwhile, after thus plainly showing that it was not for

the sake of the Hellenes that you alone then did not Medise,
but because the Athenians did not do so either, and you wished
to side with them and to be against the rest; you now claim
the benefit of good deeds done to please your neighbours. This
cannot be admitted: you chose the Athenians, and with them
you must stand or fall. Nor can you plead the league then
made and claim that it should now protect you. You aban-
doned that league, and offended against it by helping instead

$f hindering the subjugation of the ^Eginetans and others of
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its members, and that not under compulsion ,
but while in en-

joyment of the same institutions that you enjoy to the present

hour, and no one forcing you as in our case. Lastly, an invita-

tion was addressed to you before you were blockaded to be

neutral and join neither party: this you did not accept. Who
then merit the detestation of the Hellenes more justly than

you, you who sought their ruin under the mask of honour?
The former virtues that you allege you now show not to be

proper to your character; the real bent of your nature has
been at length damningly proved: when the Athenians took
the path of injustice you followed them.

'Of our unwilling Medism and your wilful Atticising this

then is our explanation. The last wrong of which you complain
consists in our having, as you say, lawlessly invaded your town
in time of peace and festival. Here again we cannot think that

we were more in fault than yourselves. If of our own proper
motion we made an armed attack upon your city and ravaged

your territory, we are guilty; but if the first men among you
in estate and family, wishing to put an end to the foreign con-

nexion and to restore you to the common Boeotian country, of

their own free will invited us, wherein is our crime? Where

wrong is done, those who lead, as you say, are more to blame

than those who follow. Not that, in our judgment, wrong wa?
done either by them or by us. Citizens like yourselves, and with

more at stake than you, they opened their own walls and intro-

duced us into their own city, not as foes but as friends, to pre
vent the bad among you from becoming worse; to give hones*,

men their due
;
to reform principles without attacking persons,

since you were not to be banished from your city, but brought
home to your kindred, nor to be made enemies to any, but

friends alike to all,

'That our intention was not hostile is proved by our be-

haviour. We did no harm to any one, but publicly invited

those who wished to live under a national, Boeotian govern-
ment to come over to us; which at first you gladly did, and

made an agreement with us and remained tranquil, until you
became aware of the smallness of our numbers. Now it is pos-

sible that there may have been something not quite fair in

our entering without the consent of your commons. At any
rate you did not repay us in kind. Instead of refraining, as we
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iad done, from violence, and inducing us to retire by negotia-

tion, you fell upon us in violation of your agreement, and
slew some of us in fight, of which we do not so much complain,
for in that there was a certain justice; but others who held out

their hands and received quarter, and whose lives you subse-

quently promised us, you lawlessly butchered. If this was not

abominable, what is? And after these three crimes committed
one after the other the violation of your agreement, the

murder of the men afterwards, and the lying breach of your
promise not to kill them, if we refrained from injuring your

property in the country you still affirm that we are the

criminals and yourselves pretend to escape justice. Not so,

if these your judges decide aright, but you will be punished
for all together.

'Such, Lacedaemonians, are the facts. We have gone into

them at some length both on your account and on our own,
that you may feel that you will justly condemn the prisoners,

and we, that we have given an additional sanction to our

vengeance. We would also prevent you from being melted by
hearing of their past virtues, if any such they had: these may
be fairly appealed to by the victims of injustice, but only

aggravate the guilt of criminals, since they offend against then-

better nature. Nor let them gain anything by crying and wail-

ing, by calling upon your fathers' tornbs and their own deso-

late condition. Against this we point to the far more dreadful

fate of our youth, butchered at their hands; the fathers of

whom either fell at Coronea, bringing Bceotia over to you,
or seated, forlorn old men by desolate hearths, with far more
reason implore your justice upon the prisoners. The pity which

they appeal to is rather due to men who suffer unworthily;
those who suffer justly as they do, are on the contrary subjects

for triumph. For their present desolate condition they have

themselves to blame, since they wilfully rejected the better

alliance. Their lawless act was not provoked by any action of

ours
; hate, not justice, inspired their decision

;
and even now

the satisfaction which they afford us is not adequate; they
will suffer by a legal sentence, not as they pretend as sup-

pliants asking for quarter in battle, but as prisoners who have

surrendered upon agreement to take their trial. Vindicate,

therefore, Lacedsemonians, the Hellenic law which they have
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broken; and to us, the victims of its violation, grant the re-

ward merited by our zeal. Xor let us be supplanted In your
favour by their harangues, but offer an example to the Hel-

lenes, that the contests to which you Invite them are of deeds,
not words: good deeds can be shortly stated, but where wrong
is done a wealth of language is needed to veil its deformity.

However, If leading powers were to do what you are now
doing, and putting one short question all alike were to de-

cide accordingly, men would be less tempted to seek fine

phrases to cover bad actions.'

Such were the words of the Thebans. The Lacedaemonian

judges decided that the question, whether they had received

any service from the Platseans In the war, was a fair one for

them to put ;
as they had always invited them to be neutral,

agreeably to the original covenant of Pausanias after the de-

feat of tie Mede, and had again definitely offered them the

same conditions before the blockade. This offer having been

refused, they were now, they conceived, by the loyalty of their

intention released from their covenant; and having, as they

considered, suffered evil at the hands of the Platasans, they

brought them In again one by one and asked each of them the

same question, that Is to say, whether they had done the Lace-

daemonians and allies any service In the war; and upon their

saying that they had not, took them out and slew them all

without exception. The number of Platseans thus massacred

was not less than two hundred, with twenty-five Athenians

who had shared In the siege. The women were taken as slaves.

The city the Thebans gave for about a year to some political

emigrants from Megara, and to the surviving Platseans of

their own party to inhabit, and afterwards razed It to the

ground from the very foundations, and built on to the pre-

cinct of Hera an inn two hundred feet square, with rooms all

round above and below, making use for this purpose of the

roofs and doors of the Platseans: of the rest of the materials

in the wall, the brass and the Iron, they made couches which

they dedicated to Hera, for whom they>also built a stone chapel

of a hundred feet square. The land they confiscated and let

out on a ten-years' lease to Theban occupiers. The adverse

attitude of the Lacedaemonians in the whole Plataean affair

was mainly adopted to please the Thebans, who were thought
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to be useful in the war at that moment raging. Such was the
end of Plataea, in the ninety-third year after she became the

ally of Athens.

Meanwhile, the forty ships of the Peloponnesians that had
gone to the relief of the Lesbians, and which we left flying
across the open sea, pursued by the Athenians, were caught
in a storm off Crete, and scattering from thence made their

way to Peloponnese, where they found at Cyllene thirteen

Leucadian and Ambraciot galleys, with Brasidas, son of Teilis,

lately arrived as counsellor to AJcidas; the Lacedaemonians,
upon the failure of the Lesbian expedition, having resolved to

strengthen their fleet and sail to Corcyra, where a revolution

had broken out, so as to arrive there before the twelve
Athenian ships at Naupactus could be reinforced from Athens.
Brasidas and Alcidas began to prepare accordingly.
The Corcyrsean revolution began with the return of the

prisoners taken in the sea-fights off Epidamnus. These the
Corinthians had released, nominally upon the security of

eight hundred talents given by their Proxeni, but in reality

upon their engagement to bring over Corcyra to Corinth.

These men proceeded to canvass each of the citizens, and to

intrigue with the view of detaching the city from Athens.

Upon the arrival of an Athenian and a Corinthian vessel,
with envoys on board, a conference was held in which the

Corcyraeans voted to remain allies of the Athenians according
to their agreement, but to be friends of the Peloponnesians as

they had been formerly. Meanwhile, the returned prisoners

brought Peithias, a volunteer Proxenus of the Athenians and
leader of the commons, to trial, upon the charge of enslaving

Corcyra to Athens. He, being acquitted, retorted by accusing
five of the richest of their number of cutting stakes in the

ground sacred to Zeus and Alcinous; the legal penalty being
a stater for each stake. Upon their conviction, the amount of

the penalty being very large, they seated themselves as sup-

pliants in the temples, to be allowed to pay it by instalments;
but Peithias, who was one of the senate, prevailed upon that

body to enforce the law; upon which the accused, rendered

desperate by the law, and also learning that Peithias had the

intention,, while still a member of the senate, to persuade the

people to conclude a defensive and offensive alliance with
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Athens, banded together armed with daggers, and suddenly
bursting into the senate killed Peithias and sixty others,
senators and private persons ;

some few only of the party of

Peithias taking refuge in the Athenian galley, which bad not

yet departed.
After this outrage, the conspirators summoned the Cor-

cyrseans to an assembly, and said that this would turn out for

the best, and would save them from being enslaved by Athens:
for the future, they moved to receive neither party unless they
came peacefully in a single ship, treating any larger number
as enemies. This motion made, they compelled it to be adopted,
and instantly sent off envoys to Athens to justify what had
been done and to dissuade the refugees there from any hostile

proceedings which might lead to a reaction.

Upon the arrival of the embassy the Athenians arrested

the envoys and all who listened to them, as revolutionists,
and lodged them in ^Egina. Meanwhile a Corinthian galley

arriving in the island with Lacedaemonian envoys, the domi-
nant Corcyrsean party attacked the commons and defeated

them in battle. Night coming on, the commons took refuge
in the Acropolis and the higher parts of the city, and concen-

trated themselves there, having also possession of the Hyllaic

harbour; their adversaries occupying the market-place, where
most of them lived, and the harbour adjoining, looking to-

wards the mainland.

The nest day passed in skirmishes of little importance,
each party sending into the country to offer freedom to the

slaves and to invite them to join them. The mass of the

slaves answered the appeal of the commons; their antagonists

being reinforced by eight hundred mercenaries from the con-

tinent.

After a day's interval hostilities recommenced, victory re-

maining with the commons, who had the advantage in num'
bers and position, the women also valiantly assisting them,

pelting with tiles from the houses, and supporting the melee

with a fortitude beyond their sex. Towards dusk, the oligarchs
in full rout, fearing that the victorious commons might assault

and carry the arsenal and put them to the sword, fired the

houses round the market-place and the lodging-houses, IP

order to bar their advance; sparing neither their own, noi
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those of their neighbours; by which much stuff of the mer-

chants was consumed and the city risked total destruction^
if a wind had come to help the flame by blowing on it. Hos-

tilities now ceasing, both sides kept quiet, passing the night
on guard, while the Corinthian ship stole out to sea upon the

victory of the commons, and most of the mercenaries passed
over secretly to the continent.

The next day the Athenian general, Nicostratus, son of

Diitrephes, came up from Naupactus with twelve ships and
five hundred Messenian heavy infantry. He at once en-

deavoured to bring about a settlement, and persuaded the

two parties to agree together to bring to trial ten of the ring-

leaders, who presently fled, while the rest were to live in peace,

making terms with each other, and entering into a defensive

and offensive alliance with the Athenians. This arranged, he
was about to sail away, when the leaders of the commons
induced him to leave them five of his ships to make their

adversaries less disposed to move, while they manned and
sent with him an equal number of their own. He had no sooner

consented, than they began to enroll their enemies for the

ships; and these fearing that they might be sent off to Athens,
seated themselves as suppliants in the temple of the Dioscuri,

An attempt on the part of Nicostratus to reassure them and
to persuade them to rise proving unsuccessful, the commons
armed upon this pretext, alleging the refusal of their adver-

saries to sail with them as a proof of the hollowness of their

intentions, and took their arms out of their houses, and would
have dispatched some whom they fell in with, if Nicostratus

had not prevented it. The rest of the party seeing what was

going on, seated themselves as suppliants in the temple of

Hera, being not less than four hundred in number
;
until the

commons, fearing that they might adopt some desperate reso-

lution, induced them to rise, and conveyed them over to the

island in front of the temple, where provisions were sent across

to them.

At this stage in the revolution, on the fourth or fifth day
after the removal of the men to the island, the Peloponnesian
ships arrived from Cyllene where they had been stationed

since their return from Ionia, fifty-three in number, still under
the command of Alcidas, but with Brasidas also on board as
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Ms adviser; and dropping anchor at Sybota, a harbour on
the mainland, at daybreak made sail for Corcyra.
The Corcyraeans in great confusion and alarm at the state

of things in the city and at the approach of the invader, at
once proceeded to equip sixty vessels, which they sent out,
as fast as they were manned, against the enemy, in spite oi

:

the Athenians recommending them to let them sail out first,,

and to follow themselves afterwards with all their ships to-

gether. Upon their vessels coming up to the enemy in this

straggling fashion, two immediately deserted: in others the
crews were fighting among themselves, and there was no order
in anything that was done; so that the Peloponnesians seeing
their confusion, placed twenty ships to oppose the Corcyraeans,
and ranged the rest against the twelve Athenian ships,

amongst which were the two vessels Salammia and Paralus,
While the Corcyraeans, attacking without judgment and

in small detachments, were already crippled by their own
misconduct, the Athenians, afraid of the numbers of the

enemy and of being surrounded, did not venture to attack
the main body or even the centre of the division opposed
to them, but fell upon its wing and sank one vessel; after

which the Peloponnesians formed in a circle, and the Athe-
nians rowed round them and tried to throw them into dis-

order. Perceiving this, the division opposed to the Corcyrseans
fearing a repetition of the disaster of Naupactus, came to sup-

port their friends, and the whole fleet now bore down, united,

upon the Athenians, who retired before it, backing water,

retiring as leisurely as possible in order to give the Corcyraeans
time to escape, while the enemy was thus kept occupied. Such
was the character of this sea-fight, which lasted until sunset.

The Corcyraeans now feared that the enemy would follow

up their victory and sail against the town and rescue the men
in the island, or strike some other blow equally decisive, and

accordingly carried the men over again to the temple of Hera,
and kept guard over the city. The Peloponnesians, however,
although victorious in the sea-fight, did not venture to attack
the town, but took the thirteen Corcyraean vessels which they
had captured, and with them sailed back to the continent
from whence they had put out. The next day equally the^
refrained from attacking the city, although the disorder and
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panic were at their height, and though Brasidas, it is said,

urged Alcidas, his superior officer, to do so, but they landed

apon the promontory of Leukimme and laid waste the

country.
Meanwhile the commons in Corcyra, being still in great fear

of the fleet attacking them, came to a parley with the sup-

pliants and their friends, in order to save the town; and pre-

vailed upon some of them to go on board the ships, of which

they still manned thirty, against the expected attack. But the

Peloponnesians after ravaging the country until midday sailed

away, and towards nightfall were informed by beacon signals

of the approach of sixty Athenian vessels from Leucas, under

the command of Eurymedon, son of Thucles; which had been

sent off by the Athenians upon the news of the revolution and

of the fleet with Alcidas being about to sail for Corcyra.
The Peloponnesians accordingly at once set off in haste by

night for home, coasting along shore; and hauling their ships

across the Isthmus of Leucas, in order not to be seen doubling

it, so departed. The Corcyrzeans, made aware of the approach
of the Athenian fleet and of the departure of the enemy,

brought the Messenians from outside the walls into the town,

and ordered the fleet which they had manned to sail round

into the Hyllaic harbour; and while it was so doing, slew

such of their enemies as they laid hands on, dispatching after-

wards as they landed them, those whom they had persuaded
to go on board the ships. Next they went to the sanctuary

of Hera and persuaded about fifty men to take their trial, and

condemned them all to death. The mass of the suppliants who
i)ad refused to do so, on seeing what was taking place, slew

-jach other there in the consecrated ground ;
while some hanged

themselves upon the trees, and others destroyed themselves as

they were severally able. During seven days that Eurymedon
stayed with his sixty ships, the Corcyrseans were engaged in

butchering those of their fellow-citizens whom they regarded
as their enemies: and although the crime imputed was that

of attempting to put down the democracy, some were slain

also for private hatred, others by their debtors because of

the monies owed to them. Death thus raged in every shape;

and, as usually happens at such times, there was no length

to which violence did not go; sons were killed by their fathers,
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and suppliants dragged from the altar or slain upon it; while

some were even walled up in the temple of Dionysus and died

there.

So bloody was the march of the revolution, and the impres-
sion which it made was the greater as it was one of the first

to occur. Later on
?
one may say, the whole Hellenic world

was convulsed
; struggles being everywhere made by the pop-

ular chiefs to bring in the Athenians, and by the oligarchs to

Introduce the Lacedaemonians. In peace there would have been
neither the pretext nor the wish to make such an invitation;
but in war, with an alliance always at the command of eithei

faction for the hurt of their adversaries and their own corre-

sponding advantage, opportunities for bringing in the for

eigner were never wanting to the revolutionary parties. The
sufferings which revolution entailed upon the cities were man}?
and terrible, such as have occurred and always will occur,
as long as the nature of mankind remains the same; though
in a severer or milder form, and varying in their symptoms,
according to the variety of the particular cases. In peace and

prosperity states and individuals have better sentiments, be-

cause they do not find themselves suddenly confronted with

imperious necessities; but war takes away the easy supply of

daily wants, and so proves a rough master, that brings most

men's characters to a level with their fortunes. Revolution

thus ran its course from city to city, and the places which it

arrived at last, from having heard what had been done before,

carried to a still greater excess the refinement of their inven-

tions, as manifested in the cunning of their enterprises and
the atrocity of their reprisals. Words had to change theft

ordinary meaning and to take that which was now given them
Reckless audacity came to be considered the courage of ^

loyal ally; prudent hesitation, specious cowardice; modera-
tion was held to be a cloak for unmanliness

; ability to see all

sides of a question inaptness to act on any. Frantic violence

became the attribute of manliness; cautious plotting, a jus^

tifiable means of self-defence. The advocate of extreme meas-

ures was always trustworthy; his opponent a man to be

suspected. To succeed in a plot was to have a shrewd head,
to divine a plot a still shrewder; but to try to provide against

having to do either was to break up your party and to b
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criminal, or to suggest the idea of a crime where it was want-

ing, was equally commended, until even blood became a

weaker tie than party, from the superior readiness of those

united by the latter to dare everything without reserve; for

>uch associations had not in view the blessings derivable from

established institutions but were formed by ambition for their

overthrow; and the confidence of their members in each other

rested less on any religious sanction than upon complicity in

crime. The fair proposals of an adversary were met with

jealous precautions by the stronger of the two, and not with

a generous confidence. Revenge also was held of more account

than self-preservation. Oaths of reconciliation, being only

proffered on either side to meet an immediate difficulty, only

held good so long as no other weapon was at hand; but when

opportunity offered, he who first ventured to seize it and to

take his enemy off his guard, thought this perfidious vengeance

sweeter than an open one, since, considerations of safety

apart, success by treachery won him the palm of superior

intelligence, Indeed it is generally the case that men are

readier to call rogues clever than simpletons honest, and are

as ashamed of being the second as they are proud of being

the first. The cause of all these evils was the lust for power

arising from greed and ambition; and from these passions

proceeded the violence of parties once engaged in contention.

The leaders in the cities, each provided with the fairest pro-

fessions, on the one side with the cry of political equality

of the people, on the other of a moderate aristocracy, sought

prises for themselves in those public interests which they pre-

tended to cherish, and, recoiling from no means in their

struggles for ascendancy, engaged in the direct excesses; in

their acts of vengeance they went to even greater lengths, not

stopping at what justice or the good of the state demanded,
but making the party caprice of the moment their only stand-

ard, and invoking with equal readiness the condemnation of

an unjust verdict or the authority of the strong arm to glut

the animosities of the hour. Thus religion was in honour with

neither party; but the use of fair phrases to arrive at guilty

ends was in high reputation. Meanwhile the moderate part
of the citizens uerished between the two, either for not joining
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in the quarrel, or because envy would not suffer them to

escape.
Thus every form of iniquity took root in the Hellenic

countries by reason of the troubles. The ancient simplicity
into which honour so largely entered was laughed down and
disappeared ;

and society became divided into camps in which
no man trusted his fellow. To put an end to this, there was
neither promise to be depended upon, nor oath that could
command respect; but all parties dwelling rather in their

calculation upon the hopelessness of a permanent state of

things, were more intent upon self-defence than capable of

confidence. In this contest the blunter wits were most suc-

cessful. Apprehensive of their own deficiencies and of the
cleverness of their antagonists, they feared to be worsted in

debate and to be surprised by the combinations of their more
versatile opponents, and so at once boldly had recourse to

action: while their adversaries, arrogantly thinking that the>
should know in time, and that it was unnecessary to secure

by action what policy afforded, often fell victims to their

want of precaution.
Meanwhile Corcyra gave the first example of most of the

crimes alluded to; of the reprisals exacted by the governed
who had never experienced equitable treatment or indeed

aught but insolence from their rulers when their hour came;
of the iniquitous resolves of those who desired to get rid of

their accustomed poverty, and ardently coveted their neigh-
bours' goods; and lastly, of the savage and pitiless excesses

into which men who had begun the struggle not in a class but
in, a party spirit, were hurried by their ungovernable passions.
In the confusion into which life was now thrown in the cities,

human nature, always rebelling against the law and now its

master, gladly showed Itself ungoverned in passion, above

respect for justice, and the enemy of all superiority; since

revenge would not have been set above religion, and gain
above justice, had it not been for the fatal power of envy.
Indeed men too often take upon themselves in the prosecution
of their revenge to set the example of doing away with those

general laws to which all alike can look for salvation in adver-

sity, instead of allowing them to subsist against the day of

danger when their aid may be required.
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While the revolutionary passions thus for the first time dis-

played themselves in the factions of Corcyra, Eurymedon
and the Athenian fleet sailed away; after which some five

hundred Corcyraean exiles who had succeeded in escaping,
took some forts on the mainland, and becoming masters of

the Corcyrsean territory over the water, made this their base
to plunder their countrymen in the island, and did so much
damage as to cause a severe famine in the town. They also

sent envoys to Lacedsemon and Corinth to negotiate their

restoration; but meeting with no success, afterwards got

together boats and mercenaries and crossed over to the island,

being about six hundred in all; and burning their boats so

as to have no hope except in becoming masters of the country,
went up to Mount Istone, and fortifying themselves there,

Degan to annoy those in the city and obtained command of

the country.
At the close of the same summer the Athenians sent twenty

ships under the command of Laches, son of Melanopus, and

Charceades, son of Euphiletus, to Sicily, where the Syracusans
and Leontines were at war. The Syracusans had for allies all

the Dorian cities except Camarina these had been included

in the Lacedsemonian confederacy from the commencement
of the war, though they had not taken any active part in it

the Leontines had Camarina and the Chalcidian cities. In

Italy the Locrians were for the Syracusans, the Rhegians for

their Leontine kinsmen. The allies of the Leuntlnes now senc

to Athens and appealed to their ancient alliance and to their

Ionian origin, to persuade the Athenians to send them a fleet,

as the Syracusans were blockading them by land and sea. The
Athenians sent it upon the plea of their common descent, but
in reality to prevent the exportation of Silician corn to Pelo-

ponnese and to test the possibility of bringing Sicily into

subjection. Accordingly they established themselves at

Rhegium in Italy, and from thence carried on the war in

concert with their allies.
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CHAPTER XI

SIXTH YEAR OF THE WAR CAMPAIGNS OF DEMOSTHENES IN
WESTERN GREECE RUIN OF AMBRACIA

B.C. 427: Plague returns to Athens B.C. 426: Earthquakes and floods-^
Athenian fleet to Melos and Tanagra Lacedaemonians 'colonize

Heradeor Demosthenes* expedition against the sEtoUansDisastet
follows Campaign against Xaupactns Purification of Delos
The Delian games Eurylochus at OlpceDemosthenes victorious
Rout of Ambraciot forces Treaty between Acarnanians ana

Ambraciots Another Athenian fleet to Sicily Eruption of Mount
Etna.

SUMMER -was now over. The winter following, the plague a
second time attacked the Athenians; for although it had never

entirely left them, still there had been a notable abatement in

its ravages. The second visit lasted no less than a year, the
first having lasted two; and nothing distressed the Athenians
and reduced their power more than this. No less than four
thousand four hundred heavy infantry in the ranks died of if.

and three hundred cavalry, besides a number of the multitude
that was never ascertained. At the same time took place the

numerous earthquakes in Athens, Euboea, and Bceotia, par-
ticularly at Orchomenus in the last-named country.
The same winter the Athenians in Sicily and the Rhegians,

with thirty ships, made an expedition against the islands oi

^Eolus; it being impossible to invade them in summer, owing
to the want of water. These islands are occupied by the Lipa-
rseans, a Cnidian colony, who live in one of them of no great
size called Lipara; and from this as their headquarters cul-

tivate the rest, Didyme, Strongyle, and Hiera. In Hiera the

people in those parts believe that Hephaestus has his forge,
from the quantity of flame which they see it send out by night,
and of smoke by day. These islands lie off the coast of the

Sicels and Messinese, and were allies of the Syracusans. The
Athenians laid waste their land, and as the inhabitants did not

submit, sailed back to Rhegium. Thus the winter ended, and
with it ended the fifth year of this war, of which Thucydides
was the historian.

The nest summer the Peloponnesians and their allies set out

to invade Attica under the command of Agis, son of Archi-

damus, and went as far as the Isthmus, but numerous eartlr
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quakes occurring, turned back again without the invasion

taking place. About the same time that these earthquakes
were so common, the sea at Orobise, in Euboea, retiring from

the then line of coast, returned in a huge wave and invaded a

great part of the town, and retreated leaving some of it still

under water; so that what was once land is now sea; such

of the inhabitants perishing as could not run up to the higher

ground in time. A similar inundation also occurred at Atalanta,

the island off the Opuntian-Locrian coast, carrying away part

of the Athenian fort and wrecking one of two ships which

were drawn up on the beach. At Peparethus also the sea re-

treated a little, without however any inundation following;

and an earthquake threw down part of the wail, the town-

hall, and a few other buildings. The cause, in my opinion, of

this phenomenon must be sought in the earthquake. At the

point where its shock has been the most violent the sea is

driven back, and suddenly recoiling with redoubled force,

causes the inundation. Without an earthquake I do not see

how such an accident could happen.

During the same summer different operations were carried

on by the different belligerents in Sicily; by the Siceliots them-

selves against each other, and by the Athenians and their

allies: I shall however confine myself to the actions in which

the Athenians took part, choosing the most important. The

death of the Athenian general Charoeades, killed by the Syra-

cusans in battle, left Laches in the sole command of the fleet,

which he now directed in concert with the allies against Mylae,

a place belonging to the Messinese. Two Messinese battalions

in garrison at Mylse laid an ambush for the party landing from

the ships, but were routed with great slaughter by the Athe-

nians and their allies, who thereupon assaulted the fortification

and compelled them to surrender the Acropolis and to march

with them upon Messina. This town afterwards also submitted

upon the approach of the Athenians and their allies, and gave

hostages and all other securities required.

The same summer the Athenians sent thirty ships round

Peloponnese under Demosthenes, son of Alcisthenes, and

Procles, son of Theodoras, and sixty others, with two thousand

heavy infantry, against Melos, under Nicias, son of Niceratus;

wishing to reduce the Melians, who, although islanders,
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refused to be subjects of Athens or even to join her con-

federacy. The devastation of their land not procuring their

submission, the fleet, weighing from Melos, sailed to Oropus
in the territory of Graea, and landing at nightfall, the heavy
infantry started at once from the ships by land for Tanagra
in Boeotia, where they were met by the whole levy from

Athens, agreeably to a concerted signal, under the command
of Hlpponlcus, son of Callias, and Eurymedon, son of Thucles.

They encamped, and passing that day In ravaging the Tana-

graean territory, remained there for the night ;
and next day,

after defeating those of the Tanagraeans who sallied out

against them and some Thebans who had come up to help the

Tanagrseans, took some arms, set up a trophy, and retired,

the troops to the city and the others to the ships. Nicias with

Ms sixty ships coasted along shore and ravaged the Locrian

seaboard, and so returned home.
About this time the Lacedaemonians founded their colony

of Heraclea In Trachis, their object being the following. The
Malians form In all three tribes, the Paralians, the Hlereans,
and the Trachinians. The last of these having suffered severely

In a war with their neighbours the (Eteans, at first intended to

give themselves up to Athens
;
but afterwards fearing not to

find in her the security that they sought, sent to Lace-

daemon, having chosen Tisamenus for their ambassador. In

this embassy joined also the Dorians from the mother country
of the Lacedaemonians, with the same request, as they them-

selves also suffered from the same enemy. After hearing them,
the Lacedaemonians determined to send out the colony, wishi

ing to assist the Trachinians and Dorians, and also because

they thought that the proposed town would lie conveniently
for the purposes of the war against the Athenians. A fleet

might be got ready there against Eubosa, with the advantage
of a short passage to the Island; and the town would also be

useful as a station on the road to Thrace. In short, everything
made the Lacedaemonians eager to found the place. After first

consulting the god at Delphi and receiving a favourable an-

swer, they sent off the colonists, Spartans and Perioecl, inviting

also any of the rest of the Hellenes who might wish to accom-

pany them, except lonians, Achaeans, and certain other na-

tionalities; three Lacedaemonians leading as founders of the
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colony, Leon, Alcidas, and Damagon. The settlement
effected,

they fortified anew the city, now called Heraclea, distant about
four miles and a half from Thermopylae and two miles and a
quarter from the sea

7
and commenced building docks, closing

the side towards Thermopylae just by the pass itself, in order
that they might be easily defended.

The foundation of this town, evidently meant to annoy
Euboea (the passage across to Cenaeum in that island being a
short one), at first caused some alarm at Athens, which the
event however did nothing to justify, the town never giving
them any trouble. The reason of this was as follows. The Thes-

salians, who were sovereign in those parts, and whose territory
was menaced by its foundation, were afraid that it might
prove a very powerful neighbour, and accordingly continually
harassed and made war upon the new settlers, until they at

last wore them out in spite of their originally considerable

numbers, people flocking from all quarters to a place founded

by the Lacedaemonians, and thus thought secure of prosperity.
On the other hand the Lacedaemonians themselves, in the per-
sons of their governors, did their full share towards ruining its

prosperity and reducing its population, as they frightened
away the greater part of the inhabitants by governing harshly
and in some cases not fairly, and thus made it easier for their

neighbours to prevail against them.
The same summer, about the same time that the Athenians

were detained at Melos, their fellow-citizens in the thirty ships

cruising round Peloponnese, after cutting off some guards in

an ambush at Ellomenus in Leucadia, subsequently went

against Leucas itself with a large armament, having been rein-

forced by the whole levy of the Acarnanians except QEniadae,
and by the Zacynthians and Cephallenians and fifteen ships
from Corcyra. While the Leucadians witnessed the devastation
of their land, without and within the isthmus upon which the
town of Leucas and the temple of Apollo stand, without mak-
ing any movement on account of the overwhelming numbers
of the enemy, the Acarnanians urged Demosthenes, the Athe-
nian general, to build a wall so as to cut off the town from
the continent, a measure which they were convinced would
secure its capture and rid them once and for all of a most
troublesome enemy.
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Demosthenes however had in the meanwhile been persuaded
by the Messenians that it was a fine opportunity for him,

having so large an army assembled, to attack the ^Etolians,
who were not only the enemies of Xaupactus, but whose reduc-

tion would further make it easy to gain the rest of that part
of the continent for the Athenians. The yEtolian nation, al-

though numerous and warlike, yet dwelt in unwalied villages

scattered far apart, and had nothing but light armour, and

might, according to the Messenians, be subdued without much

difficulty before succours could arrive. The plan which they
recommended was to attack first the Apodotians, next the

Ophionians, and after these the Eurytanians, who are the

largest tribe in -rEtolia, and speak, as is said, a language ex-

ceedingly difficult to understand, and eat their flesh raw. These
once subdued, the rest would easily come in.

To this plan Demosthenes consented, not only to please the

Messenians, but also in the belief that by adding the -SStolians

to his other continental allies he would be able, without aid

from home, to march against the Boeotians by way of Ozolian

Locris to Kytinium in Doris, keeping Parnassus on his right

until he descended to the Phocians, whom he could force to

join him if their ancient friendship for Athens did not, as he

anticipated, at once decide them to do so. Arrived in Phocis

he was already upon the frontier of Bceotia. He accordingly

weighed from Leucas, against the wish of the Acarnanians,
and with his whole armament sailed along the coast to Sollium,

where he communicated to them his intention
;
and upon their

refusing to agree to it on account of the non-investment of

Leucas, himself with the rest of the forces, the Cephallenians,
the Messenians, and Zacynthians, and three hundred Athenian

marines from his own ships (the fifteen Corcyrsan vessels

having departed), started on his expedition against the

JEtoiians. His base he established at (Eneon in Locris, as the

Ozoiian Locrians were allies of Athens and were to meet him
with all their forces In the interior. Being neighbours of the

JEtolians and armed in the same way, it was thought that they
would be of great service upon the expedition, from their

acquaintance with the localities and the warfare of the in-

habitants.

After bivouacking with the army in the precinct of Nemean
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Zeus, in which the poet Hesiod is said to have been killed by
the people of the country, according to an oracle which had
foretold that he should die in Nemea, Demosthenes set out at

daybreak to invade ^Etolia. The first day he took Potidania,
the next Krokyle, and the third Tichium, where he halted and
sent back the booty to Eupalium in Locris, having determined

to pursue his conquests as far as the Ophionians, and in the

event of their refusing to submit, to return to Naupactus and

make them the objects of a second expedition. Meanwhile the

^Etolians had been aware of his design from the moment of

its formation, and as soon as the army invaded their country
came up in great force with all their tribes

;
even the most

remote Ophionians, the Bomiensians, and Calliensians, who
extend towards the Malian Gulf, being among the number.
The Messenians, however, adhered to their original advice.

Assuring Demosthenes that the Jstolians were an easy con-

quest, they urged him to push on as rapidly as possible, and
to try to take the villages as fast as he came up to them,
without waiting until the whole nation should be in arms

against him. Led on by his advisers and trusting in his for-

tune, as he had met with no opposition, without waiting for

his Locrian reinforcements, who were to have supplied him
with the light-armed darters in which he was most deficient,

he advanced and stormed ^Egitium, the inhabitants flying

before him and posting themselves upon the hills above the

town, which stood on high ground about nine miles from the

sea. Meanwhile the ^Etolians had gathered to the rescue, and
now attacked the Athenians and their allies, running down
from the hills on every side and darting their javelins, falling

back when the Athenian army advanced, and coming on as it

retired; and for a long while the battle was of this character,
alternate advance and retreat, in both which operations the

Athenians had the worst.

Still as long as their archers had arrows left and were able

to use them, they held out, the light-armed ^Etolians retiring
before the arrows; but after the captain of the archers had
been killed and his men scattered, the soldiers, wearied out

with the constant repetition of the same exertions and hard

pressed by the ^Etolians with their javelins, at last turned and

fled, and falling into pathless gullies and places that they
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were unacquainted with, thus perished, the Messenian

Chromon, their guide, having also unfortunately been killed.

A great many were overtaken in the pursuit by the swift-

footed and light-armed ^Etolians, and fell beneath their jave-
lins

;
the greater number however missed their road and rushed

into the wood, which had no ways out, and which was soon
fired and burnt round them by the enemy. Indeed the Athenian

army fell victims to death in every form, and suffered all the

vicissitudes of flight; the survivors escaped with difficulty to

the sea and GEneon hi Locris, whence they had set out. Many
of the allies were killed, and about one hundred and twenty
Athenian heavy infantry, not a man less, and all in the prime
of life. These were by far the best men in the city of Athens
that fell during this war. Among the slain was also Procles,
the colleague of Demosthenes. Meanwhile the Athenians took

up their dead under truce from the ^Etolians, and retired to

Naupactus, and from thence went in their ships to Athens;
Demosthenes staying behind in Naupactus and in the neigh-

bourhood, being afraid to face the Athenians after the disaster.

About the same time the Athenians on the coast of Sicily

sailed to Locris, and in a descent which they made from the

ships defeated the Locrians who came against them, and took

a fort upon the river Halex.

The same summer the .^Etolians, who before the Athenian

expedition had sent an embassy to Corinth and Lacedsemon,

compos'ed of Tolophus, an Ophionian, Boriades, an Euryta-

nian, and Tisander, an Apodotian, obtained that an army
should be sent them against Naupactus, which had invited

the Athenian invasion. The Lacedaemonians accordingly sent

off towards autumn three thousand heavy infantry of the

allies, five hundred of whom were from Heraclea, the newly-
founded city in Trachis, under the command of Eurylochus,
a Spartan, accompanied by Macarius and Meneda'ius, also

Spartans.
The army having assembled at Delphi, Eurylochus sent 2,

herald to the Ozolian Locrians; the road to Naupactus lying

through their territory, and he having besides conceived the

idea of detaching them from Athens. His chief abettors in

Locris were the Amphissians, who were alarmed at the hos-

tility of the Phocians. These first gave hostages themselves,
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and induced the rest to do the same for fear of the invading
army; first, their neighbours the Myonians, who held the

most difficult of the passes, and after them the Ipnians, Mes-
sapians, Tritaeans, Chalaeans, Tolophonians, Hessians, and

(Eanthians, all of whom joined in the expedition ;
the Olpaeans

contenting themselves with giving hostages, without accom-

panying the invasion
;
and the Hyseans refusing to do either,

until the capture of Polis, one of their villages.

His preparations completed., Eurylochus lodged the hos-

tages in Kytinium, in Doris, and advanced upon Naupactus
through the country of the Locrians, taking upon his way
CEneon and Eupalium, two of their towns that refused to join
him. Arrived in the Naupactian territory, and having been
now joined by the yEtoIians, the army laid waste the land
and took the suburb of the town, which was unfortified; and
after this Molycrium also, a Corinthian colony subject to

Athens. Meanwhile the Athenian Demosthenes, who since the

affair in ^Etolia had remained near Naupactus, having had
notice of the army and fearing for the town, went and per-
suaded the Acarnanians, although not without difficulty be-

cause of his departure from Leucas, to go to the relief of

Naupactus. They accordingly sent with him on board his

ships a thousand heavy infantry, who threw themselves into

the place and saved it; the extent of its wall and the small
number of its defenders otherwise placing it in the greatest

danger. Meanwhile Eurylochus and his companions, finding
that this force had entered and that it was impossible to

storm the town, withdrew, not to Peloponnese, but to the

country once called ^Eolis and now Calydon and Pleuron, and
to the places in that neighbourhood and Proschium in ^Stolia;
the Ambraciots having come and urged them to combine with
them in attacking Amphilochian Argos and the rest of Am-
philochia and Acarnania; affirming that the conquest of these

countries would bring all the continent into alliance with
Lacedaemon. To this Eurylochus consented, and dismissing
the ^Etolians, now remained quiet with his army in those parts,
until the time should come for the Ambraciots to take the

field, and for him to join them before Argos.
Summer was now over. The winter ensuing, the Athenians

in Sicily with their Hellenic allies, and such of the Sicel sub-
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jects or allies of Syracuse as had revolted from her and joined
their army, marched against the Sicel town Inessa, the Acro-

polis of which was held by the Syracusans, and after attacking
it without being able to take it, retired. In the retreat, the allies

retreating after the Athenians were attacked by the Syra-
cusans from the fort, and a large part of their army routed

with great slaughter. After this, Laches and the Athenians from
the ships made some descents in Locris, and defeating the

Locrians, who came against them with Proxenus, son of Capa^

ton, upon the river Caicinus, took some arms and departed.
The same winter the Athenians purified Delos, in com-

pliance, it appears, with a certain oracle. It had been purified
before by Pisistratus the tyrant ;

not indeed the whole island,

but as much of it as could be seen from the temple. All of it

was, however, now purified in the following way. All the

sepulchres of those that had died in Delos wrere taken up, and

for the future it was commanded that no one should be
allowed either to die or to give birth to a child in the island;
but that they should be carried over to Rhenea. which is so

near to Delos that Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, having added
Rhenea to Ms other island conquests during his period of naval

ascendancy, dedicated it to the Delian Apollo by binding it

to Delos with a chain.

The Athenians, after the purification, celebrated, for the

first time, the quinquennial festival of the Delian games. Once

upon a time, indeed, there was a great assemblage of the

lonians and the neighbouring islanders at Delos, who used to

come to the festival, as the lonians now do to that of Ephesus,
and athletic and poetical contests took place there, and the

cities brought choirs of dancers. Nothing can be clearer on

this point than the following verses of Homer, taken from a

iymn to Apollo:

Phoebus, where'er thou strayest, far or near,
Delos was still of all thy haunts most dear.

Thither the robed lonians take their way
With wife and child to keep thy holiday,
Invoke thy favour on each manly game,
And dance and sing in honour of thy name.

That there was also a poetical contest in which the lonians

went to contend, again is shown by the following, taken from
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the same hymn. After celebrating the Delian dance of the

women, he ends his song of praise with these verses, in which
he also alludes to himself:

Well, may Apollo keep you all ! and so,

Sweethearts, good-bye yet tell me not I go
Out from your hearts; and if in after hours

Some other wanderer hi this world of ours

Touch at your shores, and ask your maidens here

Who sings the songs the sweetest to your ear,

Think of me then., and answer with a smile,
" A blind old man of Scio's rocky isle."

Homer thus attests that there was anciently a great assem-

bly and festival at Delos. In later times, although the islanders

and the Athenians continued to send the choirs of dancers

with sacrifices, the contests and most of the ceremonies were

abolished, probably through adversity, until the Athenians

celebrated the games upon this occasion with the novelty of

horse-races.

The same winter the Ambraciots, as they had promised

Eurylochus when they retained his army, marched out against

Amphilochian Argos with three thousand heavy infantry, and

invading the Argive territory occupied Olpse, a stronghold on

a hill near the sea, which had been formerly fortified by the

Acarnanians and used as the place of assizes for their nation,

and which is about two miles and three-quarters from the city

of Argos upon the sea-coast. Meanwhile the Acarnanians went

with a part of their forces to the relief of Argos, and with the

rest encamped in Amphilochia at the place called Crense,

or the Wells, to watch for Eurylochus and his Peloponnesians,
and to prevent their passing through and effecting their junc-

tion with the Ambraciots; while they also sent for Demos-

thenes, the commander of the ^tolian expedition, to be their

leader, and for the twenty Athenian ships that were cruising

off Peloponnese under the command of Aristotle, son of Timo-

crates, and Hierophon, son of Antimnestus. On their part,

the Ambraciots at Olpse sent a messenger to their own city,

to beg them to come with their whole levy to their assistance,

fearing that the army of Eurylochus might not be able to

pass through the Acarnanians, and that they might themselves
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be obliged to fight single-handed, or be unable to retreat; if

they wished it, without danger.
Meanwhile Eurylochus and his Peloponneslans, learning

that the Ambraciots at Olpse had arrived, set out from Pro-

schium with all haste to join them, and crossing the Achelous

advanced through Acarnania, which they found deserted by its

population, who had gone to the relief of Argos; keeping on
their right the city of the Stratians and its garrison, and on

their left the rest of Acarnania. Traversing the territory of the

StratianSj they advanced through Phytia, next, skirting Me-

deon, through Limnaea; after which they left Acarnania

behind them and entered a friendly country, that of the

Agraeans. From thence they reached and crossed Mount

Thyamus, which belongs to the Agraeans, and descended into

the Argive territory after nightfall, and passing between the

city of Argos and the Acarnanian posts at Crense, joined the

Ambraciots at Olpae.

Uniting here at daybreak, they sat down at the place called

Metropolis, and encamped. Not long afterwards the Athenians

in the twenty ships came into the Ambracian Gulf to support
the Argives, with Demosthenes and two hundred Messenian

heavy infantry, and sixty Athenian archers. While the fleet off

Olpse blockaded the hill from the sea, the Acarnanians and a

few of the Amphilochians, most of whom were kept back by
force by the Ambraciots, had already arrived at Argos, and
were preparing to give battle to the enemy, having chosen

Demosthenes to command the whole of the allied army in

concert with their own generals. Demosthenes led them near

to Olpse and encamped, a great ravine separating the two
armies. During five days they remained inactive; on the sixth

both sides formed in order of battle. The army of the Pelo-

ponnesians was the largest and outflanked their opponents;
and Demosthenes fearing that his right might be surrounded,

placed in ambush in a hollow way overgrown with bushes some
four hundred heavy infantry and light troops, who were to

rise up at the moment of the onset behind the projecting left

wing of the enemy, and to take them in the rear. When both

sides were ready they joined battle
;
Demosthenes being on the

right wing with the Messenians and a few Athenians, while

the rest of the line was made up of the different divisions of
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the Acarnanians, and of the Amphilochian darters. The Pelo-

ponnesians and Ambraciots were drawn up pell-mell together,
with the exception of the Mantineans, who were massed on
the left, without however reaching to the extremity of the

wing, where Eurylochus and his men confronted the Hesse-
nians and Demosthenes.

The Peloponnesians were now well engaged and with their

outflanking wing were upon the point of turning their enemy's

right; when the Acarnanians from the ambuscade set upon
them from behind, and broke them at the first attack, without

their staying to resist; while the panic into which they fell

caused the flight of most of their army, terrified beyond meas-

ure at seeing the division of Eurylochus and their best troops
cut to pieces. Most of the work was done by Demosthenes
and his Messenians, who were posted in this part of the field.

Meanwhile the Ambraciots (who are the best soldiers in

those countries) and the troops upon the right wing, defeated

the division opposed to them and pursued it to Argos. Re-

turning from the pursuit, they found their main body de-

feated
;
and hard pressed by the Acarnanians, with difficulty

made good their passage to Olpse, suffering heavy loss on the

way, as they dashed on without discipline or order, the Man-
tineans excepted, who kept their ranks best of any in the army
during the retreat.

The battle did not end until the evening. The next day
Menedaius, who on the death of Eurylochus and Macarius
had succeeded to the sole command, being at a loss after so-

signal a defeat how to stay and sustain a siege, cut off as he
was by land and by the Athenian fleet by sea, and equally so

how to retreat in safety, opened a parley with Demosthenes
and the Acarnanian generals for a truce and permission to-

retreat, and at the same time for the recovery of the dead.

The dead they gave back to him, and setting up a trophy took

up their own also to the number of about three hundred. The
retreat demanded they refused publicly to the army; but

permission to depart without delay was secretly granted to the

Mantineans and to Menedaius and the other commanders
and principal men of the Peloponnesians by Demosthenes and
his Acarnanian colleagues; who desired to strip the Ambra-
ciots and the mercenary host of foreigners of their.supporters;
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and, above all, to discredit the Lacedaemonians and Pelopon*
nesians with the Hellenes in those parts, as traitors and self-

seekers.

While the enemy was taking up his dead and hastily burying
them as he could, and those who obtained permission were

secretly planning their retreat, word was brought to Demos-
thenes and the Acarnanians that the Ambraciots from the

city, in compliance with the first message from Olpse, were

on the march with their whole levy through AmpMbcMa tc*

join their countrymen at Olpse, knowing nothing of what had
occurred. Demosthenes prepared to march with Ms army
against them, and meanwhile sent on at once a strong division

to beset the roads and occupy the strong positions. In the

meantime the Mantineans and others included in the agree-
ment went out under the pretence of gathering herbs and fire-

wood, and stole off by twos and threes, picking on the way
the things which they professed to have come out for, until

they had gone some distance from Olpse, when they quickened
their pace. The Ambraciots and such of the rest as had accom-

panied them in larger parties, seeing them going on, pushed
on in their turn, and began running in order to catch them

up. The Acarnanians at first thought that all alike were

departing without permission, and began to pursue the Pelo*

ponnesians; and believing that they were being betrayed,
even threw a dart or two at some of their generals who tried

to stop them and told them that leave had been given. Even-

tually, however, they let pass the Mantineans and Pelopon-

nesians, and slew only the Ambraciots, there being much.

dispute and difficulty in distinguishing whether a man was an

Ambraciot or a Peloponnesian. The number thus slain was
about two hundred; the rest escaped into the bordering terri-

tory of Agrsea, and found refuge with Salynthius, the friendly

king of the Agrseans.
Meanwhile the Ambraciots from the city arrived at Ido-

mene. Idomene consists of two lofty hills, the highest of which

the troops sent on by Demosthenes succeeded in occupying
after nightfall, unobserved by the Ambraciots, who had mean-

while ascended the smaller and bivouacked upon it. After

supper Demosthenes set out with the rest of the army, as

soon as it was evening; MmseH with half his force making.
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for the pass,, and the remainder going by the /tmphilochian
hills. At dawn he fell upon the Ambraciots while they were

still abed, ignorant of what had passed, and fully thinking
that it was their own countrymen, Demosthenes having pur-

posely put the Messenians in front with orders to address them
in the Doric dialect, and thus to inspire confidence in the

sentinels, who would not be able to see them, as it was still

night. In this way he routed their army as soon as he attacked

it, slaying most of them where they were, the rest breaking

away in flight over the hills. The roads, however, were already

occupied, and while the Amphilochians knew their own coun-

try, the Ambraciots were ignorant of it and could not tell

which way to turn, and had also heavy armour as against
a light-armed enemy, and so fell into ravines and into the

ambushes which had been set for them, and perished there. In

their manifold efforts to escape some even turned to the sea,

which was not far off, and seeing the Athenian ships coasting

along shore just while the action was going on, swam off to

them, thinking it better in the panic they were in, to perish,

if perish they must, by the hands of the Athenians, than by
those of the barbarous and detested Amphilochians. Of the

large Ambraciot force destroyed in this manner, a few only
reached the city in safety; while the Acarnanians, after strip-

ping the dead and setting up a trophy, returned to Argos.

The next day arrived a herald from the Ambraciots who
had fled from Olpse to the Agrseans, to ask leave to take up
the dead that had fallen after the first engagement, when they
left the camp with the Mantineans and their companions,

without, like them, having had permission to do so. At the

sight of the arms of the Ambraciots from the city, the herald

was astonished at their number, knowing nothing of the dis-

aster and fancying that they were those of their own party.
Some one asked him what he was so astonished at, and how

many of them had been killed, fancying in his turn that this

was the herald from the troops at Idomene. He replied, 'About

two hundred;
7

upon which his interrogator took him up,

saying, 'Why, the arms you see here are of more than a
thousand.

7 The herald replied, 'Then they are not the arms of

those who fought with us?
7 The other answered, 'Yes, they

are, if at least you fought at Idomene yesterday.' 'But we
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fought with no one yesterday; but the day before IT* the

retreat.
3 'However that may be, we fought yesterday with

those who came to reinforce you from the city of the Am-
braciots.

7 When the herald heard this and knew that the rein-

forcement from the city had been destroyed, he broke into

wailing, and stunned at the magnitude of the present evils,

went away at once without having performed his errand, or

again asking for the dead bodies. Indeed, this was by far the

greatest disaster that befell any one Hellenic city in an equal

number of days during this war; and I have not set down the

number of the dead, because the amount stated seems so out

of proportion to the size of the city as to be incredible. In any
case I know that if the Acarnanians and Amphilochians had

wished to take Ambracia as the Athenians and Demosthenes

advised, they would have done so without striking a blow;

as it was, they feared that if the Athenians had it they would

be worse neighbours to them than the present.

After this the Acarnanians allotted a third of the spoils

to the Athenians, and divided the rest among their own dif-

ferent towns. The share of the Athenians was captured on

the voyage home; the arms now deposited in the Attic temples
are three hundred panoplies, which the Acarnanians set apart

for Demosthenes, and which he brought to Athens m person,

his return to Ms country after the ^Etolian disaster being

rendered less hazardous by this exploit. The Athenians in the

twenty ships also went off to Naupactus. The Acarnanians

and Amphilochians, after the departure of Demosthenes and

the Athenians, granted the Ambraciots and Peloponnesians

who had taken refuge with Salynthius and the Agrseans a free

retreat from (Eniadse, to which place they had removed from

the country of Salynthius, and for the future concluded with

the Ambraciots a treaty and alliance for one hundred years,

upon the terms following. It was to be a defensive, not an

offensive alliance; the Ambraciots could not be required to

march with the Acarnanians against the Peloponnesians, nor

the Acarnanians with the Ambraciots against the Athenians;

for the rest the Ambraciots were to give up the places and

hostages that they held of the Amphilochians, and not to give

help to Anactorium, which was at enmity with the Acarna-

nians. With this arrangement they put an end to the war.
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After this the Corinthians sent a garrison of their own citizens

to Ambracia, composed of three hundred heavy infantry,
under the command of Xenocleides, son of Euthycles, who
reached their destination after a difficult journey across the

continent. Such was the history of the affair of Ambracia.

The same winter the Athenians in Sicily made a descent

from their ships upon the territory of Himera, in concert with

the Sicels, who had invaded its borders from the interior,

and also sailed to the islands of -^Eolus. Upon their return to

Rhegium they found the Athenian general, Pythodorus, son

of Isolochus, come to supersede Laches in the command of

the fleet. The allies in Sicily had sailed to Athens and induced

the Athenians to send out more vessels to their assistance,

pointing out that the Syracusans who already commanded
their land were making efforts to get together a navy, to avoid

being any longer excluded from the sea by a few vessels. The
Athenians proceeded to man forty ships to send to them,

thinking that the war in Sicily would thus be the sooner

ended, and also wishing to exercise their navy. One of the

generals, Pythodorus, was accordingly sent out with a few

ships ; Sophocles, son of Sostratides, and Eurymedon, son of

Thucles, being destined to follow with the main body. Mean-
while Pythodorus had taken the command of Laches' ships,
and towards the end of winter sailed against the Locrian fort,

which Laches had formerly taken, and returned after being
defeated in battle by the Locrians.

In the first days of this spring, the stream of fire issued

from Etna, as on former occasions, and destroyed some land
of the Catanians, who live upon Mount Etna, which is the

largest mountain in Sicily. Fifty years, it is said, had elapsed
since the last eruption, there having been three in all since

the Hellenes have inhabited Sicily. Such were the events of

this winter; and with it ended the sixth year of this war5 of

which Thucydides was the historian.



BOOK IV

CHAPTER XII

SEVENTH YEAR OF THE WAR OCCUPATION OF PYLOS
SURRENDER OF THE SPARTAN ARMY IN SPHACTERIA

B.C. 425: Messina revolts from Athenians Athenian fleet at Pylos
Garrison fortified Demosthenes exhorts Ms troops Brasidas
leads assault Lacedaemonian disaster at Pylos Terms of armis-
tice Speech of Lacedaemonian envoys Failure of mission ends
armistice at Pylos Syracusans and Athenians in naval engage-
ment Messinese defeated Blockade of Sphacteria Cleon's boast

Burning of the wood Demosthenes' tactics Retreat of the

Lacedaemonians Parley and surrender Cleon's boast fulfilled.

NEXT summer, about the time of the corn's coming into ear y

ten Syracusan and as many Locrian vessels sailed to Messina,
in Sicily, and occupied the town upon the invitation of the in-

habitants; and Messina revolted from the Athenians. The
Syracusans contrived this chiefly because they saw that the

place afforded an approach to Sicily, and feared that the

Athenians might hereafter use it as a base for attacking them
with a larger force

;
the Locrians because they wished to carry

on hostilities from both sides of the Strait and to reduce their

enemies, the people of Rhegium. Meanwhile, the Locrians had
invaded the Rhegian territory with all their forces, to prevent
their succouring Messina, and also at the instance of some
exiles from Rhegium who were with them; the long factions

by which that town had been torn rendering it for the moment
incapable of resistance, and thus furnishing an additional

temptation to the invaders. After devastating the country the

Locrian land forces retired, their ships remaining to guard
Messina, while others were being manned for the same des-

tination to carry on the war from thence.

About the same time in the spring, before the corn was

ripe, the Peloponnesians and their allies invaded Attica under
209
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Agis, the son of Archidamus, king of the Lacedaemonians, and
sat down and laid waste the country. Meanwhile the Athenians
sent off the forty ships which they had been preparing to

Sicily, with the remaining generals Eurymedon and Sophocles ;

their colleague Pythodorus having already preceded them
thither. These had also instructions as they sailed by to look

to the Corcyrseans in the town, who were being plundered by
the exiles in the mountain. To support these exiles sixty

Peloponnesian vessels had lately sailed, it being thought that

the famine raging in the city would make it easy for them to

reduce it. Demosthenes also, who had remained without em-

ployment since his return from Acarnania, applied and ob-

tained permission to use the fleet, if he wished it, upon the

coast of Peloponnese.
Off Laconia they heard that the Peloponnesian ships were

Already at Corcyra, upon which Eurymedon and Sophocles
wished to hasten to the island, but Demosthenes required
them first to touch at Pylos and do what was wanted there,

before continuing their voyage. While they were making ob-

jections, a squall chanced to come on and carried the fleet

into Pylos. Demosthenes at once urged them to fortify the

place, it being for this that he had come on the voyage, and
made them observe there was plenty of stone and timber on
the spot, and that the place was strong by nature, and together
with much of the country round unoccupied; Pylos, or Cory-
phasium, as the Lacedaemonians call it, being about forty-five
miles distant from Sparta, and situated in the old country of

the Messenians. The commanders told him that there was no
lack of desert headlands in Peloponnese if he wished to put
the city to expense by occupying them. He, however, thought
that this place was distinguished from others of the kind by
having a harbour close by; while the Messenians, the old

natives of the country, speaking the same dialect as the Lace-

daemonians, could do them the greatest mischief by their

incursions from it, and would at the same time be a trusty

garrison.
After speaking to the captains of companies on the subject,

and failing to persuade either the generals or the soldiers,
he remained inactive with the rest from stress of weather;
until the soldiers themselves wanting occupation were seized
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with a sudden Impulse to go round and fortify the place,

Accordingly they set to work in earnest, and having no iror>

tools, picked up stones, and put them together as they hap-
pened to fit, and where mortar was needed, carried it on their

backs for want of hods, stooping down to make it stay on,
and clasping their hands together behind to prevent It falling

off; sparing no effort to be able to complete the most vul-

nerable points before the arrival of the Lacedaemonians, most
of the place being sufficiently strong by nature without fur-

ther fortification.

Meanwhile the Lacedaemonians were celebrating a festival,
and also at first made light of the news, In the idea that when-
ever they chose to take the field the place would be Immedi-

ately evacuated by the enemy or easily taken by force; the

absence of their army before Athens having also something
to do with their delay. The Athenians fortified the place on
the land side, and where it most required It, In six days, and

leaving Demosthenes with five ships to garrison it, with the

main body of the fleet hastened on their voyage to Corcyra
and Sicily.

As soon as the Peloponneslans in Attica heard of the occu-

pation of Pylos, they hurried back home; the Lacedaemonians
and their king Agls thinking that the matter touched them

nearly. Besides having made their Invasion early in the season,
and while the corn was still green, most of their troops were
short of provisions: the weather also was unusually bad for

the time of year, and greatly distressed their army. Many
reasons thus combined to hasten their departure and to make
this invasion a very short one; Indeed they only stayed fifteen

days in Attica.

About the same time the Athenian genera! Slmonides get-

ting together a few Athenians from the garrisons, and a num-
ber of the allies In those parts, took Eion in Thrace, a
Mendaean colony and hostile to Athens, by treachery, but had
no sooner done so than the Chalcidians and Bottlseans came

up and beat him out of it, with the loss of many of Ms soldiers.

On the return of the Peloponnesians from Attica the Spar-
tans themselves and the nearest of the Perlceci at once set

out for Pylos, the other Lacedaemonians following more slowly
as they had just come in from another campaign. Word was
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also sent round Peloponnese to come up as quickly as possible

to Pylos; while the sixty Peloponnesian ships were sent for

from Corcyra and being dragged by their crews across the

isthmus of Leucas, passed unperceived by the Athenian squad-
ron at Zacynthus, and reached Pylos, where the land forces

had arrived before them. Before the Peloponnesian fleet sailed

in, Demosthenes found time to send out unobserved two ships
to inform Eurymedon and the Athenians on board the fleet

at Zacynthus of the danger of Pylos and to summon them to

his assistance. While the ships hastened on their voyage in

obedience to the orders of Demosthenes, the Lacedaemonians

prepared to assault the fort by land and sea, hoping to capture
with ease a work constructed in haste, and held by a feeble

garrison. Meanwhile, as they expected the Athenian ships to

arrive from Zacynthus, they intended, if they failed to take

the place before, to block up the entrance of the harbour

to prevent their being able to anchor inside it. For the island

of Sphacteria, stretching along in a line close in front of the

harbour, at once makes it safe and narrows its entrances,

leaving a passage for two ships on the side nearest Pylos and

the Athenian fortifications, and for eight or nine on that next

the rest of the mainland: for the rest, the island was entirely
covered with wood, and without paths through not being in-

habited, and about one mile and five furlongs in length. The
inlets the Lacedaemonians meant to close with a line of ships

placed close together, with their prows turned towards the

sea, and, meanwhile, fearing that the enemy might make use

of the island to operate against them, carried over some heavy
infantry thither, stationing others along the coast. By this

means the island and the continent would be alike hostile to

the Athenians, as they would be unable to land on either;
and the shore of Pylos itself outside the inlet towards the

open sea having no harbour, and, therefore, presenting no

point which they could use as a base to relieve their country-

men, they, the Lacedaemonians, without sea-fight or risk would
in all probability become masters of the place, occupied, as

it had been on the spur of the moment, and unfurnished with

provisions. This being determined, they carried over to the

island the heavy infantry, drafted by lot from all the com-

panies. Some others, had crossed over before in relief parties,
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but these last who were left there were four hundred anft

twenty in number, with their Helot attendants, commanded
by Epitadas, son of Molobrus.

Meanwhile Demosthenes, seeing the Lacedsemonians about
to attack him by sea and land at once, himself was not idle.

He drew up under the fortification and enclosed in a stockade
the galleys remaining to him of those which had been leftMm

5

arming the sailors taken out of them with poor shields made
most of them of osier, it being impossible to procure arms
in such a desert place, and even these having been obtained
from a thirty-oared Messenian privateer and a boat belonging
to some Messenians who happened to have come to them.

Among these Messenians were forty heavy infantry, whom he
made use of with the rest. Posting most of Ms men, unarmed
and armed, upon the best fortified and strong points of the

place towards the interior, with orders to repel any attack of

the land forces, he picked sixty heavy infantry and a few
archers from his whole force, and with these went outside the

wall down to the sea, where he thought that the enemy would
most likely attempt to land. Although the ground was difficult

and rocky, looking towards the open sea, the fact that this was
the weakest part of the wall would, he thought, encourage
their ardour, as the Athenians, confident in their naval superi-

ority, had here paid little attention to their defences, and the

enemy if he could force a landing might feel secure of taking
the place. At this point, accordingly, going down to the water's

edge, he posted his heavy infantry to prevent, if possible, a

landing, and encouraged them in the following terms:

'Soldiers and comrades in this adventure, I hope that none
of you in our present strait will think to show his wit by
exactly calculating all the perils that encompass us, but that

you will rather hasten to close with the enemy, without staying
to count the odds

? seeing in this your best chance of safety.
In emergencies like ours calculation is out of place ;

the sooner
the danger is faced the better. To my mind also most of the
chances are for us, if we will only stand fast and not throw

away our advantages, overawed by the numbers of the enemy.
One of the points in our favour is the awkwardness of the

landing. This, however, only helps us if we stand our ground.
If we give way it will be practicable enough, in spite of its
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natural difficulty, without a defender; and the enemy will

instantly become more formidable from the difficulty he will

have in retreating, supposing that we succeed in repulsing

him, which we shall find it easier to do, while he is on board

his ships, than after he has landed and meets us on equal
terms. As to his numbers, these need not too much alarm you.

Large as they may be he can only engage in small detach-

ments, from the impossibility of bringing to. Besides, the

numerical superiority that we have to meet is not that of an

army on land with everything else equal, but of troops on
board ship, upon an element where many favourable accidents

$re required to act with effect. I therefore consider that his

difficulties may be fairly set against our numerical deficiencies,

and at the same time I charge you, as Athenians who know

by experience what landing from ships on a hostile territory

means, and how impossible it is to drive back an enemy deter-

mined enough to stand his ground and not to be frightened

away by the surf and the terrors of the ships sailing in, to

stand fast in the present emergency, beat back the enemy at

the water's edge, and save yourselves and the place.'

Thus encouraged by Demosthenes, the Athenians felt more

confident, and went down to meet the enemy, posting them-

selves along the edge of the sea. The Lacedaemonians now put
themselves in movement and simultaneously assaulted the

fortification with their land forces and with their ships, forty-

three in number, under their admiral, Thrasymelidas, son of

Cratesicles, a Spartan, who made his attack just where Demos-
thenes expected The Athenians had thus to defend themselves

on both sides, from the land and from the sea; the enemy
rowing up in small detachments, the one relieving the other

it being impossible for many to bring to at once and showing
great ardour and cheering each other on, in the endeavour to

force a passage and to take the fortification. He who most

distinguished himself was Brasidas. Captain of a galley, and

seeing that the captains and steersmen, impressed by the

difficulty of the position, hung back even where a landing

might have seemed possible, for fear of wrecking their vessels,

he shouted out to them, that they must never allow the enemy
to fortify himself in their country for the sake of saving
^rnber, but must shiver their vessels and force a landing; and
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bade the allies, instead of hesitating in such a moment to sacri-

fice their ships for Lacedaemon in return for her many benefits,

to run them boldly aground, land in one way or another, and
make themselves masters of the place and its garrison.
Not content with this exhortation, he forced his own steers-

man to run his ship ashore, and stepping on to the gangway,
was endeavouring to land, when he was cut down by the

Athenians, and after receiving many wounds fainted away.

Falling into the bows, his shield slipped off his arm into the

sea, and being thrown ashore was picked up by the Athenians,

and afterwards used for the trophy which they set up for this

attack. The rest also did their best, but were not able to land^

owing to the difficulty of the ground and the unflinching

tenacity of the Athenians. It was a strange reversal of the

order of things for Athenians to be fighting from the land^

and from Laconian land too, against Lacedaemonians coming
from the sea; while Lacedaemonians were trying to land from

shipboard in their own country, now become hostile, to attack

Athenians, although the former were chiefly famous at the

time as an inland people and superior by land, the latter as a

maritime people with a navy that had no equal.

After continuing their attacks during that day and most

of the next, the Peloponnesians desisted, and the day after

sent some of their ships to Asine for timber to make engines,

hoping to take by their aid, in spite of its height, the wall

opposite the harbour, where the landing was easiest. At this

moment the Athenian fleet from Zacynthus arrived, now num-

bering fifty sail, having been reinforced by some of the ships

on guard at Xaupactus and by four Chian vessels. Seeing the

coast and the island both crowded with heavy infantry, and

the hostile ships in harbour showing no signs of sailing out,

at a loss where to anchor, they sailed for the moment to the

desert island of Prote, not far off, where they passed the night.

The next day they got under weigh in readiness to engage in

the open sea if the enemy chose to put out to meet them,

being determined in the event of his not doing so to sail in

and attack him. The Lacedemonians did not put out to sea.

and having omitted to close the inlets as they had intended

remained quiet on shore, engaged in manning their ships and
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getting ready, in the case of any one sailing in, to fight in the

harbour, which is a fairly large one.

Perceiving this, the Athenians advanced against them by
each inlet, and falling on the enemy's fleet, most of which
was by this time afloat and in line, at once put it to flight,

and giving chase as far as the short distance allowed, disabled

a good many vessels, and took five, one with its crew on
board

; dashing in at the rest that had taken refuge on shore,
and battering some that were still being manned, before they
could put out, and lashing on to their own ships and towing
off empty others whose crews had fled. At this sight the

Lacedaemonians, maddened by a disaster which cut off their

men on the island, rushed to the rescue, and going into the

sea with their heavy armour, laid hold of the ships and tried

to drag them back, each man thinking that success depended
on his individual exertions. Great was the melee, and quite
in contradiction to the naval tactics usual to the two com-

batants; the Lacedaemonians in their excitement and dismay
being actually engaged in a sea-fight on land, while the vic-

torious Athenians, in their eagerness to push their success as

far as possible, were carrying on a land-fight from their ships.

After great exertions and numerous wounds on both sides they

separated, the Lacedaemonians saving their empty ships, ex-

sept those first taken; and both parties returning to their

camp, the Athenians set up a trophy, gave back the dead,
secured the wrecks, and at once began to cruise round and

jealously watch the island, with its intercepted garrison, while

the Peloponnesians on the mainland, whose contingents had
now all come up, stayed where they were before Pylos.

When the news of what had happened at Pylos reached

Sparta, the disaster was thought so serious that the Lace-

daemonians resolved that the authorities should go down to

the camp, and decide on the spot what was best to be done.

There seeing that it was impossible to help their men, and
not wishing to risk their being reduced by hunger or over-

powered by numbers, they determined, with the consent of

the Athenian generals, to conclude an armistice at Pylos and
send envoys to Athens to obtain a convention, and to en-

deavour to get back their men as quickly as possible.
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The generals accepting their offers, an armistice was con-

cluded upon the terms following:
That the Lacedaemonians should bring to Pylos and deliver

up to the Athenians the ships that had fought in the late

engagement, and all in Laconia that were vessels of war, and
should make no attack on the fortification either by land or

by sea.

That the Athenians should allow the Lacedsemonians OB

the mainland to send to the men in the island a certain fixed

quantity of corn ready kneaded, that is to say, two quarts of

barley meal, one pint of wine, and a piece of meat for each

man, and half the same quantity for a servant.

That this allowance should be sent in under the eyes of the

Athenians, and that no boat should sail to the island except

openly.
That the Athenians should continue to guard the Island the

same as before, without however landing upon it, and should

refrain from attacking the Peloponnesian troops either by
land or by sea.

That if either party should infringe any of these terms in

the slightest particular, the armistice should be at once void.

That the armistice should hold good until the return of the

Lacedaemonian envoys from Athens the Athenians sending
them thither in a galley and bringing them back again and

upon the arrival of the envoys should be at an end, and the

ships be restored by the Athenians in the same state as they
received them.

Such were the terms of the armistice, and the ships were

delivered over to the number of sixty, and the envoys sent off

accordingly. Arrived at Athens they spoke as follows;

'Athenians, the Lacedaemonians sent us to try to find some

way of settling the affair of our men on the island, that shaU

be at once satisfactory to your interests, and as consistent with

our dignity in our misfortune as circumstances permit. We car*

venture to speak at some length without any departure from

the habit of our country. Men of few words where many are

not wanted, we can be less brief when there is a matter of

importance to be illustrated and an end to be served by its

illustration. Meanwhile we beg you to take what we may say,

not in a hostile spirit, nor as if we thought you ignorant and
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wished to lecture you, but rather as a suggestion on the best

course to be taken, addressed to intelligent judges. You can

now, if you choose, employ your present success to advantage,
so as to keep what you have got and gain honour and reputa-
tion besides, and you can avoid the mistake of those who meet
with an extraordinary piece of good fortune, and are led on

by hope to grasp continually at something further, through
having already succeeded without expecting it. While those

who have known most vicissitudes of good and bad, have also

justly least faith in their prosperity; and to teach your city
and ours this lesson experience has not been wanting.

'To be convinced of this you have only to look at our present
misfortune. What power in Hellas stood higher than we did?

and yet we are come to you, although we formerly thought
ourselves more able to grant what we are now here to ask.

Nevertheless, we have not been brought to this by any decay
in our power, or through having our heads turned by ag-

grandisement; no, our resources are what they have always
been, and our error has been an error of judgment, to which
all are equally liable. Accordingly the prosperity which your
city now enjoys, and the accession that it has lately received,
must not make you fancy that fortune will be always with

you. Indeed sensible men are prudent enough to treat their

gains as precarious, just as they would also keep a clear head
in adversity, and think that war, so far from staying within

the limit to which a combatant may wish to confine it, will

run the course that its chances prescribe; and thus, not being

puffed up by confidence in military success, they are less likely

to come to grief, and most ready to make peace, if they can,
while their fortune lasts. This, Athenians, you have a good
opportunity to do now with us, and thus to escape the possible
disasters which may follow upon your refusal, and the conse-

quent imputation of having owed to accident even your present

advantages, when you might have left behind you a reputa-
tion for power and wisdom which nothing could endanger.

'The Lacedsemonians accordingly invite you to make a

treaty and to end the war, and offer peace and alliance and the

most friendly and intimate relations in every way and on every
occasion between us; and in return ask for the men on the

island, thinking it better for both parties not to stand out to
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the end, on the chance of some favourable accident enabling
the men to force their way out, or of their being compelled
to succumb under the pressure of blockade. Indeed if great
enmities are ever to be really settled, we think it will be, not

by the system of revenge and military success, and by forcing
an opponent to swear to a treaty to his disadvantage, but when
the more fortunate combatant waives these his privileges, to

be guided by gentler feelings, conquers his rival in generosity,
and accords peace on more moderate conditions than he ex-

pected. From that moment, instead of the debt of revenge
which violence must entail, his adversary owes a debt of gen-

erosity to be paid in kind, and is inclined by honour to stand
to his agreement. And men oftener act in this manner towards
their greatest enemies than where the quarrel is of less im-

portance; they are also by nature as glad to give way to those

who first yield to them, as they are apt to be provoked by-

arrogance to risks condemned by their own judgment.
To apply this to ourselves: if peace was ever desirable for

both parties, it is surely so at the present moment, before any-

thing irremediable befall us and force us to hate you eternally,

personally as well as politically, and you to miss the ad-

vantages that we now offer you. While the issue is still in

doubt, and yon have reputation and our friendship in pros-

pect, and we the compromise of our misfortune before any-

thing fatal occur, let us be reconciled, and for ourselves choose

peace instead of war, and grant to the rest of the Hellenes a

remission from their sufferings, for which be sure they wiD

think they have chiefly you to thank. The war that they labour

under they know not which began, but the peace that con-

cludes it, as it depends on your decision, will by their gratitude
be laid to your door. By such a decision you can become firm

friends with the Lacedaemonians at their own invitation, which

you do not force from them, but oblige them by accepting.
And from this friendship consider the advantages that are

likely to follow: when Attica and Sparta are at one, the rest

of Hellas, be sure, will remain in respectful inferiority before

its heads.'

Such were the words of the Lacedaemonians, their idea be-

ing that the Athenians, already desirous of a truce and only

kept back by their opposition, would ioyfully accept a peac*
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freely offered, and give back the men. The Athenians, how-

ever, having the men on the island, thought that the treaty
would be ready for them whenever they chose to make it, and

grasped at something further. Foremost to encourage them
in this policy was Cleon, son of Clesenetus, a popular leader

of the time and very powerful with the multitude, who per-

suaded them to answer as follows: First, the men in the island

must surrender themselves and their arms and be brought to

Athens. Next, the Lacedaemonians must restore Nissea, Pegae,

Trcezen, and Achaia, all places acquired not by arms, but by
the previous convention, under which they had been ceded by
Athens herself at a moment of disaster, when a truce was more

necessary to her than at present. This done they might take

back their men, and make a truce for as long as both parties

might agree.
To this answer the envoys made no reply, but asked that

commissioners might be chosen with whom they might confer

on each point, and quietly talk the matter over and try to

come to some agreement. Hereupon Cleon violently assailed

them, saying that he knew from the first that they had no right

intentions, and that it was clear enough now by their refusing
to speak before the people, and wanting to confer in secret

with a committee of two or three. No! if they meant anything
honest let them say it out before all. The Lacedaemonians,

however, seeing that whatever concessions they might be pre-

pared to make in their misfortune, it was impossible for them
to speak before the multitude and lose credit with their allies

for a negotiation which might after all miscarry, and on the

other hand, that the Athenians would never grant what the}

asked upon moderate terms, returned from Athens without

having effected anything.
Their arrival at once put an end to the armistice at Pylos,

and the Lacedaemonians asked back their ships according to

the convention. The Athenians, however, alleged an attack on
the fort in contravention of the truce, and other grievances

seemingly not worth mentioning, and refused to give them

back, insisting upon the clause by which the slightest infringe-
ment made the armistice void. The Lacedaemonians, after

denying the contravension and protesting against their bad
faith in the matter of the ships, went away and earnestly ad-
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dressed themselves to the war. Hostilities were now carried

on at Pyios upon both sides with vigour. The Athenians cruised

round the island all day with two ships going different ways;
and by night, except on the seaward side in windy weather,
anchored round it with their whole fleet, which having been
reinforced by twenty ships from Athens come to aid in the

blockade, now numbered seventy sail; while the Pelopon-
nesians remained encamped on the continent, making attacks

on the fort, and on the look-out for any opportunity which

might offer itself for the deliverance of their men.
Meanwhile the Syracusans and their allies in Sicily had

brought up to the squadron guarding Messina the reinforce-

ment which we left them preparing, and carried on the war
from thence, incited chiefly by the Locrians from hatred of

the Rhegians, whose territory they had invaded with all their

forces. The Syracusans also wished to try their fortune at sea,

seeing that the Athenians had only a few ships actually at

Rhegium, and hearing that the main fleet destined to join
them was engaged in blockading the island. A naval victory,

they thought, would enable them to blockade Rhegium by sea

and land, and easily to reduce it; a success which would at

once place their affairs upon a solid basis, the promontory of

Rhegium in Italy and Messina in Sicily being so near each

other that it would be impossible for the Athenians to cruise

against them and command the strait. The strait in question
consists of the sea between Rhegium and Messina, at the point
where Sicily approaches nearest to the continent, and is the

Charybdis through which the story makes Ulysses sail
;
and

the narrowness of the passage and the strength of the current

that pours in from the vast Tyrrhenian and Sicilian mains,
have rightly given it a bad reputation.

In this strait the Syracusans and their allies were compelled
to engage, late in the day, about the passage of a boat, putting
out with rather more than thirty ships against sixteen Athenian

and eight Rhegian vessels. Defeated by the Athenians they

hastily set off, each for himself, to their own stations at Mes-
sina and Rhegium, with the loss of one ship; night coming on

before the battle was finished. After this the Locrians retired

from the Rhegian territory, and the ships of the Syracusans
and their allies united and came to anchor at Cape JPelorus, in
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the territory of Messina, where their land forces joined them.

Here the Athenians and Rhegians sailed up, and seeing the

ships unmanned ,
made an attack, in which they in their turn

lost one vessel, which was caught by a grappling iron, the crew

saving themselves by swimming. After this the Syracusans got
on board their ships, and while they were being towed along
shore to Messina, were again attacked by the Athenians, but

suddenly got out to sea and became the assailants, and caused

them to lose another vessel. After thus holding their own in

the voyage along shore and in the engagement as above

described, the Syracusans sailed on into the harbour of

Messina.

Meanwhile the Athenians, having received warning that

Camarina was about to be betrayed to the Syracusans by
Archias and his party, sailed thither

;
and the Messinese took

this opportunity to attack by sea and land with all their

forces their Chalcidian neighbour, Naxos. The first day they
forced the Xaxians to keep their walls, and laid waste their

country; the next they sailed round with their ships, and laid

waste their land on the river Akesines, while their land forces

menaced the city. Meanwhile the Sicels came down from the

high country in great numbers, to aid against the Messinese;
and the Xaxians, elated at the sight, and animated by a belief

that the Leontines and their other Hellenic allies were coming
to their support, suddenly sallied out from the town, and at-

tacked and routed the Messinese, killing more than a thousand

of them; while the remainder suffered severely in their retreat

home, being attacked by the barbarians on the road, and most
of them cut off. The ships put in to Messina, and afterwards

dispersed for their different homes. The Leontines and their

allies, with the Athenians, upon this at once turned their arms

against the now weakened Messina, and attacked, the

Athenians with their ships on the side of the harbour, and the

land forces on that of the town. The Messinese, however, sally-

ing out with Demoteles and some Locrians who had been left

to garrison the city after the disaster, suddenly attacked and
routed most of the Leontine army, killing a great number;

upon seeing which the Athenians landed from their ships, and

falling on the Messinese in disorder chased them back into the

town, and setting up a trophy retired to Rhegium. After this
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the Hellenes in Sicily continued to make war on each other by

land, without the Athenians.

Meanwhile the Athenians at Pylos were still besieging the

Lacedaemonians in the island, the Peloponnesian forces on the

continent remaining where they were. The blockade was very

laborious for the Athenians from want of food and water;

there was no spring except one in the citadel of Pylos itself,

and that not a large one, and most of them were obliged to

grub up the shingle on the sea beach and drink such water

as they could find. They also suffered from want of room,

being encamped in a narrow space; and as there was no an-

chorage for the ships, some took their meals on shore in their

turn, while the others were anchored out at sea. But their

greatest discouragement arose from the unexpectedly long

time which it took to reduce a body of men shut up in a desert

island, with only brackish water to drink, a matter which they

had imagined would take them only a few days. The fact was,

that the^Lacedsemonians had made advertisement for volun-

teers to carry into the island ground corn, wine, cheese, and

any other food useful in a siege; high prices being offered, and

freedom promised to any of the Helots who should succeed in

doing so.'The Helots accordingly were most forward to engage

in this risky traffic, putting off from this or that part of

Peloponnese, and running in by night on the seaward side of

the island. They were best pleased, however, when they could

catch a wind to carry them in. It was more easy to elude the

look-out of the galleys, when it blew from the seaward, as^it

became impossible for them to anchor round the island; while

the Helots had their boats rated at their value in money, and

ran them ashore, without caring how they landed, being sure

to find the soldiers waiting for them at the landing-places. But

all who risked it in fair weather were taken. Divers also swam

in under water from the harbour, dragging by a cord in skins

poppy-seed mixed with honey, and bruised linseed; these at

first escaped notice, but afterwards a look-out was kept for

them. In short, both sides tried every possible contrivance,

the one to throw in provisions, and the other to prevent their

introduction.

At Athens, meanwhile, the news that the army was in great

distress, and that corn found its way in to the men in the
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island caused no small perplexity; and the Athenians began
to fear that winter might come on and find them still engaged
in the blockade. They saw that the convoying of provisions

round Peioponnese would be then impossible. The country

offered no resources in itself, and even in summer they could

not send round enough. The blockade of a place without har-

bours could no longer be kept up; and the men would either

escape by the siege being abandoned, or would watch for bad

weather and sail out in the boats that brought in their corn.

What caused still more alarm was the attitude of tie Lace-

daemonians, who must, it was thought by the Athenians, feel

themselves on strong ground not to send them any more en-

voys; and they began to repent having rejected the treaty.

Cleon, perceiving the disfavour with which he was regarded
for having stood in the way of the convention, now said that

their informants did not speak the truth; and upon the mes-

sengers recommending them, if they did not believe them, to

send some commissioners to see, Cieon himself and Theagenes
were chosen by the Athenians as commissioners. Aware that

he would now be obliged either to say what had been already
said by the men whom he was slandering, or be proved a liar

if he said the contrary, he told the Athenians, whom he saw
to be not altogether disinclined for a fresh expedition, that

instead of sending commissioners and wasting their time and

opportunities, if they believed what was told them, they ought
to sail against the men. And pointing at Nicias, son of Nicer-

atus, then general, whom he hated, he tauntingly said that it

would be easy, if they had men for generals, to sail with a

force and take those in the island, and that if he had himself

been in command, he would have done it.

Nicias, seeing the Athenians murmuring against Cleon for

not sailing now if it seemed to him so easy, and further seeing
himself the object of attack, told him that for all that the

generals cared, he might take what force he chose and make
the attempt. At first Cieon fancied that this resignation was

merely a figure of speech, and was ready to go, but finding
that it was seriously meant, he drew back, and said that Nicias^
not be, was general, being now frightened, and having never

supposed that Nicias would go so far as to retire in his favour,

t
Nicias, however, repeated Ms offer, and resigned the com-
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mand against Pylos, and called the Athenians to witness that

he did so. And as the multitude is wont to do, the more Cleon

shrank from the expedition and tried to back out of what
he had said, the more they encouraged Xicias to hand
over his command, and clamoured at Cleon to go. At last, not

knowing how to get out of his words, he undertook the expe-

dition, and came forward and said that he was not afraid of

the Lacedemonians, but would sail without taking any one

from the city with him, except the Lemnians and Imbrians

that were at Athens, with some targeteers that had come up
from JEnus, and four hundred archers from other quarters.

With these and the soldiers at Pyios, he would within twenty

days either bring the Lacedaemonians alive, or kill them on

the spot. The Athenians could not help laughing at his fatuity,

while sensible men comforted themselves with the reflexion

that they must gain in either circumstance; either they would

be rid of Cleon, which they rather hoped, or if disappointed
in this expectation, would reduce the Lacedaemonians.

After he had settled everything in the assembly, and the

Athenians had voted him the command of the expedition, he

chose as his colleague Demosthenes, one of the generals at

Pyios, and pushed forward the preparations for his voyage.
His choice fell upon Demosthenes because he heard that he

was contemplating a descent on the island; the soldiers dis-

tressed by the difficulties of the position, and rather besieged

than besiegers, being eager to fight it out, while the firing of

the island had increased the confidence of the general. He had

been at first afraid, because the island having never been in-

habited was almost entirely covered with wood and without

paths, thinking this to be in the enemy's favour, as he might
land with a large force, and yet might suffer loss by an attack

from an unseen position. The mistakes and forces of the enemy
the wood would in a great measure conceal from Mm, while

every blunder of Ms own troops would be at once detected;

and they would be thus able to fall upon him unexpectedly

just where they pleased, the attack being always in their

power. If, on the other hand, he should force them to engage

in the thicket, the smaller number who knew the country

Would, he thought, have the advantage over tie larger tfhcv

ignorant of it, while his own army might be cut off iro-
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perceptibly, in spite of its numbers, as the men would not be

able to see where to succour each other.

The yEtolian disaster, which had been mainly caused by
the wood, had not a little to do with these reflexions. Mean-

while, one of the soldiers who were compelled by want of

room to land on the extremities of the island and take their

dinners, with outposts fixed to prevent a surprise, set fire to

a little of the wood without meaning to do so; and as it came

on to blow soon afterwards, almost the whole was consumed

before they were aware of it. Demosthenes was now able for

the first time to see how numerous the Lacedaemonians really

were, having tip to this moment been under the impression

that 'hey took in provisions for a smaller number ;
he also saw

that the Athenians thought success important and were

anxious about it, and that it was now easier to land on the

island, and accordingly got ready for the attempt, sent for

troops from the allies in the neighbourhood, and pushed for-

ward his other preparations. At this moment Cieon arrived ai

Pyios with the troops which he had asked for, having sent on

word to say that he was coming. The first step taken by the

two generals after their meeting was to send a herald to the

camp on the mainland, to ask if they were disposed to avoid

all risk and to order the men on the island to surrender them-

selves and their arms, to be kept in gentle custody until some

general convention should be concluded.

On the rejection of this proposition the generals let one day

pass, and the next embarking all their heavy infantry on board

a few ships, put out by night, and a little before dawn landed

on both sides of the island from the open sea and from the

harbour, being about eight hundred strong, and advanced with

a ran against the first post in the island. The enemy had dis-

tributed his force as follows: In this first post there were

about thirty heavy infantry; the centre and most level part,

where the water was, was held by the main body, and by
Epitadas their commander; while a small party guarded the

very end of the island, towards Pylos, which was precipitous

on the sea-side and very difficult to attack from the land, and
where there was also a sort of old fort of stones rudely put

together, which they thought might be useful to them, in case

ihev should be forced to retreat. Such was their disposition.
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The advanced post thus attacked by the Athenians was at

once put to the sword, the men being scarcely out of bed and

still arming, the landing having taken them by surprise, as

they fancied the ships were only sailing as usual to their

stations for the night. As soon as day broke, the rest of the

army landed, that is to say, all the crews of rather more than

seventy ships, except the lowest rank of oars, with the arms

they carried, eight hundred archers, and as many targeteers,

the Messenian reinforcements, and all the other troops on

duty round Pylos, except the garrison on the fort. The tactics

of Demosthenes had divided them into companies of two

hundred, more or less, and made them occupy the highest

points in order to paralyse the enemy by surrounding him OB

every side and thus leaving him without any tangible adver-

sary, exposed to the cross-fire of their host
; plied by those in

Ms rear if he attacked in front, and by those on one flank if

he moved against those on the other. In short, wherever he went

he would have the assailants behind him, and these light-

armed assailants, the most awkward of all; arrows, darts,

stones, and slings making them formidable at a distance, and

there being no means of getting at them at close quarters, as

they could conquer flying, and the moment their pursuer
turned they were upon him. Such was the idea that inspired

Demosthenes in his conception of the descent, and presided

over its execution.

Meanwhile the main body of the troops in the island (that

under Epitadas), seeing their outpost cut off and an army

advancing against them, serried their ranks and pressed for-

ward to close with the Athenian heavy infantry in front of

them, the light troops being upon their flanks and rear. How-

ever, they were not able to engage or to profit by their superior

skill
?
the light troops keeping them in check on either side

with their missiles, and the heavy infantry remaining sta-

tionary instead of advancing to meet them; and although they

routed the light troops wherever they ran up and approached

too closely, yet they retreated fighting, being lightly equipped,

and easily getting the start in their flight, from the difficult

and rugged nature of the ground, in an island hitherto desert
f

over which the Lacedsemonians could not pursue them with

their heavy armour.
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After this skirmishing had lasted some little while, the

Lacedaemonians became unable to dash out with the same

rapidity as before upon the points attacked, and the light
tr jops, finding that they now fought with less vigour, became
more confident. They could see with their own eyes that they
were many times more numerous than the enemy ; they were
now more familiar with his aspect and found him less terrible,

the result not having justified the apprehensions which they
had suffered, when they first landed in slavish dismay at the

Idea of attacking Lacedaemonians
;
and accordingly their fear

changing to disdain, they now rushed ail together with loud

shouts upon them, and pelted them with stones, darts, and

arrows, whichever came first to hand. The shouting accom-

panying their onset confounded the Lacedaemonians, unaccus-

tomed to this mode of fighting; dust rose from the newly-burnt

wood, and it was impossible to see in front of one with the

arrows and stones flying through clouds of dust from the hands
of numerous assailants. The Lacedaemonians had now to sus-

tain a rude conflict
;
their caps would not keep out the arrows,

darts had broken off in the armour of the wounded, while they
themselves were helpless for offence, being prevented from

using their eyes to see what was before them, and unable to

hear the words of command for the hubbub raised by the

enemy; danger encompassed them on every side, and there
was no hope of any means of defence or safety.
At last, after many had been already wounded in the con-

fined space in which they were fighting, they formed in close

order and retired on the fort at the end of the island, which
was not far off, and to their friends who held it. The moment
they gave way, the light troops became bolder and pressed
upon them, shouting louder than ever, and killed as many as

they came up with in their retreat, but most of the Lace-
daemonians made good their escape to the fort, and with the

garrison in it ranged themselves all along its whole extent
to repulse the enemy wherever it was assailable. The Athenians

pursuing, unable to surround and hem them in, owing to the

strength of the ground, attacked them in front and tried to
storm the position. For a long time, indeed for most of the

day, both sides held out against all the torments of the battle,
thirst, and sun, the one endeavouring to drive the enemy
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from the high ground, the other to maintain himself upon it,

It being now more easy for the Lacedaemonians to defend them-

selves than before, as they could not be surrounded upon the

flanks.

The struggle began to seem endless, when the commander
of the Messenians came to Cleon and Demosthenes, and told

them that they were losing their labour: but that if they
would give him some archers and light troops to go round

on the enemy's rear by a way he would undertake to find, he

thought he could force the approach. Upon receiving what
he asked for, he started from a point out of sight in order

not to be seen by the enemy, and creeping on wherever the

precipices of the island permitted, and where the Lacedsemo-

nians, trusting to the strength of the ground, kept no guard,
succeeded after the greatest difficulty in getting round without

their seeing him, and suddenly appeared on the high ground
in their rear, to the dismay of the surprised enemy and the

still greater joy of his expectant friends. The Lacedaemonians

thus placed between two fires, and in the same dilemma, to

compare small things with great, as at Thermopylae, where the

defenders were cut off through the Persians getting round by
the path, being now attacked in front and behind, began to

give way, and overcome by the odds against them and ex-

hausted from want of food, retreated.

The Athenians were already masters of the approaches
when Cleon and Demosthenes perceiving that, if the enemy
gave way a single step further, they would be destroyed by
their soldiery, put a stop to the battle and held their men

back; wishing to take the Lacedaemonians alive to Athens,
and hoping that their stubbornness might relax on hearing the

offer of terms, and that they might surrender and yield to the

present overwhelming danger. Proclamation was accordingly"

made, to know if they would surrender themselves and their

arms to the Athenians to be dealt with at their discretion.

The Lacedaemonians hearing this offer, most of them low-

ered their shields and waved their hands to show that they

accepted it. Hostilities now ceased, and a parley was held

between Cleon and Demosthenes and Styphon, son of Pharax,,
on the other side; since Epitadas, the first of the previous

commanders, had been killed, and Hippagretas, the next in
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command, left for dead among the slain, though still alive,

nnd thus the command had devolved upon Styphon according
to the law, in case of anything happening to his superiors.

Styphon and his companions said they wished to send a herald

to the Lacedaemonians on the mainland, to know what they
were to do. The Athenians would not let any of them go, but

themselves called for heralds from the mainland, and after

questions had been carried backwards and forwards two or

three times, the last man that passed over from the Lace-

demonians on the continent brought this message: 'The Lace-

daemonians bid you to decide for yourselves so long as you
do nothing dishonourable;' upon which after consulting to-

gether they surrendered themselves and their arms. The Athe-

nians, after guarding them that day and night, the next

morning set up a trophy in the island, and got ready to sail,

giving their prisoners in batches to be guarded by the captains
of the galleys ;

and the Lacedaemonians sent a herald and took

up their dead. The number of the killed and prisoners taken

in the island was as follows: four hundred and twenty heavy
infantry had passed over; three hundred all but eight were
taken alive to Athens

;
the rest were killed. About a hundred

and twenty of the prisoners were Spartans. The Athenian loss

was small, the battle not having been fought at close quarters.
The blockade in all, counting from the fight at sea to the

battle in the island, had lasted seventy-two days. For twenty
of these, during the absence of the envoys sent to treat for

peace, tie men had provisions given them, for the rest they
were fed by the smugglers. Corn and other victual was found
in the island

;
the commander Epitadas having kept the men

upon half rations. The Athenians and Peloponnesians now
each withdrew their forces from Pylos, and went home, and

crazy as Cleon 7

s promise was, he fulfilled it, by bringing the

men to Athens within the twenty days as he had pledged him-
self to do.

Nothing that happened in the war surprised the Hellenes
so much as this. It was the opinion that no force or famine
could make the Lacedaemonians give up their arms, but that

they would fight on as they could, and die with them in their

hands: indeed people could scarcely believe that those who
had surrendered were of the same stuff as the fallen; and an
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Athenian ally, who some time after insultingly asked one of
the prisoners from the island if those that had fallen were
men of honour, received for answer that the atraktos that

is, the arrow would be worth a great deal If it could tell men
of honour from the rest; in allusion to the fact that the killed

were those whom the stones and the arrows happened to hit.

Upon the arrival of the men the Athenians determined to

keep them in prison until the peace, and if the Peloponnesians
invaded their country in the interval, to bring them out and
put them to death. Meanwhile the defence of Pylos was not

forgotten; the Messenians from Naupactus sent to their old

country, to which Pylos formerly belonged, some of the like-

liest of their number, and began a series of incursions Into

Laconla, which their common dialect rendered most destruc-
tive. The Lacedemonians, hitherto without experience of in-

cursions or a warfare of the kind, finding the Helots deserting,
and fearing the march of revolution In their country, began to
be seriously uneasy, and in spite of their unwillingness to

betray this to the Athenians began to send envoys to Athens,
and tried to recover Pylos and the prisoners. The Athenians,

however, kept grasping at more, and dismissed envoy after

envoy without their having effected anything. Such was the

history of the affair of Pylos.

CHAPTER
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH YEARS OF THE WAR END OF CORCY-
JWEAN REVOLUTION PEACE OF GELA CAPTURE OF NIS^EA

B.C. 425: Expedition against Corinth Corinthians routed Massacre
by Corcyrccans B.C. 424: Ificias commands expedition against
Cythera Lacedemonians in despair Capture of Thyred Speech
of Rem aerates at Congress of Gela Peace in Sicily Betrayal of
Megara> Xis&d capitulates Brasidas intervenes Brasidas and
Athenians withdraw Oligarchical revolution in Megara.

THE same summer, d!rect!}
r after these events, the Athenians

made an expedition against the territory of Corinth with

eighty ships and two thousand Athenian heavy Infantry, and
two hundred cavalry on board horse transports, accompanied
by the Milesians, Andrians, and Carystians from the allies,

under the command of Nicias, son of Niceratus, with two
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colleagues. Putting out to sea they made land at daybreak
between Chersonese and Rheltus, at the beach of the country
underneath the Solygian hill, upon which the Dorians in old

times established themselves and carried on war against the

JEolian inhabitants of Corinth, and where a village now
stands called Solygia. The beach where the fleet came to is

about a mile and a half from the village, seven miles from

Corinth, and two and a quarter from the Isthmus. The Corin-

thians had heard from Argos of the coming of the Athenian

armament, and had all come up to the Isthmus long before,

with the exception of those who lived beyond it, and also of

five hundred who were away in garrison in Ambracia and

Leucadia; and they were there in full force watching for the

Athenians to land. These last, however, gave them the slip

by coming in the dark
;
and being informed by signals of the

fact, the Corinthians left half their number at Cenchreas, in

case the Athenians should go against Crommyon, and marched
in all haste to the rescue.

Battus, one of the two generals present at the action, went
with a company to defend the village of Solygia, which was

unfortified; Lycophron remaining to give battle with the rest.

The Corinthians first attacked the right wing of the Athenians,
which had just landed in front of Chersonese, and afterwards

the rest of the army. The battle was an obstinate one, and

fought throughout hand to hand. The right wing of the

Athenians and Carystians, who had been placed at the end
of the line, received and with some difficulty repulsed the

Corinthians, who thereupon retreated to a wall upon the

rising ground behind, and throwing down the stones upon
them, came on again singing the paean, and being received by
the Athenians, were again engaged at close quarters. At this

moment a Corinthian company having come to the relief of

the left wing, routed and pursued the Athenian right to the

sea, whence they were in their turn driven back by the Athe-

nians and Carystians from the ships. Meanwhile the rest of

the army on either side fought on tenaciously, especially the

right wing of the Corinthians, where Lycophron sustained the
attack of the Athenian left, which it was feared might attempt
the village of Solygia.

After holding on for a long while without either giving way,
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the Athenians aided by their horse, of which the enemy had

none, at length routed the Corinthians, who retired to the

Mil and halting remained quiet there, without coming down

again. It was in this rout of the right wing that they had the

most killed, Lycophron their general being among the num-
ber. The rest of the army, broken and put to flight in this way
without being seriously pursued or hurried, retired to the high

ground and there took up its position. The Athenians, rinding
that the enemy no longer offered to engage them, stripped Ms
dead and took up their own and immediately set up a trophy.

Meanwhile, the half of the Corinthians left at Cenchreag to

guard against the Athenians sailing on Crommyon, although
unable to see the battle for Mount Oneion, found out what
was going on by the dust, and hurried up to the rescue; as

did also the older Corinthians from the town
? upon discovering

what had occurred. The Athenians seeing them all coming

against them, and thinking that they were reinforcements

arriving from the neighbouring Peloponnesians, withdrew in

haste to their ships with their spoils and their own dead,

except two that they left behind, not being able to find them,
and going on board crossed over to the Islands opposite, and

from thence sent a herald, and took up under truce the bodies

which they had left behind. Two hundred and twelve Corin-

thians fell in the battle, and rather less than fifty Athenians,

Weighing from the islands, the Athenians sailed the same

day to Crommyon in the Corinthian territory, about thirteen

miles from the city, and coming to anchor laid waste the

country, and passed the night there. The next day, after first

coasting along to the territory of Epidaurus and making a

descent there, they came to Methana between Epidaurus and

Troezen, and drew a wall across and fortified the isthmus of

the peninsula, and left a post there from which incursions

were henceforth made upon the country of Troezen, Halioe,

and Epidaurus. After walling off this spot the fleet sailed off

home.
While these events were going on, Eurymedon and Soph-

ocles had put to sea with the Athenian fleet from Pylos
on their way to Sicily, and arriving at Corcyra, joined the

townsmen in an expedition against the party established on

Mount Istone, who had crossed over, as I have mentioned
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after the revolution, and become masters of the country, to

the great hurt of the Inhabitants. Their stronghold having
been taken by an attack, the garrison took refuge in a body
upon some high ground and there capitulated, agreeing to give

op their mercenary auxiliaries, lay down their arms, and com-
mit themselves to the discretion of the Athenian people. The
generals carried them across under truce to the island of

Ptychia, to be kept in custody until they could be sent to

Athens, upon the understanding that if any were caught run-

ning away, all would lose the benefit of the treaty. Meanwhile
the leaders of the Corcyraean commons, afraid that the Athe-

nians might spare the lives of the prisoners, had recourse tc

the following stratagem. They gained over some few men on
the island by secretly sending friends with instructions to

provide them with a boat, and to tell them, as if for their own
sakes, that they had best escape as quickly as possible, as the

Athenian generals were going to give them up to the COP

cyrsean people.
These representations succeeding, it was so arranged that

the men were caught sailing out in the boat that was provided,
aod the treaty became void accordingly, and the whole body
were given up to the Corcyraeans. For this result the Athenian

generals were in a great measure responsible; their evident
disinclination to sail for Sicily, and thus to leave to others the

honour of conducting the men to Athens, encouraged the in-

triguers in their design and seemed to affirm the truth of their

representations. The prisoners thus handed over were shut up
by the Corcyraeans in a large building, and afterwards taken
out by twenties and led past two lines of heavy infantry, one
on each side, being bound together, and beaten and stabbed

by the men in the lines whenever any saw pass a personal
enemy; while men carrying whips went by their side and
hastened on the road those that walked too slowly.
As many as sixty men were taken out and killed in this

way without the knowledge of their friends in the building,
who fancied they were merely being moved from one prison
to another. At last, however, some one opened their eyes to
the truth, upon which they called upon the Athenians to kill

them themselves, if such was their pleasure, and refused any
longer to go out of the building, and said they would do all
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they could to prevent any one coming In. The Corcyrseans,
not liking themselves to force a passage by the doors, got up on
the top of the building, and breaking through the roof, threw
down the tiles and let fly arrows at them, from which the

prisoners sheltered themselves as well as they could. Host of

their number, meanwhile, were engaged in dispatching them-
selves by thrusting into their throats the arrows shot by the

enemy, and hanging themselves with the cords taken from
some beds, that happened to be there, and with strips made
from their clothing; adopting, in short, every possible means
of self-destruction, and also falling victims to the missiles of

their enemies on the roof. Night came on while these horrors

were enacting, and most of it had passed before they were

concluded. \Vhen it was day the Corcyraeans threw them in

layers upon waggons and carried them out of the city. All

the women taken in the stronghold were sold as slaves. In

this way the Corcyrseans of the mountain were destroyed by
the commons

;
and so after terrible excesses the party strife

came to an end, at least as far as the period of this war is

concerned, for of one party there was practically nothing left

Meanwhile the Athenians sailed off to Sicily, their primary
destination, and carried on the war with their allies there.

At the close of the summer, the Athenians at Naupactus
and the Acarnanians made an expedition against Anactorium,

the Corinthian town lying at the mouth of the Ambracian

gulf, and took it by treachery; and the Acarnanians them-

selves sending settlers from all parts of Acarnania occupied the

place.
Summer was now over. During the winter ensuing Aristides,

son of Archippus, one of the commanders of the Athenian

ships sent to collect money from the allies, arrested at Eion

on the Strymon Artaphemes, a Persian, on his way from the

king to Lacedsemon. He was conducted to Athens, where the

Athenians got his despatches translated from the Assyrian
character and read them. With numerous references to other

subjects, they in substance told the Lacedaemonians that the

king did not know what they wanted, as of the many ambas-

sadors they had sent him no two ever told the same story;

if however they were prepared to speak plainly they might
send him some envoys with this Persian. The Athenians after-
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wards sent back Artaphernes In a galley to Ephesus, and

ambassadors with him, who heard there of the death of King

Artaxerxes, son of Xerxes, which took place about that time,

and so returned home.

The same winter the Chians pulled down their new wall

at the command of the Athenians, who suspected them of

meditating an insurrection, after first however obtaining

pledges from the Athenians, and security as far as this was

possible for their continuing to treat them as before. Thus

the winter ended, and with it ended the seventh year of this

war of which Thucydides is the historian.

In the first days of the next summer there was an eclipse

of the sun at the time of new moon, and in the early part

of the same month an earthquake. Meanwhile, the Mitylenian

and other Lesbian exiles set out, for the most part from the

continent, with mercenaries hired in Peloponnese, and others

levied on the spot, and took Rhoeteum, but restored it without

injury on the receipt of two thousand Phocsean staters. After

this they marched against Antandrus and took the town by

treachery, their plan being to free Antandrus and the rest

of the Actaean towns, formerly owned by Mitylene but now
held by the Athenians. Once fortified there, they would have

every facility for shipbuilding from the vicinity of Ida and

the consequent abundance of timber, and plenty of other sup-

plies, and might from this base easily ravage Lesbos, which

was not far off, and make themselves masters of the ^Eolian

towns on the continent.

While these were the schemes of the exiles, the Athenians

in the same summer made an expedition with sixty ships, two

thousand heavy infantry, a few cavalry, and some allied troops
from Miletus and other parts, against Cythera, under the

command of Nicias, son of Niceratus, Nicostratus, son of

Biotrephes, and Autocles, son of Tolmseus. Cythera is an

island lying off Laconia, opposite Malea; the inhabitants are

Lacedaemonians of the class of the Perioeci; and an officer

called the Judge of Cythera went over to the place annually
from Sparta. A garrison of heavy infantry was also regularly
sent there, and great attention paid to the island, as it was
the landing-place for the merchantmen from Egypt and Libya,
and at the same time secured Laconia from the attacks of
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privateers from the sea, at the only point where it is assailable,

as the whole coast rises abruptly towards the Sicilian and

Cretan seas.

Coming to land here with their armament, the Athenians

with ten ships and two thousand Milesian heavy infantry took

the town of Scandea, on the sea; and with the rest of their

forces landing on the side of the island looking towards Malea,
went against the lower town of Cythera, where they found

all the inhabitants encamped. A battle ensuing, the Cytherians
held their ground for some little while, and then turned and
fled into the upper town, where they soon afterwards capitu-
lated to Nicias and his colleagues, agreeing to leave their fate

to the decision of the Athenians, their lives only being safe. A
correspondence had previously been going on between Nicias

and certain of the inhabitants, which caused the surrender to

be effected more speedily, and upon terms more advantageous,

present and future, for the Cytherians; who would otherwise

have been expelled by the Athenians on account of their

being Lacedaemonians and their island being so near to La-

conia. After the capitulation, the Athenians occupied the

town of Scandea near the harbour, and appointing a garrison
for Cythera, sailed to Asine, Helus, and most of the places
on the sea, and making descents and passing the night on
shore at such spots as were convenient, continued ravaging
the country for about seven days.
The Lacedaemonians seeing the Athenians masters of

Cythera, and expecting descents of the kind upon their coasts,

nowhere opposed them in force, but sent garrisons here and
there through the country, consisting of as many heavy in-

fantry as the points menaced seemed to require, and generally
stood very much upon the defensive. After the severe and

unexpected blow that had befallen them in the island, the

occupation of Pylos and Cythera, and the apparition on every
side of a war whose rapidity defied precaution, they lived in

constant fear of internal revolution, and now took the unusual

step of raising four hundred horse and a force of archers, and
became more timid than ever Ai military matters, finding
themselves involved in a maritime struggle, which their organi-
sation had never contemplated, and that against Athenians,
with whom an enterprise unattempted was always looked upon
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as a success sacrificed. Besides this, their late numerous re-

verses of fortune, coming close one upon another without

any reason, had thoroughly unnerved them, and they were

always afraid of a second disaster like that on the island, and
thus scarcely dared to take the field, but fancied that they
could not stir without a blunder, for being new to the experi-
ence of adversity they had lost all confidence in themselves.

Accordingly they now allowed the Athenians to ravage their

seaboard, without making any movement, the garrisons in

whose neighbourhood the descents were made always thinking
their numbers insufficient, and sharing the general feeling.
A single garrison which ventured to resist, near Cotyrfa and

Aphrodisia, struck terror by its charge into the scattered mob
of light troops, but retreated, upon being received by the

heavy infantry, with the loss of a few men and some arms,
for which the Athenians set up a trophy, and then sailed off

to Cythera. From thence they sailed round to the LInieran

Epidauras, ravaged part of the country, and so came to Thyrea
in the Cynurian territory, upon the Argive and Laconian bor-

der. This district had been given by its Lacedaemonian owners
to the expelled ^Eginetans to inhabit, in return for their good
offices at the time of the earthquake and the rising of the

Helots; and also because, although subjects of Athens, they
had always sided with Lacedaemon.

While the Athenians were still at sea, the JSglnetans evacu-

ated a fort which they were building upon the coast, and re-

treated Into the upper town where they lived, rather more
than a mile from the sea. One of the Lacedaemonian district

garrisons which was helping them in the work, refused to enter

iiere with them at their entreaty, thinking It dangerous to shut

themselves up within the wall, and retiring to the high ground
remained quiet, not considering themselves a match for the

enemy. Meanwhile the Athenians landed, and Instantly ad-
vanced with all their forces and took Thyrea. The town they
burnt, pillaging what was In It

;
the ^Eginetans who were noi

slain In action they took with them to Athens, with Tantalus,
son of Patrocles, their Lacedaemonian commander, who had
been wounded and taken prisoner. They also took with them
a few men from Cythera whom they thought It safest to
remove. These the Athenians determined to lodge in the
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Islands: the rest of the Cytherians were to retain their lands

and pay four talents' tribute; the yEginetans captured to be

all put to death, on account of the old inveterate feud; and
Tantalus to share the Imprisonment of the Lacedemonians
taken on the Island.

The same summer, the inhabitants of Camarina and Gela

In Sicily first made an armistice with each other, after which

embassies from all the other Sicilian cities assembled at Gela

to try to bring about a pacification. After many expressions of

opinion on one side and the other, according to the griefs and

pretensions of the different parties complaining, Hermocrates,
son of Herman, a Syracusan, the most influential man among
them, addressed the following words to the assembly:

'If I now address you, Sicilians, it Is not because my city
Is the least in Sicily or the greatest sufferer by the war, but in

order to state publicly what appears to me to be the best policy
for the whole Island. That war is an evil is a proposition so

familiar to every one that It would be tedious to develop it.

No one Is forced to engage in It by Ignorance, or kept out of

It by fear, if he fancies there is anything to be gained by it.

To the former the gain appears greater than the danger, while

the latter would rather stand the risk than put up with any
immediate sacrifice. But if both should happen to have chosen

the wrong moment for acting in this way, advice to make

peace would not be unserviceable ;
and this, If we did but see

it, is just what we stand most In need of at the present juncture.
'I suppose that no one will dispute that we went to war

at first, In order to serve our own several interests, that we
are now, in view of the same interests, debating how we can

make peace; and that if we separate without having as we
think our rights, we shall go to war again. And yet, as men
of sense, we ought to see that our separate interests are not

alone at stake in the present congress: there is also the ques-
tion whether we have still time to save Sicily, the whole of

which in my opinion Is menaced by Athenian ambition; and

we ought to find in the name of that people more imperious

arguments for peace than any which I can advance, when we
see the first power in Hellas watching our mistakes with the

few ships that she has at present in our waters, and under the

fair name of alliance speciously seeking to turn to account
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the natural hostility that exists between us. If we go to war,
and call in to help us a people that are ready enough to carry
their arms even where they are not invited

;
and if we injure

ourselves at our own expense, and at the same time serve as

the pioneers of their dominion, we may expect when they see

os worn out, that they will one day come with a larger arma-

ment, and seek to bring all of us into subjection.

"And yet as sensible men, if we call in allies and court

danger 3
it should be in order to enrich our different countries

with new acquisitions, and not to ruin what they possess al-

ready; and we should understand that the intestine discords

which are so fatal to communities generally, will be equally
so to Sicily, if we, its inhabitants, absorbed in our local

quarrels, neglect the common enemy. These considerations

should reconcile individual with individual, and city with

city, and unite us in a common effort to save the whole of

Sicily. Xor should any one imagine that the Dorians only
are enemies of Athens, while the Chakidian race is secured

by its Ionian blood
;
the attack in question is not inspired by

hatred of one of two nationalities,, but by a desire for the good
things in Sicily, the common property of us all. This is proved
by the Athenian reception of the Chakidian invitation: an

ally who las never given them any assistance whatever, at
snce receives from them almost more than the treaty entitles

Aim to. That the Athenians should cherish this ambition and

practise this policy is very excusable; and I do not blame
those who wish to rule, but those who are over ready to serve.

It is Just as much in men's nature to rule those who submit
to them, as it is to resist those who molest them; one is not
less invariable than the other. Meanwhile all who see these

dangers and refuse to provide for them properly, or who have
come here without having made up their minds that our first

duty is to unite to get rid of the common peril, are mistaken.
The quickest way to be rid of it is to make peace with each

other; since the Athenians menace us not from their own
country, but from that of those who invited them here. In
this way instead of war issuing in war, peace quietly ends
our quarrels; and the guests who come hither under fair

pretences for bad ends, will have good reason for going away
without having attained them.
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lSo far as regards the Athenians such are the great advan-

tages proved Inherent in a wise policy. Independently of this.

In the face of the universal consent that peace is the first

of blessings, how can we refuse to make It amongst ourselves
;

or do you not think that the good which you have, and the Ills

that you complain of, would be better preserved and cured

by quiet than by war; that peace has its honours and splen-
dours of a less perilous kind, not to mention the numerous
other blessings that one might dilate on, with the not less

numerous miseries of war? These considerations should teach

you not to disregard my words, but rather to look in them

every one for his own safety. If there be any here who feels

certain either by right or might to effect his object, let not
this surprise be to him too severe a disappointment. Let hint

remember that many before now have tried to chastise a

wrongdoer, and failing to punish their enemy have not even

saved themselves; while many who have trusted In force to

gain an advantage, Instead of gaining anything more, have
been doomed to lose what they had. Vengeance Is not neces-

sarily successful because wrong has been done, or strength
sure because It is confident; but the Incalculable element in

the future exercises the widest influence, and is the most

treacherous, and yet in fact the most useful of all things, as It

frightens us all equally, and thus makes us consider before

attacking each other.

'Let us therefore now allow the undefined fear of this

unknown future, and the immediate terror of the Athenians'

presence to produce their natural impression, and let us con-

sider any failure to carry out the programmes that we may
each have sketched out for ourselves as sufficiently accounted

for by these obstacles, and send away the intruder from the

country; and If everlasting peace be Impossible between us,

let us at all events make a treaty for as long a term as possible^

and put off our private differences to another day. In fine,

let us recognise that the adoption of my advice will leave us

each citizens of a free state, and as such arbiters of our own

destiny, able to return good or bad offices with equal effect;

while its rejection wffl make us dependent on others, and thus

not only Impotent to repel an insult, but on the most favour*
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^bie supposition, friends to our direst enemies, and at feud

mth our natural friends.
:For myself, though, as I said at first, the representative

of a great city, and able to think less of defending myself
than of attacking others, I am prepared to concede something
in prevision of these dangers. I am not inclined to ruin myself
for the sake of hurting my enemies, or so blinded by animosity
as to think myself equally master of my own plans and of

fortune which I cannot command; but I am ready to give up
anything in reason. I call upon the rest of you to imitate my
conduct of your own free will, without being forced to do so

by the enemy. There is no disgrace in connexions giving way
to one another, a Dorian to a Dorian, or a Chaicidian to his

brethren; above and beyond this we are neighbours, live in

the same country, are girt by the same sea, and go by the same
name of Sicilians. We shall go to war again, I suppose, when
the time comes, and again make peace among ourselves by
means of future congresses ;

but the foreign invader, If we are

wise, will always find us united against him, since the hurt of

one is the danger of all
;
and we shall never, in future, invite

into the island either allies or mediators. By so acting we shall

at the present moment do for Sicily a double service, ridding
her at once of the Athenians, and of civil war, and in future

shall live in freedom at home, and be less menaced from
abroad.'

Such were the words of Hermocrates. The Sicilians took his

advice, and came to an understanding among themselves to

end the war, each keeping what they had the Camarinseans

taking Morgantina at a price fixed to be paid to the Syracusans
and the allies of the Athenians called the officers in com-

mand, and told them that they were going to make peace and
that they would be included in the treaty. The generals assent-

ing, the peace was concluded, and the Athenian fleet after-

wards sailed away from Sicily. Upon their arrival at Athens,
the Athenians banished Pythodorus and Sophocles, and fined

Euiymedon for having taken bribes to depart when they might
have subduad Sicily. So thoroughly had the present prosperity
persuaded the citizens that nothing could withstand them, and
that they could achieve what was possible and impracticable
alike, with means ample or inadequate it mattered not. The
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secret of this was their general extraordinary success, which

made them confuse their strength with their hopes.
The same summer the Megarians in the city ; pressed by

the hostilities of the Athenians, "who invaded their country
twice every year with all their forces, and harassed by the

incursions of their own exiles at Pegae, who had been expelled
in a revolution by the popular party, began to ask each other

whether it would not be better to receive back their exiles,

and free the town from one of its two scourges. The friends oi

the emigrants perceiving the agitation, now more openly than

before demanded the adoption of this proposition; and the

leaders of the commons, seeing that the sufferings of the times

had tired out the constancy of their supporters, entered in

their alarm into correspondence with the Athenian generals,

Hippocrates, son of Ariphron, and Demosthenes, son of

Alcisthenes, and resolved to betray the town, thinking this

less dangerous to themselves than the return of the party
which they had banished. It was accordingly arranged that the

Athenians should first take the long walls extending for nearly
1 mile from the city to the port of Nissea, to prevent the

Peloponnesians coming to the rescue from that place, where

they formed the sole garrison to secure the fidelity of Megara;
and that after this the attempt should be made to put into

their hands the upper town, which it was thought would then

come over with less difficulty.

The Athenians, after plans had been arranged between

themselves and their correspondents both as to words and

actions, sailed by night to Minoa, the island off Megara, with

six hundred heavy infantry under the command of Hip-

pocrates, and took post in a quarry not far off, out of which

bricks used to be taken for the walls; while Demosthenes, the

other conimander
7
with a detachment of Platsean light troops

and another of Peripoli, placed himself in ambush in the pre-
cinct of Enyalius, which was still nearer. No one knew of it, ex-

cept those whose business it was to know that night.A little be-

fore daybreak, the traitors in Megara began to act. Every
night for a long time back, undf pretence of marauding, in or-

der to have a means of opening the gates, they had been used,
with the consent of the officer in command, to carry by night
a sculHng boat upon a cart along the ditch to the sea, and so to
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sail out, bringing it back again before day upon the cart, and
taking it within the wall through the gates, in order, as they
pretended, to baffle the Athenian blockade at Minoa, there

being no boat to be seen in the harbour. On the present oc-

casion the cart was already at the gates, which had been

opened in the usual way for the boat, when the Athenians, with
whom this had been concerted, saw it, and ran at the top of

their speed from the ambush in order to reach the gates before

they were shut again, and while the cart was still there to

prevent their being closed; their Megarian accomplices at the

same moment killing the guard at the gates. The first to run
in was Demosthenes with his Plateans and Peripoli, just
where the trophy now stands; and he was no sooner within
the gates than the Platseans engaged and defeated the nearest

party of Peloponnesians who had taken the alarm and come
to the rescue, and secured the gates for the approaching
Athenian heavy infantry.

After this, each of the Athenians as fast as they entered
went against the wall. A few of the Peloponnesian garrison
stood their ground at first, and tried to repel the assault, and
some of them were killed

;
but the main body took fright and

fled; the night attack and the sight of the Megarian traitors

in arms against them making them think that all Megara had
gone over to the enemy. It so happened also that the Athenian
herald of Ms own idea called out and invited any of the Mega-
rians that wished, to join the Athenian ranks; and this was no
sooner heard by the garrison than they gave way, and, con-
vinced that they were the victims of a concerted attack, took

refuge in Xissea. By daybreak, the walls being now taken and
the Megarians in the city in great agitation, the persons who
had negotiated with the Athenians, supported by the rest of
the popular party which was privy to the plot, said that they
ought to open the gates and march out to battle. It had been
concerted between them that the Athenians should rush in,
the moment that the gates were opened, while the conspirators
were to be distinguished from the rest by being anointed with
oil, and so to avoid being hurt. They could open the gates with
more security, as four thousand Athenian heavy infantry from
Eleusis, and six hundred horse, had marched all night, accord-

ing to agreement, and were now close at hand. The conspira-
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tors were all ready anointed and at their posts by the gates,

when one of their accomplices denounced the plot to the oppo-
site party, who gathered together and came in a body, and

roundly said that they must not march out a thing they had
never yet ventured on even when in greater force than at

present or wantonly compromise the safety of the town, and
that if what they said was not attended to, the battle would
have to be fought in Megara. For the rest, they gave no signs
of their knowledge of the intrigue, but stoutly maintained that

their advice was the best, and meanwhile kept close by and
watched the gates, making it impossible for the conspirators
to effect their purpose.
The Athenian generals seeing that some obstacle had arisen,

and that the capture of the town by force was no longer prac-

ticable, at once proceeded to invest Nissea, thinking that if

they could take it before relief arrived, the surrender of

Megara would soon follow. Iron, stone-masons, and everything
else required quickly coming up from Athens, the Athenians

started from the wall which they occupied, and from this

point built a cross wall looking towards Megara down to the

sea on either side of Nissea; the ditch and the walls being
divided among the army, stones and bricks taken from the

suburb, and the fruit-trees and timber cut down to make a

palisade wherever this seemed necessary; the houses also in

the suburb with the addition of battlements sometimes enter-

ing into the fortification. The whole of this day the work con-

tinued, and by the afternoon of the next the wall was all but

completed, when the garrison in Nisaea, alarmed by the abso-

lute want of provisions, which they used to take in for the day
from the upper town, not anticipating any speedy relief from

the Peloponnesians, and supposing Megara to be hostile,

capitulated to the Athenians on condition that they should

give up their arms, and should each be ransomed for a stipu-

lated sum; their Lacedaemonian commander
5
and any others

of his countrymen in the place, being left to the discretion of

the Athenians. On these conditions they surrendered and came

out, and the Athenians broke down the long walls at their

point of junction with Megara, took possession of Nissea, and

went on with their other preparations.

Just at this time the Lacedaemonian Brasidas, son of Teliis,
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happened to be in the neighbourhood of Sicyon and Corinth,

getting ready an ami}' for Thrace. As soon as he heard of the

capture of the walls, fearing for the Peioponnesians In Nisaea

and the safety of IMegara, he sent to the Boeotians to meet him

as quickly as possible at Tripodiscus y
a village so called of the

Megarid," under Mount Geranela, and went himself, with two

thousand seven hundred Corinthian heavy infantry, four hun-

dred Phliasians, six hundred Sicyonians, and such troops of

Ms own as he had already levied, expecting to find Nissea not

yet taken. Hearing of Its fall (he had marched out by night

to Tripodiscus). he took three hundred picked men from the

army, without waiting till his coming should be known> and

came up to Megara unobserved by the Athenians, who were

down by the sea, ostensibly, and really If possible, to attempt

Nissea, but above all to get Into Megara and secure the town.

He accordingly Invited the townspeople to admit his party,

saying that he had hopes of recovering Nisaea.

"However, one of the IMegarian factions feared that he might

expel them and restore the exiles; the other that the commons,

apprehensive of this very danger, might set upon them, and

the city be thus destroyed by a battle within Its gates under

the eyes of the ambushed Athenians. He was accordingly

refused admittance, both parties electing to remain quiet and

await the event; each expecting a battle between the Athe-

nians and the relieving army, and thinking it safer to see their

friends victorious before declaring In their favour.

Unable to carry Ms point, Brasidas went back to the rest

of the army. At daybreak the Boeotians joined him. Having
determined to relieve Megara, whose danger they considered

their own, even before hearing from Brasidas, they were al-

ready In full force at Platea, when his messenger arrived to

add spurs to their resolution; and they at once sent on to Mm
two thousand two hundred heavy infantry, and six hundred

horse, returning home with the main body. The whole army
thus assembled numbered six thousand heavy Infantry. The
Athenian heavy Infantry were drawn up by Nisaea and the

sea; but the light troops being scattered over the plain were
attacked by the Boeotian horse and driven to the sea, being
taken entirely by surprise, as on previous occasions no relief

had ever come to the Megarians from any quarter. Here the
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Boeotians were In their turn charged and engaged by the Athe-
nian horse, and a cavalry action ensued which lasted a long
time, and in which both parties claimed the victory. The
Athenians killed and stripped the leader of the Boeotian horse

and some few of his comrades who had charged right up to

Nissea, and remaining masters of the bodies gave them back
under truce, and set up a trophy; but regarding the action as

a whole the forces separated without either side having gained
a decisive advantage, the Boeotians returning to their army
and the Athenians to Nissea.

After this Brasidas and the army came nearer to the sea

and to Megara, and taking up a convenient position, remained

quiet In order of battle, expecting to be attacked by the Athe-

nians and knowing that the Megarlans were waiting to see

which would be the victor. This attitude seemed to present two

advantages. Without taking the offensive or willingly provok-

ing the hazards of a battle, they openly showed their readiness

to fight, and thus without bearing the burden of the day would

fairly reap Its honours; while at the same time they effectually

served their Interests at Megara. For if they had failed to show

themselves, they would not have had a chance, but would
have certainly been considered vanquished, and have lost

the town. As It was, the Athenians might possibly not be in-

clined to accept their challenge, and their object would be

attained without fighting. And so It turned out. The Athenians

formed outside the long walls, and the enemy not attacking,
there remained motionless; their generals having decided that

the risk was too unequal. In fact most of their objects had
been already attained

;
and they would have to begin a battle

against superior numbers, and If victorious could only gain

Megara, while a defeat would destroy the flower of their heavy
soldiery. For the enemy it was different; as even the states

actually represented in his army risked each only a part of

Its entire force, he might well be more audacious. Accordingly
after waiting for some time without either side attacking, the

Athenians withdrew to Nissea, and the Peloponnesians after

them to the point from which they had set out. The friends of

the Megarlan exiles now threw aside their hesitation, and

opened the gates to Brasidas and the commanders from the

different states looking upon him as the victor and upon the
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Athenians as having declined the battle and receiving them

into the town proceeded to discuss matters with them; the

party In correspondence with the Athenians being paralysed

by the turn things had taken.
*

Afterwards Brasidas let the allies go home, and himself

went back to Corinth, to prepare for his expedition to Thrace,

his original destination. The Athenians also returning home,
the Megarians in the city most Implicated in the Athenian

negotiation, knowing that they had been detected, presently

disappeared ; while the rest conferred with the friends of the

exiles, and restored the party at Pegs, after binding them

under solemn oaths to take no vengeance for the past, and only

to consult the real Interests of the town. However, as soon as

they were in office, they held a review of the heavy infantry,

and separating the battalions, picked out about a hundred

of their enemies, and of those who were thought to be most

involved in the correspondence with the Athenians, brought

them before the people^ and compelling the vote to be given

openly, had them condemned and executed^ and established

a close oligarchy In the town a revolution which lasted a

very long while, although effected by a very few partisans.

CHAPTER XIV

EIGHTH AND NINTH YEARS OF THE WAR INVASION OF

BCEOTIA FALL OF AliPHHPGLXS BRILLIANT SUCCESSES

OF BRASIDAS

B.C. 424.: Democratic conspiracy in Bosotia Brasidas marches through

ThessaJy Spartan massacre of Helots Brasidas' speech at Acan-

thus Revolt of Acanthus Fortification of Delium Pagondas
urges Boeotians to attack Athenians Hippocrates exhorts his sol-

diers Defeat of the Athenians Truce denied Athenians Re-

covery of Delium Brasidas at AmpkipolisThucydides delayed;

Amphipolis lost Alarm in Athens Brasidas enters Torone His
address to the inhabitants Capture of Lecythns B.C. 423: Terms

of Spartan-Athenian armistice Brasidas at Scione Revolt of
Mende Campaign against Arrkaboeus Speech of Brasidas Re-
treat of Brasidas Athenians recover Mende.

THE same summer the Mitylenians were about to fortify

AntandniSy as they had Intended, when Demodocus and

Aiistides
3
the commanders of the Athenian squadron engaged
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in levying subsidies, heard on the Hellespont of what was being
done to the place (Lamacbus their colleague having sailed

with ten ships into the Pontos) and conceived fears of its

becoming a second Anaia, the place in which the Samian
exiles had established themselves to annoy Samos, helping the

Peloponnesians by sending pilots to their navy, and keeping
the city in agitation and receiving all its outlaws. They ac-

cordingly got together a force from the allies and set sail,

defeated in battle the troops that met them from Antandrus,
and retook the place. Not long after, Lamachus, who had
sailed into the Pontus, lost his ships at anchor in the river

Calex, in the territory of Heraclea, rain having fallen in the

interior and the flood coming suddenly down upon them
;
and

himself and his troops passed by land through the Bithynian
Thracians on the Asiatic side, and arrived at Chalcedon, the

Megarian colony at the mouth of the Pontus.

The same summer the Athenian general, Demosthenes,
arrived at Xaupactus with forty ships immediately after the

return from the Megarid. Hippocrates and himself had had
overtures made to them by certain men in the cities in Bceotia,

who wished to change the constitution and introduce a de-

mocracy as at Athens; Ptceodorus, a Theban exile, being the

chief mover in this intrigue. The seaport town of Siphse, in

the bay of Crisee, in the Thespian territory, was to be betrayed
to them by one party; Chseronea (a dependency of what was

formerly called the Minyan, now the Boeotian, Qrchomenus),
to be put into their hands by another from that town, whose

exiles were very active in the business, hiring men in Pelo-

ponnese. Some Phocians also were in the plot, Chaeronea being
the frontier town of Boeotia and close to Phanotis in Phocis.

Meanwhile the Athenians were to seize Delium, the sanctuary
of Apollo, in the territory of Tanagra looking towards Euboea;
and all these events were to take place simultaneously upon
a day appointed^ in order that the Boeotians might be unable

to unite to oppose them at Delium, being everywhere detained

by disturbances at home. Should the enterprise succeed, and

Delium be fortified, its authors confidently expected that even

if no revolution should immediately follow in Boeotia, yet with

these places in their hands, and the country being harassed by
incursions, and a refuge in each instance near for the partisans'
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engaged in them
? things would not remain as they were, but

that the rebels being supported by the Athenians and the

forces of the oligarchs divided, it would be possible after a

while to settle matters according to their wishes.

Such was the plot in contemplation. Hippocrates with a

force raised at home awaited the proper moment to take the

5eld against the Bceotlans; while he sent on Demosthenes with

the forty ships above mentioned to Xaupactus, to raise in

those parts an army of Acarnanians and of the other allies,

and sail and receive Siphae from the conspirators; a day hav-

ing been agreed on for the simultaneous execution of both

these operations. Demosthenes on his arrival found (Enladae

already compelled by the united Acarnanians to join the Athe-

nian confederacy, and himself raising all the allies in those

countries marched against and subdued Salynthius and the

Agrseans; after which he devoted himself to the preparations

necessary to enable him to be at Siphse by the time appointed.
About the same time in the summer, Brasidas set out on his

march for the Thracian places with seventeen hundred heavy

infantry, and arriving at Heraclea in Trachis, from thence

sent on a messenger to his friends at Pharsalus, to ask them
to conduct himself and his army through the country. Ac-

cordingly there came to Melitia in Achaia Paneerus, Boras,

Hippolochidas, Torylaus, and Strophacus, the Chalcidian

Proxenus, tinder whose escort he resumed his march, being

accompanied also by other Thessalians, among whom was
Xiconidas from Larissa, a friend of Perdiccas. It was never

very easy to traverse Thessaly without an escort
;
and through-

out all Hellas for an armed force to pass without leave through
a neighbour's country, was a delicate step to take. Besides

this the Thessalian people had always sympathised with the

Athenians. Indeed if instead of the customary close oligarchy
there had been a constitutional government in Thessaly, he
would never have been able to proceed; since even as it was,
he was met on his march at the river Enipeus by certain of

the opposite party who forbade his further progress, and com-

plained of his making the attempt without the consent of the

nation. To this his escort answered that they had no intention

of taking him through against their will; they were only
friends in attendance on an unexpected visitor. Brasidas him-
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self added that he came as a friend to Thessaly and its in-

habitants; his arms not being directed against them but

against the Athenians., with whom he was at war, and that

although he knew of no quarrel between the Thessalians and
Lacedemonians to prevent the two nations having access to

each other's territory, he neither would nor could proceed

against their wishes; he could only beg them not to stop him.

With this answer they went away, and he took the advice of

his escort, and pushed on without halting, before a greater

force might gather to prevent him. Thus in the day that he

set out from Melitia he performed the whole distance to

Pharsalus, and encamped on the river Apidanus; and so to

Phaciura, and from thence to Perrhsebia. Here his Thessaliau

escort w^ent back, and the Perrhaebians, who are subjects of

Thessaly, set him down at Diurn in the dominions of Perdic-

cas, a Macedonian town under Mount Olympus, looking to-

wards Thessaly.
In this way Brasidas hurried through Thessaly before any

one could be got ready to stop him, and reached Perdiccas

and Chalcidice. The departure of the army from Peloponnese
had been procured by the Thracian towns in revolt against
Athens and by Perdiccas, alarmed at the successes of the

Athenians. The Chalcidians thought that they would be the

first objects of an Athenian expedition, not that the neighbour-

ing towns which had not yet revolted did not also secretly

join in the invitation; and Perdiccas also had his apprehen-
sions on account of his old quarrels with the Athenians, al-

though not openly at war with them, and above all wished to

reduce Arrhabaeus king of the Lyncestians. It had been less

difficult for them to get an army to leave Peloponnese, because

of the ill fortune of the Lacedaemonians at the present mo-
ment. The attacks of the Athenians upon Peloponnese, and in

particular upon Laconia, might, it was hoped, be diverted

most effectually by annoying them in return, and by sending
an army to their allies, especially as they were willing to main-

tain it and asked for it to aid them in revolting. The Lace-

daemonians were also glad to have an excuse for sending some
of the Helots out of the country, for fear that the present

aspect of affairs and the occupation of Pylos might encourage
them to move. Indeed fear of their numbers and obstinacy
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even persuaded the Lacedaemonians to the action which I shall

now relate, their policy at all times having been governed

by the necessity of taking precautions against them. The
Helots were invited by a proclamation to pick out those of

their number who claimed to have most distinguished them-

selves against the enemy, in order that they might receive

their freedom: the object being to test them, as it was thought
that the first to claim their freedom would be the most high-

spirited and the most apt to rebel. As many as two thousand

selected accordingly, who crowned themselves and went
round the temples, rejoicing in their new freedom. The Spar-

tans, however, soon afterwards did away with them, and no
one ever knew how each of them perished. The Spartans now
therefore gkdly sent seven hundred as heavy infantry with

Brasidas, who recruited the rest of his force by means of

money in Peloponnese.
Brasidas himself was sent out by the Lacedaemonians mainly

at his own desire, although the Chalcidians also were eager
to have a roan so thorough as he had shown himself whenever

there was anything to be done at Sparta, and whose after-

service abroad proved of the utmost use to his country. At
the present moment his just and moderate conduct towards

the towns generally succeeded in procuring their revolt, be-

sides the places which he managed to take by treachery; and

thus when the Lacedxmonians desired to treat, as they ulti-

mately did, they had places to offer in exchange, and the

burden of war meanwhile shifted from Peloponnese. Later on
in the war, after the events in Sicily., the present valour and
conduct of Brasidas, known by experience to some, by hearsay
to others, was what mainly created in the allies of Athens a

feeling for the Lacedemonians. He was the first who went
out and showed himself so good a man at all points as to leave

behind him the conviction that the rest were like him.

Meanwhile his arrival in the Thracian country no sooner

became known to the Athenians than they declared war

against Perdiccas, whom they regarded as the author of the

expedition, and kept a closer watch on their allies in that

quarter.

Upon the arrival of Brasidas and his army, Perdiccas imme-

diately started with them and with his own forces against
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Arrhabaeus, son of Bromerus king of the Lyncestlan Macedo-
nians, his neighbour, with whom he had a quarrel and whom
he wished to subdue. However, when he arrived with his army
and Brasidas at the pass leading into Lyncus, Brasidas told

him that before commencing hostilities he wished to go and

try to persuade Arrhabseus to become the ally of Lacedsemon,
this latter having already made overtures intimating his

willingness to make Brasidas arbitrator between them, and

the Chalcidian envoys accompanying him having warned him
not to remove the apprehensions of Perdiccas, in order to

insure his greater zeal in their cause. Besides, the envoys of

Perdiccas had talked at Lacedsemon about his bringing many
of the places round him into alliance with them

;
and thus

Brasidas thought he might take a larger view of the question
of Arrhabaeus. Perdiccas however retorted that he had not

brought him with Mm to arbitrate in their quarrel, but to put
down the enemies whom he might point out to him

;
and that

while he, Perdiccas, maintained half Ms army it was a breach

of faith for Brasidas to parley with Arrhabseus. Nevertheless

Brasidas disregarded the wishes of Perdiccas and held the

parley in spite of him, and suffered himself to be persuaded
to lead off the army without invading the country of Arrha-

bsus
;
after which Perdiccas, holding that faith had not been

kept with him, contributed only a tMrd instead of half of the

support of the army.
The same summer, without loss of time, Brasidas marched

with the Chalcidians against Acanthus, a colony of the An-

drians, a little before vintage. The inhabitants were divided

into two parties on the question of receiving him; those who
had joined the Chalcidians in inviting him, and the popular

party. However, fear for their fruit, which was still out, en-

abled Brasidas to persuade the multitude to admit him alone,

and to hear what he had to say before making a decision
;
and

he was admitted accordingly and appeared before the people,

and not being a bad speaker for a Lacedaemonian, addressed

them as follows:

'AcantMans, the Lacedaemonians have sent out me and my
army to make good the reason that we gave for the war when
we began it, viz. that we were going to war with the Athenians

in order to free Hellas. Our <tel*y in coming has been caused
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by mistaken expectations as to the war at home, which led us

to hope, by our own unassisted efforts and without your risk-

ing anything, to effect the speedy downfall of the Athenians;
and you must not blame us for this, as we are now come the

moment that we were able, prepared with your aid to do our

best to subdue them. Meanwhile I am astonished at finding

your gates shut against me, and at not meeting with a better

welcome. We Lacedaemonians thought of you as allies eager
to have us. to whom we should come in spirit even before we
were with you in body; and in this expectation undertook all

the risks of a march of many days through a strange country,
so far did our zeal carry us. It will be a terrible thing if

after this you have other Intentions, and mean to stand in the

way of your own and Hellenic freedom. It is not merely that

you oppose me yourselves ;
but wherever I may go people will

be" less inclined to join me, on the score that }
7

ou, to whom I

first came an Important town like Acanthus, and prudent
men like the Acanthians refused to admit roe. I shall have

nothing to prove that the reason which I advance is the true

one; it will be said either that there is something unfair in

the freedom which I offer, or that I am here in insufficient force

and unable to protect you against an attack from Athens. Yet

when I went with the army which I now have to the relief of

Nlssea, the Athenians did not venture to engage me although
in greater force than I; and it is not likely they will ever send

across sea against you an army as numerous as they had at

Xissea. And for myself, I have come here not to hurt but to

free the Hellenes, witness the solemn oaths by which I have

bound my government that the allies that I may bring over

shall be independent ;
and besides my object in coming Is not

fay force or fraud to obtain your alliance, but to offer you mine
to help you against your Athenian masters. I protest, there-

fore, against any suspicions of my intentions after the guar-
antees which I offer, and equally so against doubts of my
ability to protect you, and I invite you to join me without

hesitation.

"Some of you may hang back because they have private

enemies, and fear that I may put the city into the hands of

a party: none need be more tranquil than they. I am not come
here to help this party or that; and I do not consider that
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I should be bringing you freedom In any real sense, if I should

disregard your constitution, and enslave the many to the few

or the few to the many. This would be heavier than a foreign

yoke ;
and we Lacedaemonians instead ot being thanked for

our pains, should get neither honour nor glory, but contrari-

wise reproaches. The charges which strengthen our hands in

the war against the Athenians would on our own showing be
merited by ourselves, and more hateful in us than in those who
make no pretensions to honesty; as it is more disgraceful for

persons of character to take what they covet by fair-seeming
fraud than by open force; the one aggression having for its

justification the might which fortune gives, the other being

simply a piece of clever roguery. A matter which concerns us

thus nearly we naturally look to most jealously; and over and
above the oaths that I have mentioned, what stronger assur-

ance can you have, when you see that our words, compared
with the actual facts, produce the necessary conviction that

it is our interest to act as we say?
c

lf to these considerations of mine you put in the plea of

inability, and claim that your friendly feeling should save

you from being hurt by your refusal; if you say that freedom,
in your opinion, is not without its dangers, and that it is right

to offer it to those who can accept it, but not to force it on

any against their will, then I shall take the gods and heroes

of your country to witness that I came for your good and was

rejected, and shall do my best to compel you by laying waste

your land. I shall do so without scruple, being justified by
the necessity which constrains me, first, to prevent the Lace-

daemonians from being damaged by you, their friends, in the

event of your non-adhesion, through the monies that you pay
to the Athenians; and secondly, to prevent the Hellenes from

being hindered by you in shaking off their servitude. Other-

wise indeed we should have no right to act as we propose;

except in the name of some public interest, what call should

we Lacedaemonians have to free those who do not wish it?

Empire we do not aspire to: it is what we are labouring to put

down; and we should wrong the greater number if we allowed

you to stand in the way of the independence that we offer to

all. Endeavour, therefore, to decide wisely, and strive to begin
the work of liberation for the Hellenes, and lay up for your-
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selves endless renown, while you escape private loss, and cover

your commonwealtli with glory.
7

Such were the words of Brasldas. The Acanthians, after

much had been said on both sides of the question, gave their

votes in secret, and the majority, influenced by the seductive

arguments of Brasidas and by fear for their fruit, decided to

revolt from Athens; not however admitting the army until

they had taken his personal security for the oaths sworn by
Ms government before they sent him out, assuring the inde-

pendence of the allies whom he might bring over. Not long

after, Stagirus, a colony of the Andrians, followed iheir ex-

ample and revolted.

Such were the events of this summer. It was in the first

days of the winter following that the places in Bceotia were
to be put into the hands of Athenian generals, Hippocrates
and Demosthenes, the latter of whom was to go with his ships
to SiphaSj the former to Delium. A mistake, however, was
made in the days on which they were each to start; and
Demosthenes sailing first to Siphse, with the Acarnanians and

many of the allies from those parts on board, failed to effect

anything, through the plot having been betrayed by Nico-

macfaus, a Phocian from Phanotis, who told the Lacedemo-

nians, and they the Boeotians. Succours accordingly flocked in

from all parts of Boeotia, Hippocrates not being yet there to

make his diversion, and Sipfaae and Chseronea were promptly
secured, and the conspirators, informed of the mistake, did

not venture on any movement in the towns.

Meanwhile Hippocrates made a levy in mass of the citizens,

resident aliens, and foreigners in Athens, and arrived at Ms
destination after the Boeotians had already come back from

Siphffi, and encamping his army began to fortify Delium, the

sanctuary of Apollo, in the following manner. A trench was

dug all round the temple and the consecrated ground, and the

earth thrown up from the excavation was made to do duty as

a wall, in which stakes were also planted, the vines round the

sanctuary being cut down and thrown in, together with stones

and bricks pulled down from the houses near
; every means,

in short, being used to run up the rampart. Wooden towers
were also erected where they were wanted, and where there

ivas no part of the temple buildings left standing, as on the
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side where the gallery once existing had fallen In. The work
was begun on the third day after leaving home, and continued

during the fourth, and till dinner-time on the fifth, when most
of It being now finished the army removed from Delium about
a mile and a quarter on its way home. From this point most
of the light troops went straight on, while the heavy infantry
halted and remained where they were; Hippocrates having
stayed behind at Delium to arrange the posts, and to give
directions for the completion of such part of the outworks
as had been left unfinished.

During the days thus employed the Boeotians were muster-

ing at Tanagra, and by the time that they had come in from
all the towns, found the Athenians already on their way
home. The rest of the eleven Boeotarchs were against giving

battle, as the enemy was no longer in Boeotia, the Athenians

being just over the Oropian border, when they halted; but

Pagondas, son of ^olidas, one of the Boeotarchs of Thebes

(Arianthides, son of Lysimachidas, being the other), and
then commander-in-chlef, thought it best to hazard a battle.

He accordingly called the men to him, company after com-

pany, to prevent their all leaving their arms at once, and

urged them to attack the Athenians, and stand the Issue of a

battle, speaking as follows:

'Boeotians, the idea that we ought not to give battle to the

Athenians unless we came up with them in Bceotia, is one

which should never have entered into the head of any of us,

your generals. It was to annoy Boeotia that the}
7 crossed the

frontier and built a fort In our country; and they are there-

fore, I imagine, our enemies wherever we may come up with

them, and from wheresoever they may have come to act as

enemies do. And If any one has taken up with the idea in

question for reasons of safety, it is high time for him to

change his mind. The party attacked, whose own country Is in

danger, can scarcely discuss what is prudent 'with the calm-

ness of men who are In full enjoyment of what they have got,

and are thinking of attacking a neighbour in order to gel

more. It is your national habit, in your country or out of it,

to oppose the same resistance to a foreign invader; and when
that invader is Athenian, and lives upon your frontier besides,

It Is doubly imperative to do so. As between neighbours gen*
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erally, freedom means simply a determination to hold one's

own: and with neighbours like these, who are trying to enslave
near and far alike, there is nothing for it but to fight it out
to the last. Look at the condition of the Eubceans and of most
of the rest of Hellas, and be convinced that others have to

fight with their neighbours for this frontier or that, but that

for us conquest means one frontier for the whole country,
about which no dispute can be made, for they will simply come
and take by force what we have. So much more have we to

fear from this neighbour than from another. Besides, people

who, like the Athenians in the present instance, are tempted
by pride of strength to attack their neighbours, usually march
most confidently against those who keep still, and only defend
themselves in their own country, but think twice before they

grapple with those who meet them outside their frontier and
strike the first blow if opportunity offers. The Athenians have
shown us this themselves; the defeat which we inflicted upon
them at Coronea, at the time when our quarrels had allowed
them to occupy the country, has given great security to

Boeotia until the present day. Remembering this, the old must

equal their ancient exploits, and the young, the sons of the
heroes of that time, must endeavour not to disgrace their

native valour; and trusting in the help of the god whose
temple has been sacrilegiously fortified, and in the victims
which in our sacrifices have proved propitious, we must march

against the enemy, and teach him that he must go and get
what he wants by attacking some one who will not resist him,
but that men whose glory it is to be always ready to give
battle for the liberty of their own country, and never unjustly
to enslave that of others, will not let him go without a struggle.

7

By these argument Pagondas persuaded the Boeotians to
attack the Athenians, and quickly breaking up his camp led

Ms army forward, it being now late in the day. On nearing
the enemy, he halted in a position where a hill intervening
prevented the two armies from seeing each other, and then
formed and prepared for action. Meanwhile Hippocrates at

Delium, informed of the approach of the Boeotians, sent orders
to his troops to throw themselves into line, and himself joined
them not long afterwards, leaving about three hundred horse
behind him at Delium, at once to guard the place in case of
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attack, and to watch their opportunity and fall upon the

Boeotians during the battle. The Boeotians placed a detach-

ment to deal with these, and when everything was arranged
to their satisfaction appeared over the hill, and halted in the

order which they had determined on, to the number of seven
thousand heavy infantry, more than ten thousand light troops,
one thousand horse, and five hundred targeteers. On their

right were the Thebans and those of their province, in the
centre the Haliartians, Coronseans, Copssans, and the other

people around the lake, and on the left the Thespians, Tanag-
rseans, and Orchomenians, the cavalry and the light troops
being at the extremity of each wing. The Thebans formed

twenty-five shields deep, the rest as they pleased. Such was
the strength and disposition of the Boeotian army.
On the side of the Athenians, the heavy infantry through-

out the whole army formed eight deep, being in numbers equal
to the enemy, with the cavalry upon the two wings. Light

troops regularly armed there were none in the army, nor had
there ever been any at Athens. Those who had joined in the

invasion, though many times more numerous than those of

the enemy, had mostly followed unarmed, as part of the levy
in mass of the citizens and foreigners at Athens, and having
started first on their way home were not present in any num-
ber. The armies being now in line and upon the point of en-

gaging, Hippocrates, the general, passed along the Athenian

ranks, and encouraged them as follows:

'Athenians, I shall only say a few words to you, but brave

men require no more, and they are addressed more to your

understanding than to your courage. None of you must fancy
that we are going out of our way to run this risk in the country
of another. Fought in their territory the battle will be for ours:

if we conquer, the Peloponnesians will never invade your coun-

try without the Boeotian horse, and in one battle you will win

Bceotia and in a manner free Attica. Advance to meet them
then like citizens of a country in which you all glory as the

first in Hellas, and like sons of the fathers who beat them at

(Enophyta with Myronides and thus gained possession oi

Bceotia.
7

Hippocrates had got half through the axmy with his ex-

hortation, when the Boeotians, after a few more hasty words
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from Pagondas, struck up the paean, and came against them
from the hill; the Athenians advancing to meet them, and

dosing at a run. The extreme wing of neither army came into

action, one like the other being stopped by the water-courses

in the way; the rest engaged with the utmost obstinacy, shield

against shield. The Boeotian left, as far as the centre, was
worsted by the Athenians. The Thespians In that part of the

field suffered most severely. The troops alongside them hav-

ing given way, they were surrounded In a narrow space and
cut down fighting hand to hand; some of the Athenians also

fell into confusion In surrounding the enemy and mistook

and so killed each other. In this part of the field the Boeotians

were beaten, and retreated upon the troops still fighting; but

the right, where the Thebans were, got the better of the

Athenians and shoved them further and further back, though
gradually at first. It so happened also that Pagondas, seeing
the distress of his left, had sent two squadrons of horse, where

they could not be seen, round the hill, and their sudden

appearance struck a panic into the victorious wing of the

Athenians, who thought that It was another army coming
against them. At length in both parts of the field, disturbed

by this panic, and with their line broken by the advancing
Thebans, the whole Athenian army took to flight. Some made
for Delium and the sea, some for Oropus, others for Mount
Fames, or wherever they had hopes of safety, pursued and cut
down by the Boeotians, and in particular by the cavalry, com-

posed partly of Boeotians and partly of Locrians, who had
come up fust as the rout began. Night however coming on to

Interrupt the pursuit, the mass of the fugitives escaped more
easily than they would otherwise have done. The next day the

troops at Oropus and Delium returned home by sea, after

leaving a garrison in the latter place, which they continued to
hold notwithstanding the defeat.

The Boeotians set up a trophy, took up their own dead, and
stripped those of the enemy, and leaving a guard over them
retired to Tanagra, there to take measures for attacking
Delium. Meanwhile a herald came from the Athenians to ask
for the dead, but was met and turned back by a Boeotian her-

ald, who told him that 3he would effect nothing until the return
of himself the Boeotian herald, and who then went on to the
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Athenians, and told them on the part of the Boeotians that

they had done wrong in transgressing the law of the Hellenes.

Of what use was the universal custom protecting the temples
in an invaded country, if the Athenians were to fortify Delium
and live there, acting exactly as if they were on unconsecrated

ground, and drawing and using for their purposes the water
which they, the Boeotians, never touched except for sacred

uses? Accordingly for the god as well as for themselves, in

the name of the deities concerned, and of Apollo, the Boeotians

invited them first to evacuate the temple, if they wished to

take up the dead that belonged to them.

After these words from the herald, the Athenians sent then-

own herald to the Boeotians to say that they had not done

any wrong to the temple, and for the future would do it no
more harm than they could help; not having occupied It

originally In any such design, but to defend themselves from
It against those who were really wronging them. The law of

the Hellenes was that conquest of a country, whether more
or less extensive, carried with it possession of the temples In

that country, with, the obligation to keep up the usual cere-

monies, at least as far as possible. The Boeotians and most
other people who had turned out the owners of a country,
and put themselves In their places by force, now held as of

right the temples which they originally entered as usurpers.

If the Athenians could have conquered more of Boeotia this

would have been the case with them: as things stood, the

piece of It which they had got they should treat as their own,
and not quit unless obliged. The water they had disturbed

under the impulsion of a necessity which they had not wan-

tonly Incurred, having been forced to use It In defending
themselves against the Boeotians who had first invaded Attica.

Besides, anything done under the pressure of war and danger

might reasonably claim Indulgence even In the eye of the god;
or why, prayy were the altars the asylum for involuntary
offences? Transgression also was a term applied to presump-
tuous offenders, not to the victims of adverse circumstances.

In short, which were most Impious the Boeotians who wished

to barter dead bodies for holy places, or the Athenians who
refused to give up holy places to obtain what was theirs by

right? The condition of evacuating Boeotia must therefore be
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withdrawn. They were no longer In Bceotia. They stood where

they stood by the right of the sword. All that the Boeotians

had to do was to tell them to take up their dead under a truce

according to the national custom.

The Boeotians replied that if they were in Bceotia, they must
evacuate that country before taking up their dead; if they
were in their own territory, they could do as they pleased:
for they knew that, although the Oropid where the bodies as

It chanced were lying (the battle having been fought on the

borders) was subject to Athens, yet the Athenians could not

get them without their leave. Besides, why should they grant
a truce for Athenian ground? And what could be fairer than

to tell them to evacuate Boeotia if they wished to get what

they asked? The Athenian herald accordingly returned with

this answer, without having accomplished his object.

Meanwhile the Boeotians at once sent for darters and

slingers from the Malian gulf, and with two thousand Corin-

thian heavy infantry who had joined them after the battle,
the Pelopcnnesian garrison, which had evacuated Nisaea, and
some Megarians with them, marched against Delium, and
attacked the fort, and after divers efforts finally succeeded

in taking it by an engine of the following description. They
sawed in two and scooped out a great beam from end to end,
and fitting it nicely together again like a pipe, hung by chains

a cauldron at one extremity, with which communicated an
iron tube projecting from the beam, which was itself in great

part plated with iron. This they brought up from a distance

upon carts to the part of the wall principally composed of

vines and timber, and when it was near, inserted huge bellows

into their end of the beam and blew with them. The blast

passing closely confined into the cauldron, which was filled

with lighted coals, sulphur and pitch, made a great blaze, and
set fire to the wall, which soon became untenable for its de-

fenders, who left it and fled; and in this way the fort was
taken. Of the garrison some were killed and two hundred
made prisoners; most of the rest got on board their ships and
returned home.
Soon after the fall of Delium, which took place seventeen

days after the battle, the Athenian herald, without knowing
what had happened, came again for the dead, which were
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restored by the Boeotians, who no longer answered as at first.

Xot quite five hundred Boeotians fell in the battle, and nearly
one thousand Athenians, including Hippocrates the general,
besides a great number of light troops and camp followers.

Soon after this battle Demosthenes, after the failure of his

voyage to Siphae and of the plot on the town, availed himself

of the Acarnanian and Agraean troops and of the four hun-
dred Athenian heavy infantry which he had on board, to makt
a descent on the Sicyonian coast. Before however all his

ships had come to shore, the Sicyonians came up and routed

and chased to their ships those that had landed, killing

some and taking others prisoners; after which they set up a

trophy, and gave back the dead under truce.

About the same time with the affair of Delium took place
the death of Sitalces, king of the Odrysians, who was defeated

in battle, in a campaign against the Triballi; Seuthes, son

of Sparadocus, his nephew, succeeding to the kingdom of the

Odrysians, and of the rest of Thrace ruled by Sitalces.

The same winter Brasidas, with his allies in the Thracian

places, marched against Amphipolis, the Athenian colony on
the river Strymon. A settlement upon the spot on which the

city now stands, was before attempted by Aristagoras, the

Milesian (when he fled from king Darius), who was however

dislodged by the Edonians; and thirty-two years later by the

Athenians, who sent thither ten thousand settlers of their own

citizens, and whoever else chose to go. These were cut off

at Drabescus by the Thrasians. Twenty-nine years after, the

Athenians returned (Hagnon, son of Nicias, being sent out

as leader of the colony) and drove out the Edonians, and
founded a town on the spot, formerly called Ennea-hodoi or

Nin^ Ways. The base from which they started was Eion, their

commercial seaport at the mouth of the river, not more than

three miles from the present town, which Hagnon named

Amphipolis, because the Strymon flows round it on two sides,

and he built it so as to be conspicuous from the sea and land

alike, running a long wail across from river to river, to com-

plete the circumference.

Brasidas now marched against this town, starting from
Ame in Chalcidice. Arriving about dusk at Aulon and Brornis-

cuss where the lake of Bolbe runs into the sea, he supped there*
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and went on during the night. The weather was stormy and it

was snowing a little, which encouraged him to hurry on, in

order. If possible, to take every one at Amphipolis by surprise,

except the party who were to betray it. The plot was carried

on by some natives of Argflus, an Andrian colony, residing
in Amphipolis, where they had also other accomplices gained
over by Perdiccas or the Chalcidians. But the most active in

the matter were the inhabitants of Argilus itself, which is

close by, who had always been suspected by the Athenians,
and had had designs on the place. These men now saw their

opportunity arrive with Brasidas, and having for some time

been in correspondence with their countrymen in Amphipolis
for the betrayal of the town, at once received him into Argilus,
and revolted" from the Athenians, and that same night took

him on to the bridge over the river; where he found only a

small guard to oppose him, the town being at some distance

from the passage, and the walls not reaching down to it as at

present. This guard he easily drove in, partly through there

being treason in their ranks, partly from the stormy state of

the weather and the suddenness of his attack, and so got
across the bridge, and immediately became master of all the

property outside; the AmpMpolitans having houses all over

the quarter.
The passage of Brasidas was a complete surprise to the

people in the town; and the capture of many of those outside,

and the flight of the rest within the wall, combined to produce

great confusion among the citizens; especially as they did

not trust one another. It is even said that if Brasidas, instead

of stopping to pillage, had advanced straight against the town,
he would probably have taken it. In fact, however, he estab-

lished himself where he was and overran the country outside,
and for the present remained inactive, vainly awaiting a dem-
onstration on the part of his friends within. Meanwhile the

party opposed to the traitors proved numerous enough to

prevent the gates being immediately thrown open, and in

concert with Eucles
T
the general, who had come from Athens

to defend the place, sent to the other commander in Thrace,

Thucydides, son of Olorus, the author of this history, who was
at the isle of Thasos, a Parian colony, half a day's sail from

Amphipolis, to tell him to come to their relief. On receipt of
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this message he at once set sail with seven ships which he had
with him, in order, if possible, to reach Amphipolis in time to

prevent its capitulation, or in any case to save Eion.

Meanwhile Brasidas? afraid of succours arriving by sea

from Thasos, and learning that Thucydides possessed the

right of working the gold mines in that part of Thrace, and
had thus great influence with the inhabitants of the continent,
hastened to gain the town, if possible, before the people of

Amphipolis should be encouraged by his arrival to hope that

he could save them by getting together a force of allies from
the sea and from Thrace, and so refuse to surrender. He
accordingly offered moderate terms, proclaiming that any of

the Amphipolitans and Athenians who chose, might continue

to enjoy their property with full rights of citizenship; while

those who did not wish to stay had five days to depart, taking
their property with them.

The bulk of the inhabitants, upon hearing this, began to

change their minds, especially as only a small number of the

citizens were Athenians, the majority having come from dif-

ferent quarters, and many of the prisoners outside had rela-

tions within the walls. They found the proclamation a fair

one in comparison of what their fear had suggested; the

Athenians being glad to go out, as they thought they ran

more risk than the rest, and further, did not expect any speedy

relief, and the multitude generally being content at being left

in possession of their civic rights, and at such an unexpected

reprieve from danger. The partisans of Brasidas now openly
advocated this course, seeing that the feeling of the people
had changed, and that they no longer gave ear to the Athe-

nian general present; and thus the surrender was made and

Brasidas was admitted by them on the terms of his proclama-
tion. In this way they gave up the city, and late in the same

day Thucydides and Ms ships entered the harbour of Eion,
Brasidas having just got hold of Amphipolis, and having been

within a night of taking Eion: had the ships been less prompt
in relieving it, in the morning it would have been his.

After this Thucydides put all in order at Eion to secure it

against any present or future attack of Brasidas, and received

such as had elected to come there from the Interior according
to the terms agreed on. Meanwhile Brasidas suddenly sailed
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with a number of boats down the river to Eion to see if he
could not seize the point running out from the wall, and so

command the entrance; at the same time he attempted it by
land, but was beaten off on both sides and had to content

himself with arranging matters at Amphipolis and in the

neighbourhood. Myrcinus, an Edonian town, also came over

to him; the Edonian king Pittacus having been killed by the

sons of Goaxis and his own wife Brauro; and Galepsus and

(Esime, which are Thasian colonies, not long after followed

its example. Perdiccas too came up immediately after the

capture and joined in these arrangements.
The news that Amphipolis was in the hands of the enemy

caused great alarm at Athens. Not only was the town valuable

for the'timber it afforded for shipbuilding, and the money
that it brought in; but also, although the escort of the Thes-

salians gave" the Lacedaemonians a means of reaching the al-

lies of Athens as far as the Strymon, yet as long as they were

not masters of the bridge but were watched on the side of

Eion by the Athenian galleys, and on the land side impeded

by a large and extensive lake formed by the waters of the

river, it was impossible for them to go any further. Now, on

the contrary, the path seemed open. There was also the fear

of the allies revolting, owing to the moderation displayed by
Brasidas in all his conduct, and to the declarations which he

was everywhere making that he was sent out to free Hellas.

The towns subject to the Athenians, hearing of the capture

of Amphipolis and of the terms accorded to it, and of the

gentleness of Brasidas, felt most strongly encouraged to

change their condition, and sent secret messages to him,

begging him to come on to them; each wishing to be the first

to revolt. Indeed there seemed to be no danger in so doing;
their mistake in their estimate of the Athenian power was as

great as that power afterwards turned out to be, and their

judgment was based more upon blind wishing than upon any
sound prevision; for it is a habit of mankind to entrust to

careless hope what they long for, and to use sovereign reason

to thrust aside what they do not fancy. Besides the late severe

blow which the Athenians had met with in Bceotia, joined to

the seductive, though untrue, statements of Brasidas, about

the Athenians not having ventured to engage his single army
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at Nisaea, made the allies confident, and caused them to be-

lieve that no Athenian force would be sent against them.

Above all the wish to do what was agreeable at the moment;
and the likelihood that they should find the Lacedaemonians

full of zeal at starting, made them eager to venture. Observ

ing this, the Athenians sent garrisons to the different towns, a?

far as was possible at such short notice and in winter
;
while

Brasidas sent despatches to Lacedaemon asking for reinforce-

ments, and himself made preparations for building galleys in

the Strymon. The Lacedaemonians however did not send Mm
any, partly through envy on the part of their chief men, partly

because they were more bent on recovering the prisoners of

the island and ending the war.

The same winter the Megarians took and razed to the

foundations the long walls which had been occupied by the

Athenians; and Brasidas after the capture of Amphipolis
marched with his allies against Acte, a promontory running

out from the king's dike with an inward curve, and ending in

Athos, a lofty mountain looking towards the ^gean sea. In

it are various towns, Sane, an Andrian colony, close to the

canal, and facing the sea in the direction of Euboea; the others

being Thyssus, Cleone, Acrothoi, Olophyxus, and Dium, in-

* habited by mixed barbarian races speaking the two languages.

There is also a small Chalcidian element; but the greater num-

ber are Tyrrheno-Pelasgians once settled in Lemnos and

Athens, and Bisaltians, Crestonians, and Edonians; the towns

being all small ones. Most of these came over to Brasidas;

but Sane and Dium held out and saw their land ravaged by
Mm and his army.

Upon their not submitting, he at once marched against

Torone in Chalcidice7 which was held by an Athenian garri-

son, having been invited by a few persons who were prepared

to hand over the town. Arriving in the dark a little before

daybreak, he sat down with Ms army near the temple of the

Dioscuri, rather more than a quarter of a mile from the city,

The rest of the town of Torone and the Athenians in garrison

did not perceive his approach; but his partisans knowing that

he was coming (a few of them had secretly gone out to meet

him), were on the watch for Ms arrival, and were no sooner

aware of it than they took in to them seven light-armed me
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with daggers, who alone of twenty men ordered on this service

dared to enter, commanded by Lysistratus an Olynthian.
These passed through the sea wall, and without being seen

went up and put to the sword the garrison of the highest post
In the town, which stands on a hill, and broke open the postern
on the side of Canastraiim.

Brasidas meanwhile came a little nearer and then halted

with his main body, sending on one hundred targeteers to be

ready to rush in first, the moment that a gate should be thrown

open and the beacon lighted as agreed. After some time passed
in waiting and wondering at the delay, the targeteers by de-

grees got up close to the town. The Toronseans inside at work
with the party that had entered, had by this time broken
down the postern and opened the gates leading to the market-

place by cutting through the bar, and first brought some men
round and let them in by the postern, in order to strike a panic
into the surprised townsmen by suddenly attacking them from
behind and on both sides at once: after which they raised the

fire-signal as had been agreed, and took in by the market gates
the rest of the targeteers.

Brasidas seeing the signal told the troops to rise, and
dashed forward amid the loud hurrahs of his men, which car-

ried dismay among the astonished townspeople. Some burst
in straight by the gate, others over some square pieces of

timber placed against the wall (which had fallen down and
was being rebuilt) to draw up stones; Brasidas and the

greater number making straight uphill for the higher part of

the town
3
in order to take it from top to bottom, and once for

all, while the rest of the multitude spread in all directions.

The capture of the town was effected before the great body
of the Toronseans had recovered from their surprise and con-

fusion; but the conspirators and the citizens of their party
at once joined the invaders. About fifty of the Athenian heavy
infantry happened to be sleeping in the market-place when the
alarm reached them. A few of these were killed fighting; the
rest escaped, some by land, others to the two ships on the sta-

tion, and took refuge in Lecythus, a fort garrisoned by their
own men in the corner of the town running out into the sea
and cut off by a narrow isthmus; where they were joined by
the Toronaeans of their party.
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Day now arrived, and the town being secured, Brasidas

made a proclamation to the Toronaeans who had taken refuge
with the Athenians, to come out, as many as chose, to their

homes without fearing for their rights or persons, and sent a

herald to invite the Athenians to accept a truce, and to evacu-

ate Lecythus with their property, as being Chalcidian ground.
The Athenians refused this offer, but asked for a truce for a

day to take up their dead. Brasidas granted it for two days,
which he employed in fortifying the houses near, and the

Athenians in doing the same to their positions. Meanwhile he
called a meeting of the Toronaeans, and said very much what
he had said at Acanthus, namely, that they must not look

upon those who had negotiated with him for the capture of the

town as bad men or as traitors, as they had not acted as they
had done from corrupt motives or in order to enslave the city,

but for the good and freedom of Torone; nor again must those

who had not shared in the enterprise fancy that they would
not equally reap its fruits, as he had not come to destroy either

city or individual. This was the reason of his proclamation to

those that had fled for refuge to the Athenians: he thought
none the worse of them for their friendship for the Athenians;
he believed that they had only to make trial of the Lacedaemo-

nians to like them as well, or even much better, as acting much
more justly: it was for want of such a trial that they were now
afraid of them. Meanwhile he warned all of them to prepare
to be staunch allies, and for being held responsible for all

faults in future: for the past, they had not wronged the

Lacedaemonians but had been wronged by others who were
too strong for them, and any opposition that they might have
offered him could be excused.

Having encouraged them with this address, as soon as the

truce expired he made his attack upon Lecythus; the Athe-

nians defending themselves from a poor wall and from some
houses with parapets. One day they beat him off; the next the

enemy were preparing to bring up an engine against them from

which they meant to throw fire upon the wooden defences, and
the troops were already coming up to the point where they
fancied they could best bring up the engine, and where the

place was most assailable; meanwhile the Athenians put a
wooden tower upon a house opposite, and carried up a quan-
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city of jars and casks of water and big stones, and a large
number of men also climbed up. The house thus laden too

heavily suddenly broke down with a loud crash; at which the
men who were near and saw it were more vexed than fright-
ened

;
but those not so near, and still more those furthest off

thought that the place was already taken at that point, and
fled in haste to the sea and the ships.

Brasidas, perceiving that they were deserting the parapet,
and seeing what was going on, dashed forward with his troops,
and immediately took the fort, and put to the sword all whom
he found in it. In this way the place was evacuated by the

Athenians, who went across in their boats and ships to Pallene.

Xow there is a temple of Athene in Lecythus, and Brasidas
had proclaimed in the moment of making the assault, that he
would give thirty silver minae to the man first on the wall.

Being now of opinion that the capture was scarcely due to

human means, he gave the thirty minse to the goddess for her

temple, and razed and cleared Lecythus, and made the whole
of it consecrated ground. The rest of the winter he spent in

settling the places in his hands, and in making designs upon
the rest

;
and with the expiration of the winter the eighth year

of this war ended.

In the spring of the summer following, the Lacedaemonians
and Athenians made an armistice for a year; the Athenians

thinking that they would thus have full leisure to take their

precautions before Brasidas could procure the revolt of any
more of their towns, and might also, if it suited them, conclude
a general peace; the Lacedaemonians divining the actual fears

ol the Athenians, and thinking that after once tasting a respite
irom trouble and misery they would be more disposed to con-
sent to a reconciliation, and to give back the prisoners, and
make a treaty for the longer period. The great idea of the
Lacedaemonians was to get back their men while Brasidas

7

good fortune lasted: further successes might make the struggle
a less unequal one in Chalcidice, but would leave them still

deprived of their men, and even in Chalcidice not more than
a match for the Athenians and by no means certain of victory.
An armistice was accordingly concluded by Lacedsemon and
her allies upon the terms following:

i. As to the temple and oracle of the Pythian Apollof we
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are agreed that whosoever will shall have access to it, without

fraud or jear, according to the usages of Ms forefathers. The
Lacedaemonians and the allies present agree to this, and

promise to send heralds to the Boeotians and Phocians, and
to do their best to persuade them to agree likewise.

2. As to the treasure of the god, we agree to exert ourselves

to detect all maluersators, truly and honestly following the

customs of our forefathers, we and you and all others willing
to do so, all following the customs of our forefathers. As to

these points the Lacedemonians and the other allies are agreed
as has been said.

3. As to what follows, the Lacedaemonians and the other

allies agree, if the Athenians conclude a treaty, to remain, each

of us in our own territory, retaining our respective acquisi-

tions; the garrison in Coryphasium keeping within Bnphras
and Tomeus; that in Cythera attempting no communication
with the Peloponnesian confederacy, neither we with them.

nor they with us; that in Nls&a and Minoa not crossing the

road leading from the gates of the temple of Nisus to that oj

Poseidon and from thence straight to the bridge at Minoa;
the Megarians and the allies being equally bound not to cross

this road, and the Athenians retaining the island they have

taken, without any communication on either side; as to

Troezen, each side retaining what it has, and as was arranged
with the Athenians.

4. As to the use of the sea, so far as refers to their own coast

and to that of their confederacy, that the Laced&monians and
their allies may voyage upon it in any vessel rowed by oars

and of not more than five hundred talents
3

tonnage, not a

vessel of war.

5. That all heralds and embassies, with as many attend-

ants as they please, for concluding the war and adjusting

claims, shall have free passage, going and coming, to Pelopon-
nese or Athens by land and by sea.

6. That during the truce, deserters whether bond or free

shall be received neither by you, nor by us.

7. Further, that satisfaction shall be given by you to us

and by us to you according to the public law of our several

Countries, all disputes being settled by law without recourse

to ksziilitics.
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The Lacedemonians and allies agree to these articles: but

if you have anything fairer or juster to suggest, come to

Lacedcemon and let us know; whatever shall be just will meet

with no objection either from the Lacedaemonians or from the

allies. Only let those who come come with jull powers, as you
desire us. "The truce shall be jor one year.

Approved by the people

The tribe of Acamantis had the prytany, Phcenippus was

secretary, Nidades chairman. Laches moved, in the name of

the good luck of the Athenians, that they should conclude the

armistice upon ike terms agreed upon by the Lacedemonians

and ike allies. It was agreed accordingly in the popular as-

sembly, that the armistice should be jor one year, beginning

very day, the fourteenth of the month of Elaphebolion;

during which time ambassadors and heralds should go and

come between the two countries to discuss the bases of a paci-

fication. That the generals and prytanes should call an as-

sembly of the people, in which the Athenians should first con-

sidt on the peace, and on the mode in wMch the embassy for

putting an end to the war should be admitted. That the em-

bassy now present should at once take the engagement be-

fore the people to keep well and truly this truce jor one year.

On these terms the Lacedaemonians concluded with the

Athenians and their allies on the twelfth day of the Spartan
month Gerastlus; the allies also taking the oaths. Those who
concluded and poured the libation were Taurus, son of

Echetimides, Athenaeus, son of Pericleidas, and Philocharidas
3

son of Eryxilaidas, Lacedaemonians; yEneas, son of Ocytus,

and EuphamidaSj son of Aristonynras, Corinthians; Damo-

tirnus, son of NaucrateSj and Onasimus, son of Megacles,

Slavonians; Nicasus, son of Cecalus, and Menecrates, son of

Amphidorus, Megariaos; and Amphias, son of Eupaidas, an

Epidaurian; and the Athenian generals Nicostratus
?
son of

BlitrepheSj Nicias, son of Niceratus, and Autocles, son of

Tolmseus, Such was the armistice, and during the whole of k
conferences went on on the subject of a pacification.

In the da}
T
s in which they were going backwards and for-

wards to these conferences, Scione, a town in Pallene, revolted

from Athens, and went over to Brasidas. The Scionseans say

that they are Palleoians from Peloponnese, and that their
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first founders on their voyage from Troy were carried in to

this spot by the storm which the Achaeans were caught in.

and there settled. The Scionseans had no sooner revolted than

Brasldas crossed over by night to Scione, with a friendly

galley ahead and himself in a small boat some way behind;
his idea being that if he fell in with a Vessel larger than the

boat he would have the galley to defend him, while a ship
that was a match for the galley, would probably neglect the

small vessel to attack the large one, and thus leave him time to

escape. His passage effected, he called a meeting of the

Sclonsans and spoke to the same effect as at Acanthus and

Torone, adding that they merited the utmost commendation

in that, in spite of Pallene within the isthmus being cut off

by the Athenian occupation of Potidsa and of their own

practically Insular position, they had of their own free will

gone forward to meet their liberty instead of timorously wait-

ing until they had been by force compelled to their own mani-

fest good. This was a sign that they would valiantly undergo

any trial, however great; and if he should order affairs as he

intended, he should count them among the truest and sincerest

friends of the Lacedemonians, and would in every other way
honour them.

The Scionseans were elated by his language, and even those

who had at first disapproved of what was being done catching
the general confidence, they determined on a vigorous conduct

of the war, and welcomed Brasldas with all possible honours^

publicly crowning him with a crown of gold as the liberator

of Hellas; while private persons crowded round him and

decked him with garlands as though he had been an athlete.

Meanwhile Brasldas left them a small garrison for the present
and crossed back again, and not long afterwards sent over a

larger force, intending with the help of the Scionseans to at-

tempt Mende and Potldsea before the Athenians should ar-

rive; Sclone, he felt, being too like an Island for them not to

relieve it. He had besides intelligence in the above towns about

their betrayal.
In the midst of his designs upon the towns in question, a

galley arrived with the commissioners carrying round the news

of the armistice, Aristonymus for the Athenians and Athe-

for the Lacedaemonians. The troops now crossed back to
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Torone, and the commissioners gave Brasidas notice of the
convention. All the Lacedaemonian allies in Thrace accepted
what had been done: and Aristonymus made no difficulty
about the rest, but finding, on counting the days, that the

Scionxans had revolted after the date of the convention, re-

fused to include them in it. To this Brasidas earnestly ob-

jected, asserting that the revolt took place before, and would
not give up the town. Upon Aristonymus reporting the case

to Athens, the people at once prepared to send an expedition
to Scione. Upon this, envoys arrived from Lacedaemon, alleg-

ing that this would be a breach of the truce, and laying claim

to the town upon the faith of the assertion of Brasidas, and
meanwhile offering to submit the question to arbitration.

Arbitration, however, was what the Athenians did not choose
to risk; being determined to send troops at once to the place,
and furious at the idea of even the islanders now daring to

revolt, in a vain reliance upon the power of the Lacedaemo-
nians by land. Besides the facts of the revolt were rather as

the Athenians contended, the Scionaeans having revolted two

days after the convention. Cleon accordingly succeeded in

carrying a decree to reduce and put to death the Scionseans;
and the Athenians employed the leisure which they now en-

joyed in preparing for the expedition.
Meanwhile Mende revolted, a town in Pallene and a colony

of the Eretrians, and was received without scruple by Brasidas,
in spite of its having evidently come over during the armi-

stice, on account of certain infringements of the truce alleged

by him, against the Athenians. This audacity of Mende was

partly caused by seeing Brasidas forward in the matter and

by the conclusions drawn from Ms refusal to betray Scione;
and besides, the conspirators in Mende were few, and, as I

have already intimated, had carried on their practices too

long not to fear detection for themselves, and not to wish to

force the inclination of the multitude. This news made the

Athenians more furious than ever, and they at once prepared

against both towns. Brasidas expecting their arrival conveyed

away to Olynthus in Chalcidice the women and children of

the Scionseans and Mendseans, and sent over to them five

hundred Peloponnesian heavy infantry and three hundred
Chalcidian targeteers, all under the command of Polydamidas.
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Leaving these two towns to prepare together against the

speedy arrival of the Athenians, Brasidas and Perdiccas

started on a second joint expedition into Lyncus against

Arrhabseus; the latter with the forces of his Macedonian

subjects, and a corps of heavy infantry composed of Hellenes

domiciled in the country; the former with the Pelopon
nesians whom he still had with him and the Chalcidians,

Acanthians, and the rest in such force as they were able. In

all there were about three thousand Hellenic heavy infantry,

accompanied by all the Macedonian cavalry with the Chal-

cidians, near one thousand strong, besides an immense crowd
of barbarians. On entering the country of Arrhabseus, they
found the Lyncestians encamped awaiting them, and them-
selves took up a position opposite. The infantry on either side

were upon a hill, with a plain between them, into which the

horse of both armies first galloped down, and engaged a

cavalry action. After this the Lyncestian heavy infantry ad-

vanced from their hill to join their cavalry and offered battle;

upon which Brasidas and Perdiccas also came down to meet

them, and engaged and routed them with heavy loss; the sur-

vivors taking refuge upon the heights and there remaining
inactive. The victors now set up a trophy and waited two or

three days for the Illyrian mercenaries who were to join

Perdiccas. Perdiccas then wished to go on and attack the

villages of Arrhabseus, and to sit still no longer; but Brasidas,
afraid that the Athenians might sail up during his absence,
and of something happening to Mende, and seeing besides that

the Illyrians did not appear, far from seconding this wish

was anxious to return.

While they were thus disputing, the news arrived that the

Illyrians had actually betrayed Perdiccas and had joined

Arrhabsus; and the fear inspired by their warlike character

made both parties now think it best to retreat. However, owing
to the dispute, nothing had been settled as to when they
should start; and night coming on, the Macedonians and the

barbarian crowd took fright in a moment in one of those mys-
terious panics to which great armies are liable; and persuaded
that an army many times more numerous than that which

had really arrived was advancing and all but upon them, sud-

denly broke and fled in the direction of home, and thus com-
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pelled PerdiccaSj who at first did not perceive what had

occurred., to depart without seeing Brasldas, the two armies

being encamped at a considerable distance from each other.

At daybreak Brasldas, perceiving that the Macedonians had

gone on, and that the Hlyrians and Arrhabseus were on the

point of attacking him, formed his heavy infantry Into a

square^ with the light troops in the centre, and himself also

prepared to retreat. Posting his youngest soldiers to dash out

wherever the enemy should attack them, he himself with three

hundred picked men in the rear intended to face about during

the retreat and beat off the most forward of their assailants.

Meanwhile, before the enemy approached, he sought to sus-

tain the courage of his soldiers with the following hasty

exhortation:

Teloponneslans, If I did not suspect you of being dismayed
at being left alone to sustain the attack of a numerous and

barbarian enemy, I should just have said a
few^

words to you
as usual without further explanation. As It is, In the face of

the desertion of our friends and the numbers of the enemy, I

have some advice and Information to offer, which, brief as

they must be, will, I hope?
suffice for the more Important

points. The bravery that you habitually display In war does

not depend on your having allies at your side in this or that

encounter, but on your native courage; nor have numbers

any terrors for citizens of states like yours, In which the many
do not rule the few, but rather the few the many, owing their

posiiion to nothing else than to superiority in the field. Inex-

perience now makes you afraid of barbarians; and yet the

trial of strength which you had with the Macedonians among

them, and my own judgment, confirmed by what I hear from

others, should be enough to satisfy you that they will not

prove formidable. Where an enemy seems strong but is really

weak, a true knowledge of the facts makes his adversary the

bolder, just as a serious antagonist Is encountered most con-

fidently by those who do not know him. Thus the present

enemy might terrify an Inexperienced Imagination^ they are

formidable In outward bulk, their loud yelling Is unbearable,

and the brandishing of their weapons in the air has a threaten-

ing appearance. But when It comes to real fighting with an

opponent who stands his ground, they are not what they
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seemed; they have no regular order that they should be
ashamed of deserting their positions when hard pressed;
flight and attack are with them equally honourable, and afford

no test of courage; their independent mode of fighting never

leaving any one who wants to run away without a fair excuse
for so doing. In short, they think frightening you at a secure

distance a surer game than meeting you hand to hand; other-

wise they would have done the one and not the other. You
can thus plainly see that the terrors with which they were
at first invested are in fact trifling enough, though to the

eye and ear very prominent. Stand your ground therefore

when they advance, and again wait your opportunity to retire

in good order, and you will reach a place of safety all the

sooner, and will know for ever afterwards that rabble such

as these, to those who sustain their first attack, do but show
off their courage by threats of the terrible things that they
are going to do, at a distance, but with those who give way
to them are quick enough to display their heroism in pursuit
when they can do so without danger.'
With this brief address Brasidas began to lead off his army.

Seeing this, the barbarians came on with much shouting and

hubbub, thinking that he was flying and that they would over-

take Mm and cut him off. But wherever they charged they
found the young men ready to dash out against them, while

Brasidas with his picked company sustained their onset. Thus
the Peloponnesians withstood the first attack, to the surprise

of the enemy, and afterwards received and repulsed them aa

fast as they came on, retiring as soon as their opponents
became quiet. The main body of the barbarians ceased there-

fore to molest the Hellenes with Brasidas in the open country,
and leaving behind a certain number to harass their march,,

the rest went on after the flying Macedonians, slaying those

with whom they came up, and so arrived in time to occupy
the narrow pass between two hills that leads into the

country of Arrhabseus. They knew that this was the only

way by which Brasidas could retreat, and now proceeded to

surround him just as he entered the most impracticable part
of the road, in order to cut him off.

Brasidas, perceiving their intention, told his three hundred

to run on without order, each as quickly as he could, to the
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hill which seemed easiest to take, and to try to dislodge the

barbarians already there, before they should be joined by
the main body closing round him. These attacked and over-

powered the party upon the hill, and the main army of the

Hellenes now advanced with less difficulty towards it; the

barbarians being terrified at seeing their men on that side

driven from the height, and no longer following the main

body, who, they considered, had gained the frontier and made

good their escape. The heights once gained, Brasidas now

proceeded more securely, and the same day arrived at Arnisa,

the first town in the dominions of Perdiccas. The soldiers,

enraged at the desertion of the Macedonians, vented their

rage^on all their yokes of oxen which they found on the road,

and on any baggage which had tumbled off (as might easily

happen In the panic of a night retreat), by unyoking and

cutting down the cattle and taking the baggage for themselves.

From this moment Perdiccas began to regard Brasidas as an

enemy and to feel against the Peloponnesians a hatred which

could not be congenial to the adversary of the Athenians.

However, he departed from his natural interests and made it

Ms endeavour to come to terms with the latter and to get rid

of the former.

On his return from Macedonia to Torone, Brasidas found

the Athenians already masters of Mende, and remained quiet

where he was, thinking it now out of his power to cross over

into Pallene and assist the Mendseans, but he kept good

watch over Torone. For about the same time as the campaign

in Lyncus, the Athenians sailed upon the expedition which

we left them preparing against Mende and Scione, with fifty

ships, ten of which were Chians, one thousand Athenian heavy

infantry and six hundred archers, one hundred Thracian mer-

cenaries and some targeteers drawn from their allies in the

neighbourhood, under the command of Nicias, son of Nicera-

tus, and Nicostratus, son of Diitrephes. Weighing from Poti-

dsea, the fleet came to land opposite the
temple^of

Poseidon,

and proceeded against Mende; the men of which town, re-

inforced by three hundred Scionaeans, with their Pelopon-

nesian auxiliaries, seven hundred heavy infantry in all, under

Polydamidas, they found encamped upon a strong hill outside

the city, These Nicias, with one hundred and twenty light-
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armed Methonaeans, sixty picked men from the Athenian

heavy infantry, and all the archers, tried to reach by a patb
running up the hill, but received a wound and found himself

unable to force the position; while Nicostratus, with all the

rest of the army, advancing upon the hill, which was naturally

difficult, by a different approach further off, was thrown into

utter disorder ;
and the whole Athenian army narrowly escaped

being defeated. For that day, as the Mendaeans and their allies

showed no signs of yielding, the Athenians retreated and en-

camped, and the Mendaeans at nightfall returned into the

town.

The next day the Athenians sailed round to the Scione side

and took the suburb, and all day plundered the country,
without any one coming out against them, partly because of

intestine disturbances in the town; and the following night
the three hundred Scionseans returned home. On the morrow
Nicias advanced with half the army to the frontier of Scione

and laid waste the country; while Nicostratus with the re-

mainder sat down before the town near the upper gate on the

road to Potidsea. The arms of the Mendaeans and of their

Peloponnesian auxiliaries within the wall happened to be

piled in that quarter, where Polydainidas accordingly began
to draw them up for battle, encouraging the Mendaeans to

make a sortie. At this moment one of the popular party
answered him factiously that they would not go out and did

not want a war, and for thus answering was dragged by the

arm and knocked about by Polydamidas. Hereupon the in-

furiated commons at once seized their arms and rushed at

the Peloponnesians and at their allies of the opposite faction.

The troops thus assaulted were at once routed, partly from

the suddenness of the conflict and partly through fear of the

gates being opened to the Athenians, with whom they imagined
that the attack had been concerted. As many as were not

killed on the spot took refuge in the citadel, which they had

held from the first; and the whole Athenian army, Nicias hav-

ing by this time returned and being close to the city, now
burst into Mende, which had opened its gates without any

convention, and sacked it just as if they had taken it by

storm, the generals evsi finding some difficulty in restraining

them from also massacring the inhabitants. After this th*
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Athenians told the Mendaeans that they might retain their

civil rights, and themselves judge the supposed authors of the

revolt; and cut off the party in the citadel by a wall built

down to the sea on either side, appointing troops to maintain
the blockade. Having thus secured blende, they proceeded

against Scione.

The Scionaeans and Peloponnesians marched out against
them

? occupying a strong hill in front of the town, which had
to be captured by the enemy before they could invest the

place. The Athenians stormed the hill, defeated and dislodged
its occupants, and having encamped and set up a trophy,

prepared for the work of circumvallation. Not long after they
had begun their operations, the auxiliaries besieged in the

citadel of Mende forced the guard by the sea side and arrived

by night at Scione, into which most of them succeeded in

entering, passing through the besieging army.
While the investment of Scione was in progress, Perdiccas

sent a herald to the Athenian generals and made peace with

the Athenians, through spite against Brasidas for the retreat

from Lyncus, from which moment indeed he had begun to

negotiate. The Lacedemonian Ischagoras was just then upon
the point of starting with an army overland to join Brasidas

;

and Perdiccas, being now required by Nicias to give some

proof of the sincerity of his reconciliation to the Athenians,
and being himself no longer disposed to let the Peloponnesians
into Ms country, put in motion his friends in Thessaly, with
whose chief men he always took care to have relations, and
50 effectually stopped the army and its preparation that they
Md not even try the Thessaiians. Ischagoras himself, however,
with Ameinias and Aristeus, succeeded in reaching Brasidas;
they had been commissioned by the Lacedaemonians to inspect
the state of affairs, and brought out from Sparta (in violation

of all precedent) some of their young men to put in command
of the towns, to guard against their being entrusted to the

persons upon the spot. Brasidas accordingly placed Clearidas,
son of Cleonymus, in Amphipolis, and Pasitelidas, son of

Hegesander, in Torone.
The same summer the Thebans dismantled the wall of the

Thespians on the charge of Atticism, having always wished
to do so, and now finding it an easy matter, as the flower
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of the Thespian youth had perished in the battle with the

Athenians. The same summer also the temple of Hera at

Argos was burnt down, through Chrysis, the priestess, placing
a lighted torch near the garlands and then falling asleep, so

that they all caught fire and were in a blaze before she ob-

served it. Chrysis that very night fled to Phlius for fear of

the Argives, who, agreeably to the law in such a case, ap-

pointed another priestess named Phaeinis. Chrysis at the time

of her flight had been priestess for eight years of the present
war and half the ninth. At the close of the summer the invest-

ment of Scione was completed, and the Athenians, leaving
a detachment to maintain the blockade, returned with the

rest of their army.

During the winter following the Athenians and Lacedae-

monians were kept quiet by the armistice; but the Mantineans
and Tegeans, and their respective allies, fought a battle at

Laodicium, in the Oresthid. The victory remained doubtful,
as each side routed one of the wings opposed to them, and

both set up trophies and sent spoils to Delphi. After heavy
loss on both sides the battle was undecided, and night inter-

rupted the action; yet the Tegeans passed the night on the

field and set up a trophy at once, while the Mantineans with-

drew to Bucolion and set up theirs afterwards.

At the close of the same winter, in fact almost in spring,

Erasidas made an attempt upon Potidaea. He arrived by
night, and succeeded in planting a ladder against the wall

without being discovered, the ladder being planted just in the

interval between the passing round of the bell and the return

of the man who brought it back. Upon the garrison, however,

taking the alarm immediately afterwards, before Ms men
came up, he quickly led off his troops, without waiting until

it was day. So ended the winter and the ninth year of this

war of which Thucydides is the historian.
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THE next summer the truce for a year ended, after lasting
untO the Pythian games. During the armistice the Athenians

expelled the Delians from Delos, concluding that they must
have been polluted by some old offence at the time of their

consecration, and that this had been the omission in the

previous purification of the island, which, as I have related,
had been thought to have been duly accomplished by the

removal of the graves of the dead. The Delians had Atramyt-
tium in Asia given them by Pharnaces, and settled there as

they removed from Delos.

Meanwhile Cleon prevailed on the Athenians to let Mm set

sail at the expiration of the armistice for the towns in the
direction of Thrace with twelve hundred heavy infantry and
three hundred horse from Athens, a larger force of the allies,

and thirty ships. First touching at the still besieged Scione,
and taking some heavy infantry from the army there, he next
sailed into Cophosa harbour in the territory of Torone, which
is not far from the town. From thence, having learnt from
deserters that Brasidas was not in Torone, and that its gar-
rison was not strong enough to give him battle, he advanced
with his army against the town, sending ten ships to sail round
into the harbour. He first came to the fortification lately
thrown up in front of the town by Brasidas in order to take
in the suburb, to do which he had pulled down part of the

282
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original wall and made it all one city. To this point Pasitelidas,
the Lacedaemonian commander, with such garrison as there

was in the place, hurried to repel the Athenian assault; but

finding himself hard pressed, and seeing the ships that had
been sent round sailing into the harbour, Pasitelidas began
to be afraid that they might get up to the city before its

defenders were there, and the fortification being also carried,
he might be taken prisoner, and so abandoned the outwork
and ran into the town. But the Athenians from the ships had

already taken Torone, and their land forces following at his

heels burst in with him with a rush over the part of the old

wall that had been pulled down, killing some of the Pelopon-
nesians and Toronseans in the melee, and making prisoners
of the rest, and Pasitelidas their commander amongst them.

Brasidas meanwhile had advanced to relieve Torone, and had

only about four miles more to go when he heard of its fall

on the road, and turned back again. Cleon and the Athenians

set up two trophies, one by the harbour, the other by the

fortification, and making slaves of the wives and children

of the Toronseans, sent the men with the Peloponnesians and

any Chalcidians that were there, to the number of seven

hundred, to Athens; whence, however, they all came home

afterwards, the Peloponnesians on the conclusion of peaces

and the rest by being exchanged against other prisoners with

the Olynthlans. About the same time Panacturn, a fortress on

the Athenian border, was taken by treachery by the Boeotians.

Meanwhile Cleon, after placing a garrison in Torone, weighed
anchor and sailed round Athos on his way to Amphipolis.
About the same time Phseax, son of Erasistratus, set sail

with two colleagues as ambassador from Athens to Italy and

Sicily. The Leontines, upon the departure of the Athenians

from Sicily after the pacification, had placed a number of

new citizens upon the roll, and the commons had a design for

redividing the land; but the upper classes, aware of then-

intention, called in the Syracusans and expelled the commons*

These last were scattered in various directions
;
but the upper

classes came to an agreement with the Syracusans, abandoned

and laid waste their city, and went and lived at Syracuse,

where they were made citizens. Afterwards some of them were

dissatisfied, and leaving Syracuse occupied Phocaea&j a quar-
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ter of the town of Leontlni, and Brlcinnise, a strong place in

the Leontine country, and being there joined by most of the

exiled commons carried on war from the fortifications. The
Athenians hearing this, sent Phseax to see If they could not

by some means so convince their allies there and the rest

t>f the Sicilians of the ambitious designs of Syracuse, as to

induce them to form a general coalition against her, and thus

save the commons of Leontini. Arrived in Sicily, Phaeax suc-

ceeded at Camarlna and Agrigentum, but meeting with a

repulse at Gela did not go on to the rest, as he saw that he

should not succeed with them, but returned through the

country of the SIcels to Catana, and after visiting Bricinnlse

as lie passed, and encouraging Its inhabitants, sailed back to

Athens.

During his voyage along the coast to and from Sicily, he
treated with some cities in Italy on the subject of friendship

with Athens, and also fell in with some Locrian settlers exiled

from Messina, who had been sent thither when the Locrians

were called in by one of the factions that divided Messina

after the pacification of Sicily, and Messina came for a time

Into the hands of the Locrians. These being met by Phseax

on their return home received no injury at his hands, as the

Locrians had agreed with him for a treaty with Athens. They
were the only people of the allies who, when the reconciliation

between the Sicilians took place, had not made peace with

her; nor indeed would they have done so now, if they had

not"been pressed by a war with the Hipponians and Med-
mffians who lived on their border, and were colonists of theirs.

Pliasax meanwhile proceeded on his voyage, and at length
arrived at Athens.

Cleon, whom we left on his voyage from Torone to Am-
phlpolis, made Eion his base, and after an unsuccessful assault

upon the Andrian colony of Stagirus, took Galepsus, a colony
of Thasos, by storm. He now sent envoys to Perdiccas to

command his attendance with an army, as provided by the

alliance
;
and others to Thrace, to Polles, king of the Odoman-

tlans, who was to bring as many Thraclan mercenaries as

possible; and himself remained inactive in Eion, awaiting
their arrival. Informed of thisy Brasidas on his part took up
* position of observation upon Cerdylium, a place situated
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in the Argllian country on high ground across the river, not
far from Amphipolis, and commanding a view on all sides,
and thus made it impossible for Cleon's army to move with-

out his seeing it; for he fully expected that Clean, despising
the scanty numbers of Ms opponent, would march against
Amphipolis with the force that he had got with him. At the
same time Brasidas made his preparations3 calling to his

standard fifteen hundred Thracian mercenaries, and all the
Edonians

7
horse and targeteers; he also had a thousand Myr-

cmian and Chalcidian targeteers? besides those in Amphipolis,
and a force of heavy infantry numbering altogether about two

thousand, and three hundred Hellenic horse. Fifteen hundred
of these he had with him upon Cerdylium; the rest were
stationed with Clearidas in Amphipolis.

After remaining quiet for some time, Cleon was at length
obliged to do as Brasidas expected. His soldiers, tired of their

inactivity, began also seriously to reflect on the weakness and

incompetence of their commander and the skill and valour
that would be opposed to him, and on their own original

unwillingness to accompany him. These murmurs coming to

the ears of Cleon, he resolved not to disgust the army by
keeping it in the same place, and broke up Ms camp and
advanced. The temper of the general was what it had been
at Pylos, his success on that occasion having given him con-
fidence in his capacity. He never dreamed of any one coming
out to fight Mm7

but said that he was rather going up to

view the place; and if he waited for his reinforcements it was
not in order to make victory secure in case he should be com-

pelled to engage, but to be enabled to surround and storm the

city. He accordingly came and posted his army upon a strong
hill in front of Amphipolis, and proceeded to examine the

lake formed by the Strymon, and how the town lay on the

side of Thrace. He thought to retire at pleasure without fight-

ing, as there was no one to be seen upon the wall or coming
out of the gates, all of which were shut. Indeed, it seemed a

mistake not to have brought down engines with him ;
he could

then have taken the town, there being no one to defend it.

As soon as Brasidas saw the Athenians in motion he de-

scended himself from Cerdylium and entered Amphipolis. He
did not venture to go out in regular order against the Athe-
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mans: be mistrusted Ms strength, and thought it inadequate
to the attempt; not in numbers these were not so unequal
but in quality, the flower of the Athenian army being in the

field, with the best of the Lemnians and Imbrians. He there-

fore prepared to assail them by stratagem. By showing the

enemy the number of his troops, and the shifts which he had

been put to to arm them, he thought that he should have

less chance of beating him than by not letting him have a sight

of them
7
and thus learn how good a right he had to despise

them. He accordingly picked out a hundred and fifty heavy

infantry, and putting the rest under Clearidas determined to

attack suddenly before the Athenians retired; thinking that

he should not have again such a chance of catching them

alone, if their reinforcements were once allowed to come up;
and so calling all his soldiers together in order to encourage
them and explain Ms intention, spoke as follows:

Teloponnesians, the character of the country from which

we have come, one which has always owed its freedom to

valour, and the fact that you are Dorians and the enemy
you are about to fight lonians, whom you are accustomed to

beat, are tMngs that do not need further comment. But the

plan of attack that I propose to pursue, this it is as well to

explain, in order that the fact of our adventuring with a part

instead of with the whole of our forces may not damp your

courage by the apparent disadvantage at which it places you.
I imagine it is the poor opinion that he has of us, and the fact

that he has no idea of any one coming out to engage him,
that has made the enemy march up to the place and carelessly

look about him as he is doing, without noticing us. But the

most successful soldier will always be the man who most

happily detects a blunder like this, and who carefully con-

sulting his own means makes Ms attack not so much by open
and regular approaches, as by seizing the opportunity of the

moment
;
and these stratagems, which do the greatest service

to our friends by most completely deceiving our enemies, have
the most brilliant name in war. Therefore, while their careless

confidence continues, and they are still thinking, as in my
judgment they are now doing, more of retreat than of main-

taining their position, while their spirit is slack and not high-

strung with expectation, I with the men under my command
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will, if possible, take them by surprise and fall with a run

upon their centre; and do you, Clearidas, afterwards, when

you see me already upon them, and, as is likely, dealing terror

among them, take with you the Amphipolitans, and the rest

of the allies, and suddenly open the gates and dash at them,
and hasten to engage as quickly as you can. That is our best

chance of establishing a panic among them, as a fresh assailant

has always more terrors for an enemy than the one he is

immediately engaged with. Show yourself a brave man, as a

Spartan should; and do you, allies, follow him like men, and
remember that zeal, honour, and obedience mark the good

soldier, and that this day will make you either free men and
allies of Lacedasmon, or slaves of Athens; even If you escape
without personal loss of liberty or life, your bondage will be

on harsher terms than before, and you will also hinder the

liberation of the rest of the Hellenes. No cowardice then on

your part, seeing the greatness of the issues at stake, and I

will show that what I preach to others I can practise myself.
5

After this brief speech Brasidas himself prepared for the

sally, and placed the rest with Clearidas at the Thracian gates
to support him as had been agreed. Meanwhile he had been

seen coming down from Cerdylium and then in the city, which

is overlooked from the outside, sacrificing near the temple
of Athene; in short, all Ms movements had been observed, and

word was brought to Cleon, who had at the moment gone on to

look about him, that the whole of the enemy's force could

be seen in the town, and that the feet of horses and men in

great numbers were visible under the gates, as if a sally were

intended. Upon hearing this he went up to look, and having
done so, being unwilling to venture upon the decisive step

of a battle before his reinforcements came up, and fancying

that he would have time to retire, bid the retreat be sounded

and sent orders to the men to effect it by moving on the left

wing in the direction of Eion, which was indeed the only way

practicable. This however not being quick enough for him, he

joined the retreat in person and made the right wing wheel

round, thus turning its unarmed side to the enemy. It was then

that Brasidas seeing the Athenian force in motion and M&

opportunity come, said to the men with him and the rest,

*Those fellows will never stand before us, one can see that by
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the way their spears and heads are going. Troops which do
as they do seldom stand a charge. Quick, some one, and open
the gates I spoke of, and let us be out and at them with no
fears for the result.

7

Accordingly issuing out by the palisade

gate and by the first in the long wall then existing, he ran at

the top of Ms speed along the straight road, where the trophy
now stands as you go by the steepest part of the hill, and fell

upon and routed the centre of the Athenians, panic-stricken

by their own disorder and astounded at his audacity. At the

same moment Clearidas in execution of his orders issued out

from the Thracian gates to support him, and also attacked

the enemy. The result was that the Athenians, suddenly and

unexpectedly attacked on both sides, fell into confusion
;
and

their left towards Eion ?
which had already got on some dis-

tance, at once broke and fled. Just as it was in full retreat and
Brasidas was passing on to attack the right, he received a

wound; but his fall was not perceived by the Athenians, as

he was taken up by those near him and carried off the field.

The Athenian right made a better stand, and though Cleon,
who from the first had no thought of fighting, at once fled

and was overtaken and slain by a Myrcinian targeteer, his

infantry forming in close order upon the hill twice or thrice

repulsed the attacks of Clearidas, and did not finally give way
until they were surrounded and routed by the missiles of the

Myrcinian and Chalcidian horse and the targeteers. Thus the
Athenian army was all now in flight; and such as escaped
being killed in the battle by the Chalcidian horse and the

targeteers, dispersed among the hills, and with difficulty
made their way to Eion. The men who had taken up and
rescued Brasidas, brought Mm into the town with the breath
still in Mm; he lived to hear of the victory of his troops, and
not long after expired. The rest of the army returning with
Clearidas from the pursuit stripped the dead and set up a
trophy.

After this all the allies attended in arms and buried Brasidas
at the public expense in the city, in front of what is now the

market-place, and the Amphipolitans having enclosed his

tomb, ever afterwards sacrifice to him as a hero and have
given to him the honour of games and annual offerings. They
constituted Mm the founder of their colony, and pulled down
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the Hagnonic erections and obliterated everything that could

be interpreted as a memorial of Ms having founded the place;
for they considered that Brasidas had been their preserver,
and courting as they did the aEiance of Lacedsemon for fear

of Athens, in their present hostile relations with the latter

they could no longer with the same advantage or satisfaction

pay Hagnon Ms honours. They also gave the Athenians back
their dead. About six hundred of the latter had fallen and

only seven of the enemy, owing to there having been no regular

engagement, but the affair of accident and panic that I have
described. After taking up their dead the Athenians sailed off

home, while Clearidas and his troops remained to arrange
matters at Amphipolis.
About the same time three Lacedaemonians Ramphias,

Autocharidas, and Epicydidas led a reinforcement of nine

hundred heavy infantry to the towns in the direction of

Thrace, and arriving at Heraclea in Trachis reformed matters

there as seemed good to them. While they delayed there, this

battle took pkce and so the summer ended.

With the beginning of the winter following RampMas and
his companions penetrated as far as Pierium in Thessaly ; but

as the Thessalians opposed their further advance, and Brasi-

das whom they came to reinforce was dead, they turned back

home, thinking that the moment had gone by, the Athenians

being defeated and gone, and themselves not equal to the

execution of Brasidas
7

designs. The main cause however oi

their return was because they knew that when they set out,

Lacedaemonian opinion was really in favour of peace.
Indeed it so happened that directly after the battle of

Amphipolis and the retreat of Ramphias from Thessaly, both

sides ceased to prosecute the war and turned their attention

to peace. Athens had suffered severely at Delium, and again

shortly afterwards at Amphipolis, and had no longer that

confidence in her strength which had made her before refuse

to treat, in the belief of ultimate victory which her success at

the moment had inspired ; besides, she was afraid of her allies

being tempted by her reverses to rebel more generally, and

repented having let go the splendid opportunity for peace
which the affair of Pylos had offered. Lacedsemon, on the

other hand, found the event of the war falsify her notion
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that a few years would suffice for the overthrow of the power
of the Athenians by the devastation of their land. She had suf-

fered on the island a disaster hitherto unknown at Sparta;
she saw her country plundered from Pylos and Cythera; the

Helots were deserting, and she was in constant apprehension
that those who remained in Peloponnese would rely upon
those outside and take advantage of the situation to renew

their old attempts at revolution. Besides this, as chance -would

have it, her thirty years' truce with the Argives was upon the

point of expiring; and they refused to renew it unless Cynuria
were restored to them; so that it seemed impossible to fight

Argos and Athens at once. She also suspected some of the

-cities in Peloponnese of intending to go over to the enemy,
as was indeed the case.

These considerations made both sides disposed for an

accommodation
;
the Lacedemonians being probably the most

eager, as they ardently desired to recover the men taken upon
the island, the Spartans among whom belonged to the first

families and were accordingly related to the governing body
in Lacedsemon. Negotiations had been begun directly after

their capture, but the Athenians in their hour of triumph
would not consent to any reasonable terms; though after their

defeat at Delium Lacedaemon, knowing that they would be

now more inclined to listen, at once concluded the armistice

for a year, during which they were to confer together and see

If a longer period could not be agreed upon.

Now, however, after the Athenian defeat at Amphipolis,
and the death of Cleon and Brasidas, who had been the two

principal opponents of peace on either side the latter from
the success and honour which war gave him, the former be-

cause he thought that, if tranquillity were restored, his crimes

would be more open to detection and his slanders less credited

the foremost candidates for power in either city, Pleistoa-

nax, son of Pausanias, king of Lacedsemon, and Nicias, son
of Niceratus, the most fortunate general of his time, each
desired peace more ardently than ever. Nicias, while still

happy and honoured, wished to secure his good fortune, to

obtain a present release from trouble for himself and his

countrymen, and hand down to posterity a name as an ever-

successful statesman, and thought the way to do this was to
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keep out of danger and commit himself as little as possible to

fortune, and that peace alone made this keeping out of danger

possible. Pleistoanax, again, was assailed by his enemies for

his restoration, and regularly held up by them to the prejudice
of his countrymen, upon every reverse that befell them, as

though his unjust restoration were the cause; the accusation

being that he and Ms brother Aristocles had bribed the proph-
etess of Delphi to tell the Lacedaemonian deputations which

successively arrived at the temple to bring home the seed of

the demigod son of Zeus from abroad, else they would have

to plough with a silver share. In this way, it was insisted, in

time he had induced the Lacedaemonians in the nineteenth

year of his exile to Lycseum (whither he hal gone when ban-

ished on suspicion of having been bribed to retreat from

Attica, and had built half his house within the consecrated

precinct of Zeus for fear of the Lacedaemonians), to restore

Mm with the same dances and sacrifices with which they had
instituted their kings upon the first settlement of Lacedaemon.

The smart of this accusation, and the reflexion that in peace
no disaster could occur, and that when Lacedaemon had recov-

ered her men there would be nothing for his enemies to take

hold of (whereas, wMle war lasted the highest station must

always bear the scandal of everything that went wrong), made
him ardently desire a settlement. Accordingly this winter

was employed in conferences; and as spring rapidly ap-

proached, the Lacedaemonians sent round orders to the cities

to prepare for a fortified occupation of Attica, and held this

as a sword over the heads of the Athenians to induce them

to listen to their overtures; and at last, after many claims had

been urged on either side at the conferences, a peace was

agreed on upon the following basis. Each party was to restore

its conquests, but Athens was to keep Nisasa; her demand for

Platsea being met by the Thebans asserting that they had

acquired the place not by force or treachery, but by the

voluntary adhesion upon agreement of its citizens; and the

same, according to the Athenian, account, being the history

of her acquisition of Nissea, This arranged, the Lacedae-

monians summoned their allies, and all voting for peace except

the Boeotians, Corinthians, Eleans, and Megarians, who did

not approve of these proceedings, they concluded the treaty
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and made peace, each of the contracting parties swearing to

the following articles:

The Athenians and Lacedemonians and their allies made a

treaty, and swear to it, city by city, as follows:

1. Touching the national temples, there shall be a free pas-

sage by land and by sea to all who wish it, to sacrifice, travel,

c&nsult, and attend the oracle or games, according to the cus-

toms cf their countries.

2. The temple and shrine of Apollo at Delphi and the Del-

phians shall be governed by their own laws, taxed by their

own state, and judged by their own judges^ the land and the

people, according to the custom of their country.

3. The treaty shall be binding for fifty years upon the

Athenians and the allies of the Athenians, and upon the

Lacedemonians and ike allies of the Lacedaemonians, without

fraud or hurt by land or by sea.

4. It shall not be lawful to take up arms, with intent to

do hurt, either for the Lacedemonians and their allies against
the Athenians and their allies, or for the Athenians and their

allies against the Lacedaemonians and their allies, in any way
or means whatsoever. But should any difference arise between

them they are to have recourse to law and oaths, according
as may be agreed between- the parties.

5. The Lacedemonians and their allies shall give back

Amphipolis to the Athenians. Nevertheless, in the case of cities

given up by the Lacedemonians to the Athenians, the inhab-

itants shall be allowed to go where they please and to take

their property with them ; and the cities shall be independent,

paying only the tribute of Aristides. And it shall not be lawful

for the Athenians or their allies to carry on war against them

after the treaty has been concluded, so long as the tribute is

paid. The cities referred to are Argilus, Stagirus, A cantkm,
ScoluSy Olynthus, and Spartolus. These cities shall be neutral,
allies neither of the Lacedmmonians nor of the Athenians; but

ij the cities consent, it shall be lawful for the Athenians to

make them their allies, provided always that the cities wish it.

The MecybernceanS) Sancsans and Singcsans shall inhabit their

own cities, as also the Olynthians and Acanthians; but the

Lacedaemonians <ind their Allies shall give back Panactum to

the Athenians
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6. The Athenians shall give back Coryphasium, Cythgra,
liefliana, Pteleum, and Atalanta to the Lacedemonians , and
also all Lacedaemonians that are in the prison at Athens or

elsewhere in the Athenian dominions, and shall let go the

Peloponnesians besieged in Scione, and all others in Scione

that are allies of the Laced&monians, and all whom BrasMas
sent in there, and any others of the allies of the Lacedcemo-
nians that may be in the prison at Athens or elsewhere in

the Athenian dominions.

7. The Lacedaemonians and their allies shall in like manner

give back any of the Athenians or their allies that they may
have in their hands.

8. In the case of Scione, Torone, and Sermylium, and any
other cities that the Athenians may have, the Athenians may
adopt such measures as they please.

g. The Athenians shall take an oath to the Lacedemonians

and their allies, city by city. Every man shall swear by the

most binding oath of his country, seventeen from each city*

The oath shall be as follows: 'I will abide by this agreement
and treaty honestly and without deceit.

9 In the same way an

oath shall be taken by the Lacedcemonians and their allies to

the Athenians; and the oath shall be renewed annually by
both parties. Pillars shall be erected at Olympia, Pythia, the

Isthmus, at Athens in the Acropolis, and at Lacedcsmon in

the temple at Amydm.
10. If anything be forgotten, whatever it be, and on what*

ever point, it shall be consistent with their oath for both

parties the Athenians and Lacedemonians to alter it, accord-

ing to their discretion*

The treaty begins from the Ephoralty of Pleistolas in Lace-

daemon, on the i*]th day of the month of Artemisium, and

from the Archonship of Alc&us at Athens, on the 2$th day

of the month of Elaphebolion. Those who took the oath and

poured the libations for the Lacedemonians were Pleistoan&x,

Agis? Pleistolas, Damageius, Chionis, Metagenes}
Acanthusy

Daithus, IschagoraSj PHlocharidas, Zeuxidas, Antippus, Tel"

Us, Aldnadas, Empedias> Henas, and Laphilus; for the Athe*

Sy Lampon, Isthrnionicus, NictaSj Laches, Euthydemus$

Sj Pythodorm? Hagnom, MyrtUus, Tkrasydes, The-
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agznes, Aristocrates, lolcius, Timocrates, Lean, Lamackus
and Demosthenes.

This treaty was made in the spring, just at the end of "win*

ter, directly after the city festival of Dionysus, just ten years,
with the difference of a few days, from the first invasion of

Attica and the commencement of this war. This must be cal-

culated by the seasons rather than by trusting to the enumera-

tion of the names of the several magistrates or offices ot

honour that are used to mark past events. Accuracy is impos-
sible where an event may have occurred In the beginning, or

middle, or at any period in their tenure of office. But by
computing by summers and winters, the method adopted in

this history, It will be found that, each of these amounting
to half a year, there were ten summers and as many winters

contained In this first war.

Meanwhile the Lacedaemonians, to whose lot It fell to begin
the work of restitution, immediately set free all the prisoners
of war In their possession, and sent Ischagoras, Menas, and
Philocharidas as envoys to the towns in the direction of

Thrace, to order Clearidas to hand over Amphipolis to the

Athenians, and the rest of their allies each to accept the treaty
us It affected them. They, however, did not like Its terms, and
refused to accept It; Clearidas also, willing to oblige the

Chalcldlans, would not hand over the town, averring Ms
inability to do so against their will. Meanwhile he hastened

in person to Lacedaemon with envoys from the place, to de-

fend Ms disobedience against the possible accusations of

Ischagoras and Ms companions, and also to see whether It

was too late for the agreement to be altered; and on finding
the Lacedaemonians were bound, quickly set out back again
with instructions from them to hand over the place, if possi-

ble, or at all events to bring out the Peloponneslans that

were In it.

The allies happened to be present in person at Lacedsemon,
and those who had not accepted the treaty were now asked

by the Lacedemonians to adopt It. This, however, they re-

fused to do, for the same reasons as before, unless a fairer one
than the present were agreed upon; and remaining firm in

their determination were dismissed by the Lacedaemonians,
who now decided on forming an alliance with the Athenians,
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thinking that Argos, who had refused the application ot

Ampelidas and Lichas for a renewal of the treaty, would
without Athens be no longer formidable, and that the rest

of the Peloponnese would be most likely to keep quiet, if the

coveted alliance of Athens were shut against them. Accord-

ingly, after conference with the Athenian ambassadors, an
alliance was agreed upon and oaths were exchanged, upon
the terms following:

1. The Lacedmmonians shall be allies of the Athenians fat

fifty years.
2. Should any enemy invade the territory of Lacedcemon

and injure the Lacedcemonians, the Athenians shall help them
in such way as they most effectively can, according to their

power. But if the invader be gone after plundering the coun-

try, that city shall be the enemy of Lacedczmon and Athens,
and shall be chastised by both, and one shall not make peace
without the other. This to be honestly, loyally, and without

fraud.

3. Should any enemy invade the territory of Athens and

injure the Athenians, the Lacedemonians shall kelp them in

such way as they most effectively can, according to their power,
But if the invader be gone after plundering the country, that

city shall be the enemy of Lacedcsmon and Athens, and shall

be chastised by both, and one shall not make peace without

the other. This to be honestly, loyally, and without fraud.

4. Should the slave population rise, the Athenians shall

help the Lacedemonians with all their might, according to

their power.
5. This treaty shall be sworn to by the same persons on

either side that swore to the other. It shall be renewed annually

by the Lacedemonians going to Athens for the Dionysia, and

the Athenians to Lacedmmon for the HyacintMa, and a pillar

shall be set up by either party; at Lacedcemon near the statue

of Apollo at Amyclce, and at Athens on the Acropolis near the

statue of Athens. Should the hzcedtzmomians and Athenians

see fit to add to or take away jrom the alliance in any parties
lary it shall be consistent with their oatks far bath parties to

do so, according to their discretion.

Those who took the oath for the Lacedemonians were

Pleistoanax, Agis, Pleistolas,, Damagetus, Chionis, Metagenes,
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Acanthus, Daitkus, Ischagoras, PMlocharidas, Zeuxidas,

Antippus, Alcinadas, Tellis, Empedias, Menas, and Laphilus;

for the Athenians, Lampon, Istkmionicus, Laches, Xicias,

Eitthydemus, Procles, Pythodorus, Hagnon, Myrtilus, Tkra-

syclSy Theagenes, Aristocrates, loldus, Timocrates, Leon,

Lamachus, md Demosthenes.

This alliance was made not long after the treaty; and
the Athenians gave back the men from the island to the

Lacedaemonians, and the summer of the eleventh year began.
This completes the history of the first war, which occupied
the whole of the ten years previously.

CHAPTER XVI

FEELING AGAINST SPARTA IN PELOPONNESE LEAGUE OF THE

MANTXNEANS, ELEANS, ARGIVES, AND ATHENIANS
BATTLE OF MANTINEA AND BREAKING UP OF THE LEAGUE

B.C. 421: Dissatisfaction with treaty; its breach Personal histor
y^ of

Thucydides The Argive confederacy Spartans march into

Arcadia Mutual suspicions about treaty Manoeuvres of Bcso-

tarchs B.C. 420: Argos negotiates for Spartan alliance Alcibtades

turns Argos against Spartans Altibiades deceives envoys Athe-
nians form alliance with Ar'gives; its terms Lacedmmonians
excluded jrom Olympic games B.C. 419: Alcibiades invades

Peloponnese Argives plunder Epidaurus B.C. 418: Agis takes

field against Argos Agis persuaded to withdraw army Orcho-
menos capitulates Agis' advance and retreat Lacedaemonians
rout enemy Peace terms Lacedcsmonian-Argive treaty of alliance

B.C. 417: Revolution at Argos Athenians blockade Macedonia.

AFTER the treaty and the alliance between the Lacedaemo-
nians and Athenians, concluded after the ten years

7

war, in

the Ephorate of Pleistolas at Lacedssmon, and the Archonship
of Alcseus at Athens, the states which had accepted them were
at peace; but the Corinthians and some of the cities in

Peloponnese trying to disturb the settlement, a fresh agita-
tion was instantly commenced by the allies against Lacedse-

mon. Further, the Lacedaemonians, as time went on, became
suspected by the Athenians through their not performing
some of the provisions in the treaty; and though for six years
and ten months they abstained from invasion of each other's

territory, yet abroad an unstable armistice did not prevent
either party doing the other the most effectual injury, until
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they were finally obliged to break the treaty made after the

ten years' war and to have recourse to open hostilities.

The history of this period has been also written by the same

Thucydides, an Athenian, in the chronological order of events

by summers and winters, to the time when the Lacedaemonians

and their allies put an end to the Athenian empire, and took

the Long Walls and Piraeus. The war had then lasted for

twenty-seven years in all. Only a mistaken judgment can ob-

ject to including the interval of treaty in the war. Looked at

by the light of facts it cannotj it will be found, be rationally

considered a state of peace, where neither party either gave
or got back all that they had agreed, apart from the violations

of it which occurred on both sides in the Mantinean and

Epidaurian wars and other instances, and the fact that the

allies in the direction of Thrace were in as open hostility as

ever, while the Boeotians had only a trace renewed every ten

days. So that the first ten years
7

war, the treacherous armistice

that followed it, and the subsequent war will, calculating by
the seasons, be found to make up the number of years which

I have mentioned, with the difference of a few days, and to

afford an instance of faith in oracles being for once justified

by the event. I certainly all along remember from the begin-

ning to the end of the war its being commonly declared that

it would last thrice nine years. I lived through the whole of

it, being of an age to comprehend events, and giving my at-

tention to them in order to know the exact truth about them.

It was also my fate to be an exile from my country for twenty

years after my command at Amphipolis; and being present
with both parties, and more especially with the Peloponnesians

by reason of my exile, I had leisure to observe affairs some-

what particularly. I will accordingly now relate the differ-

ences that arose after the ten years
7

war, the breach of the

treaty, and the hostilities that followed.

After the conclusion of the fifty years' trace and of the

subsequent alliance, the embassies from Peloponnese which

had been summoned for this business returned from Lacedae-

mon. The rest went straight home, but the Corinthians first

turned aside to Argos and opened negotiations with some of

the men in office there, pointing out that Lacedaemon could

have no good end in view, but only the subjugation of Pelo-
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ponnesej or she would never have entered into treaty and al-

liance with the once detested Athenians, and that the duty
of consulting for the safety of Peloponnese had now fallen

upon Argos, who should immediately pass a decree inviting

any Hellenic state that chose, such state being independent
and accustomed to meet fellow-powers upon the fair and equal

ground of law and justice, to make a defensive alliance with

the Argives; appointing a few individuals with plenipoten-

tiary powers, instead of making the people the medium of

negotiation,, in order that, in the case of an applicant being

rejected, the fact of Ms overtures might not be made public.

They said that many would come over from hatred of the

Lacedaemonians. After this explanation of their views the

Corinthians returned home.
The persons with whom they had communicated reported

the proposal to their government and people, and the Argives

passed the decree and chose twelve men to negotiate an al-

liance for any Hellenic state that wished it, except Athens

and Lacedsemon, neither of which should be able to join with-

out reference to the Argive people. Argos came in to the plan

the more readily because she saw that war with Lacedsemon

was inevitable, tie trace being on the point of expiring; and

also because she toped to gain the supremacy of Peloponnese.

For at this time Lacedsemon had sunk very low in public esti-

mation because of her disasters, while the Argives were in a

most flourishing condition, having taken no part in the Attic

war, but having on the contrary profited largely by their neu-

trality. The Argives accordingly prepared to receive into al-

liance any of the Hellenes that desired it.

The Mantineans and their allies were the first to come over

through fear of the Lacedaemonians. Having taken advantage
of the war against Athens to reduce a large part of Arcadia

into subjection, they thought that Lacedaemon would not

leave them undisturbed in their conquests, now that she had

leisure to interfere, and consequently gladly turned to a

powerful city like Argos, the historical enemy of the Lacedae-

monians, and a sister democracy. Upon the defection of

Mantinea the rest of Peloponnese at once began to agitate

the propriety of following her example, conceiving that the

Mantineans would not have changed sides without good rea~
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son; besides which they were angry with Lacedasmon among
other reasons for having inserted in the treaty with Athens
that it should be consistent with their oaths for both parties,
Lacedaemonians and Athenians, to add to or take away from
it according to their discretion. It was this clause that was the

real origin of the panic in Peloponnese, by exciting suspicions
of a Lacedaemonian and Athenian combination against their

liberties: any alteration should properly have been made
conditional upon the consent of the whole body of the allies.

With these apprehensions there was a very general desire in

each state to place itself in alliance with Argos.
In the meantime the Lacedaemonians perceiving the agita-

tion going on in Peloponnese, and that Corinth was the author

of it and was herself about to enter into alliance with the

Argives, sent ambassadors thither in the hope of preventing
what was in contemplation. They accused her of having

brought it all about, and told her that she could not desert

Lacedaemon and become the ally of Argos, without adding
violation of her oaths to the crime which she had already com-
mitted in not accepting the treaty with Athens, when it had
been expressly agreed that the decision of the majority of the

allies should be binding, unless the gods or heroes stood in the

way. Corinth in her answer, delivered before those of her

allies who had like her refused to accept the treaty, and whom
she had previously invited to attend, refrained from openly

stating the injuries she complained of, such as the non-recovery
of Sollium or Anactorium from the Athenians, or any other

point in which she thought she had been prejudiced, but took

shelter under the pretext that she could not give up her

Thracian allies, to whom her separate individual security had

been given, when they first rebelled with Potidsea, as well as

upon subsequent occasions. She denied, therefore, that she,

committed any violation of her oaths to the allies in not enter-

ing into the treaty with Athens; having sworn upon the faith

of the gods to her Thracian friends, she could not honestly give

them up. Besides, the expression was, 'unless the gods or

heroes stand in the way.* Now here, as it appeared to her, the

gods stood in the way. This was what she said on the subject

of her former oaths. As to the Argive alliance she would con-

fer with her friends, and do whatever was right. The Lacedse-
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monian envoys returning home, some Argive ambassadors who
happened to be in Corinth pressed her to conclude the alliance

without further delay, but were told to attend at the nest

congress to be held at Corinth.

Immediately afterwards an Elean embassy arrived, and
first making an alliance with Corinth went on from thence to

Argos, according to their instructions, and became allies of

the Argives, their country being just then at enmity with
Lacedsemon and Lepreum. Some time back there had been a
war between the Lepreans and some of the Arcadians: and
the Eleans being called in by the former with the offer of half

their lands, had put an end to the war, and leaving the land
in the hands of its Leprean occupiers had imposed upon them
the tribute of a talent to the Olympian Zeus. Till the Attic war
this tribute was paid by the Lepreans;

who then took the war
as an excuse for no longer doing so, and upon the Eleans using
force appealed to Lacedsmon. The case was thus submitted to

her arbitrament; but the Eleans, suspecting the fairness of the

tribunal, renounced the reference and laid waste the Ler;;ean

territory. The Lacedaemonians nevertheless decided mat the

Lepreans were independent and the Eleans aggressors, and as

the latter did not abide by the arbitration, sent a garrison of

heavy infantry into Lepreum. Upon this the Eleans, holding
that Lacedffimon had received one of their rebel subjects, put
forward the convention providing that each confederate

should come out of the Attic war in possession of what he had
when he went into it, and considering that justice had not

been done them went over to the Argives, and now made the

alliance through their ambassadors, who had been instructed

for that purpose. Immediately after them the Corinthians and
the Thracian Chalcidians became allies of Argos. Meanwhile
the Boeotians and Megarians, who acted together, remained

quiet, being left to do as they pleased by Lacedaemon, and

thinking that the Argive democracy would not suit so well

with their aristocratic government as the Lacedemonian con-
stitution.

About the same time in this summer Athens succeeded in

reducing Scione, put the adult males to death, and making
?laves of the women and children, gave the land for the

Platseans to live in. She also brought back the Delians to
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Delos, moved by her misfortunes in the field and by the com-

mands of the god at Delphi. Meanwhile the Phocians and
Locrians commenced hostilities. The Corinthians and Argives

being now in alliance, went to Tegea to bring about its de-

fection from Lacedsemon, seeing that if so considerable a state

could be persuaded to join, all Peloponnese would be with

them. But when the Tegeans said that they would do nothing

against Lacedsemon, the hitherto zealous Corinthians relaxed

their activity, and began to fear that none of the rest would
now come over. Still they went to the Boeotians and tried to

persuade them to alliance and a common action generally with

Argos and themselves, and also begged them to go with them
to Athens and obtain for them, a ten days

7
truce similar to that

made between the Athenians and Boeotians not long after the

fifty years' treaty, and in the event of the Athenians refusing,

to throw up the armistice, and not make any truce in future

without Corinth. These were the requests of the Corinthians.

The Boeotians stopped them on the subject of the Argive al-

liance, but went with them to Athens, where however they
failed to obtain the ten days' truce; the Athenian answer

being, that the Corinthians had truce already, as being allies

of Lacedsemon. Nevertheless the Boeotians did not throw up
their ten days' truce, in spite of the prayers and reproaches
of the Corinthians for their breach of faith; and these last had

to content themselves with a de facto armistice with Athens.

The same summer the Lacedsemonians inarched into

Arcadia with their whole levy under Pleistoanax, son oi

Pausanias, king of Lacedsemon, against the Parrhasians, who
were subjects of Mantinea, and a faction of whom had invited

their aid. They also meant to demolish, if possible, the fort

of Cypsela which the Mantineans had built and garrisoned in

the Parrhasian territory, to annoy the district of Sciritis in

Laconia. The Lacedemonians accordingly laid waste the

Parrhasian country, and the Mantineans, placing their towp

in the hands of an Argive garrison, addressed themselves to

the defence of their confederacy, but being unable to save

Cypsela or the Parrhasian towns went back to Mantinea.

Meanwhile the Lacedsemonians made the Parrhasians inde-

pendent, razed the fortress and returned home.

The same summer the soldiers from Thrace who had gone
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out with Brasldas came back, having been brought from
thence after the treaty by Clearidas; and the Lacedaemonians
decreed that the Helots who had fought with Brasidas should

be free and allowed to live where they liked, and not long
afterwards settled them with the Neodamodes at Lepreum,
which is situated on the Laconian and Elean border; Lacedas-

mon being at this time at enmity with Eiis. Those however
of the Spartans who had been taken prisoners on the island

and had surrendered their arms might, it was feared, suppose
that they were to be subjected to some degradation in con-

sequence of their misfortune, and so make some attempt at

revolution, if left in possession of their franchise. These were

therefore at once disfranchised, although some of them were
in office at the time, and thus placed under a disability to take

office, or buy and sell anything. After some time, however,
the franchise was restored to them.

The same summer the Dians took Thyssus, a town on Acte

by Athos in alliance with Athens. During the whole of this

summer intercourse between the Athenians and Pelopon-
neslans continued, although each party began to suspect the

other directly after the treaty, because of the places specified
in it not being restored. Lacedsemon, to whose lot it had fallen

to begin by restoring AmphipoMs and the other towns, had not

done so. She had equally failed to get the treaty accepted by
her Thracian allies, or by the Boeotians or the Corinthians;

although she was continually promising to unite with Athens
in compelling their compliance, if it were longer refused. She
also kept fixing a time at which those who still refused to come
in were to be declared enemies to both parties, but took care

not to bind herself by any written agreement. Meanwhile the

Athenians, seeing none of these professions performed in fact,

began to suspect the honesty of her intentions, and conse-

quently not only refused to comply with her demands for

Pylos, but also repented having given up the prisoners from
the island, and kept tight hold of the other places, until

Lacedsemon's part of the treaty should be fulfilled. Lacedse-

mon, on the other hand, said she had done what she could,

having given up the Athenian prisoners of war in her pos-
session, evacuated Thrace, and performed everything else in

her power. Amphipolis it was out of her ability to restore;
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but she would endeavour to bring the Boeotians and Cor
inthians in to the treaty, to recover Panatcum, and send home
all the Athenian prisoners of war in Bceotia. Meanwhile she

required that Pylos should be restored, or at all events that

the Messenians and Helots should be withdrawn, as her troops
had been from Thrace, and the place garrisoned, if necessary,

by the Athenians themselves. After a number of different con-

ferences held during the summer she succeeded in persuading
Athens to withdraw from Pylos the Messenians and the rest

of the Helots and deserters from Laconia, who were accord-

ingly settled by her at Cranii in Cephallenia. Thus during
this summer there was peace and intercourse between the two

peoples.
Next winter, however, the Ephors under whom the treaty

had been made were no longer in office, and some of their suc-

cessors were directly opposed to it. Embassies now arrived

from the Lacedemonian confederacy, and the Athenians,

Boeotians, and Corinthians also presented themselves at

Lacedsemon, and after much discussion and no agreement be-

tween them, separated for their several homes; when Cleobu-

lus and Xenares, the two Ephors who were the most anxious

to break off the treaty, took advantage of this opportunity to

communicate privately with the Boeotians and Corinthians,
and advising them to act as much as possible together, in-

structed the former first to enter into alliance with Argos,
and then try and bring themselves and the Argives into alliance

with Lacedsemon. The Boeotians would so be least likely to

be compelled to come in to the Attic treaty ;
and the Lacedae-

monians would prefer gaining the friendship and alliance of

Argos even at the price of the hostility of Athens and the

rupture of the treaty. The Boeotians knew that an honourable

friendship with Agros had been long the desire of Lacedsemon;
for the Lacedaemonians believed that this would consider-

ably facilitate the conduct of the war outside Pelopon-
nese. Meanwhile they begged the Boeotians to place Panactum

in her hands in order that she might, if possible, obtain Pylos
in exchange for it, and so be more in a position to resume hos-

tilities with Athens.

After receiving these instructions for their governments
from Xenares and Cleobulus and their other friends at
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Lacedaemon, the Boeotians and Corinthians departed. On
their way home they were joined b}

T two persons high in office

at Argos who had waited for them on the road, and who now
sounded them upon the possibility of the Boeotians joining
the Corinthians, EIeans

?
and Mantineans in becoming the

allies of Argos, in the idea that if this could be effected they
would be able, thus united, to make peace or war as they

pleased either against Lacedsemon or any other power. The
Boeotian envoys were pleased at thus hearing themselves ac-

cidentally asked to do what their friends at Lacedaemon had
told them; and the two Argives perceiving that their proposal
was agreeable, departed with a promise to send ambassadors

to the Boeotians. On their arrival the Boeotians reported to the

Boeotarchs what had been said to them at Lacedaemon and
also by the Argives who had met them, and the Bceotarchs,

pleased with the idea, embraced it with the more eagerness
from the lucky coincidence of Argos soliciting the very thing
wanted by their friends at Lacedsemon. Shortly afterwards

ambassadors appeared from Argos with the proposals indi-

cated; and the Boeotarchs approved of the terms and dis-

missed the ambassadors with a promise to send envoys to

Argos to negotiate the alliance.

In the meantime it was decided by the Boeotarchs, the

Corinthians, the Megarians, and the envoys from Thrace first

to interchange oaths together to give help to each other when-
ever it was required and not to make war or peace except in

common
;
after which the Boeotians and Megarians, who acted

together, should make the alliance with Argos. But before the

oaths were taken the Boeotarchs communicated these proposals
to the four councils of the Boeotians, in whom the supreme
power resides, and advised them to interchange oaths with all

such cities as should be willing to enter into a defensive league
with the Boeotians. But the members of the Boeotian councils

refused their assent to the proposal, being afraid of offending
Lacedsemon by entering into a league with the deserter

Corinth; the Boeotarchs not having acquainted them with

what had passed at Lacedsernon and with the advice given by
Cleobulus and Xenares and the Boeotian partisans there,

namely, that they should become allies of Corinth and Argos
as a preliminary to a junction with Lacedsemon; fancying
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that, even If they should say nothing about this, the councils

wouid not vote against what had been decided and advised by
the Boeotarchs. This difficulty arising, the Corinthians and
the envoys from Thrace departed without anything having
been concluded; and the Boeotarchs

}
who had previously in-

tended after carrying this to try and effect the alliance with

Argos, now omitted to bring the Argive question before the

councils, or to send to Argos the envoys whom they had

promised; and a general coldness and delay ensued in the

matter.

In this same winter Mecyberna was assaulted and taken

by the Olynthians, having an Athenian garrison inside it.

AH this while negotiations had been going on between the

Athenians and Lacedsmonians about the conquests still re-

tained by each, and Lacedsemon, hoping that if Athens were

to get back Panactum from the Boeotians she might herself

recover Pylos, now sent an embassy to the BtEotians, and

begged them to place Panactum and their Athenian prisoners
in her hands, in order that she might exchange them for Pylos.

This the Boeotians refused to do, unless Lacedssmon made a

separate alliance with them as she had done with Athens.

Lacedasmon knew that this would be a breach of faith to

Athens, as it had been agreed that neither of them should

make peace or war without the other; yet wishing to obtain

Panactum which she hoped to exchange for Pylos, and the

party who pressed for the dissolution of the treaty strongly

affecting the Boeotian connexion, she at length concluded the

alliance just as winter gave way to spring; and Panactum
was instantly razed. And so the eleventh year of the war ended.

In the first days of the slimmer following, the Argives,

seeing that the promised ambassadors from Bceotia did not

arrive, and that Panactum was being demolished, and that a

separate alliance had been concluded between the Boeotians

and Lacedaemonians, began to be afraid that Argos might be

left alone, and all the confederacy go over to Lacedsemon.

They fancied that the Boeotians had been persuaded by the

Lacedaemonians to raze Panactum and to enter into the treaty

with the Athenians, and that Athens was privy to this arrange-

ment, and even her alliance, therefore, no longer open to them

a resource which they had always counted upon, by reason
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of the dissensions existing, in the event of the non-continuance
of their treaty with Lacedaemon. In this strait the Argives,
afraid that, as the result of refusing to renew the treaty with

Lacedsemon and aspiring to the supremacy in Peloponnese,

they would have the Lacedaemonians, Tegeans, Boeotians, and
Athenians on their hands all at once, now hastily sent off

Eustrophus and JEson, who seemed the persons most likely
to be acceptable, as envoys to Lacedaemon, with the view of

making as good a treaty as they could with the Lacedsemo-

nians, upon such terms as could be got, and being left in

peace.

Having reached Lacedsemon, their ambassadors proceeded
to negotiate the terms of the proposed treaty. What the

Argives first demanded was that they might be allowed to

refer to the arbitration of some state or private person the

question of the Cymirian land, a piece of frontier-territory
about which they have always been disputing, and which con-

tains the towns of Thyrea and Anthene, and is occupied by the

Lacedsemonians. The Lacedaemonians at first said that they
could not allow this point to be discussed, but were ready to

conclude upon the old terms. Eventually, however, the Argive
ambassadors succeeded in obtaining from them this conces-

sion: For the present there was to be a truce for fifty years,
but it should be competent for either party, there being neither

plague nor war in Lacedsemon or Argos, to give a formal

challenge and decide the question of this territory by battle,
as on a former occasion, when both sides claimed the victory;

pursuit not being allowed beyond the frontier of Argos or

Lacedaemon. The Lacedsemonians at first thought this mere

folly; but at last, anxious at any cost to have the friendship
of Argcs, they agreed to the terms demanded, and reduced

them to writing. However, before any of this should become

binding, the ambassadors were to return to Argos and com-
municate with their people, and in the event of their ap-

proval, to come at the Feast of the Hyacinthia and take the

oaths.

The envoys returned accordingly. In the meantime, while
the Argives were engaged in these negotiations, the Lacedae-

monian ambassadors, Andromedes, Phaedimus, and Antimeni-
das s who were to receive the prisoners from the Boeotians
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and restore them and Panactum to the Athenians, found that

the Boeotians had themselves razed Panactum, upon the plea
that oaths had been anciently exchanged between their people
and the Athenians, after a dispute on the subject, to the

effect that neither should inhabit the place, but that they
should graze it in common. As for the Athenian prisoners of

war in the hands of the Bceotians, these were delivered over

to Andromedes and Ms colleagues, and by them conveyed to

Athens and given back. The envoys at the same time an-

nounced the razing of Panactum, which to them seemed as

good as its restitution, as it would no longer lodge an enemy
of Athens. This announcement was received with great indig-

nation by the Athenians, who thought that the Lacedaemo-

nians had played them false, both in the matter of the

demolition of Panactum, which ought to have been restored

to them standing, and in having, as they now heard, made a

separate alliance with the Boeotians, in spite of their previous

promise to join Athens in compelling the adhesion of those

who refused to accede to the treaty. The Athenians also con-

sidered the other points in which Lacedaemon had failed in her

compact, and thinking that they had been overreached, gave
an angry answer to the ambassadors and sent them away.
The breach between the Lacedemonians and Athenians

having gone thus far, the party at Athens, also, who wished

to cancel the treaty, immediately put themselves in motion.

Foremost amongst these was Alcibiades, son of Clinias, a

man yet young in years for any other Hellenic city, but dis-

tinguished by the splendour of his ancestry. Alcibiades

thought the Argive alliance really preferable, not that per-

sonal pique had not also a great deal to do with his opposition ;

he being offended with the Lacedaemonians for having nego-

tiated the treaty through Nicias and Laches, and having over-

looked him on account of his youth, and also for not having
shown him the respect due to the ancient connexion of Ms

family with them as their Proxeni, which, renounced by his

grandfather, he had lately himself thought to renew by his

attentions to their prisoners taken in the island. Being thus, as

he thought, slighted on all hands, he had in the first instance

spoken against the treaty3 saying that the Lacedaemonians

were not to be trusted, but that they only treated, in order to
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be enabled by this means to crash Argos, and afterwards to

attack Athens alone; and now, immediately upon the above

breach occurring, he sent privately to the Argives, telling them

to come as quickly as possible to Athens, accompanied by the

Mantineans and'Eleans, with proposals of alliance; as the

moment was propitious and he himself would do all he could

to help them.

Upon receiving this message and discovering that the

Athenians, far from being privy to the Boeotian alliance, were

involved in a serious quarrel with the Lacedemonians, the

Argives paid no further attention to the embassy which they
Had just sent to Lacedaemon on the subject of the treaty, and

began to incline rather towards the Athenians, reflecting that,

in the event of war, they would thus have on their side a city

that was not only an ancient ally of Argos, but a sister de-

mocracy and very powerful at sea. They accordingly at once

sent ambassadors to Athens to treat for an alliance, ac-

companied by others from Elis and Mantinea.

At the same time arrived in haste from Lacedsemon an

embassy consisting of persons reputed well disposed towards

the Athenians Phiiocharidas, Leon, and Endius, for fear

that the Athenians in their irritation might conclude alliance

with the Argives, and also to ask back Pylos in exchange for

Panactum, and in defence of the alliance with the Boeotians to

plead that it had not been made to hurt the Athenians. Upon
the envoys speaking in the seriate upon these points, and

stating that they had come with full powers to settle all

Dthers at issue between them, Alcibiades became afraid that

If they were to repeat these statements to the popular as-

sembly, they might gain the multitude, and the Argive alliance

might be rejected, and accordingly had recourse to the follow-

ing stratagem. He persuaded the Lacedaemonians by a solemn

assurance that if they would say nothing of their full powers
in the assembly, he would give back Pylos to them (himself,
the present opponent of its restitution, engaging to obtain

this from the Athenians), and would settle the other points
at issue. His plan was to detach them from Nicias and to dis-

grace them before the people, as being without sincerity in

their intentions, or even common consistency in their language,
and so to get the Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans taken into
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alliance. This plan proved successful. When the envoys ap-

peared before the people, and upon the question being put to

them, did not say as they had said in the senate, that they
had come with full powers, the Athenians lost all patience, and
carried away by Alcibiades, who thundered more loudly than
ever against the Lacedaemonians, were ready instantly to in-

troduce the Argives and their companions and to take them
into alliance. An earthquake, however, occurring, before any-
thing definite had been done, this assembly was adjourned.

In the assembly held the next day, Nicias, in spite of the

Lacedssmonians having been deceived themselves, and having
allowed him to be deceived also in not admitting that they
had come with full powers, still maintained that it was best

to be friends with the Lacedaemonians, and, letting the Argive
proposals stand over, to send once more to Lacedsemon and
learn her intentions. The adjournment of the war could only
increase their own prestige and injure that of their rivals; the

excellent state of their affairs making it their interest to pre-
serve this prosperity as long as possible, while those of Lacedae-

mon were so desperate that the sooner she could try her

fortune again the better. He succeeded accordingly in persuad-

ing them to send ambassadors, himself being among the num-

ber, to invite the Lacedaemonians, if they were really sincere,

to restore Panactum intact with Amphipolis, and to abandon
their alliance with the Boeotians (unless they consented to

accede to the treaty), agreeably to the stipulation which for-

bade either party to treat without the other. The ambassadors

were also directed to say that the Athenians, had they wished

to play false, might already have made alliance with the

Argives, who were indeed come to Athens for that very pur-

pose, and went off furnished with instructions as to any other

complaints that the Athenians had to make. Having reached

Lacedsemon they communicated their instructions, and con-

cluded by telling the Lacedaemonians that unless they gave

up their alliance with the Boeotians
3
in the event of their not

acceding to the treaty, the Athenians for their part would ally

themselves with the Argives and their friends. The Lacedse-

monians, however, refused to give up the Boeotian alliance

the party of Xenares the Ephor, and such as shared their

view* carrying the day upon this point but renewed the oaths
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at the request of Xicias, who feared to return without having

accomplished anything and to be disgraced; as was indeed

his fate, he being held the author of the treaty with Lacedae-

mon. When he returned
,
and the Athenians heard that nothing

had been done at Lscedsemon, they flew into a passion, and

deciding that faith had not been kept with them, took ad-

vantage of the presence of the Argives and their allies, who
had been introduced by Alcibiades, and made a treaty and

alliance with them upon the terms following:

The Athenians, Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans, acting

for themselves and the allies in their respective empires, made
a treaty for a hundred years, to be without fraud or hurt by
land and by sea.

1. If shall not be lawful to carry on war, either for the

Argives, Eleans, Mantineans, and their allies, against the

Athenians, or the allies in the Athenian empire; or for the

Athenians and their allies against the Argives, Eleans,

Mantineans, or their allies, in any way or means whatsoever.

The Athenians, Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans shall be

allies for a hundred years upon the terms following:

2. // an enemy invade the country of the Athenians, the

ATgives, Eleans, and Mantineans shall go to the relief of

Athens, according as the Athenians may require by message,
in suck way as they most effectually can, to the best of their

poiver* But if the invader be gone after plundering the ter-

ritory, the offending state shall be the enemy of the Argives,

Mantineans, Eleans, and Athenians, and war shall be made

against it by all these cities; and no one of the cities shall be

able to make peace with that state, except all the above cities

agree to do so.

3. Likewise the Athenians shall go to the relief of Argos,

Mantinea, and Ells, if an enemy invade the country of Elis,

Mantinea, or Argos, according as the above cities may require

by message, in suck way as they most effectually can, to the

best of their power. But if the invader be gone after plunder-

ing the territory, the state offending shall be the enemy of the

Athenians, Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans, and war shall

be made against it by all these cities, and peace may not b*

made with that state except all the above cities agree to it.

4. No armed force shall be allowed to pass for hostile pur-
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poses through the country of the powers contracting, or of Ike

allies in their respective empires, or to go by sea, except all

the cities that is to say, Athens, Argos, Mantinea, and His
vote for such passage.

5. The relieving troops shall be maintained by the city

sending them for thirty days from their arrival in the city
that has required them, and upon their return in the same

u'ay; if their services be desired for a longer period the city
that sent for them shall maintain them, at the rate of three

Mginetan obols per day for a heavy-armed soldier, archer, or

light soldier, and an Mginetan drachma for a trooper.
6. The city sending for the troops shall have the command

when the war is in its own country; but in case of the cities

resolving upon a joint expedition the command shall be equally
divided among all the cities.

7. The treaty shall be sworn to by the Athenians for
themselves and their allies, by the Argives, Mantineans

i

Eleans, and their allies, by each state individually. Each shall

swear the oath most binding in Ms country over jull-grown

victims; the oath being as follows:
f

l WILL STAND BY THE ALLIANCE AND ITS ARTICLES, JUSTLY,

INNOCENTLY, AND SINCERELY, AND I WILL NOT TRANSGRESS
THE SAME IN ANY WAY OR MEANS WHATSOEVER. 7

The oath shall be taken at Athens by the Senate and the

magistrates, the Pryfanes administering it; at Argos by the

Senate, the Eighty, and the Artynce, the Eighty administering

it; at Mantinea by the Demiurgi, the Senate, and the other

magistrates, the Theori and Polemarchs administering it; at

Elis by the Demiurgi, the magistrates, and the Six, Hundred,
the Demiurgi and the Thesmophylaces administering it. The
oaths shall be renewed by the Athenians going to Elis, Man-
tinea, and Argos thirty days before the Olympic games; by
the Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans going to Athens ten days
before the great feast oj the Panatken&a. The articles of the

treaty, the oaths, and the alliance shall be inscribed on a
stone pillar by the Athenians in the citadel, by the Argives in

the market-place, in the temple oj Apollo; by the Mantineans
in the temple of Zeus, in the market-place; and a brazen

pillar shall be erected jointly by them at the Olympic games
now at hand. Shoidd the above cities see good to make any
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addition to these articles, whatever all the above cities shall

agree upon, ajter consulting together, shall be binding.

Although the treaty and alliances were thus concluded,
still the treaty between the Lacedemonians and Athenians

was not renounced by either party. Meanwhile Corinth, al-

though the ally of the Argives, did not accede to the new

treaty 9 any more than she had done to the alliance, defensive

and offensive, formed before this between the Eleans, Argives,

and Mantineans, when she declared herself content with the

first affiance, which was defensive only, and which bound

them to help each other, but not to join In attacking any. The
Corinthians thus stood aloof from their allies, and again turned

their thoughts towards Lacedsemon.

At the Olympic games which were held this summer, and

In which the Arcadian Androsthenes was victor the first time

in the wrestling and boxing, the Lacedaemonians were excluded

from the temple by the Eleans, and thus prevented from

sacrificing or contending, for having refused to pay the fine

specified In the Olympic law imposed upon them by the Eleans,
who alleged that they had attacked Fort Phyrcus, and sent

heavy Infantry of theirs into Lepreum during the Olympic
truce. The amount of the fine was two thousand mlnae, two

for each heavy-armed soldier, as the law prescribes. The
Lacedaemonians sent envoys, and pleaded that the imposi-

tion was unjust; saying that the truce had not yet been pro-

claimed at Lacedaemon when the heavy infantry were sent

off. But the Eleans affirmed that the armistice with them
had already begun (they proclaim it first among themselves),
and that the aggression of the Lacedaemonians had taken them

by surprise while they were living quietly as in time of peace,
and not expecting anything. Upon this the Lacedaemonians

submitted, that If the Eleans really believed that they had
committed an aggression, it was useless after that to proclaim
the truce at Lacedaemon; but they had proclaimed it notwith-

standing, as believing nothing of the kind, and from that mo-
ment the Lacedaemonians had made no attack upon their

country. Nevertheless the Eieans adhered to what they had
saM3 that nothing would persuade them that an aggression
had not been committed; If, however, the Lacedaemonians
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would restore Lepreum, they would give up their own share

of the money and pay that of the god for them.
As this proposal was not accepted, the Eleans tried a sec-

ond. Instead of restoring Lepreum, if this was objected to,

the Lacedaemonians should ascend the altar of the Olympian
Zeus, as they were so anxious to have access to the temple,
and swear before the Hellenes that they would surely pay
the fine at a later day. This being also refused, the Lace-
daemonians were excluded from the temple, the sacrifice, and
the games, and sacrificed at home; the Lepreans being the

only other Hellenes who did not attend. Still the Eleans were
afraid of the Lacedsemonians sacrificing by force, and kept

guard with a heavy-armed company of their young men;
being also joined by a thousand Argives, the same number
of Mantineans, and by some Athenian cavalry who stayed at

Harpina during the feast. Great fears were felt in the as-

sembly of the Lacedaemonians coming in arms, especially
after Lichas, son of Arcesilaus, a Lacedaemonian, had been

scourged on the course by the umpires; because, upon his

horses being the winners, and the Boeotian people being pro-
claimed the victor on account of his having no right to enter9

he came forward on the course and crowned the charioteer,
in order to show that the chariot was Ms. After this incident

all were more afraid than ever, and firmly looked for a dis-

turbance: the Lacedaemonians, however, kept quiet, and let

the feast pass by, as we have seen. After the Olympic games,
the Argives and the allies repaired to Corinth to invite her

to come over to them. There they found some Lacedaemonian

envoys; and a long discussion ensued, which after all ended
in nothing, as an earthquake occurred, and they dispersed
to their different homes.

Summer was now over. The winter following a battle took

place between the Heracleots in Trachinia and the JEnianians,

Doiopians, Malians, and certain of the Thessalians, all tribes

bordering on and hostile to the town, which directly menaced
their country. Accordingly, after having opposed and harassed

it from its very foundation by every means in their power,

they now in this battle defeated the Heracleots, Xenares, son

of Cnidis, their Lacedsemonian commander, being among the

slain. Thus the winter ended and the twelfth year of this
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war ended also. After the battle Heraciea was so terribly re-

duced that in the first days of the summer following the

Boeotians occupied the place and sent away the Lacedae-

monian Agesippidas for misgovernment, fearing that the town

might be taken by the Athenians while the Lacedaemonians

weie distracted with the affairs of Peloponnese. The Lacedae-

monians, nevertheless, were offended with them for what they
had done.

The same summer Alcibiades, son of Clinias, now one of

the generals at Athens, in concert with the Argives and the

allies, went into Peloponnese with a few Athenian heavy in-

fantry and archers, and some of the allies in those parts whom
lie took up as he passed, and with this army marched here

and there through Peloponnese, and settled various matters

connected with the alliance, and among other things induced

the Patrians to carry their walls down to the sea, intending
himself also to build a fort near the Achaean Khiuxn. However,
the Corinthians and Sicyonians, and all others who would

have suffered by its being built, came up and hindered him.

The same summer war broke out between the Epidaurians
and Argives. The pretext was that the Epidaurians did not

send an offering for their pasture-land to Apollo Pythseus,

as they were bound to do, the Argives having the chief manage-
ment of the temple; but, apart from this pretext, Alcibiades

and the Argives were determined, if possible, to gain pos-

session of Epidaurus, and thus to insure the neutrality of

Corinth and give the Athenians a shorter passage for their

reinforcement from yEgina than if they had to sail round

Scyllseum. The Argives accordingly prepared to invade Epi-
daurua by themselves, to exact the offering.

About the same time the Lacedaemonians marched out

with all their people to Leuctra upon their frontier, opposite
to Mount Lycaeum, under the command of Agis, son of Ar-

chidamus, without any one knowing their destination, not

even the cities that sent the contingents. The sacrifices, how-

ever, for crossing the frontier not proving propitious, the

Lacedaemonians returned home themselves, and sent word to

the allies to be ready to march after the month ensuing, which

happened to be the month of Carneus, a holy time for the

Dorians. Upon the retreat of the Lacedaemonians the Argives
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marched out on the last day but three of the month before

Carneus, and keeping this as the day during the whole time

that they were out, invaded and plundered Epidaurus. The

Epidaurians summoned their allies to their aid, some of whom
pleaded the month as an excuse; others came as far as the

frontier of Epidaurus and there remained inactive.

While the Argives were in Epidaurus embassies from the

cities assembled at Mantinea, upon the invitation of the

Athenians. The conference having begun, the Corinthian

Euphamidas said that their actions did not agree "with their

words ;
while they were sitting deliberating about peace, the

Epidaurians and their allies and the Argives were arrayed

against each other in arms; deputies from each party should

first go and separate the armies, and then the talk about peace

might be resumed. In compliance with this suggestion they
went and brought back the Argives from Epidaurus, and after-

wards reassembled, but without succeeding any better in com-

ing to a conclusion; and the Argives a second time invaded

Epidaurus and plundered the country. The Lacedemonians
also marched out to Caryse; but the frontier sacrifices again

proving unfavorable, they went back again, and the Argives,
after ravaging about a third of the Epidaurian territory, re-

turned home. Meanwhile a thousand Athenian heavy infantry
had come to their aid under the command of Alcibiades, but

finding that the Lacedaemonian expedition was at an end, and
that they were no longer wanted, went back again.

So passed the summer. The next winter the Lacedaemonian?-

managed to elude the vigilance of the Athenians, and sent ir>

a garrison of three hundred men to Epidaurus, under the com-r

mand of Agesippidas. Upon this the Argives went to the

Athenians and complained of their having allowed an enemy
to pass by sea, in spite of the clause in the treaty by which

the allies were not to allow an enemy to pass through their

country. LTnless? therefore, they now put the Messenians ana
Helots in Pylos to annoy the Lacedaemonians, they, the Ar-

gives, should consider that faith had not been kept with them.

The Athenians were persuaded by Alcibiades to inscribe at

the bottom of the Laconian pillar that the Lacedaemonians

had not kept their oaths, and to convey the Helots at Cranii to

Pylos to plunder the country; but for the rest they remained
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quiet as before. During this winter hostilities went on between

the Argives and Epidaurians, without any pitched battle tak-

ing place, but only forays and ambuscades, in which the

losses were small and fell now on one side and now on the

other. At the close of the winter, towards the beginning of

spring, the Argives went with scaling-ladders to Epidaurus,

expecting to find it left unguarded on account of the war and

to be able to take it by assault, but returned unsuccessful.

And the winter ended, and with it the thirteenth year of the

war ended also.

In the middle of the next summer the Lacedsemonians,

seeing the Epidaurians, their allies, in distress, and the rest

of Peloponnese either in revolt or disaffected, concluded that

it was high time for them to interfere if they wished to stop

the progress of the evil, and accordingly with their full force,

the Helots included, took the field against Argos, under the

command of Agis, son of Archidamus, king of the Lacedae-

monians. The Tegeans and the other Arcadian allies of Lace-

daemon joined in the expedition. The allies from the rest

of Peloponnese and from outside mustered at Phlius; the

8oe0tians with five thousand heavy infantry and as many
light troops, and five hundred horse and the same number of

dismounted troopers; the Corinthians with two thousand

heavy infantry; the rest more or less as might happen; and

the Phliasians with all their forces, the army being in their

country.
The preparations of the Lacedaemonians from the first had

been known to the Argives, who did not, however, take the

field until the enemy was on Ms road to join the rest at

Phlius. Reinforced by the Mantineans with their allies, and

by three thousand Elean heavy infantry, they advanced and

fell in with the Lacedaemonians at Methydrium in Arcadia.

Each party took up its position upon a hill, and the Argives

prepared to engage the Lacedaemonians while they were alone;
but Agis eluded them by breaking up his camp in the night,
and proceeded to join the rest of the allies at Phlius. The

Argives discovering this at daybreak, marched first to Argos
and then to the Nemean road, by which they expected the

Lacedaemonians and their allies would come down. However,
Agis, instead of taking this road as they expected, gave the
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Lacedaemonians, Arcadians, and Epidaurians their orders,

and went along another difficult road? and descended into the

plain of Argos. The Corinthians, Pellenians, and Phliasians

marched by another steep road; while the Boeotians, Me-

^arians, and SIcyonlans had Instructions to come down by the

Nemean road where the Argives were posted, in order that

if the enemy advanced into the plain against the troops of

Agis, they might fall upon his rear with their cavalry. These

dispositions concluded, Agis invaded the plain and began to

ravage Saminthus and other places.

Discovering this, the Argives came up from Nemea, day
having now dawned. On their way they fell in with the troops
of the Phliaslans and Corinthians, and killed a few of the

Phliasians, and had perhaps a few more of their own men
killed by the Corinthians. Meanwhile the Boeotians, Me-

garians, and Sicyonians, advancing upon Nemea according to

their instructions, found the Argives no longer there, as they
had gone down on seeing their property ravaged, and were

now forming for battle, the Lacedemonians imitating their

example. The Argives were now completely surrounded; from

the plain the Lacedaemonians and their allies shut them off

from their city; above them were the Corinthians, PhliasianSj

and Pellenians; and on the side of Nemea the Boeotians,

Sicyonians, and Megarians. Meanwhile their army was with-

out cavalry, the Athenians alone among the allies not having

yet arrived. Now the bulk of the Argives and their allies did

not see the danger of their position, but thought that they
could not have a fairer field, having intercepted the Lacede-

monians in their own country and close to the city. Two men,

however, in the Argive army, Thrasylus, one of the five gen-

erals, and Alciphron, the Lacedaemonian Proxenm, just as the

armies were upon the point of engaging, went and held a

parley with Agis and urged him not to bring on a battle, as

the Argives were ready to refer to fair and equal arbitration

whatever complaints the Lacedaemonians might have against

them, and to make a treaty and Ive in peace in future.

The Argives who made these statements did so upon their

own authority, not by order of the people, and Agis on his

accepted their proposals, and without himself either consult-

ing the majority, simply communicated tie matter to a single
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individual, one of the high officers accompanying the expedi-

tion, and granted the Argives a truce for four months, in

which to fulfil their promises; after which he immediately
led off the army without giving any explanation to any of

the other allies. The Lacedaemonians and allies followed their

general out of respect for the law, but amongst themselves

loudly blamed Agis for going away from so fair a field (the

enemy being hemmed in on every side by infantry and

cavalry) without having done anything worthy of their

strength. Indeed this was by far the finest Hellenic army ever

yet brought together; and it should have been seen while it

was still united at Nemea, with the Lacedaemonians in full

force, the Arcadians, Boeotians, Corinthians, Sicyonians, Pel-

lenians, Phh'asians and Megarians, and all these the flower

of their respective populations, thinking themselves a match
not merely for the Argive confederacy, but for another such
added to it. The army thus retired blaming Agis, and returned

every man to his home. The Argives however blamed still

more loudly the persons who had concluded the truce without

consulting the people, themselves thinking that they had let

escape with the Lacedaemonians an opportunity such as they
should never see again; as the struggle would have been
under the walls of their city, and by the side of many and
brave allies. On their return accordingly they began to stone

Thrasylus in the bed of the Charadrus, where they try al]

military causes before entering the city. Thrasylus fled to the

altar, and so saved his life; his property however they con-
fiscated.

After this arrived a thousand Athenian heavy infantry and
three hundred horse, under the command of Laches and

Nicostratus; whom the Argives, being nevertheless loth to
break the truce with the Lacedaemonians, begged to depart,
and refused to bring before the people, to whom they had a
communication to make, until compelled to do so by the en-
treaties of the Mantineans and Eleans, who were still at Argos.
The Athenians, by the mouth of Alcibiades their ambassador
there present, told the Argives and the allies that they had
GO right to make a truce at all without the consent of their

fellow-confederates, and now that the Athenians had arrived
so opportunely the war ought to be resumed. These argu-
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ments proving successful with the allies, they immediately
marched upon Orchomenos, all except the Argives, who, al-

though they had consented like the rest, stayed behind at

first, but eventually joined the others. They now all sate

down and besieged Orchomenos, and made assaults upon it;

one of their reasons for desiring to gain this place being that

hostages from Arcadia had been lodged there by the Lacedae-

monians. The Orchomenians, alarmed at the weakness of their

wall and the numbers of the enemy, and at the risk they ran

of perishing before relief arrived, capitulated upon condition

of joining the league, of giving hostages of their own to the

Mantineans, and giving up those lodged with them by the

Lacedaemonians. Orchomenos thus secured, the allies now
consulted as to which of the remaining places they should

attack next. The Eleans were urgent for Lepreum ;
the Man-

tineans for Tegea ;
and the Argives and Athenians giving their

support to the Mantineans, the Eleans went home in a rage
at their not having voted for Lepreum; while the rest of the

allies made ready at Mantinea for going against Tegea, which

a party inside had arranged to put into their hands.

Meanwhile the Lacedsemonians, upon their return from

Argos after concluding the four months' truce, vehemently
blamed Agis for not having subdued Argos, after an oppor-

tunity such as they thought they had never had before; foi

it was no easy matter to bring so many and so good allies to-

gether. But when the news arrived of the capture of Orcho-

menos, they became more angry than ever, and, departing
from all precedent, in the heat of the moment had almost

decided to raze his house, and to fine him ten thousand

drachmae. Agis however entreated them to do none of these

things, promising to atone for his fault by good service in the

field, failing which they might then do to him whatever they

pleased; and they accordingly abstained from razing his house

or fining him as they had threatened to do, and now made a

law, hitherto unknown at Lacedaemon, attaching to him ten

Spartans as counsellors, without whose consent he should

have no power to lead an army out of the city.

At this juncture arrived word from their friends in Tegea
that unless they speedily appeared, Tegea would go over from

them to the Argives and their allies, if it had not gone over
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already. Upon this news a force marched out from Lacedse-

rson, of the Spartans and Helots and all their people, and that

instantly and upon a scale never before witnessed. Advancing
to Orestheum in Maenalia, they directed the Arcadians in

their league to follow close after them to Tegea, and going
<on themselves as far as Orestheum, from thence sent back

Ihe sixth part of the Spartans, consisting of the oldest and

youngest men, to guard their homes, and with the rest of their

army arrived at Tegea; where their Arcadian allies soon after

joined them. Meanwhile they sent to Corinth, to the Boeotians,

the Phocians, and Locrians, with orders to come up as quickly

as possible to Mantinea. These had but short notice; and it

was not easy except all together, and after waiting for each

other, to pass through the enemy's country, which lay right

across and blocked up the line of communication. Neverthe-

less they made what haste they could. Meanwhile the Lace-

daemonians with the Arcadian allies that had joined them,
entered the territory of Mantinea, and encamping near the

temple of Heracles began to plunder the country.

Here they were seen by the Argives and their allies, who

immediately took up a strong and difficult position, and formed

in order of battle. The Lacedaemonians at once advanced

against them, and came on within a stone's throw or javelin's

cast, when one of the older men, seeing the enemy's position
to be a strong one, hallooed to Agis that he was minded to

cure one evil with another; meaning that he wished to make
amends for his retreat, which had been so much blamed, from

Argos, by Ms present untimely precipitation. Meanwhile Agis?

whether in consequence of this halloo or of some sudden new
idea of his own, quickly led back his army without engaging,
and entering the Tegean territory, began to turn off into

that of Mantinea the water about which the Mantineans and

Tegeans are always fighting, on account of the extensive dam-

age it does to whichever of the two countries it falls into.

His object in this was to make the Argives and their allies

come down from the hill, to resist the diversion of the water,
as they would be sure to do when they knew of it, and thus to

fight the battle in the plain. He accordingly stayed that day
where he was, engaged in turning off the water. The Argives
und their allies were at first amazed at the sudden retreat of
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the enemy after advancing so near, and did not know what
to make of it; but when lie had gone away and disappeared^
without their having stirred to pursue him, they began anew
to find fault with their generals, who had not only let the
Lacedemonians get off before

?
when they were so happily in-

tercepted before Argos, but who now again allowed them to
run away, without any one pursuing them, and to escape at
their leisure while the Argive army was leisurely betrayed.
The generals, half-stunned for the moment, afterwards led
them down from the hill, and went forward and encamped
in the plain, with the intention of attacking the enemy.
The next day the Argives and their allies formed in the

order in which they meant to fight, if they chanced to en-
counter the enemy; and the Lacedaemonians returning from
the water to their old encampment by the temple of Heracles

}

suddenly saw their adversaries close in front of them, all in

complete order, and advanced from the hill. A shock like that
of the present moment the Lacedaemonians do not ever re-

member to have experienced: there was scant time for prepara-
tion, as they instantly and hastily fell into their ranks, Agis,
their king, directing everything, agreeably to the law. For
when, a king is in the field all commands proceed from Mm;
he gives the word to the Polemarchs; they to the Lochages;
these to the Pentecostyes; these again to the Enomotarchs,
and these last to the Enomoties* In short all orders required
pass in the same way and quickly reach the troops; as almost
the whole Lacedaemonian army, save for a small part, con-

sists of officers under officers, and the care of what is to be
done fails upon many.

In this battle the left wing was composed of the Sciritae,

who in a Lacedaemonian army have always that post to them-

selves alone; next to these were the soldiers of Brasidas from

Thrace, and the Neodarnodes with them; then came the

lacectemoniaris themselves, company after company, with the

Arcadians of Heraea at their side. After these were the Msena-
Eans

7
and on the right wing the Tegeans with a few of the

Lacedaemonians at the extremity; their cavalry being posted

upon the two wings. Such was the lacedsemonian formation.

That of their opponents was as follows: On the right were
the Mantineans, the action taking place In their country;
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next to them the allies from Arcadia
;
after whom came the

thousand picked men of the Argives, to whom the state had

given a long course of military training at the public expense;
next to them the rest of the Argives, and after them their

allies, the Cleonaeans and Orneans, and lastly the Athenians
on the extreme left, and their own cavalry with them.

Such were the order and the forces of the two combatants.

The Lacedaemonian army looked the largest; though as to

putting down the numbers of either host, or of the contingents

composing it, I could not do so with any accuracy. Owing
to the secrecy of their government the number of the Lacedae-

monians was not known, and men are so apt to brag about

the forces of their country that the estimate of their oppo-
nents was not trusted. The following calculation, however,
makes it possible to estimate the numbers of the Lacedae-

monians present upon this occasion. There were seven com-

panies in the field without counting the Sciritse, who numbered
six hundred men: in each company there were four Pente-

costyes, and in the Pentecosty four Enomoties. The first rank
of the Enomoty was composed of four soldiers: as to the

depth, although they had not been all drawn up alike, but
as each captain chose, they were generally ranged eight deep ;

the first rank along the whole line, exclusive of the Sciritae,

consisted of four hundred and forty-eight men.

The armies being now on the eve of engaging, each con-

tingent received some words of encouragement from its own
commander. The Mantineans were reminded that they were

going to fight for their country and to avoid returning to the

experience of servitude after having tasted that of empire;
the Argives, that theywould contend for their ancient suprem-

acy, to regain their once equal share of Peloponnese of which

they had been so long deprived, and to punish an enemy and
a neighbour for a thousand wrongs; the Athenians, of the

glory of gaming the honours of the day with so many and
brave allies in arms, and that a victory over the Lacedae-

monians in Peloponnese would cement and extend their em-

pire, and would besides preserve Attica from all invasions in

future. These were the incitements addressed to the Argives
-and their allies. The Lacedaemonians meanwhile, man to man,
and with their war-songs in the ranks, exhorted each brave
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comrade to remember what lie had learnt before; well aware
that the long training of action was of more saving virtue

than any brief verbal exhortation, though never so well de'

livered.

After this they joined battle, the Argives and their allies

advancing with haste and fury, the Lacedsmonians slowly
and to the music of many flute-players a standing institution

in their army, that has nothing to do with religion ?
but is

meant to make them advance evenly, stepping in time, with-

out breaking their order, as large armies are apt to do in the
moment of engaging.

Just before the battle joined, King Agis resolved upon the

following manoeuvre. AH armies are alike in this: on going
into action they get forced out rather on their right wing,
and one and the other overlap with this their adversary's
left

;
because fear makes each man do his best to shelter his

unarmed side with the shield of the man next him on the

right, thinking that the closer the shields are locked together
the better will he be protected. The man primarily responsible
for this is the first upon the right wing, who is always striv-

ing to withdraw from the enemy his unarmed side; and the

same apprehension makes the rest follow him. On the present
occasion the Mantineans reached with their wing far beyond
the Sciritse, and the Lacedaemonians and Tegeans still farther

beyond the Athenians, as their army was the largest. Agis4

afraid of his left being surrounded, and thinking that the

Mantineans outflanked it too far, ordered the Sciritae and
Brasideans to move out from their place in the ranks and
make the line even with the Mantineans, and told the Pole-

marchs Hipponoidas and Aristocles to fill up the gap thus

formed, by throwing themselves into it with two companies
taken from the right wing; thinking that his right would still

be strong enough and to spare, and that the line fronting the

Mantineans would gain in solidity.

However, as he gave these orders in the moment of the

onset, and at short notice, it so happened that Aristocles and

Hipponoidas would not move over, for which offence they
were afterwards banished from Sparta, as having been guilty

of cowardice; and the enemy meanwhile closed before the

Sciritse (whom Agis on seeing that the two companies did
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not move over ordered to return to their place) had time to

fill up the breach in question. Now it was, however, that the

Lacedsemonians, utterly worsted in respect of skill, showed

themselves as superior in point of courage. As soon as they
came to close quarters with the enemy, the Mantinean right

broke their Sciritae and Brasideans, and bursting in with their

allies and the thousand picked Argives into the unclosed

breach in their line cut up and surrounded the Lacedae-

monians, and drove them in full rout to the waggons, slaying

some of the older men on guard there. But the Lacedaemonians,

worsted in this part of the field, with the rest of their army,
and especially the centre, where the three hundred knights?

as they are called, fought round King Agis, fell on the older

men of the Argives and the five companies so named, and on

the CleonseanSj the Qrneans, and the Athenians next them,
and instantly routed them; the greater number not even wait-

ing to strike a blow, but giving way the moment that they

came on, some even being trodden under foot, in their fear

of being overtaken by their assailants.

The army of the Argives and their allies having given way
in this quarter was now completely cut in two, and the Lace-

daemonian and Tegean right simultaneously closing round

the Athenians with the troops that outflanked them, these

last found themselves placed between two fires, being sur-

rounded on one side and already defeated on the other. In-

deed they would have suffered more severely than any other

part of the army, but for the services of the cavalry which

they had with them. Agis also on perceiving the distress of

his left opposed to the Mantineans and the thousand Argives,

ordered all the army to advance to the support of the defeated

wing; and while this took place, as the enemy moved past
and slanted away from them, the Athenians escaped at their

leisure, and with them the beaten Argive division. Meanwhile
the Mantineans and their allies and the picked body of the

Argives ceased to press the enemy, and seeing their friends

defeated and the Lacedaemonians in full advance upon them,
took to flight. Many of the Mantineans perished ; but the bulk

of the picked body of the Argives made good their escape. The

flight and retreat, however, were neither hurried nor long; the

Lacedaemonians fighting long and stubbornly until the rout
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of their enemy, but that once effected, pursuing for a short

time and not far.

Such was the battle, as nearly as possible as I have de-

scribed it; the greatest that had occurred for a very long
while among the Hellenes, and joined by the most consider-

able states. The Lacedsemonians took up a position in front

of the enemy's dead, and immediately set up a trophy and

stripped the slain; they took up their own dead and carried

them back to Tegea, where they buried them, and restored

those of the enemy under trace. The Argives, Orneans, and
Cleonseans had seven hundred killed; the Mantineans two

hundred, and the Athenians and ./Eginetans also two hundred,
with both their generals. On the side of the Lacedemonians,
the allies did not suffer any loss worth speaking of: as to the

Lacedsemonians themselves it was difficult to learn the truth;

it is said, however, that there were slain about three hundred

of them.

While the battle was impending, Pleistoanax, the other king,

set out with a reinforcement composed of the oldest and

youngest men, and got as far as Tegea, where lie heard of the

victory and went back again. The Lacedsemonians also sent

and turned back the allies from Corinth and from beyond the

Isthmus, and returning themselves dismissed their allies, and

kept the Carnean holidays, which happened to be at that

time. The imputations cast upon them by the Hellenes at

the time, whether of cowardice on account of the disaster in

the island, or of mismanagement and slowness generally,

were all wiped out by this single action: fortune, it was

thought, might have humbled them, but the men themselves

were the same as ever.

The day before this battle, the Epidaurians with all their

forces invaded the deserted Argive territory, and cut off many
of the guards left there in the absence of the Argive army.
After the battle three thousand Elean heavy infantry arriving

to aid the Mantineans, and a reinforcement of one thousand

Athenians, all these allies marched at once against Epidaurus.
while the Lacedaemonians were keeping the Camea, and divid-

ing the work among them began to build a wall round the

city. The rest left off; but the Athenians finished at once the

part assigned to them round Cape Herseum; and having all
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joined in leaving a garrison in the fortification in question,

they returned to their respective cities.

Summer now came to an end. In the first days of the next T

winter, when the Carnean holidays were over, the Lacedae-

monians took the field, and arriving at Tegea sent on tc

Argos proposals of accommodation. They had before had a

party in the town desirous of overthrowing the democracy;
and after the battle that had been fought, these were now

far more in a position to persuade the people to listen to

terms. Their plan was first to make a treaty with the Lacede-

monians, to be followed by an alliance, and after this to fall

upon the commons. Lichas, son of Arcesilaus, the Argive

Proxenus, accordingly arrived at Argos with two proposals

from Lacedsemon. to regulate the conditions of war or peace,

according as they preferred the one or the other. After much

discussion, Alcibiades happening to be in the town, the Lace-

demonian party who now ventured to act openly, persuaded

the Argives to accept the proposal for an accommodation;

which ran as follows:

The assembly of the Lacedemonians agrees to treat with

the Argives upon the terms following

1. The Argives shall restore to the Orchomenians their

children, and to the Mcsnalians their men, and shall restore

the men they have in Mantinea to the Lacedemonians.

2. They shall evacuate Epidaurus, and raze the fortifica-

tion there. If the Athenians refuse to withdraw from Epi-

daurus, they shall be declared enemies of the Argives and of

the Lacedcemonians, and of the allies of the Lacedosmonians

and the allies of the Argives.

3. // the Lacedmmonians have any children in their cus-

tody, they shall restore them every one to his city.

4. As to the offering to the god, the Argives, if they wish,

shall impose an oath upon the Epidaurians, but, if not, they

shall swear it themselves.

5. All the cities in Peloponnese, both small and great, shall

be independent according to the ctistoms of their country.

6. // any of the powers outside Peloponnese invade Pelo-

ponnesian territory, the parties contracting shall unite to repel

'them, on stich terms as they may agree upon, as being most

fair for the Peloponnesians.
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7. All allies of the Laccd&monians outside Peloponnese
shall be on the same looting as the Lacedaemonians, and the

allies of the Argives shall be on the same footing as the Ar-

giveSy being left in enjoyment of their own possessions.
8. This treaty shall be shown to the allies, and shall be

concluded, if they approve: if the allies think fit, they may
send the treaty to be considered at home.
The Argives began by accepting this proposal, and the

Lacedsemonian army returned home from Tegea. After this

intercourse was renewed between them, and not long after-

wards the same party contrived that the Argives should give

up the league with the Mantineans, Eleans, and Athenians,
and should make a treaty and alliance with the Lacedse-

monians; which was consequently done upon the terms fol-

lowing:
The Lacedemonians and Argives agree to a treaty and

alliance for fifty years upon, the terms following:
1. All disputes shall be decided by jair and impartial

arbitration, agreeably to the customs of the two countries.

2. The rest of the cities in Peloponnese may be included

in this treaty and alliance, as independent and sovereign, in

full enjoyment of what they possess; all disputes being decided

by fair and impartial arbitration, agreeably to tke customs of
the said cities.

3. All allies of the Lacedaemonians outside Peloponnese
shall be upon the same footing as the Lacedemonians them-

selves, and the allies of the Argues shall be upon tke same

footing as the Argives themselves, continuing to enjoy what

they possess.

4. // it shall be anywhere necessary to make an expedi-

tion m common, the Lacedaemonians and Argives shall consult

upon- it and decide, as may be most jair for the allies.

5. // any of the cities, whether Inside or outside Pelopon-

nese, have a question whether of frontiers or otherwise, it

must be settled; but if one allied city should have a quarrel

with another allied city, it must be referred to some third

city thought impartial by both parties. Private citizens shall

have their disputes decided according to the laws oj their

several countries.

The treaty and above alliance concluded, each party at
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once released everything whether acquired by war or other-

wise, and thenceforth acting in common voted to receive

neither herald nor embassy from the Athenians unless they
evacuated their forts and withdrew from Peloponnese, and
also to make neither peace nor war with any, except jointly.

Zeal was not wanting: both parties sent envoys to the Thra-

cian places acd to Perdlccas, and persuaded the latter to join

their league. Still he did not at once break off from Athens,

although minded to do so upon seeing the way shown him by
Argos, the original home of his family. They also renewed

their old oaths with the Chalcidians and took new ones: the

Argives, besides, sent ambassadors to the Athenians, bidding
them evacuate the fort at Epidaurus. The Athenians, seeing
their own men outnumbered by the rest of the garrison, sent

Demosthenes to bring them out. This general, under colour

of a gymnastic contest which he arranged on his arrival, got
the rest of the garrison out of the place, and shut the gates

behind them. Afterwards the Athenians renewed their treaty
with the Epidaurians, and by themselves gave up the fortress.

After the defection of Argos from the league, the Man-

tlneans, though they held out at first, in the end finding them-

selves powerless without the Argives, themselves too came to

terms with Lacedaemon, and gave up their sovereignty over

the towns. The Lacedsemonians and Argives, each a thousand

strong, now took the field together, and the former first went

by themselves to Sicyon and made the government there more

oligarchical than before, and then both, uniting, put down the

democracy at Argos and set up an oligarchy favourable to

Lacedaemon. These events occurred at the close of the winter,

just before spring; and the fourteenth year of the war ended.

The next summer the people of Dium, In Athos, revolted from
the Athenians to the Chalcidians, and the Lacedaemonians
settled affairs in Achaea in a way more agreeable to the inter-

ests of their country. Meanwhile the popular party at Argos
little by little gathered new consistency and courage, and
waited for the moment of the Gymnopsedlc festival at Lacedse-

mon, and then fell upon the oligarchs. After a fight in the city

victory declared for the commons, who slew some of their

opponents and banished others. The Lacedaemonians for a

long while let the messages of their friends at Argos remain
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without effect. At last they put off the Gymnopaedise and
marched to their succour, but learning at Tegea the defeat of

the oligarchs, refused to go any further in spite of the en-

treaties of those who had escaped, and returned home and

kept the festival. Later on, envoys arrived with messages
from the Argives in the town and from the exiles, when the

allies were also at Sparta; and after much had been said on
both sides, the Lacedaemonians decided that the party in the

town had done wrong, and resolved to march against Argos,
but kept delaying and putting off the matter. Meanwhile the

commons at Argos, in fear of the Lacedemonians, began again
to court the Athenian alliance, which they were convinced

would be of the greatest service to them; and accordingly

proceeded to build long walls to the sea, in order that in

case of a blockade by land, with the help of the Athenians

they might have the advantage of importing what they wanted

by sea. Some of the cities in Peloponnese were also privy to

the building of these walls; and the Argives with all their

people, women and slaves not excepted, addressed themselves

to the work, while carpenters and masons came to them from
Athens.

Summer was now over. The winter following the Lacedae-

monians, hearing of the walls that were building, marched

against Argos with their allies, the Corinthians excepted,

being also not without intelligence in the city itself; Agis,

son of Archidamus, their king, was in command. The intelli-

gence which they counted upon within the town came to

nothing; they however took and razed the walls which were

being built, and after capturing the Argive town Hysiae and

killing all the freemen that fell into their hands, went back

and dispersed every man to Ms city. After this the Argives
marched into Phlius and plundered it for harbouring their

exiles^ most of whom had settled there
?
and so returned home.

The same winter the Athenians blockaded Macedonia, on the

score of the league entered into by Perdiccas with the Argives
and Lacedaemonians, and also of Hs breach of Ms engagements
on the occasion of the expedition prepared by Athens against

the Chalcidians in the direction of Thrace and against Am-

phipolis, under the command of Nicias, son of Niceratus,
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which had to be broken up mainly because of his desertion.

He was therefore proclaimed an enemy. And thus the winter

ended, and the fifteenth year of the war ended with it.

CHAPTER XVII

SIXTEENTH YEAR OF THE WAR THE MELIAN CONFERENCE
FATE OP MELOS

B.C. 416: Athenian expedition to Melos Discussion of envoys Melians

refuse to submit Siege of Melos Melians massacred and made
slaves.

THE next summer Alcibiades sailed with twenty ships to

Argos and seized the suspected persons still left of the Lace-

daemonian faction to the number of three hundred, whom the

Athenians forthwith lodged in the neighbouring islands of

their empire. The Athenians also made an expedition against
the Isle of Melos with thirty ships of their own, six Chian,
and two Lesbian vessels, sixteen hundred heavy infantry,
three hundred archers, and twenty mounted archers from

Athens, and about fifteen hundred heavy infantry from the

allies and the islanders. The Melians are a colony of Lacedse-

mon that would not submit to the Athenians like the other

islanders, and at first remained neutral and took no part in

the struggle, but afterwards upon the Athenians using vio-

lence and plundering their territory, assumed an attitude of

open hostility. Cleomedes, son of Lycomedes, and Tisias, son
of Tisimachus, the generals, encamping in their territory with
the above armament, before doing any harm to their land,
sent envoys to negotiate. These the Melians did not bring
before the people, but bade them state the object of their

mission to the magistrates and the few; upon which the
Athenian envoys spoke as follows:

Athenians. 'Since the negotiations are not to go on before
the people, in order that we may not be able to speak straight
on without interruption, and deceive the ears of the multitude

by seductive arguments which would pass without refutation

(for we know that this is the meaning of our being brought
before the few), what if you who sit there were to pursue a
method more cautious still! Make no set speech yourselves,
but take us up at whatever you do not like, and settle that
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before going any farther. And first tell us If this proposition
of ours suits you.'

The Melian commissioners answered:

^letians. *To the fairness of quietly instructing each other

as you propose there Is nothing to object ;
but your military

preparations are too far advanced to agree with what you say,

as we see you are come to be judges in your own cause, and

that all we can reasonably expect from this negotiation is war
3

if we prove to have right on our side and refuse to submit,
and in the contrary case, slavery.

7

Athenians
f

lf you have met to reason about presentiments
of the future, or for anything else than to consult for the

safety of your state upon the facts that you see before you,
we will give over; otherwise we will go on.

?

Melians.
f

lt is natural and excusable for men in our posi-

tion to turn more ways than one both In thought and utterance.

However, the question In this conference is, as you say, the

safety of our country; and the discussion, if you please, can

proceed In the way which you propose/
Athenians. Tor ourselves, we shall not trouble you with

specious pretences either of how we have a right to OUT

empire because we overthrew the Mede, or are now attacking

you because of wrong that you have done us and make a

long speech which would not be believed; and In return we

hope that you, instead of thinking to Influence us by saying
that you did not join the Lacedaemonians, although their

colonists, or that you have done us no wrong, will aim at

what Is feasible, holding in view the real sentiments of us both:,

since you know as well as we do that right, as the world goes

Is only in question between equals in power, while the strong

do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.'

Melians. As we think, at any rate, It is expedient we

speak as we are obliged, since you enjoin us to let right alone

and talk only of Interest that you should not destroy what

Is our common protection, the privilege of being allowed IB

danger to invoke what is fair and right, and even to profit

by arguments not strictly valid If they can be got to pass
current. And you are as much Interested in this as any, as

your fall would be a signal for the heaviest vengeance and

an example for the world to meditate upon.'
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Athenians. The end of our empire, If end It should, does
not frighten us; a rival empire like Lacedsemon, even If

Lacedamon was our real antagonist, is not so terrible to the

vanquished as subjects who by themselves attack and over-

power their rulers. This, however. Is a risk that we are con-

tent to take. We will now proceed to show you that we are

come here In the interest of our empire, and that we shall say
what we are now going to say, for the preservation of your
country: as we would fain exercise that empire over you with-

out trouble, and see you preserved for the good of us both.3

Zlelians. "And how, pray, could It turn out as good for

us to serve as for you to rule?'

Athenians. 'Because you would have the advantage of

submitting before suffering the worst, and we should gain by
not destroying you/
Heliam. *So that you would not consent to our being

neutralj friends Instead of enemies, but allies of neither side.'

Aihcnians. *Xo; for your hostility cannot so much hurt us
as your friendship will be an argument to our subjects of our

weakness, and your enmity of our power.
3

Mellans. 'Is that your subjects' Idea of equity, to put
those who have nothing to do with you In the same category
with peoples that are most of them your own colonists, and
some conquered rebels?'

Athenians. *As far as right goes they think one has as
much of it as the other, and that If any maintain their inde-

pendence it is because they are strong, and that if we do not
molest them It Is because we are afraid

;
so that besides ex-

tending our empire we should gain in security by your sub-

jection; the fact that you are Islanders and weaker than
others rendering It all the more important that you should not
succeed In baffling the masters of the sea.'

Meliam. But do you consider that there is no security
in the policy which we Indicate? For here again If you debar
us from talking about justice and invite us to obey your
interest, we also must explain ours, and try to persuade you ?

If the two happen to coincide. How can you avoid making
enemies of all existing neutrals who shall look at our case
and conclude from it that one day or another you will attack
them? And what is this but to make greater the enemies that
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you have already, and to force others to become so who would
jtherwise have never thought of it?

;

Athenians.
w

Why, the fact is that continentals generally

give us but little alarm; the liberty which they enjoy will

long prevent their taking precautions against us; it is rather

islanders like yourselves, outside our empire, and subjects

smarting under the yoke, who would be the most likely to

take a rash step and lead themselves and us into obvious

danger.'
Melians. 'Well then, if you risk so much to retain your

empire, and your subjects to get rid of it, it were surely

great baseness and cowardice in us who are still free not to

try everything that can be tried, before submitting to your

yoke.
7

Athenians. ^Not if you are well advised, the contest "oot

being an equal one, with honour as the prize and shame a^

the penalty, but a question of self-preservation and of not

resisting those who are far stronger than you are.
7

Melians. But we know that the fortune of war is some-
times more impartial than the disproportion of numbers

might lead one to suppose; to submit is to give ourselves over

to despair, while action still preserves for us a hope that we

may stand erect.'

Athenians. *Hope, danger's comforter, may be indulged
in by those who have abundant resources, if not without loss

at all events without ruin; but its nature is to be extravagant,
and those who go so far as to put their all upon the venture

see it in its true colours only when they are ruined; but so

long as the discovery would enable them to guard against it,

it is never found wanting. Let not this be the case with you,
who are weak and hang on a single turn of the scale; nor be

like the vulgar, who, abandoning such security as human
means may still afford, when visible hopes fail them in ex-

tremity, turn to invisible, to prophecies and oracles, and other

such inventions that delude men with hopes to their de-

struction/

Melians. 'You may be sure that we are as wel aware

as you of the difficulty of contending against your power and

fortune, unless the terms be equal. But we trust that the

gods may grant us fortune as good as yours, since we are
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just men fighting against unjust, and that what we want in

power will be made up by the alliance of the Lacedaemonians,
who are bound, if only for very shame, to come to the aid of

their kindred. Our confidence, therefore, after all is not so

utterly irrational.'

Athenians. 'When you speak of the favour of the gods,
we may as fairly hope for that as yourselves; neither our

pretensions nor our conduct being in any way contrary to

what men believe of the gods, or practise among themselves.

Of the gods we believe, and of men we know, that by a neces-

sary law of their nature they rule wherever they can. And
it is cot as if we were the first to make this law, or to act

upon it when made: we found it existing before us, and shall

leave it to exist for ever after us; all we do is to make use

of it, knowing that you and everybody else, having the same

power as we have, would do the same as we do. Thus, as far

as the gods are concerned, we have no fear and no reason to

fear that we shall be at a disadvantage. But when we come
to }

rour notion about the Lacedaemonians, which leads you
to believe that shame will make them help you, here we bless

your simplicity but do not envy yiur folly. The Lacedse-

monians, when their own interests or their country's laws are

in question, are the worthiest men alive; of their conduct

towards others much might be said, but no clearer idea of

it could be given than by shortly saying that of all the men
we know they are most conspicuous in considering what is

agreeable honourable, and what is expedient just. Such a way
of thinking does not promise much for the safety which you
now unreasonably count upon.'

Mcllans. 'But it is for this very reason that we now
trust to their respect for expediency to prevent them from

betraying the Melians, their colonists, and thereby losing the

confidence of their friends in Hellas and helping their enemies.
7

Athenians. 'Then you do not adopt the view that ex-

pediency goes with security, while justice and honour cannot

be followed without danger; and danger the Lacedaemonians

generally court as little as possible.'

Melians. 'But we believe that they would be more likely
to face even danger for our sake, and with more confidence
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than for others, as our nearness to Peloponnese makes *t easier

for them to act, and our common blood Insures our fidelity.'

Athenians. "Yes, but what an Intending ally trusts to, Is

not the goodwill of those who ask his aid, out a decided su-

periority of power for action; and the Lacedaemonians look

to this even more than others. At least, such is their distrust

of their home resources that it is only with numerous allies

that they attack a neighbour ;
now Is it likely that while we

are masters of the sea they will cross over to an Island ?'

Melians. 'But they would have others to send. The
Cretan sea is a wide one, and It Is more difficult for those who
command It to Intercept others, than for those who wish to

elude them to do so safely. And should the Lacedaemonians

miscarry In this, they would fall upon your land, and upon
those left of your allies whom Brasidas did not reach; and
Instead of places which are not yours, you will have to fight

for your own country and your own confederacy.*
Athenians.

f

Sorne diversion of the kind you speak of

you may one day experience, only to learn, as others have

done, that the Athenians never once yet withdrew from a

siege for fear of any. But we are struck by the fact, that after

saying you would consult for the safety of your country, in

all this discussion you have mentioned nothing which men

might trust In and think to be saved by. Your strongest argu-
ments depend upon hope and the future

?
and your actual re-

sources are too scanty, as compared with those arrayed against

you, for you to come out victorious. You will therefore show

great blindness of judgment, unless, after allowing us to re-

tire, you can rind some counsel more prudent than this. YOF
will surely not be caught by that idea of disgrace, which in

dangers that are disgraceful, and at the same time too plain

to be mistaken, proves so fatal to mankind
;
since In too many

cases the very men that have their eyes perfectly open to

what they are rushing into, let the thing called disgrace^ by
the mere influence of a seductive name, lead them on to a

point at which they become so enslaved by the phrase as in

fact to fall wilfully Into hopeless disaster, and Incur disgrace

more disgraceful as the companion of error ?
than when it

comes as the result of misfortune. This, if you are well ad-

vised, you will guard against; and you will not think it dis-
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honourable to submit to the greatest city in Hellas, when it

makes you the moderate offer of becoming its tributary ally,

without ceasing to enjoy the country that belongs to you; nor
when you have the choice given you between war and security,
will you be so blinded as to choose the worse. And it is cer-

tain that those who do not yield to their equals, who keep
terms with their superiors, and are moderate towards their in-

feriors, on the whole succeed best. Think over the matter,

therefore, after our withdrawal, and reflect once and again
that it is for your country that you are consulting, that you
have not more than one, and that upon this one deliberation

depends its prosperity or ruin/

The Athenians now withdrew from the conference; and
the Melians, left to themselves, came to a decision correspond-

ing with what they had maintained in the discussion, and

answered, 0ur resolution, Athenians, is the same as it was at

first. We will not in a moment deprive of freedom a city that

has been inhabited these seven hundred years; but we put
our trust in the fortune by which the gods have preserved It

until now, and in the help of men, that Is, of the Lacedae-

monians; and so we will try and save ourselves. Meanwhile we
invite you to allow us to be friends to you and foes to neither

party, and to retire from our country after making such a

treaty as shall seem fit to us both.
3

Such was the answer of the Melians. The Athenians now
departing from the conference said, 'Well, you alone, as it

seems to us, judging from these resolutions, regard what is

future as more certain than what is before your eyes, and
what is out of sight, in your eagerness, as already coming to

pass ;
and as you have staked most on, and trusted most In,

the Lacedaemonians, your fortune, and your hopes, so will you
be most completely deceived.

5

The Athenian envoys now returned to the army; and the
Melians showing no signs of yielding, the generals at once
betook themselves to hostilities, and drew a line of circum-
vallation round the Melians, dividing the work among the dif-

ferent states. Subsequently the Athenians returned with most
of their army, leaving behind them a certain number of their
own citizens and of the allies to keep guard by land and sea.
The force thus left stayed on and besieged the place.
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About the same time the Arrives Invaded the territory of

Pfallus and lost eighty men cut off In an ambush by the Phli-

asians and Argive exiles. Meanwhile the Athenians at Pylos
took so much plunder from the Lacedaemonians that the

latter, although they still refrained from breaking off the

treaty and going to war with Athens, yet proclaimed that any
of their people that chose might plunder the Athenians. The
Corinthians also commenced hostilities with the Athenians

for private quarrels of their cram: but the rest of the Pelo-

ponnesians stayed quiet. Meanwhile the ilelians attacked by
night and took the part of the Athenian lines over against the

market, and killed some of the nien
?
and brought in corn and

all else that they could find useful to them, and so returned

and kept quiet, while the Athenians took measures to keep
better guard in future.

Summer was now over. The nest winter the Lacedaemonians

intended to invade the Argive territory, but arriving at the

frontier found the sacrifices for crossing unfavourable, and
went back again. This intention of theirs gave the Argives

suspicions of certain of their fellow-citizens, some of whom
they arrested; others, however, escaped them. About the same
time the Melians again took another part of the Athenian lines

which were but feebly garrisoned. Reinforcements afterwards

arriving from Athens in consequence, under the command of

PMlocrateSj son of Demeas, the siege was now pi essed vigor-

ously; and some treachery taking place inside, the Melians

surrendered at discretion to the Athenians, who put to death

all the grown men whom they took, and sold the women and
children for slaves, and subsequently sent out five hundred
colonists and inhabited the place themselves.
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Departure for Sicily.

THE same winter the Athenians resolved to sail again to

Sicily, with a greater armament than that under Laches and

Eurymedon, and, if possible, to conquer the island; most of

them being ignorant of its size and of the number of its in-

habitants, Hellenic and barbarian, and of the fact that they
were undertaking a war not much inferior to that against the

Peloponnesians. For the voyage round Sicily in a merchant-
man is not far short of eight days; and yet, large as the

island is, there are only two miles of sea to prevent its being
mainland,

It was settled originally as follows, and the peoples that

occupied it are these. The earliest inhabitants spoken of in

any part of the country are the Cyclopes and Laestrygones ;

but I cannot tell of what race they were, or whence they
came or whither they went, and must leave my readers to
what the poets have said of them and to what may be gen-
erally known concerning them. The Sicanians appear to have
been the next settlers, although they pretend to have been
the first of all and aborigines; but the facts show that they
were Iberians, driven by the Ligurians from the river Sicanus
in Iberia. It was from them that the island, before called

Trinacaria, took its name of Sicania, and to the present day
they inhabit the west of Sicily. On the fall of Ilium, some

338
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of the Trojans escaped from the Achseans, came in ships to

Sicily, and settled next to the Slcanians under the genera!
name of Elymi; their towns being called Eryx and Egesta.
With them settled some of the Phocians carried on their way
from Troy by a storm, first to Libya, and afterwards from
thence to Sicily. The Slcels crossed over to Sicily from their

first home Italy, flying from the Opicans, as tradiiion says and
as seems not unlikely, upon rafts, having watched till the wind
set down the strait to effect the passage; although perhaps
they may have sailed over in some other way. Even at the

present day there are stIE Sicels in Italy; and the country
got its name of Italy from Italus, a king of the Sicels, so
called. These went with a great host to Sicily, defeated the
Sicanians In battle and forced them tc remove to the south and
west of the island, which thus came to be called Sicily
instead of Slcanla, and after they crossed over continued to

enjoy the richest parts of the country for near three hundred
years before any Hellenes came to Sicily; Indeed they still

hold the centre and north of the Island. There were also
Phoenicians living all round Sicily, who had occupied promon-
tories upon the sea coasts and the Islets adjacent for the pur-
pose of trading with the Slcels. But when the Hellenes began
to arrive in considerable numbers by sea? the Phoenicians
abandoned most of their stations, and drawing together took

up their abode in Motye, Soloeis, and Panormus, near the

Elymi, partly because they confided in their alliance, and also
because these are the nearest points, for the voyage between
Carthage and Sicily.

These were the barbarians in Sicily, settled as I have said.

Of the Hellenes, the first to arrive were Chakidlans from Eu-
boea with Thucles, their founder. They founded Naxos and
built the altar to Apollo Archegetes, which now stands out'

side the town, and upon which the deputies for the games
sacrifice before sailing from Sicily. Syracuse was founded the

year afterwards by Archlas, one of the Heraclids from Corinth
5

who began by driving out the Slcels from the Island upon which
the inner city now stands, though It is no longer surrounded

by water: in process of time the outer town also was taken
within the walls and became populous. Meanwhile Thucles
and the Chalcldians set out from Kaxos in the fifth year after
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the foundation of Syracuse, and drove out the SIcels by
arms and founded Leontini and afterwards Catana; the Ca-

tanians themselves choosing Evarchus as their founder.

About the same time Lamis arrived in Sicily with a colony

from Megara, and after founding a place called Trotilus be-

yond the river Pantacyas, and afterwards leaving it and for

a short while joining the Chalcidians at Leontini, was driven

out by them and founded Thapsus. After his death his com-

panions were driven out of Thapsus, and founded a place

called the Hyblasan Megara; Hyblon, a Sicel king, having

given up the place and inviting them thither. Here they lived

two hundred and forty-five years; after which they were ex-

pelled from the city and the country by the Syracusan tyrant

Gelo. Before their expulsion, however, a hundred years after

they had settled there, they sent out Pamillus and founded

Selinus; he having come from their mother country Megara
1.0 join them in its foundation. Gela was founded by Anti-

phemus from Rhodes and Entimus from Crete, who joined

In leading a colony thither, in the forty-fifth year after the

foundation of Syracuse. The town took its name from the

river Gelas, the place where the citadel now stands, and

which was first fortified, being called Lindii. The institutions

which they adopted were Dorian. Near one hundred and eight

years after the foundation of Gela, the Geloans founded Acra-

gas (Agrigentum), so called from the river of that name, and

made Aristonous and Pystilus their founders; giving their

own institutions to the colony. Zancle was originally founded

by pirates from Cuma, the Chalcidian town in the country
of the Opicans: afterwards, however, large numbers came

from Chalcis and the rest of Euboea, and helped to people
the place; the founders being Perieres and Cratsemenes from

Cuma and Chalcis respectively. It first had the name of Zancle

given it by the Sicels, because the place is shaped like a sickle,

which the Sicels call Zandon; but upon the original settlers

being afterwards expelled by some Samians and other lonians

who landed in Sicily flying from the Medes, and the Samians

in their turn not long afterwards by Ananias, tyrant of Rhe-

gium, the town was by him colonised with a mixed population,
and its name changed to Messina, after his old country.
Himera was founded from Zancle by Euclides, Simus, and
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Sacon, most of those who went to the colony being Chal*

cldians
; though they were Joined by some exiles from Syracuse*

defeated in a civil war, called the Myletidae. The language
was a mixture of Chalcidian and Doric, but the institutions

which prevailed were the Chalcidian. Acrse and Casmens were
founded by the Syracusans; Acrae seventy years after Syra-

cuse, Gasmen^ nearly twenty after Acrae. Camarina was first

founded by the Syracusans, close upon a hundred and thirty-
rive years after the building of Syracuse; its founders being
Daxon and Menecolus. But the Camarin^ans being expelled

by arms by the Syracusans for having revolted, Hippocrates,

tyrant of Gela, some time later receiving their land in ransom
for some Syracusan prisoners, resettled Camarlna, himself

acting as its founder. Lastly, it was again depopulated by
GelOj and settled once more for the third time by the Geloans.

Such is the list of the peoples, Hellenic and barbarian, in-

habiting Sicily, and such the magnitude of the island which
the Athenians were now bent upon invading; being ambi-
tious in real truth of conquering the whole, although they had
also the specious design of succouring their kindred and other

allies in the island. But they were especially incited by envoys
from Egesta, who had come to Athens and invoked their aid

more urgently than ever. The Egesteans had gone to war with

their neighbours the Selinuntines upon questions of marriage
and disputed territory, and the Selinuntines had procured the

alliance of the Syracusans, and pressed Egesta hard by land

and sea. The Egestaeans now reminded the Athenians of the

alliance made in the time of Laches, during the former Leon-
tine war, and begged them to send a fleet to their aid, and

among a number of other considerations urged as a capital

argument, that if the Syracusans were allowed to go unpun-
ished for their depopulation of Leontini, to ruin the allies still

left to Athens in Sicily, and to get the whole power of the

island into their hands, there would be a danger of their one

day coming with a large force, as Dorians, to the aid of their

Dorian brethren, and as colonists, to the aid of the Pelopon-
nesians who had sent them out, and joining these in pulling
down the Athenian empire. The Athenians would, therefore?

do well to unite with the allies stll left to them, and to make
a stand against the Syracusans; especially as they, the Eges-
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tseans, were prepared to furnish, money sufficient for the war.

The Athenians, hearing these arguments constantly repeated
in their assemblies by the Egestssans and their supporters,
voted first to send envoys to Egesta, to see if there was really
the money that they talked of in the treasury and temples,
and at the same time to ascertain in what posture was the war
with the Selinuntines.

The envoys of the Athenians were accordingly despatched
to Sicily. The same winter the Lacedaemonians and their allies,

the Corinthians excepted, marched into the Argive territory,
and ravaged a small part of the land, and took some yokes
of oxen and carried off some corn. They also settled the Argive
exiles at Omese? and left them a few soldiers taken from the

rest of the army ;
and after making a truce for a certain while

5

according to which neither Orneatse nor Argives were to injure
each other's territory, returned home with the army. Not

long afterwards the Athenians came with thirty ships and
six hundred heavy infantry, and the Argives joining them
with all their forces, marched out and besieged the men in

Omese for one day; but the garrison escaped by night, the

besiegers having bivouacked some way off. The next day the

Argives, discovering it, razed Ornese to the ground, and went
back again; after which the Athenians went home in their

ships. Meanwhile the Athenians took by sea to Methone on
the Macedonian border some cavalry of their own and the

Macedonian exiles that were at Athens, and plundered the

country of Perdiccas. Upon this the Lacedaemonians sent to

the Thracian Cfaalcidians, who had a truce with Athens from
one ten days to another, urging them to join Perdiccas in the

war, which they refused to do. And the winter ended, and
with it ended the sixteenth year of this war of which Thucyd-
ides is the historian.

Early in the spring of the following summer the Athenian

envoys arrived from Sicily, and the Egestseans with them,
bringing sixty talents of uncoined silver, as a month's pay for

sixty ships, which they were to ask to have sent them. The
Athenians held an assembly, and after hearing from the Eges-
tsans and their own envoys a report, as attractive as it was
untrue, upon the state of affairs generally, and in particular as
to the money, of which, it was said, there was abundance in
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the temples and the treasury, voted to send sixty ships to

Sicily, under the command of Alcibiades, son of Clinias,

Xicias, son of Xiceratus, and Lamachus, son of Xenophanes,
who were appointed with full powers; they were to help the

Egestseans against the Selinuntines, to restore Leontini upon
gaining any advantage in the war, and to order all other mat-

ters in Sicily as they should deem best for the interests of

Athens. Five days after this a second assembly was held, to

consider the speediest means of equipping the ships, and to

vote whatever else might be required by the generals for the

expedition; and Xicias, who had been chosen to the command

against his will, and who thought that the state was not well

advised, but upon a slight and specious pretext was aspiring

to the conquest of the whole of Sicily, a great matter to

achieve, came forward in the hope of diverting the Athenians

from the enterprise, and gave them the following counsel:

'Although this assembly was convened to consider the

preparations to be made for sailing to Sicily, I think, not-

withstanding, that we have still this question to examine,
whether it be better to send out the ships at all, and that we

ought not to give so little consideration to a matter of such

moment, or let ourselves be persuaded by foreigners into

undertaking a war with which we have nothing to do. And
yet, individually, I gain in honour by such a course, and fear

as little as other men for my person not that I think a man
need be any the worse citizen for taking some thought for

his person and estate; on the contrary, such a man would for

his own sake desire the prosperity of his country more than

others nevertheless, as I have never spoken against my con-

victions to gain honour, I shall not begin to do so now, but

shall say what I think best. Against your character any words

of mine would be weak enough; if I were to advise your keep-

ing what you have got and not risking what is actually yours
for advantages which are dubious in themselves, and which

you may or may not attain. I will, therefore, content myself
with showing that your ardour is out of season, and your ambi-

tion not easy of accomplishment.
I affirm, then, that you leave many enemies behind you

here to go yonder and bring more back with you. You imagine,

perhaps, that the treaty which you have made can be trusted;
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a treaty that will continue to exist nominally, as long as you
keep quiet for nominal it has become, owing to the practices

of certain men here and at Sparta but which in the event

of a serious reverse in any quarter would not delay our

enemies a moment in attacking us
; first, because the conven-

tion was forced upon them by disaster and was less honourable

to them than to us
;
and secondly, because in this very con-

vention there are many points that are still disputed. Again,
some of the most powerful states have never yet accepted
the arrangement at all. Some of these are at open war with

us; others (as the Lacedaemonians do not yet move) are

restrained by truces renewed every ten days, and it is only
too probable that if they found our power divided, as we are

hurrying to divide It, they would attack us vigorously with

the Siceliots, whose alliance they would have in the past
valued as they would that of few others. A man ought, there-

fore, to consider these points, and not to think of running
risks with a country placed so critically, or of grasping at

another empire before we have secured the one we have

already; for in fact the Thracian Chalcidians have been all

these years in revolt from us without being yet subdued, and
others on the continents yield us but a doubtful obedience.

Meanwhile the Egestseans, our allies, have been wronged, and
we run to help them, while the rebels who have so long

wronged us still wait for punishment.
'And yet the latter, if brought under, might be kept under

;

while the Sicilians, even if conquered, are too far off and too

iiumerous to be ruled without difficulty. Now it is folly to go
against men who could not be kept under even if conquered,
while failure would leave us in a very different position from
that which we occupied before the enterprise. The Siceliots,

again, to take them as they are at present, in the event of a

Syracusan conquest (the favourite bugbear of the Egestaeans) ,

would to my thinking be even less dangerous to us than
before. At present they might possibly come here as separate
states for love of Lacedasmon; in the other case one empire
would scarcely attack another; for after joining the Pelopon-
nesians to overthrow ours, they could only expect to see the
same hands overthrow their own in the same way. The Hel-
lenes in Sicily would fear us most if we never went there
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at all, and next to this, If after displaying our jjov:<sr we went

away again as soon as possible. We all know that that which
Is farthest off and the reputation of which can least be tested

,

is the object of admiration
;
at the least reverse they would

at once begin to look down upon us, and would join our
enemies here against us. You have yourselves experienced this

with regard to the Lacedaemonian and their allies^ whom
your unexpected success, as compared with what yon feared

at first, has made you suddenly despise, tempting you further

to aspire to the conquest of Sicily. Instead, however, of being

puffed up by the misfortunes of your adversaries, you ought
to tMnk of breaking their spirit before giving yourselves up
to confidence, and to understand that the one thought awak-
ened in the Lacedaemonians by their disgrace is how they
may even now, if possible, overthrow us and repair their

dishonour ; inasmuch as military reputation is their oldest and
chiefest study. Our straggle^ therefore, if we are wise, will not

be for the barbarian Egestaeans in Sicily, but how to defend

ourselves most effectually against the oligarchical machina-
tions of Lacedsemon.

4We should also remember that we are but now enjoying
some respite from a great pestilence and from war, to the no
small benefit of our estates and persons, and that it is right
to employ these at home on our own behalf, instead of using
them on behalf of these exiles whose interest it is to lie as

fairly as they can, who do notMng but talk themselves and
leave the danger to others, and who if they succeed will show
no proper gratitude, and if they fail will drag down their

friends with them. And if there be any man here, overjoyed
at being chosen to command, who urges you to make the

expedition^ merely for ends of his own especially if he be

still too young to command who seeks to be admired for

Ms stud of horses, but on account of its heavy expenses hopes
for some profit from Ms appointment, do not allow such an
one to maintain his private splendour at his country's risk,

but remember that such persons injure the public fortune

while they squander their own, and that this is a matter oi

importance, and not for a young man to decide or hastily to

take in hand.

'When I see such persons now sitting here at the side of
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that same individual and summoned by him, alarm seizes me;
and I, in my turn, summon any of the older men that may
have such a person sitting next him, not to let himself be
shamed down, for fear of being thought a coward if he do
not vote for war, but, remembering how rarely success is got

by wishing and how often by forecast, to leave to them the
mad dream of conquest, and as a true lover of his country,
now threatened by the greatest danger in its history, to hold

up his hand on the other side; to vote that the Siceliots be
left in the limits now existing between us, limits of which no
one can complain (the Ionian sea for the coasting voyage,
and the Sicilian across the open main), to enjoy their owr

possessions and to settle their own quarrels; that the Eges
tseans, for their part, be told to end by themselves with the

Selinuntines the war which they began without consulting the

Athenians
;
and that for the future we do not enter into alli-

ance, as we have been used to do. with people whom we must

help in their need, and who can never help us in ours.

'And you, Prytanis, if you think it your duty to care for the

commonwealth, and if you wish to show yourself a good citi-

zen, put the question to the vote, and take a second time the

opinions of the Athenians. If you are afraid to move the

question again, consider that a violation of the law cannot

carry any prejudice with so many abettors, that you will be
the physician of your misguided city, and that the virtue of

men in office is briefly this, to do their country as much good
is they can, or in any case no harm that they can avoid.'

Such were the words of Xicias. Most of the Athenians that

came forward spoke in favour of the expedition, and of not

annulling what had been voted, although some spoke on the

other side. By far the warmest advocate of the expedition was,
however, Alcibiades, son of Clinias, who wished to thwart
Nicias both as his political opponent and also because of the
attack he had made upon him in his speech, and who was.

besides, exceedingly ambitious of a command by which he

hoped to reduce Sicily and Carthage, and personally to gain
in wealth and reputation by means of his successes. For the

position he held among the citizens led him to indulge his
fastes beyond what his real means would bear, both in keeping
horses and in the rest of his expenditure; and this later on had
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not a little to do with the ruin of the Athenian state. Alarmed
at the greatness of Ms license in his own life and habits, and
of the ambition which he showed in all things soever that he

undertook, the mass of the people set Mm down as a pretender
to the tyranny, and became Ms enemies; and although pub-
licly his conduct of the war was as good as could be desired.

individually, his habits gave offence to every one, and caused

them to commit affairs to other hands, and thus before long
to ruin the city. Meanwhile he now came forward and gave
the following advice to the Athenians:

'Athenians, I have a better right to command than others >

I must begin with this as Xicias has attacked me and at the

same time I believe myself to be worthy of it. The things for

which I am abused, bring fame to my ancestors and to myself,
and to the country profit besides. The Hellenes, after expect-

ing to see our city ruined by the war, concluded it to be even

greater than it really is, by reason of the magnificence with

which I represented it at the Olympic games, when I sent into

the lists seven chariots, a number never before entered by any
private person ?

and won the first prize, and was second and

fourth, and took care to have everything else in a style worthy
of my victory. Custom regards such displays as honourable^
and they cannot be made without leaving behind them an

impression of power. Again, any splendour that I may have

exhibited at home in providing choruses or otherwise, is nat-

urally envied by my fellow-citizens, but in the eyes of for-

eigners has an air of strength as in the other instance. And
this is no useless folly, when a man at his own private cost

benefits not himself only, but his city: nor is it unfair that he

who prides himself on his position should refuse to be upon an

equality with the rest. He who is badly off has his misfortunes

all to himself, and as we do not see men courted in adversity,

on the like principle a man ought to accept the insolence of

prosperity; or else, let him first mete out equal measure to all,

and then"demand to have it meted out to him. What I know is

that persons of this kind and all others that have attained to

any distinction, although they may be unpopular in their life-

time in their relations with their fellow-men and especially

with their equals, leave to posterity the desire of claiming con-

nexion with them even without any ground^ and are vaunted by
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the country to which they belonged, not as strangers or ill-

doers, but as fellow-countrymen and heroes. Such are my aspi-

rations, and however I am abused for them in private, the

question is whether any one manages public affairs better than

I do. Having united the most powerful states of Peloponnese,
without great danger or expense to you, I compelled the Lace-

daemonians to stake their all upon the issue of a single day at

Mantinea; and although victorious in the battle, they have

never since fully recovered confidence.

Thus did my youth and so-called monstrous folly find

fitting arguments to deal with the power of the Pelopon-

nesians, and by its ardour win their confidence and prevail.

And do not be afraid of my youth now, but while I am still

in its flower, and Xicias appears fortunate, avail yourselves

to the utmost of the services of us both. Neither rescind your
resolution to sail to Sicily, on the ground that you would be

going to attack a great power. The cities in Sicily are peopled

by motley rabbles, and easily change their institutions and

adopt new ones in their stead
;
and consequently the inhabi-

tants, being without any feeling of patriotism, are not provided
with arms for their persons, and have not regularly established

themselves on the land; every man thinks that either by fair

words or by party strife he can obtain something at the

public expense, and then in the event of a catastrophe settle

in some other country, and makes his preparations accord-

ingly. From a mob like this you need not look for either

unanimity in counsel or concert in action
;
but they will prob-

ably one by one come in as they get a fair offer, especially
if they are torn by civil strife as wTe are told. Moreover, the

Siceliots have not so many heavy infantry as they boast
; just

as the Hellenes generally did not prove so numerous as each

state reckoned itself, but Hellas greatly over-estimated their

numbers, and has hardly had an adequate force of heavy
infantry throughout this war. The states in Sicily, therefore,
from all that I can hear, will be found as I say, and I have
not pointed out all our advantages, for we shall have the help
of many barbarians, who from their hatred of the Syracusans
will join us in attacking them

;
nor will the powers at home

prove any hindrance, if you judge rightly. Our fathers with
these very adversaries, which it is said we shall now leave
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behind us when we sail, and the Mede as their enemy as well,
were able to win the empire, depending solely on their superi-

ority at sea. The Peloponnesians had never so little hope
against us at present; and let them be ever so sanguine, al-

though strong enough to invade our country even if we stay
at home, they can never hurt us with their navy, as we leave

one of our own behind us that is a match for them.
'In this state of things what reason can we give to ourselves

for holding back, or what excuse can we offer to our allies in

Sicily for not helping them? They are our confederates, and
we are bound to assist them, without objecting that they have
not assisted us. We did not take them into alliance to have
them to help us in Hellas, but that they might so annoy our
enemies in Sicily as to prevent them from coming over here
and attacking us. It is thus that empire has been won, both

by us and by all others that have held it, by a constant readi-

ness to support all, whether barbarians or Hellenes, that invite

assistance
;
since if all were to keep quiet or to pick and choose

whom they ought to assist, we should make but few new con-

quests, and should imperil those we have already won. Men
do not rest content with parrying the attacks of a superior,
but often strike the first blow to prevent the attack being
made. And we cannot fix the exact point at which our empire
shall stop ;

we have reached a position in which we must not
be content with retaining but must scheme to extend it, for,
if we cease to rule others, we are in danger of being ruled
ourselves. Nor can you look at inaction from the same point
of view as others, unless you are prepared to change your
habits and make them like theirs.

Be convinced then that we shall augment our power at
home by this adventure abroad, and let us make the expedi-
tion, and so humble the pride of the Peloponnesians by sailing
off to Sicily, and letting them see how little we care for the

peace that we are now enjoying ; and at the same time we shall

either become masters, as we very easily may, of the whole
of Hellas through the accession of the Sicilian Hellenes, or
in any case rain the Syracusans, to the no small advantage
of ourselves and our allies. The faculty of staying if success-

ful, or of returning, will be secured to us by our navy, as we
shall be superior at sea to al the SiceMots put together. And
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do not let the do-nothing policy which Nicias advocates, or his

setting of the young against the old, turn you from your
purpose, but in the good old fashion by which our fathers

s

old and young together , by their united counsels brought our
affairs to their present height, do you endeavour still to ad-

vance them; understanding that neither youth nor old age can
do anything the one without the other, but that levity, sobri-

ety, and deliberate judgment are strongest when united, and

that, by sinking into inaction, the city, like everything else,

will wear itself out, and its skill in everything decay; while

each fresh struggle will give it fresh experience, and make it

more used to defend Itself not in word but in deed. In short,

my conviction is that a city not inactive by nature could not

choose a quicker way to ruin itself than by suddenly adopting
such a policy, and that the safest rule of life is to take one's

character and institutions for better and for worse, and to live

up to them as closely as one can.
5

Such were the words of Alcibiades. After hearing him and
the Egestseans and some Leontine exiles, who came forward

reminding them of their oaths and imploring their assistance,

the Athenians became more eager for the expedition than
before. Nicias, perceiving that it would be now useless to try
to deter them by the old line of argument, but thinking that
he might perhaps alter their resolution by the extravagance
of his estimates, came forward a second time and spoke as
follows:

I see, Athenians, that you are thoroughly bent upon the

expedition, and therefore hope that all will turn out as we
wish, and proceed to give you my opinion at the present
juncture. From all that I hear we are going against cities

that are great and not subject to one another, or in need of

change., so as to be glad to pass from enforced servitude to
an easier condition, or in the least likely to accept our rule
in exchange for freedom; and, to take only the Hellenic towns,
they are very numerous for one island. Besides Naxos and
Catana, which I expect to join us from their connexion with

Leontini, there are seven others armed at all points just like
our own power, particularly Selinus and Syracuse, the chief

objects of our expedition. These are full of heavy infantry^
archers, and darters, have galleys in abundance and crowds
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to man them; they have also money, partly in the hands of

private persons, partly in the temples at Seilnus, and at

Syracuse first-fruits from some of the barbarians as well. But
their chief advantage over us lies In the number of their

horses, and in the fact that they grow their corn at home
instead of Importing It.

'Against a power of this kind it will not do to have merely
a weak naval armament, but we shall want also a large land

army to sail with us, If we are to do anything worthy of our

ambition, and are not to be shut out from the country by a
numerous cavalry; especially if the cities should take alarm
and combine, and we should be left without friends (except
the Egestasans ) to furnish us with horse to defend ourselves
with. It would be disgraceful to have to retire under com-

pulsion, or to send back for reinforcements, owing to want
of reflexion at first: we must therefore start from home with
a competent force, seeing that we are going to sail far from
our country, and upon an expedition not like any which you
may have undertaken in the quality of allies, among your
subject states here in Hellas, where any additional supplies
needed were easily drawn from the friendly territory; but we
are cutting ourselves off, and going to a land entirely strange,
from which during four months In winter it Is not even easy
for a messenger to get to Athens.

C

I think, therefore, that we ought to take great numbers
of heavy infantry, both from Athens and from our allies, and
not merely from our subjects, but also any we may be able
to get for love or for money in Peloponnese, and great numbers
also of archers and slingers, to make head against the Sicilian

horse. Meanwhile we must have an overwhelming superiority
at sea, to enable us the more easily to carry in what we want;
and we must take our own com In merchant vessels, that is to

say, wheat and parched barley, and bakers from the mills

compelled to serve for pay in the proper proportion; in order
that In case of our being weather-bound the armament may
not want provisions, as It is not every city that will be able
to entertain numbers like ours. We must also provide ourselves
with everything else as far as we can, so as not to be dependent
upon others; and above all we must take with us from home
as much money as possible, as the sums talked of as ready
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at Egesta are readier, you may be sure, in talk than in any
other way.

'Indeed, even if we leave Athens with a force not only
equal to that of the enemy except in the number of heavy
infantry in the field, but even at all points superior to him,
we shall still find it difficult to conquer Sicily or save our-

selves. We must not disguise from ourselves that we go to

found a city among strangers and enemies, and that he who
undertakes such an enterprise should be prepared to become
master of the country the first day he lands, or failing in this

to find everything hostile to him. Fearing this, and knowing
that we shall have need of much good counsel and more good
fortune a hard matter for mortal men to aspire to I wish
as far as may be to make myself independent of fortune before

sailing, and when I do sail, to be as safe as a strong force can
make me. This I believe to be surest for the country at large,
and safest for us who are to go on the expedition. If any one
thinks differently I resign to Mm my command. 5

With this Nicias concluded, thinking that he should either

disgust the Athenians by the magnitude of the undertaking,
or, if obliged to sail on the expedition, would thus do so in the

safest way possible. The Athenians, however, far from having
their taste for the voyage taken away by the burdensomeness
of the preparations, became more eager for it than ever; and

just the contrary took place of what Nicias had thought, as
it was held that he had given good advice, and that the expe-
dition would be the safest in the world. All alike fell in love
with the enterprise. The older men thought that they would
either subdue the places against which they were to sail, or
at all events, with so large a force, meet with no disaster ; those
in the prime of life felt a longing for foreign sights and spec-

tacles, and had no doubt that they should come safe home
again; while the idea of the common people and the soldiery-'
was to earn wages at the moment, and make conquests that
would supply a never-ending fund of pay for the future. With
this enthusiasm of the majority, the few that liked it not,
feared to appear unpatriotic by holding up their hands against
it, and so kept quiet.
At last one of the Athenians came forward and called upon

Nicias and told him that he ought not to make excuses 01
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put them off, but say at once before them ail what forces the

Athenians should vote Mm. Upon this he said, not without

reluctance, that lie would advise upon that matter more at

leisure with his colleagues ; as far however as fce could see at

present, they must sail with at least one hundred galleys the

Athenians providing as many transports as they might deter-

mine, and sending for others from the allies not less than

five thousand heavy Infantry in all, Athenian and allied, and

if possible more; and the rest of the armament in proportion;
archers from home and from Crete, and slingers, and whatever

else might seem desirable, being got ready by the generals

and taken with them.

Upon hearing this the Athenians at once voted that the

generals should have full powers in the matter of the numbers

of the army and of the expedition generally, to do as they

judged best for the interests of Athens. After this the prepa-
rations began; messages being sent to the allies and the rolls

drawn up at home. And as the city had just recovered from

the plague and the long war, and a number of young men had

grown up and capital had accumulated by reason of the trace
s

everything was the more easily provided.
In the midst of these preparations all the stone Hermae IB

the city of Athens, that is to say the customary square figures,

so common in the doorways of private houses and temples^
had in one night most of them their faces mutilated. No one

knew who had done it, but large public rewards were offered

to find the authors ; and it was further voted that any one who
knew of airy other act of Impiety having been committed

should come and give Information without fear of conse-

quences, whether he were cltlzen
? alien, or slave. The matter

was taken up the more seriously, as It was thought to be omi-

nous for the expedltlon?
and part of a conspiracy to bring

about a revolution and to upset the democracy.
Information was given accordingly by some resident aliens

and body servants., not about the Hermae but about some

previous mutilations of other images perpetrated by young
men in a drunken frolic, and of mock celebrations of the mys-
teries, averred to take place In private houses. AlcSbiades

being Implicated in this charge, it was taken hold of by those

who could least endure him, because lie stood in the way n
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their obtaining the undisturbed direction of the people, and
who thought that if he were once removed the first place
would be theirs. These accordingly magnified the manner and

loudly proclaimed that the affair of the mysteries and the

mutilation of the Herrase were part and parcel of a scheme to

overthrow the democracy, and that nothing of all this had
been done without Alcibiades; the proofs alleged being the

general and undemocratic license of his life and habits.

Alcibiades repelled on the spot the charges in question,
and also before going on the expedition, the preparations for

which were now complete, offered to stand his trial, that it

might be seen whether he was guilty of the acts imputed to

him; desiring to be punished if found guilty, but, if acquitted,
to take the command. Meanwhile he protested against their

receiving slanders against him in his absence, and begged
them rather to put him to death at once if he were guilty, and

pointed out the imprudence of sending him out at the head
of so large an army, with so serious a charge still undecided.

But Ms enemies feared that he would have the army for him
if he were tried immediately, and that the people might relent

in favour of the man whom they already caressed as the

cause of the Argives and some of the Mantineans joining in

the expedition, and did their utmost to get this proposition

rejected, putting forward other orators who said that he ought
at present to sail and not delay the departure of the army,
and be tried on his return within a fixed number of days ;

their plan being to have him sent for and brought home for

trial upon some graver charge, which they would the more

easily get up in his absence. Accordingly it was decreed that

he should sail.

After this the departure for Sicily took place, it being now
about midsummer. Most of the allies, with the corn transports
and the smaller craft and the rest of the expedition, had

already received orders to muster at Corcyra, to cross the

Ionian sea from thence in a body to the lapygian promontory.
But the Athenians themselves, and such of their allies as

happened to be with them, went down to Pirseus upon a day
appointed at daybreak, and began to man the ships for putting
out to sea. With them also went down the whole population,
one m^v say, of the city, both citizens and foreigners; the
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inhabitants of the country each escorting those that belonged
to them, their friends, their relatives, or their sons, with hope
and lamentation upon their way, as they thought of the con-

quests which they hoped to make, or of the friends whom they

might never see again, considering the long voyage which they
were going to make from their country. Indeed, at this mo-

ment, when they were now upon the point of parting from one

another, the danger came more home to them than when they
voted for the expedition; although the strength of the arma-

ment, and the profuse provision which they remarked in every

department, was a sight that could not but comfort them. As
for the foreigners and the rest of the crowd, they simply went
to see a sight worth looking at and passing all belief.

Indeed this armament that first sailed out was by far the

most costly and splendid Hellenic force that had ever been

sent out by a single city up to that time. In mere number of

ships and heavy infantry that against Epidaurus under Peri-

cles, and the same when going against Potidsa under Hagnon,
was not inferior

; containing as it did four thousand Athenian

heavy infantry, three hundred horse, and one hundred galleys

accompanied by fifty Lesbian and CMan vessels and many
allies besides. But these were sent upon a short voyage and

vith a scanty equipment. The present expedition was formed

in contemplation of a long term of service by land and sea

alike, and was furnished with ships and troops so as to be

ready for either as required. The fleet had been elaborately

equipped at great cost to the captains and the state; the

treasury giving a drachma a day to each seaman, and provid-

ing empty ships, sixty men of war and forty transports, and

manning these with the best crews obtainable: while the

captains gave a bounty in addition to the pay from the treas-

ury to the thramtcB and crews generally, besides spending

lavishly upon figure-heads and equipments, and one and all

making the utmost exertions to enable their own ships to excel

in beauty and fast sailing. Meanwhile the land forces had
been picked from the best muster-rolls, and vied with each

other in paying great attention to their arms and personal
accoutrements. From this resulted not only a rivalry among
themselves in their different departments, but an idea among
the rest of the Hellenes that it was more a display of power
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and resources than an armament against an enemy. For if

any one had counted up the public expenditure of the state,

and the private outlay of Individuals that is to say, the sums
which the state had already spent upon the expedition and
was sending out in the hands of the generals, and those which
individuals had expended upon their personal outfit, or as

captains of galleys had laid out and were still to lay out upon
their vessels; and If he had added to this the journey money
which each was likely to have provided himself with, inde-

pendently of the pay from the treasury, for a voyage of such

length, and what the soldiers or traders took with them for

the purpose of exchange it would have been found that many
talents in all were being taken out of the city. Indeed the

expedition became not less famous for Its wonderful boldness

and for the splendour of Its appearance, than for Its over-

whelming strength as compared with the peoples against whom
it was directed, and for the fact that this was the longest

passage from home hitherto attempted, and the most ambi-

tious in its objects considering the resources of those who
undertook it.

The ships being now manned, and everything put on board

tfith which they meant to sail, the trumpet commanded

silence, and the prayers customary before putting out to sea

were offered, not in each ship by Itself, but by all together
to the voice of a herald

;
and bowls of wine were mixed through

all the armament, and libations made by the soldiers and their

officers in gold and silver goblets. In their prayers joined also

the crowds on shore, the citizens and all others that wished

them well. The hymn sung and the libations finished, they put
out to sea, and first sailing out in column then raced each

other as far as JEgina, and so hastened to reach Corcyraj
where the rest of the allied forces were also assembling.
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CHAPTER XIX

SEVENTEENTH YEAR CF THE WAR PARTIES AT SYRACUSE

STORY OF HARMODIUS AND ARISTOGITON DISGRACE OF

ALCIBIADES

B.C. 415: Hermocraies warns Syracusans Athenagros replies Progress

of Athenian f*ect Syracusans prepare The Egestaan stratagem
Jkree generals disagree Athenian foray jrom Catana Recall

of Aldbiades Harmodiiis and Aririo^iton Public hostility against

Aldbiades He escapes and is sentenced to death by default.

MEANWHILE at Syracuse news came in from many quarters

of the expedition, but for a long while met with no credence

whatever. Indeed, an assembly was held in which speeches,

as will be seen, were delivered by different orators, believing

or contradicting the report of the Athenian expedition ; among
whom Hermocrates, son of Heraion, came forward, being

persuaded that he knew the truth of the matter, and gave the

following counsel:

'Although I shall perhaps be no better believed than others

have been when I speak upon the reality of the expedition,

and although I know that those who either make or repeat

statements thought not worthy of belief not only gain no

converts, but are thought fools for their pains, I shall certainly

not be frightened into holding my tongue when the state is

in danger, and when I am persuaded that I can speak with

more authority on the matter than other persons. Much as

you wonder at it, the Athenians nevertheless have set out

against us with a large force, naval and military, professedly

to help the Bgestaeans and to restore Leontini but really to

conquer Sicily, and above all our city, which once gained,

the rest, they think, wffl easily follow. Make up your ininds,

therefore, to see them speedily here, and see how you can best

repel them with the means under your hands, and do not be

taken off your guard through despising the news, or neglect

the common weal through disbelieving it. Meanwhile those

who believe me need not be dismayed at the force or daring

of the enemy. They will not be able to do us more hurt than

we shall do them; nor is the greatness of their armament

altogether without advantage to us. Indeed, the greater it^is

the better, with regard to the rest of the Siceliots, whom dis-
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may will make more ready to join us; and If we defeat or
drive them away, disappointed of the objects of their ambi-
tion (for I do not fear for a moment that they will get what

they want), it will be a most glorious exploit for us, and in

my judgment by no means an unlikely one. Few indeed have
been the large armaments, either Hellenic or barbarian, that

have gone far from home and been successful. They cannot be
more numerous than the people of the country and their

neighbours, all of whom fear leagues together; and if they
miscarry for want of supplies in a foreign land, to those

against whom their plans were laid none the less they leave

renown, although they may themselves have been the main
cause of their own discomfort. Thus these very Athenians rose

by the defeat of the Mede, in a great measure due to acci-

dental causes, from the mere fact that Athens had been the

object of his attack
;
and this may very well be the case with

us also.

'Let us, therefore, confidently begin preparations here; let

us send and confirm some of the Sicels, and obtain the friend-

ship and alliance of others, and despatch envoys to the rest

of Sicily to show that the danger is common to all, and to

Italy to get them to become our allies, or at all events to

refuse to receive the Athenians. I also think that it would
be best to send to Carthage as well; they are by no means
there without apprehension, but it is their constant fear that
the Athenians may one day attack their city, and they may
perhaps think that they might themselves suffer by letting

Sicily be sacrificed, and be willing to help us secretly if not

openly, in one way if not in another. They are the best able
to do so, if they will, of any of the present day, as they possess
most gold and silver, by which war, like everything else,
flourishes. Let us also send to Lacedaemon and Corinth, and
ask them to come here and help us as soon as possible, and
to keep alive the war in Hellas. But the true thing of all others,
in my opinion, to do at the present moment, is what you,
with your constitutional love of quiet, will be slow to see, and
what I must nevertheless mention. If we Siceliots, all together,
or at least as many as possible besides ourselves, would only
launch the whole of our actual navy with two months 5

pro-
visions, n**l meet the Athenians at Tarentum and the lapygian
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promontory, and show them that before fighting for Sicily

they must first fight for their passage across the Ionian sea
?

we should strike dismay into their army, and set them on

thinking that we have a base for our defensive for Tarentum
is ready to receive us while they have a wide sea to cross

with all their armament, which could with difficulty keep its

order through so long a voyage, and would be easy for us to

attack as it came on slowly and in small detachments. On the

other hand, if they were to lighten their vessels, and draw

together their fast sailers and with these attack us, we coulc}

either fall upon them when they were wearied with rowing,
or if we did not choose to do so, we could retire to Tarentum

;

while they, having crossed with few provisions just to give

battle, would be hard put to it in desolate places, and would

either have to remain and be blockaded, or to try to sail along
the coast, abandoning the rest of their armament, and being
further discouraged by not knowing for certain whether the

cities would receive them. In my opinion this consideration

alone would be sufficient to deter them from putting out from

Corcyra; and what with deliberating and reconnoitring our

numbers and whereabouts, they would let the season go on

until winter was upon them, or, confounded by so unexpected
a circumstance, would break up the expedition, especially as

their most experienced general has, as I hear, taken the

command against his will, and would grasp at the first excuse

offered by any serious demonstration of ours. We should also

be reported, I am certain, as more numerous than we really

are, and men's minds are affected by what they hear, and

besides the first to attack, or to show that they mean to defend

themselves against an attack, inspire greater fear because men
see that they are ready for the emergency. This would just be

the case with the Athenians at present. They are now attack-

ing us in the belief that we shall not resist, having a right to

judge us severely because we did not help the Lacedsemonians

in crushing them; but if they were to see us showing a courage

for which they are not prepared, they would be more dis-

mayed by the surprise than they could ever be by our actual

power. I could wish to persuade you to show this courage;

but if this cannot be, at all events lose not a moment in pre

paring generally for the war; and remembei all of you that
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contempt for an assailant is best shown by bravery in action,
but thai for the present the best course is to accept the

preparations which fear inspires as giving the surest promise
of safety, and to act as if the danger was real. That the Athe-

nians are coming to attack us, and are already upon the

voyage, and all but here this is what I am sure of.
7

Thus far spoke Hermocrates. Meanwhile the people of Syra-
cuse were at great strife among themselves; some contend-

ing that the Athenians had no idea of coming and that there

was no truth in what he said; some asking if they did come
what harm they could do that would not be repaid them
tenfold in return

;
while others made light of the whole affair

and turned it into ridicule. In short, there were few that

believed Hermocrates and feared for the future. Meanwhile

Athenagoras, the leader of the people and very powerful at

that time with the masses, came forward and spoke as fol-

lows:

Tor the Athenians, he who does not wish that they may be

as misguided as they are supposed to be, and that they may
come here to become our subjects, is either a coward or a
traitor to his country ;

while as for those who carry such tidings
and fill you with so much alarm, I wonder less at their audac-

ity than at their folly if they flatter themselves that we do not

see through them. The fact is that they have their private
reasons to be afraid, and wish to throw the city into conster-

nation to have their own terrors cast into the shade by the

public alarm. In short, this is what these reports are worth;

they do not arise of themselves, but are concocted by men
who are always causing agitation here in Sicily. However, if

you are well advised, you will not be guided in your calcula-

tion of probabilities by what these persons tell you, but by
what shrewd men and of large experience, as I esteem the

Athenians to be, would be likely to do. Now it is not likely
that they would leave the Peloponnesians behind them, and
before they have well ended the war in Hellas wantonly come
in quest of a new war quite as arduous, in Sicily; indeed, in

ny judgment, they are only too glad that we do not go and
attack them, being so many and so great cities as we are.

'However, if they should come as is reported, I consider

Sicily better able to go through with the war than Pelopon-
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nese, as being at all points better prepared, and our city by
itself far more than a match for this pretended army of in-

vasion, even were it twice as large again. I know that they
will not have horses with them, or get any here, except a few

perhaps from the Egestaeans; or be able to bring a force of

heavy infantry equal in number to our own, In ships which
will already have enough to do to come all this distance, how-
ever lightly laden, not to speak of the transport of the other

stores required against a city of this magnitude, which will

be no slight quantity. In fact, so strong is my opinion upon
the subject, that I do not well see how they could avoid an-

nihilation If they brought with them another city as large as

Syracuse, and settled down and carried on war from our

frontier; much less can they hope to succeed with all Sicily

hostile to them, as all Sicily will be, and with only a camp
phched from the ships, and composed of tents and bare neces-

saries, from which they would not be able to stir far for fear

of our cavalry.
'But the Athenians see this as I tell you, and as I have reason

to know are looking after their possessions at home, while

persons here invent stories that neither are true nor ever will

be. Xor is this the first time that I see these persons, when they
cannot resort to deeds, trying by such stories and by others

even more abominable to frighten your people and get into

their hands the government: it is what I see alwa}
T
s. And I

cannot help fearing that trying so often they may one day

succeed, and that we
?
as long as we do not feel the smart, may

prove too weak for the task of prevention, or, when the of-

fenders are known, of pursuit. The result is that our city is

rarely at rest, but is subject to constant troubles and to con-

tests as frequent against herself as against the enemy, not to

speak of occasional tyrannies and infamous cabals. However,
I will try, if you will support me, to let nothing of this happen
in our time, by gaining you, the many, and by chastising the

authors of such machinations, not merely when they are

caught in the act a difficult feat to accomplish but also for

what they have the wish though not the power to do; as is

necessary to punish an enemy not only for what he does, but

also beforehand for what he intends to do, if the first to relax

precaution would not be also the first to suffer. I shall also re-
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prove, watch, and on occasion warn the few the most ef-

fectual way, in my opinion, of turning them from their evil

courses. And after all, as I have often asked What would

you have, young men? Would you hold office at once? The
law forbids it, a law enacted rather because you are not com-

petent than to disgrace you when competent. Meanwhile you
would not be on a legal equality with the many! But how can

it be right that citizens of the same state should be held un-

worthy of the same privileges?
4
It will be said, perhaps, that democracy is neither wise nor

equitable, but that the holders of property are also the best

fitted to rule. I say, on the contrary, first, that the word demos,
or people, includes the whole state, oligarchy only a part;

lest, that if the best guardians of property are the rich, and
the best counsellors the wise, none can hear and decide so

well as the many; and that all these talents, severally and

collectively, have their just place in a democracy. But an

oligarchy gives the many their share of the danger, and not

content with the largest part takes and keeps the whole of the

profit; and this is what the powerful and young among you
aspire to, but in a great city cannot possibly obtain,

"But even now, foolish men, most senseless of all the Hel-

lenes that I know, if you have no sense of the wickedness of

your designs, or most criminal if you have that sense and still

dare to pursue them, even now, if it is not a case for re-

pentance, you may still learn wisdom, and thus advance the

interest of the country, the common interest of us all. Reflect

that in the country's prosperity the men of merit in your ranks
will have a share and a larger share than the great mass of

your fellow-countrymen, but that if you have other designs

you run a risk of being deprived of all
;
and desist from reports

like these, as the people know your object and will not put up
with it. If the Athenians arrive, this city will repulse them in

a manner worthy of itself; we have, moreover, generals who
mil see to this matter. And if nothing of this be true, as I in-

cline to believe, the city will not be thrown into a panic by
your intelligence, or impose upon itself a self-chosen servitude

by choosing you for its rulers; the city itself will look into the

matter, and will judge your words as if they were acts, and
instead of allowing itself to be deprived of its liberty by listen-
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ing to you, will strive to preserve that liberty, by taking care

to have always at hand the means of making itself respected.'
Such were the words of Athenagoras. One of the generals

now stood up and stopped any other speakers coming forward,

adding these words of his own with reference to the matter in

hand:
fc

lt is not well for speakers to utter calumnies against
one another, or for their hearers to entertain them; we ought
rather to look to the intelligence that we have received, and
see how each man by himself and the city as a whole may best

prepare to repel the invaders. Even if there be no need, there

is no harm in the state being furnished with horses and arms
and all other insignia of war; and we will undertake to see to

and order this, and to send round to the cities to reconnoitre

and do all else that may appear desirable. Part of this we have

seen to already, and whatever we discover shall be laid before

you.
7 Alter these words from the general, the Syracusans de-

parted from the assembly.
In the meantime the Athenians with all their allies had now

arrived at Corcyra. Here the generals began by again review-

ing the armament, and made arrangements as to the order in

which they were to anchor and encamp, and dividing the whole

fleet into three divisions, allotted one to each of their number,
avoid sailing all together and being thus embarrassed for

water, harbourage, or provisions at the stations which they

might touch at, and at the same time to be generally better

ordered and easier to handle, by each squadron having its own
commander. Next they sent on three ships to Italy and Sicily

to find out which of the cities would receive them, with in-

structions to meet them on the way and let them know before

they put in to land.

After this the Athenians weighed from Corcyra, and pro-

ceeded to cross to Sicily with an armament now consisting of

one hundred and thirty-four galleys in al (besides two

Rhodian fifty-oar^ of which one hundred were Athenian

vessels sixty men-of-war, and forty troopships and the re-

mainder from Chios and the other allies; five thousand and

one hundred heavy infantry in all, that is to say, fifteen hun-

dred Athenian citizens from the rolls at Athens and seven hun-

dred Thetes shipped as marines, and the rest allied troops,

some of them Athenian subjects, and besides these five tun*
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dred Argives, and two hundred and fifty Mantineans serving

for hire; four hundred and eighty archers in all, eighty of

whom were Cretans, seven hundred slingers from Rhodes, one

hundred and twenty light-armed exiles from Megara, and one

horse-transport carrying thirty horses.

Such was the strength of the first armament that sailed over

for the war. The supplies for this force were carried by thirty

ships of burden laden with corn, which conveyed the bakers,

stone-masons and carpenters, and the tools for raising forti-

fications, accompanied by one hundred boats, like the former

pressed into the service, besides many other boats and ships

of burden which followed the armament voluntarily for

purposes of trade; all of which now left Corcyra and struck

across the Ionian sea together. The whole force making land

at the lapygian promontory and Tarentum, with more or less

good fortune, coasted along the shores of Italy, the cities shut-

ting their markets and gates against them, and according them

nothing but water and liberty to anchor, and Tarentum and

Locri not even that, until they arrived at Rhegium, the extreme

point of Italy. Here at length they reunited, and not gaining

admission within the walls pitched a camp outside the city in

the precinct of Artemis, where a market was also provided
for them, and drew their ships on shore and kept quiet, ^lean-

while they opened negotiations with the Rhegians, and called

upon them as Chalcidians to assist their Leontine kinsmen ; to

which the Rhegians replied that they would not side with either

party, but should await the decision of the rest of the Italiots,

and do as they did. Upon this the Athenians now began to

consider what would be the best action to take in the affairs

of Sicily, and meanwhile waited for the ships sent on to come
back from Egesta, in order to know whether there was really

there the money mentioned by the messengers at Athens.

In the meantime came in from all quarters to the Syra-

cusans, as well as from their own officers sent to reconnoitre,
the positive tidings that the fleet was at Rhegium ; upon which

they laid aside their incredulity and threw themselves heart

and soul into the work of preparation. Guards or envoys, as

the case might be, were sent round to the Sicels, garrisons put
into the posts of the Peripoli in the country, horses and arms
reviewed ID the city to see that nothing was wanting, and aU
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other steps taken to prepare for a war which might be upon
them at any moment.
Meanwhile the three ships that had been sent on came from

Egesta to the Athenians at Rhegium, with the news that so

far from there being the sums promised, all that could be pro-
duced was thirty talents. The generals were not a little dis-

heartened at being thus disappointed at the outset, and by the

refusal to join in the expedition of the Rhegians, the people

they had first tried to gain and had had most reason to count

upon, from their relationship to the Leontines and constant

friendship for Athens. If Nicias was prepared for the news

from Egesta, his two colleagues were taken completely by
surprise. The Egestaeans had had recourse to the following

stratagem, when the first envoys from Athens came to inspect
their resources. They took the envoys in question to the temple
of Aphrodite at Eryx and showed them the treasures deposited

there; bowls, wine-ladles, censers, and a large number of other

pieces of plate, which from being in silver gave an impression
of wealth quite out of proportion to their really small value.

They also privately entertained the ships' crews, and collected

all the cups of gold and silver that they could find in Egesta
itself or could borrow in the neighbouring Phoenician and
Hellenic towns, and each brought them to the banquets as

their own
;
and as all used pretty nearly the same, and every-

where a great quantity of plate was shown, the effect was most

dazzling upon the Athenian sailors, and made them talk loudly
of the riches they had seen when they got back to Athens. The

dupes in question who had in their turn persuaded the rest

when the news got abroad that there was not the money
supposed at Egesta, were much blamed by the soldiers.

Meanwhile the generals consulted upon what was to be

done. The opinion of Nicias was to sail with all the armament
to Selinus, the main object of the expedition, and if the

Egestasans could provide money for the whole force, to ad-

vise accordingly; but if they could not, to require them to

supply provisions for the sixty ships that they had asked for,

to stay and settle matters between them and the Selinuntines

either by force or by agreement, and then to coast past the

other cities, and after displaying the Dower of Athens and

proving their zeaJ for their friends and allies, to sail home
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again (unless they should have some sudden and unexpected

opportunity of serving the Leontines, or of bringing over some

of the other cities), and not to endanger the state by wasting

its home resources.

Alcibiades said that a great expedition like the present must

not disgrace itself by going away without having done any-

thing; heralds must be sent to all the cities except Selinus and

Syracuse, and efforts be made to make some of the Sicels revolt

from the Syracusans, and to obtain the friendship of others,

in order to have corn and troops; and first of all to gain the

Messinese, who lay right in the passage and entrance to Sicily,

and would afford an excellent harbour and base for the army.

Thus, after bringing over the towns and knowing who would

be their allies in the war, they might at length attack Syracuse

and Selinus; unless the latter came to terms with Egesta and

the former ceased to oppose the restoration of Leontini.

Lamachus, on the other hand, said that they ought to sail

straight to Syracuse, and fight their battle at once under the

walls of the town while the people were still unprepared, and

the panic at its height. Every armament was most terrible at

first; if it allowed time to run on without showing itself, men's

courage revived, and they saw it appear at last almost with

indifference. By attacking suddenly, while Syracuse still

trembled at their coming, they would have the best chance of

gaining a victory for themselves and of striking a complete

panic into the enemy by the aspect of their numbers which

would never appear so considerable as at present by the an-

ticipation of coming disaster, and above all by the immediate

danger of the engagement. They might also count upon sur-

prising many in the fields outside, incredulous of their coming;

and at the moment that the enemy was carrying in his property
the army would not want for booty if it sat down in force be-

fore the city. The rest of the Siceliots would thus be immedi-

ately less disposed to enter into alliance with the Syracusans,
and would join the Athenians, without waiting to see which

were the strongest. They must make Megara their naval

station as a place to retreat to and a base from which to

attack: it was an uninhabited place at no great distance from

Syracuse either by land or by sea.

After speaking to this effect, Lamachus nevertheless gave
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his support to the opinion of Alcibiades. After this Alcibiades

sailed in his own vessel across to Messina with proposals of

alliance, but met with no success, the inhabitants answering
that they could not receive him within their walls, though they
would provide him with a market outside. Upon this he sailed

back to Rhegium. Immediately upon his return the generals

manned and victualled sixty ships out of the whole fleet and

coasted along to Naxos, leaving the rest of the armament
behind them at Rhegium with one of their number. Received

by the Naxians, they then coasted on to Catana, and being
refused admittance by the inhabitants, there being a Syra-
cusan party in the town, went on to the river Terias. Here

they bivouacked, and the next day sailed in single file to

Syracuse with all their ships except ten which they sent on

in front to sail into the great harbour and see if there was any
fleet launched, and to proclaim by herald from shipboard that

the Athenians were come to restore the Leontines to their

country, as being their allies and kinsmen, and that such of

them, therefore, as were in Syracuse should leave it without

fear and join their friends and benefactors the Athenians.

After making this proclamation and reconnoitring the city

and the harbours, and the features of the country which they
would have to make their base of operations in the war, they
sailed back to Catana.

An assembly being held here, the inhabitants refused to

receive the armament, but invited the generals to come in

and say what they desired; and while Alcibiades was speak-

ing and the citizens were intent on the assembly, the soldiers

broke down an ill-walled-up postern-gate without being ob-

served, and getting inside the town, flocked into the market-

place. The Syracusan party in the town no sooner saw the

army inside than they became frightened and withdrew, not

being at all numerous; while the rest voted for an alliance

with the Athenians and invited them to fetch the rest of theii

forces from Rhegium. After this the Athenians sailed to

Rhegium, and put off, this time with all the armament, for

Catana, and fell to work at their camp immediately upon
their arrival.

Meanwhile word was brought them from Camarina that

if they went there the town would go over to them, and also
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that tlie Syracusans were manning a fleet. The Athenians

accordingly sailed along shore with all their armament, first

to Syracuse, where they found no fleet manning, and so always
along the coast to Camarina, where they brought to at the

beach, and sent a herald to the people, who, however, refused

to receive them, saying that their oaths bound them to receive

the Athenians only with a single vessel, unless they themselves
sent for more. Disappointed here, the Athenians now sailed

back again, and after landing and plundering on Syracusan

territory and losing some stragglers from their light infantry

through the coming up of the Syracusan horse, so got back to

Catena.

There they found the Salaminia come from Athens for

Alcibiades, with orders for him to sail home to answer the

charges which the state brought against him, and for certain

others of the soldiers who with him were accused of sacrilege
in the matter of the mysteries and of the Hermae. For the Athe-

nians, after the departure of the expedition, had continued as

active as ever in investigating the facts of the mysteries and
of the Hernias, and, instead of testing the informers, in their

suspicious temper welcomed all indifferently, arresting and

imprisoning the best citizens upon the evidence of rascals, and

preferring to sift the matter to the bottom sooner than to let

an accused person of good character pass unquestioned, owing
to the rascality of the informer. The commons had heard how
oppressive the tyranny of Pisistratus and his sons had become
before it ended, and further that that tyranny had been put
down at last, not by themselves and Harmodius, but by the

Lacedaemonians, and so were always in fear and took every-
thing suspiciously.

Indeed, the daring action of Aristogiton and Harmodius
was undertaken in consequence of a love affair, which I shall
relate at some length, to show that the Athenians are not more
accurate than the rest of the world in their accounts of their
own tyrants and of the facts of their own history. Pisistratus

dying at an advanced age in possession of the tyranny, was suc-
ceeded by his eldest son, Hippias, and not Hipparchus, as is

vulgarly believed. Harmodius was then in the flower of youth-
ful beauty, and Aristogiton, a citizen in the middle rank of

life, was his lover and possessed him. Solicited without success
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by Hipparchus, son of Pisistratus, Harmodius told Aristogiton,

and the enraged lover, afraid that the powerful Hipparchus

might take Harmodius by force, immediately formed a design,

such as his condition in life permitted, for overthrowing the

tyranny. In the meantime Hipparchus, after a second solici-

tation of Harmodius, attended with no better success, unwill-

ing to use violence, arranged to insult him in some covert way.
Indeed, generally their government was not grievous to the

multitude, or in any way odious in practice; and these tyrants

cultivated wisdom and virtue as much as any, and without

exacting from the Athenians more than a twentieth of their

income, splendidly adorned their city, and carried on their

wars, and provided sacrifices for the temples. For the rest, the

city was left in full enjoyment of its existing laws, except that

care was always taken to have the offices in the hands of some
one of the family. Among those of them that held the yearly

archonship at Athens was Pisistratus, son of the tyrant Hip-

pias, and named after his grandfather, who dedicated during
his term of office the altar to the twelve gods in the market-

place, and that of Apollo in the Pythian precinct. The Athe-

nian people afterwards built on to and lengthened the altar

in the market-place, and obliterated the inscription; but that

in the Pythian precinct can still be seen, though in faded let-

ters, and is to the following effect:

Pisistratus, the son of Hippias,
Set up this record of his archonship
In precinct of Apollo Pythias.

That Hippias was the eldest son and succeeded to the gov-

ernment, is what I positively assert as a fact upon which I

have had more exact accounts than others, and may be also

ascertained by the following circumstance. He is the only one

of the legitimate brothers that appears to have had children;
as the altar shows, and the pillar placed in the Athenian

Acropolis, commemorating the crime of the tyrants, which
mentions no child of Thessalus or of Hipparchus, but five of

Hippias, which he had by Myrrhine, daughter of Callias, son

of Hyperechides ;
and naturally the eldest would have married

first. Again, his name comes first on the pillar after that of his

father, and this too is quite natural, as he was the eldest after
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him, and the reigning tyrant. Nor can I ever believe that

Hippias would have obtained the tyranny so easily, if Hip-

parchus had been in power when he was killed, and he, Hip-

pias, had had to establish himself upon the same day; but he

had no doubt been long accustomed to over-awe the citizens,

and to be obeyed by his mercenaries, and thus not only con-

quered, but conquered with ease, without experiencing any of

tie embarrassment of a younger brother unused to the exercise

of authority. It was the sad fate which made Hipparchus
famous that got him also the credit with posterity of having
been tyrant.
To return to Harmodius; Hipparchus having been repulsed

in his solicitations insulted him as he had resolved, by first

inviting a sister of his, a young girl, to come and bear a basket

in a certain procession, and then rejecting her, on the plea that

she had never been invited at all owing to her unworthiness.

If Harmodius was indignant at this, Aristogiton for his sake

now became more exasperated than ever; and having arranged

everything with those who were to join them in the enterprise,

they only waited for the great feast of the Panathensea, the

sole day upon which the citizens forming part of the procession

could meet together in arms without suspicion. Aristogiton

and Harmodius were to begin, but were to be supported im-

mediately by their accomplices against the bodyguard. The

conspirators were not many, for better security, besides which

they hoped that those not in the plot would be carried away
by the example of a few daring spirits, and use the arms in

their hands to recover their liberty.

At last the festival arrived
;
and Hippias with his bodyguard

was outside the city in the Ceramicus, arranging how the dif-

ferent parts of the procession were to proceed. Harmodius and

Aristogiton had already their daggers and were getting ready
to act, when seeing one of their accomplices talking familiarly
with Hippias, who was easy of access to every one, they took

fright, and concluded that they were discovered and on the

point of being taken
;
and eager if possible to be revenged first

upon the man who had wronged them and for whom they had
undertaken all this risk, they rushed, as they were, within the

gates, and meeting with Hipparchus by the Leocorium reck-

lessly fell upon Mm at once, infuriated, Aristogiton by love,
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and Harmodius by insult, and smote him and slew Mm.
Aristogiton escaped the guards at the moment, through the

crowd running up, but was afterwards taken and dispatched
in no merciful way: Harmodius was killed on the spot.

When the news was brought to Hippias in the Ceramicus,
he at once proceeded not to the scene of action, but to the

armed men in the procession, before they, being some dis-

tance away, knew anything of the matter, and composing his

features for the occasion, so as not to betray himself, pointed
to a certain spot, and bade them repair thither without their

arms. They withdrew accordingly, fancying he had something
to say; upon which he told the mercenaries to remove the

arms, and there and then picked out the men he thought guilty

and all found with daggers, the shield and spear being the

usual weapons for a procession.
In this way offended love first led Harmodius and Aristogi-

ton to conspire, and the alarm of the moment to commit the

rash action recounted. After this the tyranny pressed harder on
the Athenians, and Hippias, now grown more fearful, put to

death many of the citizens, and at the same time began to turn

his eyes abroad for a refuge in case of revolution. Thus, al-

though an Athenian, he gave his daughter, Archedice, to a

Lampsacene, ^Eantides, son of the tyrant of Lampsacus, seeing
that they had great influence with Darius. And there is her

tomb in Lampsacus with this inscription:

Archedice lies buried in this earth,

Hippias her sire, and Athens gave her birth;
Unto her bosom pride was never known,
Though daughter, wife, and sister to the throne.

Hippias, after reigning three years longer over the Athenians,,
was deposed in the fourth by the Lacedaemonians and the

banished Alcmaeonldae, and went with a safe conduct to

Sigeum, and to ^Eantides at Lampsacus, and from thence to

King Darius; from whose court he set out twenty years after,

in his old age, and came with the Medes to Marathon.
With these events in their minds, and recalling everything

they knew by hearsay on the subject, the Athenian people

grew difficult of humour and suspicious of the persons charged
in the affair of the mysteries, and persuaded that all that had
taken place was part of an oligarchical and monarchical con-
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splracy. In the state of irritation thus produced; many persons

of consideration had been already thrown into prison, and far

from showing any signs of abating, public feeling grew daily

more savage, and more arrests were made; until at last one

of those in custody, thought to be the most guilty of all, was

induced by a fellow-prisoner to make a revelation, whether

true or not is a matter on which there are two opinions, no one

having been able, either then or since, to say for certain who
did the deed. However this may be, the other found arguments
to persuade him, that even if he had not done it, he ought to

save himself by gaining a promise of impunity, and free the

state of its present suspicions; as he would be surer of safety

if he confessed after promise of impunity than if he denied

and were brought to trial He accordingly made a revelation,

affecting himself and others in the affair of the Hermse; and

the Athenian people, glad at last, as they supposed, to get at

the truth, and furious until then at not being able to discover

those who had conspired against the commons, at once let go
the informer and all the rest whom he had not denounced, and

bringing the accused to trial executed as many as were appre-

hended, and condemned to death such as had fled and set a

price upon their heads. In this it was, after all, not clear

whether the sufferers had been punished unjustly, while in any
case the rest of the city received immediate and manifest relief.

To return to Alcibiades: public feeling was very hostile to

him, being worked on by the same enemies who had attacked

him before he went out; and now that the Athenians fancied

that they had got at the truth of the matter of the Hermse,

they believed more firmly than ever that the affair of the mys-
teries also, in which he was implicated, had been contrived by
Mm in the same intention and was connected with the plot

against the democracy. Meanwhile it so happened that, just

at the time of this agitation, a small force of Lacedaemonians

had advanced as far as the Isthmus, in pursuance of some
scheme with the Boeotians. It was now thought that this had
come by appointment, at his instigation, and not on account

of the Boeotians, and that if the citizens had not acted on the

information received, and forestalled them by arresting the

prisoners, the city would have been betrayed. The citizens

went so far as to sleep one night armed in the temple of Theseus
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within the walls. The friends also of Alcibiades at Argos were

just at this time suspected of a design to attack the commons
;

and the Argive hostages deposited in the islands were given up

by the Athenians to the Argive people to be put to death upon
that account: in short, everywhere something was found to

create suspicion against Alcibiades. It was therefore decided to

bring him to trial and execute him, and the Salaminia was sent

to Sicily for him and the others named in the information,

with instructions to order him to come and answer the charges

against him, but not to arrest him, because they wished to

avoid causing any agitation in the army or among the enemy
in Sicily, and above all to retain the services of the Mantineans

and Argives, who, it was thought, had been induced to join by
his influence. Alcibiades, with his own ship and his fellow-

accused, accordingly sailed off with the Salaminia from Sicily,

as though to return to Athens, and went with her as far as

Thurii, and there they left the ship and disappeared, being
afraid to go home for trial with such a prejudice existing

against them. The crew of the Salaminia stayed some time

looking for Alcibiades and his companions, and at length, as

they were nowhere to be found, set sail and departed.

Alcibiades, now an outlaw, crossed in a boat not long after

from Thurii to Peloponnese; and the Athenians passed
sentence of death by default upon him and those in his

company.

CHAPTER XX
SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH YEARS OF THE WAR INAC-

TION OF THE ATHENIAN ARMY ALCIBIADES AT SPARTA
INVESTMENT OF SYRACUSE

B.C. 415: Courage revived in Syracuse Plan of the Athenian generals
Athenians land at Syracuse Disposition for battle Nicia*

addresses his army The battle First victory for Athenians
Hermocrates' counsel Athenians at Naxos Syracusans renew

preparations Hermocrates speaks at Camarina Euphemus re-

plies Camarina decides to remain neutral Lacedcemonians urged
to alliance Speech of Alcibiades His advice followed B.C. 414:
Athenians resume activity Battle at Epipolae Athenians victo~

rious Gylippus in Italy Athenian fleet relieves Argives.

THE Athenian generals left in Sicily now divided the arma-
ment into two parts, and each taking one by lot, sailed with
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the whole for Seilnus and Egesta, wishing to know whether
the Egestseans would give the money, and to look into the

question of Selinus and ascertain the state of the quarrel be-

tween her and Egesta. Coasting along Sicily, with the shore

on their left, on the side towards the Tyrrhene Gulf, they
touched at Himera, the only Hellenic city in that part of the

Island, and being refused admission resumed their voyage. On
their way they took Hyccara, a petty Sicanian seaport, never-

theless at war with Egesta, and making slaves of the inhabi-

tants gave up the town to the Egestseans, some of whose horse

had joined them; after which the army proceeded through
the territory of the Sicels until it reached Catana, while the

fleet sailed along the coast with the slaves on board. Meanwhile
Nicias sailed straight from Hyccara along the coast and went
to Egesta, and after transacting his other business and receiv-

ing thirty talents, rejoined the forces. They now sold their

slaves for the sum of one hundred and twenty talents, and
sailed round to their Sice! allies to urge them to send troops;
and meanwhile went with half their own force to the hostile

town of Hybla in the territory of Gela, but did not succeed in

taking it.

Summer was now over. The winter following, the Athe-

nians at once began to prepare for moving on Syracuse, and
the Syracusans on their side for marching against them. From
the moment when the Athenians failed to attack them in-

stantly as they at first feared and expected, every day that

passed did something to revive their courage; and when they
saw them sailing far away from them on the other side of

Sicily, and going to Hybla only to fail in their attempts to

storm it, they thought less of them than ever, and called upon
their generals, as the multitude is apt to do in its moments of

confidence, to lead them to Catana, since the enemy would
not come to them. Parties also of the Syracusan horse em-

ployed in reconnoitring constantly rode up to the Athenian

armament, and among other insults asked them whether they
had not really come to settle with the Syracusans in a foreign

country rather than to resettle the Leontines in their own.
Aware of this, the Athenian generals determined to draw

ihem out in mass as far as possible from the city, and them-
selves in the meantime to sail by night along shore, and take
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up at their leisure a convenient position. This they knew they
could not so well do, if they had to disembark from their ships

in front of a force prepared for them, or to go by land openly.
The numerous cavalry of the Syracusans (a force which they
were themselves without), would then be able to do the

greatest mischief to their light troops and the crowd that fol-

lowed them; but this plan would enable them to take up a

position in which the horse could do them no hurt worth speak-

ing of, some Syracusan exiles with the army having told them
of the spot near the Olympieum, which they afterwards occu-

pied. In pursuance of their idea, the generals imagined the

following stratagem. They sent to Syracuse a man devoted to

them, and by the Syracusan generals thought to be no less in

their interest; he was a native of Catana, and said he came
from persons in that place, whose names the Syracusan gen-
erals were acquainted with, and whom they knew to be among
the members of their party still left in the city. He told them
that the Athenians passed the night in the town, at some dis-

tance from their arms, and that if the Syracusans would name
a day and come with all their people at daybreak to attack the

armament, they, their friends, would close the gates upon the

troops in the city, and set fire to the vessels, while the Syra-
cusans would easily take the camp by an attack upon the

stockade. In this they would be aided by many of the

Catanians, who were already prepared to act, and from whom
he himself came.

The generals of the Syracusans, who did not want confi-

dence, and who had intended even without this to march on

Catana, believed the man without any sufficient inquiry, fixed

at once a day upon which they would be there, and dismissed

him, and the Selinuntines and others of their allies having
now arrived, gave orders for all the Syracusans to march out

in mass. Their preparations completed, and the time fixed

for their arrival being at hand, they set out for Catana, and

passed the night upon the river Symsethus, in the Leontine ter-

ritory. Meanwhile the Athenians no sooner knew of their

approach than they took all their forces and such of the Sicels

or others as had joined them, put them on board their ships
and boats, and sailed by night to Syracuse. Thus, when morn-

ing broke the Athenians were landing opposite the Olympieum
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ready to seize their camping ground, and the Syracusan horse

having ridden up first to Catana and found that ail the arma-

ment had put to sea, turned back and told the Infantry, and
then all turned back together, and went to the relief of the

city.

In the meantime, as the march before the Syracusans was

a long one, the Athenians quietly sate down their army in a
convenient position, where they could begin an engagement
when they pleased, and where the Syracusan cavalry would

have least opportunity of annoying them, either before or

during the action, being fenced off on one side by walls,

houses, trees, and by a marsh, and on the other by cliffs. They
also felled the neighbouring trees and carried them down to

the sea, and formed a palisade alongside of their ships, and

with stones which they picked up and wood hastily raised a

fort at Daskon, the most vulnerable point of their position,

and broke down the bridge over the Anapus. These prepara-
tions were allowed to go on without any Interruption from the

dty, the first hostile force to appear being the Syracusan cav-

alry, followed afterwards by all the foot together. At first they
came close up to the Athenian army, and then, finding that

they did not offer to engage, crossed the Helorine road and

encamped for the night.
The next day the Athenians and their allies prepared for

battle, their dispositions being as follows: Their right wing
was occupied by the Argives and Mantineans, the centre by
the Athenians, and the rest of the field by the other allies.

Half their army was drawn up eight deep in advance, half close

to their tents in a hollow square, formed also eight deep, which

had orders to look out and be ready to go to the support of the

troops hardest pressed. The camp followers were placed inside

this reserve. The Syracusans, meanwhile, formed their heavy

infantry sixteen deep, consisting of the mass-levy of their own

people, and such allies as had joined them, the strongest con-

tingent being that of the Sellnuntines; next to them the cav-

alry of the Geloans, numbering two hundred in all, with about

twenty horse and fifty archers from Camarlna. The cavalry
was posted on their right, full twelve hundred strong, and
next to it the darters. As the Athenians were about to begin
the attack, Nicias went along the lines, and addressed these
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words of encouragement to the army and the nations com--

posing
it:

'Soldiers, a long exhortation is little needed by men like our*

selves, who are here to fight in the same battle, the force itself

being, to my thinking, more fit to inspire confidence than ^

fine speech with a weak army. Where we have Argives;

Mantineans, Athenians, and the first of the islanders in the

ranks together, it were strange indeed, with so many and so

brave companions in arms, if we did not feel confident of vic-

tory; especially when we have mass-levies opposed to our

picked troops, and what is more, Siceliots, who may disdair

us but will not stand against us, their skill not being at all

commensurate to their rashness. You may also remember that

we are far from home and have no friendly land near, except

what your own swords shall win you; and here I put before

you a motive just the reverse of that which the enemy are

appealing to; their cry being that they shall fight for their

country, mine that we shall fight for a country that is not ours,,

where we must conquer or hardly get away, as we shall have

their horse upon us in great numbers. Remember, therefore,

your renown, and go boldly against the enemy, thinking thf

present strait and necessity more terrible than they.'

After this address Nicias at once led on the army. The

Syracusans were not at that moment expecting an immediate

engagement, and some had even gone away to the town, which

was close by; these now ran up as hard as they could, and

though behind time, took their places here or there in the main

body as fast as they joined it. Want of zeal or daring was cer-

tainly not the fault of the Syracusans, either in this or the

other battles, but although not inferior in courage, so far a?

their military science might carry them, when this failed them

they were compelled to give up their resolution also. On the

present occasion, although they had not supposed that the

Athenians would begin the attack, and although constrained

to stand upon their defence at short notice, they at once took

up their arms and advanced to meet them. First, the stone*

throwers, slingers, and archers of either army began skirmish j

ing, and routed or were routed by one another, as might be

expected between light troops; next, soothsayers brought for-

ward the usual victims, and trumpeters urged on the heavy
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infantry to the charge; and thus they advanced, the Syra-
cusans to fight for their country, and each Individual for his

safety that day and liberty hereafter; in the enemy's army.
the Athenians to make another's country theirs and to save
their own from suffering by their defeat; the Argives and in-

dependent allies to help them in getting what they came for,
and to earn by victory another sight of the country they had
left behind; while the subject allies owed most of their ardour
to the desire of self-preservation, which they could only hope
for If victorious; next to which, as a secondary motive, came
the chance of serving on easier terms, after helping the Athe-
nians to a fresh conquest.
The armies DOW came to close quarters, and for a long while

fought without either giving ground. Meanwhile there oc-

curred some claps of thunder with lightning and heavy rain,
which did not fail to add to the fears of the party lighting for

the .first time, and very little acquainted with war; while to

their more experienced adversaries these phenomena appeared
to be produced by the time of year, and much more alarm was
felt at the continued resistance of the enemy. At last the

Argives drove in the Syracusan left, and after them the Athe-
nians routed the troops opposed to them, and the Syracusan

army was thus cut in two and betook itself to flight. The Athe-
nians did not pursue far, being held in check by the numerous
and undefeated Syracusan horse, who attacked and drove back

any of their heavy infantry whom they saw pursuing in ad-

vance of the rest; in spite of wrhich the victors followed so
far as was safe in a body, and then went back and set up a
trophy. Meanwhile the Syracusans rallied at the Helorine

road, where they reformed as well as they could under the

circumstances, and even sent a garrison of their own citizens

to the Olympieum, fearing that the Athenians might lay hands
on some of the treasures there. The rest returned to the town.
The Athenians, however did not go to the temple, but col-

lected their dead and laid them upon a pyre, and passed the

night upon the field. The next day they gave the enemy back
their dead under truce, to the number of about two hundred
and sixty, Syracusans and allies, and gathered together the
bones of their own, some fifty, Athenians and allies, and taking
the spoils of the enemy, sailed back to Catana. it was now
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winter ;
and it did not seem possible for the moment to carry

on the war before Syracuse, until horse should have been sent

for from Athens and levied among the allies in Sicily to do

away with their utter inferiority in cavalry and money
should have been collected in the country and received from

Athens, and until some of the cities, which they hoped would

be now more disposed to listen to them after the battle, should

have been brought over, and corn and all other necessaries

provided, for a campaign in the spring against Syracuse.

With this intention they sailed off to Naxos and Catana for

the winter. Meanwhile the Syracusans burned their dead, and

then held an assembly, in which Hermocrates, son of Hermon,
a man who with a general ability of the first order had given

proofs of military capacity and brilliant courage in the war,

came forward and encouraged them, and told them not to let

what had occurred make them give way, since their spirit had

not been conquered, but their want of discipline had done the

mischief. Still they had not been beaten by so much as might
have been expected, especially as they were, one might say,

novices in the art of war, an army of artisans opposed to the

most practised soldiers in Hellas. What had also done great

mischief was the number of the generals (there were fifteen of

them) and the quantity of orders given, combined with the

disorder and insubordination of the troops. But if they were

to have a few skilful generals, and used this winter in preparing
their heavy infantry, finding arms for such as had not got any,

so as to make them as numerous as possible, and forcing them

to attend to their training generally, they would have every
chance of beating their adversaries, courage being already

theirs and discipline in the field having thus been added to it.

Indeed, both these qualities would improve, since danger
wouid exercise them in discipline, while their courage would
be led to surpass itself by the confidence which skill inspires.

The generals should be few and elected with full powers, and

an oath should be taken to leave them entire discretion in their

command: if they adopted this plan, their secrets would be

better kept, all preparations would be properly made, and there

would be no room for excuses.

The Syracusans heard him, and voted everything as he

advised, and elected three generals, Hermocrates himself,,
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Heraclides, son of Lysimachus, and Sicanus, son of Execestes.

They also sent envoys to Corinth and Lacedsemon to procure
a force of allies to join them, and to induce the Lacedaemo-
nians for their sakes openly to address themselves in real

earnest to the war against the Athenians, that they might
either have to leave Sicily or be less able to send reinforcements

So their army there.

The Athenian forces at Catana now at once sailed against

Messina, in the expectation of its being betrayed to them.

The intrigue, however, after all came to nothing: Alcibiades,
who was in the secret, when he left his command upon the

summons from home, foreseeing that he would be outlawed,

gave information of the plot to the friends of the Syraciisans
in Messina, who had at once put to death its authors, and
now rose in arms against the opposite faction with those of

their way of thinking, and succeeded in preventing the admis-
sion of the Athenians. The latter waited tor thirteen days, and

then, as they were exposed to the weather and without pro-

visions, and met with no success, went back to Naxos, where

they made places for their ships to lie in, erected a palisade
round their camp, and retired into winter quarters; mean-
while they sent a galley to Athens for money and cavalry
to join them in the spring. During the winter the Syracusans
built a wall on to the city, so as to take hi the statue of

Apollo Temenites, all along the side looking towards Epipolse,
to make the task of circumvallation longer and more difficult,

in case of their being defeated, and also erected a fort at

Megara and another in the Olympieum, and stuck palisades

along the sea wherever there was a landing place. Meanwhile,
as they knew that the Athenians were wintering at Naxos,
they marched with all their people to Catana, and ravaged
the land and set fire to the tents and encampment of the

Athenians, and so returned home. Learning also that the

Athenians were sending an embassy to Camarina, on
the strength of the alliance concluded in the time of Laches, to

gain, if possible, that city, they sent another from Syracuse
to oppose them. They had a shrewd suspicion that the Cama-
rinseans had not sent what they did send for the first battle

very willingly; and they now feared that they would refuse

to assist them at all in future, after seeing the success of the
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Athenians in the action, and would join the latter on the

strength of their old friendship, Hermocrates, with some

others, accordingly arrived at Camarina from Syracuse, and

Euphemus and others from the Athenians
;
and an assembly

of the Camarinaeans having been convened, Hermocrates

spoke as follows, in the hope of prejudicing them against the

Athenians:
'

Camarinaeans, we did not come on this embassy because

we were afraid of your being frightened by the actual forces

of the Athenians, but rather of your being gained by what

they would say to you before you heard anything from us.

They are come to Sicily with the pretext that you know, and

the intention which we all suspect, in my opinion less to

restore the Leontines to their homes than to oust us from

ours; as it is out of all reason that they should restore in

Sicily the cities that they lay waste in Hellas, or should cherish

the Leontine Chalcidians because of their Ionian blood, and

keep in servitude the Euboean Chalcidians, of whom the

Leontines are a colony. No
;
but the same policy which has

proved so successful in Hellas is now being tried in Sicily.

After being chosen as the leaders of the lonians and of the

other allies of Athenian origin, to punish the Mede, the

Athenians accused some of failure in military service, some
of fighting against each other, and others, as the case might

be, upon any colourable pretext that could be found, until

they thus subdued them all. In fine, in the struggle against
the Medes, the Athenians did not fight for the liberty of the

Hellenes, or the Hellenes for their own liberty, but the former

to make their countrymen serve them instead of him, the lat-

ter to change one master for another, wiser indeed than the

first, but wiser for evil.

'But we are not now come to declare to an audience familiar

with them the misdeeds of a state so open to accusation as

is the Athenian, but much rather to blame ourselves, who,
with the warnings we possess in the Hellenes in those parts
that have been enslaved through not supporting each other,
and seeing the same sophisms being now tried upon ourselves

such as restorations of Leontine kinsfolk and support of

Egestsean allies do not stand together and resolutely show
them that here are no lonians, or Hellespontines, or islanders.
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who change continually, but always serve a master, sometimes
the Mede and sometimes some other, but free Dorians from

independent Peloponnese, dwelling in Sicily. Or, are we wait-

ing until we be taken in detail, one city after another; know-

ing as we do that in no other way can we be conquered, and

seeing that they turn to this plan, so as to divide some of us

by words, to draw some by the bait of an alliance into open
war with each other, and to ruin others by such flattery as

different circumstances may render acceptable? And do we

fancy when destruction first overtakes a distant fellow-coun-

tryman that the danger will not come to each of us also, or

that he who suffers before us will suffer in himself alone?

'As for the Camarinaean, who says that it is the Syracusan,
not he, that is the enemy of the Athenian, and who thinks it

hard to have to encounter risk in behalf of my country, I

would have Mm bear in mind that he will fight in my country,
not more for mine than for his own, and by so much the more

safely in that he will enter on the struggle not alone, after

the way has been cleared by my ruin, but with me as his ally;
and that the object of the Athenian is not so much to punish
the enmity of the Syracusan as to use me as a blind to secure

the friendship of the Camarinaean. As for him who envies or

even fears us (and envied and feared great powers must always
be), and who on this account wishes Syracuse to be humbled
to teach us a lesson, but would still have her survive in the

interest of Ms own security, the wish that he indulges is not

humanly possible. A man can control his own desires, but he
cannot likewise control circumstances; and in the event of

Ms calculations proving mistaken, he may live to bewail his

own misfortune, and wish to be again envying my prosperity.
An idle wish, if he now sacrifice us and refuse to take his

share of perils which are the same, in reality though not in

name, for him as for us; what is nominally the preservation
of our power being really his own salvation. It was to be

expected that you, of all people in the world, Camarinseans,
being our immediate neighbours and the next in danger, would
have foreseen this, and instead of supporting us in the luke-

warm way that you are now doing, would rather come to us
of your own accord, and be now offering at Syracuse the aid

wMch you would have asked for at Camarina, if to Camarina
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the Athenians had first come, to encourage us to resist the

invader. Neither you, however, nor the rest have as yet be-

stirred yourselves in this direction.

Tear perhaps will make you study to do right both by
us and by the invaders, and plead that you have an alliance

with the Athenians. But you made that alliance, not against

your friends, but against the enemies that might attack you,
and to help the Athenians when they were wronged by others,

not when as now they are wronging their neighbours. Even
the Rhegians, Chalcidians though they be, refuse to help to

restore the Chalcidian Leontines; and it would be strange if,

while they suspect the gist of this fine pretence and are wise

without reason, you, with every reason on your side, should

yet choose to assist your natural enemies, and should join

with their direst foes in undoing those whom nature has made

your own kinsfolk. This is not to do right; but you should

help us without fear of their armament, which has no terrors

if we hold together, but only if we let them succeed in their

endeavours to separate us; since even after attacking us by
ourselves and being victorious in battle, they had to go off

without effecting their purpose.

United, therefore, we have no cause to despair, but rather

new encouragement to league together ; especially as succours

will come to us from the Peloponnesians, in military matters

the undoubted superiors of the Athenians. And you need not

think that your prudent policy of taking sides with neither,

because allies of both, is either safe for you or fair to us.

Practically it is not as fair as it pretends to be. If the van-

quished be defeated, and the victor conquer, through your

refusing to join, what is the effect of your abstention but to

leave the former to perish unaided, and to allow the latter to

offend unhindered? And yet it were more honourable to join

those who are not only the injured party, but your own kin-

dred, and by so doing to defend the common interests of

Sicily and save your friends the Athenians from doing wrong.
'In conclusion, we Syracusans say that it is useless for us to

demonstrate either to you or to the rest what you know al-

ready as well as we do; but we entreat, and if our entreaty

fail, we protest that we are menaced by our eternal enemies

the lonians, and are betrayed by you our fellow Dorians.
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If the Athenians reduce us, they will owe their victory to your
decision, but in their own name will reap the honour, and will

receive as the prize of their triumph the very men who en-

abled them to gain it. On the other hand, if we are the con-

querors, you will have to pay for having been the cause of

our danger. Consider, therefore; and now make your choice

between the security which present servitude offers and the

prospect of conquering with us and so escaping disgraceful
submission to an Athenian master and avoiding the lasting

enmity of Syracuse.'
Such were the words of Hermocrates; after whom Euphe-

mus, the Athenian ambassador, spoke as follows:

'Although we came here only to renew the former alliance,
the attack of the Syracusans compels us to speak of our em-

pire and of the good right we have to it. The best proof of

this the speaker himself furnished, when he called the lonians

eternal enemies of the Dorians. It is the fact; and the Pelopon-
nesian Dorians being our superiors in numbers and next

neighbours, we lonians looked out for the best means of

escaping their domination. After the Median war we had a

fleet, and so got rid of the empire and supremacy of the Lace-

dsemonians, who had no right to give orders to us more than
we to them, except that of being the strongest at that mo-
ment; and being appointed leaders of the king's former sub-

jects, we continue to be so, thinking that we are least likely
to fall under the dominion of the Peloponnesians, if we have
* force to defend ourselves with, and in strict truth having
done nothing unfair in reducing to subjection the lonians
and islanders, the kinsfolk whom the Syracusans say we have
enslaved. They, our kinsfolk, came against their mother coun-

try, that is to say against us, together with the Mede, and
instead of having the courage to revolt and sacrifice their

property as we did when we abandoned our city, chose to be
slaves themselves, and to try to make us so.

'

We, therefore, deserve to rule because we placed the largest
fleet and an unflinching patriotism at the service of the Hel-

lenes, and because these, our subjects, did us mischief by their

ready subservience to the Medes; and, desert apart, we seek
to strengthen ourselves against the Peloponnesians. We make
no fine professions of having a right to rule because we over-
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threw the barbarian single-handed, or because we risked what

we did risk for the freedom of the subjects in question any
more than for that of all, and for our own: no one can be

quarrelled with for providing for Ms proper safety. If we are

now here in Sicily, it is equally in the interest of our security,

with which we perceive that your interest also coincides. Wt
prove this from the conduct which the Syracusans cast against

us and which you somewhat too timorously suspect; knowing
that those whom fear has made suspicious3 may be carried

away by the charm of eloquence for the moment, but when

they come to act follow their interests.

'Now, as we have said, fear makes us hold our empire in

Hellas, and fear makes us now come, with the help of our

friends, to order safely matters in Sicily, and not to enslave

any but rather to prevent any from being enslaved. Mean-

while, let no one imagine that we are interesting ourselves

in you without your having anything to do with us, seeing

that if you are preserved and able to make head against the

Syracusans, they will be less likely to harm us by sending

troops to the Peloponnesians. In this way you have everything
to do with us, and on this account it is perfectly reasonable

for us to restore the Leontines, and to make them, not sub-

jects like their kinsmen in Euboea, but as powerful as possiblet

to help us by annoying the Syracusans from their frontier.

In Hellas we are alone a match for our enemies
;
and as for

the assertion that it is out of all reason that we should free

the Sicilian, while we enslave the Chalcidian, the fact is that

the latter is useful to us by being without arms and con-

tributing money only; while the former, the Leontines and

our other friends, cannot be too independent.

'Besides, for tyrants and imperial cities nothing is un-

reasonable if expedient, no one a kinsman unless sure; but

friendship or enmity is everywhere an affair of time and cir-

cumstance. Here, in Sicily, our interest is not to weaken our

friends, but by means of their strength to cripple our enemies.

Why doubt this? In Hellas we treat our allies as we find them

useful. The Chians and Methymnians govern themselves and

furnish ships ;
most of the rest have harder terms and pay

tribute in money; while others, although islanders and easy
for us to take, are free altogether, because they occupy con-
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venient positions round Peloponnese. In our settlement of the
states here in Sicily, we should, therefore, naturally be guided
by our interest, and by fear, as we say, of the Syracusans.
Their ambition is to rule you, their object to use the suspicions
that we excite to unite you, and then, when we have gone
away without effecting anything, by force or through your
isolation, to become the masters of Sicily. And masters they
must become, if you unite with them; as a force of that mag-
nitude would be no longer easy for us to deal with united,
and they would be more than a match for you as soon as we
were away.

'Any other view of the case is condemned by the facts.

When you first asked us over, the fear which you held out
was that of danger to Athens if we let you come under the
dominion of Syracuse; and it is not right now to mistrust the

very same argument by which you claimed to convince us,
or to give way to suspicion because we are come with a larger
force against the power of that city. Those whom you should

really distrust are the Syracusans. We are not able to stay
here without you, and if we proved perfidious enough to

bring you into subjection, we should be unable to keep you
in bondage, owing to the length of the voyage and the difficulty
of guarding large, and in a military sense continental, towns:

they, the Syracusans, live close to you, not in a camp, but in

a city greater than the force we have with us, plot always
against you, never let slip an opportunity once offered, as

they have shown in the case of the Leontines and others, and
now have the face, just as if you were fools, to invite you to

aid them against the power that hinders this, and that has
thus far maintained Sicily independent. We, as against them,
invite you to a much more real safety, when we beg you not
to betray that common safety which we each have in the

other, and to reflect that they, even without allies, will, by
their numbers, have always the way open to you, while you
mil not often have the opportunity of defending yourselves
with such numerous auxiliaries; if, through your suspicions,

you once let these go away unsuccessful or defeated, you
will wish to see if only a handful of them back again, when
the day is past in which their ^resence could do anything
for you.
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'But we hope, Camarinaeans, that the calumnies oi the

Syracusans will not be allowed to succeed either with you or

with the rest: we have told you the whole truth upon the

things we are suspected of, and will now briefly recapitulate,

in the hope of convincing you. We assert that we are rulers

in Hellas in order not to be subjects; liberators in Sicily that

we may not be harmed by the Sicilians; that we are compelled
to interfere in many things, because we have many things to

guard against; and that now, as before, we are come as allies

to those of you who suffer wrong in this island, not without

invitation but upon invitation. Accordingly, instead of mak-

ing yourselves judges or censors of our conduct, and trying

to turn us, which it were now difficult to do, so far as there

is anything in our interfering policy or in our character, that

chimes in with your interest, this take and make use of
;
and

be sure that far from being injurious to all alike, to most

of the Hellenes that policy is even beneficial. Thanks to it,

all men in all places, even where we are not, who either appre-
hend or meditate aggression, from the near prospect before

them, in the one case, of obtaining our intervention in their

favour, in the other, of our arrival making the venture dan-

gerous, find themselves constrained, respectively, to be mod
erate against their will, and to be preserved without trouble of

their own. Do not you reject this security that is open to all

who desire it, and is now offered to you ;
but do like others,

and instead of being always on the defensive against the

Syracusans, unite with us, and in your turn at last threaten

them.'

Such were the words of Euphemus. What th^ Camarinaeans

felt was this. Sympathising with the Athenians, except in so

far as they might be afraid of their subjugating Sicily, they
had always been at enmity with their neighbour Syracuse.
From the very fact, however, that they were their neighbours,

they feared the Syracusans most of the two, and being appre-
hensive of their conquering even without them, both sent

them in the first instance the few horsemen mentioned, and

for the future determined to support them most in fact, al-

though as sparingly as possible; but for the moment in order

not to seem to slight the Athenians, especially as they had
been successful in the engagement, to answer both alike
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Agreeably to this resolution they answered that as both the

contending parties happened to be allies of theirs, they

thought it most consistent with their oaths, at present, to side

with neither; with which answer the ambassadors of either

party departed.
In the meantime, while Syracuse pursued her preparations

for war, the Athenians were encamped at Naxos, and tried by
negotiation to gain as many of the Sicels as possible. Those
more in the low lands, and subjects of Syracuse, mostly held

aloof; but the peoples of the interior who had never been
otherwise than independent, with few exceptions, at once

joined the Athenians, and brought down corn to the army,
and In some cases even money. The Athenians marched

against those who refused to join, and forced some of them
to do so; in the case of others they were stopped by the Syra-
cusans sending garrisons and reinforcements. Meanwhile the

Athenians moved their winter quarters from Naxos to Catana,
and reconstructed the camp burnt by the Syracusans, and

stayed there the rest of the winter. They also sent a galley
to Carthage, with proffers of friendship, on the chance of

obtaining assistance, and another to Tyrrhenia; some of the
cities there having spontaneously offered to join them in the
war. They also sent round to the Sicels and to Egesta, desiring
them to send them as many horses as possible, and mean-
while prepared bricks, iron, and all other things necessary for

the work of drcumvallation, intending by the spring to begin
hostilities.

In the meantime the Syracusan envoys despatched to Cor-
inth and Lacedsemon tried as they passed along the coast
to persuade the Italiots to interfere with the proceedings of
the Athenians, which threatened Italy quite as much as

Syracuse, and having arrived at Corinth made a speech
calling on the Corinthians to assist them on the ground of
their common origin. The Corinthians voted at once to aid
them heart and soul themselves, and then sent on envoys with
them to Lacedsemon, to help them to persuade her also to

prosecute the war with the Athenians more openly at home
and to send succours to Sicily. The envoys from Corinth

having reached Lacedsemon found there Alcibiades with his

fellow-refugees, who had at once crossed over in a trading
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vessel from Thurii, first to Cyllene In Ells, and afterwards

from thence to Laeedaemon; upon the Lacedaemonians' own

invitation, after first obtaining a safe conduct, as he feared

them for the part he had taken in the affair of Mantinea. The

result was that the Corinthians, Syracusans, and Alcibiades,

pressing all the same request in the assembly of the Lacedaemo-

nians, succeeded in persuading them; but as the Ephors and
the authorities, although resolved to send envoys to Syracuse
to prevent their surrendering to the Athenians, showed no

disposition to send them any assistance, Alcibiades now came
forward and inflamed and stirred the Lacedaemonians by
speaking as follows:

'I am forced first to speak to you of the prejudice with

which I am regarded, in order that suspicion may not make

you disinclined to listen to me upon public matters. The
connexion with you as your Proxeni, which the ancestors of

our family by reason of some discontent renounced, I per-

sonally tried to renew by my good offices towards you, in

particular upon the occasion of the disaster at Pylos. But

although I maintained this friendly attitude, you yet chose to

negotiate the peace with the Athenians through my enemies,
and thus to strengthen them and to discredit me. You had
therefore no right to complain if I turned to the Mantineans
and Argives, and seized other occasions of thwarting and

injuring you; and the time has now come when those among
you, who in the bitterness of the moment may have been then

unfairly angry with me, should look at the matter in its true

light, and take a different view. Those again who judged me
unfavourably, because I leaned rather to the side of the com-

mons, must not think that their dislike Is any better founded.

We have always been hostile to tyrants, and all who oppose
arbitrary power are called commons; hence we continued to

act as leaders of the multitude; besides which, as democracy
was the government of the city, it was necessary in most

things to conform to established conditions. However, we en-

deavoured to be more moderate than the licentious temper
of the times; and while there were others, formerly as now,
who tried to lead the multitude astray, the same who banished

me, our party was that of the whole people, our creed being
to do our nart in preserving the form of government under
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which the city enjoyed the utmost greatness and freedom,
and which we had found existing. As for democracy, the men
of sense among us knew what it was, and I perhaps as well
as any, as I have the more cause to complain of it; but there
is nothing new to be said of a patent absurdity meanwhile
we did not think it safe to alter it under the pressure of your
hostility.

'So much then for the prejudices with which I am regarded:
I now can call your attention to the questions you must con-

sider, and upon which superior knowledge perhaps permits
me to speak. We sailed to Sicily first to conquer, if possible,
the SiceliotSj and after them the Italiots also, and finally to
assail the empire and city of Carthage. In the event of all

or most of these schemes succeeding, we were then to attack

Peloponnese, bringing with us the entire force of the Hellenes

lately acquired in those parts, and taking a number of bar-
barians into our pay, such as the Iberians and others in those

countries, confessedly the most warlike known, and building
numerous galleys in addition to those which we had already,
timber being plentiful in Italy; and with this fleet blockading
Feloponnese from the sea and assailing it with our armies by
land, taking some of the cities by storm, drawing works of

circunivallation round others^ we hoped without difficulty to

effect its reduction, and after this to rule the whole of the
Hellenic name. Money and corn meanwhile for the better
execution of these plans were to be supplied in sufficient

quantities by the newly acquired places in those countries,

independently of our revenues here at home.
'You have thus heard the history of the present expedition

from the man who most exactly knows what our objects were;
and the remaining generals will, if they can, carry these out

just the same. But that the states in Sicily must succumb if

you do not help them, I will now show. Although the Siceliots,
with all their inexperience, might even now be saved if their

forces were united, the Syracusans alone, beaten already in
one battle with all their people and blockaded from the sea,

will be unable to withstand the Athenian armament that is

now there. But if Syracuse falls, all Sicily falls also, and Italy

immediately afterwards; and the danger which I just now
spoke of from that quarter will before long be upon you.
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None need therefore fancy that Sicily only is in question;

Peloponnese will be so also, unless you speedily do as I tell

you, and send on board ship to Syracuse troops that shall be

able to row their ships themselves, and serve as heavy infantry

the moment that they land; and what I consider even more

important than the troops, a Spartan as commanding office*

to discipline the forces already on foot and to compel recusants

to serve. The friends that you have already will thus become

more confident, and the waverers will be encouraged to join

you. Meanwhile you must carry on the war here more openly,

that the Syracusans seeing that you do not forget them, may
put heart into their resistance, and that the Athenians may
be less able to reinforce their armament. You must fortify

Decelea in Attica, the blow of which the Athenians are always
most afraid and the only one that they think they have not

experienced in the present war; the surest method of harming
an enemy being to find out what he most fears, and to choose

this means of attacking him, since every one naturally knows
best his own weak points and fears accordingly. The fortifica-

tion in question, while it benefits you, will create difficulties

for your adversaries, of which I shall pass over many, and
shall only mention the chief. Whatever property there is in

the country will most of it become yours, either by capture
or surrender

;
and the Athenians wiU at once be deprived oi

their revenues from the silver mines at Laurium, of their

present gains from their land and from the law courts, and
above all of the revenue from their allies, which will be paid
less regularly, as they lose their awe of Athens, and see you
addressing yourselves with vigour to the war. The zeal and

speed with which all this shall be done depends, Lacedaemo-

nians, upon yourselves; as to its possibility, I am quite con'

fident, and I have little fear of being mistaken.

'Meanwhile I hope that none of you will think any the

worse of me if after having hitherto passed as a lover of mj
country, I now actively join its worst enemies in attacking it,

or will suspect what I say as the fruit of an outlaw's enthusi-

asm. I am an outlaw from the iniquity of those who drove

me forth, not, if you will be guided by me, from your service:

my worst enemies are not you who only harmed your foes, but

they who forced their friends to become enemies; and love
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of country is what I do not feel when I am wronged, but
what I felt when secure in my rights as a citizen. Indeed I

do not consider that I am now attacking a country that is

still mine
;
I am rather trying to recover one that is mine no

longer; and the true lover of his country is not he who con-

sents to lose it unjustly rather than attack it, but he who

longs for it so much that he will go all lengths to recover it.

For myself, therefore, Lacedaemonians, I beg you to use me
without scruple for danger and trouble of every kind, and to

remember the argument in every one's mouth, that if I did

you great harm as an enemy, I could likewise do you good
service as a friend, inasmuch as I know the plans of the Athe-

nians, while I only guessed yours. For yourselves I entreat

you to believe that your most capital interests are now under

deliberation; and I urge you to send without hesitation the

expeditions to Sicily and Attica; by the presence of a small

part of your forces you wiH save important cities in that

island, and you will destroy the power of Athens both present
and prospective; after this you will dwell in security and

enjoy the supremacy over all Hellas, resting not on force but

upon consent and affection.'

Such were the words of Alcibiades. The Lacedaemonians,
who had themselves before intended to march against Athens,
but were still waiting and looking about them, at once be-

came much more in earnest when they received this particular
information from Alcibiades, and considered that they had
heard it from the man who best knew the truth of the matter.

Accordingly they now turned their attention to the fortifying
of Decelea and sending immediate aid to the Sicilians; and

naming Gylippus, son of Cleandridas, to the command of the

Syracusans, bade him consult with that people and with the

Corinthians and arrange for succours reaching the island, in

the best and speediest way possible under the circumstances.

Gylippus desired the Corinthians to send him at once two

ships to Asine, and to prepare the rest that they intended to

send, and to have them ready to sail at the proper time. Hav-
ing settled this, the envoys departed from Lacedsemon.
In the meantime arrived the Athenian galley from Sicily

sent by the generals for money and cavalry; and the Athe-

nians, after hearing what they wanted, voted to send the sup-
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piles
for tlae armament and the cavalry. And the winter ended,

and with it ended the seventeenth year of the present war of

which Thucydides is the historian.

The next summer, at the very beginning of the season, the

Athenians in Sicily put out from Catana, and sailed along

shore to Megara in Sicily, from which, as I have mentioned

above, the Syracusans expelled the inhabitants in the time

of their tyrant Gelo, themselves occupying the territory. Here

the Athenians landed and laid waste the country, and after

an unsuccessful attack upon a fort of the Syracusans, went

on with the fleet and army to the river Terias, and advancing
inland laid waste the plain and set fire to the corn; and after

killing some of a small Syracusan party which they encoun-

tered, and setting up a trophy, went back again to their ships.

They now sailed to Catana and took in provisions there, and

going with their whole force against Centoripa, a town of the

Sicels, acquired it by capitulation, and departed, after also

burning the corn of the Inessseans and Hybleans. Upon their

return to Catana they found the horsemen arrived from

Athens, to the number of two hundred and fifty (with their

equipments, but without their horses which were to be pro-

cured upon the spot), and thirty mounted archers and three

hundred talents of silver.

The same spring the Lacedsemonians marched against

Argos, and went as far as Cleonse, when an earthquake oc-

curred and caused them to return. After this the Argives
invaded the Thyreatid, which is on their border, and took

much booty from the Lacedaemonians, which was sold for no
less than twenty-five talents. The same summer, not long

after, the Thespian commons made an attack upon the party
in office, which was not successful, but succours arrived from

Thebes, and some were caught, while others took refuge at

Athens.

The same summer the Syracusans learned that the Athe-

nians had been joined by their cavalry, and were on the point

of marching against them; and seeing that without becoming
masters of Epipolse, a precipitous spot situated exactly over

the town, the Athenians could not, even if victorious in battle,

easily invest them, they determined to guard its approaches,
In order that the enemy might not ascend unobserved by this,
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the sole way by which ascent was possible, as the remainder
Is lofty ground ?

and falls right down to the city, and can all

be seen from Inside; and as it lies above the rest the place Is

called by the Syracusans Epipolse or Overtown. They accord-

ingly went out In mass at daybreak into the meadow along
the river Anapus, their new generals, Hermocrates and his

colleagues, having just come into office, and held a review
of their heavy Infantry, from whom they first selected a

picked body of six hundred, under the command of DIomilus,
an exile from Andros, to guard Epipolse, and to be ready to

muster at a moment's notice to help wherever help should be

required.
Meanwhile the Athenians, the very same morning, were

holding a review, having already made land unobserved with
all the armament from Catana, opposite a place called Leon,
not much more than half a mile from Epipolse, where they
disembarked their army, bringing the fleet to anchor at

Thapsus, a peninsula running out into the sea, with a narrow

isthmus, and not far from the city of Syracuse either by land
or water. While the naval force of the Athenians threw a
stockade across the Isthmus and remained quiet at Thapsus,
the land army immediately went on at a run to Epipolae, and
succeeded in getting up by Euryelus before the Syracusans
perceived them, or could come up from the meadow and the
review. Diomilus with his six hundred and the rest advanced
as quickly as they could, but they had nearly three miles to

go from the meadow before reaching them. Attacking in this

way in considerable disorder, the Syracusans were defeated
In battle at Epipolse and retired to the town, with a loss of

about three hundred killed, and Diomilus among the number.
After this the Athenians set up a trophy and restored to the

Syracusans their dead under truce, and next day descended to

Syracuse itself; and no one coming out to meet them, re-

ascended and built a fort at Labdalum, upon the edge of the
cliffs of Epipolse, looking towards Megara, to serve as a maga-
zine for their baggage and money, whenever they advanced
to give battle or to work at the lines.

Not long afterwards three hundred cavalry came to them
from Egesta, and about a hundred from the Sicels, Naxians

?

and others; and thus, with the two hundred and fifty from
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Athens, for whom they had got horses from the Egestaeans

and Catanians, besides others that they bought, they now
mustered six hundred and fifty cavalry in all. After posting

a garrison in Labdalum, they advanced to Syca, where they
sate down and quickly built the Circle or centre of their wall

of circumvallation. The Syracusans, appalled at the rapidity

with which the work advanced, determined to go out against

them and give battle and interrupt it; and the two armies

were already in battle array, when the Syracusan generals

observed that their troops found such difficulty in getting into

line, and were in such disorder, that they led them back into

the town, except part of the cavalry. These remained and

hindered the Athenians from carrying stones or dispersing to

any great distance, until a tribe of the Athenian heavy in-

fantry, with all the cavalry, charged and routed the Syracusan
horse with some loss; after which they set up a trophy foi

the cavalry action.

The next day the Athenians began building the wall to the

north of the Circle, at the same time collecting stone and

timber, which they kept laying down towards Trogilus along
the shortest line for their works from the great harbour to

the sea; while the Syracusans, guided by their generals, and

above all by Hermocrates, instead of risking any more general

engagements, determined to build a counterwork in the direc-

tion in which the Athenians were going to carry their wall.

If this could be completed in time the enemy's lines would

be cut; and meanwhile, if he were to attempt to interrupt

them by an attack, they would send a part of their forces

against him, and would secure the approaches beforehand with

their stockade, while the Athenians would have to leave off

working with their whole force in order to attend to them.

They accordingly sallied forth and began to build, starting

from their city, running a cross wall below the Athenian

Circle, cutting down the olives and erecting wooden towers.

As the Athenian fleet had not yet sailed round into the great

harbour, the Syracusans still commanded the sea-coast, and

the Athenians brought their provisions by land from Thapsus.
The Syracusans now thought the stockades and stonework

of their counter-wall sufficiently far advanced; and as the

Athenians, afraid of being divided and so fighting at a dis-
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advantage, and intent upon their own wall, did not come out
to interrupt them, they left one tribe to guard the new wort
and went back into the city. Meanwhile the Athenians de-

stroyed their pipes of drinking-water carried underground
into the city; and watching until the rest of the Syracusans
were in their tents at midday, and some even gone away into

the city, and those in the stockade keeping but indifferent

guard, appointed three hundred picked men of their own, and
some men picked from the light troops and armed for the

purpose, to run suddenly as fast as they could to the counter-

work, while the rest of the army advanced in two divisions,
the one with one of the generals to the city in case of a sortie,
the other with the other general to the stockade by the postern

gate. The three hundred attacked and took the stockade,
abandoned by its garrison, who took refuge in the outworks
round the statue of Apollo Temenites. Here the pursuers burst
In with them, and after getting in were beaten out by the

Syracusans, and some few of the Argives and Athenians slain;
after which the whole army retired, and having demolished
the counterwork and pulled up the stockade, carried away the
stakes to their own lines, and set up a trophy.
The next day the Athenians from the Circle proceeded to

fortify the cliff above the marsh which on this side of Epipolae
looks towards the great harbour; this being also the shortest

line for their work to go down across the plain and the marsh
to the harbour. Meanwhile the Syracusans marched out and

began a second stockade, starting from the city, across the
middle of the marsh, digging a trench alongside to make it

impossible for the Athenians to carry their wall down to the
sea. As soon as the Athenians had finished their work at the
cliff they again attacked the stockade and ditch of the Syra-
cusans. Ordering the fleet to sail round from Thapsus into
the great harbour of Syracuse, they descended at about dawn
from Epipofe into the plain, and laying doors and planks
over the marsh where it was muddy and firmest, crossed over
on these, and by daybreak took the ditch and the stockade,
except a small portion which they captured afterwards. A
battle now ensued, in which the Athenians were victorious, the

right wing of the Syracusans flying to the town and the left to
t tie rivfr. The three hundred picked Athenians, wishing to
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cut off their passage, pressed on at a run to the bridge, when
the alarmed Syracusans, who had with them most of their

cavalry, closed and routed them, hurling them back upon the

Athenian right wing, the first tribe of which was thrown into

a panic by the shock. Seeing this, Lamachus came to their aid

from the Athenian left with a few archers and with the Ar-

gives, and crossing a ditch, was left alone with a few that had
crossed with him, and was killed with five or six of his men.
These the Syracusans managed immediately to snatch up in

haste and get across the river into a place of security, them-
selves retreating as the rest of the Athenian army now came

up.
Meanwhile those who had at first fled for refuge to the

city, seeing the turn affairs were taking, now rallied from the

town and formed against the Athenians in front of them,
sending also a part of their number to the Circle on Epipolae,
which they hoped to take while denuded of its defenders.

These took and destroyed the Athenian outwork of a thousand

feet, the Circle itself being saved by Nicias, who happened
to have been left in it through illness, and who now ordered

the servants to set fire to the engines and timber thrown down
before the wall

; want of men, as he was aware, rendering all

other means of escape impossible. This step was justified by
the result, the Syracusans not coming any further on ac-

count of the fire, but retreating. Meanwhile succours were

coming up from the Athenians below, who had put to flight

the troops opposed to them; and the fleet also, according to

orders, was sailing from Thapsus into the great harbour. See-

ing this, the troops on the heights retired in haste, and the

whole army of the Syracusans re-entered the city, thinking
that with their present force they would no longer be able to

hinder the wall reaching the sea.

After this the Athenians set up a trophy and restored to

the Syracusans their dead under truce
? receiving in return

Lamachus and those who had fallen with him. The whole of

their forces, naval and military, being now with them, they

began from Epipolae and the cliffs and enclosed the Syracusans
with a double wall down to the sea. Provisions were now

brought in for the armament from all parts of Italy; and

many of the Sicels, who had hitherto been looking to see how
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things went, came as allies to the Athenians: there also ar-

rived three ships of fifty oars from Tyrrhenia. Meanwhile

everything else progressed favourably for their hopes. The
Syracusans began to despair of finding safety in arms, no re-

lief having reached them from Peloponnese, and were now
proposing terms of capitulation among themselves and to

Nicias, who after the death of Lamachus was left sole com-
mander. No decision was come to, but as was natural with
men in difficulties and besieged more straitly than before,
there was much discussion with Nicias and still more in the

town. Their present misfortunes had also made them suspi-
cious of one another; and the blame of their disasters was
thrown upon the ill-fortune or treachery of the generals under
whose command they had happened ;

and these were deposed
and others, Heraclides, Eucles, and Tellias, elected in their

stead.

Meanwhile the Lacedaemonian, Gylippus, and the ships
from Corinth were now off Leucas, intent upon going with all

haste to the relief of Sicily. The reports that reached them

being of an alarming kind, and all agreeing in the falsehood

that Syracuse was already completely invested, Gylippus
abandoned all hope of Sicily, and wishing to save Italy,

rapidly crossed the Ionian Sea to Tarentum with the Corinth-

ian, Pythen, two Laconian, and two Corinthian vessels, leav-

ing the Corinthians to follow him after manning, in addition

to their own ten, two Leucadian and two Ambraciot ships.
From Tarentum Gylippus first went on an embassy to Thurii,
and claimed anew the rights of citizenship which his father

had enjoyed ; failing to bring over the townspeople, he weighed
anchor and coasted along Italy. Opposite the Terinsean gulf
he was caught by the wind which blows violently and steadily
from the north in that quarter, and was carried out to sea;
and after experiencing very rough weather, remade Tarentum,
where he hauled ashore and refitted such of his ships as had
suffered most from the tempest. Nicias heard of his approach,
but, like the Thurians, despised the scanty number of his

ships, and set down piracy as the only probable object of

the voyage, and so took no precautions for the present.
About the same time in this summer, the Lacedaemonians

invaded Argos with their allies, and laid waste most of the
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country. The Athenians went with thirty ships to the relief

of the Argives, thus breaking their treaty with the Lacedae-

monians in the most overt manner. Up to this time incursions

from PyloSj descents on the coasts of the rest of Peloponnese,

instead of on the Laconian, had been the extent of their co-

operation with the Argives and Mantineans; and although

the Argives had often begged them to land, if only for a

moment, with their heavy infantry in Laconia, lay waste ever

so little of it with them, and depart, they had always refused

to do so. Now, however, under the command of Pythodorus,

Laespodius, and Demaratus, they landed at Epidaurus, Li-

mera, Prasfe, and other places, and plundered the country;

and thus furnished the Lacedaemonians with a better pretext

for hostilities against Athens. After the Athenians had retired

from Argos with their fleet, and the Lacedaemonians also, the

Argives made an incursion into the Phliasid, and returned

home after ravaging their land and killing some of thr

inhabitants.
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CHAPTER XXI
EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH YEARS OF THE WAR ARRIVAL

OF GYLIPPUS AT SYRACUSE FORTIFICATION OF DECELEA
SUCCESSES OF THE SYRACUSANS

B.c. 414: Gylippus at Himera; at Epipolce Capture of Labdalum
Defensive measures taken by Nicias Athenian lines broken

Nidus* letter to the Athenians Reinforcements sent Lacedoz-
monians hasten preparations "B.C. 413: Invasion of Attica

Syracmans plan naval attack Capture of Plemmyrium Demos-
thenes sails for Sicily Athenian difficulties Massacre in Mycales-
sus Demosthenes and Eurymedon New allies for Syracusans
Battle in Gulf of Corinth New naval tactics Athenians deceived
and defeated.

AFTER refitting their ships, Gylippus and Pythen coasted

along from Tarentum to Epizephyrian Locris. They now re-

ceived the more correct information that Syracuse was not

yet completely invested, but that it was still possible for an

army arriving by Epipolae to effect an entrance; and they
consulted, accordingly, whether they should keep Sicily on
their right and risk sailing in by sea, or leaving it on their

left, should first sail to Himera, and taking with them the

Himerasans and any others that might agree to join them, go
to Syracuse by land. Finally they determined to sail for

Himera, especially as the four Athenian ships which Nicias
had at length sent off, on hearing that they were at Locris,
had not yet arrived at Rhegium. Accordingly, before these

reached their post, the Peloponnesians crossed the strait, and
after touching at Rhegium and Messina, came to Himera.
Arrived there, they persuaded the Himeraeans to join in the

war, and not only to go with them themselves but to provide
arms for the seamen from their vessels which they had drawn
ashore at Himera; and they sent and appointed a place for the

400
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Selinuntines to meet them with all their forces. A few troops

were also promised by the Geloans and some of the Sicels,

who were now ready to join them with much greater alacrity,

owing to the recent death of Archonidas, a powerful Sicel

king in that neighbourhood and friendly to Athens, and owing
also to the vigour shown by Gylippus in Doming from Lacedse-

mon. Gylippus now took with Mm about seven hundred of

his sailors and marines, that number only having arms, a

thousand heavy infantry and light troops from Himera with

a body of a hundred horse, some light troops and cavalry

from Selinus, a few Geloans, and Sicels numbering a thousand

in all, and set out on his march for Syracuse.

Meanwhile the Corinthian fleet from Leucas made all haste

to arrive; and one of their commanders, Gongylus, starting

last with a single ship, was the first to reach Syracuse, a little

before Gylippus. Gongylus found the Syracusans on the point

of holding an assembly to consider whether they should not

put an end to the war. This he prevented, and reassured them

by telling them that more vessels were still to arrive, and that

Gylippus, son of Cleandridas, had been despatched by the

Lacedaemonians to take the command. Upon this the Syra-

cusans took courage, and immediately marched out with all

their forces to meet Gylippus, who they found was now close

at hand. Meanwhile Gylippus, after taking letae, a fort of

the Sicels, on his way, formed his army in order of battle,

and so arrived at Epipolae, and ascending by Euryelus, as the

Athenians had done at first, now advanced with the Syra-

cusans against the Athenian lines. His arrival chanced at a

critical moment. The Athenians had already finished a double

wall of six or seven furlongs to the great harbour, with the

exception of a small portion next to the sea, which they were

still engaged upon; and in the remainder of the circle towards

Trogilus on the other sea, stones had been laid ready foi

building for the greater part of the distance, and some points

had been left half finished, while others were entirely com-

pleted. The danger of Syracuse had indeed been great.

Meanwhile the Athenians, recovering from the confusion

into which they had been at first thrown by the sudden ap-

proach of Gylippus and the Syracusans, formed in order of

battle. Gylippus halted at a short distance off and sent on a
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herald to tell them that if they would evacuate Sicily with

bag and baggage within five days' time, he was willing to make
a truce accordingly. The Athenians treated this proposition
with contempt, and dismissed the herald without an an-

swer. After this both sides began to prepare for action. Gylip-

pus, observing that the Syracusans were in disorder and did

not easily fall into line, drew off his troops more into the open

ground, while Nicias did not lead on the Athenians but lay still

by his own wall. When Gylippus saw that they did not come

on, he led off his army to the citadel of the quarter of Apollo

Temenites, and passed the night there. On the following day
he led out the main body of his army, and drawing them up
in order of battle before the walls of the Athenians to prevent
their going to the relief of any other quarter, despatched a

strong force against Fort Labdalum and took it, and put all

whom he found in it to the sword, the place not being within

sight of the Athenians. On the same day an Athenian galley
that lay moored off the harbour was captured by the Syra-
cusans.

After this the Syracusans and their allies began to carry a

single wall, starting from the city, in a slanting direction up
Epipolae, in order that the Athenians, unless they could hinder

the work, might be no longer able to invest them. Meanwhile
the Athenians, having now finished their wall down to the sea,

had come up to the heights; and part of their wall being weak,

Gylippus drew out his army by night and attacked it. How-
ever, the Athenians who happened to be bivouacking outside

took the alarm and came out to meet him, upon seeing which he

quickly led his men back again. The Athenians now built their

wall higher, and in future kept guard at this point themselves,

disposing their confederates along the remainder of the works,
at the stations assigned to them. Nicias also determined to

fortify Plemmyrium, a promontory over against the city,

^hich juts out and narrows the mouth of the great harbour.

He thought that the fortification of this place would make it

easier to bring in supplies, as they would be able to carry on
their blockade from a less distance, near to the port occupied
by the Syracusans; instead of being obliged, upon every
movement of the enemy's navy, to put out against them from
the bottom of the great harbour. Besides this, he now began
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to pay more attention to the war by sea, seeing that the com-

ing of Gylippus had diminished their hopes by land. Accord-

ingly, he conveyed over his ships and some troops, and built

three forts in which he placed most of his baggage, and moored
there for the future the larger craft and men-of-war. This was
the first and chief occasion of the losses which the crews ex-

perienced. The water which they used was scarce and had to

be fetched from far, and the sailors could not go out for fire-

wood without being cut off by the Syracusan horse, who were
masters of the country ;

a third of the enemy's cavalry being
stationed at the little town of Olympieum, to prevent plunder-

ing incursions on the part of the Athenians at Plemmyrium.
Meanwhile Nicias learned that the rest of the Corinthian fleet

was approaching, and sent twenty ships to watch for them,
with orders to be on the look-out for them about Locris and

Rhegium and the approach to Sicily.

Gylippus, meanwhile, went on with the wall across Epipolse,

using the stones which the Athenians had laid down for their

own wall, and at the same time constantly led out the Syra-
cusans and their allies, and formed them in order of battle in

front of the lines, the Athenians forming against him. At lasi.

he thought that the moment was come, and began the attack;
and a hand-to-hand fight ensued between the lines, where the

Syracusan cavalry could be of no use; and the Syracusans and

their allies were defeated and took up their dead under truce,

while the Athenians erected a trophy. After this Gylippus
called the soldiers together, and said that the fault was not

theirs but his; he had kept their lines too much within the

works, and had thus deprived them of the services of their

cavalry and darters. He would now, therefore, lead them on

a second time. He begged them to remember that in material

force they would be fully a match for their opponents, while,

with respect to moral advantages, it were intolerable if

Peloponnesians and Dorians should not feel confident of over-

coming lonians and islanders with the motley rabble that ac-

companied them, and of driving them out of the country.

After this he embraced the first opportunity that offered

of again leading them against the enemy. Now Nicias and the

Athenians were of opinion that even if the Syracusans should

not wish to offer battle, it was necessary for them to prevent
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the building of the cross wall, as it already almost overlapped
the extreme point of their own, and if it went any further it

would from that moment make no difference whether they
fought ever so many successful actions, or never fought at all.

They accordingly came out to meet the Syracusans. Gylippus
led out his heavy infantry further from the fortifications than
on the former occasion, and so joined battle; posting his

horse and darters upon the flank of the Athenians in the open
space, where the works of the two walls terminated. During
the engagement the cavalry attacked and routed the left wing
of the Athenians, which was opposed to them; and the rest

of the Athenian army was in consequence defeated by the

Syracusans and driven headlong within their lines. The night

following the Syracusans carried their wall up to the Athenian
works and passed them, thus putting it out of their power any
longer to stop them, and depriving them, even if victorious

in the field, of all chance of investing the city for the future.

After this the remaining twelve vessels of the Corinthians,

Ambraciots, and Leucadians sailed into the harbour under the

command of Erasinides, a Corinthian, having eluded the Athe-
nian ships on guard, and helped the Syracusans in completing
the remainder of the cross wall. Meanwhile Gylippus went into

the rest of Sicily to raise land and naval forces, and also to

bring over any of the cities that either were lukewarm in the

cause or had hitherto kept out of the war altogether. Syracusan
and Corinthian envoys were also despatched to Lacedaemon
and Corinth to get a fresh force sent over, in any way that

might offer, either in merchant vessels or transports, or in any
other manner likely to prove successful, as the Athenians too

were sending for reinforcements; while the Syracusans pro-
ceeded to man a fleet and to exercise, meaning to try their

fortune in this way also, and generally became exceedingly
confident.

Nicias perceiving this, and seeing the strength of the enemy
and his own difficulties dally increasing, himself also sent to

Athens. He had before sent frequent reports of events as they
occurred, and felt it especially incumbent upon him to do so

now, as he thought that they were in a critical position, and
that unless speedily recalled or strongly reinforced from home,
they had no hope of safety. He feared, however, that the mes-
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sengers, either through inability to speak, or through failure

of memory, or from a wish to please the multitude, might not

report the truth, and so thought it best to write a letter, to

insure that the Athenians should know his own opinion with-

out its being lost in transmission, and be able to decide upon
the real facts of the case. His emissaries, accordingly, departed
with the letter and the requisite verbal instructions; and he
attended to the affairs of the army, making it Ms aim now
to keep on the defensive and to avoid any unnecessary danger.
At the close of the same summer the Athenian general

Euetion marched in concert with Perdiccas with a large body
of Thracians against Amphipolis, and failing to take it brought
some galleys round into the Strymon, and blockaded the town
from the river, having his base at Himeraeum.
Summer was now over. The winter ensuing, the persons sent

by Nicias, reaching Athens, gave the verbal messages which
had been entrusted to them, and answered any questions that

were asked them, and delivered the letter. The clerk of the

city now came forward and read out to the Athenians the letter,

which was as follows:

'Our past operations, Athenians, have been made known to

you by many other letters; it is now time for you to become

equally familiar with our present condition, and to take your
measures accordingly. We had defeated in most of our engage-
ments with them the Syracusans, against whom we were sent,

and we had built the works which we now occupy, when

Gylippus arrived from Lacedsemon with an army obtained

from Peloponnese and from some of the cities in Sicily. In our

first battle with him we were victorious; in the battle on the

following day we were overpowered by a multitude of cavalry
and darters, and compelled to retire within our lines. We have

now, therefore, been forced by the numbers of those opposed
to us to discontinue the work of circumvallation, and to re-

main inactive; being unable to make use even of all the force

we have, since a large portion of our heavy infantry is ab-

sorbed in the defence of our lines. Meanwhile the enemy have

carried a single wall past our lines, thus making it impossible
for us to invest them in future, until this cross wall be attacked

by a strong force and captured. So that the besieger in name
has become, at least from the land side, the besieged in reality;
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as we are prevented by their cavalry from even going for any
distance into the country.

1

Besides this, an embassy has been despatched to Pelopon-
nese to procure reinforcements, and Gylippus has gone to the

cities in Sicily, partly in the hope of inducing those that are

at present neutral to join him in the war, partly of bringing
from his allies additional contingents for the land forces and
material for the navy. For I understand that they contemplate
a combined attack, upon our lines with their land forces and
with their fleet by sea. You must none of you be surprised that

I say by sea also. They have discovered that the length of

the time we have now been in commission has rotted our ships
and wasted our crews, and that with the entireness of our crews

and the soundness of our ships the pristine efficiency of our

navy has departed. For it is impossible for us to haul our ships
ashore and careen them, because, the enemy's vessels being
as many or more than our own, we are constantly anticipating
an attack. Indeed, they may be seen exercising, and it lies with

them to take the initiative; and not having to maintain a

blockade, they have greater facilities for drying their ships.

'This we should scarcely be able to do, even if we had plenty
of ships to spare, and were freed from our present necessity
of exhausting all our strength upon the blockade. For it is

already difficult to carry in supplies past Syracuse; and were
we to relax our vigilance in the slightest degree it would be-

come impossible. The losses which our crews have suffered and
still continue to suffer arise from the following causes. Expedi-
tions for fuel and for forage, and the distance from which
water has to be fetched, cause our sailors to be cut off by the

Syracusan cavalry; the loss of our previous superiority em-
boldens our slaves to desert; our foreign seamen are impressed
by the unexpected appearance of a navy against us, and the

strength of the enemy's resistance; such of them as were

pressed into the service take the first opportunity of departing
to their respective cities; such as were originally seduced by
the temptation of high pay, and expected little fighting and

large gains, leave us either by desertion to the enemy or by
availing themselves of one or other of the various facilities of

escape which the magnitude of Sicily affords them. Some even

engage in trade themselves and prevail upon the captains to
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take Hyccaric slaves on board in their place; thus they have
ruined the efficiency of our navy.
'Now I need not remind you that the time during which a

crew is in its prime is short, and that the number of sailors

who can start a ship on her way and keep the rowing in time
is small. But by far my greatest trouble is, that holding the

post which I do, I am prevented by the natural indocility of

the Athenian seaman from putting a stop to these evils; and
that meanwhile we have no source from which to recruit our

crews, which the enemy can do from many quarters, but
are compelled to depend both for supplying the crews in ser-

vice and for making good our losses upon the men whom we
brought with us. For our present confederates, Naxos and

Catana, are incapable of supplying us. There is only one thing
more wanting to our opponents, I mean the defection of our
Italian markets. If they were to see you neglect to relieve us
from our present condition, and were to go over to the enemy,
famine would compel us to evacuate, and Syracuse would
finish the war without a blow.

'I might, it is true, have written to you something different

and more agreeable than this, but nothing certainly more use-

ful, if it is desirable for you to know the real state of things
here before taking your measures. Besides I know that it is

your nature to love to be told the best side of things, and then

to blame the teller if the expectations which he has raised in

your minds are not answered by the result; and I therefore

thought it safest to declare to you the truth.

'Now you are not to think that either your generals or your
soldiers have ceased to be a match for the forces originally

opposed to them. But you are to reflect that a general Sicilian

coalition is being formed against us; that a fresh army is

expected from Peloponnese, while the force we have here is

unable to cope even with our present antagonists; and you
must promptly decide either to recall us or to send out to us

another fleet and army as numerous again, with a large sum
of money, and some one to succeed me

?
as a disease in the

kidneys unfits me for retaining my post. I have, I think, some
claim on your indulgence, as while I was inmy prime I did you
much good service in my commands. But whatever you mean
to do, do it at the commencement of spring and without delay.
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as the enemy will obtain Ms Sicilian reinforcements shortly,
those from Peloponnese after a longer interval; and unless you
attend to the matter the former will be here before you, while

the latter will elude you as they have done before.'

Such were the contents of Niclas' letter. When the Athe-
nians had heard It they refused to accept his resignation, but
chose him. two colleagues, naming Menander and Euthydemus,
two of the officers at the seat of war, to fill their places until

their arrival, that Nicias might not be left alone in his sick-

ness to bear the whole weight of affairs. They also voted to

send out another army and navy, drawn partly from the Athe-
nians on the muster-roll, partly from the allies. The colleagues
chosen for Xicias were Demosthenes, son of Alcisthenes, and

Eurymedon, son of Thucles. Eurymedon was sent off at once,
about the time of the winter solstice, with ten ships, a hundred
and twenty talents of silver, and instructions to tell the army
that reinforcements would arrive, and that care would be
taken of them; but Demosthenes stayed behind to organise
the expedition, meaning to start as soon as it was spring, and
sent for troops to the allies, and meanwhile got together

money, ships, and heavy Infantry at home.
The Athenians also sent twenty vessels round Peloponnese

to prevent any one crossing over to Sicily from Corinth or

Peloponnese. For the Corinthians, filled with confidence by
the favourable alteration In Sicilian affairs which had been

reported by the envoys upon their arrival, and convinced that

the fleet which they had before sent out had not been without

Its use, were now preparing to despatch a force of heavy in-

fantry In merchant vessels to Sicily, while the Lacedaemonians
did the like for the rest of Peloponnese. The Corinthians also

named a fleet of twenty-five vessels, intending to try the result

of a battle with the squadron on guard at Naupactus, and
meanwhile to make It less easy for the Athenians there to

hinder the departure of their merchantmen, by obliging them
to keep an eye upon the galleys thus arrayed against them.

In tie meantime the Lacedaemonians prepared for their In-

vasion of Attica, in accordance with their own previous re-

solve, and at the instigation of the Syracusans and Corinthians,
who wished for an Invasion to arrest the reinforcements which

they heard that Athens was about to send to Sicily. Alcibiades
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also urgently advised tlie fortification of Decelea, and a vigor^
ous prosecution of the war. But the Lacedaemonians derived

most encouragement from the belief that Athens, with two
wars on her hands, against themselves and against the

Siceliots, would be more easy to subdue, and from the con
viction that she had been the first to infringe the tmce. In
the former war, they considered, the offence had been more
on their own side, both on account of the entrance of the
Thebans into Platsea in time of peace, and also of their own
refusal to listen to the Athenian offer of ar nitration, in spite
of the clause in the former treaty that wherc> arbitration should
be offered there should be no appeal to aims. For this reason

they thought that they deserved their misfortunes, and took to

heart seriously the disaster at Pylos gad whatever else had
befallen them. But when, besides the ravages from Pylos,
which went on without any intermission, the thirty Athenian

ships came out from Argos and wasted part of Epidaurus,
Prasiae, and other places; when upon every dispute that arose

as to the interpretation of any doubtful point in the treatys

their own offers of arbitration were always rejected by the

Athenians, the Lacedaemonians at length decided that

Athens had now committed the very same offence as they had
before done, and had become the guilty party; and they began
to be full of ardour for the war. They spent this winter in

sending round to their allies for iron, and in getting ready the
other implements for building their fort; and meanwhile began
raising at home, and also by forced requisitions in the rest oi

Peloponnese, a force to be sent out in the merchantmen to

their allies in Sicily. Winter thus ended, and with it the

eighteenth year of this war of which Thucydides is the

historian.

In the first days of the spring following, at an earlier period
than usual, the Lacedaemonians and their allies invaded Attica,
under the command of Agis, son of Archidamus, king of the

Lacedaemonians. They began by devastating the parts border-

ing upon the plain, and next proceeded to fortify Decelea,

dividing the work among the different cities, Decelea is about
thirteen or fourteen miles from the city of Athens, and the

same distance or not much further from Boeotia; and the fort

was meant to annoy the plain and the richest parts of the
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country, being in sight of Athens. While the Peloponnesians
and their allies in Attica were engaged in the work of fortifica^

tion, their countrymen at home sent off, at about the same

time, the heavy infantry in the merchant vessels to Sicily;

the Lacedemonians furnishing a picked force of Helots and
Neodainodes (or freedmen), six hundred heavy infantry in

all, under the command of Eccritus, a Spartan; and the

Boeotians three hundred heavy infantry, commanded by two

Thfcbans, Xenon and Nicon, and by Hegesander, a Thespian.
These were among the first to put out into the open sea, start-

ing from Tsenanis in Laconia. Not long after their departure
the Corinthians sent off a force of five hundred heavy infantry,

consisting partly of men from Corinth itself, and partly of

Arcadian mercenaries, placed under the command of Alex-

archus, a Corinthian. The Sicyonians also sent off two hundred

heavy infantry at the same time as the Corinthians, under the

command of Sargeus, a Sicyonian. Meantime the five-and-

twenty vessels manned by Corinth during the winter, lay con-

fronting the twenty Athenian ships at Naupactus until the

heavy infantry in the merchantmen were fairly on their way
from Peloponnese; thus fulfilling the object for which they
had been manned originally,

which was to divert the attention

of the Athenians from the merchantmen to the galleys.

During this time the Athenians were not Idle. Simultane-

ously with the fortification of Decelea, at the very beginning
of spring, they sent thirty ships round Peloponnese, under

Charicles, son of Apollodorus, with instructions to call at

Argos and demand a force of their heavy infantry for the fleet,

agreeably to the alliance. At the same time they despatched
Demosthenes to Sicily, as they had intended, with sixty Athe-
nian and five Chian vessels, twelve hundred Athenian heavy
Infantry from the muster-roll, and as many of the Islanders

as could be raised in the different quarters, drawing upon the

other subject allies for whatever they could supply that would
be of use for the war, Demosthenes was instructed first to sail

round with Charicles and to operate with him upon the coasts

of Laconia, and accordingly sailed to Jigina and there waited
for the remainder of his armament, and for Charicles to fetch

the Argive troops.
In Sicily about the same time in this spring, Gylippus came
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to Syracuse with as many troops as he could bring from the-

cities which he had persuaded to join. Calling the Syracusans

together, he told them that they must man as many ships as

possible, and try their hand at a sea-fight, by which he hoped
to achieve an advantage in the war not unworthy of the risk.

With him Hermocrates actively joined in trying to encourage
Ms countrymen to attack the Athenians at sea, saying that

the latter had not inherited their naval prowess nor would they
retain it for ever; they had been landsmen even to a greater

degree than the Syracusans, and had only become a maritime

power when obliged by the Mede. Besides, to daring spirits

like the Athenians, a daring adversary would seem the most

formidable; and the Athenian plan of paralysing by the bold-

ness of their attack a neighbour often not their inferior in

strength, could now be used against them with as good effect

by the Syracusans, He was convinced also that the unlooked-

for spectacle of Syracusans daring to face the Athenian navy
would cause a terror to the enemy, the advantages of which

would far outweigh any loss that Athenian science might in-

flict upon their inexperience. He accordingly urged them to

throw aside their fears and to try their fortune at sea; and the

Syracusans, under the influence of Gylippus and Hermocrates,
and perhaps some others, made up their minds for the sea-fight

and began to man their vessels.

When the fleet was ready, Gylippus led out the whole army
by night; his plan being to assault in person the forts of

Plemmyrium by land, while thirty-five Syracusan galleys

sailed according to appointment against the enemy from the

great harbour, and the forty-five remaining came round from

the lesser harbour, where they had their arsenal, in order to

effect a junction with those inside and simultaneously to attack

Plemmyrium, and thus to distract the Athenians by assault-

ing them on two sides at once. The Athenians quickly manned

sixty ships, and with twenty-five of these engaged the thirty-

five of the Syracusans in the great harbour, sending the rest

to meet those sailing round from the arsenal; and an action

now ensued directly in front of the mouth o! the great harbour,

maintained with equal tenacity on both sides; the one wishing
to force the passage, the other to prevent tnem.

In the meantime, while the Athenians in Plemmyrium were
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down at the sea, attending to the engagement, Gylippus made
a sudden attack on the forts in the early morning and took the

largest first, and afterwards the two smaller, whose garrisons
did not wait for him, seeing the largest so easily taken. At the
fall of the first fort, the men from it who succeeded in taking
refuge in their boats and merchantmen, found great difficulty
in reaching the camp, as the Syracusans were having the best
of it in the engagement in the great harbour, and sent a fast-

sailing galley to pursue them. But when the two others fell,

th3 Syracusans were now being defeated; and the fugitives
from these sailed along shore with more ease. The Syracusan

ships fighting off the mouth of the harbour, forced their way
through the Athenian vessels and sailing in without any order
fell foul of one another, and transferred the victory to the

Athenians; who not only routed the squadron in question, but
also that by which they were at first being defeated in the

harbour, sinking eleven of the Syracusan vessels and killing
most of the men, except the crews of three ships whom they
made prisoners. Their own loss was confined to three vessels;
and after hauling ashore the Syracusan wrecks and setting up
a trophy upon the islet in front of Plemmyrium, they retired

to their own camp.
Unsuccessful at sea, the Syracusans had nevertheless the

forts in Plemmyrium, for which they set up three trophies.
One of the two last taken they razed, but put in order and gar-
risoned the two others. In the capture of the forts a great many
men were killed and made prisoners, and a great quantity of

property was taken in all. As the Athenians had used them as
a magazine, there was a large stock of goods and corn of the
merchants inside, and also a large stock belonging to the cap-
tains; the masts and other furniture of forty galleys being
taken, besides three galleys which had been drawn up on
shore. Indeed the first and chiefest cause of the ruin of the
Athenian army was the capture of Plemmyrium; even the
entrance of the harbour being now no longer safe for carrying
in provisions, as the Syracusan vessels were stationed there
to prevent it, and nothing could be brought in without fight-

ing; besides the general impression of dismay and discour-

agement produced upon the army.
After this the Syracusans sent out twelve ships under the
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command of Agatharchus, a Syracusan. One of these went to

Peloponnese with ambassadors to describe the hopeful state of

their affairs, and to incite the Peloponnesians to prosecute the

war there even more actively than they were now doing, while

the eleven others sailed to Italy, hearing that vessels laden

with stores were on their way to the Athenians. After falling

in with and destroying most of the vessels in question, and

burning in the Caulonian territory a quantity of timber for

shipbuilding, which had been got ready for the Athenians, the

Syracusan squadron went to Locri, and one of the merchant-

men from Peloponnese coming in, while they were at anchor

there, carrying Thespian heavy infantry, took these on board

and sailed along shore towards home. The Athenians were OD

the look-out for them with twenty ships at Megara, but were

only able to take one vessel with its crew; the rest getting clear

off to Syracuse. There was also some skirmishing in the har-

bour about the piles which the Syracusans had driven in the sea

in front of the old docks, to allow their ships to lie at anchor

inside, without being hurt by the Athenians sailing up and

running them down. The Athenians brought up to them a

ship of ten thousand talents' burden furnished with wooden
turrets and screens, and fastened ropes round the piles from

their boats, wrenched them up and broke them, or dived down
and sawed them in two. Meanwhile the Syracusans plied them
with missiles from the docks, to which they replied from their

large vessel ;
until at last most of the piles were removed by

the Athenians. But the most awkward part of the stockade was
the part out of sight: some of the piles which had been driven

in did not appear above water, so that it was dangerous to sail

up, for fear of running the ships upon them, just as upon a

reef, through not seeing them. However divers went down
and sawed off even these for reward; although the Syracusans
drove in others. Indeed there was no end to the contrivances

to which they resorted against each other, as might be expected
between two hostile armies confronting each other at such a
short distance: and skirmishes and all kinds of other attempts
were of constant occurrence. Meanwhile the Syracusans sent

embassies to the cities composed of Corinthians, Ambraciots,

and Lacedaemonians, to tell them of the capture of Plem-

inyrium. and that their defeat in the sea-fight was due less to
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the strength of the enemy than to their own disorder; and

generally, to let them know that they were full of hope, and
to desire them to come to their help with ships and troops,

as the Athenians were expected with a fresh army, and if the

one already there could be destroyed before the other arrived,

the war would be at an end.

WMle the contending parties in Sicily were thus engaged,

Demosthenes, having now got together the armament with

which he was to go to the island, put out from ^Egina, and

making sail for Peloponnese, joined Charicles and the thirty

ships of the Athenians. Taking on board the heavy infantry

from Argos they sailed to Laconia, and after first plundering

part of Epidarus Limera, landed on the coast of Laconia,

opposite Cythera, where the temple of Apollo stands, and lay-

ing waste part of the country, fortified a sort of isthmus, to

which the Helots of the Lacedaemonians might desert, and

from whence plundering incursions might be made as from

Pylos. Demosthenes helped to occupy this place, and then

immediately sailed on to Corcyra to take up some of the allies

in that island, and so to proceed without delay to Sicily; while

Charicles waited until he had completed the fortification of

the place, and leaving a garrison there, returned home subse-

quently with his thirty ships and the Argives also,

This same summer arrived at Athens thirteen hundred

targeteers, Thracian swordsmen of the tribe of the Dii, who
were to have sailed to Sicily with Demosthenes. Since they
had come too late, the Athenians determined to send them

back to Thrace, whence they had come; to keep them for the

Decelean war appearing too expensive, as the pay of each man
was a drachma a day. Indeed since Decelea had been first

fortified by the whole Peloponnesian army during this sum-

mer, and then occupied for the annoyance of the country by
the garrisons from the cities relieving each other at stated

intervals, it had been doing great mischief to the Athenians;
in fact this occupation, by the destruction of property and loss

of men which resulted from it, was one of the principal causes

of their ruin. Previously the invasions were short, and did not

prevent their enjoying their land during the rest of the time:

the enemy was now permanently fixed in Attica; at one time

it was an attack in force, at another it was the regular garrison
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overrunning the country and making forays for its subsistence,
and the Lacedaemonian king, Agis, was in the field and dili-

gently prosecuting the war; great mischief was therefore done
to the Athenians. They were deprived of their whole country:
more than twenty thousand slaves had deserted, a great part
of them artisans, and all their sheep and beasts of burden were
lost; and as the cavalry rode out daily upon excursions to
Decelea and to guard the country, their horses were either
lamed by being constantly worked upon rocky ground, or
wounded by the enemy.

Besides, the transport of provisions from Euboea, which had
before been carried on so much more quickly over land by
Decelea from Oropus, was now effected at great cost by sea
round Sunium; everything the city required had to be im-

ported from abroad, and instead of a city it became a fortress.
Summer and whiter the Athenians were worn out by having
to keep guard on the fortifications, during the day by turns,
by night all together, the cavalry excepted, at the different

military posts or upon the wall. But what most oppressed them
was that they had two wars at once, and had thus reached a
pitch of frenzy which no one would have believed possible if

he had heard of it before it had come to pass. For could any
one have imagined that even when besieged by the Pelopon-
nesians entrenched in Attica, they would still, instead of with-

drawing from Sicily, stay on there besieging in like manner
Syracuse, a town (taken as a town) in no way inferior to

Athens, or would so thoroughly upset the Hellenic estimate
of their strength and audacity, as to give the spectacle of a
people which, at the beginning of the war, some thought might
hold out one year, some two, none more than three, if the

Peloponnesians invaded their country, now seventeen years
after the first invasion, after having already suffered from aH
the evils of war, going to Sicily and undertaking a new war
nothing inferior to that which they already had with the

Peloponnesians? These causes, the great losses from Decelea,
and the other heavy charges that fell upon them, produced
their financial embarrassment; and it was at this time that

they imposed upon their subjects, instead of the tribute, the
tax of a twentieth upon all imports and exports by sea, which

they thought would bring them in more money; their expendi-
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ture being now not the same as at first, but having grown with

the war while their revenues decayed.

Accordingly, not wishing to incur expense in their present

want of money, they sent back at once the Thracians who
came too late for Demosthenes, under the conduct of

Diitrephes, who was instructed, as they were to pass through
*he Euripus, to make use of them if possible in the voyage

along shore to injure the enemy. Diitrephes first landed them
at Tanagra and hastily snatched some booty; he then sailed

across the Euripus in the evening from Chalcis in Euboea and

disembarking in Boeotia led them against Mycalessus. The

night he passed unobserved near the temple of Hermes, not

quite two miles from Mycalessus, and at daybreak assaulted

and took the town, which is not a large one; the inhabitants

being off their guard and not expecting that any one would

ever come up so far from the sea to molest them, the wall too

being weak, and in some places having tumbled down, while

in others it had not been built to any height, and the gates
also being left open through their feeling of security. The
Thracians bursting into Mycalessus sacked the houses and

templeSj and butchered the inhabitants, sparing neither youth
nor age, but killing all they fell in with, one after the other,

diildren and women, and even beasts of burden, and whatever

other living creatures they saw; the Thracian race, like the

bloodiest of the barbarians, being ever most so when it has

nothing to lear. Everywhere confusion reigned and death in

all its shapes ;
and in particular they attacked a boys' school,

the largest that there was in the place, into which the children

had just gone, and massacred them all. In short, the disaster

falling upon the whole town was unsurpassed in magnitude,
and unapproached by any in suddenness and in horror.

Meanwhile the Thebans heard of it and marched to the

rescue, and overtaking the Thracians before they had gone
far, recovered the plunder and drove them in panic to the

Euripus and the sea, where the vessels which brought them
were lying. The greatest slaughter took place while they were

embarking, as they did not know how to swim, and those in

the vessels on seeing what was going on on shore moored
them out of bowshot: in the rest of the retreat the Thracians
made a very respectable defence against the Theban horse,
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by wMch they were first attacked, dashing out and closing
their ranks according to the tactics of their country, and lost

only a few men in that part of the affair. A good number who
were after plunder were actually caught in the town and put
to death. Altogether the Thracians had two hundred and fifty

killed out of thirteen hundred, the Thebans and the rest who
came to the rescue about twenty, troopers and heavy infantry,
with Scirphondas, one of the Boetarchs. The MycaJessians lost

a large proportion of their population.
While Mycalessus thus experienced a calamity, for its ex

tent, as lamentable as any that happened in the war, Demos-

thenes, whom we left sailing to Corcyra, after the building of

the fort in Laconia, found a merchantman lying at Phea in

Elis, in which the Corinthian heavy infantry were to cross to

Sicily. The ship he destroyed, but the men escaped, and subse-

quently got another in which they pursued their voyage. After

this, arriving at Zacynthus and Cephallenia, he took a body
of heavy infantry on board, and sending for some of the Mes-
senians from Naupactus, crossed over to the opposite coast of

Acarnania, to Alyzia, and to Anactorium which was held by
the Athenians. While he was in these parts he was met by
Eurymedon returning from Sicily, where he had been sent, as

has been mentioned, during the winter, with the money for the

army, who told Mm the news, and also that he had heard,
while at sea, that the Syracusans had taken Plemmyrium.
Here, also, Conon came to them, thecommander at Naupactus,
with news that the twenty-five Corinthian ships stationed

opposite to him,, far from giving over the war, were meditating
an engagement; and he therefore begged them to send him
some ships, as Ms own eighteen were not a match for the

enemy's twenty-five. Demosthenes and Eurymedon., accord-

ingly, sent ten of their best sailers with Conon to reinforce

the squadron at Naupactus, and meanwhile prepared for the

muster of their forces
; Eurymedon, who was now the colleague

of Demosthenes, and had turned back in consequence of Ms

appointment, sailing to Corcyra to tell them to man fifteen

ships and to enlist heavy infantry; wMle Demosthenes raised

slingers and darters from the parts about Acamania.
Meanwhile the envoys, already mentioned, who had gone

from Syracuse to the cities after the capture of Plemmyrium,
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had succeeded in their mission, and were about to bring the

army that they had collected, when Nicias got scent of it.

and sent to the Centoripse and Alicyaeans and other of the

friendly Sicels, who held the passes, not to let the enemy
through, but to combine to prevent their passing, there being
no other way by which they could even attempt it, as the

Agrigentines would not give them a passage through their

country. Agreeably to this request the Sicels laid a triple

ambuscade for the Siceliots upon their march, and attacking
them suddenly, while off their guard, killed about eight hun-

dred of them and all the envoys, the Corinthian only excepted,

by whom fifteen hundred who escaped were conducted to

Syracuse.
About the same time the Camarinseans also came to the

assistance of Syracuse with five hundred heavy infantry, three

hundred darters and as many archers, while the Geloans sent

crews for five ships, four hundred darters and two hundred

horse. Indeed almost the whole of Sicily, except the Agrigen-

tines, who were neutral, now ceased merely to watch events

as it had hitherto done, and actively joined Syracuse against
the Athenians.

While the Syracusans after the Sicel disaster put off any
Immediate attack upon the Athenians, Demosthenes and

Eurynedon, whose forces from Corcyra and the continent

were now ready, crossed the Ionian gulf with all their arma-

ment to the lapygian promontory, and starting from thence

touched at the Charades Isles lying off lapygia, where they
took on board a hundred and fifty lapygian darters of the

Messapian tribe, and after renewing an old friendship with

Artas the chief, who had furnished them with the darters, ar-

rived at Metapontium in Italy. Here they persuaded their

allies the Metapontines, to send with them three hundred

darters and two galleys, and with this reinforcement coasted

on to Thurii, where they found the party hostile to Athens

recently expelled by a revolution, and accordingly remained

there to muster and review the whole army, to see if any had
been left behind, and to prevail upon the Thurians resolutely

to join them In their expedition, and in the circumstances in

which they found themselves to conclude a defensive and
offensive alliance with the Athenians.
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About the same time the Peloponnesians in the twenty-five

ships stationed opposite to the squadron at Naupactus to pro-
tect the passage of the transports to Sicily, had got ready for

engaging, and manning some additional vessels, so as to be

numerically little inferior to the Athenians, anchored off

Erineus in Achaia in the Rhypic country. The place off which

they lay being in the form of a crescent, the land forces fur-

nished by the Corinthians and their allies on the spot, came

up and ranged themselves upon the projecting headlands on

either side,\ *hile the fleet, under the command of Polyanthes,
a Corinthian, held the intervening space and blocked up the

entrance. The Athenians under Diphiius now sailed out against
them with thirty-three ships from Naupactus, and the

Corinthians, at first not moving, at length thought they saw
their opportunity, raised the signal, and advanced and engaged
the Athenians. After an obstinate struggle, the Corinthians

lost three ships, and without sinking any altogether, disabled

seven of the enemy, which were struck prow to prow and had
their foreships stoven in by the Corinthian vessels, whose
cheeks had been strengthened for this very purpose. After an

action of this even character^ in which either party could

claim the victory (although the Athenians became masters of

the wrecks through the wind driving them out to sea, the

Corinthians not putting out again to meet them) the two com-

batants parted. No pursuit took place, and no prisoners were

made on either side; the Corinthians and Peloponnesians who
were fighting near the shore escaping with ease, and none of

the Athenian vessels having been sunk. The Athenians now
sailed back to Naupactus, and the Corinthians immediately
set up a trophy as victors, because they had disabled a greatef

number of the enemy's ships. Moreover they held that they

had not been worsted, for the very same reason that theii

opponent heid that he had not been victorious
;
the Corinthians

considering that they were conquerors, if not decidedly con-

quered, and the Athenians thinking themselves vanquished,

because not decidedly victorious. However, when the Pelopon-

nesians sailed off and their land forces had dispersed, the

Athenians also set up a trophy as victors in Achaia, about two

miles and a quarter from Erineus, the Corinthian station.

This was the termination of the action at Naupactus. To
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return to Demosthenes and Eurymedon; the Thurians having
now got ready to join in the expedition with seven hundred

heavy infantry and three hundred darters, the two generals
ordered the ships to sail along the coast to the Crotonian ter-

ritory, and meanwhile held a review of all the land forces upon
the river Sybaris, and then led them through the Thurian

country. Arrived at the river Hylias, they here received a

message from the Crotonians, saying that they would not allow

the army to pass through their country; upon which the

Athenians descended towards the shore, and bivouacked near
the sea and the mouth of the Hylias, where the fleet also met

them, and the next day embarked and sailed along the coast

touching at all the cities except Locri, until they came to

Petra in the Rhegian territory.

Meanwhile the Syracusans hearing of their approach re-

solved to make a second attempt with their fleet and their

other forces on shore, which they had been collecting for this

very purpose in order to do something before their arrival.

In addition to other improvements suggested by the former

sea-fight which they now adopted in the equipment of their

navy, they cut down their prows to a smaller compass to make
them more solid and made their cheeks stouter, and from
these let stays into the vessel's sides for a length of six cubits

within and without, in the same way as the Corinthians had
altered their prows before engaging the squadron at Nau-

pactus. The Syracusans thought that they would thus have an

advantage over the Athenian vessels, which were not con-

structed with equal strength, but were slight in the bows, from
their being more used to sail round and charge the enemy's
side than to meet him prow to prow, and that the battle being
in the great harbour, with a great many ships in net much
.room, was also a fact in their favour. Charging prow to prow,
they would stave in the enemy's bows, by striking with solid

and stout beaks against hollow and weak ones; and secondly,
the Athenians for want of room would be unable to use then-

favourite manoeuvre of breaking the line or of sailing round,
as the Syracusans would do their b^st not to let them do the

one, and want of room would prevent their doing the other.

This charging prow to prow, which had hitherto been thought
of skin in a helmsman, would be the Syracusans' chief
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manoeuvre, as being that which they should find most useful,

since the Athenians, if repulsed, would not be able to back

water in any direction except towards the shore, and that only
for a little way, and in the little space in front of their own
camp. The rest of the harbour would be commanded by the

Syracusans; and the Athenians, if hard pressed, by crowding

together in a small space and all to the same point, would run

foul of one another and fall into disorder, which was, hi fact,,

the thing that did the Athenians most harm in all the sea-

fights, they not having, like the Syracusans, the whole harbout

to retreat over. As to their sailing round into the open sea, this

would be impossible, with the Syracusans in possession of the

way out and in, especially as Pleinmyrium would be hostile

to them, and the mouth of the harbour was not large.

With these contrivances to suit their skill and ability, and
now more confident after the previous sea-fight, the Syra<

cusans attacked by land and sea at once. The town force

Gylippus led out a little the first and brought them up to the

wall of the Athenians, where it looked towards the city, while

the force from the Olympieum, that is to say, the heavy in-

fantry that were there with the horse and the light troops ol

the Syracusans, advanced against the wall from the opposite

side; the ships of the Syracusans and allies sailing out im-

mediately afterwards. The Athenians at first fancied that they

were to be attacked by land only, and it was not without alarm

that they saw the fleet suddenly approaching as well; and

while some were forming upon the walls and in front of them

against the advancing enemy, and some marching out in haste

against the numbers of horse and darters coming from the

Olympieum and from outside, others manned the ships or

rushed down to the beach to oppose the enemy, and when the

ships were manned put out with seventy-five sail against about

eighty of the Syracusans.
After spending a great part of the day in advancing and

retreating and skirmishing with each other, without either

^eing able to gain any advantage worth speaking of, except

that the Syracusans sank one or two of the Athenian vessels,

they parted, the land force at the same time retiring from the

lines. The next day the Syracusans remained quiet, and gave
no signs of what they were going to do; but Nicias, seeing
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that the battle had been a drawn one, and expecting that they
would attack again, compelled the captains to refit any of the

ships that had suffered, and moored merchant vessels before

the stockade which they had driven into the sea in front of

their ships, to serve instead of an enclosed harbour, at about

two hundred feet from each other, in order that any ship that

was hard pressed might be able to retreat in safety and sail out

again at leisure. These preparations occupied the Athenians

all day until nightfall.

The next day the Syracusans began operations at an earlier

hour, but with the same plan of attack by land and sea. A great

part of the day the rivals spent as before, confronting and

skirmishing with each other; until at last Ariston, son of

Pyrrhicus, a Corinthian, the ablest helmsman in the Syra-

cusan service, persuaded their naval commanders to send to

the officials in the city, and tell them to move the sale market

as quickly as they could down to the sea, and oblige every one

to bring whatever eatables he had and sell them there, thus

enabling the commanders to land the crews and dine at once

close to the ships, and shortly afterwards, the selfsame day,

to attack the Athenians again when they were not expecting it.

In compliance with this advice a messenger was sent and the

market got ready, upon which the Syracusans suddenly backed

water and withdrew to the town, and at once landed and took

their dinner upon the spot; while the Athenians, supposing
that they had returned to the town because they felt they were

beaten, disembarked at their leisure and set about getting their

dinners and about their other occupations, under the idea that

they had done with fighting for that day. Suddenly the Syra-

cusans manned their ships and again sailed against them ;
and

the Athenians, in great confusion and most of them fasting,

got on board, and with great difficulty put out to meet them.

For some time both parties remained on the defensive with-

out engaging, until the Athenians at last resolved not to let

themselves be worn out by waiting where they were, but to

attack without delay, and giving a cheer, went into action.

The Syracusans received them, and charging prow to^prow
as

they had intended, stove in a great part of the Athenian fore-

ships by the strength of their beaks; the darters on the decks

als"j did great damage to the Athenians, but still greater
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damage was done by the Syracusans who went about in small

boats, ran in upon the oars of the Athenian galleys, and sailed

against their sides, and discharged from thence their darts

upon the sailors.

At last, fighting hard in this fashion, the Syracusans gained
the victory, and the Athenians turned and fled between the

merchantmen to their own station. The Syracusan ships pur-
sued them as far as the merchantmen, where they were stopped

by the beams armed with dolphins suspended from those

vessels over the passage. Two of the Syracusan vessels went

too near in the excitement of victory and were destroyed, one

of them being taken with its crew. After sinking seven of the

Athenian vessels and disabling many, and taking most of the

men prisoners and killing others, the Syracusans retired and

set up trophies for both the engagements, being now confident

of having a decided superiority by sea, and by no means

despairing of equal success by land.

CHAPTER XXII

NINETEENTH YEAR OF THE WAR ARRIVAL OF DEMOSTHENES
DEFEAT OF THE ATHENIANS AT EPIPOL^ FOLLY AND

OBSTINACY OF NICIAS

B.C. 413: Demosthenes arrives with new army Athenians routed

Demosthenes advises retreat, Nicias continuation of siege.

IN the meantime, while the Syracusans were preparing for

a second attack upon both elements, Demosthenes and

Eurymedon arrived with the succours from Athens, consisting

of about seventy-three ships, including the foreigners; nearly
five thousand heavy infantry, Athenian and allied; a large

number of darters, Hellenic and barbarian, and slingers and

archers and everything else upon a corresponding scale. The

Syracusans and their allies were for the moment not a little

dismayed at the idea that there was to be no term or ending
to their dangers, seeing, in spite of the fortification of Decelea,

a new army arrive nearly equal to the former, and the power
of Athens proving so great in every quarter. On the other hand,

the first Athenian armament regained a certain confidence in

the midst of its misfortunes, Demosthenes, seeing how mat-

ters stood, felt that he could not drag on and fare as Nicias had
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done? who by wintering in Catana instead of at once attacking

Syracuse had allowed the terror of Ms first arrival to evaporate
in contempt, and had given time to Gylippus to arrive with a

force from Peloponnese, which the Syracusans would never

have sent for if he had attacked immediately ;
for they fancied

that they were a match for him by themselves, and would not

have discovered their inferiority until they were already in-

vested, and even if they then sent for succours, they would no

longer have been equally able to profit by their arrival. Recol-

lecting this, and well aware that it was now on the first day
after his arrival that he like Nicias was most formidable to

the enemy, Demosthenes determined to lose no time in draw-

ing the utmost profit from the consternation at the moment

inspired by Ms army; and seeing that the counterwall of the

Syracusans, which hindered the Athenians from investing

them, was a single one, and that he who should become master

of the way up to Epipolse, and afterwards of the camp there,

would find no difficulty in taking it, as no one would even wait

for Ms attack, made all haste to attempt the enterprise. This

he took to be the shortest way of ending the war, as he would

either succeed and take Syracuse, or would lead back the

armament instead of frittering away the lives of the Athe-

nians engaged in the expedition and the resources of the

country at large.

First therefore the Athenians went out and laid waste the

knds of the Syracusans about the Anapus and carried all

before them as at first by land and by sea, the Syracusans
not offering to oppose them upon either element, unless it

were with their cavalry and darters from the Olympieum.
Next Demosthenes resolved to attempt the counterwall first

by means of engines. As however the engines that he brought

up were burnt by the enemy fighting from the wall, and the

rest of the forces repulsed after attacking at many different

points, he determined to delay no longer, and having obtained

the consent of Nicias and his fellow-commanders, proceeded
to put in execution his plan of attacking Epipolae. As by day
it seemed impossible to approach and get up without being

observed, he ordered provisions for five days, took all the

masons and carpenters, and other things, such as arrows, and

everything else that they could want for the work of fortifica-
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tion if successful; and after the first watch set out with

Eurymedon and Menander and the whole army for Epipolae,

Nicias being left behind in the lines. Having come up by the

hill of Euryelus (where the former army had ascended at

first), unobserved by the enemy's guards, they went up to the

fort which the Syracusans had there, and took it, and put to

the sword part of the garrison. The greater number, how-

ever, escaped at once and gave the alarm to the camps, of

which there were three upon Epipolas, defended by outworks,
one of the Syracusans, one of the other Siceliots, and one of

the allies; and also to the six hundred Syracusans forming
the original garrison for this part of Epipolse. These at once

advanced against the assailants, and falling in with Demos-
thenes and the Athenians, were routed by them after a sharp

resistance, the victors immediately pushing on, eager to

achieve the objects of the attack without giving time for their

ardour to cool; meanwhile others from the very beginning
were taking the counter-wall of the Syracusans, which was
abandoned by its garrison, and pulling down the battlements.

The Syracusans and the allies, and Gylippus with the troops
under his command, advanced to the rescue from the outworks,
but engaged in some consternation (a night attack being a

piece of audacity which they had never expected), and were

at first compelled to retreat. But while the Athenians, flushed

with their victory, now advanced with less order, wishing to

make their way as quickly as possible through the whole force

of the enemy not yet engaged, without relaxing their attack

or giving them time to rally, the Boeotians made the first stand

against them, attacked them, routed them, and put them to

flight
The Athenians now fell into great disorder and perplexity,

so that it was not easy to get from one side or the other any
detailed account of the affair. By day certainly the combatants

have a clearer notion, though even then by no means of all that

takes place, no one knowing much of anything that does not

go on in his own immediate neighbourhood; but in a night

engagement (and this was the only one that occurred between

great armies during the war) how could any one know any-

thing for certain? Although there was a bright moon they
saw each other only as men do by moonlight, th^t is to say,
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they could distinguish the form of the body, but could not

tell for certain whether it was a friend or an enemy. Both had

great numbers of heavy Infantry moving about in a small

space. Some of the Athenians were already defeated, while

others were coming up yet unconquered for their first attack.

A large part also of the rest of their forces either had only

just got up, or were still ascending, so that they did not know
which way to march. Owing to the rout that had taken place
all in front was now In confusion, and the noise made it diffi'

cult to distinguish anything. The victorious Syracusans and
allies were cheering each other on with loud cries, by night
the only possible means of communication, and meanwhile

receiving all who came against them; while the Athenians

were seeking for one another, taking all in front of them for

enemies, even although they might be some of their now flying

friends; and by constantly asking for the watchword, which

was their only means of recognition, not only caused great
confusion among themselves by asking all at once, but also

made it known to the enemy, whose own they did not so readily

discover, as the Syracusans were victorious and not scattered,

and thus less easily mistaken. The result was that if the Athe-

nians fell in with a party of the enemy that was weaker than

they, it escaped them through knowing their watchword;
while if they themselves failed to answer they were put to the

sword. But what hurt them as much, or indeed more than any-

thing else, was the singing of the Paean, from the perplexity
which it caused by being nearly the same on either side: the

Argives and Corcyraeans and any other Dorian peoples in the

army, struck terror into the Athenians whenever they raised

their Psean, no less than did the enemy. Thus, after being once

thrown into disorder, they ended by coming into collision with

each other in many parts of the field, friends with friends, and
citizens with citizens, and not only terrified one another, but

even came to blows and could only be parted with difficulty.

In the pursuit many perished by throwing themselves down
the cliffs, the way down from Epipolae being narrow; and of

those who got down safely into the plain, although many,
especially those who belonged to the first armament, escaped

through their better acquaintance with the locality, some of

the newcomers lost their way and wandered over the country^
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and were cut off ir the morning by the Syracusan cavalry and
killed.

The next day the Syracusans set up two trophies, one upon
Epipolse where the ascent had been made, and the other on
the spot where the first check was given by the Boeotians; and
the Athenians took back their dead under truce. A great many
of the Athenians and allies were killed, although still more
arms were taken than could be accounted for by the number
of the dead, as some of those who were obliged to leap down
from the cliffs without their shields escaped with their lives

and did not perish like the rest.

After this the Syracusans, recovering their old confidence

at such an unexpected stroke of good fortune, despatched
Sicanus with fifteen ships to Agrigentum where there was a

revolution, to induce if possible the city to join them; while

Gylippus again went by land into the rest of Sicily to bring

up reinforcements, being now in hope of taking the Athenian
lines by storm, after the result of the affair on Epipolse.

In the meantime the Athenian generals consulted upon the

disaster which had happened, and upon the general weakness
of the army. They saw themselves unsuccessful in their enter-

prises, and the soldiers disgusted with their stay; disease being
rife among them owing to its being the sickly season of the

year, and to the marshy and unhealthy nature of the spot
in which they were encamped; and the state of their affairs

generally being thought desperate. Accordingly, Demosthenes
was of opinion that they ought not to stay any longer; but

agreeably to his original idea in risking the attempt upon
Epipolae, now that this had failed, he gave his vote for going

away without further loss of time, while the sea might yet be

crossed, and their late reinforcement might give them the

superiority at all events on that element. He also said that

it would be more profitable for the state to carry on the war

against those who were building fortifications in Attica, than

against the Syracusans whom it was no longer easy to sub-

due; besides which it was not right to squander large sums
of money to no purpose by going on with the siege.

This was the opinion of Demosthenes- Nicias, without deny-

ing the bad state of their affairs, was unwilling to avow their

weakness, or to have it reported to the enemy tnat the Athe-
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nians in full council were openly voting for retreat; for in that

case they would be much less likely to effect it when they
wanted without discovery. Moreover, his own particular in-

formation still gave Mm reason to hope that the affairs of the

enemy would soon be in a worse state than their own, if the

Athenians persevered in the siege; as they would wear out
the Syracusans by want of money, especially with the more
extensive command of the sea now given them by their present

navy. Besides this, there was a party in Syracuse who wished
to betray the city to the Athenians, and kept sending him

messages and telling him not to raise the siege. Accordingly,

knowing this and really waiting because he hesitated between
the two courses and wished to see his way more clearly, in his

public speech on this occasion he refused to lead off the army,
saying he was sure the Athenians would never approve of their

returning without a vote of theirs. Those who would vote upon
their conduct, instead of judging the facts as eye-witnesses like

themselves and not from what they might hear from hostile

critics, would simply be guided by the calumnies of the first

dever speaker; while many, indeed most, of the soldiers on
the spot, who now so loudly proclaimed the danger of their

position, when they reached Athens would proclaim just as

loudly the opposite, and would say that their generals had
been bribed to betray them and return. For himself, therefore,
who knew the Athenian temper, sooner than perish under a
dishonourable charge and by an unjust sentence at the hands
of the Athenians, he would rather take his chance and die, if

die he must, a soldier's death at the hand of the enemy. BesideSj
after all, the Syracusans were in a worse case than themselves.
What with paying mercenaries, spending upon fortified posts,
and now for a full year maintaining a large navy, they were

already at a loss and would soon be at a standstill: they had
already spent two thousand talents and incurred heavy debts

besides, and could not lose even ever so small a fraction of

their present force through not paying it, without ruin to their

cause; depending as they did more upon mercenaries than

upon soldiers obliged to serve, like their own. He therefore
said that they ought to stay and carry on the siege, and not

depart defeated in point of money, in Which they were muc>"

superior.
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Nicias spoke positively because he had exact information

of the financial distress at Syracuse, and also because of the

strength of the Athenian party there which kept sending Mm
messages not to raise the siege; besides which he had more
confidence than before in his fleet, and felt sure at leasf of

its success. Demosthenes, however, would not hear for a mo-
ment of continuing the siege, but said that if they could not

lead off the army without a decree from Athens, and if they
were obliged to stay on, they ought to remove to Thapsus or

Catana ;
where their land forces would have a wide extent of

country to overrun, and could live by plundering the enemy,
and would thus do them damage; while the fleet would have
the open sea to fight in, that is to say, instead of a narrow

space which was all in the enemy's favour, a wide sea-room

where their science would be of use, and where they could

retreat or advance without being confined or circumscribed

either when they put out or put in. In any case he was alto-

gether opposed to their staying on where they were, and in-

sisted on removing at once, as quickly and with as little delay
as possible; and in this judgment Eurymedon agreed. Nicias

however still objecting, a certain diffidence and hesitation

came over them, with a suspicion that Nicias might have some
further information to make him so positive.

CHAPTER XXIII

NINETEENTH YEAR OF THE WAR BATTLES IN THE GREAT
HARBOUR RETREAT AND ANNIHILATION OF THE ATHE
NIAN ARMY

B.C. 4i$:Athenians remain at Syracuse Decisive victory for Syracusan

fleet Despair among Athenians, enthusiasm among Syracusans
List of Athenian allies Supporters of Syracuse Athenian decision

to risk final sea engagement Nicias' speech Gylippus' address

Battle at close range Athenian defeat Stratagem of Hermoc-
rates Plight of retreating Athenians Nicias tries to encourage
his demoralized troops Panic and disorder Armies of Demos-
thenes and Nicias separated Demosthenes surrenders Slaughter

of Niciaf army Surrender and execution of Nicias and
Demosthenes Szcitian expedition ends in disaster.

WHILE the Athenians lingered on in this way without moving
from where they were, Gylippus and Sicanus now arrived at

Syracuse. Sicanus had fafled to gain Agrigentum, the party
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friendly to the Syracusans having been driven out while he
was still at Gela

;
but Gylippus was accompanied not only by

a large number of troops raised in Sicily, but by the heavy
infantry sent off in the spring from Peloponnese in the mer-

chantmen, who had arrived at Selinus from Libya. They had
been carried to Libya by a storm, and having obtained two

galleys and pilots from the Cyrenians, on their voyage along
shore had taken sides with the Euesperitse and had defeated
the Libyans who were besieging them, and from thence coa>^
ing on to Neapolis, a Carthaginian mart, and the nearest point
to Sicily, from which it is only two days' and a night's voyage,
there crossed over and carne to Selinus. Immediately upon
their arrival the Syracusans prepared to attack the Athe-
nians again by land and sea at once. The Athenian generals

seeing a fresh army come to the aid of the enemy, and that

their own circumstances, far from improving, were becoming
daily worse, and above all distressed by the sickness of the

soldiers, now began to repent of not having removed before;
and Nicias no longer offering the same opposition, except by
urging that there should be no open voting, they gave orders

as secretly as possible for all to be prepared to sail out from
the camp at a given signal. All was at last ready, and they
were on the point of sailing away, when an eclipse of the

moon, which was then at the full, took place. Most of the

Athenians, deeply impressed by this occurrence, now urged
the generals to wait; and Nicias, who was somewhat over-

addicted to divination and practices of that kind, refused from
that moment even to take the question of departure into con-

sideration, until they had waited the thrice nine days pre-
scribed by the soothsayers.
The besiegers were thus condemned to stay in the country;

and the Syracusans getting wind of what had happened, be-

came more eager than ever to press the Athenians, who had
now themselves acknowledged that they were no longer their

superiors either by sea or by land, as otherwise they would
never have planned to sail away. Besides which the Syra-
cusans did not wish them to settle in any other part of Sicily,

where they would be more difficult to deal with, but desired

to force them to fight at sea as quickly as possible, in a position
favourable to themselves. Accordingly they manned their
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ships and practised for as many days as they thought suffi-

cient. When the moment arrived they assaulted on the first

day the Athenian lines, and upon a small force of heavy in-

fantry and horse sallying out against them by certain gates,
cut off some of the former and routed and pursued them to the

lines, where, as the entrance was narrow, the Athenians lost

seventy horses and some few of the heavy infantry.

Drawing off their troops for this day, on the next the

Syracusans went out with a fleet of seventy-six sail, and at

the same time advanced with their land forces against the

lines. The Athenians put out to meet them with eighty-six

ships, came to close quarters and engaged. The Syracusans and
their allies first defeated the Athenian centre, and then caught
Eurymedon, the commander of the right wing, who was sailing

out from the line more towards the land in order to surround

the enemy, in the hollow and recess of the harbour, and killed

him and destroyed the ships accompanying him; after which

they now chased the whole Athenian fleet before them and
drove them ashore.

Gylippus seeing the enemy's fleet defeated and carried

ashore beyond their stockades and camp, ran down to the

breakwater with some of his troops, in order to cut off the

men as they landed and make it easier for the Syracusans to

tow off the vessels by the shore being friendly ground. The

Tyrrhenians who guarded this point for the Athenians seeing

them come on in disorder, advanced out against them and at-

tacked and routed their van, hurling it into the marsh of

Lysimeleia. Afterwards the Syracusan and allied troops ar-

rived in greater numbers, and the Athenians fearing for their

ships came up also to the rescue and engaged them, and de-

feated and pursued them to some distance and killed a few

of their heavy infantry. They succeeded in rescuing most of

their ships and brought them down by their camp; eighteen

however were taken by the Syracusans and their allies, and

all the men killed. The rest the enemy tried to bum by means

of an old merchantman which they filled with faggots and

pine-wood, set on fire and let drift down the wind which blew

full on the Athenians. The Athenians, however, alarmed for

their ships, contrived means for stepping it and putting it
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out, and checking the flames and the nearer approach of the

merchantman, thus escaped the danger.
After this the Syracusans set up a trophy for the sea-fight

and for the heavy infantry whom they had cut off up at the

lines, where they took the horses; and the Athenians for the

rout of the foot driven by the Tyrrhenians into the marsh, and
for their own victory with the rest of the army.
The Syracusans had now gained a decisive victory at sea,

where until now they had feared the reinforcement brought

by Demosthenes, and deep, in consequence, was the despond-

ency of the Athenians, and great their disappointment, and

greater stil) their regret for having come on the expedition.
These were the only cities that they had yet encountered, simi-

lar to their own in character, under democracies like them-

selves, which had ships and horses, and were of considerable

magnitude. They had been unable to divide and bring them
over by holding out the prospect of changes in their govern-

ments, or to crush them by their great superiority in force, but

had failed in most of their attempts, and being already in per-

plexity, had now been defeated at sea, where defeat could

never have been expected, and were thus plunged deeper in

embarrassment than ever.

Meanwhile the Syracusans immediately began to sail freely

along the harbour, and determined to close up its mouth, so

that the Athenians might not be able to steal out in future,
even if they wished. Indeed, the Syracusans no longer thought
only of saving themselves, but also how to hinder the escape
of the enemy; thinking, and thinking rightly, that they were
now much the strongest, and that to conquer the Athenians
and their allies by land and sea would win them great glory in

Hellas. Ihe rest of the Hellenes would thus immediately be
either freed or released from apprehension, as the remaining
forces of Athens would be henceforth unable to sustain the
war that would be waged against her; while they, the Syra-
cusans, would be regarded as the authors of this deliverance,
and would be held in high admiration

;
not only with all men

now living but also with posterity. Nor were these the only
considerations that gave dignity to the struggle. They would
thus conquer not only the Athenians but also their numerous

ullies, and conquer not alone, but with their companions-in-
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arms, commanding side by side with the Corinthians and Lace-

daemonians, having offered their city to stand in the van of

danger, and having been in a great measure the pioneers of

naval success.

Indeed, there were never so many peoples assembled before
a single city, if we except the grand total gathered together
in this war under Athens and Lacedsemon. The following were
the states on either side who came to Syracuse to fight for or

against Sicily, to help to conquer or defend the island. Right
or community of blood was not the bond of union between

them, so much as interest or compulsion as the case might be.

The Athenians themselves being lonians went against the
Dorians of Syracuse of their own free will; and the peoples
still speaking Attic and using the Athenian laws, the Lemnians,

Imbrians, and ^Eginetans, that is to say, the then occupants
of -ZEgina, being their colonists, went with them. To these must
be also added the Hestiseans dwelling at Hestisea in Euboea.
Of the rest some joined in the expedition as subjects of the

Athenians, others as independent allies, others as mercenaries.

To the number of the subjects paying tribute belonged the

Eretrians, Chalcidians, Styrians, and Carystians from

Euboea; the Ceans, Andrians, and Tenians from the islands;
and the Milesians, Samians, and Chians from Ionia. The

Chians, however, joined as independent allies, paying no

tribute, but furnishing ships. Most of these were lonians and
descended from the Athenians, except the Carystians, who are

Dryopes, and although subjects and obliged to serve, were
still lonians fighting against Dorians. Besides these there were
men of ^Eolic race, the Methymnians, subjects who provided

ships, not tribute, and the Tenedians and Jnians who paid
tribute. These ^olians fought against their Molmn founders,
the Boeotians in the Syracusan army, because they were

obliged, while the Platseans, the only native Boeotians op-

posed to Boeotians, did so upon a just quarrel. Of the Rhodians
and Cytherians, both Dorians, the latter, Lacedaemonian

colonists, fought in the Athenian ranks against their Lacecks-

monian countrymen with Gylippus; while the Rhodians,

Argives by race, were compelled to bear arms against the

Dorian Syracusans and their own colonists, the Geloans,

serving with the Syracusans. Of the islanders round Pelopon-
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nese, the Cephallenians and Zacynthians accompanied the

Athenians as independent allies, although their insular posi-
tion really left them little choice in the matter, owing to the

maritime supremacy of Athens, while the Corcyrseans, who
were not only Dorians but Corinthians, were openly serving

against Corinthians and Syracusans, although colonists of

the former and of the same race as the latter, under colour of

compulsion, but really out of free will through hatred of

Corinth. The Messenians, as they are now called in Naupactus
and from Pylos, then held by the Athenians, were taken with

them to the war. There were also a few Megarian exiles, whose
fate it was to be now fighting against the Megarian
Selinuntines.

The engagement of the rest was more of a voluntary nature.

It was less the league than hatred of the Lacedaemonians and
the immediate private advantage of each individual that per-
suaded the Dorian Argives to join the Ionian Athenians in a

war against Dorians; while the Mantineans and other Ar-

cadian mercenaries, accustomed to go against the enemy
pointed out to them at the moment, were led by interest to

regard the Arcadians serving with the Corinthians as just as

much their enemies as any others. The Cretans and ^tolians
also served for hire, and the Cretans who had joined the

Rhodians in founding Gela, thus came to consent to fight for

pay against, instead of for, their colonists. There were also

some Acarnanians paid to serve, although they came chiefly
for love of Demosthenes and out of goodwill to the Athenians
whose allies they were. These all lived on the Hellenic side

of the Ionian gulf. Of the Italiots, there were the Thurians
and Metapontines, dragged into the quarrel by the stern

f

necessities of a time of revolution; of the Siceliots, the

Naxians and the Catanians; and of the barbarians, the

Egestaeans, who called in the Athenians, most of the Sicels,
and outside Sicily some Tyrrhenian enemies of Syracuse and

lapygian mercenaries.

Such were the peoples serving with the Athenians. Against
these the Syracusans had the Camarinseans their neighbours,
the Geolans who live next them, and then passing over the
neutral Agrigentines, the Selinuntines settled on the farther

side of the island. These inhabit the part of Sicily looking
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towards Libya; the Himerseans came from the side towards
the Tyrrhenian sea, being the only Hellenic inhabitants in

that quarter, and the only people that came from thence

to the aid of the Syracusans. Of the Hellenes in Sicily the

above peoples joined in the war, all Dorians and independent,
and of the barbarians the Sicels only, that is to say, such

as did not go over to the Athenians. Of the Hellenes outside

Sicily there were the Lacedaemonians, who provided a Spartan
to take the command, and a force of Neodamodes or Freed-

men, and of Helots; the Corinthians, who alone joined with
naval and land forces, with their Leucadian and Ambraciot

kinsmen; some mercenaries sent by Corinth from Arcadia;
some Sicyonians forced to serve, and from outside Pelo-

ponnese the Boeotians. In comparison, however, with these

foreign auxiliaries, the great Siceliot cities furnished more
in every department numbers of heavy infantry, ships and

horses, and an immense multitude besides having been

brought together; while in comparison, again, one may say,
with all the rest put together, more was provided by the

Syracusans themselves, both from the greatness of the city

and from the fact that they were in the greatest danger.
Such were the auxiliaries brought together on either side,

all of which had by this time joined, neither party experiencing

any subsequent accession. It was no wonder, therefore, If

the Syracusans and their allies thought that It would win

them great glory if they could follow up their recent victory
In the sea-fight by the capture of the whole Athenian armada,
without letting it escape either by sea or by land. They
began at once to close up the Great Harbour by means of

boats, merchant vessels, and galleys moored broadside across

Its mouth, which is nearly a mile wide, and made all their

other arrangements for the event of the Athenians again ven-

turing to fight at sea. There was, in fact, nothing little either

in their plans or their ideas.

The Athenians, seeing them closing up the harbour and

informed of their further designs, called a council of war.

The generals and colonels assembled and discussed the diffi-

culties of the situation; the point which pressed most being
that they no longer had provisions for immediate use (having
sent on to Catana to tell them not to send any, In the belief
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that they were going away), and that they would not have

any in future unless they could command the sea. They there-

fore determined to evacuate their upper lines, to enclose

with a cross-wall and garrison a small space close to the

ships, only just sufficient to hold their stores and sick, and

manning all the ships, seaworthy or not, with every man
that could be spared from the rest of their land forces, to

fight it out at sea, and if victorious, to go to Catana, if not,
to burn their vessels, form in close order, and retreat by
land for the nearest friendly place they could reach, Hellenic
or barbarian. This was no sooner settled than carried into

effect: they descended gradually from the upper lines and
manned all their vessels, compelling all to go on board who
were of age to be in any way of use. They thus succeeded
in manning about one hundred and ten ships in all, on board
of which they embarked a number of archers and darters

taken from the Acamanians and from the other foreigners,

making all other provisions allowed by the nature of their

plan and by the necessities which imposed it. All was now
nearly ready, and Nicias, seeing the soldiery disheartened

by their unprecedented and decided defeat at sea, and by
reason of the scarcity of provisions eager to fight it out
as soon as possible, called them all together, and first addressed
them, speaking as follows:

'Soldiers of the Athenians and of the allies, we have all an

equal interest in the coming struggle, in which life and

country are at stake for us quite as much as they can be
for the enemy; since if our fleet wins the day, each can see

his native city again, wherever that city may be. You must
not lose heart, or be like men without any experience, who
fail in a first essay, and ever afterwards fearfully forebode
a future as disastrous. But let the Athenians among you who
have akeady had experience of many wars, and the allies

who have joined us in so many expeditions, remember the

surprises of war, and with the hope that fortune will not be

always against us, prepare to fight again in a manner worthy
of the number which you see yourselves to be.

'Now, whatever we thought would be of service against
the crush of vessels in such a narrow harbour, and against the
force upon the decks of the enemy, from which we suffered
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before, has all been considered with the helmsmen, and, as

far as our means allowed, provided. A number of archers

and darters will go on board, and a multitude that we should

not have employed in an action in the open sea, where our

science would be crippled by the weight of the vessels; but in

the present land-fight that we are forced to make from ship-
board all this will be useful. We have also discovered the

changes in construction that we must make to meet theirs;

and against the thickness of their cheeks, which did us the

greatest mischief, we have provided grappling-irons, which
will prevent an assailant backing water after charging, if the

soldiers on deck here do their duty; since we are absolutely

compelled to fight a land battle from the fleet, and it seems
to be our interest neither to back water ourselves, nor to let

the enemy do so, especially as the shore, except so much
of it as may be held by our troops, is hostile ground.

cYou must remember this and fight on as long as you can,
and must not let yourselves be driven ashore, but once along-
side must make up your minds not to part company until

you have swept the heavy infantry from the enemy's deck.

I say this more for the heavy infantry than for the seamen,
as it is more the business of the men on deck; and our land

forces are even now on the whole the strongest. The sailors

I advise, and at the same time implore, not to be too much
daunted by their misfortunes, now that we have our decks

better armed and a greater number of vessels. Bear in mind

how well worth preserving is the pleasure felt by those of

you who through your knowledge of our language and imita-

tion of our manners were always considered Athenians, even

though not so in reality, and as such were honoured through-
out Hellas, and had your full share of the advantages of our

empire, and more than your share in the respect of our sub-

jects and in protection from ill treatment. You, therefore,

with whom alone we freely share our empire, we now justly

require not to betray that empire in its extremity, and in

scorn of Corinthians, whom you have often conquered, and

of Siceliots, none of whom so much as presumed to stand

against us when our navy was in its prime, we ask you to

repel them, and to show that even in sickness and disaster
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your skill is more than a match for the fortune and vigour
of any other.

Tor the Athenians among you I add once more this re-

flexion: you left behind you no more such ships in your
docks as these, no more heavy infantry in their flower; if

you do aught but conquer, our enemies here will immediately
sail thither, and those that are left of us at Athens will

become unable to repel their home assailants, reinforced by
these new allies. Here you wiP. fall at once into the hands
of the Syracusans I need not remind you of the intentions

with which you attacked them and your countrymen at

home will fall into those of the Lacedaemonians. Since the

fate of both thus hangs upon this single battle now, if ever,
stand firm, and remember, each and all, that you who are

now going on board are the army and navy of the Athenians,
and all that is left of the state and the great name of Athens^
in whose defence if any man has any advantage in skill or

courage, now is the time for him to show it, and thus serve

himself and save ail.'

After this address Nicias at once gave orders to man the

ships. Meanwhile Gylippus and the Syracusans could per-
ceive by the preparations which they saw going on that the

Athenians meant to fight at sea. They had also notice of the

grappling-irons, against which they specially provided by
stretching hides over the prows and much of the upper part
of their vessels, in order that the irons when thrown might
slip off without taking hold. All being now ready, the

generals and Gylippus addressed them in the following
terms:

'Syracusans and allies, the glorious character of our past
achievements and the no less glorious results at issue in the

coming battle are, we think, understood by most of you, or

you would never have thrown yourselves with such ardour
into the struggle; and if there be any one not as fully aware
of the facts as he ought to be, we will declare them to him.
The Athenians canie to this country first to effect the con-

quest of Sicily, and after that, if successful, of Peloponnese
and the rest of Hellas, possessing already the greatest empire
yet known, of present or former times, among the Hellenes.

Here for the first time they found in you men who faced
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their navy which made them masters everywhere; you have

already defeated them in the previous sea-fight, and will in

all likelihood defeat them again now. When men are once

checked in what they consider their special excellence, their

whole opinion of themselves suffers more than if they had
not at first believed in their superiority, the unexpected shock
to their pride causing them to give way more than their real

strength warrants; and this is probably now the case with

the Athenians.

'With us it is different. The original estimate of ourselves

which gave us courage in the days of our unskilfulness has
been strengthened, while the convictions super-added to it

that we must be the best seamen of the time, if we have

conquered the best, has given a double measure of hope to

every man among us; and, for the most part, where there

is the greatest hope, there is also the greatest ardour for

action. The means to combat us which they have tried to

find in copying our armament are familiar to our warfare,
and will be met by proper provisions; while they will never

be able to have a number of heavy infantry on their decks,

contrary to their custom, and a number of darters (born

landsmen, one may say, Acarnanians and others, embarked

afloat, who will not know how to discharge their weapons
when they have to keep still) ,

without hampering char vessels

and falling all into confusion among themselves through

fighting not according to their own tactics. For they will

gain nothing by the number of their ships I say this to

those of you who may be alarmed by having to fight against
odds as a quantity of ships in a confined space will only be

slower in executing the movements required, and most ex-

posed to injury from our means of offence. Indeed, if you
would know the plain truth, as we are credibly informed,
the excess of their sufferings and the necessities of their

present distress have made them desperate; they have no

confidence in their force, but wish to try their fortune in the

only way they can, and either to force their passage and

sail out, or after this to retreat by land, it being impossible
for them to be worse off than they are.

'The fortune of our greatest enemies having thus betrayed

"tself, and their disorder being what I have described, let us
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engage in anger, convinced that, as between adversaries,

nothing is more legitimate than to claim to sate the whole

wrath of one's soul in punishing the aggressor, and nothing
more sweet, as the proverb has it, than the vengeance upon
an enemy, which it will now be ours to take. That enemies

they are and mortal enemies you all know, since they came

here to enslave our country, and if successful had in reserve

for our men all that is most dreadful, and for our children

and wives all that is most dishonourable, and for the whole

city the name which conveys the greatest reproach. None
should therefore relent or think it gain if they go away
without further danger to us. This they will do just the

same, even if they get the victory ;
while if we succeed, as we

may expect, in chastising them, and in handing down to all

Sicily her ancient freedom strengthened and confirmed,

we shall have achieved no mean
triumph.

And the rarest

dangers are those in which failure brings little loss and success

the greatest advantage/
After the above address to the soldiers on their side, the

Syracusan generals and Gylippus now perceived that the

Athenians were manning their ships, and immediately pro-

ceeded to man their own also. Meanwhile Nicias, appalled

fay the position of affairs, realising the greatness and the

nearness of the danger now that they were on the point of

putting out from shore, and thinking, as men are apt to think

in great crises, that when all has been done they have still

something left to do, and when all has been said that they
have not yet said enough, again called on the captains one

by one, addressing each by his father's name and by his

own, and by that of his tribe, and adjured them not to belie

their own personal renown, or to obscure the hereditary

virtues for which their ancestors were illustrious; he reminded

them of their country, the freest of the free, and of the un-

fettered discretion allowed in it to all to live as they pleased;
and added other arguments such as men would use at such a

crisis, and which, with little alteration, are made to serve on

all occasions alike appeals to wives, children, and national

gods, without caring whether they are thought common-

place, but loudly invoking them in the belief that they will

be of use in the consternation of the moment. Having thus
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admonished them, not, he felt, as he would, but as he could
5

Nicias withdrew and led the troops to the sea, and ranged
them in as long a line as he was able, in order to aid as far as

possible in sustaining the courage of the men afloat; while

Demosthenes, Menander, and Euthydemus, who took the

command on board, put out from their own camp and sailed

straight to the barrier across the mouth of the harbour and
to the passage left open, to try to force their way out,

The Syracusans and their allies had already put out with
about the same number of ships as before, a part of which

kept guard at the outlet, and the remainder all round the

rest of the harbour, in order to attack the Athenians on all

sides at once; while the land forces held themselves in readi-

ness at the points at which the vessels might put into the

shore. The Syracusan fleet was commanded by Sicanus and

Agatharchus, who had each a wing of the whole force, with

Pythen and the Corinthians in the centre. When the rest of

the Athenians came up to the barrier, with the first shock

of their charge they overpowered the ships stationed there,

and tried to undo the fastenings; after this, as the Syracusans
and allies bore down upon them from all quarters, the action

spread from the barrier over the whole harbour, and was more

obstinately disputed than any of the preceding ones. On either

side the rowers showed great zeal in bringing up their vessels

at the boatswains' orders, and the helmsmen great skill in

manoeuvring, and great emulation one with another; while

the ships once alongside, the soldiers on board did their best.

not to let the service on deck be outdone by the others; in

short, every man strove to prove himself the first in his
par-

ticular department. And as many ships were engaged in a

small compass (for these were the largest fleets fighting in the

narrowest space ever known, being together little short of

two hundred), the regular attacks with the beak were few,

there being no opportunity of backing water or of breaking

the line; while the collisions caused by one ship chancing

to run foul of another, either in flying from or attacking a

third, were more frequent. So long as a vessel was coming

up to the charge the men on the decks rained darts and arrows

and stones upon her; but once alongside, the heavy infantry

tried to board each other's vessel, fighting hand to hand.
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In inany quarters also it happened, by reason of the narrow

room, that a vessel was charging an enemy on one side and

being charged herself on another, and tliat two, or sometimes

more ships had perforce got entangled round one, obliging

the helmsmen to attend to defence here, offence there, not to

one thing at once, but to many on all sides; while the huge
din caused by the number of ships crashing together not only

spread terror, but made the orders of the boatswains in-

audible. The boatswains on either side in the discharge of

their duty and in the heat of the conflict shouted incessantly

orders and appeals to their men; the Athenians they urged

to force the passage out, and now if ever to show their mettle

and lay hold of a safe return to their country; to the Syra-

cusans and their allies they cried that it would be glorious

to prevent the escape of the enemy, and conquering, to exalt

the countries that were theirs. The generals, moreover, ^on
either side, if they saw any in any part of the battle backing

ashore without being forced to do so, called out to the captain

by name and asked him the Athenians, whether they were

retreating because they thought the thrice hostile shore more

their own than that sea which had cost them so much labour

to win; the Syracusans, whether they were flying from the

flying Athenians, whom they well knew to be eager to escape

In whatever way they could.

Meanwhile the two armies on shore, while victory hung
in the balance, were a prey to the most agonising and con-

flicting emotions; the natives thirsting for more glory than

they had already won, while the invaders feared to find them-

selves in even worse plight than before. The all of the

Athenians being set upon their fleet, their fear for the event

was like nothing they had ever felt; while their view of the

struggle was necessarily as chequered as the battle itself. Close

to the scene of action and not all looking at the same point

at once, some saw their friends victorious and took courage,

and fell to calling upon heaven not to deprive them of salva-

tion, while others who had their eyes turned upon the losers,

wailed and cried aloud, and, although spectators, were more

overcome than the actual combatants. Others, again, were

gazing at some spot where the battle was evenly disputed;

as the strife was protracted without decision, their swaying
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bodies reflected the agitation of their minds, and they suffered

the worst agony of all, ever just within reach of safety or

just on the point of destruction. In short, in that one Athenian

army as 3ong as the sea-fight remained doubtful there was

every sound to be heard at once, shrieks, cheers, 'We win,'

'We lose' and all the other manifold exclamations that a

great host would necessarily utter in great peril; and with the

men in the fleet it was nearly the same; until at last the

Syracusans and their allies, after the battle had lasted a long

while, put the Athenians to flight, and with much shouting
and cheering chased them in open rout to the shore. The naval

force, one one way, one another, as many as were not taken

afloat, now ran ashore and rushed from on board their ships
to their camp ;

while the army, no more divided, but carried

away by one impulse, all with shrieks and groans deplored the

event, and ran down, some to help the ships, others to guard
what was left of their wall, while the remaining and most
numerous part already began to consider how they should

save themselves. Indeed, the panic of the present moment
had never been surpassed. They now suffered very nearly

what they had inflicted at Pylos; as then the Lacedaemonian?

with the loss of their fleet lost also the men who had crossed

over to the island, so now the Athenians had no hope of

escaping by land, without the help of some extraordinary

accident.

The sea-fight having been a severe one, and many sMps
and lives having been lost on both sides, the victorious Syra-

cusans and their allies now picked up their wrecks and dead,

and sailed off to the city and set up a trophy. The Athenians,

overwhelmed by their misfortune, never even thought of ask-

ing leave to take up their dead or wrecks, but wished to

retreat that very night. Demosthenes, however, went to Nicias

and gave it as his opinion that they should man the ships

they had left and make another effort to force their passage

out next morning; saying that they had still left more ships

fit for service than the enemy, the Athenians having about

sixty remaining as against less than fifty of their opponents.

Nicias was quite of his mind; but when they wished to man
the vessels, the sailers refused to go on board, being so utterly
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overcome by their defeat as no longer to believe in the

possibility of success.

Accordingly they all now made up their minds to retreat

by land. Meanwhile the Syracusan Hermocrates suspecting
their intention, and impressed by the danger of allowing a
force of that magnitude to retire by land, establish itself in

some other part of Sicily, and from thence renew the war,
went and stated his views to the authorities, and pointed out
to them that they ought not to let the enemy get away by
night, but that all the Syracusans and their allies should at

once march out and block up the roads and seize and guard
the passes. The authorities were entirely of his opinion, and

thought that it ought to be done, but on the other hand felt

sure that the people, who had given themselves over to re-

joicing and were taking their ease after a great battle at sea,
would not be easily brought to obey; besides, they were cele-

brating a festival, having on that day a sacrifice to Heracles,
and most of them in their rapture at the victory had fallen

to drinking at the festival, and would probably consent to

anything sooner than to take up their arms and march out
at that moment. For these reasons the thing appeared im-

practicable to the magistrates ;
and Hermocrates, finding him-

self unable to do anything further with them, had now
recourse to the following stratagem of his own. What he feared

was that the Athenians might quietly get the start of them
by passing the most difficult places during the night; and he
therefore sent, as soon as it was dusk, some friends of Ms
own to the camp with some horsemen who rode up within
earshot and called out to some of the men, as though they
were well-wishers of the Athenians, and told them to tell

Xicias (who had in fact some correspondence who informed
him of what went on inside the town), not to lead off the

army by night as the Syracusans were guarding the roads, but
to make his preparations at his leisure and to retreat by day.
After saying this they departed; and their hearers informed
the Athenian generals, who put off going for that night on tbe

strength of this message, not doubting its sincerity.
Since after all they had not set out at once, they now deter-

mined to stay also the following day to give time to the soldiers

to pack up as well as they could the most useful articles, and,
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leaving everything else behind, to start only with what was

strictly necessary for their personal subsistence. Meanwhile
the Syracusans and Gylippus marched out and blocked up the

roads through the country by which the Athenians were likely
to pass, and kept guard at the fords of the stream and rivers,

posting themselves so as to receive them and stop the army
where they thought best; while their fleet sailed up to the

beach and towed off the ships of the Athenians. Some few
were burned by the Athenians themselves as they had in-

tended; the rest the Syracusans lashed on to their own at

their leisure as they had been thrown up on shore, without

any one trying to stop them, and conveyed to the town.

After this, Nicias and Demosthenes now thinking that

enough had been done in the way of preparation, the removal

of the army took place upon the second day after the sea-

fight, It was a lamentable scene, not merely from the single
circumstance that they were retreating after having lost all

their ships, their great hopes gone, and themselves and the

state in peril; but also in leaving the camp there were things
most grievous for every eye and heart to contemplate. The
dead lay unburied, and each man as he recognised a friend

among them shuddered with grief and horror; while the living

whom they were leaving behind, wounded or sick, were to the

living far more shocking than the dead, and more to be pitied

than those who had perished. These fell to entreating and

bewailing until their friends knew not what to do, begging
them to take them and loudly calling to each individual com-

rade or relative whom they could see, hanging upon the necks

of their tent-fellows In the act of departure, and following
as far as they could, and when their bodily strength failed

them, calling again and again upon heaven and shrieking
aloud as they were left behind. So that the whole army being
filled with tears and distracted after this fashion found it

not easy to go, even from an enemy's land, where they had

already suffered evils too great for tears and in the unknown
future before them feared to suffer more. Dejection and self-

condemnation were also rife among them. Indeed they could

only be compared to a starved-out town, and that no small

one, escaping; the whole multitude upon the inarch being not

less than forty thousand men. All carried anything they could
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which might be of use, and the heavy infantry and troopers,

contrary to their wont, while under arms carried their own
victuals, in some cases for want of servants, in others through
not trusting them; as they had long been deserting and now
did so in greater numbers than ever. Yet even thus thay did not

carry enough, as there was no longer food in the camp. More-
over their disgrace generally, and the universality of their

sufferings, however to a certain extent alleviated by being
borne in company, were still felt at the moment a heavy
burden, especially when they contrasted the splendour and

glory of their setting out with the humiliation hi which it had
ended. For this was by far the greatest reverse that ever befell

an Hellenic army. They had come to enslave others, and were

departing in fear of being enslaved themselves: they had
sailed out with prayer and pssans, and now started to go back
with omens directly contrary; travelling by land instead of

by sea, and trusting not in their fleet but in their heavy in-

fantry. Nevertheless the greatness of the danger still impend-

ing made all this appear tolerable.

Nicias seeing the army dejected and greatly altered, passed

along the ranks and encouraged and comforted them as far

as was possible under the circumstances, raising his voice still

higher and higher as he went from one company to another

in his earnestness, and in his anxiety that the benefit of his

words might reach as many as possible:
'Athenians and allies, even in our present position we must

still hope on, since men have ere now been saved from worse

straits than this; and you must not condemn yourselves too

severely either because of your disasters or because of your

present unmerited sufferings. I myself who am not superior
to any of you in strength indeed you see how I am in my
sickness and who in the gifts of fortune am, I think, whether
in private life or otherwise, the equal of any, am now exposed
to the same danger as the meanest among you; and yet my
life has been one of much devotion towards the gods, and of

much justice and without offence towards men. I have, there-

fore, still a strong hope for the future, and our misfortunes

do not terrify me as much as they might. Indeed we may hope
that they will be lightened: our enemies have had good for-

tune enough; and if any of the gods was offended at our
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expedition, we have been already amply punished. Others

before us have attacked their neighbours and have done what
men will do without suffering more than they could bear;
and we may now justly expect to find the gods more kind,
for we have become fitter objects for their pity than their

jealousy. And then look at yourselves, mark the numbers and

efficiency of the heavy infantry marching in your ranks,
and do not give way too much to despondency, but reflect

that you are yourselves at once a city wherever you sit down,
and that there is no other in Sicily that could easily resist

your attack, or expel you when once established. The safety
and order of the march is for yourselves to look to; the one

thought of each man being that the spot on which he may
be forced to fight must be conquered and held as his country
and stronghold. Meanwhile we shall hasten on our way night
and day alike, as our provisions are scanty; and if we can
reach some friendly place of the Slcels, whom fear of the

Syracusans still keeps true to us, you may forthwith consider

yourselves safe. A message has been sent on to them with

directions to meet us with supplies of food. To sum up, be

convinced, soldiers, that you must be brave, as there is no

place near for your cowardice to take refuge in, and that

if you now escape from the enemy, you may all see again
what your hearts desire, while those of you who are Athenians

will raise up again the great power of the state, fallen though
It be. Men make the city and not walls or ships without men
In them.'

As he made this address, Nlcias went along the ranks, and

brought back to their place any of the troops that he saw

straggling out of the line; while Demosthenes did as much
for his part of the army, addressing them in words very similar.

The army marched in a hollow square, the division under

Nicias leading, and that of Demosthenes following, the heavy

infantry being outside and the baggage-carriers and the butt:

of the army in the middle. When they arrived at the ford of

the river Anapus they there found drawn up a body of the

Syracusans and allies, and routing these, made good their

passage and pushed on, harassed by the charges of the Syra-

cusan horse and by the missiles of their light troops. On that

day they advanced about four miles and a half, halting for
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the night upon a certain hill. On the next they started early
and got on about two miles further, and descended into a

place in the plain and there encamped, in order to procure
some eatables from the houses, as the place was inhabited,
and to carry on with them water from thence, as for many
furlongs in front, in the direction in which they were going,
it was not plentiful. The Syracusans meanwhile went on and
fortified the pass in front, where there was a steep hill with a

rocky ravine on each side of it, called the Acrsean cliff. The
next day the Athenians advancing found themselves impeded
by the missiles and charges of the horse and darters, both

very numerous, of the Syracusans and allies
;
and after right-

ing for a long while, at length retired to the same camp, where

they had no longer provisions as before, it being impossible
to leave their position by reason of the cavalry.

Early next morning they started afresh and forced their

way to the hill, which had been fortified, where they found
before them the enemy's infantry drawn up many shields

deep to defend the fortification, the pass being narrow. The
Athenians assaulted the work, but were greeted by a storm
of missiles from the hill, which told with the greater effect

through its being a steep one, and unable to force the passage,
retreated again and rested. Meanwhile occurred some claps of

thunder and rain, as often happens towards autumn, which
still further disheartened the Athenians, who thought all these

things to be omens of their approaching ruin. While they were

resting Gyiippus and the Syracusans sent a part of their

army to throw up works in their rear on the way by which

they had advanced; however, the Athenians immediately sent

some of their men and prevented them; after which they
retreated more towards the plain and halted for the night.
When they advanced the next day the Syracusans surrounded
and attacked them on every side, and disabled many of them,
falling back if the Athenians advanced and coming on if they
retired, and in particular assaulting their rear, in the hope
of routing them in detail, and thus striking a panic into the
whole army. For a long while the Athenians persevered in this

fashion, but after advancing for four or five furlongs halted
to rest in the plain, the Syracusans also withdrawing to their

own camp.
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.During the night NIcias and Demosthenes, seeing the

wretched condition of their troops, now in want of every kind

of necessary, and numbers of them disabled in the numerous
attacks of the enemy, determined to light as many fires as

possible, and to lead off the army, no longer by the same route

as they had intended, but towards the sea in the opposite
direction to that guarded by the Syracusans. The whole of

this route was leading the army not to Catana but to the

other side of Sicily, towards Camarina, Gela, and the other

Hellenic and barbarian towns in that quarter. They accord-

ingly lit a number of fires and set out by night. Now all

armies, and the greatest most of all, are liable to fears and

alarms, especially when they are marching by night through
an enemy's country and with the enemy near; and the Athe-

nians falling into one of these panics, the leading division,

that of Nicias, kept together and got on a good way in front,

while that of Demosthenes, comprising rather more than half

the army, got separated and marched on in some disorder.

By morning, however, they reached the sea, and getting into

the Helorine Road, pushed on in order to reach the river

Cacyparis, and to follow the stream up through the interior,

where they hoped to be met by the Sicels whom they had
sent for. Arrived at the river, they found there also a Syra-

cusan party engaged in barring the passage of the ford with

a wall and a palisade, and forcing this guard, crossed the river

and went on to another called the Erineus, according to the

advice of their guides.

Meanwhile, when day came and the Syracusans and allies

found that the Athenians were gone, most of them accused

Gylippus of having let them escape on purpose, and hastily

pursuing by the road which they had no difficulty in finding
that they had taken, overtook them about dinner-time. They
first came up with the troops under Demosthenes, who were

behind and marching somewhat slowly and in disorder, owing
to the night-panic above referred to, and at once attacked

and engaged them, the Syracusan horse surrounding them

with more ease now that they were separated from the rest?

and hemming them in on one spot. The division of Nicias

was five or six miles on in front, as he led them more rapidly.,

thinking that under the circumstances their safety lay not in
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staying and fighting, unless obliged, but in retreating as fast

as possible, and only fighting when forced to do so. On the

other hand, Demosthenes was, generally speaking, harassed

more incessantly, as his post in the rear left him the first

exposed to the attacks of the enemy; and now, finding that

the Syracusans were in pursuit, he omitted to push on, in

order to form his men for battle, and so lingered until he was
surrounded by his pursuers and himself and the Athenians
with him placed in the most distressing position, being huddled
into an enclosure with a wall all round it, a road on this side

and on that, and olive-trees in great number, where missiles

were showered in upon them from every quarter. This mode
of attack the Syracusans had with good reason adopted in

preference to fighting at close quarters, as to risk a struggle
with desperate men was now more for the advantage of the

Athenians than for their own; besides, their success had now
become so certain that they began to spare themselves a little

in order not to be cut off in the moment of victory, thinking
too that, as it was, they would be able in this way to subdue
and capture the enemy.

In fact, after plying the Athenians and allies all day long
from every side with missiles, they at length saw that they
were worn out with their wounds and other sufferings; and

Gylippus and the Syracusans and their allies made a procla-

mation, offering their liberty to any of the islanders who
chose to come over to them; and some few cities went over.

Afterwards a capitulation was agreed upon for all the rest

with Demosthenes, to lay down their arms on condition that

no one was to be put to death either by violence or imprison-
ment or want of the necessaries of life. Upon this they sur-

rendered to the number of six thousand in all, laying down
all the money in their possession, which filled the hollows of

four shields, and were immediately conveyed by the Syra-
cusans to the town.

Meanwhile Nicias with his division arrived that day at the
river Erineus, crossed over and posted his army upon some
high ground upon the other side. The next day the Syracusans
overtook him and told him that the troops under Demosthenes
had surrendered, and invited him to follow their example.
Incredulous of the fact, Nicias asked for a truce to send a
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horseman to see, and upon the return of the messenger with

the tidings that they had surrendered, sent a herald to

Gylippus and the Syracusans, saying that he was ready to

agree with them on behalf of the Athenians to repay whatever

money the Syracusans had spent upon the war if they would
let Ms army go; and offered until the money was paid to give
Athenians as hostages, one for every talent. The Syracusans
and Gylippus rejected this proposition, and attacked this

division as they had the other, standing all round and plying
them with missiles until the evening. Food and necessaries

were as miserably wanting to the troops of Nicias as they
had been to their comrades; nevertheless they watched for

the quiet of the night to resume their march. But as they were

taking up their arms the Syracusans perceived it and raised

their psean, upon which the Athenians, finding that they were

discovered, laid them down again, except about three hundred

men who forced their way through the guards and went on

during the night as they were able.

As soon as it was day Nicias put his army in motion,

pressed, as before, by the Syracusans and their allies, pelted
from every side by their missiles, and struck down by their

javelins. The Athenians pushed on for the Assinarus, im-

pelled by the attacks made upon them from every side by a

numerous cavalry and the swarm of other arms, fancying that

they should breathe more freely if once across the river, and
driven on also by their exhaustion and craving for water. Once
there they rushed in, and all order was at an end, each man

wanting to cross first, and the attacks of the enemy making
it difficult to cross at all; forced to huddle together, they fell

against and trod down one another, some dying immediately

upon the javelins, others getting entangled together and

stumbling over the articles of baggage, without being able to

rise again. Meanwhile the opposite bank, which was steep,

was lined by the Syracusans, who showered missiles down

upon the Athenians, most of them drinking greedily and

heaped together in disorder in the hollow bed of the river.

The Peloponnesians also came down and butchered them, es-

pecially those in the water, which was thus immediately

spoiled, but which they went on drinking just the same, mud
and all, bloody as it was, most even fighting to have it.
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At last, when many dead now lay piled one upon another

in the stream, and part of the army had been destroyed at the

river? and the few that escaped from thence cut off by the

cavalry, Nicias surrendered himself to Gylippus, whom he
trusted more than he did the Syracusans, and told him and
the Lacedaemonians to do what they liked with him, but to

stop the slaughter of the soldiers. Gylippus, after this, im-

mediately gave orders to make prisoners; upon which the

rest were brought together alive, except a large number se-

creted by the soldiery, and a party was sent in pursuit of

the three hundred who had got through the guard during the

night, and who were now taken with the rest. The number of

the enemy collected as public property was not considerable
;

hut that secreted was very large, and all Sicily was filled with

them, no convention having been made in their case as for

those taken with Demosthenes, Besides this, a large portion
were killed outright, the carnage being very great, and not
exceeded by any in this Sicilian war. In the numerous other

encounters upon the march, not a few also had fallen. Never-
theless many escaped, some at the moment, others served as

slaves, and then ran away subsequently. These found refuge
at Catana.

The Syracusans and their allies now mustered and took up
the spoils and as many prisoners as they could, and went
back to the city. The rest of their Athenian and allied cap-
tives were deposited in the quarries, this seeming the safest

way of keeping them; but Nicias and Demosthenes were

butchered, against the will of Gylippus, who thought that it

would be the crown of his triumph if he could take the enemy's
generals to Lacedaemon. One of them, as it happened, Demos-
thenes, was one of her greatest enemies, on account of the
affair of the island and of Pylos; while the other, Nicias, was
for the same reasons one of her greatest friends, owing to his

exertions to procure the release of the prisoners by persuading
the Athenians to make peace. For these reasons the Lace-
daemonians felt kindly towards him; and it was in this that
Nicias himself mainly confided when he surrendered to Gylip-
pus. But some of the Syracusans who had been in corre-

spondence with him were afraid, it was said, of his being put
to the torture and troubling their success by his revelations:
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others, especially the Corinthians, of his escaping, as he was

wealthy, by means of bribes, and living to do them further

mischief; and these persuaded the allies and put Mm to death.

This or the like was the cause of the death of a man who, of

all the Hellenes in my time, least deserved such a fate, seeing

that the whole course of his life had been regulated with strict

attention to virtue.

The prisoners in the quarries were at first hardly treated by
the Syracusans. Crowded in a narrow hole, without any roof

to cover them, the heat of the sun and the stifling closeness

of the air tormented them during the day, and then the nights-

which came on autumnal and chilly, made them ill by the

violence of the change; besides, as they had to do everything
in the same place for want of room, and the bodies of those

who died of their wounds or from the variation in the tem-

perature, or from similar causes, were left heaped together
one upon another, intolerable stenches arose; while hunger
and thirst never ceased to afflict them, each man during eight

months having only half a pint of water and a pint of corn

given him daily. In shore, no single suffering to be appre-
hended by men thrust into such a place was spared them. For

some seventy days they thus lived all together, after which

all, except the Athenians and any Siceliots or Italiots who had

joined in the expedition, were sold. The total number of pris-

oners taken it would be difficult to state exactly, but it could

not have been less than seven thousand.

This was the greatest Hellenic achievement of any in this

war, or, in my opinion, in Hellenic history; at once most glori-

ous to the victors, and most calamitous to the conquered.

They were beaten at all points and altogether; all that they
suffered was great; they were destroyed, as the saying is, with

a total destruction, their fleet, their army everything was

destroyed, and few out of many returned home.
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NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH YEARS OF THE WAR -'REVOLt

OF IONIA INTERVENTION OF PERSIA THE WAR IN IONIA

B.C. 413: Athens learns of disaster Revolt ascendant Geneial activity

Lacedcemonian alliance with Chians and Erythr&ans B.C. 412:
Council at Corinth Peloponnesians sail for Chios Blockade in

Spircsum Alcibiades sails for Ionia Athenian relief to Chios*
Alcibiades stirs Milesian revolt Terms of Persian-Spartan al-
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SUCH were the events in Sicily. When the news was brought
to Athens, for a long while they disbelieved even the most

respectable of the soldiers who had themselves escaped from

the scene of action and clearly reported the matter, a destruc-

tion so complete not being thought credible. When the con-

viction was forced upon them, they were angry with the

orators who had joined in promoting the expedition, just as if

they had not themselves voted it, and were enraged also with

the reciters of oracles and soothsayers, and all other omen-

mongers of the time who had encouraged them to hope that

they should conquer Sicily. Already distressed at all points
and in all quarters, after what had now happened, they were

seized by a fear and consternation quite without example. It

was grievous enough for the state and for every man in hi?

proper person to lose so many heavy infantry, cavalry, and
able-bodied troops, and to see none left to replace them; but

when they saw, also, that they had not sufficient ships in their

docks, or money in the treasury, or crews for the ships, they

began to despair of salvation. They thought that their enemies

In Sicily would immediately sail with their fleet against
454
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Piraeus, inflamed by so signal a victory; while their adver-

saries at home, redoubling all their preparations, would vig-

orously attack them by sea and land at once, aided by their

own revolted confederates. Nevertheless, with such means as

they had, it was determined to resist to the last, and to pro-
vide timber and money, and to equip a fleet as they best

could, to take steps to secure their confederates and above all

Eubcea, to reform things in the city upon a more economical

footing, and to elect a board of elders to advise upon the state

of affairs as occasion should arise. In short, as is the way of

a democracy, in the panic of the moment they were ready to

be as prudent as possible.

These resolves were at once carried into effect. Summer
was now over. The winter ensuing saw all Hellas stirring un-

der the impression of the great Athenian disaster in Sicily.

Neutrals now felt that even if uninvited they ought no longer
to stand aloof from the war, but should volunteer to march

against the Athenians, who, as they severally reflected, would

probably have come against them if the Sicilian campaign
had succeeded. Besides, they considered that the war would
now be short, and that it would be creditable for them to take

part in it. Meanwhile the allies of the Lacedaemonians fell all

more anxious than ever to see a speedy end to their heavy
labours. But above all, the subjects of the Athenians showed
a readiness to revolt even beyond their ability, judging the

circumstances with passion, and refusing even to hear of the

Athenians being able to last out the coming summer. Beyond
all this, Lacedaemon was encouraged by the near prospect of

being joined in great force in the spring by her allies in Sicily,

lately forced by events to acquire their navy. With these rea-

sons for confidence in every quarter, the Lacedaemonians now
resolved to throw themselves without reserve into the war,

considering that, once it was happily terminated, they would
be finally delivered from such dangers as that which would
have threatened them from Athens, if she had become mis-

tress of Sicily, and that the overthrow of the Athenians would

leave them in quiet enjoyment of the supremacy over all

Hellas.

Their king, Agis, accordingly set out at once during this

winter with some troops from Decelea, and levied from the
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allies contributions for the fleet, and turning towards the

Malian gulf exacted a sum of money from the (Etseans by
carrying off most of their cattle in reprisal for their old hos-

tility, and, in spite of the protests and opposition of the

ThessaUans, forced the Achseans of Phthiotis and the other

subjects of the Thessalians in those parts to give Mm money
and hostages, and deposited the hostages at Corinth, and

tried to bring their countrymen into the confederacy. The
Lacedaemonians now issued a requisition to the cities for

building a hundred ships, fixing their own quota and that of

the Boeotians at twenty-five each; that of the Phocians and

Locrians together at fifteen; that of the Corinthians at fifteen
;

that of the Arcadians, Pellenians, and Sicyonians together at

ten; and that of the Megarians, Troezenians, Epidaurians, and

Hermionians together at ten also; and meanwhile made every
other preparation for commencing hostilities by the spring.

In the meantime the Athenians were not idle. During this

same winter, as they had determined, they contributed timber

and pushed on their ship-building, and fortified Sunium to

enable their corn-ships to round it in safety, and evacuated

the fort in Laconia which they had built on their way to

Sicily; while they also, for economy, cut down any other ex-

penses that seemed unnecessary, and above all kept a careful

look-out against the revolt of their confederates.

While both parties were thus engaged, and were as intent

upon preparing for the war as they had been at the outset,

the Euboeans first of all sent envoys during this winter to Agis
to treat of Aeir revolting from Athens. Agis accepted .heir

proposals, and sent for Alcamenes, son of Sthenelai'das, and
Melanthus from Lacedsemon, to take the command in Euboea.

These accordingly arrived with some three hundred Neoda-

modes, and Agis began to arrange for their crossing over.

But in the meanwhile arrived some Lesbians, who also wished

to revolt; and these being supported by the Boeotians, Agis
was persuaded to defer acting in the matter of Euboea, and
made arrangements for the revolt of the Lesbians, giving
them Alcamenes, who was to have sailed to Euboea, as gov-

ernor, and himself promising them ten ships, and the Boeo-

tians the same number. Ail this was done without instructions

from home, as Agis while at Decelea with the army that he
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commanded had power to send troops to whatever quarter he

pleased, and to levy men and money. During this period, one

might say, the allies obeyed him much more than they did

the Lacedaemonians in the city, as the force he had with

him made him feared at once wherever he went. While Agis
was engaged with the Lesbians, the Chians and Erythraeans,
who were also ready to revolt, applied, not to him but at

Lacedsmon; where they arrived accompanied by an an>
bassador from Tissaphernes, the commander of King Darius,

son of Artaxerxes, in the maritime districts, who invited the

Peloponnesians to come over, and promised to maintain their

army. The king had lately called upon him for the tribute

from his government, for which he was in arrears, being un-

able to raise it from the Hellenic towns by reason ol the

Athenians; and he therefore calculated that by weakening
the Athenians he should get the tribute better paid, and
should also draw the Lacedaemonians into alliance with the

king; and by this means, as the king had commanded him,

take alive or dead Amorges, the bastard son of Pissuthnes,
who was in rebellion on the coast of Caria.

While the Chians and Tissaphernes thus joined to effect

the same object, about the same time Calligeitus, son of Lao-

phon, a Megarian, and Timagoras, son of Athenagoras, a

Cyzicene, both of them exiles from their country and living

at the court of Phamabazus, son of Pharnaces, arrived at

Lacedsemon upon a mission from Pharnabazus, to procure a

fleet for the Hellespont; by means of which, if possible, he

might himself effect the object of Tissaphernes' ambition, and
cause the cities in his government to revolt from the Athenians,
and so get the tribute, and by his own agency obtain for the

king the alliance of the Lacedaemonians.

The emissaries of Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes treating

apart, a keen competition now ensued at Lacedsemon as to

whether a fleet and army should be sent first to Ionia and

Chios, or to the Hellespont. The Lacedaemonians, however,

decidedly favoured the CHans and Tissaphernes, who were

seconded by Alcibiades, the family friend of Endius, one of

the Ephors for that year. Indeed, this is how their house got
its Laconic name, Alcibiades being the family name of Endius.

Nevertheless the Lacedaemonians first sent to Chios Phrynis,
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one of the Perioeci, to see whether they had as many ships as

they said, and whether their city generally was as great as

was reported ;
and upon his bringing word that they had been

told the truth, immediately entered into alliance with the

Chians and Erythraeans, and voted to send them forty ships,

there being already, according to the statement of the Chians,
not less than sixty in the island. At first the Lacedaemonians

meant to send ten of these forty themselves, with Melan-

chridas their admiral; but afterwards, an earthquake having

occurred, they sent Chalcideus instead of Melanchridas, and

instead of the ten ships equipped only five in Laconia. And
the winter ended, and with it ended also the nineteenth year
of this war of which Thucydides is the historian.

At the beginning of the next summer the Chians were urg-

ing that the fleet should be sent off, being afraid that the

Athenians, from whom all these embassies were kept a secret,

might find out what was going on, and the Lacedaemonians at

once sent three Spartans to Corinth to haul the ships as

quickly as possible across the Isthmus from the other sea

to that on the side of Athens, and to order them all to sail to

Chios, those which Agis was equipping for Lesbos not ex-

cepted. The number of ships from the allied states was thirty-

nine in all.

Meanwhile Calligeitus and Timagoras did not join on be-

half of Pharnabazus in the expedition to Chios or give the

money twenty-five talents which they had brought with
them to help in despatching a force, but determined to sail

afterwards with another force by themselves. Agis, on the

other hand, seeing the Lacedaemonians bent upon going to

Chios first, himself came in to their views
;
and the allies as-

sembled at Corinth and held a council, in which they decided

to sail first to Chios under the command of Chalcideus, who
was equipping the five vessels in Laconia, then to Lesbos,
under the command of Alcamenes, the same whom Agis had
fixed upon, and lastly to go to the Hellespont, where the com-
mand was given to Clearchus, son of Ramphias. Meanwhile

they would take only half the ships across the Isthmus first,

and let those sail off at once, in order that the Athenians might
attend less to the departing squadron than to those to be
taken across afterwards, as no care had been taken to keep
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this voyage secret through contempt of the impotence of the

Athenians, who had as yet no fleet of any account upon the

sea. Agreeabfy to this determination twenty-one vessels were

at once conveyed across the Isthmus.

They were now impatient to set sail, but the Corinthians

were not willing to accompany them until they had celebrated

the Isthmian festival, which fell at that time. Upon this Agis

proposed to them to save their scruples about breaking the

Isthmian truce by taking the expedition upon himself. The
Corinthians not consenting to this, a delay ensued, during
which the Athenians conceived suspicions of what was pre-

paring at Chios, and sent Aristocrates, one of their generals,

and charged them with the fact, and upon the denial of the

Chians, ordered them to send with them a contingent of ships,

as faithful confederates. Seven were sent accordingly. The
reason of the despatch of the ships lay in the fact that the

mass of the Chians were not privy to the negotiations, while

the few who were in the secret did not wish to break with the

multitude until they had something positive to lean upon,
and no longer expected the Peloponnesians to arrive by reason

of their delay.
In the meantime the Isthmian games took place, and the

Athenians, who had been also invited, went to attend them,
and now seeing more clearly into the designs of the Chians,
as soon as they returned to Athens took measures to prevent
the fleet putting out from Cenchreag without their knowledge.
After the festival the Peloponnesians set sail with twenty-
one ships for Chios, under the command of Alcamenes. The
Athenians first sailed against them with an equal number,

drawing off towards the open sea. The enemy, however, turn-

ing back before he had followed them far, the Athenians re-

turned also, not trusting the seven Chian ships which formed

part of their number, and afterwards manned thirty-seven

vessels in all and chased him on his passage along shore into

Spirseum, a desert Corinthian port on the edge of the Epi-
daurian frontier. After losing one ship out at sea, the Pelopon-
nesians got the rest together and brought them to anchor.

The Athenians now attacked not only from the sea with their

fleet, but also disembarked upon the coast; and a melee en-

sued of the most confused and violent kind, in which the
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Athenians disabled most of the enemy's vessels and killed

A-lcamenes their commander, losing also a few of their own
men.

After tMs they separated, and the Athenians, detaching a

sufficient number of ships to blockade those of the enemy,
anchored with the rest at the islet adjacent, upon which they

proceeded to encamp, and sent to Athens for reinforcements;
the Peloponnesians having been joined on the day after the

battle by the Corinthians, who came to help the ships, and by
the other inhabitants in the vicinity not long afterwards.

These saw the difficulty of keeping guard in a desert place,
and in their perplexity at first thought of burning the ships,
but finally resolved to haul them up on shore and sit down
and guard them with their land forces, until a convenient

opportunity for escaping should present itself. Agis also, on

being informed of the disaster, sent them a Spartan of the

name of Thermon. The Lacedaemonians first received the news
of the fleet having put out from the Isthmus, Alcamenes hav-

ing been ordered by the Ephors to send off a horseman when
this took place, and immediately resolved to despatch their

own five vessels under Chalcideus, and Alcibiades with him.
But while they were full of this resolution came the second
news of the fleet having taken refuge in Spirseum; and dis-

heartened at their first step in the Ionian war proving a fail-

ure, they laid aside the idea of sending the ships from their

own country, and even wished to recall some that had already
sailed.

Perceiving this, Alcibiades again persuaded Endius and the

other Ephors to persevere in the expedition, saying that the

voyage would be made before the Chians heard of the fleet's

misfortune, and that as soon as he set foot in Ionia, he should,
by assuring them of the weakness of the Athenians and the

zeal of Lacedsemon, have no difficulty in persuading the cities

to revolt, as they would readily believe his testimony. He also

represented to Endius himself in private that it would be

glorious for him to be the means of making Ionia revolt and
the king become the ally of Lacedaemon, instead of that
honour being left to Agis (Agis ?

it must be remembered, was
tiae enemy of Alcibiades) ;

and Endius and his colleagues thus

persuaded, he put to sea with the five ships and the Lacedas-
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monian Chalcideus, and made all haste upon the voyage.
About this same time the sixteen Peloponnesian ships from

Sicily, which had served through the war with Gylippus, were

caught on their return off Leucadia and roughly handled by
the twenty-seven Athenian vessels under Hippocles, son of

Menippus, on the look-out for the ships from Sicily. After

losing one of their number the rest escaped from the Athenians

and sailed into Corinth.

Meanwhile Chalcideus and Aicibiades seized all they met

with on their voyage, to prevent news of their coming, and

let them go at Corycus, the first point which they touched at

in the continent. Here they were visited by some of their

Chian correspondents, and being urged by them to sail up to

the town without announcing their coming, arrived suddenly
before Chios. The many were amazed and confounded, while

the few had so arranged that the council should be sitting at

the time
;
and after speeches from Chalcideus and Aicibiades

stating that many more ships were sailing up, but saying noth-

ing of the fleet being blockaded in Spiraeum, the Chians re-

volted from the Athenians, and the Erythrseans immediately
afterwards. After this three vessels sailed over to Clazomense,
and made that city revolt also; and the Clazomenians imme-

diately crossed over to the mainland and began to fortify Po-

lichna, in order to retreat there, in case of necessity, from the

island where they dwelt.

While the revolted places were all engaged in fortifying

and preparing for the war, news of Chios speedily reached

Athens. The Athenians thought the danger by which they
were now menaced great and unmistakable

5
and that the rest

of their allies would not consent to keep quiet after the seces-

sion of the greatest of their number. In the consternation of

the moment they at once took off the penalty attaching to

whoever proposed or put to the vote a proposal for using the

thousand talents which they had jealously avoided touching

throughout the whole war, and voted to employ them to man
a large number of ships, and to send off at once under Strom-

bichides, son of Diotimus, the eight vessels, forming part of

the blockading fleet at Spirseum, which had left the blockade

and had returned after pursuing and fpiling to overtake the

vessels with Chalcideus. These were to be followed shortly
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afterwards by twelve more tinder Thrasycles, also taken from
the blockade. They also recalled the seven Chian vessels, form-

ingpart of their squadron blockading the fleet in Spirseum, and

giving the slaves on board their liberty, put the freemen in

confinement, and speedily manned and sent out ten fresh ships

to blockade the Peloponnesians in the place of all those that

had departed, and decided to man thirty more. Zeal was not

wanting, and no effort was spared to send relief to Chios.

In the meantime Stromoichides with his eight ships arrived

at Samos, and taking one Samian vessel, sailed to Teos and

required them to remain quiet. Chalcideus also set sail with

twenty-three ships for Teos from Chios, the land forces of

the Clazomenians and Erythrseans moving along shore to sup-

port him. Informed of this in time, Strombichides put out from

Teos before their arrival, and while out at sea, seeing the

number of the ships from Chios, fled towards Samos, chased

by the enemy. The Teians at first would not receive the land

forces, but upon the flight of the Athenians took them into the

town. There they waited for some time for Chalcideus to re-

turn from the pursuit, and as time went on without his ap-

pearing, began themselves to demolish the wall which the

Athenians had built on the land side of the city of the Teians,

being assisted by a few of the barbarians who had come up
under the command of Stages, the lieutenant of Tissaphernes.

Meanwhile Chalcideus and Alcibiades, after chasing Strom-

bichides into Samos, armed the crews of the ships from Pelo-

ponnese and left them at Chios, and filling their places with

substitutes from Chios and manning twenty others, sailed off

to effect the revolt of Miletus. The wish of Alcibiades, who
had friends among the leading men of the Milesians, was to

bring over the town before the arrival of the ships from

Peloponnese, and thus, by causing the revolt of as many cities

as possible with the help of the Chian power and of Chal-

cideus, to secure the honour for the Chians and himself and

Chalcideus, and, as he had promised, for Endius who had
sent them out. Not discovered until their voyage was nearly

completed, they arrived a little before Strombichides and

Thrasycles (who had just come with twelve ships from

Athens, and had joined Strombichides in pursuing them), and
occasioned the revolt of Miletus. The Athenians sailing up
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close on their heels with nineteen ships found Miletus closed

against them, and took up their station at the adjacent island

of Lade. The first alliance between the king and the Lacedae-
monians was now concluded immediately upon the revolt of

the Milesians, by Tissaphernes and Chalcideus, and was as
follows:

The Lacedaemonians and their allies made a treaty with the

king and Tissaphernes upon the terms following:
1. Whatever country or cities the king has, or the king's an-

cestors had, shall be the king's; and whatever came in to the
Athenians from these cities, either money or any other thing,
the king and the Lacedemonians and their allies shall jointly
hinder the Athenians from receiving either money or any\
other thing.

2. The war with the Athenians shall be carried on jointly

by the king and by the Lacedaemonians and their allies; and
it shall not be lawful to make peace with the Athenians except
both agree, the king on his side and the Lacedemonians and
their allies on theirs.

3. // any revolt from the king they shall be the enemies of
the Lacedaemonians and their allies. And if any revolt from
the Lacedaemonians and their allies they shall be the enemies

of the king in like manner.
This was the alliance. After this the Chians immediately

manned ten more vessels and sailed for Anaia, in order to

gain intelligence of those in Miletus, and also to make the
cities revolt. A message, however, reaching them from Chal-
cideus to tell them to go back again, and that Amorges was at
hand with an army by land, they sailed to the temple of Zeus,
and there sighting ten more ships sailing up with which
Diomedon had started from Athens after Thrasycles, fled,
one ship to Ephesus, the rest to Teos. The Athenians took
four of their ships empty, the men finding time to escape
ashore; the rest took refuge in the city of the Teians; after

which the Athenians sailed off to Samos, while the Chians put
to sea with their remaining vessels, accompanied by the land

forces, and caused Lebedos to revolt, and after it Era. After

this they both returned home
?
the fleet and the army.

About the same time the twenty ships of the Peloponnesians
in Spiraeum, which we left chased to land and blockaded fr
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an equal number of Athenians, suddenly sallied out and de-

feated the blockading squadron, took four of their ships, and

sailing back to Cenchreae, prepared again for the voyage to

Chios and Ionia. Here they were joined by Astyochus as high-
admiral from Lacedsemon, henceforth invested with the su-

preme command at sea. The land forces now withdrawing
from Teos, Tissaphernes repaired thither in person with an

army and completed the demolition of anything that was left

of the wall, and so departed. Not long after his departure
Diomedon arrived with ten Athenian ships, and having made
a convention by which the Teians admitted him as they had
the enemy, coasted along to Erse, and failing in an attempt
upon the town, sailed back again.
About this time took place the rising of the commons at

Samos against the upper classes, in concert with some Athe-

nians, who were there in three vessels. The Samian commons
put to death some two hundred in all of the upper classes, and
banished four hundred more, and themselves took their land

and houses; after which the Athenians decreed their inde-

pendence, being now sure of their fidelity, and the commons
henceforth governed the city, excluding the landholders from
all share in affairs, and forbidding any of the commons to

give Ms daughter in marriage to them or to take a wife from
them in future.

After this, during the same summer, the Chians, whose zeal

continued as active as ever, and who even without the Pelo-

ponnesians found themselves in sufficient force to effect the
revolt of the cities and also wished to have as many com-

panions in peril as possible, made an expedition with thirteen

ships of their own to Lesbos; the instructions from Lacedse-

mon being to go to that island next, and from thence to the

Hellespont. Meanwhile the land forces of the Peloponnesians
who were with the Chians and of the allies on the spot, moved
along shore for Clazomense and Cuma, under the command
of Eualas, a Spartan; while the fleet under Diniades, one of

the Periceci
?
first sailed up to Methymna and caused it to re-

volt, and, leaving four ships there, with the rest procured the
revolt of Mltyiene.

In the raeantime A^tyochus, the Lacedaemonian admiral,
Set sail from Cenchreae with four ships, as he had intended, and
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arrived at Chios. On the third day after his arrival the Athe-

nian ships, twenty-five in number, sailed to Lesbos under
Diomedon and Leon, who had lately arrived with a rein-

forcement of ten ships from Athens. Late in the same day
Astyochus put to sea, and taking one Chian vessel with him
sailed to Lesbos to render what assistance he could. Arrived

at Pyrrha, and from thence the next day at Eresus, he there

learned that Mitylene had been taken, almost without a blow,

by the Athenians, who had sailed up and unexpectedly put
into the harbour, had beaten the Chian ships, and landing
and defeating the troops opposed to them, had become mas-
ters of the city. Informed of this by the Eresians and the

Chian ships, which had been left with Eubulus at Methymna,
and had fled upon the capture of Mitylene, and three of which
he now fell in with, one having been taken by the Athenians,

Astyochus did not go on to Mitylene, but raised and armed

Eresus, and sending the heavy infantry from his own ships

by land under Eteonicus to Antissa and Methymna, himself

proceeded along shore thither with the ships which he had
with him ai_a with the three Chians, in the hope that the

Methymnians upon seeing them would be encouraged to per-
severe in their revolt. As, however, everything went against
him in Lesbos, he took up his own force and sailed back to

Chios; the land forces on board, which were to have gone to

the Hellespont, being also conveyed back to their different

cities. After this six of the allied Peloponnesian ships at Cen-

chres joined the forces at Chios. The Athenians, after re-

storing matters to their old state in Lesbos, set sail from
thence and took Polichna, the place that the Clazomenians

were fortifying on the continent, and carried the inhabitants

back to their town upon the island, except the authors of the

revolt, who withdrew to Daphnus; and thus Clazomense be-

came once more Athenian.

The same summer the Athenians in the twenty ships at

Lade blockading Miletus, made a descent at Panormus in the

Milesian territory, and killed Chalcideus the Lacedaemonian

commander, who had come with a few men against them,

and the third day after sailed over and set up a trophy, which,

as they were not masters of the country, was however pulled

down by the Milesians. Meanwhile Leon and Diomedon with
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the Athenian fleet from Lesbos issuing from the GEnussae, the

isles off Chios, and from their forts of Sidussa and Pteleum in

the Erythraeid, and from Lesbos, carried on the war against
the Chians from the ships, having on board heavy infantry
from the rolls pressed to serve as marines. Landing in Carda-

myle and in Bolissus they defeated with heavy loss the

Chians that took the field against them, and laying desolate

the places in that neighbourhood, defeated the Chians again
in another battle at Phanae, and in a third at Leuconium.
After this the Chians ceased to meet them in the field, while

the Athenians devastated the country, which was beautifully
stocked and had remained uninjured ever since the Median
wars. Indeed, after the Lacedaemonians, the Chians are the

only people that I have known who knew how to be wise in

prosperity, and who ordered their city the more securely the

greater it grew. Nor was this revolt, in which they might
seem to have erred on the side of rashness, ventured upon
until they had numerous and gallant allies to share the danger
with them, and until they perceived the Athenians after the

Sicilian disaster themselves no longer denying the thoroughly

desperate state of their affairs. And if they were thrown out

by one of the surprises which upset human calculations, they
found out their mistake in company with many others who
believed, like them, in the speedy collapse of the Athenian

power. While they were thus blockaded from the sea and

plundered by land, some of the citizens undertook to bring
the city over to the Athenians. Appraised of this the authori-

ties took no action themselves, but brought Astyochus, the

admiral, from Erythrae, with four ships that he had with him,
and considered how they could most quietly, either by taking

hostages or by some other means, put an end to the con-

spiracy.
While the Chians were thus engaged, a thousand Athenian

heavy infantry and fifteen hundred Argives (five hundred of

whom were light troops furnished with armour by the Athe-

nians), and one thousand of the allies, towards the close of

the same summer sailed from Athens in forty-eight ships,
some of which were transports, under the command of Phry-
nichus, Onomacles, and Scironides, and putting in to Samos
crossed over and encamped at Miletus. Upon this the Mile-
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sians came out to the number of eight hundred heavy infan-

try, with the Peloponnesians who had come with Chalcldeua

and some foreign mercenaries of Tissaphernes, Tissaphernes
himself and his cavalry, and engaged the Athenians and their

allies. While the Argives rushed forward on their own wing
with the careless disdain of men advancing against Ionian^

who would never stand their charge, and were defeated by the

Milesians with a loss little short of three hundred men, the

Athenians first defeated the Peloponnesians, and driving be-

fore them the barbarians and the ruck of the army, without

engaging the Milesians, who after the rout of the Argive?
retreated into the town upon seeing their comrades worsted,

crowned their victory by grounding their arras under the very
walls of Miletus. Thus, in this battle, the lonians on both

sides overcame the Dorians, the Athenians defeating the

Peloponnesians opposed to them, and the Milesians the Ar-

gives. After setting up a trophy, the Athenians prepared to

draw a wall round the place, which stood upon an isthmus
;

thinking that if they could gain Miletus, the other towns also

would easily come over to them.

Meanwhile about dusk tidings reached them that the fifty-

five ships from Peloponnese and Sicily might be instantly

expected. Of these the Siceliots, urged principally by the

Syracusan Hermocrates to join in giving the finishing blow to

the power of Athens, furnished twenty-two twenty from

Syracuse, and two from Selinus; and the ships that we left

preparing in Peloponnese being now ready, both squadrons
had been entrusted to Therimenes, a Lacedaemonian, to take

to Astyochus, the admiral. They now put in first at Leros the

island off Miletus, and from thence, discovering that the

Athenians were before the town, sailed into the lasic gulf, in

order to learn how matters stood at Miletus. Meanwhile Alci-

biades came on horseback to Teichiussa in the Milesian ter-

ritory, the point of the gulf in which they had put in for the

night, and told them of the battle, in which he had fought in

person by the side of the Milesians and Tissaphernes, and ad-

vised them, If they did not wish to sacrifice Ionia and their

cause, to fly to the relief of Miletus and hinder its investment.

Accordingly they resolved to relieve it the next morning,
Meanwhile Phrynichus, the Athenian commander, had re-
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ceived precise intelligence of the fleet from Leros, and when
his colleagues expressed a wish to keep the sea and fight it out,

flatly refused either to stay himself or to let them or any one
else do so if he could help it. Where they could hereafter con-

tend, after full and undisturbed preparation, with an exact

knowledge of the number of the enemy's fleet and of the

force which they could oppose to him, he would never allow

the reproach of disgrace to drive him into a risk that was un-

reasonable. It was no disgrace for an Athenian fleet to retreat

when it suited them: put it as they would, it would be more

disgraceful to be beaten, and to expose the city not only to

disgrace, but to the most serious danger. After its late mis-

fortunes it could hardly be justified in voluntarily taking the

offensive even with the strongest force, except in a case of

absolute necessity: much less then without compulsion could

it rush upon peril of its own seeking. He told them to take up
their wounded as quickly as they could and the troops and
stores which they had brought with them, and leaving behind

what they had taken from the enemy's country, in order to

lighten the ships, to sail off to Samos, and there concentrating
all their ships to attack as opportunity served. As he spoke
so he acted

;
and thus not BOW more than afterwards, nor in

this alone but in all that he had to do with, did Phrynichus
show himself a man of sense. In this way that very evening
the Athenians broke up from before Miletus, leaving their

victory unfinished, and the Argives, mortified at their disaster
?

promptly sailed off home from Samos.

As soon as it was morning the Peloponnesians weighed from
Teichiussa and put into Miletus after the departure of the

Athenians; they stayed one day, and on the next took with
them the Chian vessels originally chased into port with Chal-

cideuSj and resolved to sail back for the tackle which they
had put on shore at Teichiussa. Upon their arrival Tis-

saphernes came to them with his land forces and induced them
to sail to lasus, which was held by his enemy Amorges. Ac-

cordingly they suddenly attacked and took lasus, whose
inhabitants never imagined that the ships could be other
than Athenian. The Syracusans distinguished themselves most
in the action. Amorges, a bastard of Pissuthnes and a rebel

from the king, was taken alive and handed over to Tis-
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saphernes, to carry to the king, if he chose, according to his

orders: lasus was sacked by the army, who found a very

great booty there, the place being wealthy from ancient date.

The mercenaries serving with Amorges the Peloponnesians
received and enrolled in their army without doing them any
harm, since most of them came from Peloponnese, and handed

over the town to Tissaphernes with all the captives, bond or

free, at the stipulated price of one Doric stater a head; after

which they returned to Miletus. Pedaritus, son of Leon, who
had been sent by the Lacedaemonians to take the command at

Chios, they despatched by land as far as Erythrse with the

mercenaries taken from Amorges; appointing Philip to re-

main as governor of Miletus.

Summer was now over. The winter following Tissaphernes

put lasus in a state of defence, and passing on to Miletus dis-

tributed a month's pay to all the ships as he had promised
at Lacedsemon, at the rate of an Attic drachma a day for

each man. In future, however, he was resolved not to give

more than three obols, until he had consulted the king ;
when

if the king should so order he would give, he said, the full

drachma. However, upon the protest of the Syracusan gen-

eral Hermocrates (for as Therimenes was not admiral, but

only accompanied them in order to hand over the ships to

Astyochus, he made little difficulty about the pay), it was

agreed that the amount of five ships' pay should be given over

and above the three obols a day for eacn man
; Tissaphernes

paying thirty talents a month for fifty-five ships, and to the

rest, for as many ships as they had beyond that number, at

the same rate.

The same winter the Athenians in Samos having been

joined by thirty-five more vessels from home under Charmi-

nus, Strombichides, and Euctemon, called in their squadron at

Chios and all the rest, intending to blockade Miletus with

their navy, and to send a fleet and an army against Chios;

drawing lots for the respective services. This intention they

carried into effect; Strombichides, Onamacles
3
and Euctemon

sailing against Chios, which fell to their lot, with thirty ships

and a part of the thousand heavy infantry, who had been to

Miletus, in transports; while the rest remained masters of the
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sea with seventy-four ships at Samos, and advanced upon
Miletus.

Meanwhile Astyochus, whom we left at Chios collecting
the hostages required in consequence of the conspiracy,

stopped upon learning that the fleet with Therimenes had

arrived, and that the affairs of the league were in a more flour-

ishing condition, and putting out to sea with ten Pelopon-
nesian and as many Chian vessels, after a futile attack upon
Pteleum, coasted on to Clazomenae, and ordered the Athenian

party to remove inland to Daphnus, and to join the Pelopon-

nesians, an order in which also joined Tamos the king's
lieutenant in Ionia. This order being disregarded, Astyochus
made an attack upon the town, which was unwalled, and hav-

ing failed to take it was himself carried off by a strong gale

to Phocsea and Cuma, while the rest of the ships put in at the

islands adjacent to Clazomense, Marathussa, Pele, and Dry-
mussa. Here they were detained eight days by the winds, and

plundering and consuming all the property of the Clazo-

menians there deposited, put the rest on shipboard and sailed

s>ff to Phocaea and Cuma to join Astyochus.
While he was there, envoys arrived from the Lesbians who

wished to revolt again. With Astyochus they were successful;
but the Corinthians and the other allies being averse to it by
reason of their former failure, he weighed anchor and set sail

for Chios, where they eventually arrived from different quar-

ters, the fleet having been scattered by a storm. After this

Pedaritus, whom we left marching along the coast from

Miletus, arrived at Erythrae, and thence crossed over with his

army to Chios, where he found also about five hundred sol-

diers who had been left there by Chalcideus from the five

ships with their arms. Meanwhile some Lesbians making offers

to revolt, Astyochus urged upon Pedaritus and the Chians
that they ought to go with their ships and effect the revolt of

Lesbos, and so increase the number of their allies, or, if not

successful, at all events harm the Athenians. The Chians.

however, turned a deaf ear to this, and Pedaritus flatly re-

fused to give up to him the Chian vessels.

Upon this Astyochus took five Corinthian and one Me-
garian vessel, with another from Hermione, and the ships
which had come with him from Laconia, and set sail for
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Miletus to assume his command as admiral
;
after telling the

Chians with many threats that he would certainly not come
and help them if they should be in need. At Corycus in the

Erythrseid he brought to for the night; the Athenian arma-
ment sailing from Samos against Chios being only separated
from him by a hill, upon the other side of which it brought

to; so that neither perceived the other. But a letter arriving
in the night from Pedaritus to say that some liberated

Erythraean prisoners had come from Samos to betray Erythrse,

Astyochus at once put back to Erythrae, and so just escaped

falling in with the Athenians. Here Pedaritus sailed over to

join him ;
and after inquiry into the pretended treachery, find-

ing that the whole story had been made up to procure the

escape of the men from Samos, they acquitted them of the

charge, and sailed away, Pedaritus to Chios and Astyochus to

Miletus, as he had intended.

Meanwhile the Athenian armament sailing round Corycus
fell in with three Chian men of war off Arginus, and gave im-

mediate chase. A great storm coming on, the Chians with

difficulty took refuge in the harbour; the three Athenian ves-

sels most forward in the pursuit being wrecked and thrown

up near the city of Chios, and the crews slain or taken pris-

oners. The rest of the Athenian fleet took refuge in the har-

bour called Phoenlcus, under Mount Mimas, and from thence

afterwards put into Lesbos and prepared for the work of

fortification.

The same winter the Lacedaemonian Hippocrates sailed out

from Peloponnese with ten Thurian ships under the command
of Dorieus, son of Diagoras, and two colleagues, one Laconian

and one Syracusan vessel, and arrived at Cnidus, which had

already revolted at the instigation of Tissaphernes. Whei?

their arrival was known at Miletus, orders came to them to

leave half their squadron to guard Cnidus, and with the rest

to cruise round Triopium and seize all the merchantmen ar-

riving from Egypt. Triopium is a promontory of Cnidus and

sacred to Apollo. This coming to the knowledge of the Athe-

nians, they sailed from Samos and captured the six ships on

the watch at Triopium, the crews escaping out of them. After

this the Athenians sailed into Cnidus and made an assault

upon the town, which was unfortified, and all but took it; and
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the next day assaulted It again, but with less effect, as the in-

habitants had improved their defences during the night, and
had been reinforced by the crews escaped from the ships at

Triopium. The Athenians now withdrew, and after plundering
the Cnidian territory sailed back to Samos.

About the same time Astyochus came to the fleet at Miletus.

The Peloponnesian camp was still plentifully supplied, being
in receipt of sufficient pay, and the soldiers having still in

hand the large booty taken at lasus. The Milesians also

showed great ardour for the war. Nevertheless the Pelopon-
nesians thought the first convention with Tissaphernes, made
with Chalcideus, defective, and more advantageous to him
than to them, and consequently while Therimenes was still

there concluded another, which was as follows:

The convention of the Lacedaemonians and the allies with

King Darius and the sons of the king, and with Tissaphernes

for a treaty and friendship, as follows:
r. Neither the Lacedemonians nor the allies of the Lace-

demonians shall make war against or otherwise injure any
country or cities that belong to King Darius or did belong to

his father or to his ancestors: neither shall the Lacedaemonians

nor the allies of the Lacedemonians exact tribute from such

cities. Neither shall King Darius nor any of the subjects of
the king make war against or otherwise injure the Lacede-
monians or their allies.

2. // the Lacedemonians or their allies should require any
assistance from the king, or the king from the Lacedemonians
or their allies, whatever they both agree upon they shall be

right in doing.

3. Both shall carry on jointly the war against the Athenians
and their allies; and if they make peace, both shall do so

jointly.

4. The expense of all troops in the king's country, sent for

by the king, s/iall be borne by the king.

5. // any of the states comprised in this convention with the

king attack the king's country, the rest shall stop them and
aid the king to the best of their power. And if any in the king's

country or in the countries under the king's rule attack the

country of the Lacedemonians or their allies, the king shall

stop it and help them to the best of his power.
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After this convention Therimenes handed over the fleet

to Astyochus, sailed off in a small boat, and was lost. The
Athenian armament had now crossed over from Lesbos to

Chios, and being master by sea and land began to fortify

Delphinium, a place naturally strong on the land side, pro-
vided with more than one harbour, and also not far from

the city of Chios. Meanwhile the Chians remained inactive.

Already defeated in so many battles, they were now also at

discord among themselves; the execution of the party of

Tydeus, son of Ion, by Pedaritus upon the charge of Atticism,

followed by the forcible imposition of an oligarchy upon the

rest of the city, having made them suspicious of one another;
and they therefore thought neither themselves nor the mer-

cenaries under Pedaritus a match for the enemy. They sent,

however, to Miletus to beg Astyochus to assist them, which

he refused to do, and was accordingly denounced at Lacedse-

mon by Pedaritus as a traitor. Such was the state of the

Athenian affairs at Chios; while their fleet at Samos kept sail-

ing out against the enemy in Miletus, until they found that he

would not accept their challenge, and then retired again to

Samos and remained quiet.

In the same winter the twenty-seven ships equipped by
the Lacedaemonians for Pharnabazus through the agency
of the Megarian Calligeitus, and the Cyzicene Timagoras}

put out from Peloponnese and sailed for Ionia about the time

of the solstice, under the command of Antisthenes, a Spartan.
With them the Lacedaemonians also sent eleven Spartans as

advisers to Astyochus; Lichas, son of Arcesilaus, being among
the number. Arrived at Miletus, their orders were to aid in

generally superintending the good conduct of the war; to send

off the above ships or a greater or less number to the Helles-

pont to Pharnabazus, if they thought proper, appointing

Clearchus, son of Ramphias, who sailed with them, TO the

command; and further, if they thought proper^ to make
Antisthenes admiral, dismissing Astyochus, whom the letters

of Pedaritus had caused to be regarded with suspicion. Sailing

accordingly from Malea across the open sea, the squadron
touched at Melos and there fell in with ten Athenian ships,

three of which they took empty and burned. After this, being

afraid that the Athenian vessels escaped from Melos might,
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as they in fact did, give information of their approach to the

Athenians at Samos, they sailed to Crete, and having length-
ened their voyage by way of precaution made land at Caunus
in Asia, from whence considering themselves in safety they
sent a message to the fleet at Miletus for a convoy along
the coast.

Meanwhile the Chians and Pedaritus, undeterred by the

backwardness of Astyochus, went on sending messengers

pressing him to come with all the fleet to assist them against
their besiegers, and not to leave the greatest of the allied

states in Ionia to be shut up by sea and overrun and pillaged

by land. There were more slaves at Chios than in any one
other city except Lacedsemon, and being also by reason of

their numbers punished more rigorously when they offended,
most of them when they saw the Athenian armament firmly
established in the island with a fortified position, immediately
deserted to the enemy, and through their knowledge of the

country did the greatest mischief. The Chians therefore urged

upon Astyochus that it was his duty to assist them, while

there was still a hope and a possibility of stopping the enemy's

progress, while Delphinium was still in process of fortification

and unfinished, and before the completion of a higher rampart
which was being added to protect the camp and fleet of their

besiegers. Astyochus now saw that the allies also wished it and

prepared to go, in spite of his intention to the contraiy owing
to the threat already referred to.

In the meantime news came from Caunus of the arrival

of the twenty-seven ships with the Lacedaemonian commis-

sioners; and Astyochus postponing everything to the duty of

convoying a fleet of that importance, in order to be more
able to command the sea, and to the safe conduct of the

Lacedaemonians sent as spies over his behaviour, at once gave
lip going to Chios and set sail for Caunus. As he coasted

along he landed at the Meropid Cos and sacked the city, which
was unfortified and had been lately laid in rains by an earth-

quake, by far the greatest in living memory, and, as the

inhabitants had fled to the mountains, overran the country
and made booty of all it contained, letting go, however, the

free men. From Cos arriving in the night at Cnidus he was
constrained by the representations of the Cnidians not to dis-
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embark the sailors, but to sail as he was straight against the

twenty Athenian vessels, which with Charminus, one of the

commanders at Samos, were on the watch for the very twenty-
seven ships from Peloponnese which Astyochus was himself

sailing to join; the Athenians in Samos having heard from
Melos of their approach, and Charniinus being on the look-ou?

off Syme, Chalce, Rhodes and Lycia, as he now heard that

they were at Caunus.

Astyochus accordingly sailed as he was to Syme, before he

was heard of, in the hope of catching the enemy somewhere
out at sea. Rain, however, and foggy weather encountered

him, and caused his ships to straggle and get into disorder

in the dark. In the morning his fleet had parted company and
was most of it still straggling round the island, and the left

wing only in sight of Charminus and the Athenians, who took

it for the squadron which they were watching for from Caunus,
and hastily put out against it with part only of their twenty

vessels, and attacking immediately sank three ships and dis-

abled others, and had the advantage in the action until the

main body of the fleet unexpectedly hove in sight, when they
were surrounded on every side. Upon this they took to flight,,

and after losing sis ships, with the rest escaped to Teutlussa

or Beet Island, and from thence to Halicarnassus. After this

the Peloponnesians put into Cnidus, and being joined by the

twenty-seven ships from Caunus, sailed all together and set

up a trophy in Syme, and then returned to anchor at Cnidus.

As soon as the Athenians knew of the sea-fight they sailed

with all the ships at Samos to Syme, and without attacking

or being attacked by the fleet at Cnidus?
took the ships' tackle

left at Syme, and touching at Lorymi on the main land sailed

back to Samos. Meanwhile the Peloponnesian ships being now
all at Cnidus, underwent such repairs as were needed; while

the eleven Lacedaemonian commissioners conferred with

Tissapheraes, who had come to meet them, upon the points

which did not satisfy them in the past transactions, and upon
the best and mutually most advantageous manner of conduct-

ing the war in future. The severest critic of the present pro-

ceeding was Lichas, who said that neither of the treaties could

stand, neither that of Chaicideus, nor that of Therimenes; it

being monstrous that the king should at this date pretend
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to the possession of all the country formerly ruled by himself
or by his ancestors a pretension which implicitly put back
under the yoke all the islands, Thessaly, Locris, and every-

thing as far as Bceotia
?
and made the Lacedsemonians give to

the Hellenes instead of liberty a Median master. He there-

fore invited Tissaphernes to conclude another and a better

treaty, as they certainly would not recognise those existing
and did not want any of his pay upon such conditions. This
offended Tissaphernes so much that he went away in a rage
without settling anything.

CHAPTER XXV
TWENTIETH AND TWENTY-FIRST YEARS OF THE WAR IN-

TRIGUES OF ALCIBIADES WITHDRAWAL OF THE PERSIAN
SUBSIDIES OLIGARCHICAL COUP D'ETAT AT ATHENS
PATRIOTISM OF THE ARMY AT SAMOS

.c. 412: Rhodes goes over to the Peloponnesians Intrigues of Aid-
biades Oligarchical conspiracy in the army Phrynichus disap-

proves Treachery of Astypchus Conspiracy at Athens Defeat
of the Chians Athenian mission fails to agree with Tissaphernes
Third Persian-Spartan treaty Capture of Oropus 3.0.411: Revolt

of Abydos Oligarchical conspiracy Assassinations at Athens
The Four Hundred The subverters of democracy Overtures for

peace with Sparta Cheereas brings news to the army Struggle
between the army and the Four Hundred Naval manosuvres.

THE Peloponnesians now determined to sail to Rhodes, upon
the invitation of some of the principal men there, hoping to

gain an island powerful by the number of its seamen and

by its land forces, and also thinking that they would be able

to maintain their fleet from their own confederacy, without

having to ask for money from Tissaphernes. They accordingly
at once set sail that same winter from Cnidus, and first put
in with ninety-four ships at Camirus in the Rhodian country,
to the great alarm of the mass of the inhabitants, who were
not privy to the intrigue, and who consequently fled, especially
as the town was unfortified. They were afterwards, however,
Assembled by the Lacedsemonians together with the inhabi-

tants of the two other towns of Lindus and lalysus; and the

Rhodians were persuaded to revolt from the Athenians and
the island went over to the Peloponnesians. Meanwhile
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the Athenians had received the alarm and set sail with the

fleet from Samos to forestall them, and came within sight

of the island, but being a little too late sailed off for the

moment to Chalce, and from thence to Samos, and subse-

quently waged war against Rhodes, issuing from Chalce, Cos,
and Samos.
The Peloporniesians now levied a contribution of thirty-two

talents from the Khodlans, after which they hauled their ships
ashore and for eighty days remained inactive. During this

time, and even earlier, before they removed to Rhodes, the

following intrigues took place. After the death of Chalcideus

and the battle at Miletus, Alcibiades began to be suspected

by the Peloponnesians; and Astyochus received from

Lacedsenion an order from them to put him to death, he being
the personal enemy of Agis, and in other respect? thought

unworthy of confidence. Alcibiades in his alarm first with-

drew to Tissaphemes, and immediately began to do all he

could with him to injure the Peloponnesian cause. Henceforth

becoming his adviser in everything, he cut down the pay from

an Attic drachma to three obols a day, and even this not paid
too regularly; and told Tissaphernes to say to the Pelopon-
nesians that the Athenians, whose maritime experience was

of an older date than their own, only gave their men three

obols, not so much from poverty as to prevent their seamen

being corrupted by being too well off, and injuring their con-

dition by spending money upon enervating indulgences, and

also paid their crews irregularly in order to have a security

against their deserting In the arrears which they would leave

behind them. He also told Tissaphernes to bribe the captains

and generals of the cities, and so to obtain their connivance *

an expedient which succeeded with all except the Syracusans,
Hennocrates alone opposing him on behalf of the whole con-

federacy. Meanwhile the cities asking for money Alcibiades

sent off, by roundly telling them in the name cf Tissaphernes,
that it was great impudence in the Chians, the richest people In

Hellas, not content with being defended by a foreign force,

to expect others to risk not only their lives but their money
as well in behalf of their freedom; while the other cities, he

said, had had to pay largely to Athens before their rebellion,

and could not justly refuse to contribute as much or even
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more now for their own selves. He also pointed out that

Tissaphemes was at present carrying on the war at his own
charges, and had good cause for economy, but that as soon
as he received remittances from the king he would give them
their pay in full, and do what was reasonable for the cities.

Alcibiades further advised Tissaphemes not to be in too

great a hurry to end the war, or to let himself be persuaded
to bring up the Phoenician fleet which he was equipping, or

to provide pay for more Hellenes, and thus put the power by
land and sea into the same hands; but to leave each of the

contending parties in possession of one element, thus enabling
the king when he found one troublesome to call in the other.

For if the command of the sea and land were united in one

hand, he would not know where to turn for help to overthrow
the dominant power; unless he at last chose to stand up him-

self, and go through with the struggle at great expense and
hazard. The cheapest plan was to let the Hellenes wear each

other out, at a small share of the expense and without risk to

himself. Besides, he would find the Athenians the most con-

venient partners in empire as they did not aim at conquests
on shore, and carried on the war upon principles and with a

practice most advantageous to the king; being prepared to

combine to conquer the sea for Athens, and for the king ail the

Hellenes inhabiting his country, whom the Peloponnesians, on
the contrary, had come to liberate. Now it was not likely that

the Lacedaemonians would free the Hellenes from the Hellenic

Athenians, without freeing them also from the barbarian

Mede, unless overthrown by him in the meanwhile. Alcibiades

therefore urged him to wear them both out at first, and after

docking the Athenian power as much as he could, forthwith

to rid the country of the Peloponnesians. In the main Tissa-

phemes approved of this policy, so far at least as could be

conjectured from his behaviour; since he now gave his con-

fidence to Alcibiades in recognition of his good advice, and

kept the Peloponnesians short of money, and would not let

them fight at sea, but ruined their cause by pretending that

the Phoenician fleet would arrive, and that they would thus

be enabled to contend with the odds in their favour, and
so made their navy lose its efficiency, which had been very
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remarkable, and generally betrayed a coolness in the war
that was too plain to be mistaken.

Alcibiades gave this advice to TIssaphernes and the king,
with whom he then was, not merely because he thought it

really the best, but because he was studying means to effect

his restoration to his country, well knowing that if he did not

destroy it he might one day hope to persuade the Athenians
to recall him, and thinking that his best chance of persuading
them lay in letting them see that he possessed the favour of

Tissaphernes. The event proved Mm to be right. When the

Athenians at Samos found that he had influence with Tissa-

phernes, principally of their own motion (though partly also

through Alcibiades himself sending word to their chief rnen

to tell the best men in the army, that if there were only an

oligarchy in the place of the rascally democracy that had
banished him, he would be glad to return to Ms country and to

make Tissaphernes their friend), the captains and chief men
in the armament at once embraced the idea of subverting the

democracy.
The design was first mooted in the camp, and afterwards

from thence reached the city. Some persons crossed over from
Samos and had an interview with Alcibiades, who immediately
offered to make first Tissaphernes, and afterwards the king,
their friend, if they would give up the democracy, and make
it possible for the king to trust them. The higher class, who
also suffered most severely from the war, now conceived great

hopes of getting the government into their own hands, and of

triumphing over the enemy. Upon their return to Samos the

emissaries formed their partisans into a club, and openly told

the mass of the armament that the king would be their friend,

and would provide them with money, if Alcibiades were re-

stored, and the democracy abolished. The multitude, if at first

irritated by these intrigues, were nevertheless kept quiet by
the advantageous prospect of the pay from the king; and the

oligarchical conspirators, after making this communication to

the people, now re-examined the proposals of Alcibiades

among themselves, with most of their associates. Unlike the

rest, who thought them advantageous and trustworthy,

Phrynichus, who was still general, by no means approved of

the proposals. Alcibiades, he rightly thought, cared no more
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for an oligarchy than for a democracy, and only sought to

change the institutions of his country in order to get himself

recalled by his associates; while for themselves their one

object should be to avoid civil discord. It was not the king's

interest, when the Peloponnesians were now their equals at

sea, and in possession of some of the chief cities in his empire,
to go out of his way to side with the Athenians whom he
did not trust, when he might make friends of the Pelopon-
uesians who had never injured him. And as for the allied

states to whom oligarchy was now offered, because the

democracy was to be put down at Athens, he well knew that

';his would not make the rebels come in any the sooner, or

:onfirm the loyal in their allegiance; as the allies would never

prefer servitude with an oligarchy or democracy to freedom
kith the constitution which they actually enjoyed, to which-

ever type it belonged. Besides, the cities thought that

$ie so-called better classes would prove just as oppressive
as the commons, as being those who originated, proposed,
and for the most part benefited from the acts of the commons
injurious to the confederates. Indeed, If it depended on the

better classes, the confederates would be put to death without
trial and with violence; while the commons were their refuge
and the chastlser of these men. This he positively knew that

the cities had learned by experience, and that such was their

opinion. The propositions of Alclbiades, and the intrigues
now In progress, could therefore never meet with his approval.

However, the members of the club assembled, agreeably to

their original determination, accepted what was proposed,
and prepared to send Pisander and others on an embassy
to Athens to treat for the restoration of Alcibiades and the

abolition of the democracy in the city, and thus to make
Tissaphernes the friend of the Athenians.

Phrynichus now saw that there would be a proposal to

restore Alcibiades, and that the Athenians would consent to

it; and fearing after what he had said against it that Aid-
blades, if restored, would revenge himself upon him for his

opposition, had recourse to the following expedient. He sent a
secret letter to the Lacedaemonian admiral, Astyochus, who
was still in the neighbourhood of Miletus, to tell him that

Alcibiades was ruining their cause by making Tissaphernes
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the friend of the Athenians, and containing an express revela-

tion of the rest of the intrigue, desiring to be excused if he

sought to harm his enemy even at the expense of the interests

of his country. However, Astyochus, instead of thinking of

punishing Alcibiades, who, besides, no longer ventured within

his reach as formerly, went up to him and Tissaphernes at

Magnesia, communicated to them the letter from Samcs, and
turned informer, and if report may be trusted, became the

paid creature of Tissaphernes, undertaking to inform him as

to this and all other matters; which was also the reason why
he did not remonstrate more strongly against the pay not

being given in full. Upon this Alcibiades instantly sent to

the authorities at Samos a letter against Phrynichus, stating
what he had done, and requiring that he should be put to

death. Phrynichus distracted, and placed in the utmost peril

by the denunciation, sent again to Astyochus, reproaching
him with having so ill kept the secret of his previous letter,

and saying that he was now prepared to give them an oppor-

tunity of destroying the whole Athenian armament at Samos;

giving a detailed account of the means which he should em-

ploy, Samos being unfortified, and pleading that being in

danger of his life on their account, he could not now be blamed
for doing this or anything else to escape being destroyed by
Ms mortal enemies. This also Astyochus revealed to Alcibiades.

Meanwhile Phrynichus having had timely notice that he

was playing him false, and that a letter on the subject was on

the point of arriving from Alcibiades, himself anticipated
the news, and told the army that the enemy, seeing that Samos
was unfortified and the ieet not all stationed within the

harbour
,
meant to attack the camp ;

that he could be certain

of this intelligence, and that they must fortify Samos as

quickly as possible?
and generally look to their defences. It

will be remembered that he was general, and had himself

authority to cany out these measures. Accordingly they ad-

dressed themselves to the work of fortification, and Samos

was thus fortified sooner than it would otherwise have been.

Not long afterwards came the letter from Alcibiades, saying

that the army was betrayed by Phrynichus, and the enemy
about to attack it. Alcibiades, however, gained no credit, it

being thought that he was in the secret of the enemy's designs.
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and had tried to fasten them upon Phrynichus, and to make
out that he was their accomplice, out of hatred; and conse-

quently far from hurting him he rather bore witness to what
he had said by this intelligence.

After this Alcibiades set to work to persuade Tissaphernes
to become the friend of the Athenians. Tissaphernes, although
afraid of the Peloponnesians because they had more ships in

Asia than the Athenians, was yet disposed to be persuaded
if he could, especially after his quarrel with the Pelopon-
nesians at Cnidus about the treaty of Therimenes. The quarrel

had already taken place, as the Peloponnesians were by this

time actually at Rhodes; and in it the original argument of

Alcibiades touching the liberation of all the towns by the

Lacedaemonians had been verified by the declaration of Lichas,
that it was impossible to submit to a convention which made
the king master of all the states at any former time ruled by
himself or by his fathers.

While Alcibiades was besieging the favour of Tissaphernes
with an earnestness proportioned to the greatness of the issue,

the Athenian envoys who had been despatched from Sanios

with Pisander arrived at Athens, and made a speech before

the people, giving a brief summary of their views, and par-

ticularly insisting that if Alcibiades were recalled and the

democratic constitution changed, they could have the king
as their ally, and would be able to overcome the Pelopon-
nesians. A number of speakers opposed them on the question
of the democracy, the enemies of Alcibiades cried out against
the scandal of a restoration to be effected by a violation of the

constitution, and the Eumolpidae and Ceryces protested in

behalf of the mysteries, the cause of his banishment, and
called upon the gods to avert his recall

;
when Pisander, In the

midst of much opposition and abuse, came forward, and taking
each of his opponents aside asked him the following question:
- In the face of the fact that the Peloponnesians had as many
ships as their own confronting them at sea, more cities in al-

liance with them, and the king and Tissaphernes to supply
them with money, of which the Athenians had none left, had
he any hope of saving the state, unless some one could induce

the king to come over to their side? Upon their replying that

they had not, he then plainly said to them: 'This we cannot
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have unless we have a more moderate form of government, and

put the offices into fewer hands, and so gain the king's confi-

dence, and forthwith restore Alcibiades, who is the only man
living that can bring this about. The safety of the state, not

the form of its government, is for themoment the most pressing

question, as we can always change afterwards whatever we
do not like.'

The people were at first highly irritated at the mention of

an oligarchy, but upon understanding clearly from Pisander

that this was the only resource left, they took counsel of their

fears, and promised themselves some day to change the govern-
ment again, and gave way. They accordingly voted that

Pisander should sail with ten others and make the best ar-

rangement that they could with Tissaphernes and Alcibiades.

At the same time the people, upon a false accusation of

Pisander, dismissed Phrynichus from his post together with

Ms colleague Scironides, sending Diomedon and Leon to re-

place them in the command of the fleet. The accusation was
that Phrynichus had betrayed lasus and Amorges; and
Pisander brought it because he thought him a man unfit for

the business now in hand with Alcibiades. Pisander also went
the round of all the clubs already existing in the city for help
in lawsuits and elections

?
and urged them to draw togethei

and to unite their efforts for the overthrow of the democracy;
and after taking all other measures required by the circum-

stances, so that no time might be lost, set off with his ten com<

panions on his voyage to Tissaphernes.
In the same winter Leon and Diomedon, who had by this,

time joined the fleet, made an attack upon Rhodes. The ships

of the Peloponnesians they found hauled up on shore, and

after making a descent upon the coast and defeating the

Rhodians who appeared in the field against them, withdrew

to Chalce and made that place their base of operations instead

of Cos, as they could better observe from thence if the Pelopon-

nesian fleet put out to sea. Meanwhile Xenophantes, a Laco^

nian, came to Rhodes from Pedaritus at Chios, with the news

that the fortification of the Athenians was now finished
?
and

that, unless the whole Peloponnesian fleet came to the rescue,

the cause in Chios must be lost. Upon this thev resolved tc

go to Ms relief. In the meantime Pedaritus, with the merce
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naries that he had with him and the whole force of the Chians,
made an assault upon the work round the Athenian ships and
took a portion of it, and got possession of some vessels that

were hauled up on shore, when the Athenians sallied out to

the rescue, and first routing the Chians, next defeated the

remainder of the force round Pedaritus, who was himself

killed, with many of the Chians, a great number of arms being
also taken.

After this the Chians were besieged even more straitly than

before by land and sea, and the famine in the place was great.

Meanwhile the Athenian envoys with Pisander arrived at the

court of Tissaphernes, and conferred with him about the pro-

posed agreement. However, Alcibiades, not being altogether

sure of Tissaphernes (who feared the Peloponnesians more
than the Athenians, and besides wished to w^ear out both

parties, as Alcibiades himself had recommended) ,
had recourse

to the following stratagem to make the treaty between the

Athenians and Tissaphernes miscarry by reason of the mag-
nitude of his demands. In my opinion Tissaphernes desired

this result, fear being his motive; while Alcibiades, who now
saw that Tissaphernes was determined not to treat on any
terms, wished the Athenians to think, not that he was unable

to persuade Tissaphernes, but that after the latter had been

persuaded and was willing to join them, they had not conceded

enough to him. For the demands of Alcibiades, speaking for

Tissaphernes, who was present, were so extravagant that the

Athenians, although for a long while they agreed to whatever

he asked, yet had to bear the blame of failure: he required
the cession of the whole of Ionia, next of the islands adjacent,
besides other concessions, and these passed without opposi-

tion; at last, in the third interview, Alcibiades, who now
feared a complete discovery of his inability, required them to

allow the king to build ships and sail along his own coast

wherever and with as many as he pleased. Upon this the Athe-
nians would yield no further, and concluding that there was

nothing to be done, but that they had been deceived by
Alcibiades, went away in a passion and proceeded to Samos,

Tissaphernes immediately after this, in the same winter,

proceeded along shore to Caunus, desiring to bring the

Peloponnesian fleet back to Miletus, and to supply them with
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pay, making a fresh convention upon such terms as he could

get, in order not to bring matters to an absolute breach be-

tween them. He was afraid that if many of their ships were

left without pay they would be compelled to engage and be

defeated, or that their vessels being left without hands, the

Athenians would attain their objects without his assistance.

Still more he feared that the Peloponnesians might ravage the

continent in search of supplies. Having calculated and con-

sidered all this, agreeably to his plan of keeping the two sides

equal, he now sent for the Peloponnesians and gave them pay,
and concluded with them a thiid treaty in words following:
In the thirteenth year of the reign of Darius, while Alexip-

pidas was Ephor at Laced&mon, a convention was concluded

in the plain of the Mceander by the Lacedemonians and their

allies with Tissaphernes, Hieramenes, and the sons of Phar-

noces9 concerning the affairs of the king and of the Lacedm-
monians and their allies.

1. The country of the king in Asia shall be the kings, and

the king shall treat his own country as he pleases.
2. The Laced&monians and their allies shall not invade

or injure the king's country; neither shall the king invade or

injure that of the Lacedemonians or of their allies. If any

of the Lacedemonians or of their allies invade or injure the

king's countryy the Lacedemonians and their allies shall pre-

vent it; and if any from the king's country invade or injure

the country of the Lacedaemonians or of their allies, the king

shall prevent it.

3. Tissaphemes shall provide pay for the ships now

present, according to the agreement, until the arrival of the

king's vessels; but after the arrival of the king's vessels the

Lacedcemonians and their allies may pay their own ships if

they wish it. If, kowevery they choose to receive the pay from

Tissaphemes, Tissaphemes shall furnish it; and the Lacedm-

monians and their allies shall repay him at the end of the war

such monies as they shall have received.

4. After the kings vessels have arrived, the ships of the

Lacedemonians and of their allies and those of the king shall

carry on the war jointly, according as Tissaphemes and the

Lacedaemonians and their allies shaE think best. If they wish
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to make peace with the Athenians, they shall make peace also

\olntly.

This was the treaty. After this Tissaphernes prepared to

bring np the Phoenician fleet according to agreement, and to

make good his other promises, or at all events wished to make
it appear that he was so preparing.

Winter was now drawing towards its close, when the Boeo-

tians took Oropus by treachery, though held by an Athenian

garrison. Their accomplices in this were some of the Ere-

trians and of the Oropians themselves, who were plotting the

revolt of Euboea, as the place was exactly opposite Eretria,

and while in Athenian hands was necessarily a source of great

annoyance to Eretria and the rest of Euboea. Oropus being
in their hands, the Eretrians now came to Rhodes to invite

the Peloponnesians into Eubcea. The latter, however, were

rather bent on the relief of the distressed Chians, and accord-

ingly put out to sea and sailed with all their ships from

Rhodes. Off Triopium they sighted the Athenian fleet out at

sea sailing from Chalce, and neither attacking the other, ar-

rived, the latter at Samos, the Peloponnesians at Miletus, see-

ing that it was no longer possible to relieve Chios without a
battle. And this winter ended, and with it ended the twentieth

year of this war of which Thucydides is the historian.

Early in the spring of the summer following Dercyllidas,
a Spartan, was sent with a small force by land to the Hel-

lespont: to effect the revolt of Abydos, which is a Milesian

colony; and the Chians, while Astyochus was at a loss how to

help them, were compelled to fight at sea by the pressure of

the siege. While Astyochus was still at Rhodes they had re-

ceived from Miletus, as their commander after the death of

Pedaritus, a Spartan named Leon, who had come out with

Antisthenes, and twelve vessels which had been on guard at

Miletus, five of which were Thurian, four Syracusan, one

from Anaia, one Milesian, and one Leon's own. Accordingly
the Chians marched out in mass and took up a strong position,
while thirty-six of their ships put out and engaged thirty-two
of the Athenians

;
and after a tough fight, in which the Chians

and their allies had rather the best of it, as it was now late,

retired to their city.

Immediately after this Dercyllidas arrived by land from
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Miletus; and Abydos in the Hellespont revolted to him and

Pharnabazus, and Lampsacus two days later. Upon receipt

of this news Strombichides hastily sailed from Chios with

twenty-four Athenian ships, some transports carrying heavy

infantry being of the number, and defeating the Lampsacenes
-who came out against him, took Lampsacus, which was un-

fortified, at the first assault, and making prize of the slaves

and goods, restored the freemen to their homes, and went OB

to Abydos. The inhabitants, however, refusing to capitulate,

and his assaults failing to take the piece, he sailed over to the

coast opposite, and appointed Sestos, the town in the Cher-

sonese held by the Medes at a former period in this history,

as the centre for the defence of the whole Hellespont.
In the meantime the Chians commanded the sea more than

before; and the Peloponnesians at Miletus and Astyochus,

hearing of the sea-fight and of the departure of the squadron
with Strombichides, took fresh courage. Coasting along with

two vessels to Chios, Astyochus took the ships from that

place, and now moved with the whole fleet upon Samos, from

whence, however, he sailed back to Miletus, as the Athenians

did not put out against him, owing to their suspicions of one

another. For it was about this time, or even before, that the

democracy was put down at Athens. When Pisander and the

envoys returned from Tissaphernes to Samos they at once

strengthened still further their interest in the army itself, and

instigated the upper class in Samos to join them in establish-

ing an oligarchy, the very form of government which a party
of them had lately risen to avoid. At the same time the Athe-

nians at Samos, after a consultation among themselves, de-

termined to let Alcibiades alone, since he refused to join them,
and besides was not the man for an oligarchy; and now that

they were once embarked, to see for themselves how they
could best prevent the ruin of their cause, and meanwhile to

sustain the war, and to contribute without stint money and
all else that might be required from their own private estates,

as they would henceforth labour for themselves alone.

After encouraging each other in these resolutions, they now
at once sent off half the envoys and Pisander to do what was

necessary at Athens (with instructions to establish oligarchies

on their way in all the subject cities which they might touch
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at), and despatched the other half in different directions to

the other dependencies. Diitrephes also, who was in the

neighbourhood of Chios, and had been elected to the com-

mand of the Thracian towns, was sent off to his government,
and arriving at Thasos abolished the democracy there. Two
months, however, had not elapsed after his departure before

the Thasians began to fortify their town, being already tired

of an aristocracy with Athens, and in daily expectation of

freedom from Lacedaemon, Indeed there was a party of them

(whom the Athenians had banished), with the Peloponnesians,
vrho with their friends in the town were already making
every exertion to bring a squadron, and to effect the revolt

of Thasos; and this party thus saw exactly what they most

wanted done, that is to say, the reformation of the govern-
ment without risk, and the abolition of the democracy which

would have opposed them. Things at Thasos thus turned out

just the contrary to what the oligarchical conspirators at

Athens expected ;
and the same in my opinion was the case in

many of the other dependencies; as the cities no sooner got

a moderate government and liberty of action, than they went

on to absolute freedom without being at all seduced by the

show of reform offered by the Athenians.

Pisander and his colleagues on their voyage along shore

abolished, as had been determined, the democracies in the

cities, and also took some heavy infantry from certain places
as their allies, and so came to Athens. Here they found most
of the work already done by their associates. Some of the

younger men had banded together, and secretly assassinated

one Androcles, the chief leader of the commons, and mainly

responsible for the banishment of Alcibiades; Androcles be-

ing singled out both because he was a popular leader, and
because they sought by his death to recommend themselves

to Alcibiades, who was, as they supposed, to be recalled, and
to make Tissaphernes their friend. There were also some
other obnoxious persons whom they secretly did away with

in the same manner. Meanwhile their cry in public was that

no pay should be given except to persons serving in the war,
and that not more than five thousand should share in the

government, and those such as were most able to serve the

state in person and in purse.
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But this was a mere catchword for the multitude, as the

authors of the revolution were really to govern. However, the

Assembly and the Council of the Bean still met notwithstand-

ing, although they discussed nothing that was not approved
of by tlie conspirators, who both supplied the speakers, and
reviewed in advance what they were to say. Fear, and the

sight of the numbers of the conspirators, closed the mouths
of the rest; or if any ventured to rise in opposition, he was

presently put to death in some convenient way, and there

was neither search for the murderers nor justice to be had

against them if suspected; but the people remained motion-

less, being so thoroughly cowed that men thought themselves

lucky to escape violence, even when they held their tongues.
An exaggerated belief in the numbers of the conspirators also

demoralised the people, rendered helpless by the magnitude
of the city, and by their want of intelligence with each other,
and being without means of finding out what those numbers

really were. For the same reason it was impossible for any
one to open his grief to a neighbour and to concert measures
to defend himself, as he would have had to speak either to one
whom he did not know, or whom he knew but did not trust.

Indeed all the popular party approached each other with sus-

picion, each thinking his neighbour concerned in what was

going on, the conspirators having in their ranks persons whom
no one could ever have believed capable of joining an oli-

garchy; and these it was who made the many so suspicious,
and so helped to procure impunity for the few, by confirming
the commons in their mistrust of one another.

At this juncture arrived Pisander and his colleagues, who
lost no time in doing the rest. First they assembled the peo-

ple, and moved to elect ten commissioners with full powers to

frame a constitution, and that when this was done they should

on an appointed day lay before the people their opinion as

to the best mode of governing the city. Afterwards, when
the day arrived, the conspirators enclosed the assembly in

Colonus, a temple of Poseidon, a little more than a mile out-

side the city; when the commissioners simply brought for-

ward this single motion, that any Athenian might propose
with impunity whatever measure he pleased, heavy penalties

being imposed upon any who should indict for illegality, or
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otherwise molest Mm for so doing. The way thus cleared, it

was now plainly declared, that all tenure of office and receipt
tff pay under the existing institutions were at an end, and that

nve men must be elected as presidents, who should in their

turn elect one hundred, and each of the hundred three apiece;
and that this body thus made up to four hundred should enter

the council chamber with full powers and govern as they
judged best, and should convene the five thousand whenever

they pleased.
The man who moved this resolution was Pisander, who

was throughout the chief ostensible agent in putting down
the democracy. But he who concerted the whole affair, and

prepared the way for the catastrophe, and who had given the

greatest thought to the matter, was Antiphon, one of the

best men of his day in Athens; who, with a head to contrive

measures and a tongue to recommend them, did not willingly
come forward in the assembly or upon any public scene, be-

ing ill-looked upon by the multitude owing to his reputation
for talent; and who yet was the one man best able to aid in

the courts, or before the assembly, the suitors who required
his opinion. Indeed, when he was afterwards himself tried

for his life on the charge of having been concerned in setting

up this very government, when the Four Hundred were over-

thrown and hardly dealt with by the commons, he made
what would seem to be the best defence of any known up to

my time. Phrynichus also went beyond all others in his zeal

for the oligarchy. Afraid of Alcibiades, and assured that he
was no stranger to his intrigues with Astyochus at Samos, he
held that no oligarchy was ever likely to restore him, and
once embarked in the enterprise, proved, where danger was
to be faced, by far the staunchest of them all. Theramenes,
son of Hagnon, was also one of the foremost of the subverters

of the democracy a man as able in council as in debate. Con-
ducted by so many and by such sagacious heads, the enter-

prise, great as it was, not unnaturally went forward; although
st was no light matter to deprive the Athenian people of its

freedom, almost a hundred years after the deposition of the

tyrants, when it had been not only not subject to any during
the whole of that period, but accustomed during more than
half of it to rule over subjects of its own.
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The assembly ratified the proposed constitution, without

a single opposing voice, and was then dissolved; aftei which

the Four Hundred were brought into the council chamber IB.

the following way. On account of the enemy at Decelea, all the

Athenians were constantly on the wall or in the ranks at

the various military posts. On that day the persons not in the

secret were allowed to go home as usual, while orders were

given to the accomplices of the conspirators to hang about,
without making any demonstration, at some little distance

from the posts, and in case of any opposition to what was

being done, to seize the arms and put it down. There were also

some Andrians and Tenians, three hundred Carystians, and
some of the settlers in Mgma come with their own arms for

this very purpose, who had received similar instructions.

These dispositions completed, the Four Hundred went, each

with a dagger concealed about his person, accompanied by
one hundred and twenty Hellenic youths, whom they em-

ployed wherever violence was needed, and appeared before

the Councillors of the Bean in the council chamber, and told

them to take their pay and be gone; themselves bringing it

for the whole of the residue of their term of office, and giving

it to them as they went out.

Upon the Council withdrawing in this way without ventur-

ing any objection, and the rest of the citizens making no move-

ment, the Four Hundred entered the council chamber, and

for the present contented themselves with drawing lots for

their Prytanes, and making their prayers and sacrifices to the

gods upon entering office, but afterwards departed widely from

the democratic system of government, and except that on

account of Alcibiades they did not recall the exiles, ruled the

city by force; putting to death some men, though not manyj
whom they thought it convenient to remove, and imprisoning

and banishing others. They also sent to Agis, the Lacedse-

monian king, at Decelea, to say that they desired to make

peace, and that he might reasonably be more disposed to

treat now that he had them to deal with instead of the in-

constant commons.

Agis, however, did not believe in the tranquillity of the cityf

or that the commons would thus in a moment give up then

ancient liberty, but thought that the sight of a large Lacedse-
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monian force would be sufficient to excite them if they were
not already in commotion, of which he was by no means
certain. He accordingly gave to the envoys of the Four Hun-
dred an answer which held out no hopes of an accommodation
and sending for large reinforcements from Peloponnese, not

long afterwards., with these and his garrison from
Decelea,

descended to the very walls of Athens; hoping either that
civil disturbances might help to subdue them to his terms,
or that, in the confusion to be expected within and without
the city, they might even surrender without a blow being
struck; at all events he thought he would succeed in

seizing
the Long Walls, bared of their defenders. However, the
Athenians saw him come close up, without making the least

disturbance within the city; and sending out their cavalry,
and a number of their heavy infantry, light troops, and
archers shot down some of his soldiers who approached too

near, and got possession of some arms and dead. Upon this

Agis, at last convinced, led his army back again, and remain-

ing with his own troops in the old position at Decelea, sent
the reinforcement back home, after a few days' stay in Attica.
After this the Four Hundred persevering sent another embassy
to Agis, and now meeting with a better reception, at his sug-
gestion despatched envoys to Lacedsemon to negotiate a
treaty, being desirous of making peace.

They also sent ten men to Samos to reassure the army, and
to explain that the oligarchy was not established for the hurt
of the city or the citizens, but for the salvation of the country
at large; and that there were five thousand, not four hundred
only, concerned; although, what with their expeditions and
employments abroad, the Athenians had never yet assembled
to discuss a question important enough to bring five thousand
of them together. The emissaries were also told what to say
upon all other points, and were so sent off immediately after
the establishment of the new government, which feared, as it

turned out justly, that the mass of seamen would not be willing
lo remain under the oligarchical constitution, and, the evil

beginning there, might be the means of their overthrow.
Indeed at Samos the question of the oligarchy had already

entered upon a new phase, the following events having taken
place just at the time that the Four Hundred were conspiring.
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That part of the Samian population which has been men-
tioned as rising against the upper class, and as being the
democratic party, had now turned round, and yielding to

the solicitations of Pisander during his visit, and of the

Athenians in the conspiracy at Samos, had bound themselves

by oaths to the number of three hundred, and were about to

fall upon the rest of their fellow-citizens, whom they now in

their turn regarded as the democratic party. Meanwhile they
put to death one Hyperbolus, an Athenian, a pestilent fellow

that had been ostracised, not from fear of his influence or

position, but because he was a rascal and a disgrace to the

city; being aided in this by Charminus, one of the generals,
and by some of the Athenians with them, to whom they had
sworn friendship, and with whom they perpetrated other acts

of the kind, and now determined to attack the people. The
latter got wind of what was coming, and told two of the gen-
erals, Leon and Diomedon, who, on account of the credit

which they enjoyed with the commons, were unwilling sup-
porters of the oligarchy; and also Thrasybulus and Thrasyl-

lus, the former a captain of a galley, the latter serving with
the heavy infantry, besides certain others who had ever been

thought most opposed to the conspirators, entreating them
not to look on and see them destroyed, and Samos, the sole

remaining stay of their empire, lost to the Athenians. Upon
hearing this, the persons whom they addressed now went
round the soldiers one by one, and urged them to resist, espe-

cially the crew of the Paralus, which was made up entirely of

Athenians and freemen, and had from time out of mind been
enemies of oligarchy, even when there was no such thing

existing; and Leon and Diomedon left behind some ships for

their protection in case of their sailing away anywhere them-
selves. Accordingly, when the Three Hundred attacked the

people, all these came to the rescue, and foremost of all

the crew of the Paralus; and the Samian commons gained the

victory, and putting to death some thirty of the Three Hun-
dred, banishing three others of the ringleaders, accorded an

amnesty to the rest, and lived together under a democratic

government for the future.

The ship Paralus, with Chsereas, son of Archestratus, on

board, an Athenian who had taken an active part in the revo-
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lution, was now without loss of time sent off by the Samians

and the army to Athens to report what had occurred; the fact

that the Four Hundred were in power not being yet known.
When they sailed into harbour the Four Hundred immediately
arrested two or three of the Parali, and taking the vessel from

the rest, shifted them into a troopship and set them to keep

guard round Eubcea. Chsereas, however, managed to secrete

himself as soon as he saw how things stood, and returning to

Samos, drew a picture to the soldiers of the horrors enacting
at Athens, in which everything was exaggerated; saying that

all were punished with stripes, that no one could say a word

against the holders of power, that the soldiers' wives and

children were outraged, and that it was intended to seize and

shut up the relatives of all in the army at Samos who were

not of the government's way of thinking, to be put to death

in case of their disobedience; besides a host of other injurious

inventions.

On hearing this the first thought of the army was to fall

upon the chief authors of the oligarchy and upon all the rest

concerned. Eventually, however, they desisted from this idea

upon the men of moderate views opposing it and warning
them against ruining their cause, with the enemy close at hand
and ready for battle. After this Thrasybulus, son of Lycus,
and Thrasyllus, the chief leaders in the revolution, now wish-

ing in the most public manner to change the government at

Samos to a democracy, bound all the soldiers by the most

tremendous oaths, and those of the oligarchical party more
than any, to accept a democratic government, to be united,

to prosecute actively the war with the Peloponnesians, and to

be enemies of the Four Hundred, and to hold no communica-
tion with them. The same oath was also taken by all the

Samians of full age; and the soldiers associated the Sami-

ans in all their affairs and in the fruits of their dangers,

having the conviction that there was no way of escape for

themselves or for them, but that the success of the Four
Hundred or of the enemy at Miletus must be their ruin.

The struggle now was between the army trying to force a

democracy upon the city, and the Four Hundred an oligarchy

upon the camp. Meanwhile the soldiers forthwith held an

assembly, in which they deposed the former generals and any
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of the captains whom they suspected, and chose new captains
and generals to replace them, besides Thrasybulus and

Thrasyllus, whom they had already. They also stood tip and

encouraged one another, and among other things urged that

they ought not to lose heart because the city had revolted

from them, as the party seceding was smaller and in every

way poorer in resources than themselves. They had the whole
fleet with which to compel the other cities in their empire to

give them money just as if they had their base in the capital,

having a city in Samos which, so far from wanting strength,
had when at war been within an ace of depriving the Athenians

of the command of the sea, while as far as the enemy was
concerned they had the same base of operations as before.

Indeed, with the fleet in their hands, they were better able

to provide themselves with supplies than the government at

home. It was their advanced position at Samos which had

throughout enabled the home authorities to command the

entrance into Piraeus; and if they refused to give them back
the constitution, they would now find that the army was more
in a position to exclude them from the sea than they were to

exclude the army. Besides, the city was of little or no use

towards enabling them to overcome the enemy; and they had

lost nothing in losing those who had no longer either money
to send them (the soldiers having to find this for themselves),

or good counsel, which entitles cities to direct armies. On the

contrary, even in this the home government had done wrong
in abolishing the institutions of their ancestors, while the

army maintained the said institutionSj and would try to force

the home government to do so likewise. So that even in

point of good counsel the camp had as good counsellors as the

city. Moreover, they had but to grant Mm security for his

person and his recall, and Alcibiades would be only too glad

to procure them the alliance of the king. And above all, if

they failed altogether, with the navy which they possessed,

they had numbers of places 10 retire to in which they would

find cities and lands.

Debating together and comforting themselves after this

manner, they pushed on their war measures as actively as

ever; and the ten envoys sent to Samos by the Four Hundred,
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learning how matters stood while they were still at Delos
x

stayed quiet there.

About this time a cry arose among the soldiers in the

Peloponnesian fleet at Miletus that Astyochus and Tissa-

phernes were mining their cause. Astyochus had not been

willing to fight at sea either before, while they were still in

full vigour and the fleet of the Athenians small, or now, when
the enemy was, as they were informed, in a state of sedition

and his ships not yet united but kept them waiting for the

Phoenician fleet from Tissaphernes, which had only a nominal

existence, at the risk of wasting away in inactivity. While

Tissaphernes not only did not bring up the fleet in question,
but was ruining their navy by payments made irregularly, and
even then not made in full. They must therefore, they in-

sisted, delay no longer, but fight a decisive naval engagement.
The Syracusans were the most urgent of any.
The confederates and Astyochus, aware of these mur-

murs, had already decided in council to fight a decisive battle;
and when the news reached them of the disturbance at Samos,
they put to sea with all their ships, one hundred and ten In

number, and ordering the Milesians to move by land upon
Mycale, set sail thither. The Athenians with the eighty-two

ships from Samos were at the moment lying at Glauce in

Mycale, a point where Samos approaches near to the conti-

nent
;
and seeing the Peloponnesian fleet sailing against them,

retired into Samos, not thinking themselves numerically strong

enough Lo stake their all upon a battle. Besides, they had
notice from Miletus of the wish of the enemy to engage, and
were expecting to be joined from the Hellespont by Strombi-

chides, to whom a messenger had been already despatched,
with the ships that had gone from Chios to Abydos. The
Athenians accordingly withdrew to Samos, and the Pelopon-
nesians put in at Mycale, and encamped with the land forces

of the Milesians and the people of the neighbourhood. The
tiext day they were about to sail against Samos, when tidings
reached them of the arrival of Strombichides with the

squadron from the Hellespont, upon which they immediately
sailed back to Miletus. The Athenians, thus reinforced, now
in their turn sailed against Miletus with a hundred and eight
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ships, wishing to fight a decisive battle, but as no one put out

to meet them, sailed back to Samos.

CHAPTER XXVI

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR RECALL OF ALCIBIADES TO
SAMOS REVOLT OF EUBCEA AND DOWNFALL OF THE FOUR
HUNDRED BATTLE OF CYNOSSEMA

B.C. 411: Encounter at Byzantium Alcibiades elected general Un-

popularity of Tissaphernes Astyochus recalled to Sparta
Alcibiades' service to Athens Discontent with the Four Hundred

Treachery in Athens Phrynichus assassinated Revolt at

Piraeus Peloponnesians at Salamis Defeat of the Athenian fleet

Panic in Athens The Four Hundred deposed Constitution

formed Alcibiades recalled Betrayal of (Enoe Peloponnemin
fleet at Hellespont Naval victory for Athenians.

IN the same summer, Immediately after this, the Pelopen-
nesians having refused to fight with their fleet united, through
not thinking themselves a match for the enemy, and being at

a loss where to look for money for such a number of ships,

especially as Tissaphernes proved so bad a paymaster, sent

off Clearchus, son of Ramphias, with forty ships to Pbarna-

bazus, agreeably to the original instructions from Pelopon-

nese; Pharnabazus inviting them and being prepared to

furnish pay, and Byzantium besides sending offers to revolt

to them. These Peloponnesian ships accordingly put out into

the open sea, in order to escape the observation of the

Athenians, and being overtaken by a storm, the majority
with Clearchus got into Debs, and afterwards returned to

Miletus, whence Clearchus proceeded by land to the Hel-

lespont to take the command: ten, however, of their number,
under the Megarian Heiixus, made good their passage to the

Hellespont, and effected the revolt of Byzantium. After this,

the commanders at Samos were informed of it, and sent a

squadron against them, to guard the Hellespont; and an en-

counter took place before Byzantium between eight vessels

on either side.

Meanwhile the cMefs at Samos, and especially Thrasy
bulus, who from the moment that he had changed the govern-

ment had remained firmly resolved to recall Alcibiades, at last

in an assembly brought over the mass of the soldiery, and
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upon their voting for his recall and amnesty, sailed over to

Tissaphernes and brought Alcibiades to Samos, being con-

vinced that their only chance of salvation lay in his bringing
over Tissaphernes from the Peloponnesians to themselves. An
assembly was then held in which Alcibiades complained of

and deplored his private misfortune in having been banished,
and speaking at great length upon public affairs, highly in-

cited their hopes for the future, and extravagantly magnified
his own influence with Tissaphernes. His object in this was
to make the oligarchical government at Athens afraid of him,
to hasten the dissolution of the clubs, to increase his credit

with the army at Samos and heighten their own confidence,
and lastly to prejudice the enemy as strongly as possible

against Tissaphernes, and blast the hopes which they enter-

tained. Alcibiades accordingly held out to the army such

extravagant promises as the following: that Tissaphernes had

solemnly assured him that if he could only trust the Athenians

they should never want for supplies while he had anything
left, no, not even if he should have to coin his own silver

couch, and that he would bring the Phoenician fleet now at

Aspendus to the Athenians instead of to the Peloponnesians;
but that he could only trust the Athenians if Alcibiades were
recalled to be his security for them.

Upon hearing this and much more besides, the Athenians
at once elected him general together with the former ones, and

put all their affairs into his hands. There was now not a man
in the army who would have exchanged his present hopes of

safety and vengeance upon the Four Hundred for any con-

sideration whatever; and after what they had been told they
were now inclined to disdain the enemy before them, and to

sail at once for Piraeus. To the plan of sailing for Piraeus,

leaving their more immediate enemies behind them, Alcibiades

opposed the most positive refusal, in spite of the numbers
that insisted upon it, saying that now that he had been
elected general he would first sail to Tissaphernes and concert

with him measures for carrying on the war. Accordingly, upon
leaving this assembly, he immediately took his departure in

order to have it thought that there was an entire confidence

between them, and also wishing to increase his consideration

with Tissaphernes, and to show that he had now been elected
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general and was in a position to do Mm good or evil as he

chose; thus managing to frighten the Athenians with Tis-

saphernes and Tissaphernes with the Athenians.

Meanwhile the Peloponnesians at Miletus heard of the

recall of Alcibiades, and already distrustful of Tissaphemes,
now became far more disgusted with him than ever. Indeed

after their refusal to go out and give battle to the Athenians

when they appeared before Miletus, Tissaphernes had grown
slacker than ever in his payments; and even before this, on
account of Alcibiades, Ms unpopularity had been on the in-

crease. Gathering together, just as before, the soldiers and
some persons of consideration besides the soldiery, began to

reckon up how they had never yet leceived their pay in full;

that what they did receive was small in quantity, and even
that paid irregularly, and that unless they fought a decisive

battle or removed to some station where they could get sup-

plies, the ships' crews would desert; and that it was all the

fault of Astyochus, who humoured Tissaphernes for Ms own

private advantage.
The army was engaged in these reflexions, when the fol-

lowing disturbance took place about the person of Astyochus.
Most of the Syracusan and Thurian sailors were freemen, and
these the freest crews in the armament were likewise the

boldest in setting upon Astyochus and demanding their pay*
The latter answered somewhat stiffly and threatened them,
and when Dorieus spoke up for Ms own sailors even went so

far as to lift Ms baton against him; upon seeing which the

mass of the men, in sailor fashion, rushed in a fury to strike1

Astyochus. He, however, saw them in time and fled for refuge
to an altar; and they were thus parted without his being
struck. Meanwhile the fort built by Tissaphernes in Miletus

was surprised and taken by the Milesians, and the garrison
in it turned out, an act which met with the approval of the

rest of the allies, and in particular of the Syracusans, but

which found no favour with Lichas, who said moreover that

the Milesians and the rest in the king's country ought to

show a reasonable submission to Tissaphernes and to pay
Mm court, until the war should be happily settled. The
Milesians were angry with Mm for tMs and for other things

of the kind, and upon Ms afterwards dying of sickness, would
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net allow him to be buried where the Lacedaemonians with the

army desired.

The discontent of the army with Astyochus and Tissaphernes
had reached this pitch, when Mindarus arrived from Lacedae-

mon to succeed Astyochus as admiral, and assumed the com-

mand. Astyochus now set sail for home; and Tissaphernes
sent with him one of his confidants, Gaulites, a Carian, who

spoke the two languages, to complain of the Milesians for the

affair of the fort, and at the same time to defend himself

against the Milesians, who were, as he was aware, on their

way to Sparta chiefly to denounce his conduct, and had with

them Hermocrates, who was to accuse Tissaphernes of joining
with Alcibiades to ruin the Peloponnesian cause and of playing
a double game. Indeed Hermocrates had always been at

enmity with him about the pay not being restored in full
;
and

eventually when he was banished from Syracuse, and new
commanders, Potamis, Myscon, and Demarchus, had come
out to Miletus to the ships of the Syracusans, Tissaphernes

pressed harder than ever upon him in his exile, and among
other charges against him accused him of having once asked

him for money, and then given himself out as his enemy be'

cause he failed to obtain it.

While Astyochus and the Milesians and Hermocrates made
sail for Lacedaemon, Alcibiades had now crossed back from

Tissaphernes to Samos. After his return the envoys of the

Four Hundred sent, as has been mentioned above, to pacify
and explain matters to the forces at Samos, arrived from

Delos; and an assembly was held in which they attempted
to speak. The soldiers at first would not hear them, and cried

out to put to death the subverters of the democracy5
but at

last, after some difficulty, calmed down and gave them a

hearing. Upon this the envoys proceeded to inform them that

the recent change had been made to save the city, and not
to ruin it or to deliver it over to the enemy, for they had

already had an opportunity of doing this when he invaded
the country during their government; that all the Five Thou-
sand would have their proper share in the government; and
ihat their hearers' relatives had neither outrage, as Chsereas
liad slanderously reported, nor other ill-treatment to complain
ofr but were all in undisturbed enjoyment of their property
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just as they had left them. Besides these they made a number
of other statements which had no better success with their

angry auditors
;
and amid a host of different opinions the one

wMch found most favour was that of sailing to Piraeus. Now
it was that Alcibiades for the first time did the state a service,'

and one of the most signal kind. For when the Athenians at

Samos were bent upon sailing against their countrymen, in

which case Ionia and the Hellespont would most certainly at

once have passed into possession of the enemy, Alcibiades

it was who prevented them. At that moment, when no other

man would have been able to hold back the multitude, he put
a stop to the intended expedition, and rebuked and turned

aside the resentment felt, on personal grounds, against the

envoys; he dismissed them with an answer from himself, to

the effect that he did not object to the government of the Five

Thousand, but insisted that the Four Hundred should be

deposed and the Council of Five Hundred reinstated in power:
meanwhile any retrenchments for economy, by which pay
might be better found for the armament, met with his entire

approval. Generally, he bade them hold out and show a bold

face to the enemy, since if the city were saved there was good

hope that the two parties might some day be reconciled,

whereas if either were once destroyed, that at Samos, or that

at Athens, there would no longer be any one to be reconciled

to. Meanwhile arrived envoys from the Argives, with offers of

support to the Athenian commons at Samos: these were

thanked by Alcibiades, and dismissed with a request to come
when called upon. The Argives were accompanied by the crew

of the Paralus, whom we left placed in a troopship by the

Four Hundred with orders to cruise round Euboea, and who

being employed to carry to Lacedsemon some Athenian envoys
sent by the Four Hundred, Lsespodias, Aristophon, and

Melesias, as they sailed by Argos laid hands upon the envoys,
and delivering them over to the Argives as the chief subverters

of the democracy, themselves, instead of returning to Athens,
took the Argive envoys on board, and came to Samos in the

galley which had been confided to them.

The same summer at the time that the return of Alcibiades

coupled with the general conduct of Tissaphernes had carried

to its height the discontent of the Peloponnesians, who no
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longer entertained any doubt of his having joined the Athe-

nians, Tissaphernes wishing, it would seem, to clear himself to

them of these charges, prepared to go after the Phoenician

fleet to Aspendus, and invited Lichas to go with him; saying
that he would appoint Tamos as his lieutenant to provide pay
for the armament during his own absence. Accounts differ, and
it is not easy to ascertain with what intention he went to

Aspendus, and did not bring the fleet after all. That one
hundred and forty-seven Phoenician ships came as far as

Aspendus is certain; but why they did not come on has been

variously accounted for. Some think that he went away in

pursuance of his plan of wasting the Peloponnesian resources,
since at any rate Tamos, his lieutenant, far from being any
better, proved a worse paymaster than himself: others that

he brought the Phoenicians to Aspendus to exact money from
them for their discharge, having never intended to employ
them: others again that it was in view of the outcry against
him at Lacedsemon, in order that it might be said that he was
not in fault, but that the ships were really manned and that

he had certainly gone to fetch them. To myself it seems only
too evident that he did not bring up the fleet because he
wished to wear out and paralyse the Hellenic forces, that is,

to waste their strength by the time lost during his journey to

Aspendus, and to keep them evenly balanced by not throwing
his weight into either scale. Had he wished to finish the war,
he could have done so, assuming of course that he made his

appearance in a way which left no room for doubt; as by
bringing up the fleet he would in all probability have given
the victory to the Lacedaemonians, whose navy, even as it was,
faced the Athenian more as an equal than as an inferior. But
what convicts him most clearly, is the excuse which he put
forward for not bringing the ships. He said that the number
assembled was less than the king had ordered; but surely it

would only have enhanced his credit if he spent little of the

king's money and effected the same end at less cost. In any
case, whatever was his intention, Tissaphernes went to

Aspendus and saw the Phoenicians
;
and the Peloponnesians at

his desire sent a Lacedaemonian called Philip with two galleys
to fetch the fleet.

Alcibiades finding that Tissaphernes had gone to Aspendus,
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himself sailed thither with thirteen ships, promising to do a

great and certain service to the Athenians at Samos, as he
would either bring the Phoenician fleet to the Athenians, or at

all events prevent its joining the Peloponnesians, In all prob-
ability he had long known that Tissaphernes never meant
to bring the fleet at ail, and wished to compromise him as

much as possible in the eyes of the Peloponnesians through his

apparent friendship for himself and the Athenians, and thus
in a manner to oblige him to join their side.

WMle Alcibiades weighed anchor and sailed eastward

straight for Phaselis and Caunus, the envoys sent by th^

Four Hundred to Samos arrived at Athens. Upon their deliv-

ering the message from Alcibiades, telling them to hold onf,

and to show a firm front to the enemy, and saying that he had

great hopes of reconciling them with the army and of over-

coming the Pelopormesians, the majority of the members of

the oligarchy, who were already discontented and only too

much inclined to be quit of the business in any safe way that

they could, were at once greatly strengthened in their resolve.

These now banded together and strongly criticised the ad.

ministration, their leaders being some of the principal generals
and men in office under the oligarchy, such as Theramenes, son

of Hagnon, Aristocrates, son of Sceliias, and others; who
5

although among the most prominent members of the govern-
ment (being afraid, as they said, of the army at Samos, and
most especially of Alcibiades, and also lest the envoys whom
they had sent to Lacedsemon, might do the state some harm
without the authority of the people), without insisting on

objections to the excessive concentration of power in a few

hands, yet urged that the Five Thousand must be shown to

exist not merely in name but in reality, and the constitution

placed upon a fairer basis. But this was merely their political <

cry; most of them being driven by private ambition into the

line of conduct so surely fatal to oligarchies that arise out

of democracies. For all at once pretend to be not only equals
but each the chief and master of his fellows; while under a

democracy a disappointed candidate accepts Ms defeat more

easily, because he has not the humiliation of being beaten by
his equals. But what most clearly encouraged the malcontents

was the power of Alcibiades at Samos, and their own disbeliei
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in the stability of the oligarchy; and it was now a race be-

tween them as to which should first become the leader of the

commons.
Meanwhile the leaders and members of the Four Hundred

most opposed to a democratic form of government Phryni-
chus who had had the quarrel with Alcibiades during his com-

mand at Samos, Aristarchus the bitter and inveterate enemy
of the commons, and Pisander and Antiphon and others of

the chiefs who already as soon as they entered upon power,
and again when the army at Samos seceded from them and
declared for a democracy, had sent envoys from their own

body to Lacedaemon and made every effort for peace, and had
built the wall in Eetionia, now redoubled their exertions

when their envoys returned from Samos, and they saw not

only the people but their own most trusted associates turning

against them. Alarmed at the state of things at Athens as at

Samos, they now sent off in haste Antiphon and Phrynichus
and ten others with injunctions to make peace with Lacedss-

mon upon any terms, no matter what, that should be at all

tolerable. Meanwhile they pushed on more actively than ever

with the wall in Eetionia. Now the meaning of this wall,

according to Theramenes and his supporters, was not so much
to keep out the army of Samos in case of its trying to force

its way into Piraeus as to be able to let in, at pleasure, the

fleet and army of the enemy. For Eetionia is a mole of Piraeus,
close alongside of the entrance of the harbour, and was now
fortified in connexion with the wall already existing on the

land side, so that a few men placed in it might be able to

command the entrance
;
the old wall on the land side and the

new one now being built within on the side of the sea, both

ending in one of the two towers standing at the narrow mouth
of the harbour. They also walled off the largest porch in

Piraeus which was in immediate connexion with this wall, and

kept it in their own hands, compelling all to unload there the
corn that came into the harbour, and what they had in stock,
and to take it out from thence when they sold it.

These measures had long provoked the murmurs of Thera-

menes, and when the envoys returned from Lacedsemon with-
out having effected any general pacification, he affirmed that
this wall was like to prove the ruin of the state. At this moment
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forty-two ships from Peloponnese, including some Siceliot

and Italiot vessels from Locri and Tarentum, had been invited

over by the Euboeans and were already riding off Las in

Laconia preparing for the voyage to Eubcea, under the com-
mand of Agesandridas, son of Agesander, a Spartan. Thera-
menes now affirmed that this squadron was destined not so

much to aid Euboea as the party fortifying Eetionia, and that

unless precautions were speedily taken the city would be sur-

prised and lost. This was no mere calumny, there being really
some such plan entertained by the accused. Their first wish
was to have the oligarchy without giving up the empire ;

fail-

ing this to keep their ships and walls and be independent;

while, if this also were denied them, sooner than be the first

victims of the restored democracy, they were resolved to call

in the enemy and make peace, give up their walls and ships3

and at all costs retain possession of the government^ if their

lives were only assured to them,

For this reason they pushed forward the construction of

their work with posterns and entrances and means of intro-

ducing the enemy, being eager to have it finished in time.

Meanwhile the murmurs against them were at first confined
to a few persons and went on in secret, until Phrynichiis, after

his return from the embassy to Lacedaemon, was laid wait for

and stabbed in full market by one of the Peripoli, falling down
dead before he had gone far from the council chamber. The
assassin escaped; but his accomplice, an Argive, was taken

and put to the torture by the Four Hundred, without their

being able to extract from him the name of his employer, or

anything further than that he knew of many men who used to

assemble at the bouse of the commander of the Peripoli and
at other houses. Here the matter was allowed to drop. This
so emboldened Theramenes and Aristocrates and the rest of

their partisans in the Four Hundred and out of doors, that

they now resolved to act. For by this time the ships had sailed

round from Las, and anchoring at Epidaurus had overrun

.ZEgina: and Theramenes asserted that, being bound for

Euboea, they would never have sailed in to JEgina and come
back to anchor at EpidauniSj unless they had been invited to

come to aid in the designs of which he had always accused the

government. Further Inaction had therefore now become im-
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possible. In the end, after a great many seditious harangues
and suspicions, they set to work in real earnest. The heavy
infantry in Piraeus building the wall in Eetionia, among whom
was Aristocrates, a colonel, with his own tribe, laid hands

upon Alexicles, a general under the oligarchy and the devoted
adherent of the cabal, and took him into a house and confined
him there. In this they were assisted by one Hermon, com-
mander of the Peripoli in Munychia, and others, and above
all had with them the great bulk of the heavy infantry. As soon
as the news reached the Four Hundred, who happened to be

sitting in the council chamber, all except the disaffected

wished at once to go to the posts where the arms were, and
menaced Theramenes and his party. Theramenes defended

himself, and said that he was ready immediately to go and

help to rescue Alexicles; and taking with him one of the gen-
erals belonging to his party, went down to Piraeus, followed

by Aristarchus and some young men of the cavalry. All was
now panic and confusion. Those in the city imagined that

Piraeus was already taken and the prisoner put to death, while

ilhose in Pirseus expected every moment to be attacked by the

party in the city. The older men, however, stopped the persons

running up and down the town and making for the stands of

arms
;
and Thucydides the Pharsalian, Proxenus of the city5

came forward and threw himself in the way of the rival fac-

tions, and appealed to them not to ruin the state, while the

enemy was still at hand waiting for his opportunity, and so

at length succeeded in quieting them and in keeping their

hands off each other. Meanwhile Theramenes came down to

Pirseus, being himself one of the generals, and raged and
stormed against the heavy infantry, while Aristarchus and the

adversaries of the people were angry in right earnest. Most of

the heavy infantry, however, went on with the business with-

out faltering, and asked Theramenes if he thought the wall

had been constructed for any good purpose, and whether It

would not be better that it should be pulled down. To this he
answered that if they thought it best to pull it down, he for his

part agreed with them. Upon this the heavy infantry and a
number of the people in Piraeus immediately got up on the

fortification and began to demolish it. Now their cry to the

multitude was that all should join in the work who wished the
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Five Thousand to govern instead of the Four Hundred. Foi

instead of saying in so many words
c

ali who wished the com-

inons to govern/ they still disguised themselves under the

name of the Five Thousand; being afraid that these might

really exist, and that they might be speaking to one of theit

number and get into trouble through ignorance. Indeed this

was why the Four Hundred neither wished the Five Thousand
to exist, nor to have it known that they did not exist; being
of opinion that to give themselves so many partners in em-

pire would be downright democracy, while the mystery in

question would make the people afraid of one another.

The next day the Four Hundred, although alarmed, never-

theless assembled in the council chamber, while the heavy

infantry in Piraeus, after having released their prisoner
Alexicles and pulled down the fortification, went with their

arms to the theatre of Dionysus, close to Munychia, and there

held an assembly in which they decided to march into the

city, and setting forth accordingly halted in the Anaceum.
Here they were joined by some delegates from the Four Hun-

dred, who reasoned with them one by one, and persuaded
those whom they saw to be the most moderate to remain quiet

themselves, and to keep in the rest; saying that they would

make known the Five Thousand, and have the Four Hundred
chosen from them in rotation, as should be decided by the

Five Thousand, and meanwhile entreated them not to ruin

the state or drive it into the arms of the enemy. After a great

many had spoken and had been spoken to, the whole body of

heavy infantry became calmer than before, absorbed by their

fears for the country at large, and row agreed to hold upon
an appointed day an assembly in the theatre of Dionysus for

the restoration of concord.

When the day came for the assembly in the theatre, and

they were upon the point of assembling, news arrived that

the forty-two ships under Agesandridas were sailing from

Megara along the coast of Salamis. The people to a man now

thought that it was just what Theramenes and Ms party had

so often said, that the ships were sailing to the fortification,

and concluded that they had done well to demolish it. But

though it may possibly have been by appointment that

Agesandridas hovered $bout Epidaurus and the neighbour-
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hood, he would also naturally be kept there by the hope of an

opportunity arising out of the troubles in the town. In any
case the Athenians, on receipt of the news, immediately ran
down in mass to Piraeus, seeing themselves threatened by the

^nemy with a worse war than their war among themselves,
not at a distance, but close to the harbour of Athens. Some
went on board the ships already afloat, while others launched
fresh vessels, or ran to defend the walls and the mouth of the
harbour.

Meanwhile the Peloponnesian vessels sailed by, and round-

ing Sunium anchored between Thoricus and Prasise, and after-

wards arrived at Oropus. The Athenians, with revolution in

the city, and unwilling to lose a moment in going to the relief

of their most important possession (for Euboea was every-

thing to them now that they were shut out from Attica), were

compelled to put to sea in haste and with untrained crews, and
sent Thymochares with some vessels to Eretria. These upon
their arrival, with the ships already in Euboea, made up a
total of thirty-six vessels, and were immediately forced to

engage. For Agesandridas, after his crews had dined, put out

from Oropus, which is about seven miles from Eretria by sea;
and the Athenians, seeing him sailing up, immediately began
to man their vessels. The sailors, however, instead of being
by their ships, as they supposed, were gone away to purchase

provisions for their dinner in the houses in the outskirts of

the town; the Eretrians having so arranged that there should

be nothing on sale in the market-place, in order that the Athe-

nians might be a long time in manning their ships, and the

enemy's attack taking them by surprise, might be compelled
to put to sea just as they were. A signal also was raised in

Eretria to give them notice in Oropus when to put to sea. The
Athenians, forced to put out so poorly prepared, engaged off

the harbour of Eretria, and after holding their own for some
little while notwithstanding, were at length put to flight and
chased to the shore. Such of their number as took refuge in

Eretria, which they presumed to be friendly to them, found
their fate in that city, being butchered by the inhabitants;
while those who fled to the Athenian fort in the Eretrian ter-

ritory, and the vessels which got to Chalcis, were saved. The
Peloponnesians, after taking twenty-two Athenian ships, and
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killing or making prisoners of the crews, set up a trophy, and

not long afterwards effected the revolt of the whole of Euboea

(except Oreus, which was held by the Athenians themselves),
and made a general settlement of the affairs of the island.

When the news of what had happened in Euboea reached

Athens a panic ensued such as they had never before known.

Neither the disaster in Sicily, great as it seemed at the time,

nor any other had ever so much alarmed them. The camp at

Samos was in revolt; they had no more ships or men to man

them; they were at discord among themselves and might at

any moment come to blows; and a disaster of this magnitude

coming on the top of all, by which they lost their fleet, and

worst of all Euboea, which was of more value to them than

Attica, could not occur without throwing them into the

deepest despondency. Meanwhile their greatest and most im-

mediate trouble was the possibility that the enemy, embold-

ened by his victory, might make straight for them and sail

against Piraeus, which they had no longer ships to defend; and

every moment they expected him to arrive. This, with a little

more courage, he might easily have done, in which case he

would either have increased the dissensions of the city by his

presence, or if he had stayed to besiege it have compelled the

fleet from Ionia, although the enemy of the oligarchy, to come

to the rescue of their country and of their relatives, and in the

meantime would have become master of the Hellespont, Ionia,

the islands, and of everything as far as Euboea, or, to speak

roundly, of the whole Athenian empire. But here, as on so

many other occasions the Lacedemonians proved the most

convenient people in the world for the Athenians to be at war

with. The wide difference between the two characters, the

slowness and want of energy of the Lacedemonians as con-

trasted with the dash and enterprise of their opponents,

proved of the greatest service, especially to a maritime empire
like Athens. Indeed this was shown by the Syracusans, who
were roost like the Athenians in character, and also most suc-

cessful in combating them.

Nevertheless, upon receipt of the news, the Athenians

manned twenty ships and called immediately a first assembly

in the Pnyx, where they had teen used to meet formerly, and

deposed the Four Hundred and voted to hand over the gov-
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ernment to the Five Thousand, of which body all who fur-

nished a suit of armour were to be members, decreeing also

that no one should receive pay for the discharge of any office,

or if he did should be held accursed. Many other assemblies
were held afterwards, in which law-makers were elected and
all other measures taken to form a constitution. It was during
the first period of this constitution that the Athenians appear
to have enjoyed the best government that they ever did, at

least in my time. For the fusion of the high and the low was
effected with judgment, and this was what first enabled the

state to raise up her head after her manifold disasters. They
also voted for the recall of Alcibiades and of other exiles, and
sent to him and to the camp at Samos, and urged them to de-

vote themselves vigorously to the war.

Upon this revolution taking place, the party of Pisander

and Alexicles, and the chiefs of the oligarchs immediately
withdrew to Decelea, with the single exception of Aristarchus,
one of the generals, who hastily took some of the most bar-

barian of the archers and marched to (Enoe. This was a fort

of the Athenians upon the Boeotian border, at that moment
besieged by the Corinthians, irritated by the loss of a party
returning from Decelea, who had been cut off by the garrison.
The Corinthians had volunteered for this service, and had
called upon the Boeotians to assist them. After communicating
with them, Aristarchus deceived the garrison in (Enoe by
telling them that their countrymen in the city had compounded
with the Lacedaemonians, and that one of the terms of the

capitulation was that they must surrender the place to the

Boeotians. The garrison believed him as he was general, and
besides knew nothing of what had occurred owing to the

siege, and so evacuated the fort under truce. In this way the

Boeotians gained possession of (Enoe, and the oligarchy and
the troubles at Athens ended.

To return to the Peloponnesians in Miletus. No pay was

forthcoming from any of the agents deputed by Tissaphernes
for that purpose upon his departure for Aspendus ;

neither the

Phoenician fleet nor Tissaphernes showed any signs of appear-

ing, and Philip, who had been sent with him, and another

Spartan, Hippocrates, who was at Phaselis, wrote word to

Mindarus, the admiral, that the ships were not coming at all,
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and that they were being grossly abused by Tissaphernes,
Meanwhile Pharnabazus was inviting them to come, and mak-

ing every effort to get the fleet and, like Tissaphernes, to cause

"he revolt of the cities in his government still subject to

ithens, founding great hopes on his success; until at length,

at about the period of the summer which we have now reached,
Mindarus yielded to his importunities, and, with great order

and at a moment's notice, in order to elude the enemy at

Samos, weighed anchor with seventy-three ships from Miletus

and set sail for the Hellespont. Thither sixteen vessels had

already preceded him in the same summer, and had overrun

part of the Chersonese. Being caught in a storm, Mindarus

was compelled to run in to Icarus, and after being detained five

or six days there by stress of weather, arrived at Chios.

Meanwhile Thrasyllus had heard of his having put out from

Miletus, and immediately set sail with fifty-five ships from

Samos, in haste to arrive before him in the Hellespont. But

learning that he was at Chios, and expecting that he would

stay there, he posted scouts in Lesbos and on the continent

opposite to prevent the fleet moving without his knowing it,

and himself coasted along to Methymna, and gave orders tc

prepare meal and other necessaries, in order to attack them
from Lesbos in the event of their remaining for any length of

time at Chios. Meanwhile he resolved to sail against Eresus,

a town in Lesbos which had revolted, and, if he could, to take

it. For some of the principal Methymnian exiles had carried

over about fifty heavy infantry, their sworn associates, from

Cuma, and hiring others from the continent, so as to make up
three hundred in all, chose Anaxander, a Theban, to command

them, on account of the community of blood existing between

the Thebans and the Lesbians, and first attacked Methymna.
Baulked in this attempt by the advance of the Athenian guards
from Mitylene, and repulsed a second time in a battle outside

the city, they then crossed the mountain and effected the re-

volt of Eresus. Thrasyllus accordingly determined to go there-

with all his ships and to attack the place. Meanwhile Thra-

sybulus had preceded him thither with five ships from SamoSj
as soon as he heard that the exiles had crossed over, and com-

ing too late to save Eresus, went on and anchored before the

town. Here they were joined also by two vessels on their way
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home from the Hellespont, and by the ships of the Methym-
nians, making a grand total of sixty-seven vessels; and the

forces on board now made ready with engines and every other

means available to do their utmost to storm Eresus.

In the meantime Mindarus and the Peloponnesian fleet at

Chios, after taking provisions for two days and receiving three

Chian pieces of money for each man from the Chians, on the

third day put out in haste from the island; in order to avoid

falling in with the ships at Eresus, they did not make for the

open sea, but keeping Lesbos on their left, sailed for the conti-

nent. After touching at the port of Carteria,in the Phocseid,and

dining, they went on along the Cumssan coast and supped at

Arginusae, on the continent over against Mitylene. From thence

they continued their voyage along the coast, although it was
late in the night, and arriving at Harmatus on the continent

opposite Methymna, dined there
;
and swiftly passing Lectum,

Larisa, Hamaxitus, and the neighbouring towns, arrived a
little before midnight at Rhoeteum. Here they were now in the

Hellespont. Some of the ships also put in at Sigeum and at

other places in the neighbourhood.
Meanwhile the warnings of the fire-signals and the sudden

increase in the number of fires on the enemy's shore informed
the eighteen Athenian ships at Sestos of the approach of the

Peloponnesian fleet. That very night they set sail in haste just
as they were, and hugging the shore of the Chersonese, coasted

along to Elseus, in order to sail out into the open sea away from
the fleet of the enemy. After passing unobserved the sixteen

ships at Abydos, which had nevertheless been warned by
their approaching friends to be on the alert to prevent their

sailing out, at dawn they sighted the fleet of Mindarus, which

immediately gave chase. All had not time to get away; the

greater number however escaped to Imbros and Lemnos, while
four of the hindmost were overtaken off Elseus. One of these
*as stranded opposite to the temple of Protesilaus and taken
with its crew, two others without their crews

;
the fourth was

abandoned on the shore of Imbros and burned by the enemy.
After this the Peloponnesians were joined by the squadron

from Abydos, which made up their fleet to a grand total of

eighty-six vessels; they spent the day in unsuccessfully be-

sieging Elasus, and then sailed back to Abydos. Meanwhile
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the Athenians, deceived by their scouts, and never dreaming

of the enemy's fleet getting by undetected, were tranquilly

besieging Eresus. As soon as they heard the news they in-

stantly abandoned Eresus, and made with all speed for the

Hellespont, and after taking two of the Peloponnesian ships

which had been carried out too far into the open sea in the

ardour of the pursuit and now fell in their way, the next day

dropped anchor at Blaeus, and bringing back the ships that

had taken refuge at Imbros, during five days prepared for the

coming engagement.
After this they engaged in the following way. The Athenians

formed in column and sailed close along shore to Sestos; upon

perceiving which the Peloponnesians put out from Abydos to

meet them. Realising that a battle was now Imminent, both

combatants extended their flank; the Athenians along the

Chersonese from Idacus to Arrhiani with seventy-six ships;

the Peloponnesians from Abydos to Dardanus with eighty-

six. The Peloponnesian right wing was occupied by the Syra-

cusans, their left by Mindarus in person with the best sailers

In the navy; the Athenian left by Thrasyllus, their right by

Thrasybulus, the other commanders being In different parts

of the fleet. The Peloponnesians hastened to engage first, and

outflanking with their left the Athenian right sought to cut

them off. If possible, from sailing out of the straits, and to drive

their centre upon the shore, which was not far off. The Athe-

nians perceiving their intention extended their own wing and

outsailed them, while their left had by this time passed the

point of Cynossema. This, however, obliged them to thin and

weaken their centre, especially as they had fewer ships than

the enemy, and as the coast round Point Cynossema formed

a sharp angle which prevented their seeing what was going

on on the other side of it.

The Peloponnesians now attacked their centre and drove

ashore the ships of the Athenians, and disembarked to follow

up their victory. No help could be given to the centre either

by the squadron of Thrasybulus on the right, on account of

the number ot ships attacking him, or by that of Thrasyllus

on the left, from whom the point of Cynossema hid what was

going on, and who was also hindered by Ms Syracusan and

other opponents, whose numbers were fully equal to his own,
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At length, however, the Peloponnesians in the confidence of

victory began to scatter in pursuit of the ships of the enemy,
and allowed a considerable part of their fleet to get into dis-

order. On seeing this the squadron of Thrasybulus discon-

tinued their lateral movement and, facing about, attacked and
routed the ships opposed to them, and next fell roughly upon
the scattered vessels of the victorious Peloponnesian division,
and put most of them to flight without a blow. The Syracusans
ulso had by this time given way before the squadron of

Thrasyllus, and now openly took to flight upon seeing the

flight of their comrades.

The rout wasnow complete. Most of the Peloponnesians fled

for refuge first to the river Midius, and afterwards to Abydos,
Only a few ships were taken by the Athenians

;
as owing to the

narrowness of the Hellespont the enemy had not far to go
to be in safety. Nevertheless nothing could have been more

opportune for them than this victory. Up to this time they had
feared the Peloponnesian fleet, owing to a number of petty
losses and to the disaster in Sicily; but they now ceased to

mistrust themselves or any longer to think their enemies good
for anything at sea. Meanwhile they took from the enemy
eight Chian vessels, five Corinthian, two Ambraciot, two

Boeotian, one Leucadian, Lacedaemonian, Syracusan, and Pel-

lenian, losing fifteen of their own. After setting up a trophy

upon Point Cynossema, securing the wrecks, and restoring to

the enemy his dead under truce, they sent off a galley to

Athens with the news of their victory. The arrival of this ves-

sel with its unhoped-for good news, after the recent disasters

of Eubcea, and in the revolution at Athens, gave fresh courage
to the Athenians, and caused them to believe that if they put
their shoulders to the wheel their cause might yet prevail.

On the fourth day after the sea-fight the Athenians in Sestos

having hastily refitted their ships sailed against Cyzicus, which
had revolted. Off Harpagium and Priapus they sighted at

anchor the eight vessels from Byzantium, and sailing up and

routing the troops on shore, took the ships, and then went on
and recovered the town of Cyzicus, which was unfortified, and
levied money from the citizens. In the meantime the Pelopon-
nesians sailed from Abydos to Elseus, and recovered such of
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their captured galleys as were still uninjured, the rest having
been burned by the Elseusians, and sent Hippocrates and

Epicles to Euboea to fetch the squadron from that island.

About the same time Alcibiades returned with his thirteen

ships from Caunus and Phaselis to Samos, bringing word that

lie had prevented the Phoenician fleet from joining the

Peloponnesians, and had made Tissaphernes more friendly to

the Athenians than before. Alcibiades now manned nine more

ships, and levied large sums of money from the Halicarnas-

sians, and fortified Cos. After doing this and placing a gover-
nor in Cos, he sailed back to Samos, autumn being now at

hand. Meanwhile Tissaphernes, upon hearing that the

Peloponnesian fleet had sailed from Miletus to the Hellespont,
set off again back from Aspendus, and made all sail for Ionia.

While the Peloponnesians were in the Hellespont, the An-

tandrians, a people of ^Eolic extraction, conveyed by land

across Mount Ida some heavy infantry from Abydos, and in-

troduced them into the town; having been ill-treated by
Arsaces, the Persian lieutenant of Tissaphernes. This same
Arsaces had, upon pretence of a secret quarrel, invited the

chief men of the Delians to undertake military service (these

were Delians who had settled at Atramyttium after having
been driven from their homes by the Athenians for the sake

of purifying Delos) ;
and after drawing them out from their

town as his friends and allies, had laid wait for them at dinner,

and surrounded them and caused them to be shot down by his

soldiers. This deed made the Antandrians fear that he might
some day do them some mischief; and as he also laid upon
them burdens too heavy for them to bear, they expelled his

garrison from their citadel.

Tissaphernes upon hearing of this act of the Peloponnesians

in addition to what had occurred at Miletus and Cuidns,

where his garrisons had been also expelled, now saw that the

breach between them was serious; and fearing further injury

from them, and being also vexed to think that Phamabazus

should receive them, and in less time and at less cost perhaps
succeed better against Athens than he had done, determined

to rejoin them in the Hellespont, in order to complain of the

events at Antandros and excuse himself as best he could in the?
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matter of the Phoenician fleet and of the other charges against
him. Accordingly he went first to Ephesus and offered sac-

rifice to Artemis.

[When the winter after this summer is over the twenty-
first year of this war will be completed.]

THE END
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109 CAMUS, ALBERT: The Plaque
339 CAMUS, ALBERT: Resistance, Rebellion and Death
79 CARROLL, LEWIS: Alice in Wonderland, etc.

165 CASANOVA, JACQUES: Memoirs of Casanova
150 CELLINI, BENVENUTO: Autobiography of Cellini

174 CERVANTES: Don Quixote
161 CHAUCER: The Canterbury Tales
171 CHEKHOV, ANTON: Best Plays
50 CHEKHOV, ANTON: Short Stories

2,72. CICERO: Basic Works
279 COLERIDGE: Selected Poetry and Prose

251 COLETTE: Six Novels

235 COMMAGER, HENRY STEELE & NEVLNS, ALLAN: A Snort His-
tory of the United States

306 CONFUCIUS: The Wisdom of Confucius
1 86 CONRAD, JOSEPH: Lord Jim
275 CONRAD, JOSEPH: Nostromo
34 CONRAD, JOSEPH: Victory

105 COOPER, JAMES FENTMORE: The Pathfinder
194 CORNEILLE & RACINE: Six Plays by Corneille and Racine
130 CRANE, STEPHEN: The Red Badge of Courage
214 CUMMINGS, E. E.: The Enormous Room

236 DANA, RICHARD HENRY: Two Years Before the Mast
208 DANTE: The Divine Comedy
122 DEFOE, DANIEL: Moll Flanders

92 DEFOE, DANIEL: Robinson Crusoe and A Journal of the
Plague Year

43 DESCARTES, RENE: Philosophical Writings
173 DEWEY, JOHN: Human Nattire and Conduct
no DICKENS, CHARLES: David Copperfield
204 DICKENS, CHARLES: Pickwick Papers
308 DICKENS, CHARLES: Our Miitual Friend
189 DICKENS, CHARLES: A Tale of Two Cities

25 DICKINSON, EMILY: Selected Poems
23 DINESEN, ISAK: Out of Africa
54 DINESEN, ISAK: Seven Gothic Tales
12 DONNE, JOHN: Complete Poetry and Selected Prose

205 Dos PASSOS, JOHN: Three Soldiers

293 DOSTOYEVSKY, pYODOR: Best Short Stories

151 DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR: The Brothers Karamazov
199 DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR: Crime and Punishment
55 DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR: The Possessed

5 DOUGLAS, NORMAN: South Wind
206 DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN: The Adventures and Memoirs

of Sherlock Holmes
8 DREISER, THEODORE: Sister Carrie

69 DUMAS, ALEXANDRE: Camille
143 DUMAS, ALEXANDRE: The Three Musketeers
227 Du MAURIER, DAPHNE: Rebecca

33 8 ELLISON, RALPH: Invisible Man
192 EMERSON, RALPH WALDO: The Journals
91 EMERSON, RALPH WALDO: Essays and Other Writings

^3 1 ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS: The Praise of Folly



314 EURIPIDES: The Complete Greek Tragedies, Vol. V
315 EURIPIDES: The Complete Greek Tragedies, Vol. VI
316 EURIPIDES: The Complete Greek Tragedies, Vol. VII
2,71 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: Absalom, Absalom!
175 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: Go Down, Moses
88 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: Light in August
6 1 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: Sanctuary [Dying

187 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: The Sound and the Fury and As I L#y
324 FAULKNER, WILLIAM: Selected Short Stones
117 FIELDING, HENRY: Joseph Andrews
185 FIELDING, HENRY: Tom Jones
28 FLAUBERT, GUSTAVE: Madame Bovary
102 FORESTER, G. S.: The African Queen
2,10 FRANCE, ANATOLE: Penguin Island

2,98 FRANK, ANNE: Diary of a Young Girl

39 FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN: Autobiography,, etc.

96 FREUD, SIGMUND: The Interpretation of Dreams

36 GEORGE, HENRY: Progress and Poverty
327 GIDE, ANDRE: The Counterfeiters
177 GOETHE: Faust

40 GOGOL, NIKOLAI: Dead Sotils

291 GOLDSMITH, OLIVER: The Vicar of Wakefield and Other
20 GRAVES, ROBERT: I, Claudius [Writings

286 GUNXHER, JOHN: Death Be Not Proud

265 HAGKETT, FRANCIS: The Personal History of Henry the Eighth
163 HAGGARD, H. RIDER: She and King Solomon's Mines
320 HAMILTON, EDITH: Tlie Greek Way
135 HARDY, THOMAS: Jude the Ohscttre

17 HARDY, THOMAS: The Mayor of Casterbridge
121 HARDY, THOMAS: The Return of the Native

72 HARDY, THOMAS: Tess of the D'Urbervilles

233 HART & KAUFMAN: Six Plays

329 HART, Moss: Act One
250 HARTE, BRET: Best Stories

93 HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL: The Scarlet Letter

239 HEGEL: The Philosophy of Hegel
223 HELLMAN, LILLIAN: Six Plays
26 HENRY, O.: Best Short Stones

255 HERODOTUS: Tlze Persian Wars
328 HERSEY, JOHN:Hiroshima

334 HESSE, HERMAN: Steppenwolf
166 HOMER: The Iliad

167 HOMER: The Odyssey
141 HORACE: Complete Worfes

302 HOWARD, JOHN TASKER: World's Great Operas

2-77 HOWELLS, WHXIAM DEAN: The Rise of Silas Laph&m
89 HUDSON, W. H.: Green Mansions

35 HUGO, VICTOR: T7ie Hunchback of Notre Dame
340 HUME, DAVID: Philosophy

2-09 HUXLEY, ALDOUS: Antic Hay
48 HUXLEY, AUDOUS: Brave New WoM

180 HUXLEY, ALDOUS: Point Counter Point

305 IBSEN, HENRTK: Six Plays



507 IBSEN, HENRIK: The Wild Duck and Oilier Plays
2,40 IRVING, WASHINGTON: Selected Writings

1 6 JAMES, HENRY: The Bostonians

107 JAMES, HENRY: The Portrait of a Lady
AMES, HENRY: The Turn of the Screw
AMES, HENRY: Washington Sqiiare
AMES, HENRY: The Wings of the Dove
AMES, WILLIAM: The Philosophy of William James
AMES, WILLIAM: The Varieties of Relzgzcms Experience
EPPERSON, THOMAS: The Life and Selected Writings
OYCE, JAMES: Ditbli-ners

UNG, C. G.: Basic Writings

169
2,69

2-44

114
70

2-34

12,4

300

318 KAFKA, FRANZ: The Trial

283 KAFKA, FRANZ: Selected Stories

297 KANT: Critique of Pure Reason
266 KANT: The Philosophy of Kant
233 KAUFMAN & HART: Six Plays
273 KEATS: Complete Poetry and Selected Prose

303 KIERKEGAARD, S0REN: A Kierkegaard Anthology
99 KIPLING, RUDYARD: K*w
74 KOESTLER, ARTHUR: Darkness at Noon

262 LAOTSE: The Wisdom of Laotse

148 LAWRENCE, D. H. Lady Chatterley's Lover
128 LAWRENCE, D. H.
333 LAWRENCE, D. H.

LAWRENCE, D. H.

The Ramlzcnr
Sons and Lovers
Women in Love

252 LEWIS, SINCLAIR: Dods-worth
221 LEWIS, SINCLAIR: Cass Titnberlane

325 LIVY: A History of Rome
56 LONGFELLOW, HENRY W.: Poems
77 LOUYS, PIERRE: Aphrodite
95 LUDWIG, EMIL: Napoleon

65 MACHIAVELLI: The Prince and The Discourses
321 J\IAILER, NORMAN : The Naked and the Dead
33 JXlALRAUX, ANDRE: Man's Fate

309 MALTHUS, THOMAS ROBERT: On Population
182 ]\IARQUAND, JOHN P.: The Late George Apley
202 MARX, KARL: Capital and Other Writings
14 MAUGHAM, W. SOMERSET: Best SJiort Stories

270 MAUGHAM, W. SOMERSET: Cakes and Ale
27 MAUGHAM, W. SOMERSET: The Moon and Sixpence

176 MAUGHAM, W. SOMERSET: Of Human Bondage
98 MAUPASSANT, GXJY DE: Best Short Stories

46 KIAUROIS, AJSTDRE: Disraeli

119 MELVILLE, HERMAN: Moby Dick
253 MEREDITH, GEORGE: The Egoist
134 MEREDITH, GEORGE: The Ordeal of Richard Feverel
138 MEREJKOWSKI, DMITRI: The Romance of Leonardo da Vinci
296 MICHENER, JAMES A.: Selected Writings
322 MILL, JOHN STUART: Selections
132, MILTON, JOHN: Complete Poetry and Selected Prose
78 MOLIERE: Eight Plays

218 MONTAIGNE: Selected Essays



191 NASH, OGDEN: Selected Verse [tory of the United States

2,35 NEVESTS, ALLAN & COMMAGER, HENRY STEELE: A Short His-

113 NEWMAN, CARDINAL JOHN H. : Apologia Pro Vita Sua
9 NIETZSCHE, FRJEDRICH: Tints Spake Zarathustra

8 1 NOSTRADAMUS : Oracles

67 ODETS, CLIFFORD: Six Plays
42, O'HARA, JOHN: Appointment in Samarra

2,11 O'HARA, JOHN: Selected Short Stories

323 O'HARA, JOHN: Butterfield 8

146 O'NEILL, EUGENE: The Emperor Jones, Anna Christie and
The Hairy Ape [the Sea

in O'NEILL, EUGENE: The Long Voyage Home: Seven Plays of

232, PALGRAVE, FRANCIS (Editor): The Golden Treasury
123 PARKER, DOROTHY: Collected Short Stories

237 PARKER, DOROTHY: Collected Poetry
267 PARKMAN, FRANCIS: The Oregon Trail

164 PASCAL, BLAISE: Pensees and The Provincial Letters

86 PATER, WALTER: The Renaissance

103 PEPYS, SAMUEL: Passages from the Diary
247 PERELMAN, S. J. : The Best of S. J. Perelman

153 PLATO: The Republic
181 PLATO: The Works of Plato
82, POE, EDGAR ALLAN: Selected Poetry and Prose

196 POLO, 3XIARCO: The Travels of Marco Polo

257 POPE, ALEXANDER: Selected Works
284 PORTER, KATHERINE ANNE: Flowering Judas
45 PORTER, KATHERINE ANNE: Pale Horse, Pale Rider

1 20 PROUST, ]\IARCEL: The Captive
220 PROUST, MARCEL: Cities of the Plain

213 PROUST, J\IARCEL: The Gnermantes Way
278 PROUST, MARCEL: The Past Recaptured
59 PROUST, MARCEL: Swann's Way

260 PROUST, MARCEL: The S-weet Cheat Gone
172 PROUST, ]\IARCEL: Within a Budding Grove

194 RACINE & CORNEILLE: Six Plays "by Corneille and Racine
62 READE, CHARLES: The Cloister and the Hearth

215 REED, JOHN: Ten Days That Shook the World
140 RENAN, ERNEST: TJie Life of Jesus

336 RENAULT, MARY: The Last of the Wine
10 RICHARDSON, SAMUEL: Clarissa

200 RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN: Six Plays

154 ROSTAND, EDMOND: Cyrano de Bergerac

243 ROUSSEAU, JEAN JACQUES: The Confessions

53 RUNYON, DAMON: Famous Stories

137 RUSSELL, BERTRAND: Selected Papers of Bertrand RusseU

280 SAKI: Short Stories

301 SALTNGER, J. D.: Nine Stones

90 SALINGER, J. D.: The Catcher in the Rye
292, SANTAYANA, GEORGE: Tlie. Sense of Beauty

335 SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL: The Age of Reason

52, SCHOPENHAUER: The Philosophy of Schopenhauer
2,81 SCHULBERG, BiiDD: What M&fees Sammy Run?
2,3 SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM; Tragedies complete, 2 vols.



4,5 SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM: Comedies complete, 2 vols.
6 SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM: Histories } 1

,

7 SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM: Histories, Poems |
comPlete, 2 vols.

19 SHAW, BERNARD: Four Plays [and the Lion
294 SHAW, BERNARD: Saint Joan, Major "Barbara, and Androcles
112 SHAW, IRWIN: The 'Young Lions

319 SHAW, IRWIN: Selected Short Stories

274 SHELLEY: Selected Poetry and Prose

159 SMOLLETT, TOBIAS: Humphry Clinker

312 SOPHOCLES I: Complete Greek Tragedies, Vol. Ill

313 SOPHOCLES II: Complete Greek Tragedies, Vol. IV
60 SPINOZA: The Philosophy of Spinoza

332 STEIN, GERTRUDE: Selected Writings
115 STEINBECK, JOHN: In Dubious Battle

29 STEINBECK, JOHN: Of Mice and Men
216 STEINBECK, JOHN: Tortilla Flat

157 STENDHAL: The Red and the Black

147 STERNE, LAURENCE: Tristram Shandy
254 STEWART, GEORGE R.: Storm
31 STOKER, BRAM: Dracula
ii STONE, IRVING: Lust for Life

z6i STOWE, HARRIET BEECHER: Uncle Tom's Cabin
212 STRACHEY, LYTTON: Eminent Victorians
1 88 SUETONIUS: Lives of the Twelve Caesars
100 SWIFT, JONATHAN: Gulliver's Travels and Other Writings
49 SYMONDS, JOHN A. : The Life of Michelangelo

222 TACITUS: Complete Works
230 TENNYSON: Selected Poetry
80 THACKERAY, WILLIAM: Henry Esmond

131 THACKERAY, WILLIAM: Vanity Fair

38 THOMPSON, FRANCIS: Complete Poems
155 THOREAU, HENRY DAVID: Walden and Other Writings
58 THUCYDIDES: Complete Writings
85 THURBER, JAMES: The Th^lr^er Carnival
37 TOLSTOY, LEO: Anna Karenina
41 TROLLOPE, ANTHONY: Barchester Towers and The Warden
2.1 TURGENEV, IVAN: Fathers and Sons
t6z TWAIN, MARK: A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court

*9o VASARI, GIORGIO: Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculp-
tors and Architects

63 VEBLEN, THORSTEIN: The Theory of the Leisure Class
1 56 VINCI, LEONARDO DA: The Notebooks
75 VERGIL: The Aeneid, Eclogues and Georgics
47 VOLTAIRE: Candide and Other Writings

178 WALPOLE, HUGH: Fortitude
170 WARREN, ROBERT PENK: All The King's Men
219 WEBB, MARY: Precious Bane
225 WEIDMAN, JEROME: I Can Get It for You Wholesale
197 WELLS, H. G.: Tono Bungay
290 WELTY, EUDORA: Selected Stories
299 WHARTON, EDITH: The Age of Innocence
97 WHITMAN, WALT: Leaves of Grass

125 WILDE, OSCAR: Dorian Gray and De Profundis



83 WILDE, OSCAR: The Plays of Oscar Wilde
84 WILDE, OSCAR: Poems and Fairy Tales

12,6 WODEHOUSE, P. J.: Selected Stories
268 WORDSWORTH: Selected Poetry

44 YEATS, W. B. (Editor): Irish Fairy and Folk Tales
179 YOUNG, G. F.: The Medici

207 ZIMMERN, ALFRED: The Greek Commonwealth
142 ZOLA, EMILE: Nana

MISCELLANEOUS
2,88 An Anthology of Irish Literature

330 Anthology of Medicinal Lyrics
326 The Apocrj'pha
201 The Arabian Nights' Entertainments

87 Best American Humorous Short Stories

1 8 Best Russian Short Stories

129 Best Spanish Stories

Complete Greek Tragedies
310 Vol. I (Aeschylus I); 311 Vol. H (Aeschylus II); 312 VoL ID
(Sophocles I); 313 Vol. IV (Sophocles II); 314 Vol. V (Euripides
I); 315 VoL VI (Euripides II)
101 A Comprehensive Anthology of American, Poetry
226 The Consolation of Philosophy
94 Eight Famous Elizabethan Plays

224 Eighteenth-Century^ Plays
73 Famoiis Ghost Stories

139 The Federalist

30 Five Great Modern Irish Plajs
144 Fourteen Great Detective Stories

1 08 Great German Short Navels and Stones
1 68 Great Modem Short Stories

238 Great Teles of the American West
203 The Greek Poets
118 Stories of Modern Italy

217 The Latin Poets

149 The Making of Man: An Outline of Anthropology
183 Making of Society
133 Medieval Romances

i The Modern Library Dictionary

258 New Voices in the American Theatre

152 Outline of Abnormal Psychology
66 Outline of Psychoanalysis

287 Restoration Plays
337 Roman Comedies
158 Seven Famous Greek Plays

57 The Short Bible

276 Six Modem American Plays

38 Six American Plays for Today
127 Twentieth-Century American Poetry revised

341 Twenty German Poets









.OH THE IMSIDE
. i . . "t a list, Qrran>*d alphabetically

toy ci w . ^ - 'lies * tfs Modern Library.

It Is worthy of your sK- pjion.

i of T/ie Pe?oponnes/c/2 Wbr will

find enlightenment and pleasure In the fol-

lowing Modern library books:

The Persian Wars

fay HERODOTUS
Translated by GEOftGE RAWL1NSON

Introduction by F. It K GODOLPHIN

MODERN LIBRARY NO. 255

The Iliad

by HOMER

Translated by LANG, LEAF, MYERS

MODERN LIBRARY NO. 166

The Odyssey

by HOMER

Translated by BUTCHER and LANG

MODERN LIBRARY NO. 167

by PLATO

Transited by BENJAMIN JOWETT

MODERN LIBRARY NO. 153
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